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Czech conductor
Jakob Hrusa,  41, will
become music director of
London’s Royal Opera
House in September 2025,
succeeding Antonio Pap-
pano, who will leave in
2024 after 22 years, the
longest tenure in the com-

pany’s history. The two conductors will share
responsibilities for the 2024-25 season. Hrusa
has been chief conductor of the Bamberg Sym-
phony since 2016. He is also principal guest
conductor of both the Czech Philharmonic
and the St Cecilia Orchestra in Rome.

French conductor
Stephane Deneve will
succeed Michael Tilson
Thomas as artistic direc-
tor of the New World
Symphony next season.
MTT, who co-founded
NWS with Ted and Lin
Arison 35 years ago, will
become artistic director
laureate. Deneve is music director of the St
Louis Symphony; next year he will also
become principal guest conductor of the
Netherlands Radio Philharmonic.

Carl St Clair, music director of
the Pacific Symphony (based in
Orange County CA) will leave
the orchestra in 2024 after 34
years. The Texas-born conduc-
tor, who turned 70 in June,
raised the orchestra’s artistic
level significantly. He succeed-
ed Keith Clark, who founded

the ensemble as a chamber orchestra in 1978.

Composer-clarinetist Derek

Bermel, 55, will leave as artistic
director of the American Com-
posers Orchestra at the end of
2022 after 4 years as creative
advisor and 10 as artistic direc-
tor.

Bass-baritone Davone Tines,
36, will become institutional
artist-in-residence at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music
on January 1, its first in more
than a decade. He held the
same position with the
Detroit Opera and is also a
creative partner with San
Francisco’s Philharmonia

Baroque Orchestra & Chorale. 

Composer and cellist Paul

Wianco, 39, will replace Sunny
Wang, who will leave the Kro-
nos Quartet in February after
10 years as the group’s cellist.

Conductor Gianandrea Noseda,
58, general music director of the
Zurich Opera House since 2021,
has extended his contract an
additional three years until 2028
at the request of Matthias
Schulz, who will take over as the
company’s intendant and artistic
director in 2025. Noseda is also
music director of the National
Symphony in Washington DC
and principal guest conductor of
the London Symphony.
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Here & There

Conductor Daniel Barenboim, 80, has cancelled
engagements for several months. He said, “My
health has deteriorated in recent months and I
have been diagnosed with a severe neurological
condition.” He added that he wants to concen-
trate on being as physically well as possible.

Appointments, Awards, &
News



Nikolai Sachenko, 45, became the new first
violinist of the Borodin Quartet in September,
following the retirement of Ruben Aharonyan,
who was with the quartet since 1996.
Sachenko won the gold medal at the 1998
Tchaikovsky Competition.

Françis-Xavier Roth, 51, will
succeed Teodor Currentzis
as chief conductor and artis-
tic director of Stuttgart’s
SWR Symphony in 2025.
Roth is currently director of
the Gürzenich Orchestra and
Cologne Opera and princi-
pal guest conductor of the
London Symphony. He also

continues to work closely with Les Siecles, an
orchestra he founded and records with.

Finnish conductor Hannu

Lintu, 55, signed a four-year
contract to become music
director of Lisbon’s Gul-
benkian Orchestra next Sep-
tember. He is also principal
conductor of the Finnish
National Opera in Helsinki.

British conductor Matthew

Halls will become chief con-
ductor and artistic director of
Finland’s Tampere Philhar-
monic next autumn. He suc-
ceeds Santtu-Matias Rouvali,
who is now principal conductor
of the London Philharmonic.

Stefan Klingele, 55, signed
a five-year contract and
returned to Theater Bre-
men this season as music
director and chief conduc-
tor, succeeding Yoel Gam-

zou. He had been chief conductor there from
1999 to 2007. From 2015 he was music director
and chief conductor of Leipzig’s Musikalische
Komedie.

Elias Grandy, 42, general
music director of the The-
ater and Orchestra Hei-
delberg since 2015, will
step down at the end of
the season.

Matthew Spivey became
CEO of the San Francisco
Symphony on September
21. He had been Interim
CEO since July 2021. Before
that he was the orchestra’s
chief programming officer
for six years. Spivey
replaces Mark Hanson,
who became CEO of the
Baltimore Symphony last
April.

Afton Battle,  general
director of the Fort Worth
Opera, resigned in
November after just two
years on the job. She suc-
ceeded Tuomas Hiltunen,
who quit after just two
years, and he succeeded
long-time director Darren

K Woods who was fired in 2017. Battle, who is
in her mid-30s, wrote, “Y’all know the chal-
lenges of being black in this world. Magnify
that with a woman running an arts organiza-
tion in a conservative city and state.” She was
an activist intent on building “the people’s
company”. Whit Smith, a former trustee who
has quit attending performances and donat-
ing, said, “We hired her to be general director,
not the voice of activism.” Under Battle, FWO
has produced one opera, a shortened Traviata.
The current season has only a concert version
of Aida with a mostly black cast.

Bradley Vernatter, 37, has
been promoted to general
director and CEO of Boston
Lyric Opera, following two
years as acting GD and
artistic director. He suc-
ceeds Esther Nelson, who
left in March 2021 after 12
years. 

Michael Rosenberg,  54,
became president and CEO
of New York’s City Center on
November 1, succeeding
Arlene Shuler who left after
19 years. He was managing
director of the McCarter
Theater in Princeton NJ.
Before that he spent almost
a decade as managing direc-
tor of the La Jolla Playhouse.
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Pianist Wu Han, 63,
was appointed artis-
tic director of Sara-
sota’s La Musica
Chamber Music Fes-
tival in October, suc-
ceeding Bruno Giu-
ranna, 89, who co-
founded the festival
in 1989 and is now
artistic director
emeritus. Wu Han is
co-director with her husband, cellist David
Finckel, of the Chamber Music Society of Lin-
coln Center, Music at Menlo in California, Wolf
Trap’s Chamber Music, and the Society of Four
Arts in Palm Beach.

Stephen Maddock, 54, chief
executive of the City of
Birmingham Symphony,
will leave after 23 years to
become principal at the
Royal Birmingham Conser-
vatoire.

Auveen Sands became chief
executive of the Ulster
Orchestra in October, suc-
ceeding Richard Wigley, who
left after six years. Sands
joined the orchestra in 2014
as head of finance and oper-

ations.

Kenneth Kwok, 47, becomes
CEO of the Singapore Sympho-
ny Group on January 1, replac-
ing Chng Hak-Peng, 49, who is
leaving after 11 years. Kwok was
senior director at the Municipal
Services Office at the Ministry

of National Development. 

Jose Martinez,  53, became
director of the Paris Opera Bal-
let on December 5, succeeding
Auriele Dupont, who left in
July. He first joined the Paris
Opera Ballet as a dancer in
1988 and was appointed prin-
cipal dancer from 1997 to 2011,
when he left to become artistic
director of the Spanish Nation-
al Dance Company for eight years. 

American Sirena Huang,
28, was the gold medalist at
the 11th Quadrennial Indi-
anapolis Violin Competi-
tion in September, which
includes $75,000 cash, a
Carnegie Hall recital, a
recording contract, and
career guidance for four
years. She also won 8 out of
11 special prizes for per-
formances of individual
pieces. American Julian Rhee, 22, won silver
($30,000), and Japanese Minami Yoshida, 24,
took bronze ($15,000).

Ukrainian Illia

Ovcharenko,  21, was
named prize laureate at
the 2022 Honens Piano
Competition in Calgary,
winning $100,000 (CAD)
and an artist develop-
ment program valued at
$500,000. The other two

finalists were American Rachel Breen, 26, and
American Sasha Kasman Laude, 27. Each got
prizes of $10,000 (CAD). Ovcharenko is cur-
rently pursuing a bachelor’s degree at the
Buchmann-Mehta School of Music in Tel Aviv.

Cellist Yo-Yo Ma,  67, was
awarded the 2022 Birgit Nils-
son Prize at the Stockholm
Concert Hall. He is the first
instrumentalist to get it. The
$1 million prize, the largest in
classical music, is awarded
about every three years “to
artists and institutions who
have contributed an impor-
tant chapter to music history”.

Minnesota Orchestra musicians signed a new
contract in September. Their minimum weekly
salary will increase in yearly increments of
from 2.5% to 3% through August 2026. There
will also be added media payments for broad-
casts and recordings. And there are two con-
tract extensions through 2024: pianist Jon
Kimura Parker as creative partner leading the
Summer at Orchestral Hall Festival, and Sarah
Hicks as principal conductor and artistic plan-
ner of the Live at Orchestra Hall pops series.
Parker began with the orchestra in 2019, Hicks
in 2009.
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Obituaries

Violinist Geoff Nuttall died on October 19 at his home in
Palo Alto CA, where he was being treated for pancreatic
cancer for the past year. He was first violinist of the St
Lawrence String Quartet, which he co-founded in 1989,
chamber music director of the Spoleto Festival USA in
Charleston SC since 2010, and a faculty member since
1998 at Stanford University, where the SLSQ was the
ensemble-in-residence. Facts alone can’t convey his
charisma. From his on-stage foot-stomping in the quar-
tet’s early days and the intensity of their playing to the
universal camaraderie he had with his fellow musicians
and the addictiveness of his concert commentaries in
Charleston, he was indeed “chamber music’s Jon Stewart”.
Near the end, his wife, Livia Sohn, asked him if he still had
any items left on his bucket list. He replied, “My life has
been a bucket list.”

American composer Ned Rorem, 99, died at his home
in Manhattan on November 18. He composed over 400
art songs, a great deal of chamber music, 3 sym-
phonies, and 10 operas (several in one act). In 1976 he
won the Pulitzer Prize for his orchestral suite Air
Music. He also was author of more than a dozen
diaries beginning in the 1960s that openly discussed
not only music but life in both gay and artistic circles.

Czech conductor Libor Pesek, 89, died on October 23 in a hospi-
tal in Prague. No cause was given. He was conductor-in-resi-
dence of the Czech Philharmonic from 1982 to 1990, but it was as
chief conductor of the Liverpool Philharmonic from 1987 to 1997
that he really made not only his mark but the orchestra’s as well,
turning it into a world-class ensemble and the best Czech orches-
tra outside of the Czech Republic (their recording of Josef Suk’s
Asrael Symphony is outstanding). He was also chief conductor of
the Czech National Symphony from 2007 to 2019.

Pianist Michael Ponti, 84, died on October 17 in Garmisch-
Partenkirchen, Germany. No cause of death was given. He was a
prolific recording artist, having recorded all the piano works of
Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninoff. He also recorded many forgotten
romantic concertos for the first time on the Vox label. A stroke in
the late 1990s that left him without use of his right arm ended his
career.



One of the reasons I loved classical music all
my life is because it was NOT trendy or faddish
or subject to the “latest thing”. It was simply
the greatest music ever written. But now the
orchestras and opera companies are trying to
be popular and “relevant”, and huge grants of
money are given to make them play music that
is judged by whether it is by women or blacks.
This defeats the whole idea of classical music,
and its traditional fans are likely (as I am) to
desert those orchestras and opera companies,
because they no longer dedicate themselves to
what we care about.

Why go to operas and why go to concerts if
the music, the cast, and the soloists are chosen
by their skin color? Who cares? Why should it
matter? This has nothing to do with why we
love the music, and these unmusical standards
and trendy criteria are destroying the arts.

It is all dying.

Peace and Quiet
It is not just a matter of old age, but all my life I
have treasured peace and quiet and hated
crowds and noise and bustle. We need silence.
We need to sit quietly or walk in natural set-
tings with strictly natural sights and sounds.
Our bodies need it and our souls need it.

There is altogether too much stimulation.
We do not need to know 9/10ths of what is
called “news”. We don’t even need the weather
report; we can just take it as it comes. There is
too much “music” everywhere; we do not need
to shop to music, pump gas to it, or eat to it.
We do not need “social media”. We do not need
the dozen phone calls a day, robotic and non-,
trying to sell us something or make us take
surveys.

Human beings were not made for inces-
sant stimulation, visual and auditory. We
thrive on peace and quiet. There are people
who love noise, but noise is destructive.

I was talking to our mailman the other day,
and a train came by down by the river blasting
its horn violently. We both covered our ears,
and I complained that it seems to be worse
lately. He agreed; he lives miles away but can
hear it. He also said that one of our neighbors
complained—which was a mistake, because it
then got much louder.

That is an example of bad attitude. For
whatever reason—and it may be quite under-
standable—some people have the ridiculous

notion that “freedom” means “No one is going
to tell me what to do, and I’ll do whatever I
want to do, and no one can stop me.” (Free-
dom is increasingly confused with autonomy
and lack of responsibility and consideration.)
Maybe half the population has this kind of atti-
tude, and we are all worse off because of it. It is
selfish and uncivilized. No one wants neigh-
bors like that. No one wants to deal with peo-
ple like that. Yet the attitude has spread a lot in
the last few years.

I get just as annoyed at motorcycles and
barking dogs—and loud “music” and T V
screens in restaurants. All that is destructive.
Sometimes it forces the rest of us to set the
police and other authorities against them—
thus giving said authorities too much power.
Consideration of others is basic to a civiliza-
tion—and we are losing it. (Think of all the
people who wouldn’t be vaccinated.)

It has been pointed out by many writers
that people will not confront each other any
more. They are afraid to do that. So they report
each other to authorities (such as a homeown-
ers’ association), where they hope the problem
can be solved impersonally, without con-
frontation. Again, this is uncivilized and adds
to the power of the “authorities”—which we
don’t need—and prevents people from dealing
directly with problems they have with each
other. Mature adults should be able to do that.

Autonomy
The quest to reduce all aspects of reality to
mere options lies at the center of the new
phase of the sexual revolution. Today’s sexual
revolution is not fundamentally about equal
rights, nor even the recognition of different
sexual orientations and genders. Rather, it is
about creating a world in which each of us can
construct our own version of reality and then
force others to acknowledge the new reality as
true. It is about demanding that every person,
and even the state itself, affirm that reality is
infinitely malleable [and can be bent to our
will].

—ROBIN PHILIPS, SALVO WEBSITE

Total self-determination and self-definition
are illusions. A great deal of what we are is
given and cannot be changed just because we
want it to be. One aspect of maturity is to be
able to accept and work with what cannot be
changed.
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Human Nature
A lot of social problems are connected to
human nature pretty directly. Racism connects
to everyone’s natural preference for people
“like us”—our native tribalism makes us suspi-
cious of people very different from us. Such
tribalism also makes lower-class people suspi-
cious of highly educated people. “Maturity”
definitely requires that we overcome these
“natural” (childish, uneducated) prejudices
and loyalties.

Crime
It is a fallacy that poverty causes crime. Pover-
ty will always be around, no matter what we
do. Every heap has a top and a bottom. Per-
haps 6% of the population is unable to thrive,
either from stupidity or laziness (and those 2
things are also related) and will always need
help to stay alive. But there is less poverty now
than any time in human history, and yet there
is more crime (though crime was much worse
in the 1990s than it is now). The welfare state
practically eliminated poverty, but crime went
up as poverty went down.

It is also, by the way, not true that most
black people live in poverty. Latest statistics
show that about 19% do. But that is not abject
poverty—does not mean no food or housing. It
doesn’t even mean no television or cell
phones. Few Americans are seriously poor.

While we’re on the subject, I might men-
tion, as a former New Yorker, that New York is
now one of the safest cities in the country, with
a very low crime rate.

Reading
One major reason that western civilization
became the greatest ever is the printing and
reading of books. Africa, Asia, and the Middle
East did not print books. Islam did not encour-
age reading. Among European countries the
Dutch published, bought, and read the most
books. Reading is dying out in the USA, and
one wonders how we can maintain our inheri-
tance.

Libraries are busily trying to justify their
existence and tax dollars by “serving the whole
community”—meaning, they are not as con-
cerned about serving readers. In Cincinnati
the main library serves as a baby sitter, drop-in
center, social space, and place to use the com-
puter (huge numbers of them). They are
spending a fortune on a “community-friendly”
remodeling of a rather recent building—tear-
ing down walls, leveling everything out,
adding more open spaces. That is supposed to
signal openness to the community and

approachability. But all of this is misguided. A
library is not supposed to be a community
gathering-place.

Libraries are supposed to be book muse-
ums. They used to pride themselves on all the
books they had, even if no one took out a great
many of them over many years. The place of a
library is to preserve books and make them
available. It matters not at all if no one is inter-
ested in a book; the library keeps it anyway—
that’s what libraries are for. Maybe 50 years
later one person will find that book useful or
valuable  Are there any real libraries left?

Diversity Nonsense
The Nina Simone Piano Competition has been
established in Cincinnati, with the coopera-
tion of the symphony and conservatory. It is
open only to black people who are US citizens.

No one would tolerate a piano competition
that was only open to white people, but no one
dares to call this kind of thing “racism”—
which it obviously is. Keep out the Asians!

Press Release from New Jersey Symphony,
November 12

“To further efforts to promote diversity,
equity, and inclusion on the Symphony’s
stages, the (new labor) agreement is accompa-
nied by a letter of intention to be signed by the
Union and the Symphony to address the
process and policies surrounding audition
procedures, with the goal of drafting new audi-
tion language to support a more racially
diverse and equitable hiring process.”

Can you see what they are saying? They
want to replace blind auditions because that
hasn’t resulted in enough black musicians
being hired. I hope “the Union” refuses to do
that. If we start to give in to this sort of insanity
the quality of our orchestras will deteriorate
fast. “Equity” is, of course, a code word for
equal representation by race. (The dictionary
definition of it is fairness. But both fairness
and justice fail to guarantee equal results,
because it is only fair and just that people who
put more into life or art will get more out of it.)
Equity in this sense is anti-art. If they can’t win
blind auditions, they should not be hired. If
that bothers the “woke” idiots in the front
office, why should the musicians care?

This kind of thing is happening every-
where now, and I hope it will die soon. There
is bound to be a backlash, because it is so
transparently stupid and self-righteous. And it
is just another way classical music is being
destroyed.

VROON
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Paul Althouse

PRAETORIUS: Christmas Concert (Creed)
SWR 19109, J/F
Furtwängler Decca Legacy , (Beethoven,
Brahms, Bruckner, Franck, Schumann) Decca
482 8537 [3CD] M/A
STRAUSS: Metamorphosen; SCHREKER:

Intermezzo; KORNGOLD: Symphonic Sere-
nade (Wilson) Chandos 5292, S/O
MAHLER Symphony 4 (Bychkov) Pentatone
5186 972, N/D
STRAUSS: 4 Last Songs; Orchestral Songs
(Müller) Pentatone 5186 806, N/D

Allan Altman

DEBUSSY: Pelleas et Melisande (Roth) Har-
monia Mundi 905352, S/O
GIORDANO: Siberia (Noseda) Dynamic
37928, J/A: vid
MOUSSORGSKY: Songs (Booth, s) Avie 2457,
M/A
PUCCINI: La Boheme (Jensen) Naxos
2110728, N/D: vid
RAMEAU: Hippolyte et Aricie (Pichon) Naxos
2110707, M/J: vid
ROSSINI: L’Equivoco Stravagante (Perez-
Sierra) Naxos 2110696, M/A: vid

Alan Becker

GRIEG: Piano Sonata; Peer Gynt Suite 1 (Cai)
ATMA 2838, J/A
HENSEL: Piano Sonatas (Sokoli) Piano Clas-
sics 10187, M/A
IRELAND: Piano Sonata; LISZT: Sonata
(Hicks) Divine Art 25227, J/A
Gina Bachauer: Mercury 4844358 [7CD] N/D:
127
Cyril Smith: APR 7313 [3CD] M/A: 175

Charles Brewer

LULLY: Atys (Christie) Naxos 132, J/F: vid
ZACARA DA TERAMO: Works (La Fonte
Musica) Alpha 640, M/A
Coligny Airs & Chansons (Mauillon) Harmo-
nia Mundi 902674, M/J: 143

Robert Delcamp

Nordic Journey 12 (Hicks) ProOrgano 7299,
N/D: 125
Freak Out (Bell) Regent 540, J/F: 122

Todd Wilson: Gothic 49330, J/F: 124
POTT: Organ Pieces (Winpenny) Naxos
574252, M/A
FRANCK: Choral Pieces (Lenaerts) Mew
2022, J/F

John Dutterer

BARTOK: Quartets (Lindsay) Decca 484 3693
[3CD] M/A
KORNGOLD: Quartets 2+3 (Alma Qt) Chal-
lenge 72869, M/A
PLEYEL: Quartets 10-12 (Pleyel Qt) CPO 777
779, M/A
WAGENSEIL: String Trios (Musica Elegentia)
Challenge 72896, M/J

Stephen Estep

KLEBANOV: Trio 2; Quartets 4+5 (ARC
Ensemble) Chandos 20231, J/F
LAKS: Songs (Vegry) Eda 45 [2CD], M/J
Inon Barnatan, p: Pentatone 5186874, M/J: 128
Russian Roots (Konradi, Trio Gaspard) Chan-
dos 20245, J/A: 146
VOLANS, LISZT: Etudes (Richards, Volans)
Diatribe 36, S/O
ALFVEN: Songs & piano pieces (Rombo,
Johansson) BIS 2575, N/D
TCHEREPNINS, PROKOFIEFF: Piano
Pieces (Gadjiev) Avi 8553494, N/D

Nathan Faro

HAGEN: Rapture and Regret; Vegetable
Verselets; Muldoon Songs; Piano Pieces
(Wyatt+) MSR 1713, J/F
ROSNER: Chronicle of 9 (Rose) BMOP 1081,
J/F
ELIASSON: Trombone Concerto; Sym-
phonies 3+4 (Lindberg+) BIS 2368, M/J
KENINS: Symphonies 5+8; Aria (Poga)
Ondine 1388, M/J
LUNA-MEGA: The Arrow of Time; Water
Studies; The Tower Chitor; Wood, Wind, and
Wire (Luna Ensemble+) Other Minds 1031,
M/J
SANTORO: Symphonies 5+7 (Thomson)
Naxos 574402, J/A
MUHLY: Stranger; Impossible Things; Lorne
Ys My Likinge (Phan+) Avie 2517, N/D
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Elliot Fisch

ROUSSEL: La Testamente de la Tante Caro-
line (Corlay) Naxos 660479, J/A
La Captive du Serail (Valiquette/Jarry) Ver-
sailles 58, J/A: 149

Gil French

BEETHOVEN: Quartets, all (Lindsay) Decca
4843069 [10CD] M/A
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 4; Op. 61a
(Gvetadze) Challenge 72820, J/A
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 6; STUCKY: Silent
Spring (Honeck) Reference 747, S/O
BRAHMS: Symphony 4; MACMILLAN:

Larghetto (Honeck) Reference 744, J/F
BARGIEL: Trios (Leonore) Hyperion 68342,
M/J
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto; Serenade
Melancholique; Valse-Scherzo; Souvenir d’un
Lieu Cher (Fischer) Pentatone 5187005, N/D

William Gatens

BACH: Art of Fugue; Canonic Variations
(Phillips) Regent 558, M/A
BYRD: Keyboard Pieces (Chylek) Oehms
1724, J/A
HANDEL: La Resurrezione (Bicket) Linn 675,
S/O
WILBYE: Madrigals (Hollingworth) Coro
16190, S/O
PRAETORIUS: Advent & Christmas (Rade-
mann) Accentus 30505, N/D
Wexford Carols 2 (O’Leary) Heresy 26, N/D:
153

Todd Gorman

GUNNING: 3 Concertos (Handley-Whight-
Ogden) Signum 580, M/J
MOZART: Flute Quartets (Slocum) Acis
98573, M/J
MULLER, AE: Flute Concertos 5, 7, 8 (Ruh-
land) CPO 555403, N/D
Early 20th Century French Songs & Pieces
(Revue Blanche) Antarctica 30, J/F: 150
Mostly 19th Century (Acelga Wind Quintet)
Genuin 21748, M/A: 179
20th Century Central European Flute (Ramsl)
Naxos 579111, J/A: 122
4 in 1 (Brisk Recorder Quartet) Globe 5283,
J/A: 119 

Philip Greenfield

BERLIOZ: Requiem (Pappano) RCO 19006,
J/A
DEBUSSY: La Damoiselle Elue; HAHN:

Etudes Latines (Arman) BR 900259, M/J
GRECHANINOFF: All-Night Vigil (Klava)
Ondine 1397, M/J
PART: Berlin Mass; POULENC: Stabat Mater;
STRAVINSKY: Symphony of Psalms (Jan-
sons) BR 900201, S/O
TUMA: Requiem & Miserere (Valek)
Supraphon 4300, M/A

Patrick Hanudel

Project Fusion (Saxophone Quartet) Bridge
9561, J/F: 114
HINDEMITH: Clarinet Pieces (Kam, Pace,
Steckel, Weithaas) Orfeo 210041, M/J
When There Are No Words (Klein, Bush)
Cedille 208, J/A: 126
Romance (Pidoux, Buajasan) Alpha 789, J/A:
127 
Polyphonia Ensemble (Caplet, D’Indy,
Dubois) Oehms 493, N/D: 112

James Harrington

CZERNY: Fantasies on Scott’s Waverly Novels
(Wang & Gingher) Naxos 579099, M/A
HAHN: Poems & Waltzes (Kolesnikov) Hyper-
ion 68383, S/O
MESSIAEN; COUPERIN: Preludes (Imorde)
Berlin 2674, N/D
PROKOFIEFF: Romeo & Juliet; 4 Pieces, op
4; Pensees (Asal) IBS 12022, J/A
RAVEL: Sonatine; Tombeau de Couperin;
Valses Nobles & Sentimentales; Pavane;
Menuet Antique; Menuet sur le Nom de
Haydn (Lefebvre) Evidence 83, M/J
SATIE: Sports et Divertissements; Piano
Pieces 8 (Schleiermacher) MDG 613 2208, J/A
4 Hands for France (McCallum & Heylard)
Toccata 7, M/A: 173

Rob Haskins

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas in D, B-flat
(McDermott) Bridge 9550, M/A
BACH: Italian Concerto; French Overture;
Duets+ (Esfahani) Hyperion 68336, N/D
HAYDN: Piano Sonatas 16, 20, 23, 31, 33, 60
(Soloun) IBS 252021, N/D

Roger Hecht

BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra; Music for
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Strings, Percussion & Celesta (Malkki) BIS
2378, M/A
FRANCK: Hulda (Bollon) Naxos 660480, M/A
HINDEMITH: Mainzer Umzug; Symphonic
Metamorphosis; Prelude to When Lilacs Last
in Dooryard Bloom’d; ZULEHNER:

Naharhalla March (Baumer) CPO 555257, J/F
MAHLER: Symphony 6 (Fischer) Avi 8553490,
J/F
SCHOENBERG: Pelleas & Melisande;
DEBUSSY: Pelleas & Melisande Suite (Nott)
Pentatone 5186782, M/J 
STOJOWSKI: Symphony; Suite for Orchestra
(Wit) Capriccio 5464, S/O

Ned Kellenberger

ROSETTI: Violin Concertos (Neudauer) CPO
555381, M/J

Barry Kilpatrick

GREGSON: works (Navarra Quartet) Naxos
574223, N/D
MOZART, VERHEY, GIESEKING: Piano
Quintets (Hoppe, Ensemble 4.1) Arcantus
15001, M/A
PATERSON: Quartets (Indianapolis) AMR
1054, N/D: New
SCHURMER: electronic works (Blanc,
Schurmer) Centredisques 29221, N/D: New
Colombia Viva! (Arias-Esguerra, p) Toccata 15,
J/A: 153
Just for Fun (World Trombone Quartet) Arcan-
tus 16004, J/F: 109
Perspectives (Third Coast Percussion) Cedille
210, N/D: 157

Bradley Lehman

Grand Tour (Bernolet) Ramee 2009, J/F: 121
17th Century Violin Sonatas (Lohmann) Globe
5279, J/F: 143
BACH: Art of Fugue (Bella Kohn) Hanssler
1049, M/A
Yoann Moulin, hpsi (Moulin) Ricercar 433,
M/A: 165
HANDEL: 8 Harpsichord Suites (Corti)
Arcana 499, J/A
BACH: Harpsichord Concertos (Belder) Bril-
liant 96070, N/D

Ralph Locke

GRAUPNER: Antiochus & Stratonica—CPO
555369, M/A 
SAINT-SAENS: Phryne—Bru Zane 1047, J/A

DORATI: Der Kunder (Fischer-Dieskau)
Orfeo 220313, N/D

Peter Loewen

17th Century Italian Songs (Toro & Wilder)
Gemelli 1, J/A: 140
BACH: Violin Sonatas (Siranossian) Alpha
758, M/J
Anima Eterna (Orlinski) Erato 743900, M/A:
187

Joseph Magil

Jacques Thibaud—Profil 21031, J/F: 138
PAGANINI: 24 Caprices (Malov) Solo Musica
382, M/A
YSAYE: 6 Solo Violin Sonatas (Liebeck)
Orchid 100179, M/ A
SCHOENBERG: Transfigured Night (Kogan
et al) Melodiya 1002664, M/J
SAINT-COLOMBE: Concerts for Two Bass
Viols (Biordi & Tomei) Dynamic 7952, N/D
JANACEK, SCHULHOFF, KLEIN, MART-

INU: Violin & Cello Duos (Spacek & Jamnik)
Supraphon 4304, N/D: 136

Jim McCutcheon

New Guitar Concertos from the Americas
(Tanenbaum) Naxos 574298, J/F: 120
CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO, GILARDINO:

Guitar Pieces (Masi) dotGuitar 2113, M/J 
Batucada (Devine) Naxos 557337, J/A: 125
Synthesis: Mexico (Kacherski) Frameworks 1,
S/O: 131
BACH: Violin Pieces (Vieaux, g) Azica 71347,
S/O
Bokyun Byun—Naxos 574433, N/D: 121
Impressions of Spain (Great Necks Trio)
Navona 6430, N/D: 122

Catherine Moore

REALI: Sinfonias; VIVALDI: Sonatas (Le
Consort) Alpha 771, J/A
BANCHIERI: Festino Del Giovedi Grasso;
CROCE: La Solenne E Trionfale Entrata
(Dramatodia) Tactus 550008, J/A
GRANDI: Vesper Psalms (Accademia d’Arca-
dia) Arcana 525, N/D

Robert Moore

SCHUMANN; THORSTEINSON: Songs
(Robertsson) Fuga Libera 787, M/A
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Why Do the Nations (Powell), Acis 51200,
M/A: 187
BRAHMS: Songs 1 (C. Pregardien) Naxos
574268, M/J
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: On Wenlock Edge+
(N Spence) Hyperion 68378, M/J
SCHUBERT: Winterreise (Appl) Alpha 854,
J/A
SCHUBERT: Schöne Müllerin (Finley) Hyper-
ion 68377, S/O
SCHUBERT: Songs (Hasselhorn) Harmonia
Mundi 902689, S/O
WILBY: An English Passion (Owens) Resonus
10298, S/O
BARBER: Songs (Perez) Resonus 10301, N/D
WOLF: Italian Lieder Book (Middleton) BIS
2553 [SACD], N/D

Don O’Connor

BRIAN: Faust (Brabbins) Dutton 7385, M/A
BRIAN: Sym 1 (Groves) Heritage 1872, M/A
BRIAN: Sym 3+17 (Pope) Heritage 163, M/J
IRELAND: Orchestral Music (Wilson) Chan-
dos 5293, N/D
LOEFFLER: La Mort des Tintagiles; COW-

ELL: Variations (Trevino) Ondine 1396, M/A
STOHR: Concert in the Olden Style; Suite 2
(Hudson) Toccata 468, S/O

Bruno Repp

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas (all) (Chemin)
Odradek 361, N/D
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 21+32; Varia-
tions in C minor (Cartianu) Austrian Gramo-
phone 27, N/D
SCHUMANN: Davidsbündlertänze; Carnaval;
Kinderszenen; Faschingsschwank aus Wien;
Waldszenen (Sheng) Piano Classics 10195,
M/J
REGER: Aus Meinem Tagebuch (Nosikova)
Centaur 3906, J/A
ALBENIZ: Iberia (Goerner) Alpha 829, S/O
FUGA: Piano Sonatas (Fuga, Voghera) Naxos
579110, S/O

David Reynolds

CIMAROSA: Il Matrimonio Segreto (De
Marchi) CPO 555295, J/F
WAGNER: Siegfried Act III, Parsifal Act II
(Keilberth, Knappertsbusch) Profil 21055, M/J
Michael Spyres, Baritenor—Erato 515666, S/O:
153
KORNGOLD: Die Tote Stadt (Petrenko)
Bavarian Opera 96744, J/F: vid

MONTEVERDI: Coronation of Poppea (Gar-
diner) Opus Arte 1346, N/D: vid
VAINBERG: Die Passagierin (Graz Opera)
Naxos 2110713, N/D: vid

Jack Sullivan

STRAVINSKY: Piano Pieces (Zuev) FugaL
777, S/O
VINE: Piano Sonatas (Liu) Dyn 7931, S/O

Michelle Thomson

STRAVINSKY: The Soldier’s Tale; Duo Con-
certant; Elegie (Horwitz, Faust, Melnikov) Har-
monia Mundi 992671, J/F
BACH: Sonatas & Partitas (Fischer) Pentatone
5186994, M/J
Viola Virtuosa (Hertenstein) Hanssler 21038,
M/J: 138
1824 (Dangel, Biesemans, Polin, Preyer,
Schmidt) Prospero 16, J/A: 116
BEETHOVEN: Quartets 15+16 (Ehnes) Onyx
4227, S/O
Avant l’Orage (Black Oak Ens) Cedille 212,
N/D: 111
Mosaic (Kang, Kvitko) Blue Griffin 609, N/D:
135

Donald Vroon

MULLER: Antillean Dances (Bessette)
Analekta 9845, M/A
DEBUSSY: Petite Suite; Children’s Corner
(Rophe) BIS 2622, M/J
SAINT-SAENS: Violin Pieces (Clamagirand)
Naxos 574314, J/F
SIBELIUS: Symphony 7; King Christian; Pel &
Mel (Collon) Ondine 1404, S/O
French Cello Concertos (Coppey) Audite
97802, J/A: 117

Stephen Wright

BOLCOM: Rags, all (Hamelin) Hyperion
68391, S/O
HOLMBOE: Quartets (Nightingale Qt)
DaCapo 6220717, N/D
LISZT: Poetic & Religious Harmonies (Giorgi-
ni) Pentatone 5186296, J/A
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Music must come from the heart. Any music
created by technique and brains alone is not
worth the paper it’s written on.... Music must
always be emotional first and intellectual sec-
ond.... Modern music for the most part is very
ugly, and music must in spite of everything
be beautiful.... What is left to music if it is
devoid of beauty?   —RAVEL



ABEL: Viola da Gamba Sonatas
Marco Casonato; Massimo Marchese, theorbo

Brilliant 96565—60 minutes

Carl Friedrich Abel (1723-87) is an oft-record-
ed Baroque composer for the viola da gamba. I
have numerous recordings of his music, but
this appears to be the first time for these
sonatas! They are subtitled “Six Easy Sonatas”,
and Casonato’s portion of the liner notes
informs us that they were composed in the
1770s while Abel was living in London. The
solo pieces consist of a Vivace in D, K 190; two
Minuets, in D, K 193 and in D minor, K 206;
and an Untitled Piece from the Pembroke
Manuscript.

Casonato is a young musician born in
1987. He started out as a cellist, studying at the
Vivaldi Conservatory in Alessandria, then
studied the gamba with Cristiano Conradin at
the Benedetto Conservatory in Venice, where
he now resides. Marchese is apparently an
older musician who studied the lute at the
Royal College of Music with Jakob Lindberg,
later with Paul O’Dette, Nigel North, and Hop-
kinson Smith, and has a fine reputation. These
players work together with excellent technique
and feeling, with enough improvisation to
deflect us from the “easy” title. The solo gamba
pieces are more technically demanding, but
they are smoothly handled. I enjoyed this pro-
gram.

D MOORE

ADAMS: My Father Knew Charles Ives;
Slonimsky’s Earbox; Lollapalooza; Tromba
Lontana

Zurich Tonhalle Orchestra/ Paavo Jarvi
Alpha 874—54 minutes

My Father Knew Charles Ives (2003) is a major
work in three movements, following in the
footsteps of Ives’s orchestral sets. It is Adams’s
maximalist, nostalgic, and often humorous
homage to the elder composer as well as to his
own upbringing (his father did not really know
Ives, but was perhaps a kindred spirit). We
hear Ives’s signature quotations, chaotic
marching bands, and dreamy, atmospheric
piano tunes; but there is enough of Adams’s
DNA in the piece—especially the last move-
ment—to make it rise above mere pastiche.

For a long time, the only recording we had
of this was by Adams and the BBC Symphony

(Nonesuch 79857, J/F 2007). Last year brought
a wonderfully crisp, muscular, and polished
rendition (with Harmonielehre) by Giancarlo
Guerrero and the Nashville Symphony (Naxos
559854, M/J 2021), a noticeable improvement
on the Nonesuch. This Zurich recording gives
an altogether different perspective. This is
Adams with smoothed edges, lush colors, and
leisurely tempos—without skimping on explo-
sions of intensity. Jarvi brings small details to
the fore that I never knew existed.

The character of his reading holds with the
other pieces. The rollicking, onomatopoetic
Lollapalooza (1995) and the hyperkinetic,
kaleidoscopic Slonimsky’s Earbox (1996) both
have what are probably definitive renditions
on Nonesuch 79607 (M/J 2001) with Kent
Nagano and the Halle Orchestra. Jarvi doesn’t
quite match Nagano for frenetic energy, but he
brings out marvelous details, especially in the
keyboards and percussion. The low brass in
Lollapalooza has never sounded better.
`Tromba Lontana’ (1985) is an extra morsel
done well.

If these readings are missing something, it
is a sense of danger, of the orchestra nearly
going off the rails. So, this album won’t replace
any of the definitive recordings out there. But
Adams fans still shouldn’t miss this—these are
slick, sumptuous readings with scrumptious
detail. Alpha’s sound is fantastic.

FARO

ARENSKY: Tchaikovsky Variations;
see Collections

BACEWICZ: Violin Pieces
Sonata 1; Polish Caprices 1+2; Partita; Scherzo; 4
Caprices; Concertino; Melody; Stained-Glass
Window; Capriccio; Cradle Song

Kinga Augustyn; Alla Milchtein, p
Centaur 3971—67 minutes

Graznya Bacewicz is finally garnering the
attention she deserves. This disc, half solo vio-
lin and half violin-and-piano, gives a decent
overview of her work and what it means.

Bacewicz was a violinist as well as a com-
poser, so we may assume that much of this
music was intended for her own use. If so, she
must have been a formidable player; Sonata 1
alone makes me tremble, and the two Polish
Caprices that follow it don’t help my nerves,
either. A few pieces with piano show a gentler
side, but then we are off to the races again; the
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program ends with four rather nasty (in the
technical sense) caprices for solo violin.

Kinga Augustyn has the measure of this
music; she takes the bit and runs with it.

THOMSON

BACH: Cello Suites
Giuliano Carmignola, v—Arcana 533 [2CD] 2:19

I am accustomed to hearing the occasional
arrangement of violin music for lower-voiced
instruments, like Brahms’s G-major Violin
Sonata arranged for cello and transposed to D
major, or Bach’s Sonatas and Partitas for Solo
Violin played a perfect fifth lower on the viola.
Very rarely, music for lower-voiced instru-
ments is arranged for violin, like Brahms’s
Viola Sonatas (Nov/Dec 2019). Here, Bach’s
great Cello Suites make a huge tonal leap from
the bass register to the soprano in arrange-
ments by Marco Serino.

I know these works fairly well and have for
decades, and the change in register is a shock.
Giuliano Carmignola is a virtuoso and a very
fine musician, so I find his interpretive deci-
sions and execution beyond reproach. I just
can’t get used to the loss of the cello’s tonal
weight. The violin cannot replicate the black
depth of the cello’s C string. This really hurts
the darker suites, especially the Fifth. The vio-
lin’s E string sounds relatively shrill and alien
to this music, and I assure you that there is
nothing shrill about the E string of his 1733
Peter Guarneri violin. Carmignola seems
aware of the violin’s tonal deficiency in this
music and resorts to stamping his feet in the
last movement of Suite 3. All I can say is that
Bach, who was a fine violinist and not just a
keyboard virtuoso, knew what he was doing
when he wrote for a particular instrument.

I can recommend these performances only
as a curiosity. I have heard them played on the
viola, but even those performances pale when
compared with performances on the cello. As I
have made my position clear about the best
instrument for these works, I may as well give
my recommendations for recordings of them.
Peter Bruns has a rollicking good time with
this music without slighting its depths
(Jan/Feb 1998), and Pierre Fournier feels it
more deeply than anyone else in the recording
he made for Swiss radio (Nov/Dec 1990) the
year before he made his more famous record-
ing for DG, which I find disappointingly reti-
cent.

MAGIL

BACH: Goldberg Variations
Nathaniel Mander, hpsi

Chronos 18 — 42 minutes

The performance is pleasant enough, but it
doesn’t make a memorable impression after
listening to it seven times. Mander lets me
hear the piece without overwhelming it with
his own graffiti. The instrument has an attrac-
tive tone and is in tune.

A superficially similar performance has
been available in bargain bins for more than
30 years—Christiane Jaccottet’s (Pilz or Inter-
sound, Jan/Feb 1990). That has most of the
same tempos and no repeats. I like Jaccottet’s
performance better, though. She had a way of
pausing a few microseconds in unexpected
places to bring out especially beautiful details
she found in the music. The notes in phrases
are not all created equal, but they can have dif-
ferent levels of interest. It sounds like she was
letting the piece move her to make those spon-
taneous and intuitive decisions. The tiny paus-
es keep renewing my attention because they
very subtly break the flow just enough.

Mander, by contrast, simply goes through
the notes accurately and makes his phrase
breaks at all the expected places. He doesn’t
outline the ideas so much. It is an admirable
performance, but it doesn’t stand out in a field
where there are hundreds of other recordings.

In a personal touch, Mander does add
dozens of fast three-note ornaments (the kind
that pianists call “inverted mordents”). His use
of these sounds playful. Beyond that, he does-
n’t venture elaborations that would change the
text.

His accuracy is good. I have noticed only
one weak variation, and that is 15: the first one
in a minor key, and where Bach is showing the
technique of an inversion canon. Mander
omits canonic notes from measures 10 and 28,
omits a bass note from measure 28, and he has
misread several other canonic notes in the tre-
ble voice of measure 24. Why didn’t the pro-
ducer catch these mistakes?

Mander plays this variation much faster
than we usually hear it. I applaud his tempo.
Bach has marked this variation “Andante”, and
that word typically makes modern performers
choose slow tempos. But, “Andante” literally
means “walking”, and what if it means for Bach
something like “striding along with the inten-
tion of getting somewhere”? The quicker for-
ward flow is convincing. I only wish Mander
would be also playing all the right notes of the
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counterpoint more scrupulously while making
that happen. He is so solid with the notes
everywhere else that this mis-learned varia-
tion is surprising.

Overall, I’d like more flow and connection
between his variations, more sense of continu-
ity and coherence in the piece. As it stands, the
danger of playing without repeats is that the
music is always starting and stopping, then
going into long pauses. He doesn’t do much
about that. He could have connected the varia-
tions by starting to play the next one sooner, or
by requesting the recording producer to short-
en the silent spaces.

Mander’s forthrightness is much prefer-
able to Jean Rondeau’s extreme indulgences
(July/Aug 2022). Better recent records with all
repeats are Peter Watchorn’s (July/Aug 2021)
and James Richman’s (May/June 2022).

LEHMAN

BACH: Inventions & Sinfonias;
TANEYEV: String Trio

Yulia Berinskaya, Valentina Danelon, v; Anna
Serova, va—Brilliant 96479—68 minutes

t:

I imagine that the repertoire for two violins
and viola is a bit sparse—the mellow, some-
what reedy sound of the viola seems insub-
stantial when functioning as the bass voice,
creating a lighter overall timbre and a com-
pression of register (or, as in some of the sinfo-
nia arrangements here, extending it by an
octave). The benefits, I suppose, include the
greater possibility of contrapuntal clarity and
(naturally) a more singing approach to the
material—certainly something Bach called for
in his description of the collection’s aims.
Despite all of that, I feel cheated, somehow. An
arrangement for two violins and cello with
continuo would, I think, accomplish all the
above and augment Bach’s original concep-
tion. Like the well-known string trio arrange-
ment of Bach’s Goldbergs, this is for me finally
an also-ran. Double this sentiment for the
Inventions (arranged by the violinists and
described in the liner notes as “an unusual
version”), which require even more playing
around with registration. Why? Again, how
about a violin and continuo doubled by cello?
Or if you want to play some two-violin music
to fill out a CD, why not Bartok duets?

I can say, too, that sometimes the interpre-
tations are quite odd—for instance, the rapid-
fire tempo and staccato or non-legato E-major
Sinfonia and the excessive detached playing in
the A-minor Sinfonia. For the most part,

though, the interpretations are thoughtful and
musical.

As for the Taneyev, the delicate work is
thoroughly classical in style and harmony with
occasional chromatic embellishments that
remind me of Tchaikovsky (Taneyev’s teacher).
Here, at least, we have the notes as intended
by the composer in all their original octaves
and in their intended timbres. The work is well
played, with a subtle sense of humor suitable
for the imitative classic style.

HASKINS

BACH: Organ Pieces
Toccata, Adagio, & Fugue; Nun Komm, der Hei-
den Heiland (S 659); Allein Gott (S 664B); Prelude
& Fugue in B minor; Kyrie-Christe-Kyrie (S 669-
671); Passacaglia (S 582); Vor Deinen Thron (S
668)

Saya Hashino—Solo Musica 395—71 minutes

Saya Hashino is an accomplished concert
pianist, organist, and harpsichordist. A native
of Sapporo, Japan, she studied at the National
University of Fine Arts and Music in Tokyo. She
continued her studies at the Haute Ecole de
Musique in Geneva, where she fell in love with
the city that has become her adoptive home-
town. She is titular organist of Saint-Germain
Church, where this recording was made.

Hashino has chosen three well-known free
compositions plus chorale preludes from the
Leipzig collection and Clavierübung III. She
concludes with the chorale prelude that is
reputed to have been Bach’s last completed
composition. Perhaps the least familiar music
here is the Kyrie-Christe-Kyrie set from
Clavierübung III. These preludes are some-
times described as stile antico for their rigor-
ous contrapuntal writing and the cantus fir-
mus in long notes. From their stylistic and
structural similarities, they are clearly intend-
ed to be performed as a group.

The playing leaves a mixed impression. In
the free pieces, like the Toccata, Adagio, &
Fugue in C, Hashino makes prominent use of
tempo and rhythmic inflection; but to my ears,
these do not always add up to persuasive
phrase rhetoric. Many movements end
abruptly without the broadening that would
bring them in for a smooth landing. Hashino’s
playing is not the brittle, excessively detached
style one hears from some organists devoted to
historical performance practice, but she is
decidedly in the early-music camp.

Among the performances I found most
attractive was the Kyrie-Christe-Kyrie set, as it
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responds well to a straightforwardly objective
performance style. In contrast, she plays the
Passacaglia in C minor with an almost orches-
tral treatment of changing colors with the help
of registration assistants.

The 18-stop baroque organ of two manuals
was built in 1979 by the German builder Lukas
Fischer. It was restored in 2019 by Ilic Colzani.
It too leaves a mixed impression. The choruses
make a remarkably attractive sound. It is not a
massive sound, but full organ produces a high-
ly credible forte. The quieter flute registers, as
heard in the lower parts of the Leipzig `Nun
Komm, der Heiden Heiland’ (S 659), sound
thick and indistinct. In the Prelude & Fugue in
B minor (S 544) the combination of reverbera-
tion and full organ sound obscures the intri-
cate part writing.

GATENS

BACH: Suites & Partitas
Bram van Sambeek, bn—BIS 2637—68 minutes

Dutch bassoonist Bram van Sambeek teaches
at the Royal Conservatory in The Hague. His
resume includes ten years as Principal Bas-
soon of the Rotterdam Philharmonic, guest
Principal Bassoon with the London Symphony
and the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, guest
soloist with the Warsaw Philharmonic and the
Concertgebouw Chamber Orchestra, and a
rock album with his metal band ORBI on BIS
2297. When a young bassoonist told him that
“rock is over” and that he should make a
dance album, he turned to Johann Sebastian
Bach.

The first half of the program consists of two
keyboard pieces: Partita 2 in C minor, recorded

in four parts, and the French Suite No. 5 in G,
recorded as a solo piece. The Partita in A
minor for flute, the only unaccompanied wind
instrument work that Bach wrote, appears
next; and the Cello Suite No. 1 in G concludes
the recital.

Van Sambeek offers a robust sound and a
naturally expressive personality; and he fills
each selection with nimble fingers and articu-
lation and generous phrasing and dynamics.
Fastidious listeners will note that at soft vol-
umes his tone has a slightly foggy quality; and
at loud volumes and in heated moments, his
tone can be somewhat diffuse. Still,  he
approaches Bach with the enthusiasm and
commitment of a rock star; and his effort here
is a good reminder that a lot of old music still
has meaning and power.

HANUDEL

BACH: WTC II
Andrea Bacchetti, p

Arthaus 100452 [2CD] 131 minutes

I’ve reviewed two of Bacchetti’s performances
before and I can do no better than repeat what
I wrote of them in a review of the Goldberg
Variations (July/Aug 2011): “On to Mr Bacchet-
ti,  whom I last reviewed in a hit-or-miss
account of Bach’s Toccatas (Nov/Dec 2010).
This time around, I’m sorry to say, the effect is
more like hit and run”. Some of the things that
annoy me are here, too—willfulness, bad orna-
ments, occasional mislearned notes, faster
tempos than I prefer. On top of it, there’s a cer-
tain wooden quality to the sound—the piano
sound does not “bloom”; it’s choked off, over-
tone-impoverished, with too much mid-range
frequencies, and much too dry. I’m pretty sure
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there’s no pedal, but it’s hard to tell. If so, it
certainly doesn’t help matters. Occasionally
the tone is forced at loud volumes.

That said, this is not a particularly bad per-
formance of WTC II. He has a clear vision for
the progression thru the whole; he generally
presents plausible interpretations. There is
subtle give-and-take with the tempo (there
could be more, of course). What I hear as a
tendency to over-accent rhythms in fast tem-
pos might excite other listeners.

And there are some great moments—with
rubato and great phrasing, he gives one of the
best performances of the difficult C-sharp-
minor Prelude I’ve heard; it’s a tragic piece,
but also somewhat wistful and tortured. He
captures all of this and more. In the D-sharp-
minor Prelude, there’s a kind of mischievous-
ness that I think works well, and he nicely
emphasizes some inner voices. The F-minor
Prelude sounds more galant than usual, more
like a piece by Bach’s sons (a very good thing).
And fortunately, the F-sharp minor Prelude is
noticeably freer than others and the fugue
marvelously ruminative if slightly too fast. I
loved the legato approach and delicacy in the
G-major Fugue—so often ruined by merciless
staccato and force. Finally, his robust, almost
nervous approach works quite well for the
muscular A-major Fugue.

Looking over our index, there’s only one
piano recording of WTC II that I can whole-
heartedly recommend—Sergey Schepkin
(Sept/Oct 2000), still available.

HASKINS

BAIRSTOW: Organ Pieces; see ELGAR

BAQUEDANO: Music for Santiago 
de Compostela

La Grande Chapelle/ Albert Recasens
Lauda 22—67 minutes

Jose de Baquedano (1642-1711) served as
maestro de capilla at the cathedral of Santiago
de Compostela from 1681 to 1710. It was and
still is a popular pilgrimage destination.
Baquedano was born in the town of Puente la
Reina in the province of Navarre in northern
Spain. This was an important station in the pil-
grimage route, as it marked the convergence of
the French and Aragonese paths for the west-
ward journey. Baquedano began his musical
education at the parish church of Santiago in
his native town under the guidance of Simon
de Huarte Arrizabalaga, who later became
maestro de capilla at Bilbao Cathedral. After
trying to get an appointment as an alto singer

in several cathedrals, Baquedano went to
Madrid, where he became a friar of the Trini-
tarian order and resided in the Monastery of
the Calced Trinity. In the capital city he
became acquainted with the leading musi-
cians of the Spanish church and court. In par-
ticular, he continued his musical studies with
Matias Ruiz, the maestro de capilla of the
Royal Monastery of the Incarnation.

When the position at Compostela became
vacant, the dean of the cathedral chapter, then
residing in Madrid, recommended Baquedano
for the job. There was some administrative
delay, as it was necessary to obtain from the
papal nuncio a dispensation for Baquedano to
live outside a house of his order. He assumed
the new position in May of 1681. The greater
part of his service was under the Mexican-
born archbishop Antonio de Monroy, who
presided from 1686 to 1715. He was a Domini-
can friar who led an austere personal life, but
actively promoted the grandeur of his cathe-
dral, including the building of two new organs
in 1705 and 1709. It appears that he and
Baquedano, both friars, worked compatibly,
though the archbishop was often at odds with
the members of his chapter.

Baquedano retired in 1710 on the condi-
tion that he leave all of his music to the cathe-
dral. It is probably because of this stipulation
that so much of it survives. There are 5 Masses,
7 Lamentations, 16 psalms, 18 motets, 3 canti-
cles, 46 villancicos, and an instrumental
sonata in the Compostela archive.

Here we have 10 of Baquedano’s Latin
liturgical pieces, with emphasis on music for
Holy Week. There is an 8-part setting of the
beginning of the Lamentations of Jeremiah
with the Hebrew initials set to polyphony and
the liturgical refrain “Ierusalem, Ierusalem,
convertere ad Dominum Deum tuum”
(Jerusalem, Jerusalem, turn to the Lord your
God). Also included here is a 6-part setting
beginning with the initial “Iod” that has inde-
pendent parts for bowed vihuelas. Also for
Holy Week is the `Miserere’ (Psalm 51), set for
10 voices alternating polyphony and plainsong
tones. The program includes four 8-part
motets for specific occasions in the church
year: `Assumpta est Maria’ (Assumption),
`Senex Puerum’ (Presentation), `Interveniat
pro Nobis’ (Sorrows of the Virgin), and `Viri
Galilaei’ (Ascension). Among the other psalm
settings is an 8-part `Domine ne in Furore’ for
the departed. It is dated 1674, and so pre-dates
Baquedano’s years at Compostela. Finally,
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there is a 12-part setting of `Laudate Domi-
num’ (Psalm 117) for Vespers.

Based on the evidence of these pieces,
Baquedano was a conservative composer who
continued to write in the polychoral idiom of
the late 16th and early 17th Centuries. In his
program notes, director Albert Recasens
acknowledges this. It is not music that will
make us forget the Gabrielis or Monteverdi,
but it is remarkably well-crafted work intended
to adorn the sacred liturgy and well worth
hearing. Recasens argues against relegating
composers like Baquedano to the status of
marginal figures, but he seems to have an axe
to grind on this subject.

The performances by La Grande Chapelle
are excellent. The singing is one voice to a
part. This clarifies the textures but is perhaps
not as opulent as the composer had in mind.
An ensemble of seven instrumentalists sup-
ports the voices.

GATENS

BARTOK: Divertimento; Music for Strings,
Percussion, & Celesta; Bulgarian Dance;
Night’s Music; Allegro Barbaro
German Radio Philharmonic/ Pietari Inkinen

SWR 19110—70 minutes

The only performances worth hearing on this
album are percussion arrangements by Ger-
man percussionist-composer Bernhard Wulff
of three piano pieces by Bartok, played by the
German Radio Philharmonic’s percussion
ensemble (without a conductor). The second
of `Six Dances in Bulgarian Rhythm’ from
Mikrocosmos sets the tone. The mallet instru-
ments and soft bass drums make its 2+2+3/8
rhythms really swing en pointe. `The Night’s
Music’ from Out of Doors (7 minutes) is the
heart of this brief trio of works as marimba,
top-hat cymbal, and other whispered instru-
ments subtly imitate croaking toads, bird calls,
and cicadas in warm, resonant, crystal-clear
acoustics. They conclude with a 3-minute Alle-
gro Barbaro that’s wildly expressive with tem-
pos that shift as smoothly as a Lamborghini.
But few people will buy this album for just 11
minutes of excellence.

The German Radio Philharmonic perform-
ances of the Divertimento for Strings and
Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celesta with
its Finnish chief conductor Pietari Inkinen are
dead on arrival. The engineering makes the
music sound like a radio broadcast from the
early 1960s (think of Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts that used to sound like they were

performing in a closet). It’s so bad that I was
able to forget that MSPC is divided into two
string orchestras, left and right. There is no
transparency of textures; nothing stands out.
When the harp and celeste do swooping back-
ground arpeggios in III, the soft strings are all
but obliterated! Add to that Inkinen’s metro-
nomic performance; yes, a steady tempo is
required, but he’s emotionally metronomic as
well.

The Divertimento for Strings comes off just
as poorly. Inkinen’s tempo in I is sluggish. Bar-
tok’s marked tempo is 72-76 beats per minute;
Inkinen’s is about 60. The strings have a
canned tone quality and are poorly tuned and
scrappy. In III he fails to dig out the inner
rhythms.

In brief, it’s hard to believe that the two
major works were recorded in 2020.

FRENCH

BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonata 5; 
BRAHMS: Sonata 2; 
SCHUMANN: Adagio & Allegro

Antoaneta Emanuilova; Endri Nini, p
Genuin 22796—55 minutes

Beethoven wrote this sonata in 1815. Brahms’s
is from 1886. Schumann’s `Adagio & Allegro’
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is, of course, from in between, dated 1849.
These are favorite cello pieces and we can hear
how the players enjoy them.

Cellist Emanuilova was born in Bulgaria
and moved to Germany at the age of 7, where
she studied cello with Wolfgang Boettcher and
Jens Peter Maintz in Berlin. Next we find her in
New York at the Juilliard School, where I went
also, studying with Joel Krosnick, an old friend
of mine. She is having a notable career and
teaches at the Rostock University of Music.
Pianist Nini hails from Albania, studied the
piano with Sontraud Speidel, Kevin Kenner,
and Bernd Goetzke and teaches at the music
universities in Rostock and Weimar and at the
Sibelius Acadeny in Helsinki.

These two musicians work so well together
that their performance matches the best I have
heard over these many years. Their balances of
phrasing and volume bring out the conversa-
tional aspect of this remarkable romantic
music in a highly enjoyable and intimate way.

D MOORE

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 12, 14, 15
Daniel Heide—Avi 8553493—60 minutes

This is Volume 2 of a projected Beethoven
sonata cycle by the German pianist Daniel
Heide, well known as song accompanist and
chamber musician. Alan Becker reviewed Vol-
ume 1 (J/F 2022) and perceived “artistry with-
out artifice and musicality of the highest
order”, “selfless virtuosity”, and “mightily
impressive pianism that will leave you smiling
and without any vexations”. As always, his
observations are accurate and also apply to
this second installment, only I did not smile
when listening to it.

To compare each performance to one from
my collection, as is my habit, I took the oppor-
tunity to listen to Sonatas 14 and 15 played by
Muriel Chemin, which were not among the
selected dozen on which I based my recent
review of her excellent new recording of all
sonatas (N/D 2022; also Critic’s Choice, this
issue). Her interpretations have an inwardness
and warmth that is lacking in Heide’s. He
seems more concerned with external perfec-
tion, offering pianism of great clarity, selfless-
ness, and meticulous fidelity to the text. He is
by no means superficial, but his emotional
involvement does not seem very deep and his
timing is sometimes mechanical. The record-
ed sound is also somewhat clinical.

These impressions were reinforced by a
comparison of Heide’s Sonata 12 with a 1976

concert performance by Emil Gilels (Brilliant
92132) that, despite inferior sound, is altogeth-
er more engaging—overpowering sometimes.
Here Heide seems stiff, especially in the trio of
III, whose funeral march is not mournful
enough, and in IV, which is not playful enough.

This series is for people who prefer
Beethoven in tasteful and highly accom-
plished but essentially unromantic interpreta-
tions.

REPP

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 2;
DEAN: Testament

Bavarian State Orchestra/ Vladimir Jurowski
Bavarian Opera 2—46 minutes

This program was recorded in concert in
Munich’s National Theater on October 5 & 6,
2020. The two works are related. The inspira-
tion for Brett Dean’s (b. 1961) Testament
comes from Beethoven’s anguish and then
resolve as he acknowledged his impending
deafness in the Heiligenstadt Testament—
hence the work’s title. (There is, by the way, an
earlier version of Testament for the fascinating
ensemble of 12 violas.) Dean asks the orches-
tra to go beyond conventional techniques, e.g.
bowing without rosin to get more etherial
effects, and for a short period he even quotes
Beethoven (from the first Razoumovsky Quar-
tet). Overall, though, it sounds like a collection
of experimental sound effects, albeit well put
together. I found it an interesting piece.

The Beethoven is also well done. Tempos
tend to be fast with accents sharp, which is a
defensible approach if you see this work as
revolutionary, rather than Haydnesque or per-
haps pre-romantic. The problem for me with
Jurowski’s approach is that the music, exciting
as it is, tends to be one-dimensional, lacking in
subtlety and a wider expressive range.
Nonetheless, if this is the way you take your
Beethoven, know that the Bavarian orchestra
plays very well and the sound is first rate. Also,
the liner notes are very good—long and
detailed with lots of information about both
pieces.

ALTHOUSE

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4+8;
MEHUL: Symphony 1; 
CHERUBINI: Lodoiska Overture

Berlin Academy of Ancient Music/ Bernhard
Forck—Harmonia Mundi 902448 [2CD] 91 min

Bernhard Forck is listed as the concertmaster
of the Academy of Ancient Music Berlin, but,
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as the Brits would say, that makes him the
leader (or quasi-conductor) for all these
works. In Symphony 4 he’s a metronome. The
music flows fast but without mystery or feel-
ing. The orchestra is on autopilot. In II the trio
is just a continuation of the scherzo—no dif-
ferentiation. In IV, despite all the instrumental
can’t-sit-still shimmering, the orchestra seems
tired out—an off-day. Also, there’s a problem
with balances. In the exposition of I, I can’t
hear the melody played by the first violins,
even with no competition from other players.
In IV Forck doesn’t draw out the violas, cellos,
and woodwinds; as a result, the transfer of
Beethoven’s motifs from one choir to the next
is buried, syncopations fade into nothing, and
the furious second violins and lower strings in
the final measures are just a blur. In brief,
Forck doesn’t paint with the orchestra. Or is
the problem also the engineering? When lis-
tening on the cheap stereo system in my
Honda Fit, the woodwinds and brass far out-
weigh the strings.

In terms of interpretation, Symphony 8 is
better. The pace is brisk with strong accents
and big-boned sound, but here the sound is
more transparent. The winds have full pres-
ence but don’t predominate as in 4, though the
timpani really raises a ruckus. Forck’s main
strength in 8 is continuity: II’s tempo flows
directly out of I, III out of II, and IV out of III.
The playing is spiky, and the terrific soloists
seem to be inspired by one another. Not only
do they listen to one another carefully, but I do
too—they make me hear 8 with new ears.
There are balance problems in 8—for example,
in I the violins are not audible sometimes. Per-
haps it’s the strong interpretation that makes
the imbalances seem less troublesome.

Why turn recordings of two Beethoven
symphonies into a 2-CD album? Well, if you’re
of a musicologist’s bent, it may prove interest-
ing. (And if you’re not, it’s an expensive way of
acquiring 4 & 8.)

In Symphony 1 by Etienne Nicolas Mehul
(1763-1817), Mozart’s Symphony 40 easily
come to mind in I. II’s theme and variations
remind me of Haydn, except that Mehul hasn’t
much to say. III is a short, quick, clever pizzi-
cato ABA minuet with a minor-key section in
the middle. It takes until IV for Beethoven’s
motif that opens Symphony 5 to appear, except
that Mehul wasn’t copying Beethoven, since
both works were written around the same
time. (Were they both inspired by a common
outside source?) Whatever, Mehul turns to
easy modulations of the basic theme, main-

taining the one idea for a full movement but
without the cleverness or contrapuntal weav-
ing of Mozart, Haydn, or Beethoven. Also, the
instrumentation is rather empty. In brief, from
a 2022 perspective, the music itself is some-
what like beating a dead horse.

The performance, on the other hand,
begins right out of the chute. It’s muscular,
with no resting for 17 minutes until the end of
II. Overall, Forck uses energetic tempos, and
the orchestral playing is first-class. Note that
the Academy’s timbre is different from other
period ensembles.

In terms of performance, Cherubini’s
Lodoiska Overture (1791) is very effective, with
clear lines, inner details, alert pacing, and
doublings where the secondary instrument
truly colors the primary one. The woodwinds
are especially good. The music itself reflects
elements of Mozart but especially the develop-
ment in several of Beethoven’s overtures. Even
the way chords are resolved reminds me of
Beethoven. Still, Lodoiska is not an overture
I’ll listen to often.

FRENCH

BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto; Romances
Charlie Siem; Philharmonia Orchestra/ Oleg
Caetani—Signum 704—54 minutes

I have heard Charlie Siem before in virtuosic
repertoire and was unimpressed by his musi-
cianship and temperament (July/Aug 2011,
Jan/ Feb 2012). Here he is in much more seri-
ous repertoire. The Beethoven Violin Concerto
is considered the pinnacle of the violin concer-
to repertoire, so I guess  Siem is trying to show
us how probing he can be as an interpreter.

He is up against very stiff competition
here, and he fails to measure up. In his stereo
recording from 1955, Heifetz spins a magical
web of sound in the Larghetto and sounds
grateful to God for life’s joys in the finale
(Nov/Dec 1998). In their recording with the
Zurich Tonhalle Orchestra, Christian Tetzlaff
and David Zinman reveal the quirky humor of
the first movement (Nov/Dec 2006). Siem’s
performance is technically impeccable, but he
fails to put his individual stamp on it.

Most violinists try to show their mettle
with this most revered of violin concertos, but
I found myself captivated for the first time ever
by his performances of the two Romances. I
had never before heard such thoughtful and
elegant performances. This was a pleasant sur-
prise. Very good sound.

MAGIL
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4; see BERG

BELEVI: Cypriana; Violin & Guitar Pieces
Silvia Grasso, v; Livio Grasso, g

Naxos 579104—63 minutes

Kemal Belevi (b 1954) is a Cypriot-British com-
poser. Having studied the guitar at the London
College of Music with David Russell, one of the
leading classical guitarists of our time, Belevi
has a deep knowledge of the instrument that
adds greatly to his interesting compositions for
guitar, which number over 100. Siblings Silvia
and Livio Grasso are quite up to the task of
interpreting this music.

`Clouds’ is a representative piece of the
tracks presented here, with music that is
melodic and harmonies that are often pre-
dictable but often surprising. These are played
in a generally romantic style by the duo. As in
the second of the Four Sketches for violin and
guitar (2020) Belevi connects with the listener
with accessible themes that could well be used
in movies, followed by excursions into unusual
tonalities. He is not afraid to challenge the lis-
tener but never leaves us without something to
hold on to.

Belevi takes advantage of Livio’s lovely gui-
tar tremolo in the `Elegie’ from Suite Chypre
and in `Cypriana’, the composer’s own tran-
scription of a work originally for guitar, violin,
and cello. In the entire recording, the duo
works well in ensemble, dynamics, and bal-
ance.

Sometimes, as in Sketch No. 3, Belevi’s
writing includes sections of verbatim echoes
between the instruments. That is often sim-
plistically predictable, extending beyond the
traditional three times, adding little to the sec-
tion’s musical interest.

Recording quality is very good, with instru-
mental fidelity and careful balances. Liner
notes are sparse but helpful. This sibling duo,
both skillful performers with a command of
this music, paired with an understandable and
creative contemporary composer, have pro-
duced a unique album that deserves to be
heard.

MCCUTCHEON

BERG: Chamber Concerto; 
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4

Peter Serkin, p; Pina Carmirelli, v; Harvard
Chamber Orchestra, Marlboro Festival Players/
Leon Kirchner—Verdant World 4—71 minutes

The multitalented and long-lived Leon Kirch-
ner (1919-2009) was, at various times, a solo

pianist (with the New York Philharmonic), a
beloved teacher at Mills College and Harvard,
a frequent participant at the Marlboro Music
Festival, a respected composer (Pulitzer Prize
1967), and an inspiring conductor.

Here are two recordings made in concert
of major masterworks, with Kirchner conduct-
ing and Peter Serkin as piano soloist. The
recordings have been brought together
through the efforts of Lisa Kirchner, the com-
poser’s daughter, who is also a noted singer-
songwriter. (See Jack Sullivan’s appreciative
review of one of her own CDs, “Something to
Sing About”, Nov/Dec 2011.) Lisa K. has also
put together a major book about her father
(see Book Reviews in this issue).

The Beethoven is full of fresh details and
interpretive decisions, including shifts in
tempo. Peter Serkin is not always perfectly in
control of certain quick passages, though he’s
breathtakingly at ease in others. (We have
become spoiled by the consistency of studio
recordings.) His reading of II, ably assisted by
Kirchner and his freelance players from the
Boston area, is immensely poetic, taken a bit
slowly. One can almost hear Kirchner and
Serkin thinking, measure by measure. And the
finale really cooks, with marvelously delicate
playing and subtle use of the right pedal by the
pianist.

For the Berg Chamber Concerto, the two
Americans are joined by the renowned Italian
violinist Pina Carmirelli, renowned as concert-
mistress of I Musici and as founder of the Boc-
cherini Quintet and the Carmirelli Quartet.
The chamber group accompanying them is
itself a constellation of masters, including
flutist Paula Robison and clarinetist Richard
Stoltzman. A violist is erroneously listed;
Berg’s orchestra here consists entirely of wind
and brass, with one player per part.

The work, carefully structured by Berg
according to numerical and traditionally musi-
cal principles—remains a challenge to the ear
even today. It uses some 12-tone principles
but is not strictly serial. The performance is
marvelously secure, the sound vividly cap-
tured. I enjoyed the work more than in any
recording I’ve encountered before.

There are excellent, informative notes by
musicologist Robert Riggs, whose acclaimed
biography of Kirchner is available from Uni-
versity of Rochester Press. The three move-
ments of the Berg are played without pause, as
indicated by the composer. Still, I’d have liked
separate track numbers to help me navigate.

The recording can be purchased at ver-
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dantworldrecords.com or by phoning 917-338-
6057.

LOCKE

BERG: Violin Concerto; see BRAHMS

BERMEL: Clarinet & Strings
Derek Bermel, cl; Christopher Otto, v; Wiek Hij-
mans, g; JACK Quartet

Naxos 559912—69 minutes

Grammy-nominated American clarinetist-
composer Derek Bermel (b. 1967) is known for
his encompassing eclecticism and his collabo-
rations with luminaries in classical, jazz, pop,
and musical theater. This album, recorded
from May 2011 to July 2020, is a collection of
compositions written from 2003 to 2016.

The JACK Quartet, currently in residence
at the Mannes School, promotes and special-
izes in contemporary music. Here they per-
form Intonations (2016), a three-movement
surreal dreamscape of jazz, folk, and dissonant
modernism; Ritornello (2011), a single-move-
ment progressive rock concerto grosso with
Dutch guitarist Wiek Hijmans on electric gui-
tar; and A Short History of the Universe (2013),
a three-movement clarinet quintet with
resourceful melodies, minimalist elements,
and hair-raising glissandos and pitch bends. It
was inspired by the lectures of Princeton Uni-
versity physics professor Nima Arkani-Hamed.
The composer serves as the clarinetist.

JACK Quartet violinist Christopher Otto
presents the Violin Etudes (2016), a set of five
modernist unaccompanied pieces, each with a
programmatic title. Bermel plays the earliest
selection, his Thracian Sketches (2003), a
study of Bulgarian folk music for solo clarinet.
Thrace is a historical region in Southeast
Europe bordered by the Balkan Mountains to
the north, the Aegean Sea to the south, and the
Black Sea to the east. In modern geography, it
includes southeastern Bulgaria (Northern
Thrace), northeastern Greece (Western
Thrace) and the European part of Turkey
(Eastern Thrace).

The JACK Quartet plays with great clarity
and athleticism; and the group is wholly com-
fortable in any context, from hushed moments
to driving climaxes and raucous special effects.
Hijmans executes his concerto grosso with
flair and virtuosity; and Otto renders the
etudes with marvelous skill and artistry. As
expected, Bermel contributes his superb fin-
gers, wide dynamic range, and mind-blowing
sonic manipulations that should not be possi-

ble on the clarinet. His easy-blowing set-up
gives him a tubby and diffuse sound that,
though disagreeable to a lot of ears, probably
suits the music.

HANUDEL

BLECH: Alpenkönig & Menschenfeind
Ronan Collett (Astragalus), Hrolfur Saemundsson
(Rappelkopf), Sonja Gornik (Marthe), Anne-
Aurore Cochet (Lieschen); Aachen Symphony/
Christopher Ward

Capriccio 5478 [2CD] 124 minutes

This release marks the first recording of The
King of the Alps and the Misanthrope, the fifth
opera by Aachen-born composer and conduc-
tor Leo Blech (1871-1958). With its mix of folk-
like melodies, operetta, and classical influ-
ences, Alpenkönig was a hit at its 1903 Prague
premiere; the composer was called out to
cheers from the audience no fewer than 30
times. Three years later, on Richard Strauss’s
recommendation, Blech became Music Direc-
tor of Berlin’s Royal Opera unter den Linden, a
post he held until anti-Jewish laws forced him
out in 1937. During his exile, first in Riga and
then Stockholm, and then after his return to
Berlin in 1949, Blech continued his activities
as a conductor. But his operas were forgotten,
and some were lost. Thanks to the efforts of
the Aachen Orchestra member and music
publisher Philipp Zehm and the city’s Music
Director Christopher Ward, the score of
Alpenkönig was restored and performed by
the Aachen Symphony in 2021, to coincide
with the 150th anniversary of the composer’s
birth.

The opera, with a libretto by Richard Blat-
ka based on a popular play by Ferdinand
Raimund, concerns Rappelkopf, a quick-tem-
pered misanthrope who terrorizes his family
with his suspicious nature. The good moun-
tain spirit Astragalus teaches him a lesson by
transforming him into his brother-in-law. See-
ing his behavior from the “other end of the
stick”, as it were (Astragalus stands in for the
misanthrope in the experiment), Rappelkopf
realizes the error of his ways. He gives his long-
withheld consent for the marriage of his
daughter Marthe to her beloved Hans, and
permits his maid Lieschen to marry his ser-
vant Habakuk.

The prelude to Act I is richly scored, with
imposing horn writing that calls to mind Meis-
tersinger or Hansel and Gretel. But the lilting
melodies in the strings foreshadow Strauss’s
Rosenkavalier, whose style may have been
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inspired by Blech’s amalgam of simplicity and
high art. The exquisite duet Strauss wrote for
Arabella and Zdenka (`Aber der Richtige’)
bears more than a passing resemblance to
Lieschen and Marthe’s Act III `Schön sind
Rosen und Jasmin’. Casting an eye on the rising
tide of dissonance, first-night critics of
Alpenkönig praised Blech’s “courage to write a
melody”. Indeed, pointing more to
Humperdinck than Wagner (his two acknowl-
edged role models), the opera’s most conspic-
uous characteristic is that nothing is
overblown. The opera moves along with
remarkable grace and Blech doesn’t linger,
even when you might want him to. Many of the
most delightful numbers, like the rousing Act
II Prelude, could hold our interest for much
longer.

Rappelkopf is an operatic cousin to Hans
Sachs. His contemplative monologs in Acts I
and II reveal the heart of a poet beneath his
rough exterior, turned sour only by circum-
stance. Bass Hrolfur Saemundsson endows the
character with flesh-and-blood warmth. By
contrast, Rappelkopf ’s oppressed servant
Habakuk expresses his discontent in a more
rustic language. `Nein, das ist nicht auszuhal-
ten’, sung by the sweet-voiced lyric tenor
Hyunhan Hwang, is a charming minor-key
ditty with, to modern ears, Jewish overtones.
The kindly Astragalus has his own musical
idiom. He’s something of a benign Wotan, and
his enchanting music is sung persuasively by
baritone Ronan Collett. The entire cast, under
Ward’s careful direction, is refreshingly artless
and idiomatic, as if they’ve been singing this
worthy rarity their whole lives.

A pair of military marches Blech published
in 1915, the second year of the war, are further
proof of his gift for understated grandeur.

ALTMAN

BLECH: Orchestral Pieces & Songs
Sonja Gornik, s; Aachen Symphony & Opera
Choir/ Christopher Ward

Capriccio 5481—75 minutes

Leo Blech was a famous and respected con-
ductor in his day, known for his clarity and his
expert interpretations of the operas of Mozart,
Verdi, Wagner, Bizet, and Richard Strauss (he
conducted the Berlin premiere of Elektra).
Strauss was a strong supporter, helping him in
1893 with his first conducting job in his home-
town of Aachen, then securing him a position
at the Berlin Opera in 1906. Blech succeeded
him as chief conductor in 1918. Despite his

Jewish background, his popularity was such
that high-ranking Nazi brass ensured that he
could continue to conduct in Latvia and later
allowed him to emigrate to Sweden. Still, his
career never recovered after the war, and today
he remains little known. His works (operas
included) were held in high esteem by Strauss
and Mengelberg, among others. In 2013 Berlin
removed an honorary grave to him on grounds
of obscurity, which sparked a concerted effort
to keep his memory alive, culminating in this
release. These are all first recordings of his
complete orchestral music and songs under
the baton of Christopher Ward, conducting the
same orchestra that played under Blech
almost 130 years earlier.

Blech’s music reflects the influences of
Wagner and his teacher Englebert
Humperdinck, as well as Brahms and early
Strauss. It is abundantly clear that he had a gift
for melodic beauty and a mastery of orchestral
color. Like Strauss, he was married to a sopra-
no, and it shows in the mellifluous vocal writ-
ing in the seven songs presented here.

He composed the Six Children’s Songs in
his Berlin Opera years and orchestrated them
later. These nursery-rhyme vignettes are often
cheeky—naughty children and dancing fid-
dlers abound. The brief but lovely seventh
song, `How Beautiful Earth Is’ (1913), was
orchestrated by Bernd Alois Zimmermann in
1952 and evidently never performed.

The two choral songs were first sung in
Aachen in 1897 and are substantial settings
reminiscent of Schumann. `On the Angels’ is
nearly a strophic setting; he takes a varied
approach with `Summer Night’, moving from
homophony in the first verse to a fugato in the
second, and so on. Both songs are tranquil and
cheerful, with atmospheric orchestration
favoring harp and solo strings.

The real revelations, though, are the sym-
phonic poems, where Blech’s mastery of
orchestration and thematic progression come
to the fore. All three were composed in Aachen
after the choral songs. Forest Walk (1901) is
anchored by a tranquil, long-breathed melody,
with delicate harp and wind murmurations of
nature underneath. Comfort in Nature (1900-
01) blossoms with swells of rich orchestral
color in a blissful, rapturous atmosphere. By
far the most engaging of the poems is The Nun
(1898); it loosely follows an expressionist
poem by Otto Bierbaum, where a nun vacil-
lates between erotic pleasures and religious
piety. The first section is some of the most
unsettled and dramatic music on the album,
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calling to mind early Schoenberg and Schrek-
er. Almost halfway thru the piece, the
debauchery comes to an end and a brass
chorale reminiscent of the horn call of his
teacher’s Hansel and Gretel ushers in lyrical,
uplifting music depicting the moral and eter-
nal gifts of religious devotion. You can guess
which wins out in the end.

For anyone interested in German music of
this era, Blech is a great find. The symphonic
poems are especially fine, as good as early
Strauss and Schreker. Christopher Ward gives
sensitive and exciting readings of this music.
The orchestra and choir are in top form, and
Sonja Gornik gives delightful performances of
the songs. A truly wonderful album—don’t
miss it.

FARO

BOISMORTIER: Don Quichotte chez 
la Duchesse

Mathias Vidal (Don Quichotte), Jean-Gabriel
Saint-Martin (Sancho Panza), Chantal Santon-
Jeffery (Altisidore), Nicolas Brooymans (Mon-
tesinos, Merlin, Traducteur), Camille Poul (La
Paysanne, Amante, Suivante), Charles Barbier
(Amant); Le Concert Spirituel/ Hervé Niquet

Versailles 75—64:13

Hervé Niquet has been a most effective advo-
cate for Joseph Bodin de Moismortier’s ballet
comique, Don Quichotte chez La Duchesse,
(1743) and it was the work he first performed
with his ensemble, Le Concert Spirituel. He
made the first complete recording (July/Aug
1997), released a video (May/June 2016: 208),
which was filled with a great deal of post-mod-
ern stage business (including Niquet’s per-
formance as a member of the cast), and now
offers a complete recording of the inventive
music. It is not a long work, but filled with a
great deal of variety and humor, with vivacious
dances originally written for the renowned
Comargo and the corps de ballet of L’Acade-
mie Royale de Musique. Under Niquet’s direc-
tion, the soloists, choir, and orchestra on this
new release have even surpassed the earlier
recording, which Mr Barker described as
“vivacious and always delightful”. The booklet
is both informative and includes the complete
libretto, but it is the performance that fulfills
Niquet’s comment that “This opera-comique
is an antidepressant without the side effects”.

BREWER

BONPORTI: 10 Sonatas for 2 Violins
Labirinti Armonici

Brilliant 96623—64 minutes

Francesco Antonio Bonporti (1672-1749) was a
contemporary of Arcangelo Corelli and Hein-
rich Biber, so he was part of the mid-baroque.
These sonatas published in 1703 resemble
Corelli’s music to a degree, but they lack the
trailblazing qualities of the famous Op. 5
Sonatas from 1700 or the startlingly innovative
techniques used by Biber that paved the way
for the high baroque (come to think of it, why
don’t we call them rococo?) composers Vivaldi
and Bach.

These sonatas, mostly in the four-move-
ment sonata da chiesa form, are lovely but not
memorable. They do supply a very pleasant
hour of listening, owing in no small part to the
polished and elegant performances by Labir-
inti Armonici. The musicians are Andrea Fer-
roni and Josef Hohn, violins; Ivo Brigadoi,
cello; Alessandro Baldessarini, theorbo; and
Marija Jovanovic, harpsichord. Good sound.

MAGIL

BORTKIEWICZ: Elegie; 3 Pieces; Suite; 
3 Morceaux; Sonata

Cristian Persinaru, v; Paul Cox, vc; Nils Franke, p
Brilliant 96586—74 minutes

Sergei Bortkiewicz was one of many musicians
to flee Russia when it became the USSR, but
was less successful than most in his new envi-
ronment. This program of music for violin,
cello, and piano gives us a good idea of what
we have missed.

Bortkiewicz was not one to let a good idea
go to waste, even if it was someone else’s. The
opening D-flat Elegy for cello and piano
repeats a particular harmonic move from
Rachmaninoff ’s second piano concerto so
often that it becomes a sort of tic. One of the
three `Morceaux’, also for cello and piano, has
the same sort of relationship with a piece of
Tchaikovsky.

That said, everything here is well crafted
and finely tuned. The most substantial piece
here—the G-minor Violin Sonata—is a work of
great worth, and the second of the Three
Pieces, for violin and piano, is coyly not
labeled as in 7/8, though its companions are
duly labeled as in 3/4. There’s a sense of
humor there.

THOMSON
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BOSMANS: Violin Sonata; Arietta; Trio
Solarek Trio—Toccata 654—56 minutes

This fascinating release explores the early
chamber music of Henriette Bosmans (1895-
1952), a Dutch openly bisexual female Jewish
composer. Let me add most of all the adjective
“talented”. Among her amours were the cellist
Frieda Belinfante, the violinist Francis Koene,
to whom she was engaged, and the soprano
Noemie Perugia. Her musical language is gen-
erally late romantic to early 20th Century with
well-integrated reminiscences of composers
like Brahms and Ravel.

In the Violin Sonata (1918) the writing is
rich, the expression impassioned. Though it
has rhapsodic passages, the form in I is con-
vincingly developed. II begins with a bare
bones pizzicato like the ghost of a Bruckner
scherzo. The piano part gets more fluid as the
movement progresses. The slow movement
has a sustained, somber violin theme. It ends
with an ascending incomplete phrase, com-
pleted by the fugue subject of IV. Its develop-
ment combines austerity with good forward
motion. The composer caps the piece by re-
introducing themes from the first three move-
ments.

The Arietta (1917) is a brief, appealing
meditation for violin and piano. It’s normally
played on the viola, but its range is in the vio-
lin’s, thus it’s so played here. In the Trio (1921)
I has a sturdy opening theme. The cello is
often in its high range, which contributes to a
mood of elation. Some parallel harmonies give
the music a French tinge. In II the cello has an
introverted theme whose developments
resemble religious chants. Its extensions
branch into whole-tone phrases. Thoughtful
passages are broken by gruff, scherzo-like
interludes for an effective contrast of intro-
spection and ebullience. III begins with a
cadenza-like violin flourish over detached
piano chords. It develops to a dance with furi-
ously buzzing cello tremolos and fff violin
pizzicato accents, a fascinating sonority that
could be by Bartok. A more even-tempered
contrasting theme leads to a development
whose sounds recall French impressionism.
The opulent ending recaps the main theme
from the first movement.

The performances sound both skilled and
committed. The playing’s so secure that a lis-
tener would think they were doing standard
rep. Marina Solarek, leader of the trio, furnish-
es informative notes. These are all premiere

recordings. Toccata reveals yet another
unknown worthy.

O’CONNOR

BOUFFIL: Duo; Dame Blanche Overture; 
Trios

Luigi Magistrelli, Laura Magistrelli, Cristina
Romano, cl; Claudia Bracco, p

Brilliant 96611—70 minutes

Jacques-Jules Bouffil (1783-1868) studied the
clarinet with Jean-Xavier Lefevre at the Paris
Conservatory and became principal with the
Opera-Comique. When Anton Reicha came to
Paris in 1808, Bouffil began studying composi-
tion with him. His music is competent and
sometimes charming (viz. the folk-influenced
parts of La Dame Blanche overture), but it can
also be excruciatingly tonal and predictable.
The trios are fairly technically challenging and
sound like they’re fun to play—the musicians
certainly seem to be enjoying themselves—but
the few moments of subtlety and ingenuity are
quickly elbowed aside by generic classical-era
cliches. Those of us who went to music school
will have flashbacks of never-ending afternoon
general recitals, though I have to admit that
the playing here is much better. Still, this one
will probably be best appreciated by clarinet
teachers.

ESTEP

BRAHMS: Clarinet Sonatas; 
SCHUMANN: Fantasy Pieces;

GADE: Fantasy Pieces
Sebastian Manz, cl; Herbert Schuch, p

Berlin 302655—67 minutes

German clarinet soloist Sebastian Manz writes
that although the Brahms sonatas and Schu-
mann Fantasy Pieces have no shortage of
recordings, he feels the need to add his own.
The Romanian-born German pianist Herbert
Schuch collaborates; and the 19th Century
Danish composer Niels Gade, a close friend of
Schumann, completes the program with his
own set of Fantasy Pieces.

Clarinetists who seek new readings of
these repertoire staples may have a healthy
debate over this album. Manz sports his trade-
mark covered sound that is nice in the upper
register and at soft volumes; but it turns tubby
in the middle and lower registers at louder vol-
umes. The performances are expressive,
replete with abundant dynamics, dramatic
phrasing, and a frequent pushing and pulling
of the pulse. Some clarinetists love this
approach with these pieces; others may feel
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that these interpretations are mannered and
wearisome. Either way, Schuch uses his prodi-
gious technique to enhance the soloist’s
vision, manipulating color and tempo as a
sensitive accompanist and partner.

HANUDEL

BRAHMS: Piano Pieces, opp 116+119; 
Chorale Preludes
Asher Ian Armstrong

Blue Griffin 617—57 minutes

Quite a few good recordings of Brahms’s late
piano music have appeared in recent years,
and here is yet another one, titled “Brahms:
Last Thoughts”. Asher Ian Armstrong is on the
piano faculty of the University of Arkansas. His
biography does not reveal birth date and
place, but he seems to hail from the central
United States and be in his 30s. The booklet
does not even contain a photograph of him,
but you’ll find a nice one on the University of
Arkansas web site.

He plays with great involvement, but his
tempos of slow pieces (Op. 116:2, 4, 6; Op.
119:1) are really extreme. Emil Gilels, to whose
excellent 1965 concert performance of Op. 116
(Brilliant 92615) I listened for comparison,
takes 3:07 and 2:51 for Nos. 4 and 6, whereas
Armstrong labors for 5:31 and 4:36. Sometimes
he sounds as if restrained by a harness, and
then the music does not flow naturally. Some-
times he is not expressive enough (e.g., in the
middle part of Op. 116:7); sometimes he
applies too much rubato (Op. 116:1, 2; Op.
119:3). But these are not serious criticisms,
and the performances are still rewarding. His
renditions of the 5 Chorale Preludes arranged
by Busoni also are very fine.

The unattributed liner notes are very good,
and the artist biography is agreeably short. The
black-and-white cover photograph shows a
wintry forest scene, but Brahms’s late pieces
are far from cold!

Looking back, I see I have reviewed 10
recordings of more than one opus of late
Brahms since I started writing for ARG in 2017,
and Alan Becker has taken on several addi-
tional ones. Mine are, in rough order of prefer-
ence: Osorio (S/O 2017), Berman (M/J 2020),
Kaya (J/F 2022), Lewis (M/J 2022), Rosenbaum
(M/A 2021), Sheppard (N/D 2018), Asti (S/O
2018), Armstrong (N/D 2022), Hough (M/J
2020), Ehlen (S/O 2018). I enjoyed them all
(Brahms is difficult to play badly) but have
kept only the first two.

REPP

BRAHMS: Piano Pieces, opp 76, 118, 119
Michele Campanella

Odradek 436—70 minutes

The first thing to be said is that this pianist is
very lyrical and plays with beautiful tone. Add
in that he thinks of Brahms as soft-spoken and
does not like playing that emphasizes con-
trasts or gets noisy. Then think about 70 min-
utes of piano music with little contrast. It’s 18
pieces, and they begin to sound a bit alike.
Naturally, Brahms never thought they would
be played all in a row. But Opus 118 itself is 26
minutes (6 pieces). It includes the glorious No.
2, delicately played here. I couldn’t get it out of
my mind for hours. There’s a similar piece in
Op. 117, not recorded here.

I’m afraid I do have a habit of putting on a
CD and letting it play all the way. I’m going to
have to treat this one differently. I’m sure that
if I take a few pieces at a time the playing of
this pianist will delight me.

VROON

BRAHMS: Piano Duets; 
SCHUBERT: 20 Landler; 
SCHUMANN: Piano Quartet; 

JOACHIM: Overtures to Hamlet, Henry IV,
Demetrius

Silke-Thora Matthies & Christian Kohn, p
Naxos 501803 [18CD] 20:41

This series has been released individually from
Vol. 1 in December 1995 to Vol. 18 in Novem-
ber 2013. Over the past 27 years, several have
come my way, all very good. ARG reviews
include Vol.1 (Naxos 553139, Sept/Oct 1997)
and Vol. 3 (Naxos 553654, Mar/Apr 1999). The
reason for the size of this collection is the
inclusion of all of Brahms’s arrangements for
piano 4 hands and 2 pianos. We get all of the
symphonies, overtures, serenades, piano con-
certos, quartets, quintets, sextets, piano quar-
tets, and even the German Requiem. There is
duplication here as well; Piano Concerto 1 and
Symphonies 3 and 4 are offered in both piano
duet and two-piano versions. Music by Schu-
bert, Schumann, and Joachim as arranged for
piano duet by Brahms is also included.

Brahms’s most “successful” compositions,
in terms of published copies sold and number
of performances, were for two pianists at one
piano. Tailor-made for the musical sensibilities
and demands of the times, most of these were
for performance in the home rather than a
concert hall, with technical demands that
could be handled by talented amateurs. These
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began with his first published pieces (for piano
duet), the Hungarian Dances—still a mainstay
of the repertoire. The two sets of Liebeslieder
Waltzes have ad libitum voice parts, but exist
as just piano duets as well.

The pieces for two pianos all exist in other
versions, but at least the Two Piano Sonata
(same music as the famous F minor Piano
Quintet) and Haydn Variations (also for
orchestra) are regularly recorded and pro-
grammed by piano duos. Most of these require
pianists with abilities beyond talented ama-
teurs. Concerning the type of pianists of the
time, Brahms wrote an interesting comment
about his piano duet version of Piano Concer-
to 1: “I think I can pride myself on having
made it practical and playable . . . the arrange-
ment in question is meant to be performed
and not, as is the current fashion, sight-read.”
Outside of some waltzes, dances or Landler I
do not find many things in this 20-hour collec-
tion to fall into the sight-readable category.

Piano Concerto 1 had a long gestational
history. It began as a two-piano sonata, then a
symphony. Brahms made the customary 2
piano arrangement—one the solo part and the
other a reduction of the score (Vol. 17) which
was not published until 1873-4, along with the
full orchestral score. His piano duet version
(Vol. 9) was published in 1864, just two or
three years after the solo and orchestral parts.
Clara Schumann had a close relationship to
this work from the first version for two pianos
(played with Brahms), and she was a frequent
performer of the full concerto. The duet ver-
sion was also known to have been played by
the composer and Clara. Both the solo piano
and orchestra parts arranged for performance
by four hands on one keyboard. One pianist is
not the soloist and the other not the orchestra,
but the full sound combination is reduced to
88 keys, and the division is mostly between
lower and upper notes. Even the piano caden-
zas are effectively divided between the
pianists. Of note is that this version is the last
time Brahms worked through this score, and
his textural and dynamic markings can be con-
sidered the final version. They differ a little
here and there from the 2-piano score, but
where they do, they should be taken into
account by the pianist. I know of no other
recording of this version and could not hope
for a better rendition than this one.

I should also note the unusual piano duet
version of the German Requiem. It is simply an
arrangement of the orchestra—no attempt to
incorporate the vocal parts. As someone who

has dealt with the common piano-vocal score
and suffered through playing the orchestral
parts arranged for piano solo (not by Brahms),
I found his duet version far more effective and
actually playable. Because Matthies and Kohn
chose to record just the piano duet part, I lis-
tened to familiar music that was missing the
all-important vocal lines, but still beautiful
with voice leadings and orchestral detail now
brought to the fore—well worth hearing. And
you can sing along. There have been record-
ings of a smaller chorus, soloists, and two
pianists (Naxos 573952, Jan/Feb 2020 & SFM in
Mar/Apr 2013). Since many performances are
not able to use an orchestra, this duet version
seems preferable to just one heroic piano
accompanist trying to cover all of the orches-
tral parts.

Here is a listing of the contents of this won-
derful set. All are duets played four hands at
one piano unless noted as two pianos.

Vol. 1 - Schumann Variations, Waltzes, Sou-
venir de la Russie, Neue Liebeslieder Waltzes
Vol. 2 - Hungarian Dances ; Liebeslieder
Waltzes
Vol. 3 - Sonata in F minor; Haydn Variations (2
pianos)
Vol. 4 - Serenades 1+2
Vol. 5 - Requiem
Vol. 6 - Symphony 1; Triumphlied
Vol. 7 - Symphonies 2+3
Vol. 8 - Symphony 4; Tragic Overture
Vol. 9 - Piano Concerto 1; Academic Festival
Vol. 10 - Quartets 1+2
Vol. 11 - Quartet 3; String Quintet 1
Vol. 12 - String Quintet 2; Piano Quartet 1
Vol. 13 - String Sextets
Vol. 14 - Piano Quartet 2 (duet); 5 Waltzes (2
pianos)
Vol. 15 - Symphonies 3+4 (2 pianos)
Vol. 16 - SCHUMANN: Piano Quartet ;
JOACHIM: Hamlet Overture; SCHUBERT: 20
Landler
Vol. 17 - Piano Concerto 1; JOACHIM:
Demetrius Overture (2 pianos)
Vol. 18 - Piano Concerto 2; JOACHIM: Henry
IV Overture (2 pianos)

Available for about $60, this box is a true
bargain. The liner notes are a 44 page booklet
combined, indexed, and cross-referenced
from the original releases. Brahms’s chamber
music is universally revered and in the com-
poser’s own piano duet versions you will listen
anew. The same holds true for the symphonies
and concertos. Matthies and Kohn have the
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skill, temperament, and dedication for this
music. (It took two decades.)

HARRINGTON

BRAHMS: Songs
Anna Lucia Richter, mz; Ammiel Bushakevitz, p

Pentatone 5186 986—58 minutes

A few days before this disc arrived, I had lis-
tened to an interview with Anna Lucia Richter
about her decision to change from soprano to
mezzo, from a lighter and more ethereal tone
to a richer and more velvety tone. As a soprano
her earlier Schubert album “Heimweh” was
one of the most compelling song albums I’ve
reviewed and I named it as one of my Critic’s
Choice albums of 2020.

I confess that I miss her lighter voice, but
the change to mezzo allows her to use her
middle range, where she is most at home. The
choice of Brahms for her debut album as a
mezzo confirms her decision. As soon as I
heard her entry to `Sapphische Ode’ I knew
she had chosen wisely and that I had found a
newly fashioned singer to adore as much as
the earlier soprano. Her interpretive ability
remains as superb as ever: magnificent vocal
shading and nuance, exemplary shaping of the
line, prudent dynamic variety, firm breath
control, and clear articulation of the words.

In Richter’s excellent program notes she
writes, “All songs compiled here are connected
by the metaphor of `twilight’, Dammerung:
both in relation to daytime and light condi-
tions and in an associative sense as a preoccu-
pation with emotional moments in life.” The
program is nicely structured with a mixture of
songs and folk songs, each one a gem.

A mood of contentment is established in
the opening song, `Standchen’, as “the moon
hangs over the mountain”. Richter is attuned
perfectly to the sultry and sensual quality of
`Sapphische Ode’. She gorgeously shapes the
long lines of `Feldsamkeit’ into a dreamlike
atmosphere. She takes the opening of `Unbe-
wegte laue Luft’ much slower than singers
usually take it, and it intensifies the song’s set-
ting of “motionless, tepid air, nature deeply at
rest”. In `Mainacht’ she invokes “the smiling
vision” even in the awareness of “darker shad-
ows”.

The weariness of minor key songs is deliv-
ered with great pathos. Other songs present
the tension between hopes and fears. She
imbues each song with wonder. The album
ends tenderly with two sweet lullabies.

Brahms had a preference for the lower female
voice, and this recording shows why.

Ammiel Bushakevitz’s collaboration is
praiseworthy—soft and flexible or energetic as
needed. It is an example of the partnership
that produces the magic of art songs.

I can name no album of Brahms songs I’ve
enjoyed more than this. That is due partly to
the selection of 20 of his best and most per-
formed songs, including some of his folk song
settings. Mostly it is because of Richter’s exem-
plary ability as a lieder singer.

Pentatone’s sound quality is superlative.
Notes, texts, translations.

R MOORE

BRAHMS: Symphonies
Danish Chamber Orchestra/ Adam Fischer

Naxos 574465 [3CD] 2:32

Symphonies; Serenade 2; Double Concerto; Trag-
ic  Overture
Gordon Nikolitch, v; Tim Hugh, vc; London Sym-
phony/ Bernard Haitink

LSO 570 [4SACD] 4:05

The Haitink recordings are reissues from about
20 years ago, while the Fischer set is new (and
not to be confused with the generally well-
regarded Brahms symphonies from Ivan Fis-
cher, his younger brother). From the first
measures of Fischer’s First, though, you know
you’re in for some kind of adventure. The
tempo is very fast, the timpani just pound
away, and the violins appear to have left their
vibratos in their cases. Add to this the small-
sounding orchestra and Fischer’s manner of
overphrasing little ideas, often with jabbing
accents rather than giving us the “long line”,
and you have a fairly naked Brahms, one with-
out majesty or richness of expression. As is
usual with performances of this type, we find
lots of kinetic excitement, and I confess half of
me wanted it to be over soon while the other
half was just curious to see what would hap-
pen next!

You might expect the later symphonies,
none of which has the big, extroverted magnif-
icence of the First (except, maybe, the finale of
the Second), to be better suited to Fischer, and
I guess you would be right. But you would have
a Second without the wonderful warmth and
romantic glow that so many conductors have
found in this piece. The slower movements,
particularly the middle movements of the
Third, do make some sense with Fischer, but I
still find their effect diminished. Moments of
deep contemplation, even sadness and regret,
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are lost. That said, the Third, certainly
Brahms’s least heroic symphony—remember
that all movements end softly—is probably the
most satisfying of Fischer’s four. The best of
the Fourth is again the middle movements—a
quick, but inoffensive Andante followed by a
wild scherzo that becomes a work for virtu-
osos. The outer movements, though, just lack
gravity.

I suspect Fischer’s approach comes from
both personal conviction and as an accommo-
dation to the size of his (chamber) orchestra,
which can hardly compete with orchestras
some 75% larger. Much as this displeases me,
though, I can’t dismiss him entirely because
the approach is detailed, consistent, and well
rehearsed, and the playing is quite accom-
plished. It would be much easier to get a group
of musicians to play these pieces in the “stan-
dard” manner, rather than imposing the tem-
pos, phrasing, and details that Fischer has
chosen. But that is not for me. I want warmth
and majesty, a sense of importance in this
music. So, if you’re curious, proceed at your
own risk, but put me down as a “no”.

The Haitink recordings all come from 2004
and 2005. I reviewed them individually: 1 with
the Tragic Overture (J/A 2004), 2 with the Dou-
ble Concerto (M/J 2004), 3 with the Second
Serenade (M/A 2005), and 4 in July/August
2005: They also appeared as a boxed set, but
now they have been remastered with surround
mixes that can be read by SACD players.

It is good to revisit Haitink’s Brahms,
recorded when he was in his mid-70s. I liked
his First back in 2004—a taut, exciting per-
formance that came (as did all the sym-
phonies) from a concert performance at the
Barbican. It is a strong performance with good
rhythmic control, and I am now less bothered
by the tempo of the slow movement, which I
then found a bit too fast.

Back in 2004 I found the Second Sympho-
ny a bit melancholy rather than free-flowing in
untroubled waters, and it still feels a bit
labored and too serious. The middle move-
ments could be a little lighter, and the finale,
while firm in rhythm, is too sober and does not
really take flight. Not a bad performance, but
overall too stern.

The Third is a fine performance in the
somber mode. The opening movement is
weighty and strong, agreeable, but hardly the
Allegro con brio that Brahms requests. The
middle movements, Andante and Poco alle-
gretto, work fairly well under Haitink’s weighty
hand, but I do miss a sense of easy flow, partic-

ularly in the Andante. The finale begins broad-
ly and is followed by passages that almost beg
the conductor to speed up. Haitink, though,
holds the reins tight and thus misses opportu-
nities for real excitement. Nonetheless, the
very ending (where music from 1 returns) is
very nicely done.

When Haitink’s Fourth was released, I was
unhappy with a lack of surge, tension, and
passion in the performance. It went by too
effortlessly and seemed to lack commitment.
The conductor’s firm rhythmic control and
slightly slow tempos keep the temperature too
low for me, particularly in I and IV. As you
might suspect, this problem afflicts the outer
movements more than the Andante, which I
now find much nicer than before; and actually,
the scherzo is fairly unbuttoned and exciting.

The filler pieces are much the same. The
Serenade is a little heavy, but really quite nice,
and the Tragic Overture is exciting. The Dou-
ble Concerto is played beautifully and quite
musically, though I was struck (both in 2005
and now) by the lack of a big, “concerto”
sound from the soloists (who were first-desk
players in the LSO).

In sum, then, I have little enthusiasm for
Fischer’s Brahms. As for Haitink, nothing is
poorly done, but too much is stodgy and care-
ful; given the choice, I would prefer his old
Concertgebouw Orchestra performances (but
not the Boston Symphony ones). If you’re con-
cerned about repeats, Haitink repeats the
exposition in the Third only, but Fischer gets
them all!

[There are 4 other sets of the symphonies
on our shelves to be reviewed. —Ed]

ALTHOUSE

BRAHMS: Trios; Clarinet Trio
Thomas Albertus Irnberger, v & va; David
Geringas, vc; Lilya Zilberstein, p

Gramola 99251 [2CD] 112 minutes

Two of these trios need clarification. Trio 1,
Opus 8, is what Brahms insisted on calling his
“new edition”—not a “revision” of the original
but a rewriting. Although Brahms was so
struck by clarinetist Richard Mühlfeld that he
wrote not only the clarinet trio but his two
clarinet sonatas and quintet at the same time,
he also thought the trio could be performed
with a viola instead. That is the version heard
here.

There are three problems with this album.
First, David Geringas is a splendid cellist, and
Lilya Zilberstein can be excellent as well, as is
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clear from the many passages when just the
two of them are playing. Thomas Irnberger
seems to be the problem: his wiry, nasal violin
doesn’t blend with the other two—or is tuning
the problem? Second, these players are obvi-
ously not a regular trio, and they lack the
nuance, dovetailing, and joined-at-the-hip
flow that, for example, the Trio Fontenay
brings to their superb recording. (It’s a shame
they disbanded in 2006 after 26 years.)

Third, a major problem here is the engi-
neering in Salzburg’s Mozart Hall. Whenever
three instruments are playing, one of them is
almost always buried. The acoustics make
articulation next to impossible. As a result,
vital elements like hemiolas, repeated pat-
terns, and accents are inaudible. What enjoy-
ment can you get from this music if you can’t
hear its essentials? The only places that these
performances rise above these limitations are
II and III of 2. Otherwise, these trios sound like
a thicket—big, blunt, almost oppressive. Lis-
tening to the Gramola recordings made me
almost hate these trios; listening to the Trio
Fontenay made me truly enjoy these highly
intellectual works.

In Opus 114 Irnberger’s viola has a much
warmer tone than his violin. When he and cel-
list Geringas are playing as a duo, they can be
very nuanced and musical, especially in I. But
the full trio plays II, a lovely adagio, metro-
nomically. Engineering ruins the last two
movements. The cello’s arpeggios in the open-
ing of III are buried in mud, and the clusters of
16th notes in IV are a blur. Where’s the enjoy-
ment when you can’t hear the details?

FRENCH

BRAHMS: Trio 2;
KORNGOLD: Trio 1

Feininger Trio
Avi 8553513—59 minutes

If you are actually looking for Brahms’s Trio 2,
this recording is as good as any. The Feininger
Trio has a terrific tone, and it is clear that the
musicians have internalized this piece; it
would be no surprise if they had been rehears-
ing for years. The interpretation is completely
traditional, but then Brahms is traditional.
Something familiar has been conveyed to the
listener, and conveyed very well. In particular,
the Allegro is majestic and II is achingly beau-
tiful, and if the final two movements lack inter-
est it might just be because they really aren’t
on the same level as compositions. Overall, it

just isn’t the most inspired choice of reper-
toire, but it deserves to be heard.

The unofficial Korngold revival of the past
few years is heartening for this listener, above
all because it does introduce some variety into
the concert halls and the new releases shelf.
When listening to Trio 1 in C, there’s no getting
around the fact that it is Opus 1, a brilliant
piece by an adolescent. It is also light years
beyond the aforementioned Brahms trio,
which was written three decades earlier. With
its elegiac piano passages and pizzicato, the
Larghetto is particularly striking, and IV is a
showcase for the Feininger Trio’s skillful inter-
play.

Cellist David Riniker has a deep, rich
sound, and he supplies the gravitas on both of
these works. All in all, a solid effort, even if it
doesn’t really break new ground.

DUTTERER

BRAHMS; BERG: Violin Concertos
Christian Tetzlaff; Germany Symphony Berlin/
Robin Ticciati

Ondine 1410—63 minutes

I gave high praise to Tetzlaff and Ticciati’s
Ondine recording of Beethoven’s and
Sibelius’s violin concertos (Jan/Feb 2020).
What a disappointment this Brahms-Berg
album is. In the orchestral introduction to the
Brahms, Ticciati makes a habit of holding back
slightly at the end of phrases (an omen). Also,
the orchestra tends to sound like it’s just a hair
behind the beat. When Tetzlaff enters, he turns
the omen into full-blow reality: the musical
flow is weighed down by frequent rubato. As a
result, the form of this 21-minute movement is
destroyed; the artists can’t see the forest for
the dainty trees. In the development there is a
long series of eighth-notes followed by two
16ths, and there is another series of eighth-
notes each with an octave jump; they are
played with unsteady pitches and rhythms. In
addition, Ticciati is so delicate with many
inner details (woodwinds, second violins, and
violas) that, while his approach might work in
a concert, the details simply are not projected
on this recording. For example, in II there are
places where oboes play the melody accompa-
nied by some lovely flutes, but the flutes are so
inaudible that they don’t contribute any tone
color, let alone harmony. I suspect the engi-
neering is partly responsible. III is upcut by
almost an eighth-note on the very opening
beat.

In the Berg both artists bring full drama to
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II. Tetzlaff digs in with a full range of tone col-
ors, a driving yet flexible pulse, and low, growl-
ing bowing. Ticciati follows suit, building to a
powerful fff climax, here with distinctive brass
coloring (especially trumpets)—it’s in the
score, but I’ve never alluded to it before proba-
bly because I’ve never heard it projected. In
the other two movements Tetzlaff has perfect
technique, but he sounds studied rather than
inspired; whereas Ticciati, who follows Tetzlaff
hand in glove, still manages to sound inspired,
giving the orchestra expression and forward
flow. It’s Ticciati who is inspired here. The
engineering generally sounds good, but, again,
some details remain murky. For example, in
the concerto’s final three measures the soloist
holds a very high, whisper-soft G, as the first
violins play the concerto’s thematic arpeggio,
here completely inaudible. Then the cellos
add a short descending one, which you can
hear only if you listen really carefully.

For the Berg I highly recommend Arabella
Steinbacher with Andris Nelsons and the WDR
Symphony on Orfeo (March/April 2010). Praga
Digital has remastered Nathan Milstein’s stun-
ning old Angel recording of Brahms’s Concerto
with Anatole Fistoulari and the Philharmonia
Orchestra. The engineering on it and on its
companion, a peerless performance of the
Goldmark concerto—why this superb work is
so rarely performed and recorded is beyond
me—makes both works sound like they were
recorded just yesterday.

FRENCH

BRIDGE, BRITTEN, 
DEBUSSY: Cello Sonatas;

JANACEK: Pohadka
Truls Mork; Havard Gimse, p

Alpha 560—71 minutes

BRIDGE: Cello Sonata, arr viola; There is a

Willow Grows aslant a Brook, arr va); 3 Songs

for Medium Voice, Viola, & Piano; 

BRITTEN: Solo Viola Elegy; Lachrymae
Dame Sarah Connolly, mz; Helene Clement, va;
Alasdair Bentson, p

Chandos 20247—61 minutes

As you may have noticed, these two programs
are related and varied in material and intent.
For instance, Frank Bridge (1879-1941) was
Benjamin Britten’s (1913-76) composition
teacher. What’s more, they both played the
viola! This helps to explain why Britten
arranged his teacher’s `Willow’ (originally for a
small orchestra) for viola and piano, as played
here. Bridge’s Cello Sonata was transcribed for

same by our performer, Helene Clement, and
it sounds fine this way. To compare it with its
original conception, you might consider its
present roommate, played with equal polish
by Mork and Gimse on their Alpha CD. Con-
tinuing over the viola Bridge, we next meet
singer Dame Sarah Connolly in `Far, far from
each other’, `Where is it that our soul doth go?’
and `Music, when soft voices die’. She sings
with polish and clarity, and the texts are given
us in the liner notes.

We hear Britten at the age of 16 in an Elegy
for viola alone, written the day after he left
Gresham’s School at Holt, in Norfolk. This
remained unperformed until 1984, long after
he died. It was then arranged by Colin
Matthews. It is a 7-minute piece of thoughtful
beauty. The 13-minute `Lachrymae’ was writ-
ten in 1950 for famous violist William Prim-
rose, later revised in 1970. This set of varia-
tions returns to John Dowland’s original tune,
`If my complaints could passions move’ only
at the end of the work.

I enjoy the present players. Violist Clement
is only 34 years old. Born in France in 1988,
she moved to London in 2013 and joined the
Doric Quartet. She plays first viola in the Auro-
ra Orchestra and teaches at the Royal Acade-
my. She and pianist Bentson work and play
together to fine effect. Bentson studied at the
Royal College of Music in London, and with
Mehehem Pressler at Indiana University. The
liner notes are written by Mervyn Cooke. They
are not in the same order as the pieces.

Moving down into cello land, we first hear
the original version of the Bridge sonata, fol-
lowed by Claude Debussy’s lovely little one
written in the same key. Next we meet Leos
Janacek (1854-1928) in a fairy tale in three
movements based on a poem by Vassily
Zhukovsky, `The Tale of Tsar Berendey’. Its
length and language match the the Debussy
sonata in an enjoyable way. Then we’re back
in London with Britten’s 5-movement 22-
minute sonata, written for Rostropovich,
apparently after downing whiskies galore
between them! Despite that, the result is well
worth hearing. Mork and Gimse work together
well in well-balanced phrasing and unity of
sound. I wish their rhythms were a bit clearer
in places, but the choice of music is beautiful
in scope and the recorded sound is effective.

D MOORE
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BRITTEN: Bridge Variations; 
HAGEN: Strauss Fragments; 
STRAUSS: Metamorphosen

Ensemble Allegria
LAWO 1241—63 minutes

The Ensemble Allegria is a conductorless Nor-
wegian string ensemble of 19 players. The Brit-
ten gets an emotional reading.

The slashing attacks of the introduction
launch the music in proper style. Their tone
has the “bite” or sweetness as needed, as in
the contrast between the second and third
variations, or in the ghostly riffs behind the
waltz of the seventh.

Lars Petter Hagen, born 1975, is a Norwe-
gian composer, some of whose works, accord-
ing to the notes, are based on the music of
other composers. His alleged point of depar-
ture here was the Strauss Metamorphosen.
Whatever its point of departure, its destination
seems nonexistent. Most of the music is so
minimal as to amount scarcely to a tuneup.
The second section, even with the volume
turned up, is barely audible. The music is less
heard than overheard. If this were a concert,
it’d be interesting to get the players’ response
to these vapid noodlings placed between two
masterpieces. Unless this work is a sport in his
output, I wouldn’t exactly scamper to the con-
cert hall to hear any more of Hagen’s scores.

The group plays the Metamorphosen at a
tempo a bit faster than usual. To me, that’s an
asset. It can be overbearing if dragged out too
much. Strauss is one of my pantheon com-
posers, but much as I sympathize with the
emotional trauma surrounding the composi-
tion of the music, it’s always seemed to me to
be intense to the verge of monotony. Here the
quotation from the Eroica near the end of the
work is subdued, but the main theme has
alluded to it all along. Performances are excel-
lent, with good intonation and clean rhythmic
articulation. Their broad dynamic range
enhances the music—wherever there is music
to enhance.

O’CONNOR

BRITTEN: Sinfonietta; see POULENC

BRUCKNER: Symphony 3
Vienna Radio Symphony/ Markus Poschner

Capriccio 8086—57 minutes

This is the fifth entry from this projected series
of all the Bruckner symphonies played in all
known editions with Markus Poschner con-

ducting the Bruckner Linz Orchestra and the
Vienna Radio Symphony. The ones so far
reviewed in ARG are 0, 4, and 6. In my review
of 6 I quoted Poschner’s description of his
approach to Bruckner as employing what he
called radical and overdue steps in Bruckner
interpretation, such as bright colors, daring,
and willingness to break from traditional
Bruckner interpretation. He readily admits
that doing so requires questioning the score
and separating what he considers wrong from
true Bruckner tradition.

That certainly applies to this release of the
First Version (1873) of the Third Symphony.
The slow, mannered opening and the sudden
shift to a fast tempo hints at what we are in for:
fast, often hurried tempos and sudden
changes in speed. That turns the trademark
Brucknerian flow of the line into what sounds
a bit like segments strung together, and his
treatment of accents increases that impres-
sion. Poschner is flexible in phrases and parts
of phrases, taking each as it comes. The result
is flow in phrases but not so much overall. He
also seems impatient with some of those great
Bruckner pauses, which usually project an
organic quality similar to taking a breath. Most
of this works. No doubt it is all according to
plan, but it often sounds as if Poschner is con-
ducting impulsively or interpreting as he goes
along.

Another trademark of this series, the treat-
ment of orchestral balances, is more apparent
in this symphony than in the other Thirds that
I have heard. The Third is not one of Bruckn-
er’s monumental symphonies. It is more line
driven; and in this reading, the lines in the
middle textures, many of them accompani-
ment figures, stand out more than usual. A
person hearing this symphony for the first
time in this performance might not always be
sure which parts are accompaniment and
which are major ideas. In a few instances a
lone trumpet or horn seems to punch its way
through for no apparent reason. Beyond that,
there are few real edifices and “cathedrals”, and
“monumental” rarely comes to mind. In a
sense, the conductor seems as present as the
composer. The orchestra handles the fast tem-
pos and changes well, though its sound is
somewhat lean.

Many people believe Bruckner had a mod-
ernist side to him, and that comes through
here. On the other hand, so much of what we
think of as “Brucknerian” and what Bruckner
is treasured for is missing—to the point where
one can be forgiven for not recognizing the
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composer as Bruckner. Sometimes this Third
sounds like improvisations by an organist. In
fact, one nice effect is how some woodwind
chords sound like they are coming from an
organ.

This series is suited for people looking for
something very different in Bruckner interpre-
tation—or just curious. For others it may be
boring, novel as this reading is and as creative
as Poschner’s approach may be. I find it the
weakest in this series so far. The best and most
Brucknerian performances of this project that
I have heard so far are the Fourth and Eighth,
which are quite good, though I do share Paul
Althouse’s reservations about the Fourth
(Nov/Dec 2022). The sound is good but not as
natural as it could be. So far, the recordings
made with the Linz orchestra sound more life-
like.

HECHT

BRUCKNER: Symphony 4
London Symphony/ Simon Rattle

LSO 875 [2CD] 126 minutes

Anton Bruckner’s Symphony No. 4 is one of
the more complex of his symphonies as far as
versions are concerned. Complexity reigns in
full flower in the story behind the version per-
formed on this recording.

The symphony was originally written in
1874 and revised between 1878 and 1881.
According to Benjamin-Gunnar Cohrs, who
produced the edition played here, Bruckner
first wrote a new Scherzo (Step 1). Step 2, he
composed a new Finale in 1880. Step 3: he
made several more changes and revisions. The
result was a score produced by Viennese copy-
ist Giovanni Noll in 1881. Cohrs used that
score to produce his version. All that and more
about this version is discussed in the booklet
notes. The story is complex, and I found it
hard to follow.

What I can tell you here is that Disc 1 of
this set contains the complete “second version
of the Romantic Symphony as it stood by the
end of 1881...[and] respecting here for the first
time Bruckner’s...suggested cut in the Finale”.
Disc 2 serves as an appendix. It contains
movements that are rarely if ever included in
modern performances. The tracks are:

1) the Scherzo Bruckner wrote in 1874
(revised 1876) before discarding it and replac-
ing it with the `Hunt’ Scherzo in 1878.

2) the `Volksfest’ Finale from 1878 that was
discarded.

3) the first and longer version of the

Andante (1878) that was later abridged to the
form it is heard in today, and

4) the unabridged Finale (1881) rather
than the abridged version usually heard today.

All that and more is related in the booklet
notes written by Chors. (All quotes above are
his.)

As for the performance, this reading of the
Fourth Symphony does not always display the
Bruckner of blocky, rugged, and powerful
structures. The “new” movements are more
folk-like and lyrical than the ones usually per-
formed, even in the big, normally blocky
moments, though some of that is the result of
Rattle’s lyrical and rustic view of the sympho-
ny. The first movement is lyrical as it rolls
along. At the risk of overstatement, the brass
does not punch so much as it strokes or draws
a line. The soft places are contemplative and
warm, often resembling well integrated, con-
genial conversation.

II’s warm, thoughtful quality is a good
companion for what preceded it, beginning
with how the opening cello tune converses
with the woodwinds. Much of this is peaceful,
and Rattle is not shy about demanding soft
dynamics. Just as important is that the music
keeps moving, and when things pick up, they
do so naturally. The fanfares that open III are
smooth, not all that loud, and very effective;
the trios are at once natural, gentle, and solid.
Rattle’s execution is not shy, though, and the
movement displays the projected imagery very
well.

The good-natured reading of the finale is
similar. It moves along fairly briskly with big
moments treated as before. Rather than heavy,
it is forward moving. Around 11 minutes in,
there is a passage played so softly that it almost
disappears. 15 minutes in comes a nice myste-
rious passage that does not lose motion. All
told, even with the rare use of the unabridged
Finale, this is a fairly typical conclusion to
Bruckner’s Fourth Symphony.

The sound is fine, and the booklet notes do
a decent job dealing with the complex version
business. This is a Bruckner Fourth for some-
one interested in the unusual movements and
Rattle’s lyrical approach.

HECHT

BRUCKNER: Symphonies 4+5
Munich Philharmonic/ Rudolf Kempe

Profil 20038 [2CD] 65+75 minutes

Rudolf Kempe was Sir Thomas Beecham’s
hand-picked successor at London’s Royal Phil-
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harmonic—and a great choice, too. But Kempe
was in demand everywhere, and while at the
RPO he also became music director in Munich
and Zurich and made great recordings in his
home town, Dresden, as well. Naturally the
sound of the German orchestras was better for
Bruckner than the RPO would have been. (I’ve
always said that the English can’t do Bruckn-
er—the one clear exception to that was the
Philharmonia under Klemperer.) These
recordings were made in his last year of life; he
died a few months after he recorded No. 5, in
the spring of 1976 (100 years after it was writ-
ten). He also recorded No. 8 in Zurich in that
last year of life. (Will we see that in this series?)
The booklet with the current release seems to
imply that he did all the symphonies that year.
If there are recordings, let us hear them!

But despite the German sound of the
Munich Philharmonic, the recording is a little
too “clean”—not ideal for Bruckner. There is
almost no ambience or atmosphere. The
sound never seems to fill a large space, as
Bruckner ideally should. For sheer sound the
Klemperer is better. But the logic of the music
is better here.

You will never hear a better-conducted
Bruckner 5. It is just so right, so perfect.

Symphony 4 begins with a rather gentle
horn solo. Kempe lets it slowly emerge from
the texture. The strings seem weak—almost
background. The trumpets really dominate
when they play. Sometimes I want to hear
more horns. I think much of this is a matter of
the place it was recorded and the engineering.
And despite these complaints, I always had
confidence in the conductor. He is absolutely
dependable and will not lead you astray, will
not impose some eccentricity here or there. It’s
not Kempe; it’s Bruckner.

In 4 I am one of many, many critics who
are sure no one has ever or will ever surpass
the Vienna Philharmonic under Karl Bohm.
Munich is not Vienna, but Kempe is as good as
Bohm. The engineering here is not. It hasn’t
the depth and warmth and space of Vienna,
and nothing is as rich or mellow.

Kempe was known for clarity of rhythm
and rational pacing, and phrasing and subtle-
ty. Where Klemperer sometimes just rumbles
along Kempe balances everything and keeps
the textures clear. One critic said he was warm,
broad, and relaxed; but he was never heavy.
He keeps us alert, and he always grasps the
essence of the music. This is model Bruckner,
and I have to keep it in my collection, though I
have had the LPs of 5 since they came out

(Odyssey in the USA), so it is not new to me
but has always been an essential reading. I
welcome it to CD.

VROON

BRUK: Symphonies 22+23
Lithuanian Symphony/ Maris Kupcs

Toccata 645—67 minutes

Fridrich Bruk (b. 1937) was born in Kharkiv,
Ukraine to parents of Latvian and Jewish back-
ground. After studies in Russia and travels to
the United States, he settled in Finland, where
he became well known for his film scores and
tango music. At the age of 61 he began writing
symphonies, in a modernist style far removed
from his pop music and strongly indebted to
Schoenberg and Berg (and a bit to Bartok). He
has since written one almost every year; the
latest two are presented here on Toccata’s third
volume of his orchestral music.

Symphony 22 (2019) is subtitled `In the
Ocean’, though it does not join the ranks of
Debussy’s La Mer in glorifying the sea. Instead,
the subtitle refers to things that don’t belong in
the ocean, like radioactive waste, plastics, and
other environmental threats. I, `Death of the
Dolphins’, presents many thematic ideas, com-
bined in dense, churning counterpoint in a
violent and foreboding atmosphere. II,
`Sounds of Hope’, is no less violent, though
there is now a prominent voice to answer back
to the carnage—a solo violin in double-
stopped octaves, more angular and urgent
than warm and lyrical. The loose rondo-fanta-
sy form of constant change and return of
material gives an uncanny sense of ocean cur-
rents and underlines the threat of seemingly
endless pollution.

Symphony 23 (2021) speaks of Bruk’s inter-
est in the preservation of minority identities
and their cultures in the face of supremacist
forces like the Nazi (whose biological warfare
killed his mother) and the Soviet governments
(not to mention today’s Russian state). The
symphony’s subtitle, In the Ingrian Mode,
refers to the Ingrian people of western Finland
and eastern Russia, whose culture has been
endangered by Soviet extermination and by
geopolitical fault lines of the last century. He
makes use of striking, often dance-like Ingrian
folk music fragments, though the symphony
retains some of the dissonance and austerity of
his last and in fact develops in a similar
method of variation and return.

Allen Gimbel found the first volume of his
orchestral music “interesting and beautifully
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produced” (Toccata 543, S/O 2020); the same
holds for this album. This is difficult but intel-
lectually rewarding music with a fine presenta-
tion from Toccata. David Hackbridge Johnson
gives detailed liner notes and analyses.

FARO

BURGE: Sinfonia Antiqua (2001); Forgotten
Dreams (1995); One Sail (1993); Upper Canada
Fiddle Suite (1996)
Joanna G’froerer, fl; Rachel Mercer, vc; 13 Strings/
Kevin Mallon

Naxos 579073—64 minutes

John Burge (b. 1961) is a Canadian composer
new to my ears, though his music has been
recorded before. What is presented here is all
for string orchestra, plus a solo flute played by
Joanna G’froerer in the 9-minute `Forgotten
Dreams’. Another solo piece follows with the
14-minute `One Sail’ that includes cellist
Rachel Mercer. The program begins with
Burge’s 4-movement, 24-minute Sinfonia Anti-
qua, a baroque-influenced score beginning
with a French Overture, then a Minuet, then a
lovely Aria with emphasis on a solo cello,
played stylishly by first-cellist Julian Armour,
ending with a fine Gigue. On the other end of
the trip we get the Upper Canada Fiddle Suite,
an 18-minute 3-movement work where the
orchestra dances a Reel and a slow Waltz that
includes violinist Manuela Milani, and leaves
us with a vigorous Jig.

All of this music is easy to listen to. The
style is reminiscent of earlier times, from
Baroque to romantic. Burge likes to repeat
musical phrases and vary them gradually, and
there are often soloists. The orchestra is excel-
lent, as is the conductor. I hope to hear them
again soon!

D MOORE

BUSCH: Songs
Diana Moore, mz; Roderick Williams, bar; Robin
Tritschler, t; John Reid, p

Lyrita 409—74 minutes

William Busch (1901-45) was a British pianist
and composer. His piano skills were developed
in study with Mabel Lander and Benno Moi-
seiwitsch and included further study with
Leonid Kreutzer, Wilhelm Backhaus, and Egon
Petri. He worked as a concert pianist until a
nervous condition hindered his ability play
comfortably. Then he devoted himself to com-
position. His composition teachers included
English composer John Ireland and Dutch
composer Bernard van Dieren.

When the composer’s daughter, Julia
Busch, met Diana Moore at a song festival, the
two became friends and the idea for this pro-
gram began. Moore and John Reid, her regular
piano collaborator, recruited Roderick
Williams and Robin Tritschler to join them for
this recording. The result gives us all 21 of
Busch’s songs interspersed with 11 songs of his
contemporaries. Each singer selected songs of
a composer who was a friend of Busch: Eliza-
beth Poston by Moore, Gerald Finzi by
Williams, and Michael Head by Tritschler. The
11 additions make this a fuller program and
also show that Busch’s style was similar to his
contemporaries, all of them born in a six-year
period.

This is my first hearing of Busch’s songs,
and I find that they are worth hearing and
stand up favorably to songs of this era. The five
Finzi songs are much better known. I am
familiar with other works by Poston and Head,
but these songs were new to me.

All 32 songs are performed pretty much in
order of composition, so there is a chance to
hear some development in the style of these
composers. You can hear remarkably different
styles between Poston’s 1925 and 1983 settings
of` `Sweet Suffolk Owl’. Busch and Poston both
composed settings of `The Snowdrop in the
Wind’. His is more gently rolling; hers is more
starkly angular. These songs are performed so
well here that I hope other singers will take
note and include them in their programs.

No one sings songs like these better—or
records them more often—than Roderick
Williams. The familiar marvels of his singing
are in full evidence here: tonal warmth, ele-
gant phrasing, and lucid diction. Those quali-
ties are on full display in his singing of the
longest song of the program, Busch’s `Ode to
Autumn’.

Robin Tritschler and Diana Moore are
more than worthy colleagues. Tritschler gives
radiantly tender readings of Busch’s early
`Slumber Song’ (c.1931) and `The Shepherd’
(1943). His gentle singing is truly lovely here
and is balanced by vigor in other songs.

Busch was a conscientious objector, so it is
significant that his last completed composition
is the song cycle There Have Been Happy Days
(1944), settings of five wartime poems by Wil-
fred Gibson. Moore sings the cycle with great
expressivity.

Given Busch’s earlier career as a concert
pianist it is no surprise that the piano writing
in his songs shows development and increas-
ing complexity (e.g. `The Centaurs’ of 1942).
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Reid serves the songs and the singers
admirably here.

Julia Busch’s notes give helpful informa-
tion about her father and his music. She ends
with the sad report that she was born just days
before his unfortunate death from hypother-
mia after visiting her and her mother in hospi-
tal. I wondered why the program notes offered
no explanation for including songs of his con-
temporaries but found that explanation with a
little digging.

Texts are included, but finding the names
of their authors takes some searching. The
recording quality is very good, including good
balance between voices and piano.

R MOORE

BUSCH: Piano Pieces; see CLARKE

BUSOTTI: Guitar Pieces, all
Alberto Mesirca, with Luca Scarlini, v

Brilliant 96638—39 minutes

This release presents music for solo guitar and
guitar with the rich, expressive spoken voice of
Luca Scarlini, whose admiration for the com-
poser and acquaintance with Italian guitarist
Alberto Mesirca led to this project.

Mesirca shows his command of the guitar
in playing pristine lines and unhurried phras-
ing, especially given that the music is quite
contemporary and difficult for the listener to
understand. Even when given titles and verbal
introductions as in Ermafrodito, a “mythologi-
cal fantasy for guitar”, the music doesn’t sound
discernably programmatic.

In Busotti’s `Rara’, Mesirca produces very
unique sliding-pitch guitar sounds reminis-
cent of Lutoslawski’s orchestral string works.
These expand the listener’s understanding of
the sonic possibilities of the instrument, with
sections of sparkling rapid-fire harmonics,
audible scordatura, and left-hand muted
notes.

The only tonal work in the program is
`Tremontana’, and it left me wanting more of
the same.

Recording quality is pristine, with Mesir-
ca’s guitar richly captured.

Liner notes by Scarlini give a superficial
idea of the music, and could have enriched
our understanding had they been more sub-
stantial; after all, this is new music to most
ears. And this recording would have been
more effective for non-Italian speakers if there
were a translation in the liner notes, or even
online.

MCCUTCHEON

CARBON: Clarinet Pieces
Richard Stoltzman, Doris Hall-Gulati; Steven
Graff, p; Warsaw Philharmonic/ George Mana-
han; New York Chamber Symphony/ Gerard
Schwarz

Zimbel 123—64 minutes

John Carbon (b. 1951) is a professor of music
at Franklin and Marshall College in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania. He is a former player, and the
clarinet has played a vital role in his oeuvre.
This release offers four pieces.

Philadelphia clarinetist and Franklin and
Marshall College colleague Doris Hall-Gulati
plays most of the album. She appears with
noted New York keyboardist Steven Graff in
Three Fantasy Pieces (2015) for bass clarinet
and piano and Tunes from a Tree House
(2015) for soprano clarinet and piano. In addi-
tion, she opens the album with the single-
movement Rhapsody (1997) for clarinet and
chamber orchestra. Gerard Schwarz leads the
New York Chamber Symphony.

The concluding work is the sprawling Clar-
inet Concerto (1994), a one-movement 25-
minute odyssey written for American clar-
inetist Richard Stoltzman and the Warsaw
Philharmonic. The recording here is courtesy
of these same performers with former New
York City Opera Music Director George Mana-
han on the podium.

The scores float freely between cinematic
neo-romanticism and accessible modernism,
regularly juxtaposing sincere lyricism, other-
worldly soundscapes, and angular exclama-
tions. The writing for clarinet and piano,
though challenging, is idiomatic; and the
orchestras pop with vibrant colors and manic
energy. The soloists are reliable and engaging,
shaping Carbon’s music with keen phrasing
and professional-level technique; and Graff,
the New York Chamber Symphony, and the
Warsaw Philharmonic are first-rate collabora-
tors.

Hall-Gulati seems to prefer a free-blowing
set-up on her instruments, generating on the
bass clarinet a robust tone and on the soprano
clarinet a pleasant and flexible timbre that
occasionally frays at louder volumes. Stoltz-
man plays with his unique slender and expres-
sive sound that some clarinetists find some-
what thin and laden with vibrato. Neverthe-
less, the performers dive into each selection
with earnestness and purpose; and they give
Carbon’s music just readings.

HANUDEL
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CLARKE: Variations; Cortege; 
He Hath Filled the Hungry; 

BUSCH: Allegro Quasi Pastorale; Gigue;
Variations & Fugue; Intermezzo; Nicholas
Variations

Simon Callaghan, p
Lyrita 408—70 minutes

The British composer Rebecca Clarke (1886-
1979) was a violist who studied under Charles
Villiers Stanford. Most of her output came
from the early 20th Century. Of late, her repu-
tation has undergone an improvement. Her
Theme and Variations (1908) at 24 minutes is
the most extensive work here. It uses a bal-
anced, symmetrical theme with a faintly folk
aura. The variations have an appropriate vari-
ety of mood and seems gratefully written for
the piano. (Keep in mind you’re reading the
work of a Hittite who only learned enough
piano to bang out his theory drills.) To the
hearer’s benefit, she follows Tovey’s counsel
that in variations the composer must never
lose track of the theme.

The music is sonorously voiced for better
effect. For example, after a somber variation,
the ensuing leggiero makes a perfect change of
pace. The finale expands to a passacaglia
where one of the variations becomes the
ground bass. It’s a true passacaglia where the
ground sometimes moves into the treble.

Cortege (1930) is dedicated to her disc-
mate. It’s a brief work with impressionist har-
monies and a drifting theme that first threat-
ens to go astray. An emotional peak gives the
music some profile. He Hath Filled the Hungry
is a near-literal transcription from Bach’s Mag-
nificat. She wrote it in the 1950s, by which time
she’d married the American composer-pianist
James Friskin. Despite his encouragement, her
output became sparse.

William Busch (1901-45) is a concert
pianist who gradually became a composer,
studying with leading British lights like Alan
Bush and John Ireland. His Gigue (1923) tips a
hat to Schumann. The Theme, Variations, and
Fugue (1928) has an almost morosely intro-
spective theme. It’s tonally the most adventur-
ous work on the disc. The variations often
sideslip into whole tones, the seemingly diver-
gent lines eventually reconciling as the com-
poser admirably maintains tension. Relief pas-
sages of controlled whimsy are all to the good.
The formidable fugue itself adds further varia-
tions.

The Allegretto has a limpid 6/8 rusticity
whose harmonic ingenuity avoids monotony.

The Intermezzo is whimsical to the point of
directionless. The Nicholas Variations (1942)
were named for his son, who became principal
horn player in the Philharmonia Orchestra.
The theme has complementary angular blocks
with compact variations—28 in a piece lasting
less than 13 minutes. Michael Tippett praised
the music and it’s easy to hear why. It stretches
the ears pleasantly in the manner of Tippett’s
best work.

Both composers are sympathetically inter-
preted with an acute sense of how to make the
larger pieces cohere. The sound has the right
amount of resonance. One gripe: as too often
happens, the selections have been simply
thrown onto the disc, arranged neither by
composer nor by date.

O’CONNOR

CLEMENTI: Piano Pieces; see HUMMEL
COLERIDGE-TAYLOR: Romance;

see ST GEORGES
COPLAND: Piano Sonata; see THOMAS

CORELLI: Gamba Sonatas, op 5
Teodoro Bau; Andrea Buccarella, hpsi

Ricercar 440—73 minutes

Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713) wrote the Op. 5
sonatas for violin, though they were tran-
scribed for viola da gamba in his lifetime—not
by him, apparently. The gamba is, of course,
more like a cello, so here these lovely works
are played an octave lower.

These fine musicians do this with great
accuracy and polish. Bau won the 1921 MA
Competition in Brugge, Belgium. His col-
league, Buccarella, matches him with imagina-
tion and fine fingers. I only wish they had
recorded the other six sonatas. That would
have put them ahead of their present rivals,
Guido Balestracci and Paolo Pandolfo and
company, whose album (Pan 10250) does not
contain Sonata No. 2, but who are otherwise in
fine fettle as well. If you’d like to hear the violin
versions, I can recommend Andrew Manze,
who recorded all 12 with Richard Egarr on
harpsichord (Harmonia Mundi 907298,
May/June 2003).

D MOORE

DANIELPOUR: 12 Etudes; Piano Fantasy; 
Lullaby; Song Without Words

Stefano Greco, p
Naxos 559922—66 minutes

Richard Danielpour (b 1956) wrote his 12
Etudes for piano (2012) to encompass impor-
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tant skills and techniques for the serious
pianist; but like Chopin, Debussy, and Ligeti
before him, he has elevated them from mere
exercises to imaginative concert pieces in their
own right. As an able pianist himself, he knows
his way around the instrument and knows
what is satisfying to the player. They are also
satisfying for the listener—tonal, accessible,
and never boring. Taken together, the etudes
can stand as a complete, 40-minute work,
though there are clear standouts—from the
Prokofieff-like chaos of No. 5 (Octaves) and the
jazzy swagger of No. 8 (Stride Etude) to the
dreamy lyricism of No. 12 (Phrased Pairs).

His enthralling Piano Fantasy (2008) is
based on the final chorale from Bach’s St
Matthew Passion. It is cast as a set of free vari-
ations in reverse, gathering dissonance and
discord as it spins out, culminating in a rau-
cous fugue that is suddenly halted by the first
emergence of the theme, bringing everything
to a peaceful end. Two short, warm, and lyrical
pieces round out the album: a `Lullaby’ and a
Song Without Words, both piano transcrip-
tions of interludes from his opera-in-progress,
The Grand Hotel Tartarus.

These are rewarding piano works from one
of America’s leading composers. Stefan Greco
gives superb performances, though I hope to
see more pianists taking these etudes for a
spin too! Notes by the composer.

FARO

DEAN: Testament; see BEETHOVEN

DEBUSSY: Ballade; Nocturne; Arabesque 1; 
Claire de Lune

with Images 1+2; Masques; L’Isle Joyeuse
Esther Birringer, p

Rubicon 1097—83 minutes

with Images Oubliées; Suite Bergamasque;
Arabesque 2; Tarantelle; Danse Bohemienne;
Mazurka; Rêverie; Valse Romantique; Piece pour
Piano; Hommage a Haydn; The Little Nigar;
Piece pour l’oevre du Vetement du Blesse; Elegie;
Les Soirs Illuminés par l’ardeur de Charbon

Steven Osborne, p
Hyperion 68390—74 minutes

In the history of keyboard music there are
many great composers, but only a few that rad-
ically changed what and how music could be
played on the piano. I would say that Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, Liszt, and Debussy were
composers whose keyboard music ushered in
new techniques and compositional devices
that are still important to this day. Debussy

(1862-1918) was an excellent pianist, but gave
few public performances (only 34, some as a
student at the Paris Conservatory and most
with other musicians). That differentiates him
from almost all of the other great composer
pianists. He has been consistently popular,
widely performed at all levels, and remains in
many lists as one of the greatest composers
ever.

Here we have two collections of Debussy
piano music with only a few duplications
between them. Both are well played and worth
adding to your collection or to explore some of
Debussy’s pieces written in forms more associ-
ated with Chopin, like Ballade, Nocturne,
Waltz, Mazurka, and even a Tarantelle. Bir-
ringer offers a more traditional Debussy recital
and plays quite brilliantly. She does show
some of the “piano without hammers” touches
and beautiful legato playing, but the virtuosic
side of Debussy is also on display here, espe-
cially in Masques and L’Isle Joyeuse.
Osborne’s disc is titled “Early and Late Piano
Pieces” and weighted towards the early side. It
is a welcome addition to his highly praised
earlier Debussy releases.

Between the two we get all of the Images.
The two well-known books of Images are sepa-
rated by only two years (1905-07) and these six
pieces define why we call Debussy an impres-
sionist, despite his dislike for the term. These
have been recorded by many pianists since
Paderewski first recorded `Reflets dans l’eau’
in 1912. Debussy wrote of the first book,
“Without false pride, I feel that these three
pieces hold together well, and that they will
find their place in the literature of the piano ...
to the left of Schumann, or to the right of
Chopin... “ They are the centerpiece of Bir-
ringer’s program and she plays them very well.
The earliest set, composed in 1894, was simply
called Images, but not published until 1976.
The publisher added the word “oubliées” (for-
gotten) to the title to avoid confusion with the
already published two books. Osborne gives a
memorable playing of these less-known
pieces.

When Osborne’s newest Debussy disc
arrived, I could not wait to put it on. I have
enjoyed both of his earlier releases: Preludes
(Hyperion 67530, Mar/Apr 2007) and Images,
Estampes, Children’s Corner (Hyperion 68161,
Mar/Apr 2018). Hyperion offers its customary
excellent recorded piano sound here along
with a detailed and informative booklet. It was
11 years between Osborne’s first and second
Debussy discs and 5 between the second and
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third. I hope to see the Etudes (the main works
still missing from his recordings) from him in
far fewer years than previous installments. Bir-
ringer is new to me, and based on the number
of times I’ve enjoyed her playing on this disc,
I’ll be on the lookout for her future releases.

HARRINGTON

DEBUSSY: La Mer; Epigraphes Antiques;
Petite Suite; Arabesque 1; Ballade; Andante
Cantabile; Girl with the Flaxen Hair; Marche
Ecossaise

Helèn Mercier & Louis Lortie, p
Chandos 20228—81 minutes

Simply titled “Piano Duets”, there is much
more to this program. There are three works
written originally by Debussy for two pianists
at one piano (piano duets): Petite Suite, the
Epigraphes Antiques and the `Marche Ecos-
saise’. The Andante cantabile was written for
piano duet, but is performed on two pianos
here. Two piano solos (the first Arabesque and
the prelude `La Fille aux Cheveux de Lin’)
were arranged in 1910 for piano duet by Leon
Roques. Another solo, `Ballade Slave’, was
arranged for piano duet in 1928 by Gustave
Samazeuilh, but is played here on two pianos.

The largest work on the program is La Mer,
which Debussy arranged for piano duet in
1905. In 1909 a second edition was published
by Durand that included the composer’s revi-
sions. At that time, Andre Caplet made the
transcription for two pianos played here.

While Petite Suite and the Epigraphes
Antiques are available on many Debussy
and/or French piano duet discs, the remainder
of the program is 4-hands versions you are not
likely to have come across before. Some, like
the arranged piano solo pieces, are indicative
of the demand in the early 1900s for music that
could be played at one piano by two people.
Others like La Mer are major, difficult works
that only the best pianists could bring off effec-
tively. The care, sensitivity, and detail two
world-class pianists, who have been playing
together since the 1980s, give to everything
here is remarkable. Just about everyone enjoys
Debussy, and here are superb performances of
a wide range of his music. Even if you have a
duplication or two, this is a highly recom-
mended addition to your library.

HARRINGTON

DEBUSSY: Cello Sonata; see BRIDGE

DOCKER: Legend; Scenes du Bal; Con-
trasts; Tabarinage; Scenes de Ballet; Air and
Jig; Air; The Spirit of Cambria; Fairy Dance
Reel; Blue Ribbons; Pastiche Variations
William Davies, p; David Presley, ob; RTE Con-
cert Orchestra/ Barry Knight

Naxos 574 322—79 minutes

Robert Docker (1918-92) is another of Eng-
land’s many vendors of high-class light music.
This is a cross-section of his best work. The
Legend for piano and orchestra is a pop con-
certante piece in the vein of the Warsaw Con-
certo. Though emotionally more contained,
it’s attractive and tidily built. Three Contrasts
for oboe and orchestra has suave melodies. Its
three movements contrast a jaunty march, a
pleasing romanza, and a rondolet with smart,
perky oboe writing.

Tabarinage (Buffoonery) is neo-Offen-
bachian, and I mean that in the most compli-
mentary sense. The Spirit of Cambria is an
arrangement of Welsh tunes. They’re exquis-
itely scored with a winning mix of deftness and
substance. Blue Ribbons is a brief set of varia-
tions on `Oh Dear What Can the Matter Be?’, a
kitschy tune popular when I was a child. Dock-
er’s elegant orchestration seems too good for
it. Pastiche Variations, the longest piece here,
is a fine set based on `Frere Jacques’. The lay-
out has some originality in that it begins with
an elaborate variant before the piano plays the
tune itself. Docker treats the variations like the
work of different composers. The range of col-
oring is superb. They’re every bit as good as
some weightier—or at least more pompous—
sets and would grace any concert.

Despite its lighter aura, this music needs
and gets plenty of technique. The performanc-
es by both the orchestra and soloists have just
the right amount of weight, with good bal-
ances and always the proper touch. This is a
reissue of a Marco Polo disc (S/O 2000). The
sound was and is good, the repertoire wel-
come.

O’CONNOR

DOPPLERS: Flute Pieces;
KUHLAU: Trio in G

Noemi Gyori, Gergely Madaras, fl; Alexander Ull-
man, p—Rubicon 1078—80 minutes

Most of the Doppler selections call for two
flutes and were written by Franz (1821-83) and
Karl (1825-1900) in the 1870s, or at least pub-
lished then. The Kuhlau is his 3-movement
Trio for 2 flutes and piano first published the
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year he died, 1832. This album uses modern
instruments. Its occasion is the 200th anniver-
sary of Franz’s birth in 2021, when it was
recorded. The two flutists met as students at
the Bartok Conservatory of Budapest and,
based now in London, have since married and
given more than 150 performances together.

They play with clear sounds that are
matched so well you couldn’t tell them apart.
The style is superb except a relatively sloppy or
boisterous introduction to the Little American
Duet where they’re sharper when they’re loud
and fast—but this is a minor quibble. From the
keyboard, Alexander Ullman offers excellent
partnership and is well balanced with the
other two. Noemi Gyori has two pieces to her-
self and does an excellent job on the difficult
Love Song (1866), Opus 20, which is rarely
heard.

The initially soporific central movement of
the Kuhlau trio is rendered with exquisite con-
trol and absolute precision. The outer move-
ments have just as much precision with more
energy. On the whole, there’s much to enjoy
here, so do partake in the beauty and delight.

GORMA N

DUARTE: Guitar Pieces
Belfort Duo—Brilliant 96184—75 minutes

John Duarte (1919-2004) was a largely self-
taught guitarist whose lifelong love of the gui-
tar yielded substantial contributions to its lit-
erature. He worked as a professional chemist
for almost three decades before devoting him-
self full-time to music in 1969. He taught John
Williams, then a budding young guitarist, for
three years before Williams went on to the
Royal College of Music.

The Belfort Guitar Duo is two excellent
Italian guitarists, Antonio de Innocentis and
Nicola Montella. The program opens with
Duarte’s very listenable English Suite 2, based,
as is his first suite for solo guitar, on English
folk songs. The duo’s sense of ensemble is
solid, with excellent balance and coordinated
phrasing.

Nicola Montella plays two solo multimove-
ment works—Suite Ancienne, Op. 47 and
Mutations, Op. 58—both of them first record-
ings. His technique adroitly matches their
challenges, and the latter is particularly enjoy-
able, each movement written in the style of
well-known figures in guitar history, including
Dowland, Visee, Carcassi, and Sor.

Notable is the duo’s debut recording of

Duarte’s `Badinerie’, Op. 32a, and Danserie No.
1 with its percussion-laden third movement.

The program concludes with the exciting
`Sans Cesse’, Op. 34, written at the request of
French guitarist Ida Presti, who unfortunately
died before the piece was delivered to her.

Liner notes by John Duarte’s son, Christo-
pher, are very helpful, since much of the music
has never been recorded before.

Duarte composed more than 150 works for
guitar and lute, and many have been staples of
the guitar repertoire, but many still await us in
the shadows. For an expanded understanding
of the artistry of this formidable 20th Century
English composer, get this.

MCCUTCHEON

DUNCAN: 20th Century Express; A Life
Suite; High Heels; Children in the Park; Mae-
stro Variations; The Girl from Corsica; Mead-
ow Mist; Valse Mignonette; Wine Festival; Six-
penny Ride; Enchanted April; St Boniface
Down; La Torrida; The Visionaries Grand
March; Little Debbie

Slovak Radio Symphony/ Andrew Penny
Naxos 555 192—69 minutes

Trevor Duncan (born Leonard Charles Trebil-
co, 1924-2005), in addition to being a worthy
composer of British light music, was also a
radio sound engineer. He thus became more
than normally attentive to questions of bal-
ance. 20th Century Express is a droll musical
picture of a train—sort of a Pacific 231 mini. A
tune from the first movement of A Little Suite
was the theme in the popular BBC-TV series
“Dr. Finlay’s Casebook”. The cheerful atmos-
phere of Enchanted April recalls the last sec-
tion of Respighi’s Feste Romane.

St Boniface Down, inspired by a Verlaine
poem as well as a visit there, is a brief but
effective tone picture. It resembles a Delius
mood piece but is more diatonic. The Vision-
aries is a fine entry in that matchless English
documentary vein, contrasting brash outer
sections with an abruptly sotto voce interlude.
As with the Docker CD above, the music here
is all likeable stuff, composed and scored with
every bit as much care as “heavier” pieces. The
original came out on Marco Polo (M/A 1998).

O’CONNOR
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Once upon a time it was considered normal
for adolescents to want to be adults. Now the
world seems full of adults wanting to be
adolescents.



DUPARC: Songs, all
Sarah Connolly, mz; Nicky Spence, t; Huw Mon-
tague Rendall, bar; William Thomas, b; Malcolm
Martineau, p—Signum 715—60 minutes

Cesar Franck insisted that his students “write
very little music but make it extremely good”.
He considered Henri Duparc his best student,
and Duparc fulfilled his mentor’s admoni-
tion—though not under happy circumstances.
A physio-psychological condition called
“neurasthenia”—perhaps it would be diag-
nosed today as acute clinical depression—was
followed by blindness. He ceased composing
in 1885 at age 37 and lived for another 48
years. As a severe self-critic, he destroyed all
but about 40 of his works. He is remembered
almost exclusively for these 16 songs—settings
of texts by Baudelaire, Gautier, Prudhomme,
Silvestre, and others.

Many good recordings of his songs are
available, most of them with one singer and a
few with two or three. This one has four
singers, all of them outstanding. The preemi-
nent mezzo, Sarah Connolly, sings half of
them. I’ve never heard more sublime readings
of `Extase’ and `Elegie’ than hers. Nicky
Spence is, as always, astoundingly good. He
brings his deeply attentive soft singing to `Ser-
enade’ and `Serenade Florentine’. His ethereal
reading of `Soupir’ ending with a stunning
diminuendo and soft release is exquisite.

The two other singers, both excellent, are
new to me. Huw Montague Rendall brings ten-
der inwardness to both `Lamento’ and
`Phidyle’—and his French is the best of the
four. William Thomas’s lovely basso cantabile
voice is nimble in `Le Galop’ and pensive in
`La Vie Anterieure’.

The ever-dependable Malcolm Martineau
is clearly attuned to the affect of each song.

Everything about this album is appealing
except for the printed booklet in tiny light print
against a distracting background. I went back
and listened to several previous recordings of
these songs and found these performances
enhanced by the variety of voices and the
recorded sound quality to be the finest of any
of them.

Notes, texts, translations.
R MOORE

DUSSEK: Violin Sonatas, op 8
Julia Huber; Miriam Altmann, p

Brilliant 96385—61 minutes

The Bohemian Jan Ladislav Dussek (1760-

1812) was a middle-period classical composer.
It is difficult to date Dussek’s works, but these
violin sonatas were composed no later than
1793, when Sonata 1 was performed in Lon-
don, and may have been written earlier. They
remind me somewhat of Mozart’s Auernham-
mer sonatas. They are original and not deriva-
tive, and I found myself getting lost in them.
He wrote in the manner of the piano sonata
with obligato violin accompaniment, so the
violin and piano parts are equally interesting.
He was a skilled contrapuntalist, so this music
holds up under attentive listening. Like
Mozart, he knows how to delightfully con-
found our expectations. Predictability in music
can be so deadly. So often, I judge the lesser-
known composers that I encounter as also-
rans, but I will not say that about Dussek. He
was skilled, clever, and inspired. If you enjoy
Mozart’s mature violin sonatas, you will proba-
bly enjoy these—and I realize that this is high
praise.

Julia Huber and Miriam Altman are period
performance practitioners, and they play with
exuberance and seem to enjoy the music. I do
not recall hearing a lick of vibrato from Huber,
and Altmann plays a reproduction of a fortepi-
ano by Andreas Stein from around 1780. Very
good sound and recorded balance between
violin and keyboard.

MAGIL

DVORAK: Legends; Czech Suite
WDR Symphony/ Cristian Macelaru

Linn 710—69 minutes

There are very few orchestral recordings of the
ten Legends. Piano duos like to record them. I
have always thought of them as similar to the
Slavonic Dances—plenty of Czech folk
rhythms and a bright and cheerful sound.

Here they are mostly ponderous—never
quite folklike or joyous. Yes, there are fast
parts, but the slow parts are so slow that the
music loses its impetus and never seems to
end. The conductor grabs every chance to
ruminate and stretch things out. What he
makes of the music doesn’t seem to come
from the music.

The Legends take about 45 minutes here.
In November/December 1996 I reviewed the
Czech Philharmonic recording of them under
Albrecht, which takes around 38 minutes. I
called it the best recording of them ever, com-
paring them to the only other recording I
could find—Jarvi on BIS (Nov/Dec 1989). But
the Albrecht left nothing to be desired, partly
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because of the orchestra, which seems to play
Dvorak as if they wrote it. It’s the right sound
in every respect—and the tempos are right
too—utterly natural for the music. (Jarvi can
be breathless, and Macelaru heavy and weary.)

I don’t know if you can find the Czech Phil-
harmonic recording these days; it was released
on the Canyon label—Japanese, I think. But
you will miss the whole spirit of these pieces if
you buy this new recording.

VROON

DVORAK: Piano Quartet 2; Trio 4; Scherzo; 
Songs My Mother Taught Me; Humoresque 7

Jan Vogler, vc; Chad Hoopes, Kevin Zhu, v;
Matthew Lipman, va; Juho Pohjonen, Tiffany
Poon, p

Sony 71067—72 minutes

The difference in quality of both performance
and recording between Piano Quartet 2, Op.
87, and Piano Trio 4, Op. 90, is puzzling. The
quartet opens with unison strings, but there is
a mix of sour tuning and what sounds like a
bad buzz or sympathetic vibration. Also, the
cello sounds hollow—very strange, since Jan
Vogler has always been synonymous with
quality. When Kevin Zhu, Matthew Lipman,
and Jan Vogler are joined by pianist Juho
Pohjonen, the sound is cluttered, the cello is
inaudible, and nothing is enunciated, even in
the piano. The strings sound wiry, distorted
sometimes, poorly balanced, and slightly out
of tune in all four movements. This is not
hand-in-glove playing; they sound like players
who are new to one another and haven’t
become an ensemble. The album implies
these are performances from the 2021
Moritzburg Festival, but the recordings are
from February 2022 at Drew University in New
Jersey.

Just the opposite holds in Trio 4 with
Vogler (artistic director since 2001 of the
Moritzburg Festival near Dresden), who’s the
album’s mainstay, violinist Chad Hoopes, and
pianist Tiffany Poon. The engineering here is
warm with superb balances that reveal the
slightest shifts among the players. Their basic
approach to the six movements of the Dumky
Trio is a mix of tenderness and emotion. They
approach I with force, giving it a strong shape,
while allowing plenty of flexibility as the music
shifts from poetic lamentation to bursts of jolly
exuberance with seamless crescendos and
accelerations. The Andante (III) is exquisitely
tender when slow, and fleet and airy when
fast. IV is linked together with retards and

tempo shifts so elegant they demand full
attention. In V Poon clearly has a more deli-
cate style than Pohjonen and makes a better
partner. And what a finale! It’s based on a sin-
gle repetitive theme, but they keep it constant-
ly interesting by relaxing it, teasing it, then
infecting it with vigor. Here Vogler is really the
lead; he sets a tone that’s lush and infectious.

Three short Dvorak works, used at the
opening, midpoint, and close, make this
album a sort of musical salon. The prelude is
`Songs My Mother Taught Me’ (from Gypsy
Songs, Op. 55). There’s a bad piano edit at 1:03.
Jeez! The whole thing is only 2 minutes long!
The Scherzo from the Terzetto (used here as
an interlude), with Hoopes, Zhu, and Lipman,
is indeed played vivace, as it moves right along
with Czech “kick” and is given sweet relief in
the slow section. But here lies the clue to the
wiry sound in the Piano Quartet: attribute it to
the instruments used by Zhu and Lipman (the
only other person to blame is the engineer—
the album lists three producers but no engi-
neer). The postlude is the most famous of
Dvorak’s eight Humoresques, Opus 101:7,
played here by Poon. Hers is a delicate, trans-
parent tone quality. In the Trio, I occasionally
wondered if she’d be a pastel, almost once-
removed presence, yet she held her own. I
don’t know what she’s like in big-boned music,
but she strikes me here as a unique musician,
whom I must hear more.

FRENCH

DVORAK: Quartet 12; see SMETANA

ELGAR: Organ Pieces
Sonatas 1+2; Cantique; Solemn March; Vesper
Voluntaries; Loughborough Memorial Chime;
Imperial March; Nimrod; Pomp & Circumstance
4

Tom Winpenny
Naxos 574366—87 minutes

Prelude in C; Sonata in E-flat; Evening Song’
BAIRSTOW: Sonata 
Callum Alger—Regent 572—62 minutes

Two recordings of some of the best organ
music from the late 19th and early 20th Centu-
ry Edwardian period. It is particularly nice to
have two excellent performances of Elgar’s
1895 Sonata No. 1 in G, both displaying a com-
plete understanding of the idiom and played
on two magnificent period organs.

Winpenny offers what is billed as the
“complete organ music”, which can be slightly
misleading as Sonata 1 and the Vesper Volun-
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taries are the only truly original organ pieces.
Everything else is an arrangement or tran-
scription by Elgar or someone else. It is partic-
ularly nice to hear all 10 of the Vesper Volun-
taries, a sequence of short, liturgically useful
miniatures, in the style Elgar may have impro-
vised while organist of St George’s Catholic
Church in Worcester. Another rarely heard
piece is the Second Sonata from 1932. The four
movements are arrangements from his 1930
Severn Suite for brass. Ivor Atkins, then organ-
ist of Worcester Cathedral, tried to persuade
Elgar to make an arrangement for organ. He
was not inclined to do so, but encouraged
Atkins, in close consultation, to undertake the
work. It is a delightful piece—very different
from Sonata 1—that needs to be heard more
often.

Winpenny gives brilliant, exciting, and col-
orful performances on the glorious 1892, 4-
manual, 67-stop Henry Willis organ in Here-
ford Cathedral, an instrument Elgar would
have known well through his long friendship
with the cathedral organist George Sinclair,
immortalized (with his dog Dan) in the Enig-
ma Variations.

Alger gives just as fine performances of the
Sonata 1, a selection from the Vesper Volun-
taries, and the Cantique, originally part of a
woodwind quintet (Elgar was a keen bassoon-
ist). It is more in the style of a march, with a
reflective middle section using a theme from
Elgar’s oratorio The Apostles.

Edward Bairstow (1874-1946), organist of
York Minster from 1913 until he died, wrote 29
anthems, 3 services, Anglican chants, hymn
tunes, and 12 organ pieces, the finest being the
1937 Sonata in E-flat. Alger’s performance of
this rarely heard piece offers an interesting
comparison to Elgar’s Sonata 1, as the tradi-
tional scheme of fast-slow-fast movements is
reversed by Bairstow, beginning and ending
slowly and quietly. I was not familiar with the
piece and found much of it original, interest-
ing, and elegantly beautiful. The other pieces
are well worth the attention of organists, espe-
cially the Prelude in C, which would make a
fine postlude. Alger plays on another magnifi-
cent period instrument, the 4-manual, 49-stop,
1895 JW Walker organ in St Matthew’s Church,
Northampton, England, a church famous for
its continuing tradition of commissioning new
music, most notably Britten’s Rejoice in the
Lamb in 1943.

The performances are outstanding and the
sound on both recordings spectacular, with
excellent notes on the music by the perform-

ers, and specifications. If you like organ music
of this period, you cannot go wrong with either
of these.

DELCAMP

ENESCO: Octet; Violin Sonata 3;
see Collections

FUCHS: Serenade 3; see Collections

FURSTENTHAL: Der Sonnengesang of 
St Francis; Piano Sonata; 4-Hands Sonata

Philippa Hyde, Emma Roberts, Rory Carver, Felix
Kemp; Ian Buckle, Richard Casey, p; Borealis;
Skipton Camerata/ Stephen Muir

Toccata 648—83 minutes

Robert Furstenthal (1920-2016) was a self-
taught composer who left Vienna in 1939 to
escape the Nazis. He came to America and
worked for the US Navy and composed in a
number of genres. Furstenthal’s music takes us
back to 19th Century Europe; to Brahms, Wolf,
and all things Viennese. In July/August 2020
Don O’Connor found some merit in his
sonatas for flute, oboe, violin, and viola,
describing the music as pleasant fare fit more
for domestic circumstances than a concert hall
(hausmusik). In March/April 2021 Gilbert
French was entrusted with more of the com-
poser’s chamber works, including a full-length
string quartet. He found them amiable enough
but superficial, making it clear that one
encounter with Furstenthal’s music would be
enough for him.

This time around the main work is
Furstenthal’s setting of the Canticle of St Fran-
cis for choir, soloists, string quartet, and piano.
It is a lengthy work (53 minutes) that left me
unimpressed with the composer’s acumen in
the choral idiom. It is endlessly busy music
that is always coming and going, and to no
great effect in either direction. Some of St
Francis’s words are in German and some are in
Italian, the languages mixing and shifting for
no apparent reason. Some of the songs are
accorded keyboard accompaniment, some are
complemented by a small group of strings, and
none of the instrumental writing is memo-
rable. The anachronistic vocal melodies are
serviceable enough, especially when sung by
the attractive solo voices we find here. Alas,
the soloists are variably recorded in sound that
doesn’t always flatter them or the music. (The
baritone sounds like he was singing in his
shower.) The Borealis choir, we’ll say charita-
bly, is not one of Britain’s best. (It was a partic-
ularly tough session for the sopranos.) With
Furstenthal’s 25-minute Piano Sonata and a
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brief interlude for 4 hands, we’re back to the
hausmusik phenomenon Mr O’Connor
described. Going by what he and Mr French
had to say, this program would likely come in
last among the Furstenthal entries we’ve cov-
ered to date.

GREENFIELD

GADE: Fantasy Pieces; see BRAHMS

GERMAN: Nell Gwyn Overture & Dances;
Gipsy Suite; Henry VIII Dances; The Tempter
Berceuse; Romeo & Juliet Music; Sophia’s
Waltz-Song from Tom Jones; Merrie England
Suite

Slovak Radio Symphony/ Adrian Leaper
Naxos 555 171—68 minutes

With Edward German’s work, the line between
good light music and simply good symphonic
music is often thin to the point of invisibility.
Even his “light” music is carefully fashioned
and detailed. The orchestration constantly
shows a flawless choice of instruments placed
in the register where they’ll make the best
effect. Of its abundance of good tunes, there’s
never been doubt. Many such works of his are
as good or better than some of Erik Satie’s pif-
fle, which we’re supposed to regard as deep.

German’s symphonic poem Hamlet is a
fine essay that can hold its own with many
musical descriptions of that troubled soul.
Like several such discs I’ve reviewed of late,
this is a reissue. ARG reviewed the original
Marco Polo release of this in July/August 1993.
Performances, conducting and sound are all
first-string.

O’CONNOR

GERVAIS: Grands Motets
Concert Spirituel, Les Ombres/ Sylvain Sartre

Versailles 73—57:21

Charles-Hubert Gervais (1671-1744) grew up
in the court of Louis XIV; his father was the
valet to the king’s brother, Duke Philippe I. His
musical training was probably from other
court musicians, and in 1697 he joined the
household of Duke Philippe II, the future
regent during the early reign of Louis XV.

Gervais had some success as a dramatic
composer, especially his Hypermnestre (1716,
revised in 1717), both versions of which were
released in an excellent recording by György
Vashegyi (2019, Glossa 924007), who also is
releasing a different selection of Gervais’s
motets (2022, Glossa 924013). As regent,
Philippe II sought in 1723 to reorganize the

court music and forced (with suitable com-
pensation) Michel-Richard De Lalande to give
up his total control over the Chapelle Royale in
order to have more variety in the music for the
King’s daily masses. According to later reports,
Gervais was very reluctant to accept a position
as Sous-Maitre as he was more interested in
dramatic composition, though the Regent
thought it was just laziness. But it was his
sacred compositions that made his interna-
tional reputation; and aside from some older
LPs of his Te Deum, these works have been
poorly represented on recordings.

This new release includes three motets,
Super Flumina Babilonis (Psalm 137), Jubilate
Deo (Psalm 100), and Miserere mei Deus
(Psalm 51), and, as noted in the excellent
booklet notes by Jean-Paul Montagnier, Ger-
vais treated these texts like opera librettos.
Super Flumina Babilonis is modeled on De
Lalande’s earlier setting, both beginning in C
minor, and with similar affective musical ges-
tures, though Gervais differently interprets the
more bellicose ending of the psalm in a much
more operatic style in C major. I also hear in
both Miserere mei Deus and Jubilate Deo
(which he wrote around 1740) a more galant
musical style than De Lalande, and dramatic
gestures that are evident in Rameau’s dramatic
compositions beginning in 1733. Jubilate Deo
is an interesting work, in that Gervais unex-
pectedly begins in A minor, which Marc-
Antoine Charpentier termed “tender and
plaintive”. Through his use of a minuet rhythm
and the repeated refrain of “Jubilate Deo
omnes terra” the music still creates a sense of
joy, though Gervais also set the last few verses
in A major.

This new release is an important addition
to the other recent recordings of French Grand
Motets by De Lalande (July/Aug 2022), Lully
(July/Aug 2022), Mondonville (Sept/Oct 2022),
and Rameau (Mar/Apr 2022). Sartre offers
effective interpretations of these dramatic
motets, fully realized by the five soloists (espe-
cially the “basse-taille” Benoit Arnould in the
Miserere mei Deus), the 15 singers of his cho-
rus, and the subtle phrasing of the instrumen-
talists in Les Ombres, similar to Sebastian
Dauce’s recent recording of De Lalande
motets. Based on the available samples for the
soon to be released collection by Vashegyi and
Sartre’s new recording, however reluctant he
may have been, Gervais’s motets deserve to be
better known.

BREWER
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GIULIANI: Flute & Guitar
Daniele Ruggieri & Alberto Mesirca

Brilliant 96068 [4CD] 4:50

These are modern instrument performers who
have been praised here before. For instance, in
2014, Kenneth Keaton described our guitarist
as “a remarkable player, with both virtuosic
technical command and expressive taste”.
Thus this set would appear self-recommend-
ing to anyone familiar with Giuliani as well as
to anyone who might be unfamiliar with him
yet. The guitarist-composer was born in the
Sicily in 1782 and died at Naples in 1829, but
between lived for over a decade in Vienna,
came to know Diabelli, and was published by
Artaria, Cappi, Mechetti, Weigl, and Ricordi of
Milan. This set commemorates his collabora-
tion with Silesian Prussian flutist Johann Sed-
latzek (1789-1866), who was part of the court
of Prince Paul III Anton Esterhazy.

The collection comprises an array of gen-
res: concert duo, dance, diversion, nocturne,
operatic potpourri, serenade, and variations.
There is one offering among the selections not
previously recorded: a set of ten marches from
1814 arranged for flute and guitar. All these
pieces are conveyed in stylish and apt per-
formances through rich, delicious sound. Giu-
liani might not be the end of the world, but
he’ll certainly improve your day.

The eminent Italian guitarist and musicol-
ogist Marco Riboni (b 1960) has contributed
notes for the booklet.

GORMAN

GLUCK: Don Juan; Semiramis
Concert of Nations/ Jordi Savall

AliaVox 9949—65 minutes

Don Juan (1761) and Semiramis (1765) are two
ballets by Christoph Willibald Gluck, written
after the German-born composer decided to
move from Italy to Vienna. Both open with a
“sinfonia”, but what follows is 32 scenes in 43
minutes in Don Juan, and 17 scenes in 22 min-
utes in Semiramis. The more interesting of the
two is the first.

The libretto for this Don Juan is bloody
good—no holds barred. He’s utterly rapacious
and arrogant, and ends up bound by demons
and cast forever into the roiling flames of hell.
The 18th-Century music sounds quite gingerly
for our 21st-Century multiplex or 100-member
orchestral tastes. Nonetheless, Gluck gener-
ates a lively array of colors. Lute, plucked
strings, and fast strumming on lower strings

imitate braying guitars. Jordi Savall gets his
winds and strings to generate upbeat, infec-
tious rhythms in an array of dances, each with
its own gait (a Spanish dance with castanets, a
contradance, etc). Textures are constantly
changing from thick to the loveliest of solos.
There’s never the same mood twice, as pacing,
size of ensemble, and rhythms change from
one scene to the next. Savall uses shading,
instrumental colors, and rhythmic inflections
to make his steady tempos musical. All this
helps alleviate long stretches without any shift
of key. When the Furies arrive in the final 4
minutes, strong modulating chords and wail-
ing winds and brass are accompanied by
strings furiously scurrying up and down long
scales. Just be prepared for “early music”
drama, not the blunt-force stuff of today.

The most interesting thing about Semi-
ramis is the plot. Semiramis is the Assyrian
queen who makes Medea look one-dimen-
sional. After Semiramis murders her husband
Ninus, her entourage serves up a selection of
suitors as she seeks a new husband. She
selects a guy named Ninias, who is her son
(but neither knows that). But the ghost of
Ninus demands revenge, so Ninias winds up
killing his mother—er, wife. All this was per-
formed as a ballet-pantomine at the wedding
of future Emperor Joseph II to Princess Maria
Josepha of Bavaria. (And I thought seeing Jaws
with my sister two nights before her wedding
was weird!) It’s a shame Gluck’s music is not as
interesting as the plot. The orchestra has a nar-
row range of colors. There are lots of moderato
and grazioso affettuoso scenes, and the music
offers little variety. Savall does his best; the
problem here lies with Gluck. There is one
majestic, march-like “entry” that probably
marks the start of Act 2, but I can’t discern the
opening of Act 3! Unlike with Don Juan, the
liner notes don’t relate the story to each of
Semiramis’s scenes.

FRENCH

GNATTALI & MIGNONE: Studies
Andrea Monarda, g

Brilliant 96410 [2CD] 102 minutes

This 2-CD recording presents studies and
shorter works by Radames Gnattali (1906-88)
and Francisco Mignone (1897-1986), two sig-
nificant 20th Century Brazilian composers,
both of whom had Italian parents. These are
competently performed by another Italian,
Andrea Monarda, who has 10 excellent CDs to
his credit, and a definite commitment to
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applying his considerable musical skills to
lengthy projects with consistently high quality.

While learning a specific technique or ele-
ment of style, it is much more engaging and
enjoyable when the study one plays is interest-
ing. Gnattali’s 10 Studies for Guitar opens with
a vigorous virtuosic performance that brings
out the intensely passionate musicality of the
composer, a quality present in the best studies
for any instrument.

Gnattali’s background in jazz is evident in
most of these studies, as in No.3; and his roots
are clearly presented in No. 10, written in the
style of a Brazilian popular song. Monarda,
clearly conversant with contemporary musical
language as well as the composer’s musical
heritage, vividly captures the spirit of each
study with an assured technical command of
the instrument and its range of possibilities.

Monarda also includes other stellar com-
positions by Gnattali, such as Petite Suite and
Brasiliana No. 13, both commissioned in the
1980s by Turibio Santos, a Brazilian guitarist of
note. Both works have three rather short
movements.

The second disc presents the 12 Studies for
Guitar by Francisco Mignone, commissioned
by the eminent Brazilian guitarist Carlos Bar-
bosa-Lima (1944-2022) in 1970. Barbosa-Lima,
a true innovator in the classical guitar world,
worked with the composer and produced sev-
eral revisions of these works.

The Mignone studies are generally longer
and more developed than Gnattali’s, and
Monarda plays them with clarity and purpose;
each one sings expressively in his hands.

The CD jacket contains the dates of com-
positions, and liner notes are enough to give
the listener a good idea of the music. Record-
ing quality is realistic, and Monarda’s playing
is impeccably clean.

This recording gives a definitive portrait of
the guitar music of these important 20th Cen-
tury Brazilian composers.

MCCUTCHEON

GOLIJOV: St Mark Passion;
GUBAIDULINA: St John Passion; 

St John Easter
Luciana Souza, Samia Ibrahim, Reynaldo Gonza-
lez Fernandez; Schola Cantorum of Caracas, Can-
toria Alberto Grau; La Pasion Orchestra/ Maria
Guinand
St John: Julia Sukmanova, Corby Welch, Bernd
Valentin, Nicholas Isherwood; Trossinger Cham-
ber Choir, Gachinger Kantorei; SW German
Radio/ Helmuth Rilling

Hanssler 22036 [4CD] 208 minutes

Both Passions were commissioned by conduc-
tor Helmuth Rilling to commemorate the
250th anniversary of JS Bach’s death. They
were reviewed side by side in March/April
2002. This modified version of Sofia
Gubaidulina’s St John includes an Easter litur-
gy she appended to the Passion some years
later at Maestro Rilling’s suggestion. In that
modified version, both portions are in Ger-
man. It was Valery Gergiev who conducted the
power-packed account of Gubaidulina’s first
draft (in Russian) discussed in that 2002
review. You can check out May/June 2008 for a
full evaluation of this same recording of the
German version with Rilling.

Before I get to the music, allow me to ques-
tion our need for it in this format. What
Hanssler is offering is 2 hours of a lengthy
musical story and its accompanying liturgy all
sung in German, plus 86 minutes of Mark’s
Gospel (with some poetry added in) per-
formed in Spanish. And they have packaged
the product without texts or translations for
either work. I went to the obvious place online
and found this same Pasion Segun San Marcos
alone in its first Hanssler incarnation costing
next to nothing. This same Rilling version from
2008 is also easily found. All of it came fully
documented the first time around. Moreover,
in 2009 DG released a second account of Goli-
jov’s Pasion led once again by Maria Guinand.
That, too, was a good one, and it came with a
DVD of yet a third performance of the work
conducted by Robert Spano. Spano performed
it in concert as a theater piece. That extraordi-
nary DVD is still the most riveting music video
I own. (The Pasion, you might recall, was craft-
ed in the tradition of Bernstein’s Mass with
many theatrical elements built into the score.)
In sum, you needn’t be stuck with Hanssler’s
regrettable lack of documentation unless you
want to be.

You might also recall that Osvaldo Golijov
raised a lot of eyebrows at the turn of the cen-
tury with his take on scripture, adding South
American dance rhythms, raucous drumming,
and some funky, high-pitched wailing to the
story line. This performance was sui generis
when it was released and still packs a mighty
wallop. I admired it in 2002 and still mouth the
occasional “wow” as I listen.

I was less excited by my reunion with
Gubaidulina’s Passion and St John Easter.
True, there are chilling interludes (Golgotha,
The Seven Seals), but the long, thorny recita-
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tives sounded more convincing in Russian
under Gergiev than they do in German. I do,
however, admire the 48-minute St John Easter
with Rilling’s angelic German voices lifting the
gloom and doom of ancient Rome’s penchant
for gruesome executions. So if the lack of texts
and translations wouldn’t spoil this for you,
you’ll find plenty of unique and worthy music
here. People who’d rather know what’s going
on as they listen can follow different paths to
the same music.

GREENFIELD

GOMBERT: Motets
Beauty Farm

Fra Bernardo 2231711 [2CD] 123 minutes

This is the third volume of motets by Nicolas
Gombert recorded by the Austrian ensemble
Beauty Farm. Volume 1 (Fra Bernardo
1504211) was released in 2015, and a year later
came Volume 2 (Fra Bernardo 1612457); both
of them were also 2-disc sets. Altogether they
represent some of the most gorgeous music
composed in the early 16th Century.

Bernhard Trebuch describes ensemble
singing in Gombert’s time (c. 1495-1560) as a
“horizontal practice”, because singers usually
performed from books that included only their
part. I would quibble, though, with Trebuch’s
assessment that singers, therefore, were often
“flying blind”. This might have been the case
when sight reading, but after some practice
they certainly knew what was happening in
other parts, even if they could not see the
music.

The ensemble singing here is largely quite
fine, but I cannot help but wonder whether the
notion of “flying blind” actually permeates
Beauty Farm’s performance practice. By this I
mean that when listening, one has the sense
that singers are hurrying through the dense
counterpoint without leaving the impression
of any subtle moments—where, for example,
the composer might have wished to evoke
something deeper in the Latin text through his
music. The singing is sometimes a bit out of
tune, which is unnerving when the counter-
point is so dense. Notes are in English and
there are no texts with the recording.

LOEWEN

GOODWIN: Film & Concert Music
New Zealand Symphony/ Ron Goodwin

Naxos 555193 — 70 minutes

This is a re-release of a Marco Polo from 1997
(Jan/Feb). The film music is impressive in a
1950s and 1960s super-stereophonic way.
Goodwin had written a number of light pieces
and orchestrations for BBC radio bands
(including his own) in the 1950s—”light classi-
cal” music. He was first chosen to write the
score to the film Whirlpool (1957) and contin-
ued to write scores for the films 633 Squadron
(1963) and Lancelot and Guinevere (1962)
included here. He also wrote the jaunty “light
music” scores to a number of 1960s Miss
Marple films starring Margaret Rutherford and
more famously the 1965 film Those Magnifi-
cent Men in Their Flying Machines.

As the composer is conducting his own
music for the main titles of the two films men-
tioned above he knows exactly how the music
should be played and the orchestra gets every-
thing right. Timing, tempos, and emphasis are
similar to the originals. The 633 Squadron
main title is exciting, sweeping music that fits
the aeronautical themes. Lancelot and Guine-
vere, if not having particularly memorable
music, has majestic themes suitable to the
Arthurian plot.

The concert pieces, usually commissioned
for particular events, are more interesting. The
Drake 440 Suite (1980), written for the
anniversary of Sir Francis Drake’s round-the-
world journey, has 6 sections with colorful
music sometimes using English nautical
themes. The New Zealand Suite (1983) was
commissioned by the New Zealand Symphony
to celebrate all things New Zealand. Some of 6
sections include native Maori themes, festival
scenes, and a final section “looking forward”.

The disappointing Arabian Celebration
(1988) was written for the 50th anniversary of
the BBC Arabic service. Although the music is
colorful, the British-filtered “Arabian” themes
are typical of music written 100 years earlier
and orchestrated for the “101 Strings”. Other
music was written for some of Goodwin’s pop-
ular 1950s “Light Music” LPs.

The album is enjoyable, with excellent
sound. This is a good reissue and a worthwhile
introduction to Goodwin’s music. If you’re a
Goodwin fan, the conductor’s own interpreta-
tions, the playing, and theexcellent sound will
be music to your ears.

FISCH
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GUBAIDULINA: St John Passion;
see GOLIJOV

HAGEN: Strauss Fragments; see BRITTEN

HANDEL: Amadigi
Tim Mead (Amadigi), Mary Bevan (Melissa),
Hilary Summers (Dardano), Anna Dennis (Ori-
ana), Patrick Terry (Orgando); Early Opera/
Christian Curnyn

Chandos 406 [2CD] 157 minutes

Handel’s operas have become so popular
again that we’re now seeing three and four dif-
ferent recordings of the same opera. 20 years
ago it was a frustrating challenge to find even
one recording of some of his operas. By my
count (and I may well have missed one along
the way), this is the third studio recording of
this opera from 1715. I have not heard the pre-
vious recordings under Marc Minkowski
(Erato, July/Aug 2011) and Eduardo Lopez
Banzo (Ambroisie, J/A 2008), although I have
heard good things about them.

This new recording uses Peter Jones’s new
performing edition. I do not know how similar
or different it is to the two other recordings.
The basic plot involves Amadigi and Oriana
constantly pining for each other, but being
prevented from being together by the sorcer-
ess Melissa, whose love for Amadigi is not
returned. Further complications are caused by
one of Amadigi’s friends, Dardano, who is in
likewise unrequited love with Oriana. After
three long acts, Melissa commits suicide when
she realizes Amadigi can never be hers; and
the lovers with the blessing of Orgando, Ori-
ana’s father, are finally (FINALLY!) allowed to
be together.

Handel’s genius for characterization is
heard all through this long opus. Melissa, in
particular, is no generic, jealous woman, but
one whose tormented state of mind is
explored by the composer with empathy and
specific colors.

The singers here are all very good. I would
be pleased to hear and see any of them in a
stage performance of this or another opera.
Having said that though I must admit that they
all sound much too similar to each other, to
the point that unless you’re following the
libretto closely it’s easy to get one confused
with another. Tim Mead has a strong coun-
tertenor with a solid command of the coloratu-
ra, but he also tends to sound hooty in a way
that Hilary Summers, singing in her natural
female contralto, never does. All the same,
their scenes together often sound like one

unending countertenor cantata sung by the
same person. Mary Bevan’s soprano has a
quavery edge to it that is not inappropriate to
Melissa’s neurotic personality, yet she never
caresses the ear the way Anna Dennis as Ori-
ana does even when she’s supposed to be
seducing Amadigi. Patrick Terry sings hand-
somely in the cameo role of Orgando, but he
doesn’t appear until the final scene and by
then the opera is ready to be wrapped up.

An opera with predominantly high or low
voices is not going to sustain interest easily;
the ear gets tired of two sopranos and three
contraltos and one longs to hear a good tenor
or bass. Handel had to use the voices available
to him at the time of the premiere, and it’s
understandable why he wrote the parts the
way he did. Perhaps if I saw this opera on stage
with all the magical special effects and scene
changes required by the libretto I would enjoy
it more.

Christian Curnyn leads a well-played and
sung performance that lacks something in per-
sonality. The sound is excellent. The booklet
has detailed notes and full texts and transla-
tions.

REYNOLDS

HANDEL: Chandos Anthems 1, 4, 6
Florie Valiquette, s; Nicholas Scott, t; Virgile
Ancely, b; Marguerite Louise Choir & Orchestra/
Gaetan Jarry—Versailles 72—65 minutes

From 1717 to 1719 Handel enjoyed the patron-
age of James Brydges (1674-1744), who
amassed a considerable fortune as paymaster
of Queen Anne’s army in the War of the Span-
ish Succession beginning in 1705. He was
named Earl of Carnarvon in 1714 and First
Duke of Chandos in 1719. He built Cannons, a
palatial country house about ten miles north-
west of London. Brydges was an avid patron
and collector of books, art, architecture, and
music. He maintained a musical establish-
ment on his estate, the Cannons Concert, so it
is not surprising that he should have sought
out the talents of Handel.

Handel’s works for Cannons included a Te
Deum in B-flat, the masque Acis and Galatea,
the first version of the oratorio Esther, and 11
extended anthems that have come to be
known as the Chandos Anthems. 6 of them are
for 3 voices (STB), 4 are for 4 voices (SATB and
STTB), and 1 is for 5 (STTTB). This recording
has three of them, all for three voices: O Be
Joyful in the Lord (1), O Sing unto the Lord a
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New Song (4), and As Pants the Hart for Cool-
ing Streams (6).

In many respects, Handel takes up where
the 17th-Century composers left off. There are
similarities with the symphony anthems by
composers like Purcell and Blow for the Res-
toration Chapel Royal and the French motets
of the same period. Each of the three anthems
begins with a two-movement overture fol-
lowed by a succession of short movements set-
ting the text verse-by-verse. Where the 17th-
Century works tend to be a succession of con-
trasting sections, Handel’s are more free-
standing movements, though very short ones,
and the style is unmistakably “Handelian”.

Some years ago I reviewed a recording by
Graham O’Reilly with Ensemble William Byrd
and Academie Sainte Cécile of three of the
Chandos Anthems (Empreinte Digitale 13072;
J/A 1998). O’Reilly points out in his notes that
the private chapel at Cannons was not com-
pleted until 1720. Before then, Brydges wor-
shipped at the parish church of St Lawrence,
Little Stanmore, situated just off the duke’s
estate. He extensively rebuilt and decorated
the church to suit his taste. Music would have
been performed in a small semicircular apse
behind the altar. The booklet with the present
recording includes a 19th-Century engraving
of the interior of St Lawrence Church showing
the apse and the organ that Brydges installed
there. O’Reilly points out that the space will
not accommodate a choir, so he concludes
that the Chandos Anthems were intended to
be sung by one voice and one instrumentalist
to a part, and he adopts that plan for his
recording. The effect is quite convincing.
While much of the music in the anthems is
soloistic, there are movements that have a
more choral character. Oddly enough, they do
not sound thin in O’Reilly’s recording. Han-
del’s skillfully supportive instrumental writing
may account for that.

Gaetan Jarry takes a very different ap-
proach for the new recording in the Royal Cha-
pel at Versailles. It is, of course, a much larger
and loftier space. Jarry performs it with a
three-part choir of 16 voices and a proportion-
al baroque orchestra. There is no attempt here
to make Handel’s music sound churchly. The
soloists sing with a boldness that would befit
baroque opera, and the choral forces unabash-
edly have the sound of a mixed concert choir.
In contrast, Harry Christophers and The Six-
teen, in their 1988-89 recordings of all the
Chandos Anthems for Chandos records, bring
to the music a measure of elegant British re-

serve. The same may be said of the recording
of three of the four-part anthems by the choir
of Trinity College, Cambridge, under the direc-
tion of Stephen Layton (Hyperion 67737; S/O
2009).

Jarry’s performances are first-rate. It is up
to the individual listener to decide which
approach to this music is the most congenial.
Jarry fills out the program with two organ solos
played on the Royal Chapel organ: a four-
movement voluntary published after Handel’s
death and probably not by him, and a cha-
conne probably dating from around 1705.

GATENS

HANDEL: Coronation Anthems (4); 
Dettingen Te Deum

Le Concert Spirituel/ Hervé Niquet
Alpha 868—68 minutes

The coronation of King George II and Queen
Caroline on October 11, 1727 is remembered
these days primarily as the occasion for the
composition and performance of Handel’s
four Coronation Anthems. Ordinarily that
responsibility would have fallen to Maurice
Greene, who was named the principal organist
and composer of the Chapel Royal in August of
that year. Handel, meanwhile, had been win-
ning the favor of the royal family beginning
with Water Music in 1717. In 1723 George I
granted him an honorary title as composer for
the Chapel Royal. Clearly by 1727 the new king
specifically wanted Handel to write the new
pieces for the great ceremony. The four
anthems—Zadok the Priest, Let Thy Hand Be
Strengthened, The King Shall Rejoice, and My
Heart Is Inditing—are generally hailed as mas-
terpieces. Zadok the Priest has been per-
formed at every British coronation since then.

To say the least, these anthems are not
vocal chamber music. Newspaper reports of
the time claim that Handel engaged between
130 and 200 musicians for the occasion. For
the present recording, Hervé Niquet directs an
orchestra of 47 and a choir of 35. The numbers
may not be those of 1727, but the sound is sub-
stantial and spacious. This is not to say that the
recorded sound is ideal. The choir sounds dis-
tant and somewhat indistinct, lacking in pres-
ence. The performances are unimpeachable
on technical grounds, but I do not find them
entirely convincing. Niquet is inclined to take
quick tempos that can rob the music of its cer-
emonial dignity. The performances abound in
energy but not majesty. A good example is
`Exceeding Glad Shall He Be’ from The King
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Shall Rejoice. Niquet’s tempo makes the music
sound unsettled and driven when it should
exude a regal cheerfulness.

My favorite among recordings of the Coro-
nation Anthems is by Robert King and the
King’s Consort on the 2CD set of the collected
music for the coronation of George II (Hyperi-
on 67286; M/A 2002). King’s tempos are more
relaxed, but the quality of his performances
cannot be explained by tempo alone, and he
does crank up the energy when the music calls
for it. King leaves the impression that he is
speaking his native musical language as
Niquet does not. It is only to be expected that
King, his singers, and his players have a cultur-
al understanding of the kind of ceremony that
prompted this music. I could not begin to
account for it in purely objective terms, but it
is certainly there.

John Barker had good things to say about
Robert King’s recording as well as those of
Harry Christophers (Coro) and Simon Preston
(DG Archiv). In the end he declared his
favorite to be the 1963 Argo LP by David Will-
cocks and the choir of King’s College, Cam-
bridge. There have been several CD reissues of
it. He much prefers it to Willcocks’s 1996
recording with a Dutch choir, as he explains in
his review of a CD reissue of that later record-
ing (J/A 2013). I was disappointed with the
2001 recording by Stephen Cleobury and
King’s College, Cambridge (EMI 57140; J/F
2002). Apart from the unpleasantly bright
sound, I found that the performances just mis-
fired at critical moments.

The present recording is filled out with
another of Handel’s royal commissions: the Te
Deum for the service of thanksgiving on
November 27, 1743 for the British victory in
the Battle of Dettingen earlier that year in the
War of the Austrian Succession.

GATENS

HANDEL: Salve Regina; Gloria; Silete Venti
Julie Roset, s; Millennium Orchestra/ Leonardo
Garcia Alarcon

Ricercar 442—74 minutes

The greater part of this program consists of lit-
tle-known works by Handel for solo soprano
and orchestra. They date from his formative
years, beginning with the Italian period (1706-
10) and extending to the early years of his resi-
dence in England.

The recording opens with a concerto in
five parts that survives in a manuscript collec-
tion at the University of Uppsala in Sweden. It

is cobbled together from pre-existing pieces:
the anthem `The Lord Is my Light’ (1718) and
the masque Acis and Galatea (c1720). The final
movement does not end with a tonic cadence,
suggesting that the concerto is a fragment.
Here the piece serves effectively as an intro-
ductory sinfonia to the Salve Regina that gives
this recording its title. This Marian antiphon
setting was commissioned by Cardinal Colon-
na, probably for the Basilica of Santa Maria in
Montesanto, headquarters of the Carmelite
order. The young Handel attracts attention
with striking gestures. In the second move-
ment, for example, he employs poignant
silences in his setting of the word “suspira-
mus” (we sigh), and the following movement
includes a prominent part for obbligato organ.
The antiphon text ends on a note of supplica-
tion, and Handel obliges with quiet, slow, and
sustained writing.

Musicologist Joachim Marx in Hamburg
claims to have authenticated a setting of the
Gloria that had hitherto been doubtfully
attributed to Handel. Its outer movements call
for formidable virtuosity on the part of the
vocal soloist. On this recording, soprano Julie
Roset rises impressively to the challenge.

The solo motet Silete Venti probably dates
from 1729, when Handel made a brief trip to
Italy to recruit operatic singers for London.
Much of its thematic material appears in other
works. Such motets were often composed to
introduce a musical setting of a liturgical text.
Their Latin texts are non-liturgical and often
newly written. The characteristic format is two
arias separated by an accompanied recitative
and a concluding “Alleluia”. Undoubtedly, the
most familiar example of the genre is Mozart’s
Exsultate Jubilate. Handel opens the work with
a stroke of audacious word painting. The mo-
tet has an introductory instrumental sinfonia
that begins with a slow movement and contin-
ues with a busy Allegro. The abrupt entrance
of the vocal soloist interrupts the Allegro with
the words “Silete venti” (Be silent, O breezes)
and continues with an accompanied recitative.
It does get the listener’s attention.

Two shorter pieces fill out the program.
The first is the aria `Praise the Lord with
Cheerful Noise’ from Esther, Handel’s first
English oratorio. It is notable for its harp obbli-
gato. The program concludes with the aria `Tu
del Ciel Ministro Electo’ from the allegorical
secular oratorio Il Trionfo del Tempo e del
Disinganno. The libretto was by Cardinal Pam-
phili, a leading musical patron in Rome. He
presented it to Handel in 1707.
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This is my first acquaintance with Julie
Roset. She is, on the evidence of this recording,
a very accomplished early music singer. The
clarity and steadiness of her tone are highly
impressive, and her negotiation of Handel’s
vocal acrobatics seems almost superhuman.
By the same token, she demonstrates her
capacity for eloquently sustained and quiet
singing in the aria from Il Trionfo. She embell-
ishes the repeat of da capo arias. The highest
notes may not always be pretty, but the artistry
is impeccable. The period instrument playing
is very good, though there are a few rough
edges here and there. Listeners interested in
these Handel rarities will not be disappointed.

GATENS

HANDEL: Recorder Sonatas
David Antich; Mediterrania Consort

IBS 32022—61 minutes

Based in Granada, the Spanish record label
IBS was founded in 2012 and has won many
awards. Readers who are tired or dyslexic
should take care to distinguish it from the
Swedish label BIS.

Antich is the leader of the Mediterrania
Consort, a period instrument group also con-
sisting of cellist Leonardo Luckert, guitar and
archlute player Juan Carlos de Mulder, and
Ignasi Jorda on harpsichord and portable
organ. A list of the instruments, including four
alto recorders, is in the booklet. A handsome
tri-fold case presents this music as it deserves
to be encountered. But is what we have here
deserving?

Antich enlivens his sustained notes with a
slow vibrato or trills and ornaments. Whether
the pace is fast or slow he does magical things
with line and length while always maintaining
bounds of accuracy. The accompanying
instruments supply a varied and potentially
somewhat percussive context for the melodic
line, full of sonic interest and in particular con-
trast to the recorder. Repeats are taken and
varied at least slightly somehow. Pacing is
always apt. All this is placed in an inviting
soundscape.

An informative essay from Italian recorder
and flute player Agostino Cirillo (born in 1956
but living in Spain since 1986) translated by
Maria Ferragud tells about the program. Hear-
ing movement after movement of this playing
leaves me about ready to burst with enthusi-
asm.

GORMAN

HARRISON: Solo Violin Sonata
Kate Stenberg, v

Other Minds 1036—7 minutes

As every other person reviewing this disc will
say, the 7 minutes isn’t a typo, but the actual
length. Kate Stenberg, a revered veteran of
many new music ensembles in the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area, is here by herself. This is very,
very early Lou Harrison, not at all like, say, La
Koro Sutro. But it’s the sort of piece that
nonetheless commands attention. Written in
1936, it compresses into its tiny three-move-
ment frame quite a lot of incidents, including
ones that seem unlike what you’d expect in a
solo violin sonata. But that’s Harrison, of
course; defying expectations was ever his
shtick, whatever the difficulties.

THOMSON

HARTMANN, T: Festival in Ukraine;
Concierto Andaluz; Symphonic Poem 4; Koli-
adky
Bülent Evcil, fl; Lviv Philharmonic/ Theodore
Kuchar—Toccata 633—66 minutes

Thomas de Hartmann (1885-1956) was born in
Ukraine to a family of Russian aristocrats. After
studying with Arensky and Taneyev and find-
ing success as a composer in Moscow and St
Petersburg, the Russian Revolution and Nazi
Reich caused his life to be quite peripatetic. By
1950 he and his wife wound up in Manhattan.
His papers reside at the Yale University Music
Library. His harmonic style is basically roman-
tic, and the works on this album have a good
dose of carnival bustling like the Shrove-Tide
Fair in Petrouchka. In brief, the music is very
accessible.
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Word Police: autocorrect

At ARG we have this on none of our comput-
ers, but people who aren’t certain of their
spelling use it (or fail to remove it). A recent
example of how foolish that can be is a biog-
raphical sketch of a pianist that says “he has
been a soloist with several orchestras under
the button of many renowned international
conductors”. One of our writers tells of an
instance where “Bach” was changed to “f**k”.
Knowledgeable people are always superior
to machines—wherever you go, whatever
you want done. As machines do more and
more, knowledgeable people become fewer
and fewer—and yet more needed and more
valuable. So life becomes more frustrating.



A Festival in Ukraine (1940), a 33-minute
suite for large orchestra, is Hartmann’s
arrangement of 11 dances with titles like alle-
mande, courante, sarabande, gavotte, and
nocturne. What’s missing are orchestral colors
and variety. The selections become “familiar”
too fast, sounding the same. Also, there’s noth-
ing Ukrainian about it until the last 15 minutes
with some carnival-like selections and a noc-
turne inspired by the `Volga Boat Song’.
Theodore Kuchar makes the suite move along
energetically with style and firm pulse.

Koliadky (Ukrainian Carols) (1940), has
nine Christmas carols in just 17 minutes.
(Kolada is a Slavic mythological deity that per-
sonalizes the winter deity—the sun—and the
New Year’s cycle.) The opening `Chant Spir-
ituel’ has the open-fifths sound of Orthodox
music. Woodwinds sounding like bagpipes
play the second movement, `Come, Kolada
Come’. A slow woodwind procession intro-
duces the Maji and ends with lively Orthodox
string chords. And so it goes through to
Epiphany. There’s nothing distinctly Christ-
mas-y if you are not familiar with Slavic carols.
A laid-back Kuchar doesn’t make it seductive;
sometimes the pace seems plodding with a
weak pulse. The Lviv Philharmonic (a different
ensemble from the National Symphony based
in Kiev, with which Kuchar has made over 70
recordings) sounds smaller in size and more
regional in quality.

Nor does the engineering help. I like my
music loud—I want to feel it. But here, I set the
volume where it seemed appropriate, yet the
sound didn’t project the orchestra beyond the
speakers. Only after turning the volume up a
few extra notches was there presence. Yet,
even then, this group does not have the rich-
ness of the UNSO.

When Hartmann lived in Paris, flutist Jean-
Pierre Rampal became famous and was the
dedicatee who gave Hartmann’s 10-minute
Concierto Andaluz (1949), for flute, strings,
and percussion its premiere. A flute fanfare
opens I, after which Turkish flutist Bülent
Evcil’s purring instrument gives the quiet
melody an air of elegance with its slightly alto
timbre, as strings accompany it with light
strumming. II opens and closes with a scurry-
ing flute, accompanied by lower percussion
and a light snare drum; in between is a short
sweet interlude. III is a `Cante y Juerga’ (song
and binge or spree). Is it in 3/4 or 3/8+3/8 or
6/8? Add a quasi-Mexican donkey tune a la El
Salon Mexico plus Carlos Chavez harmonies
for the finale. Although the percussion seems

slightly removed rather than fully present (an
engineering problem), Evcil is perfectly
placed, and Kuchar captures the ethnic style
and spirit.

Symphonic Poem 4 (1955) was Hartmann’s
last work. The liner notes say it was intended
as the first movement of Symphony 4, but
Hartmann died suddenly of a heart attack. His
widow thought the music so significant she
had its first four notes engraved on his tomb-
stone. Although the opening announces it as a
major work, to my ears this six-minute work
itself sounds more narrative or incidental than
symphonic (as does everything else on the
album). Turn the volume a few notches higher
than usual to appreciate that Kuchar does get
the Lviv Philharmonic to play with full voice.

The superb liner notes will keep you occu-
pied for at least half an hour. The background
on the composer himself is extensive, thor-
ough, and highly readable—a pleasure, in fact.
So are the notes on each of the compositions
and artists. This album is Volume 1 of Thomas
de Hartmann’s orchestral music on Toccata.
Volume 2 is also available. Other of his works
for chamber ensembles and piano are avail-
able on other labels. Lest you think this is all
caused by current fervor for Ukraine, these
recordings are the result of efforts by the
Thomas de Hartmann Project, founded in
2006, long before Vladimir Putin invaded
Ukraine.

Conductor Laureate-for-Life Theodore
Kuchar has toured the US with the Ukrainian
National Symphony, most recently in 2017. In
January 2023 Principal Guest Conductor
Kuchar will begin the Lviv Philharmonic’s first
US tour with 40 concerts along the East Coast
and in the Midwest.

FRENCH

HAYDN: Cello Concertos; Adagio Cantabile; 
HINDEMITH: Trauermusik

Munich Chamber Orchestra/ Christian Poltera,
vc—BIS 2507—61 minutes

This music is familiar to both cellists and lis-
teners. Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) wrote Con-
certo No. 1 when in his early 30s, and No. 2
dates from 1783. His Symphony No. 13 was
written in 1763 and contains this lovely slow
movement, another ear-winner. Paul Hin-
demith (1895-1963) wrote his `Mourning
Music’ in memory of England’s King George V
in six hours to replace the humorous Schwa-
nendreher that he was expecting to present at
that concert by the BBC in January 1936. It is a
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concise, four-movement work ending with a
setting of Bach’s Chorale `Fur deinen Thron
tret ich hiermit’.

Poltera has appeared here on many occa-
sions. He is an outstanding cellist and cham-
ber musician, who teaches at Lucerne Univer-
sity. His playing is a joy to hear, and the
Munich Chamber Orchestra joins him with
fervor and warmth. Liner notes are by Horst A.
Scholz and are given us in English, German,
and French. We also get nice photographs of
both cellist and orchestra on the album cover.

D MOORE

HAYDN: Theresa Mass; Symphony 103
Mary Bevan, Catherine Wyn-Rogers, Jeremy
Budd, Sumner Thompson; Handel & Haydn Soci-
ety/ Harry Christophers

Coro 16192—74 minutes

Harry Christophers’s flair for Haydn has been
noted before in these pages. I loved his (Eng-
lish) Creation for its exultant choruses, engag-
ing soloists, and plush Symphony Hall Boston
sound (M/A 2016). Paul Althouse admired the
“well struck” proportion of drama and grace
he heard in the Lord Nelson Mass recorded by
these same forces (M/J 2021). Mr Vroon was
less complimentary about the Harmonie-
messe in this series, though his quibbles were
directed more at Haydn’s wind-dominated
score than at the conductor’s handling of the
work (M/A 2020).

I have no reservations here about the con-
ducting or about the Theresienmesse, which is
chock-full of grand tunes, feisty counterpoint,
and elegant orchestral embroidery. The per-
formance boasts handsome singing, superb
diction, and jaunty phrasing from all quarters.
The solo voices have the sweetness and the
guts to bring Haydn’s melodies to life. I espe-
cially like mezzo Catherine Wyn-Rogers,
whose voice is strong but not the least bit
heavy. Most important of all is the vivid man-
ner where the liturgy is allowed to tell its own
story. Drama and pathos come together in the
Agnus Dei, a sense of reverence welcomes the
Holy Spirit at `Et incarnatus est’, and you’ll
have no trouble inferring that a majestic pres-
ence has taken a seat at the right hand of God
when the `Qui sedes’ rolls around.

We’ve been blessed by Haydn Masses con-
ducted by the likes of Rilling, Hickox, Marriner,
Bernstein, and Gardiner. The Christophers
offerings can settle in comfortably among
them.

This isn’t a slouchy Drum Roll, either.

Though hip to HIP, the orchestra plays dexter-
ously but with enough amplitude to keep a
great symphony sounding like a great sympho-
ny. The strings don’t groan, the wind playing is
sharp and colorful, and the Symphony Hall
sonics flatter one and all. I have to say, though,
that with late Haydn symphonies available
from the likes of Beecham, Jochum, Szell,
Bernstein, Davis, Dorati, and Solti, the sym-
phonic recommendation carries less urgency
here than the choral one. Mr Althouse con-
cluded as much in 2021 when he played the
H&H Society’s Military (Symphony 100) along-
side Beecham’s 1958 recording of the same
piece. Christophers is very good, he conclud-
ed, “but you should have Beecham”. True.

GREENFIELD

HAYDN: Quartets, opp 42, 77, 103
Takacs Quartet

Hyperion 68364—73 minutes

This is my first chance at hearing the Takacs
Quartet with half of its members replaced, and
the results are, vexingly, mixed. I hear much of
what I loved in the “pre-time”, but there are
aspects missing that I think I could have
counted on before.

Richard O’Neill is a mite frustrating. As I
remarked earlier in the Ehnes Quartet’s
recording of Beethoven’s 14 and 16 (S/O 2022),
he’s more of a team player than I might’ve sus-
pected at first. But here I think he’s rather
overdoing it. He does insinuate himself into
low textures so that you can only with difficulty
tell he’s there at all, rather like the mysterious
ingredients in recipes that you aren’t meant to
taste as such (anchovies in vegetable stew and
the like). I know what sort of sound O’Neill can
put out, having heard him do it, but he’s all too
diffident in this Haydn set.

Not that he can’t kick some viola butt; but
how can he let so many opportunities get
away? The one that first comes to mind is the
climbing scale at the very end of the first
movement of Op. 77:1. Anita Mitterer of the
Quatuor Mosaiques made that moment sing,
spectacularly. O’Neill in the same spot might
as well be absent entirely. Except maybe to
add his variety of umami. The same goes for
other places. The end of the slow movement of
Op. 77:2 is another spot where the viola can
make its presence known. God knows it’s the
only instrument of the four that hasn’t gotten a
lick in on the tune itself. So why not bring for-
ward the instrument in the closing bars, where
there isn’t any competition?
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Harumi Rhodes doesn’t strike me as so
much of a disruptor; mostly she runs with
Dusinberre, the leader, and they make a well-
matched violin pair. She’s his equal in balanc-
ing.

Now, as to the works, Op. 42 is mostly dis-
appointing. It’s generally believed to be one of
three commissioned “easy quartets” from a
buyer in Spain; what became of the other two,
if they were written at all, no one knows. The
Takacs seem to take the “easy” too literally.
The first three movements are all underpow-
ered. (Dusinberre’s limp, pathetic account of
the scale up to high D in the Minuet is only the
worst of many.) In the finale everything sud-
denly changes; the quasi-fugato gets everyone,
including O’Neill, out of their shells, and the
general energy level is up by an order of mag-
nitude or more. Now why in tarnation couldn’t
they have done that earlier?

The Op. 77s are generally fine, concerns of
balance and such apart. The Takacs are OK
with Haydn’s “sportive tricks”, like the Minuet
of Op. 77:2, where you really are not supposed
to know where you are. The slow movement of
Op. 77:1 is gorgeous, except that (again) there
isn’t enough viola in the right places. The
finales of both works are terrific, some
pedantry in Op. 77:1 apart. (There’s really no
reason for the 16ths near the end of both sec-
tions to be half-separate, half-slurred.)

As for Op. 103, it’s what Op. 42 ought to
have been. The playing is robust, and the Min-
uet has a sturdiness that was completely lack-
ing in Op. 42.

THOMSON

HAYDN: Symphony 49; Overture in D;
Berenice, che fai?; Solo e pensoso;

BEETHOVEN: No, non turbati Ma tu tremi; 
Ah! Perfido; 

MOZART: Non piu. Tutto ascoltai Non temer
Christina Landshamer, s; Berlin Academy for Old
Music/ Bernhard Forck

Pentatone 5186 987 72 minutes

This disc carries the title “La Passione”, refer-
ring not to Lent, but to concert arias on
themes of “love, longing, and loss”. (This, I sus-
pect, could refer to half the vocal music ever
written!) In any case we have great Italian arias
from the classical period, sung by Christina
Landshamer. These are augmented by a
Haydn overture (which seems to be a sym-
phonic finale without a home) and his La Pas-
sione symphony, a fine work from his sturm-
und-drang period.

One piece, Mozart’s `Non piu’, needs
explanation. This is substitute music that
Mozart supplied for the first performance of
Idomeneo in Vienna. His intention was to
write the hero (Idamante) as a castrato, but for
Vienna he rewrote it for tenor; this scene has
its own Köchel number, 490. The annotator
here has noted that the revision is in treble clef
and thus assumes that a soprano is also possi-
ble—as here.

All the vocal works are sung by the lyric
soprano, whose vocal purity, clarity and beau-
ty Robert Moore praised (M/A 2017). It is
indeed a lovely voice, technically secure, and
she sings with a wide range of color and
expression. My colleague described her voice
as a “Pamina voice”, but now, six years later
with Landshamer in her mid-40s, I think it’s a
bit thicker and richer, able to take on heavier
roles. She is a delight to hear. The Berlin Acad-
emy under concertmaster Forck plays very
well, but do note you’ll be getting the Haydn
symphony on period instruments. Sonics are
first rate.

You may sense I have some annoyance
with this program. In this, a CD of concert
arias, I might have recommended using two
singers for variety and dropping the Haydn
instrumental pieces; in other words, do con-
cert arias! The selections that are here are all
fine, but I’d prefer less recitative. And then
there’s the title!

ALTHOUSE

HAYDN: Trios 7, 10, 18, 24, 26; 
FISCHER: One Bar Wonder

Trio Gaspard
Chandos 20244—70 minutes

We are, I dare say, about due for another cycle
of the Haydn piano trios. Besides the storied
Beaux Arts Trio (I won’t say it’s unsurpassable,
because one never knows; certainly it never
has been surpassed), there are only the
Mendelssohn Trio on Centaur; Trio 1790 (a
period-instrument ensemble) on CPO; and
what looks to be a complete (or near-com-
plete) cycle on Naxos, involving several differ-
ent ensembles. And now here comes this new
cycle on Chandos—this is Volume 1 of what
purports to be another complete recording.

I dislike coming to hasty conclusions, but
based on this sampling, Trio Gaspard is yet
another ensemble attempting to put across
“period” practices with “modern” equipment,
and not succeeding very well. They are nimble
enough, certainly, and also bring a wistful sort
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of translucency to movements like the middle
one of Trio 40 (the one in F-sharp minor; the
movement is in the exotic—for the late 18th
Century, anyway—tonic major and doubles as
the slow movement of Symphony 102). But
elsewhere, including in Trio 40, the tone turns
rough, brusque, and uncompromising. It’s not
just a matter of harshly restrained vibrato
(though that’s here, too, in plenty); it’s a gener-
al refusal to be, well, congenial.

I know, I know. The Letters to the Editor
have half written themselves already. “But
Haydn is a great composer! Why should he
condescend to be congenial to you? If the
sounds presented seem to you ugly, it’s your
ears that need fixing, not the music.” And so
forth, and so on (and on, and on).

There have been composers who made
music deliberately ugly for specific purposes;
one of them, I seem to recall, was a Haydn stu-
dent. But even Beethoven, after pummeling us
with the Schreckensfanfare at the beginning of
the finale of the Ninth Symphony, turns away
from it instantly, with the line to which words
are later added: “O Freunde, nicht diese Töne.”
And Beethoven, remember, was at the very
beginning of his career just as Haydn neared
the end of his. I am inclined to believe that
Haydn—whose art became ever more expres-
sive and expansive with time—nonetheless
valued courtesy and grace. I am not sure that
he will get enough of either in this new cycle.

The piece at the end, One Bar Wonder, is
almost too perfect a summing-up. It’s just the
first bar of Trio 20, repeated dozens of times,
each with another small alteration, so that at
the outset, you can hardly perceive the change,
while towards the end, you can hardly perceive
the original. Need I say that the slow transition
is from something comprehensible and, well,
fundamentally sane to something increasingly
deranged? Don’t get me wrong—watching the
process unfold, near-repetition after near-rep-
etition, is fascinating and ingenious and
indeed something in the way of a puzzle:
“What changed from this to the next one?” All
the same, the piece starts with order and
creeps further and further away, until the orig-
inal is so buried that the very path it took to get
there is itself obscured.

I’m keeping my Beaux Arts.
THOMSON

HAYDN: Symphony 99; see Collections
Symphony 102; see TCHAIKOVSKY

HELLENDAAL: Concertos, op 3
La Sfera Armoniosa/ Mike Fentross

Challenge 72911—80 minutes

Pieter Hellendaal (1721-99) was one of the few
Dutchmen among the many European musi-
cians who flocked to England in the 18th Cen-
tury in search of fame and fortune. A profes-
sional organist in his home city of Rotterdam
already by the age of 10, Hellendaal went on to
study the violin and composition with Tartini
in Padua before arriving in England in 1751.
There he would have found a receptive audi-
ence for his Italianate music. For as Rudolf
Rasch notes, even a cursory survey of concert
programs preserved from the era show how
often orchestras performed the music of
Corelli, Handel, and Geminiani. This phenom-
enon might well account for the thoroughly
“Corellian style” of Hellendaal’s Op. 3 Grand
Concertos, published in 1758.

This concert recording offers the entire
cycle of six concertos in Hellendaal’s Op. 3.
“Grand Concerto” is a translation of “Concerto
Grosso”. Accordingly, each work is composed
for a concertino of two violins, viola, and cello
and a ripieno ensemble that doubles the
soloists, though Hellendaal sometimes has the
solo ensemble jump out of the texture for the
sake of virtuosic display. Based on a Corellian
model, each concerto has four movements fol-
lowing a slow-fast-slow-fast pattern, to which
the composer adds a fifth, dance movement—
usually a minuet, but sometimes a March or
Borea. The first two movements, taken togeth-
er, combine to recreate a French overture:
slow, processional music using a dotted
rhythm for the first movement; and a lively
fugal II. The most “Corellian” movements are
the third ones, marked `Affetuoso’ in concer-
tos 2 and 4, with their slow tempos and fre-
quent, expressively dissonant suspensions.

Hellendaal’s music sounds a bit old fash-
ioned for its time (Corelli’s ground-breaking
sonatas were composed in the 1680s), but
there are some surprising moments here. For
example, the spritely Presto movement in the
second concerto offers impetuous downward
chromatic progressions, and bold unison pas-
sages, ending with ghostly music in dotted
rhythms, which faintly reminds one of the
French overture. Unison passages in the
Larghetto movement of the fifth concerto
again show Hellendaal’s awareness of contem-
porary taste in orchestral music. The playing is
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universally excellent, led by first violinist
Lidewij van der Voort. Notes are in English.

LOEWEN

HEMSI: Greek Nuptial Dances; 3 Ancient
Airs; Pilpul Sonata; String Quintet; Meditation

ARC Ensemble
Chandos 20243—64 minutes

This is a fascinating program, chronicling a
most unusual life. Alberto Hemsi was a
Sephardic Jew—that is, the descendant of
Spaniards expelled from Spain in 1492—born
in Turkey in 1898, and after considerable dislo-
cations (helped at every stage, apparently, by
what these days would probably be dubbed
Zionist organizations), enrolled at Milan’s
Verdi Conservatory. For some time he lived in
Egypt, but the 1956 nationalization of the Suez
Canal forced him to flee to France. (Chilling
fact, thrown in almost as an aside in the notes:
“Estimates vary but perhaps around a dozen
Jews remain in Egypt today.”)

The Coplas Sefardies in the title of the
Ancient Airs are Hemsi’s transcriptions of
Sephardic songs, originally self-published in
10 fascicles ; the Greek- and Armenian-
inspired pieces here bear witness to Hemsi’s
peregrinations.

The odd piece out here—and also the
longest—is the Quintet. This isn’t your ordi-
nary viola quintet, but a viola-plus-strings-
quartet, where the primary violist is very much
the star. (It was written for Oedöen Partos, a
Hungarian-born Israeli violinist, violist, and
composer.) I’m not sure just what to compare
it to; the closest analog I can think of is Chaus-
son’s Concert, where the violin and piano
soloists are backed by a decidedly subsidiary
string quartet. But this work isn’t so blatant
about its soloist. It’s a delight anyway, however
you parse it, right down to the 7/8 finale.

I would recommend buying this just for
Simon Wynberg’s compelling and exhaustive
liner notes—I have summarized only a very
small portion.

THOMSON

HINDEMITH: Trauermusik; see HAYDN

HONEGGER: Toccata & Variations; 
Piano Pieces;

MARTIN: Flamenco Fantasy; 8 Preludes
Jeremie Conus

Prospero 43—70 minutes

Arthur Honegger (1892-1955) and Frank Mar-
tin (1890-1974) are the two most prominent

Swiss composers, but their compositions, and
especially their piano pieces, are not often
heard. Their styles are fairly similar: tonal,
moderately dissonant, rhythmical, and often
somber in mood.

The two works by Honegger are early ones,
composed when he was in his 20s. The Toccata
is virtuosic but also has quiet moments. The
theme of the Variations is slow and serious,
and so is the first variation. The second varia-
tion presents the theme in the bass and
accompanies it with sixths and other figura-
tions in a higher register. The third is slow and
lyrical, resembling a berceuse with its repeti-
tive motif for the left hand. The fourth is faster,
with a dotted rhythm. The fifth and last is slow
and dreamy.

The 7 Short Pieces, some of which are very
short indeed, vary in character: 1 is quiet and
nice; 2 restless, with fast runs; 3 slow and
somber; 4 light and fast; 5 somber with inter-
ruptions; 6 loud and rhythmic; 7 dissonant
and violent, with what seems like a popular
tune near the end. The first of the Three Pieces
is once again slow and somber but builds up to
a climax with heavy, dissonant chords. By con-
trast, the second, an homage to Ravel, is deli-
cate and very Ravel-like in its harmonies,
though without direct quotations. The third is
dissonant and wild. Honegger has an aggres-
sive streak. His music has character but is
more attractive when quiet.

The works by Martin, separated by a quar-
ter of a century, seem to be the only ones he
composed for piano solo. The 8 Preludes
(1947-48) are fairly substantial, lasting 24:35
altogether. The first is heavy and dark; 2 is
quiet and dance-like; 3 is quiet and sad, with a
left-hand accompaniment inspired by
Chopin’s second prelude; 4 has a complex
rhythm and dissonant chords; 5, too, is rhyth-
mically interesting and fast; 6 is polyphonic; 7
is slow and thoughtful and rather long; 8 again
has a complex rhythm. These are interesting
pieces, not exactly beautiful, but inventive and
well crafted, and without any of Honegger’s
aggressiveness.

I expected Martin’s Fantasy on Flamenco
Rhythms (1970-73) to sound Spanish and
dance-like. But it does not sound Spanish at
all,  only like Martin, and the Flamenco
rhythms are sometimes difficult to perceive.
After a slow beginning the music becomes
lively, with ostinato rhythms and dissonant
chords. But then, after a pause, there is a slow
and sad section followed by a forceful and
threatening one, and finally the music
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becomes quiet and somber again, without
pronounced rhythms. A few sudden loud
chords mark the ending.

I do not usually describe music in such
detail, but the liner notes, which are in the
form of an interview with the pianist, contain
only some general comments on the music.
Conus conveys his enthusiasm for it, but more
detailed information would have been wel-
come. Born in 1994, he is Swiss, looks younger
than his 28 years, and is still studying with
Konstantin Scherbakov at the Zurich Universi-
ty of the Arts. This is his debut recording. His
playing is superb, and the recorded sound is
state of the art.

I am impressed with the high quality of
this Swiss label, which I encountered for the
first time (three reviews in this issue). It not
only brings interesting music played by excel-
lent artists but also engaging liner notes (by
the artists themselves), solid packaging with
attractive graphic design, and mentions the
instrument played as well as the piano techni-
cian. In the last issue I praised the Italian
Odradek label for similar reasons. It is good to
see some small enterprises setting high stan-
dards.

REPP

HONEGGER: Symphony 3; see Collections

HOVHANESS: Piano Pieces
Ossetin Fantasy; Hermes Stella; Komachi; Jour-
ney to Arcturus; Greek Rhapsody 1
Alessandra Pompili

Dynamic 7946—56 minutes

Alan Hovhaness (1911-2000) is an American-
Armenian composer best known for his pro-
grammatic symphonies. I’m pretty familiar
with the more famous symphonies and find
their repetition hypnotic and beautiful. Hov-
haness often revels in sonority and beauty for
their own sake—rigorous structure is not his
forte. His piano music is much the same, full of
repetitive drones and ostinatos saturated in
exotic Eastern modal harmonies. Often he has
one hand strum a figure again and again while
the other taps out a meandering, improvisa-
tional melisma. It often sounds more like
noodling than actual composition.

Journey to Arcturus is called a sonata,
though its six short movements are indistin-
guishable from any of the other pieces (there
are 19 tracks total, averaging under 3 minutes
apiece). Almost everything is slow and there’s
no virtuosity to speak of. The most beautiful,

velvety piano with the softest hammers imagi-
nable would serve Hovhaness’s spacious
atmospheric soundscapes most favorably, but
Ms Pompili’s instrument is clattery and tangy
and less than beautiful. Recommended only to
the insatiably curious or ardent devotees of the
composer. This is volume 2; volume 1 came
out in 2014 and was not reviewed by ARG.

WRIGHT

HUMMEL: Piano Sonata 5; 
CLEMENTI: Capriccio, op 47:1; 

Sonata, op 13:6
Sebastiano Mesaglio, p

Stradivarius 37236—66 minutes

Two late classical proto-romantic composers
sharing a disc is logical programming. Hum-
mel’s meaty Sonata 5 in three movements con-
trasts a muscular and rhetorical allegro with a
declamatory operatic adagio and fleet toccata
finale leavened by exploratory fugal episodes.
The virtuosity is high, reveling in some hefty
octaves enabled by the larger, stronger pianos
developed in the 1820s, and cast in a style sim-
ilar to Beethoven’s early sonatas.

Clementi as well in his capriccios and
sonatas often sounds like early Beethoven, but
without the incipient romanticism of Hummel.
Unlike Beethoven, there’s little counterpoint in
either piece here—nor have I heard much in
other sonatas of the composer—and the right
hand gets most of the action. Both pieces are
in three movements. Mesaglio plays with great
freedom and fantasy yet logically joins the var-
ied sections of every movement into a satisfy-
ing whole. His fleet passagework is pristine
and pearly. He plays a perfectly regulated and
tuned Fazioli 278.

WRIGHT

JANITSCH: Church Sonatas
Berlin Friday Academy

Brilliant 96621—64 minutes

Johann Gottlieb Janitsch (1707-63) was by no
means the most famous composer at the court
of Frederick the Great. History has been kinder
to Graun, Benda, Quantz, and CPE Bach. Yet,
recordings produced over roughly the past
decade have shown that Janitsch’s sonatas
stand up well to ones by his colleagues. The
recording of Janitsch’s church and chamber
sonatas released by Epoca Barocca in 2015 is
lovely (CPO 777910; July/Aug 2015). The five
works on the current program are church
sonatas, all but one following the familiar
slow-fast-slow-fast pattern handed down from
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Arcangelo Corelli. Only the sonata in G minor
has three movements. It, along with the ones
in E and B-flat minor are for two violins and
continuo. The ones in B-flat and A are for oboe
and violin.

Janitsch was clearly in tune with the galant
style of his time, which favored song-like
melodies over clear, repeated harmonies. And
Annie Gard and Marina Kakuno (violin) and
Elisabeth Grümmer (oboe) know how to make
this music sing. Their playing is suitably light
and tastefully ornamented. Although church
sonatas need not be performed in the church,
using organ (Daniel Trumbull) in the continuo
reminds one of the origins of this repertory.

LOEWEN

JOACHIM: Overtures; see BRAHMS

JONES, R: Harpsichord Suites
Francesco Fornasaro

Brilliant 96311 [2CD] 120 minutes

These are six suites of pseudo-Handel from
Richard Jones (d 1744), published in London
in 1732. Fornasaro plays a modern harpsi-
chord made in Hemsch style.

I might choose to play the courantes,
gavottes, and minuets a bit slower and with
more strut to their meter, but I have no sub-
stantial quarrels with Fornasaro’s perform-
ance. His confident brilliance and grand man-
ner will win listeners new to the appreciation
of this composer.

This set is an attractive discovery and
“worth the calories”. The production is by
Simone Stella in his studio. He is familiar as a
house harpsichordist for Brilliant, making
many other comprehensive sets himself.

LEHMAN

KABALEVSKY: Preludes
Raphael Epstein, p

Ars 38611—64 minutes

I believe that Kabalevsky’s Preludes, especially
the 24 in Op. 38 (1943), are excellent piano
pieces that are unfortunately rarely pro-
grammed. I have heard a few recordings of the
full set, but have never seen them on a recital.
Horowitz played and recorded a selection
when they were new compositions in the
1940s along with his Piano Sonatas 2 and 3.
Even with a pianist of that level, they don’t
seem to have caught on. The three Op. 1 Pre-
ludes (1925) have been on other collections,
but the three labeled Ex-Opus 19 (1924) are
given first recordings here. This is the first time

I have seen the term Ex-Opus used; these teen-
age pieces predate the composer’s Op. 1. The
influence of both Rachmaninoff and Scriabin
is quite noticeable in these early preludes.
Epstein’s playing is on a uniformly high level,
and the piano sound (Fazioli) is very well
recorded.

The 24 Preludes, Op. 38 follow Chopin’s
key structure and are all based on Russian folk
tunes chosen from collections by Balakirev,
Liadov, and Rimsky-Korsakoff. All but three
are less than three minutes long, and
Kabalevsky was clearly aware of all the compo-
sitional styles used in the first few decades of
the 1900s. I especially noted the influence of
Prokofieff in Preludes 5 (`Friar Laurence’ from
Romeo and Juliet) and 16 (`Battle on Ice’ from
Alexander Nevsky). Satie’s Gymnopedie style
is evident in Prelude 8. These pieces, com-
posed during the war, reflect a certain sadness
but with an edge, and the drama conveyed by
Preludes 10 and 12 is full of foreboding. Theme
detectives will note the folk tune in Prelude 13
was used by Stravinsky at the end of Firebird.
There are many moods here as well as a wide
range of tempos and technical requirements,
all of which Epstein captures in these record-
ings. The Russian folk tunes do not get lost in
all of this; and Kabalevsky, despite influences,
has created very good and individual pieces
here.

HARRINGTON

KANCHELI: 18 Miniatures; Middelheim
Piet Koornhof, v; Susan Mouton, vc; Albie van
Schalkwyk, p

Delos 3589—63 minutes

Georgian Giya Kancheli (1935-2019) is known
in equal measure for his serious art music and
his light incidental music for film and stage.
Gavin Bryars has compared him to Italian
Nino Rota: both composers conjure up almost
mythic, innocent nostalgia for their home
countries, especially to foreign listeners.

The 18 Miniatures for violin and piano are
taken from his incidental music and are
almost all relaxed and sentimental, with hints
of cafe jazz and naive humor. Allen Gimbel
rightfully described them as “inconsequential
trifles” (Brilliant 95267, M/J 2017); that said,
there’s always a place in my collection for
relaxing diversions. His piano trio Middleheim
is cut from the cloth of his serious music. The
title is named after the Antwerp hospital where
he was repeatedly treated for heart failure; he
wrote this work to express gratitude to his doc-
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tors. The score was found in a drawer and was
only first performed after he died in 2021.
Snippets of his slow, nostalgic music are scat-
tered across the piece, but much of it is stark
and morose, with bursts of violent energy. Lis-
teners who are familiar with his symphonies
and viola concerto will enjoy this piece. The
aforementioned Brilliant release of the 18
Miniatures has better sound, but doesn’t have
another supplemental piece; this Delos release
has a more desirable program.

FARO

KEISER: Ulysses
Bogna Bernagiewicz (Penelope), Francisca Pru-
dencio (Cephalia), Gerald Thompson (Circe),
Markus Brutscher (Jupiter), Goetz Philip Koerner
(Arpax), Janno Scheller (Neptune), Juergen Orelly
(Urilas); Gottingen Baroque/ Antonius Adamske

Coviello 92203 [2CD] 149 minutes

Reinhard Keiser (1674-1739) was the leading
figure in the operatic life of the city-state of
Hamburg around 1700. He was Kapellmeister
of the orchestra in the large opera theater in
the Goose Market and also directed the theater
for a few years, finding ways to interest the
town’s increasingly wealthy citizens in this
new Italian genre. (Hamburg, an important
city in the Hanseatic league, was a major cen-
ter of trade.) He did so by setting librettos in
German, into which he often interleaved at
least a few arias in Italian (by himself or by
Italian composers). Handel composed some of
his earliest operas for Keiser’s theater.

Alas, many of Keiser’s operas do not sur-
vive, but this one does, thanks to its having
been written for performance in Copenhagen.
It turns out to be a lively and touching product,
comparable in style and skill to operas by
other composers from around that time,
including Stradella (July/Aug 2022), Alessan-
dro Scarlatti, Vivaldi, and of course the young
Handel.

The plot involves the return of Ulysses to
the long-waiting Penelope, after his having
dallied with Circe on his route homeward.
There is a second romantic couple (as was
already typical of Italian operas), Cephalia and
Eurilochus, as well as a comic servant (Arpax)
and several gods. Everything ends happily,
after much lovely sighing, and steadfastness,
from Penelope.

Most of the arias, this time, are in German;
but some are in Italian. One of these, by anoth-
er composer (Orlandini), is a lovely number
where the nightingale’s nocturnal twittering—

expressive of lament and anxiety, in quick suc-
cession—is reflected in the florid passagework
for the singer and in trills for the transverse
flute. That aria is immediately followed in the
recording by a potential substitute aria by
Keiser himself, on a similar text (but in Ger-
man). This double dose makes no sense dra-
matically but does allow us to compare and
contrast without having to change discs and
hunt for track numbers. Anybody who doesn’t
want to hear one of the two options can simply
hit the Forward button.

Act 1 also contains a particularly mar-
velous “accompagnement furioso” for Circe
(invoking Hecate, goddess of the night) to
words beginning: “Therefore dash me to
pieces, you roiling winds shot through with
thunder!”

The singers have light and flexible voices.
Several take more than one role, as is often the
case with early-opera recordings.

A few singers (e.g., Brutscher and Scheller)
are not always perfectly on pitch. One (Orelly)
cannot reach the frequent low notes that he is
assigned. But all the singers seem appropriate-
ly involved in the text, though in Orelly’s case,
this tempts him into huffing and puffing for
emphasis.

I particularly enjoy sopranos Bogna
Bernagiewicz (from Poland) and Francisca
Prudencio (from Chile) and countertenor Ger-
ald Thompson (from Arkansas), each of them
marvelous whether in sustained notes or quick
passagework. Thompson has a particularly
wide range, from high to low and from soft to
full and intense—and he always sounds totally
secure. I see that he has won numerous
awards.

The orchestra consists of 21 players
(including 7 violins) plus organ (used mainly
for recitatives by the divine characters), harp-
sichord, and lute. They are spirited and accu-
rate, and tempos seem apt, never rushed in the
currently fashionable frantic manner. The
overture is unusually colorful, containing four
trumpet parts (originally staffed by members
of the Danish royal trumpet corps). Eight
singers are listed in the chorus, but they sound
like more: perhaps cast members joined in?

The booklet-essay, by the conductor, is
informative but too brief, and poorly edited. A
long 1722 comment from the music critic
Johann Mattheson is given in German (again)
at the head of the version of the English trans-
lation of the essay, and a personal name has
been erroneously inserted into the fourth line
of that same translated essay, creating non-
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sense. The sonnet by Telemann about Keiser is
likewise given in German twice and not in
English.

There are other editorial oddities, such as
not mentioning that `Tu che scorgi’ is by
Orlandini. The word “Daennem”. should have
been expanded editorially into the clearer
“Daennem[ark]”. No synopsis is included. I
found good ones in Oxford Music Online and
in the German-language Wikipedia. (You can
run the latter through Google Translate.)

Still, all in all, an ear-opening introduction
to an important opera composer—and to the
little-known tradition of German-language
(with Italian touches) Baroque opera.

LOCKE

KENINS: Symphonies 2, 3, 7
Tommaso Pratola, fl; Egils Upatnieks, ob; Martins
Circenis, cl; Zanda Svede, mz; Latvian Sympho-
ny/ Andris Poga

Ondine 1401—68 minutes

This is the fourth and final release in Ondine
and the Latvian Symphony’s survey of the
symphonies of Latvian-Canadian composer
Talivaldis Kenins. Allen Gimbel and I both
lauded the previous releases (1350, M/J 2021;
1354, S/O 2021; 1388, M/J 2022), the last of
which made this issue’s Best of Year 2022. This
album continues the trend of challenging but
fascinating music and excellent performances
I’ve come to expect from this composer and
orchestra.

Kenins’s music is rooted in hard-edged
mid-century modernism and is often compa-
rable to the work of Karel Husa and Lukas
Foss: it is formally taut, high energy, and disso-
nant with tonal conclusions. Shades of
Shostakovich and Bartok can often be heard.
He also is strongly influenced by baroque and
classical music and has been described as a
conservative modernist.

Symphony No. 2 (1967) is subtitled `Sinfo-
nia concertante’ and enlists a solo flute, oboe,
and clarinet. Short, cheeky outer movements
frame a slow, extended set of baroque-inflect-
ed variations on a Mi’kmaq First Nations song.
Symphony No. 3 (1970) is considerably more
robust. The richly chromatic fugatos and
canons of I are followed by a slow, unsettled II,
before yielding to a comparatively peaceful
“island of beauty”. III opens with unbridled
ferocity, only momentarily abated by another
such island, before roaring back to life and
closing with explosive energy.

Kenins’s Symphony No. 6 (1978) and Sym-

phony No. 8 (1986) are two of his best works,
and this disc’s Symphony No. 7 (1980) surely
must join them. It directly deals with the pri-
vate trauma he, his family, and the Latvian
people faced as a result of Soviet occupation. It
is an imposing work of unfolding darkness,
heard most clearly in the passacaglia in II and
culminated in the short, violent III. IV, `Aria’,
closes the work with a moving setting of poetry
by his father and Latvian national founder Atis
Kenins about endurance in the face of suffer-
ing. The voice of Latvian mezzo-soprano
Zanda Svede is tender yet resolute as it soars
over the disquiet in the orchestra.

The soloists and orchestra give exceptional
performances. Andris Poga’s readings do jus-
tice to these fine works. The releases in this
series have been some of the most rewarding
to come my way in the last year or so; this one
is no exception. Listeners would do well to
take note of this brilliant and important sym-
phonist.

FARO

KHACHATURIAN: Piano Concerto; 
Concerto-Rhapsody; Masquerade Suite

Iyad Sughayer, p; BBC Wales/ Andrew Litton
BIS 2586 [SACD] 75 minutes

I really like the tempos in this recording of the
concerto. At every moment the musicians find
the right pace for the somewhat ramshackle
structures of I and III. A good performance
must navigate a number of tempo shifts in
every movement ; the transitions are so
smooth here that I don’t even consciously per-
ceive them. Sughayer has both the power and
lyrical poetry demanded by this work. A fairly
prominent musical saw dominates its star turn
in II; it’s slightly less hokey than the flexatone
in other recordings. My favorite in this move-
ment is Yablonsky with the Moscow Sympho-
ny (Naxos 550799) where the flexatone is
buried beneath the strings, though this fiery
new recording is in every other way better. I
listened to all the Khachaturian piano concer-
to recordings I own (Yablonsky, De Larrocha,
Wang, Arghamanyan) and enjoyed this new-
comer the most overall.

Unlike the concerto, the Concerto-Rhap-
sody contains nothing memorable besides a
humorous allusion to Khachaturian’s greatest
hit: the `Saber Dance’ from Gayane. The writ-
ing is very dense and chromatic, so Sughayer
takes the dazzling passagework at blistering
tempos, much spryer than Yablonsky on
Naxos—and to exciting effect. It’s one of those
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pieces thrilling in the moment that leaves no
lasting or even immediate impression besides
“Wow, that sounds really hard to play.” It
reminds me of Ravel’s cheeky assessment of
Bolero: Unfortunately, it contains no music.

The evergreen Masquerade Suite played
like an intermission between concerto and
rhapsody is arranged here for piano solo by
Alexander Dolukhanian. I prefer the orchestral
colors—shorn of their opulence and refinery,
these ballet numbers sound like high-end
19th-Century salon music.

The first thing that hits you is the depth
and clarity of the sound. Khachaturian’s plen-
tiful woodwind solos are almost palpable, the
piano is both velvety sweet and granitic with-
out any strain or clangor. This disc is a delight
beginning to end.

WRIGHT

KISSIN: Cello Sonata; see PROKOFIEFF
KORNGOLD: Piano Sonata 2;

see Collections;
Trio; see BRAHMS

KUHLAU: Flute Trio; see DOPPLER

KURTAG: Kafka Fragments
Anna Prohaska, s; Isabelle Faust, v

Harmonia Mundi 902359—58 minutes

Gyorgy Kurtag’s (b 1929) Kafka Fragments is
one his most remarkable works. Scored for
soprano and violin, it sets fragments of Franz
Kafka’s diaries, letters, and other writings.
These dark and often surreal aphorisms hover
somewhere between autobiography and aut-
ofiction, reality and the fantastic. They are
observations and thoughts of an outsider,
alienated on the margins of society but not
exempt from its punishing cycles of pain. Guilt
and shame mingle with obsessive fear and
self-annihilation.

Kurtag is an ideal partner to Kafka. His 40
miniatures—covering about an hour—com-
bine Webernesque brevity with Schoenbergian
hyper-expressionism: Pierrot Lunaire taken to
its utmost extreme. His formidable vocal writ-
ing pushes the performer to the limit, calling
for sprechstimme, slides, and other extended
techniques to ramp up the hysterics. The vio-
lin writing is no less demanding, its manic out-
bursts and brooding distortions rivaling the
variety of sound one might get from a larger
ensemble. In fact, the reduced instrumenta-
tion says more by saying less—capturing that
gnawing sense of fear of the demons left unde-
scribed, hovering just below the surface.

There have been several great recordings
of this piece—it must bring out the best in per-
formers. Allen Gimbel was especially blown
away by the last two efforts, by Juliane Banse
and Andras Keller (ECM 5918, M/J 2006) and
Carolyn Melzer and Nurit Stark (BIS 2175, M/A
2016). Having heard both, I feel comfortable in
saying that these readings by Anna Prohaska
and Isabelle Faust are far and away the best
yet. They lean into the theatricality of the piece
more than any performers before them (they
even got into character with 1920s suits and
cabaret makeup on the album cover). Prohas-
ka is fearless in her fear and assured in her
hysteria. She takes the listener to hell and back
and doesn’t skimp even once on technique
and sensitivity. Isabelle Faust, fresh off of a
spectacular release of Stravinsky’s Soldier’s
Tale, once again unleashes her devilish fiddle,
tackling the considerable challenges with
aplomb and matching her vocal partner every
step of the way. Harmonia Mundi’s production
is peerless—the balance is perfect and the
sound is warm and crisp. This is a grand slam
of an album. Notes and translations in Ger-
man, French, and English.

FARO

LAMPE: The Dragon of Wantley
Mary Bevan (Margery), Catherine Carby (Maux-
alinda), Mark Wilde (Moore), John Savournin
(Gaffer Gubbins; the Dragon); Brook Street Band/
John Andrews

Resonus 10304 [2CD] 128 minutes

The Beggar’s Opera (1728) was not the only
mock-opera that made a big splash in London
in the first half of the 18th Century. The Drag-
on of Wantley (1737), which here gets what
seems its first recording, was performed even
more often than that still-renowned work. It is
freely based on the story told in a broadside
ballad published in 1685, about a supposed
immense dragon that terrorized a town in
Wharncliffe Crags (South Yorkshire); the
town’s name got reduced to Wantley in the
ballad. Theories abound that the ballad really
aimed to criticize certain landowners or that
the opera denounced (indirectly) the taxation
policies of Robert Walpole. (Oxford Music
Online and Wikipedia both offer rich informa-
tion on the work and its background.)

Whereas The Beggar’s Opera used existing
tunes (popular songs, short arias from operas)
separated by spoken dialog, The Dragon of
Wantley had new music composed by John
Frederick (Johann Friedrich) Lampe (1703-
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51), a bassoonist and composer who had come
to England from Germany and become promi-
nent in the theater world.

The net result is a very normal-sounding
opera. Lampe seems to have been well trained,
or else he picked up good compositional
habits from hanging around the musical world
for so long. The arias in Dragon are short but
tuneful and well structured, and the recitatives
set the text clearly and pointedly.

Which is a good thing, because the text, by
Henry Carey, is where the humor of the work
resides. On this recording we get to hear some
lovely singers (the soprano is the renowned,
silky-toned Mary Bevan) singing such deliber-
ate prattle as “He eat[s] them up / As one
would eat an Apple”; “Houses and Churches /
To him are Geese and Turkies”; “He drank up
all their Coffee at a Sup / And next devour’d
their Toast and Butter up”; and “[You] insult-
ing Gipsey / You’re surely tipsey.”

Lampe’s music survives in two sources:
one lacks the recitatives, the other condenses
or omits many arias. The renowned musicolo-
gist Peter Holman has conflated the two
sources, creating the most complete possible
version, recorded here. The singers largely
sing the texts straightforwardly, perhaps for
fear of seeming to be trying too hard to “sell” it.
As a result, the recording will bear up to
repeated hearings. Another result: the more
closely one follows the words, printed in the
booklet, the more one will appreciate the
humor.

Or one can simply listen to the work as a
rather nice example of Baroque opera that
happens to be in English. There are only five
roles (including Moore of Moore Hall, who
ends up killing the dragon “by a kick on the
Back-side”. If only dragons were so easily and
unceremoniously slain!

The bass-baritone takes two roles. The four
singers join to give out the choral numbers.

I’d love to see a production of this. It
wouldn’t have to be note-complete, and, on
such an occasion, I’d welcome a bit more tom-
foolery than the excellent and savvy musicians
here allow themselves.

LOCKE

LANGGAARD: Piano Pieces 4
Berit Johansen Tange

Da Capo 6220662 [SACD] 64 minutes

Rued Langgaard’s name was unknown to me.
In New Grove,  Bendt Viinholt Nielsen
describes him as an outsider whose music was

inspired by symbolism; he criticized musical
modernism and not least his erstwhile coun-
terpoint teacher Carl Nielsen (no relation to
Bendt?).

This is the fourth volume in the series. The
others were reviewed by Mr Becker (1 in
Sept/Oct 2005; 3 in Sept/Oct 2017) and Mr
Estep (2 in Sept/Oct 2011). Mr Becker likes the
music better than Estep, who wrote that it’s
“either pleasant but bland—or too insistent”.
The program includes a few single-movement
character pieces, two sets of miniatures collec-
tively called Flower Vignettes (one from 1913,
the other from 1951—composed a year before
he died).

The music is tonal in the tradition of Rach-
maninoff and Strauss; both previous critics
point out Schumann’s influence as well. His
style remains basically the same from the ear-
liest works here to the last. The pieces certain-
ly are beautifully conceived for the piano, and
occasionally show flashes of unexpected har-
monies, but Langgaard never manages to be as
creative with tonality as his better-known
composer-contemporaries. Naturally, there
are all sorts of other ways to compare and
value music beside novelty alone, and for
those so inclined, the music has much to offer.

HASKINS

LA ROCCA: Mass of the Americas; Alma
Redemptoris Mater; Ave Regina Caelorum;
Regina Coeli
Benedict XVI Choir & Orchestra/ Richard Sparks

Cappella Romana 425 [SACD] 51 minutes

Frank La Rocca’s Misa de las Americas is a set-
ting of the Latin Mass minus its Credo but with
an `Ave Verum Corpus’, two `Ave Marias’ and a
`Salve Regina’ added on to venerate the Moth-
er of God at salient points in the liturgy. The
second `Ave Maria’ is sung in Nahuatl, the
Aztec language—the Blessed Virgin of
Guadalupe is said to have spoken that in a
series of mystical encounters with Mexican
peasants in December, 1531. Sung by a sopra-
no accompanied by a marimba and solo vio-
lin, it is the most exotically modal interlude of
the piece.

Gregorian melodies, Hispanic carols, and
passages redolent of baroque motets also
come to the fore as the Misa takes its course.
The work was composed, performed, and
recorded under the auspices of the Benedict
XVI Institute for Sacred and Divine Music,
which is based in San Francisco. La Rocca (b
1951) is the composer-in-residence at the
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Institute, and his reputation precedes him on
these pages. In March/April 2013, Lindsay
Koob spoke of his “awe-stricken appreciation”
of the composer’s choral fare. He heard influ-
ences of Arvo Part’s writing in the minimalist
melodies and evocative drones underpinning
them. Reviewers elsewhere placed La Rocca in
the Lauridsen-Whitacre style of luminous,
meditative, and gently dissonant sensations.
Frankly, I don’t hear those influences domi-
nating his writing this time around. The open-
ing to the Sanctus and that Marian hymn in
Nahuatl might bring Part to mind with their
chant lines perched atop static harmonies, but
most of La Rocca’s Mass speaks to me in a
warm, lush, full-bodied voice that dispenses
hope and a confident optimism born of faith.
(That would be the Catholic faith, needless to
say.)

However we might characterize the style,
La Rocca’s music is deeply-felt and often quite
beautiful. He can write a good tune when he
wants to. His Gloria follows the emotional con-
tours of the text in creative ways, the Ave
Marias are gorgeous (as are the other Marian
prayers included in the program), and the
Agnus Dei throbs with intensity. La Rocca also
writes effective solo passages for cello, violin,
and marimba that join the strings in adding
depth and color to the liturgy. Everything is
performed handsomely by the musicians of
the Benedict Institute and caught in refulgent
sound by the Cappella engineers. (I always
wanted to use that word!)

GREENFIELD

LECLAIR: Scylla et Glaucus
Chiara Kerath (Scylla), Florie Valiuquette (Circé),
Mathias Vidal (Glaucus), Victor Sicard (chief);
Giardino d’Amore/ Stefan Plewniak

Versailles 68 [3CD] 163 minutes

This is the 14th in the series of French-opera
recordings from the label “Chateau de Ver-
sailles Spectacles”. (See my review of
Rousseau’s Devin du Village,  March/Apr
2019.) It is one of liveliest and most accom-
plished. It surprised me, because I had only
previously encountered Jean-Marie Leclair
(1697-1764) as a composer of violin music, yet
here he is with a full-length opera, first per-
formed at the Paris Opera in 1746, when
Rameau was still alive and composing operas
but Gluck (to give a sense of stylistic context at
the time) was already composing skillful Ital-
ian operas in Vienna. A mere six years later,
Jean-Jacques Rousseau would launch Le Devin

du Village, a pointedly “naive” work that
aimed at blowing away all the traditions of
grandeur and sophistication (and praise of
aristocratic rulers) that had been central to
both French and Italian operatic traditions for
many decades.

Leclair shows no such revolutionary ten-
dencies. Instead, what we have here is a per-
fectly realized specimen of the “tragedie
lyrique” genre, as created by Lully and
enriched by Rameau. The plot involves the
unrequited love of the demigod Glaucus for
the nymph Scylla. Glaucus seeks help from the
sorceress Circe (see review in this issue of
another Circe opera, by Reinhard Keiser), but
the latter falls in love with Glaucus, Scylla goes
mad, and Circe turns Scylla into an immense
rocky outcropping that will be deadly to
sailors. For further information, see Neal
Zaslaw’s article in Cambridge Opera Journal
(1979).

(In ancient writings, Scylla was a fearsome
monster on one side of a strait, and Charybdis
was on the other side and no less dangerous.
Hence the expression about the difficulty of
charting a safe course between closely spaced
dangers: finding oneself “between Scylla and
Charybdis”.)

All this is carried out in music of constant
interest and variety, through numerous short
arias interspersed with many lovely and ener-
getic dances. The foot-stomping `Dance of the
Woodland Creatures’ that ends Act 1 could
easily become a standard feature on orchestral
concerts of Baroque music.

The singing is marvelous, as one would
expect with such names in the cast as Florie
Valiquette, Chiara Skerath, and Mathias Vidal,
all of whom I have praised here previously.

Violinist-conductor Stefan Plewniak leads
a continuously engaging performance (with an
orchestra of 23 and a chorus of 15). The
acoustics are marvelously balanced; presum-
ably it was made in the famous small opera
house at Versailles. The hall was constructed
entirely of wood—even the pillars—so music
would resonate.

There have been three previous recordings
of the opera (and at least one of the overture
and a suite of dances), and two were reviewed
here (Gardiner, Jan/Feb 1993; Sebastien
d’Herin, May/June 2016). I can hardly imagine
that they are better than what Plewniak offers
us. (Apparently the work is given here in its
original, most complete version.) There’s more
to Leclair than I ever realized!

The booklet gives the full libretto and Eng-
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lish translation. Also fine essays on the work
and the composer.

LOCKE

LEONARDA: Trio Sonatas, op 16
Ensemble Giardino di Delizie/ Ewa Anna Aug-
ustynowicz

Brilliant 96421—72 minutes

Of the 20 volumes containing almost 200 com-
positions by Isabella Leonarda (1620-1704)
and published over several decades in Venice,
Milan, and Bologna, only one is of instrumen-
tal music. Appearing in 1683 as Opus 16,
almost all (11) of the volume’s 12 sonatas are
written as “trios” where equal weight is given
to two high and one low instrument.

In these very fine performances by Giardi-
no di Delizie, 5 musicians (playing 2 violins,
cello, organ, harpsichord, theorbo, and
baroque guitar) have plenty of color, dynamic
range, and texture to draw on. The 10th
Sonata, for instance, sounds like a fanfare or
drumbeat call to get an outdoor procession
started, with ringing bass theorbo notes
heralding the opening Spiritoso. In the 5th
Sonata, fast sections follow and are followed
by slow ones where slithering lines are both
impish and menacing. Sometimes the three
instruments bustle and bump (11th Sonata) as
if happily jostling along a path together. Then
they pause, in a slower section, as if to look
around and thoughtfully reflect.

Especially in the more declaimed and free-
rhythm sections, the players demonstrate their
command of the 17th-Century ideal that all
instruments should emulate the human voice.
For instance, in the 1st Sonata melodic lines
make me think of an actor’s or singer’s
monolog; and there’s a sweet warmth in the
animated cello melody in the first sections of
the 8th Sonata.

Joseph Magil had high praise for this
ensemble’s program of Alessandro Stradella
(1639-82) sinfonias (Brilliant 96079, N/D 2021)
and I did the same for their Lelio Colista
(1629-1680) program, also sinfonias (Brilliant
96033, J/F 2021).

To hear other music by Isabella Leonarda,
including the 12th Sonata (not here) and a
range of vocal pieces, I suggest a very fine pro-
gram by the Agave Baroque ensemble (VGO
1022, J/A 2018).

C MOORE

LEONARDA: Sacred Vocal Pieces
Cappella Artemisia/ Candace Smith

Brilliant 96626—75 minutes

Isabella Leonarda was from a distinguished
family of Novara in northwestern Italy. She
entered an Ursuline convent at the age of 16,
took her final vows three years later, and
remained there for the rest of her life. She was
also the most prolific woman composer of the
17th Century with nearly 200 compositions to
her credit. She published 20 volumes of sacred
music between 1641 and 1700. They include
liturgical pieces as well as non-liturgical devo-
tional works. Her non-musical duties at the
convent were considerable, so it is all the more
amazing that she wrote and published so
much music. The ten pieces on the present
recording barely scratch the surface of her out-
put.

Some of her pieces like the `Gloriosa Mater
Domini’ (1670) that opens this program and
the psalm `Dixit Dominus’ (1698) that closes it
are in concertato style with alternation of fully
choral sections with intervening passages for
solo voices, usually with obbligato violins.

Leonarda was also a notable exponent of
the solo motet, represented here by a `Salve
Regina’ and `O Flammae’, both with two obbli-
gato violins. One of the more remarkable
pieces here is an allegorical dialog motet `Quo
Pergis Anima’ (1670) with solo voices repre-
senting the World, a Soul, and an Angel. Some
of Leonarda’s music survives in manuscript
collections and publications other than her
own. The motet `O Anima Mea’ for 2 altos and
4 viols is an arrangement by the Polish-Ger-
man composer Daniel Speer from a collection
he published in 1688. She was highly regarded
in her day. Lazaro Agostino Cotta lauded her
as the “Muse of Novara” in his Museo
Novarese (Milan, 1701). Sebastien de Brossard
(1655-1730) had three of Leonarda’s publica-
tions sent to him in France, and he was so
impressed that he regretted not having all the
others.

Cappella Artemisia is an ensemble of
women (singers and instrumentalists) based
in Bologna; they specialize in the music of Ital-
ian convents of the 16th and 17th Centuries. It
was founded in 1991 by American musicolo-
gist Candace Smith, who now resides in Italy.
This is their tenth recording.

Leonarda’s four-part music has parts for
tenors and basses. This raises the question of
how they would have been performed in con-
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vents without male singers. One possibility,
and the one adopted by Cappella Aretmisia, is
to transpose the tenor and bass parts upward
so that they can be sung by sopranos and altos.
It is possible that some tenor parts may have
been sung at pitch by women with unusually
deep voices. This solution is most effective in
chordal writing. It is not as convincing in pas-
sages of fugal counterpoint, which abound in
Leonarda’s compositions. Instead of a clear
delineation of parts, one hears a thicket of
overlapping vocal lines undergirded by a con-
tinuo bass. Of course, that in itself does not
prove the historical case one way or the other.
In the end, these are attractive and stylish per-
formances with a high degree of technical and
artistic polish.

GATENS

LEONCAVALLO: Zingari
Krassimira Stoyanova (Fleana), Arsen Soghom-
onyan (Radu), Stephen Gaertner (Tamar), Lukas
Golinski (Old Man); Opera Rara Chorus, Royal
Philharmonic/ Carlo Rizzi

Opera Rara 61—68 minutes

Leoncavallo is so well known for his Pagliacci
that it’s easy to forget he composed a number
of other worthy operas, among them La
Boheme (1897), Zaza (1904), and Der Roland
von Berlin (1904). Zingari was written for the
newly fashionable Hippodrome, a sort of
upper class music hall in London, and was first
performed in September 1912. It was a success
(at least with the public) and was popular in
Leoncavallo’s lifetime. After he died in 1919, it
fell into obscurity along with his other operas.
In WW II the score along with the orchestra-
tions was lost when Allied bombing destroyed
the Sanzogno archives. Fortunately, a copy of
the vocal score in Leoncavallo’s own handwrit-
ing was discovered. For this premiere record-
ing the lost parts of the 1912 score were recon-
structed by Martin Fitzpatrick.

Was it worth the effort? Decidedly yes.
While no masterpiece, the fairly short opera
shows Leoncavallo returning to his more
melodic side and fashioning a concise, pas-
sionate score that would surely be a crowd
pleaser today. I can imagine it on a double bill
with Pagliacci. The use of the chorus is more
intricate than in Pagliacci, and his handling of
the orchestral colors more daring and exciting.
The three leads have very satisfying, tuneful
arias and duets with enough high climaxes to
thrill a contemporary audience. The word
“Zingari” means “gypsy”, of course, but the

booklet translates it as “Roma”, not to be con-
fused with the city.

The plot involves a sort of more primitive
Carmen three-way. There isn’t a lot of depth to
what the characters say, but Leoncavallo’s
music makes them more interesting—exactly
what an opera composer should do. Tamar
(baritone) lusts after Fleana (soprano) who, at
least in Act I, only has eyes for the stranger,
Radu (tenor). This infuriates Tamar, but what’s
a baritone to do? Soprano and tenor are mar-
ried at the end of the act. By the time Act II
begins a year later, Fleana has transferred her
affections to Tamar (with no explanation) and
now it is Radu who is driven mad by his fall
from grace. He waits until the two have gone
into their wooden hut before he sets it ablaze,
immolating the two of them. The nameless
Old Man, the chief of the tribe, prevents his
followers from killing Radu, crying “Lasciatelo!
E pazzo!” (Let him go! He’s mad!) as the cur-
tain falls.

There is a similarity to both Bizet’s Carmen
and Leoncavallo’s own earlier opera about a
troup of traveling clowns. Fleana laughs at her
lovers in a manner similar to Nedda (at one
point the score calls for her to laugh sarcasti-
cally ad libitum). Carmen has far more depth
than Fleana, but she also gets an entire opera;
Fleana gets little more than an hour.

When I saw the names of the singers, my
heart fell a bit. No Italians? True, Carlo Rizzi
was at the helm and he knows how this type of
music should go. But my concerns were
assuaged as soon as I put on the disc. Ideally
they all would’ve performed these roles on
stage before the recording sessions, but let’s be
grateful for what we have. Krassimira Stoyano-
va is a fine, gifted singer whose reputation has
only increased over the last decade or so. Her
verismo arias on the Orfeo label show her to
be very much in sympathy with the genre; and
she makes a deliciously sexy, cruel Fleana, fill-
ing out Leoncavallo’s melodies with warm, im-
passioned tone, unafraid of the melodrama
(you can’t perform verismo adequately if
you’re afraid of the melodrama). And her
bitchy laughter is great too! Stephen Gaertner
sings Tamar with a warm, beautiful baritone
that catches our sympathy. Lukasz Golinski
has a strong bass that he uses to fill out The
Old Man as well as he can (the librettists don’t
even give him a name, let alone much to do.)
The break-out star of this recording may well
be Armenian tenor Arsen Soghomonyan, who
began his career as a baritone before moving
up to tenor. It was a good move. His voice is
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not only attractive, but has ringing high notes,
the kind that have verismo squillo in them—
which makes opera so exciting. I wasn’t sur-
prised to learn he is already a well-known Ca-
nio. The Opera Rara Chorus sings exquisitely
(the choral music is more challenging than
one expects) and the Royal Philharmonic adds
color and flare. Rizzi really captures the flavor
of the piece, leading his forces to a hair-raising
conclusion. The sound is good though not as
theatrical as I would like. Opera Rara supplies
thorough notes, text, translation, and attractive
color photographs of the singers and recording
sessions.

A more ideal recording would have singers
like Clara Petrella, Renata Scotto, Virginia
Zeani, Mario Del Monaco, Franco Corelli,
Ettore Bastianini, Mario Sereni, and for the
Old Man someone like Plinio Clabassi. But
those singers (except for Scotto) are all gone
now and so is most of the verismo style.

This recording shows there’s still some fire
in the embers though.

REYNOLDS

LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 6+13; Schu-
bert song transcriptions; Transcendental
Etudes 4+9

Sophia Agranovich, p
Centaur 3955—51 minutes

This release presents a short but challenging
program of Liszt pieces. Each group of pieces
has different interpretive requirements. The
two etudes are pure Liszt and can be played
brilliantly and with extravagant timing and
dynamics, in the confines of good taste. This is
also true for the Hungarian Rhapsodies, but
they have the additional requirement of
idiomatic gypsy flavor. The Schubert song
transcriptions are different. Even though Liszt
added lots of notes, his intention was to
aggrandize the composer, not himself. These
pieces need to be played as super-Schubert,
not as Liszt, and this imposes severe restric-
tions on freedom in timing especially, for
Schubert’s music neither calls for nor tolerates
much rubato.

Sophia Agranovich, whom I had not heard
before, is Ukrainian-born, about 65 years old,
lives in the United States, and is drawn to the
most demanding romantic repertoire. She
resumed her musical career in 2008 after a
long break in which she worked in information
technology and devoted herself to her family.
She has made 10 recordings since, 5 of which
we have reviewed with qualified enthusiasm.

She is a virtuoso in the grand manner,
playing with great involvement, big sound, and
much rubato. This approach is best suited to
the Transcendental Etudes. The mostly lyrical
Ricordanza comes across very well, though the
rubato is extreme in places. The horribly diffi-
cult Mazeppa is a bit sluggish and heavy, but
not bad.

The Hungarian Rhapsodies are more ques-
tionable. Agranovich’s rubato is eccentric, not
natural. Virtuosic passages sound labored, and
there are some muddy chords in No. 6. Byron
Janis (Mercury) plays this rhapsody cleanly,
straightforwardly, and faster (6:21 versus 7:22).
In No. 13 Alfred Brendel (Vanguard) is superb.
Agranovich is heavy, not elegant; her timing is
jerky and mannered, arpeggios are cumber-
some and fast runs too loud. Expression is
lacking sometimes, while elsewhere it is cute
rather than ardent. The piano is recorded too
closely; it sounds like an old instrument, and
there are some pedaling noises.

The Schubert transcriptions suffer most
from her playing style. The echoes of the mel-
ody in the later part of `Standchen’, which Can
Cakmur plays so delicately (BIS 2530, M/A
2021), are too loud and mannered. `Die For-
elle’ is inelegant, the melody is not brought out
well, and the rhythm is distorted. `Erlkönig’ is a
disaster, a labored struggle with the octaves,
with many hesitations that destroy the rhythm.
Even more seriously, the drama of the narrative
is not captured at all. Agranovich seems unable
to communicate what this song is all about.
The young Daniil Trifonov gave far more con-
vincing renditions of the latter two transcrip-
tions at the 2012 Chopin Festival in Duszniki
Zdroj, which I recorded from the radio.

The liner notes, written by Agranovich her-
self, are informative and well worded, but they
contain typographical and grammatical errors
that proofreading could have eliminated—a
recurrent problem with Centaur. The artist
biography is overblown.

I am afraid I have little enthusiasm for this
recording. Looking back at earlier reviews, I
see some comments that presage mine. Here is
Alan Becker: “too indulgent [and] too prissy,
too occupied with details” (J/A 2014); “strange
mannerisms”, “far too self-consciously con-
trolled” (M/A 2016); “rubato is not just
applied, it’s lathered on” (M/A 2017). And
Sang Woo Kang: “labored”, “rubato sounds
excessive” (J/A 2015). But they also had many
good things to say. I hope to be able to be
more positive next time.

REPP
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LOCKE: Psyche
Liselot de Wilde, Lucile Richardot, Paul-Antoine
Benos-Djian, Marc Mauillon, Etienne Bazola;
Ensemble Correspondances/ Sebastien Daucé

Harmonia Mundi 905325 [2CD] 107 minutes

This is an aurally delightful yet, in some ways,
frustrating production.

Matthew Locke (I’m not related to him!) is
a renowned 17th Century English composer of
church and consort music. His dates are c.
1621-77. He also was one of the first English
composers to try to make something like oper-
as in English. Psyche (1675) was his most thor-
ough-going attempt at this. He and noted play-
wright Thomas Shadwell based the libretto on
the spoken scenes and musical “intermèdes”
in Molière’s play of that name (for which Lully
composed the music); these were the basis
also for Lully’s eventual opera of the same
name (1678, libretto primarily by Thomas
Corneille, and reusing some of Lully’s 1671
music). But, typically for English opera around
that time, substantial sections of Locke’s Psy-
che were spoken, not sung. (Purcell’s Dido and
Aeneas, now the only widely performed late-
17th Century opera, was one of the few English
operas of the era to be entirely sung.)

Locke’s opera comes down to us without
the many instrumental numbers, mainly
dances. These were composed by Giovanni
Battista Draghi. The musical director of
Ensemble Correspondances, keyboardist
Sebastien Daucé, looked around and couldn’t
find other Draghi numbers that could substi-
tute for the lost ones, so he used instrumental
pieces by Locke, thereby providing (he argues
in his essay) greater stylistic unity. But perhaps
the result loses some stylistic variety!

Locke was a highly accomplished compos-
er, and there are pleasures aplenty to be had
here. I particularly enjoyed the scene involving
two pairs of “despairing lovers”; also the scene
for Vulcan and four cyclopses, all of whom
hammer away in music that, in its clomping
vigor, anticipates the Sailors’ Song in Purcell’s
Dido. For comparison to Locke’s scene for four
“despairing lovers”, the performers immediate-
ly offer the equivalent scene from Lully’s Psy-
ché; this stalls the action for the listener but
nicely points out what was being done in
opera on the Continent around the same time.

The playing of Ensemble Correspondances
is brilliant and multi-hued. The singers are of
the highest caliber and are alert to all kinds of
dramatic nuances in the text. There are 13 of

them, taking dozens of roles, many of which
occur in only one scene. One of my favorites is
Marc Mauillon (as Mars, among other charac-
ters), whom I had greatly admired in the Bru
Zane recording of La Perichole (Offenbach,
Nov/ Dec 2019).

But my frustration comes from the fact that
these are all Continental singers trying to put
an English text across. Some (Lucile Richardot
and Licelot de Wilde) manage quite well. But
others create sounds that my ear could make
no sense of without my eye glancing at the
libretto. I think the problem often resides in a
singer’s never having mastered the glottal stop
(as between two successive vowels: “they
are”). Also, some singers (including Mauillon
and baritone Renaud Bres—all the baritones
here are listed in the booklet as “basse”) have
trouble with short vowels: black becomes
“bleck”, misery “meezery”, and `tis “tease”.

By contrast, I was able to understand,
unaided, much of what was sung by native-
born Brits in the recording of Lampe’s Dragon
of Wantley (reviewed above).

I should mention that pronunciation prob-
lems largely disappear when all the singers
join as a chorus.

The plot is carried out in speech and
action (summarized in the libretto; I wish it
had been printed entire). Briefly, the central
character, the beautiful Psyche—who only
speaks, and thus is not heard on the record-
ing—arouses the envy of Venus, who likes to
think of herself as unrivaled in physical attrac-
tiveness. Venus puts Psyche through a series of
disturbing trials, such as exposing her to a
threatening dragon, plunging her into the sea,
and tempting her with a box containing nox-
ious fumes.

The musical numbers consist of a series of
dances, arias and duets, and choruses largely
involving characters who assault Psyche, assist
her, confuse her, or transport her elsewhere.
These numbers often amount to a succession
of supernatural incidents involving river gods,
nymphs, the cyclopses, some furies, Envy, and
so on. Venus does sing occasionally, as do Pan,
Mars, Apollo, and those groups of furies and
such, but Psyche does not; nor does her lover
Cupid (Venus’s son).

Because the spoken dialog is omitted, you
can enjoy listening here, uninterruptedly, to
more than an hour and a half of highly accom-
plished music from the middle Baroque, spec-
tacularly well performed. But, if you want to
understand what is going on at any moment,
you’ll probably need to follow the booklet
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closely and read the summaries of the
(unrecorded) spoken dialog.

LOCKE

LOMBARDINI: Quartets
Lombardini Quartet

CPO 555 488—65 minutes

Born to impoverished parents in Venice, Mad-
dalena Lombardini (1745-1818) was unlikely
to ever become an internationally respected
composer, and yet that is precisely what hap-
pened. She honed her violin skills studying
with Tartini, and she also performed as a
singer and harpsichordist. Unlike many female
composers of the era, Lombardini’s marriage
(to Ludovico Sirmen) did not impede her
career, though in later years her understated
style no longer found favor with audiences that
wanted more virtuosic works.

The six quartets performed here are from
Opus 3. Each has two movements, and really
all are both alike and equal. Some passages are
reminiscent of Haydn, but that can be taken as
a compliment; these quartets are worthy of
many better-known classical-era composers.
Over the course of an hour, I never became
bored with this sunny, graceful music.

There’s nothing at all here to test a profes-
sional quartet, but still, the Lombardini Quar-
tet acquits its namesake quite well.

DUTTERER

LUSITANO: Motets
The Marian Consort/ Rory McCleery

Linn 694—68:20

The Portuguese composer Vicente Lusitano
(died after 1561) was better known in the 16th
Century as a music theorist, but his composi-
tions are now being performed and recorded.
The selections on this new release are, with
one exception, taken from his only published
collection of motets, the Liber Primus Epigra-
matum (1551). There are probably two signifi-
cant reasons why Lusitano (whose name
means “Portuguese” and may have only been
a nickname) did not achieve the same recogni-
tion as some of his contemporaries. The first is
that in one of the few biographical documents
he was termed a “pardo”, a person of multira-
cial origins, and, in spite of his possible
employment as a tutor to the family of Dom
Alfonso de Lencastre, Portuguese ambassador
to the Holy See and the dedicatee of Lusitano’s
only motet publication, racial prejudice may
have been a significant factor in relegating his
career and music to a musicological footnote.

The other might have been his conversion in
1561 to Protestantism and his move to Ger-
many. One motet is extant in a Stuttgart manu-
script, and a person of color would have still
felt prejudice north of the Alps and as an apos-
tate from Catholicism might easily have been
forgotten.

Lusitano’s music is quite interesting and
reflects the increased interest in choral sonori-
ties also found in his contemporaries, such as
Adrian Willaert and Nicolas Gombert. His set-
ting of the Marian antiphon, Regina Coeli is a
typical example. He extracts a melodic motif
from the chant for each of the four phrases in
the text, which he weaves and overlaps in each
part and for the first two phrases adds alleluias
based on the four descending notes of the
chant and for the final two phrases the
alleluias use an inversion of those same four
notes.

The recording begins and ends with Lusi-
tano’s two eight-voice homages to Josquin des
Prez, Praeter Rerum Seriem and Inviolata,
Integra et Caste es; and the Salve Regina for six
voices quotes from Josquin’s five-voice setting
of the same Marian antiphon. In all of these
works, Lusitano takes melodic phrases and
compositional techniques from his models
and reworks them with his increased sensitivi-
ty to a denser vocal texture.

In the middle of this recording is the
unusual, atypical, and startling motet, `Heu
me, Domine’, found in Lusitano’s treatise on
music theory, the “Tratado de canto de
organo” (1553). Though composed as an
example of using chromatic melodic subjects,
in its condensed form it sounds more like the
later sacred works by Gesualdo.

Though 15 singers are listed in the booklet,
the music is mostly performed one-on-a-part.
McCleery’s interpretation emphasizes poly-
phonic clarity, but a more choral interpreta-
tion would be more effective. The booklet
includes full texts and translations, but for this
first recording, a more extensive and informa-
tive booklet essay would have been useful.

BREWER

MACDONALD: Music of the City and Stars
Andrew Paul MacDonald, electric g; Saguenay Qt

Centredisc 29622—54 minutes

Canadian composer and guitarist Andrew Paul
MacDonald has had an eventful, 4-decade
career with several accolades as a composer
culminating in his appointment to the Order of
Canada in 2021 “for his achievements in com-
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position and performance”. This recording of
two of his major works for electric guitar and
string quartet confirms the validity of his
award.

Unlike many contemporary compositions
written for the guitar in either solo or chamber
settings, MacDonald’s 7-movement Lyra
always conveys forward movement, giving the
listener enough to follow.

In Restless City, motives are audible and
understandable, giving the very contemporary
language an understandable component,
making the music quite refreshing. With its
many jazz licks, the writing in the opening
movement, `Bird Talk’, is a bit reminiscent of
Paul Hart’s Concerto for Classical Guitar and
Jazz Orchestra, and is a testament to this clas-
sically-trained guitarist’s versatility! The con-
cluding Monkin’ Around, a set of variations on
Thelonious Monk’s `Straight No Chaser’, is a
tour de force, with contrasting sections that
never lose interest. The 15-minute romp
includes baroque-like fugal sections.

These works show the electric guitar, with
its sound enhanced by electronic settings
(including reverberation and tremolo) that
change in the course of the work, to be an
interesting partner with the string quartet.
Using an amplifier, the instrument can com-
pete dynamically with the strings and this
recording balances all the players.

The guitar part is not for the faint of heart,
and neither is the writing for the quartet,
replete with special effects.

The Canadian Sanguenay Quartet, experi-
enced and highly competent musicians with
over 30 years as an active ensemble, con-
tributes admirably to the artistry that abounds
in this recording. With 1,500 performances
and 25 recordings to their credit, they share a
special bond to the composer, having commis-
sioned and performed his music in the past.
This recording is the first where they have all
played together, and I hope it is not the last.

MCCUTCHEON

MAHLER: Symphony 4
Les Siecles/ Francois-Xavier Roth
Harmonia Mundi 905357—54:47

This claims “historically informed” perform-
ance practice. It is easy to describe quickly. It
sounds light and insubstantial, without body
or warmth. The orchestra is small, and the
strings are often overshadowed by the winds.
Chamber music.

The opening movement seems breathless

and choppy—but legato is probably not con-
sidered historically “correct”.

II sounds slower than it is, because the
effect is accompanied solos that just unfold
but never seem to have any impetus.

III is much the same but 21 minutes long—
a true Adagio. Its tempo is perfectly reasonable
and normal, but it seems episodic and uncon-
nected—that is, the parts don’t seem to flow
into each other or cohere. It is more parts than
a whole.

Sabine Devieilhe is the soloist in IV. She
continues the emphasis on bounce, chop,
rhythm. Many of us would prefer a smoother
approach. But she fits with the interpretation
as a whole.

Woodwind players will hear more of their
instruments here than in any other recording.
But it’s cold.

VROON

MARAIS: La Gamme & Autres Morceaux 
de Simphonie

Les Timbres—Versailles 74—59:06

There are many unique aspects to Marin
Marais’s 1723 collection. The only copy of the
original publication is in the collections of the
Bibliothèque Nationale. Rather than issuing
separate instrumental parts, as in he had done
for the first five books of music for viola da
gamba and continuo and his one collection of
Pieces en Trio Pour les Flutes, Violon, &
Dessus de Viole (1692), this collection was
published in score for a chamber ensemble of
violin, viola da gamba, and harpsichord, which
Marais had never used before. Finally, in the
context of all his other music, each of the three
works is unusual.

The Sonate a la Maresienne (a la Marais) is
unlike other French violin sonatas in its mix-
ture of abstract movements in the Italian style
with French dances, similar to Georg Muffat’s
earlier ensemble sonatas from his Armonico
Tributo (1682). The Sonnerie de Sainte
Geneviève du Mont de Paris is an exercise in
18th Century minimalism, based on a three-
note ostinato in the continuo. The 38-minute
Gamme en Forme de Petit Opera (Scale in the
form of a small opera) is an opera without
words, where a listener has to create his own
story from the changing textures, tempos, and
styles. There is a way to also understand La
Gamme: the French word “opéra” was under-
stood in the 17th Century as “a thing difficult
to achieve”. He set himself the task of basing
this entire piece on a rising and falling diatonic
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C major scale. Each pitch on the scale defines
a new tonality, so that C major in the first sec-
tion is followed by a modulation to D minor
and so forth, and sometimes Marais uses both
major and minor modes.

In my review of the complete recording by
Trio Sonnerie (July/Aug 2013), I noted there
was one earlier complete recording of Marais’s
1723 collection by the Boston Trio (1992, Cen-
taur 2129) and one by London Baroque that
included only La Gamme and the sonata
(Sept/Oct 1997). The Boston Trio recording
had interesting interpretations but poor
sound. While both of the earlier recordings
were acceptable, the harpsichordists with Lon-
don Baroque and Trio Sonnerie were rather
unimaginative.

The three members of Les Timbres—Yoko
Kawakubo, violin, Myram Rignol, viola da
gamba, and Julien Wolfs, harpsichord—have
created nuanced interpretations of these three
works, especially La Gamme. The violin and
gamba are sometimes too loud for the left
hand of the harpsichord, which is sometimes
an independent part ; and the harpsichord
realization of the continuo is too busy and dis-
tracting. At this moment, Les Timbres would
be my recommendation though the ideal
interpretation is somewhere in between this
new release and Trio Sonnerie.

BREWER

MARTIN: Flamenco Fantasy; Preludes;
see HONEGGER

MARTINU: Symphonies 5+6
Stuttgart Radio Symphony/ Roger Norrington

SWR 19119—60 minutes

Roger Norrington was the Music Director of
this Stuttgart orchestra from 1998 to 2011. That
pairing has always seemed an odd one: a dark,
romantic German orchestra playing modern
instruments led by a “no vibrato” conductor.
20 years ago in reviewing his recording of
Elgar’s First Symphony with this orchestra,
also playing modern instruments (Jan/Feb
2001), I wrote that his tempos were fast with a
style that is jabbing and angular, as sharp
rhythms emphasize downbeats and accents at
the expense of Elgarian flow. I also wrote that
the orchestra’s shrill, vibratoless tone resem-
bled that heard on Historically Informed Per-
formances (HIP) of Baroque and classical
music and was out of place with Elgar’s music.

Norrington’s treatment of these Martinu
symphonies is out of place too. Martinu sym-

phony performances require a deft hand and a
little magic to work well, but these have nei-
ther. Instead, they lumber along with little
grace through scores that require grace. The
results are careful sounding with unduly heavy
textures. They also lack rhythmic flexibility,
especially in the Fifth, the last of Martinu’s sty-
listically similar symphonies. In the more
romantic Sixth Norrington seems to comply
with a more romantic or perhaps modernist
effect, but what he ends up with is disjointed
and awkward.

Strictly speaking, Norrington and the HIP
movement have been about reproducing the
sound heard many decades ago. These Mart-
inu symphonies were written in 1946 and
1953, well after vibrato had achieved regular
use in the 1930s. I presume that Martinu
expected it to be used in his symphonies. I
doubt that he left instructions to the contrary.
Whatever the case, the magical, glistening
string sheen that is part of Martinu’s trade-
mark and absolutely required in his sym-
phonies is missing here. That alone renders
these performances nil, especially the Fifth.
The Sixth holds up a little better but not much.

There is daunting competition from
Belohlavek, Neumann, and Ancerl; and there
are good performances from Valek, Flor, Meis-
ter, and others.

HECHT

MAYER: Symphonies 3+7
North German Radio Philharmonic/ Jan Willem
de Vriend—CPO 555511—64 minutes

Emilie Mayer (1821-83) was a German com-
poser and quite prolific in her younger years.
Early on, she studied with Carl Loewe, among
others. All her symphonies (7 of them) were
written before she was 42 years old.

There were no first-rate female composers
before the 20th Century, for whatever reason.
Even Fanny Mendelssohn and Clara Schu-
mann were second-rate next to their name-
sakes. Emilie Mayer is utterly second-rate by
any standard and deserved to be forgotten, as
she was—but we live in a “politically correct”
world where we have to dig up second-rate
women and blacks. It is hard to imagine any
reasonably honest critic praising this music.

What we get here is endless repetitions of
boring themes, with slight variations in the
orchestration each time—like adding a pound-
ing timpani. All the tricks are familiar from
Schumann and others, but this woman never
managed to make anything of them. The
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music is not coherent and never goes any-
where. It has one or two pleasant moments—
all too brief—but they don’t add up to any-
thing.

I might add that I have always disliked the
work of this conductor, so perhaps someone
else could have made more of the music. I
think almost anyone else could have made it
less choppy and jumpy—smoothed it out a bit,
made it more tolerable. But it would still be
boring, and no amount of feminist propagan-
da can make it great or even beautiful.

VROON

MEHUL: Symphony 1; see BEETHOVEN

MENDELSSOHN: Early Symphonies 2+5;
Early Violin Concerto; Salve Regina; Largo &
Allegro; Fugues (3)
Fabio Biondi, v; Monica Piccinini, s; Paola Pon-
cet, fp; Europa Galante/ Fabio Biondi

Naive 7262—62 minutes

At a measly 11 players, this is the tiniest
orchestra (sic) I’ve heard take on
Mendelssohn’s early string symphonies and
violin concerto. We get 8 violins, plus a viola, a
cello, and a violine (a bass instrument that was
quite obsolete by the composer’s time). In the
early symphonies, I compared this recording
to the reasonably well-nourished Northern
Chamber Orchestra (Naxos 553161) and more
recent 15-member Dogma Chamber Orchestra
on MDG (M/J & N/D 2021) and could really
feel my stomach growling from the caloric
restriction. Obviously the next logical step is
one-to-a-part, 5 players total—heck, let’s see if
one violinist can double-stop his way through
the 1st and 2nd violin parts, why not! At first,
before making comparisons, I was impressed
that such a tiny ensemble could sound so
good, but then I listened to the above slightly
larger groups and immediately felt what I was
missing. This is utterly anti-sensual and ugly:
these sorts of emaciated “orchestras” are
descending into self-parody.

WRIGHT

MENDELSSOHN: Sextet; 
HENSEL: Trio; Piano Quartet

Kaleidoscope Chamber Collective
Chandos 20256—68 minutes

This is the third album in a year by the Kalei-
doscope Chamber Collective, a fun-loving,
photogenic crew that avoids the obvious
repertoire. Their musicianship is always com-

petent, but their results are generally mixed—
and this is no exception.

Felix Mendelssohn’s Sextet is as mixed as it
gets. The first movement is elegant, and Tom
Poster exudes personality in his piano work; in
II and much of III, he’s almost the only player
who is even audible, creating a crater in the
middle of the piece. IV is brisk and Mozartean,
sometimes leaving the strings behind.

In keeping with a recent record industry
trend of lengthening the names of women
composers, Fanny Mendelssohn is credited
here as “Fanny Cacilie Hensel (nee
Mendelssohn)”. It doesn’t matter, of course.
Her Trio in D minor was written in the last
year of her life, and if it weren’t for the fact that
it was written as a birthday present for her sis-
ter, it would be tempting to think that this
stormy piece was a self-conscious swan song.
It is played wonderfully, but I can’t help wish-
ing again that the balances could be tweaked
to give us more of the violin and cello.

There’s no shortage of Poster in Fanny’s
1822 Piano Quartet in A-flat, but overall this is
more of an ensemble piece. It has not been
recorded often, and that is a loss for listeners
and chamber musicians alike. Felix wasn’t the
only prodigy in the family, and viewed as the
work of a 17-year-old, this is superb. With its
high energy and great precision, it is also the
only composition on this album that really
works—a fine tribute to an increasingly
respected composer.

DUTTERER

MESSIAEN: Les Offrandes Oubliées; 
Poèmes pour Mi; Chronochromie

Sarah Leonard, s; Vienna Radio/ Michael Gielen
Orfeo 250131—58 minutes

An ardent modernist, Michael Gielen left
behind a large and distinguished recorded
legacy, some of which was important to me in
my education into 20th Century music. Messi-
aen is not a composer I associate with him, but
these performances from the 1990s make me
think I missed something. They are meticulous
and clear, as one would expect from this
“objectivist”, but also bold and emotional.
Boulez, a student of Messiaen, has a special
punch and authority, but these readings hold
their own. Les Oubliées Offrandes is excep-
tionally lucid—every mystical chord and color
sounded out—but also surprisingly atmos-
pheric. The big explosion several minutes in is
jolting, as it should be.

Sarah Leonard is the expressive, confident
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soloist in Poèmes pour Mi, especially the gor-
geously sensual `Le Collier’. The album ends
with the noisy, complex Chronochromie, a late
work, giving the album a satisfying range.
Again, the performance and recording are
strong and clear. Messiaen lovers—and people
who think they know a thing or two about
Michael Gielen—should give this a try.

SULLIVAN

MESSIAEN: Chronochromie; see Collections

MEYERBEER: Robert le Diable
Erin Morley (Isabelle), Amina Edris (Alice), John
Osborn (Robert), Nico Darmanin (Raimbaut),
Nicolas Courjal (Bertram); Bordeaux Aquitaine
Orchestra, Bordeaux Opera Chorus/ Marc
Minkowski

Bru Zane 1049 [3CD] 237 minutes

Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-1864) was one of
the most performed opera composers of the
19th Century and one of the most influential.
His four grand operas were widely praised and
loved, and were taken as models by composers
as varied as Halevy, Berlioz, Verdi, Gounod,
Wagner, Bizet, and Saint-Saens. Three of the
four—Les Huguenots,  Le Prophète, and
L’Africaine—became well known some
decades ago through recordings and videos
with major singers, including Joan Sutherland,
Martina Arroyo, Marilyn Horne, and Placido
Domingo. The first of the four, Robert le Diable
(1831), has remained somewhat in the shad-
ows. This largely splendid recording was made
in a week in September 2021.

Meyerbeer (born Jakob Liebmann Beer), a
Jewish composer from the Berlin area, was 40
when Robert got mounted at the Paris Opera,
in an expensive and artistically exquisite pro-
duction. He had already spent some years in
Italy composing highly accomplished and
commercially effective works, notably Il Croci-
ato nell’Egitto. (I was quite taken by two of his
pre-Paris operas : Romilda e Costanza,
Mar/Apr 2021, and his very first, in German:
Alimelek, July/Aug 2021.)

When Meyerbeer moved to Paris, he held
back from offering an opera until he had
observed closely the elements of such impor-
tant grand-scaled French works as Auber’s
Muette de Portici and Rossini’s Guillaume Tell
(1828 and 1829).

Robert le Diable was first intended for the
Opera-Comique: it therefore has the typical
pairing of a serious (upper-class) couple and a
naive or comical (lower-class) one, and was
originally drafted with spoken dialog between

the numbers. But the theater was beginning to
go through some turmoil, and Meyerbeer
ended up offering Robert to the Opera instead,
where works were required to be sung all the
way through and were expected to emphasize
noble ideals more than homespun comedy.
One result is that the easily duped Raimbaut
disappears halfway through (though he still
gets a superb ballad in Act 1).

No one is greatly disturbed by this incon-
sistency because there is so much that is won-
derful and cogent in the work. Listening to it
my ear was seized time and time again by the
appealing and not-always-predictable
melodies (a particularly grand one in the Act 5
trio), by apt harmonic touches, and by colorful
contrasts in the orchestration (horns, reminis-
cent of Weber’s Freischutz, before Raimbaut’s
ballad; “rustic” high winds before peasant-lass
Alice’s aria in Act 3; a muted solo trumpet,
almost like a voice from Heaven, when Robert
reads his mother’s final words in Act 5).

Most of all, the main figures—the Princess
Isabelle of Sicily, Duke Robert (from far-off
Normandy), Alice (Robert’s adopted sister),
and Bertrand (Robert’s friend, who turns out
to be his father and also his nemesis)—are
characterized adroitly through some of the
most memorable music that I have encoun-
tered in several years of reviewing here. And
one effect is astounding: the moment in Act 4
where Robert waves a magic branch and
everybody else on stage freezes in place,
allowing Robert to sing of Isabelle’s beauty. His
voice gradually reawakens the princess and
involves her in a stirring duet. The whole pas-
sage feels like something out of an imaginative
silent film, though of course the influence real-
ly goes the other way: early film grew from the
rich soil of theatrical conventions as manifest
in this very opera (which was still in the inter-
national repertory at the beginning of the 20th
Century).

I knew some of the passages well already.
Bertram, who is in league with the devil (much
like Kaspar in Der Freischütz), has two scenes
where he invokes the spirits of Hell, and these
have been performed and recorded separately
by José van Dam, Samuel Ramey, and others.
The best-known moment from the work is
Princess Isabelle’s plea to Robert to cease his
dealings with the evil Bertram : `Robert,
Robert, toi que j’aime’.

But there is so much more! Scene after
scene unrolls naturally and persuasively,
thanks to the gifts of a generally splendid cast
and the Bordeaux orchestra and chorus, pow-
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erfully and adeptly led by Marc Minkowski.
`Robert, Robert’ is taken more slowly than I
like, but soprano Erin Morley is in superb con-
trol; and Robert’s repeated responses of “Non,
non, non, non” sound less perfunctory at this
tempo. (Still, Beverly Sills’s famous recording
of the aria, superbly conducted by Charles
Mackerras, feels more heartfelt.)

The vocal pleasures are many. Morley
(from Salt Lake City) must be one of the best
lyric-coloratura sopranos around, and I’m glad
to encounter her in a major role. Amina Edris
(from Egypt, but raised in New Zealand) is
Morley’s match in a role that has its own share
of florid passages and touching ones. John
Osborn (born in Sioux City) is a better-known
quantity, thanks to such things as the Met tele-
cast of Rossini’s La Donna del Lago and a fine
recital of arias associated with the French
tenor Gilbert Duprez (Jan/Feb 2018). Duprez
famously became a chief exponent of this
opera’s role of Robert once Adolphe Nourrit’s
voice began to decline. Osborn sings grandly
whenever required and sometimes files his
voice down to a daringly vulnerable half-voice.
Nico Darmanin (from Malta) is marvelous as
the easily fooled Raimbaut, and his French
sounds totally convincing.

The one annoyance comes from Etienne
Courjal. As in other recordings that I have
reviewed (e.g., Felicien David’s Herculanum,
Jan/Feb 2016), his voice lacks richness and has
a persistent wobble that can make it hard for
the listener to identify the pitch in quick pas-
sages. A native French-speaker, he conveys
well the sneakiness and cravenness of this
inherently repulsive figure. But he doesn’t
sound slick enough in his Act 3 exchange with
Alice, and I definitely wouldn’t want to hear
him in standard baritone roles that require
steadiness of tone.

There have been a few previous record-
ings, mostly on minor or “pirate” labels, with
renowned singers such as Renata Scotto, June
Anderson, Patrizia Ciofi, Alain Vanzo, Rock-
well Blake, Bryan Hymel, Boris Christoff, and
the unsurpassable Samuel Ramey. Two of
these are videos. Indeed, Robert, more than
certain other operas, would definitely gain
from being seen. I haven’t even mentioned the
Act 3 ballet of the nuns, who rise from their
graves and throw off their cloaks to tempt
Robert. (This ballet is famous from a Degas
painting.) The introductory essays in the book
will tell you most of what you need to know to
enter the world of this influential work.

Robert le Diable is long and is often

trimmed somewhat, as it is here. (We lose the
beginning of the scene where Robert, at
Bertrand’s urging, gambles all his money and
armor away.) Admirably, the printed libretto
gives—against a shaded background—the
words for passages that are not heard.

One small complaint: the track list is not
adequately detailed. Isabelle’s sad-yet-col-
oratura-studded aria `En vain j’espère’ is not
listed, nor is the cabaletta of rejoicing that fol-
lows it; the only title given for that track is the
recitative that opens the scene. Listeners need
more help than this when navigating a long,
unfamiliar, yet wondrous opera!

LOCKE

MIGNONE: Guitar Etudes; see GNATTALI

MOESCHINGER: Quartets 3+5; Funeral 
Music for Hanny Bürgi

Rasumowsky Quartet
Musiques Suisses 7006—58 minutes

Here is an unexpected and delightful surprise.
Not only the composer, but the ensemble. I
haven’t encountered the Rasumowsky Quartet
(that’s how they spell it) before, but I should
certainly like to hear them in the Razoumovsky
quartets. Instead, we have a disc of music by
Albert Moeschinger, which is even better.

Moeschinger (1897-1985) was Swiss but
was unknown to me. I have been missing a
great deal. The Third Quartet (1923) is a
strange puppy, part Strauss, part (almost)
Mozart. You can hear it from the opening bars,
which start rather like Mozart’s Quartet 15, but
with a little melodic twist that portends further
harmonic excursions—which quickly ensue.
The finale, meanwhile, has much more than a
whiff of Mozart’s Quartet 21 about it, though it,
too, lights off quickly for regions harmonically
remote.

The Fifth Quartet (written 1940, revised
1954) is a different sort of beast altogether—
not a puppy, strange or otherwise, but a sort of
full-grown, six-headed Cerberus. Titled Collo-
qui (Colloquies), it’s in six shortish movements
depicting various sorts of conversation. The
titles, which the liner notes tersely say “were
not intended for the public”, are nonetheless
richly evocative; who wouldn’t want to hear
`La bonomia’, or (my favorite) `L’imbroglio rus-
tico’? They all stay true to type and display a
finely-honed wit as well as great composition-
al craft.

The funeral music for Frau Hanny Bürgi, a
patron of the arts best known as an early col-
lector of Paul Klee, is in five very short, con-
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nected movements, expressing various aspects
of the deceased’s personality and ending with
touching serenity and grace.

The Rasumowskys are simply splendid in
all of this. It’s rare for a quartet of this quality
to turn up full blown, as it were. They are well-
balanced, alert, vibrant, and shape their mate-
rial (varied as it is here) with keen intelligence.
They are helped, moreover, by very sympa-
thetic recorded sound. So far as I can see, their
only other albums to date are a set of the
Shostakovich quartets (Jan/Feb 2008) and one
of the Frölich quartets. Both have also been
lauded for their sound.

More, please.
THOMSON

MOHRHEIM: Cantatas & Arias
Goldberg Baroque & Vocal Ensembles/ Andrzej
Szadejko

MDG 9022254—74 minutes

Volume 10 of Musica Baltica brings us the
music of Friedrich Christian Samuel
Mohrheim (1719-80). He studied with JS Bach
before making his way to Gdansk. There he
composed and performed in various capaci-
ties until he was named deputy to the
Kapellmeister of St Mary’s church. In the years
that followed he appears to have taken over
more of the duties of Kapellmeister while also
taking on commissions for vocal and instru-
mental music. This program offers five exam-
ples of his vocal works. Uns Ist Ein Kind
Geboren and Ehre Sey Gott In Der Höhe are
for the Christmas season. Der Herr Ist Mit Mir
is for the Feast of the Annunciation and Der
Herr Ist Gott, Der Uns Erleuchtet is for Pente-
cost. Tochter Des Himmels is a communion
aria and Auserwahlte Schar is an aria for the
Feast of St Michael.

The style of Mohrheim’s writing shows that
he was in tune with contemporary taste. His
music is dominated by simple melodies, often
harmonized triadically, and set in lucid
orchestral textures. Using horns in pairs gives
Mohrheim’s orchestrations a distinct mid-to-
late 18th Century flair. His melodic style is usu-
ally quite refined and lyrical, though he some-
times uses agitated rhythms to create dramatic
moments. Stirring examples occur in the aria
duet `Immanuel, Der Vater Hoffen’, from Der
Herr Ist Mit Mir, where Siri Karoline Thornhill
(soprano) and Franziska Gottwald (alto) seem
to “tear” at the music on the word “zerrissen”.
There is also some lovely playing from the

strings and brass players. Texts and notes are
in English.

LOEWEN

MOZART: Opera Arias
Marie-Eve Munger, s; Les Boreades de Montreal/
Philippe Bourque

ATMA 2815—65 minutes

This is a captivating program of soprano arias
written before the composer had reached the
age of 17. In her notes for the album, the
French-Canadian soprano Marie-Eve Munger
challenges the notion that Mozart’s early
works are merely “sparkling and charming”.
She admits that may be true of some, but oth-
ers are dramatic, powerful, and (her emphasis)
moving. Accompanied by the splendid early
music ensemble Les Boreades de Montreal
under the direction of Philippe Bourque,
Munger has the tools at her disposal to prove
her thesis. Her unaffected clarity of diction
and artless phrasing are an ideal match for
Mozart’s inspired simplicity. In a demanding
piece like Giunia’s Act II `Parto, m’affretto’
(Lucio Silla) the inviting warmth of her middle
register conveys the fears expressed in the
recitative. In the aria’s fast section she tosses
off the fiendishly difficult runs with an ease
that matches our image of the notes flowing
from Mozart’s pen as if dictated by a higher
authority.

As with Raphael Pichon’s `Liberta!’, a savvy
Mozart collection that included many rarities
(M/A 2020), it is tempting here too to identify
connections between the composer’s earlier
and later works. Die Schuldigkeit des ersten
Gebots was the 11-year-old Mozart’s first con-
tribution to the Salzburg court and his first
attempt at writing a substantial dramatic work.
The allegorical characters include Mercy, who,
in the aria `Ein ergrimmter Löwe brüllet’, com-
pares the lazy believer to a hunter who sleeps
while a lion prowls. The rising chromatic
phrase on the words “rings herum nach Raube
sieht” foreshadows Abduction from the
Seraglio, while the lovely melancholy of Basti-
enne’s `Mein Liebster Freund’ from Bastien
und Bastienne (written when Mozart was 12)
looks further ahead to Pamina’s `Ach, ich
fühl’s’ in Magic Flute.

The earliest work on the program is the
concert aria `Per quel paterno amplesso’. Set to
a Metastasio text, it shows the 10-year-old
composer’s astonishingly mature absorption
of the opera seria style, including his first
accompanied recitative.
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By the time of Mitridate (age 14) and Lucio
Silla (16), the composer’s sophisticated depth
of expression is fully in evidence, and the
excerpts from these operas are the meat of the
program. Munger and the instrumental
ensemble bring out the varied colors and
shadings of Aspasia’s three arias from the first,
and Giunia’s two arias from the second, each
piece a jewel of composition and execution.

ALTMAN

MOZART: Clarinet Chamber Music
Eddy Vanoosthuyse, Danny Corstjens, cl; Fran-
tisek Soucek, Petr Strizek, v; Petr Holman, va;
Vladimir Fortin, vc; Geert Callaert, p

Antarctica 34—69 minutes

In late 18th Century Vienna, former child
prodigy Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart struggled
to find financial security as a freelance com-
poser, often accepting more commissions than
he had time for, in order to maintain his lavish
lifestyle. Even so, he never had a shortage of
inspiration; and his friendship with Imperial
Court principal clarinet Anton Stadler generat-
ed some of his best music for an instrument
not yet 100 years old. In addition, the abilities
of Anton’s brother Johann on the basset horn,
a lower-pitched cousin of the clarinet, resulted
in a handful of works for a clarinet family
member that would fade away 50 years later in
the sweep and grandeur of the romantic era.

In this April 2021 recording in the Hall of
Mirrors in the Palace on the Meir in Antwerp,
Belgium, Ghent Conservatory clarinet profes-
sor Eddy Vanoosthuyse enlists Brussels Phil-
harmonic clarinetist Danny Corstjens, promi-
nent Belgian pianist, researcher, and music
director Geert Callaert, and the Prague-based
Zemlinsky Quartet.

The headline selections are the Clarinet
Quintet and the Kegelstatt Trio, both corner-
stones of the literature. But Mozart had more
in mind; and the two items that round out the
program are opening movements of works that
were never finished: an Allegro in B-flat (1787)
for clarinet and string quartet and an Allegro
in F for clarinet, basset horn, violin, viola, and
piano. While Mozart managed to tie a bow on
the latter, the former goes suddenly blank after
93 measures. A completed version of it
appears here courtesy of the American pianist
and Mozart scholar Robert Levin (b. 1947).

Overall, this is well played. Vanoosthuyse
leads with a clear sound, nice phrasing, and
excellent technique; and his supporting cast is
just as proficient. The Zemlinsky Quartet

strikes a rare balance between heft and light-
ness, even if some of the violin playing in the
high register is thin; and violist Petr Holman
fits perfectly with Vanoosthuyse and Callaert
in the Kegelstatt. Corstjens is a seamless basset
horn in the Allegro in F, an effectively written
gem that works well as a stand-alone piece
and warrants a higher place in the Mozart
canon.

HANUDEL

MOZART: Piano Concertos 9+18
Krystian Bezuidenhout, fp; Freiburg Baroque
Orchestra/ Gottfried von der Goltz

Harmonia Mundi 902332—63 minutes

Bezuidenhout’s efforts in the Mozart concertos
have garnered some polarized opinions in our
pages. Mr Vroon remarks of Nos. 11-13
(Nov/Dec 2016), “After Brendel this is miser-
able. Squeaks and scrapes pretend to be an
orchestra, and they have all the other PPP
mannerisms, like weird swelling in the middle
of held notes.” My own report on Nos. 17 and
22 (Mar/Apr 2013) is not as pithy nor as with-
ering: in brief, I wrote that the sound of period
instruments has matured a great deal. The
tone color is different but rich, played with
nuance and expertise. The tone of the fortepi-
ano, likewise, sounds more singing and beau-
tiful than it has with earlier artists. Bezuiden-
hout, I said, knows Mozart’s style so well that
he can improvise in it without it suggesting
anything other than the authentic sound of
Mozart’s music.

The same applies here for two important
concertos: No. 9 in E-flat (K 271) is the piece
that Charles Rosen uses to describe the
approach to rhythm that gave rise to what can
be called the Classical Style; No. 18 in B-flat (K
456) was acclaimed by Joseph II at its premiere
in a time when Mozart’s piano concertos were
the talk of Vienna. Unfortunately, their appro-
bation was not to last in the eyes and ears of
the fickle Viennese public.

I’m certainly no shill for the period instru-
ment movement. When the performances are
bad, fast without anything musical in them, or
ugly-sounding, I say so. Not the case here. The
varied timbres of the winds warm up the
straighter string tone in a marvelous way, and
even playing with straight tone the string play-
ers always get a beautiful sound. Maybe the
mannerisms that vex Mr Vroon are there, but
for me at least they don’t sound as pointed as
they can in many “historically informed” per-
formances.
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Sometimes I think period instrument per-
formances of slow movements are too fast. The
experts tell us that tempos were generally
faster in the 18th Century, and I guess I have
no choice but to believe them, but I do think
there is a spectrum of possibilities still avail-
able other than the fastest slow tempo imagi-
nable. Here the slow movement of K 271 feels
like a slow movement to me, which is unusual.
I can always imagine it slower, but I can live
very nicely with it. Likewise, the gentle minuet
in the finale of No. 9 is even slower than even a
moderate tempo—lovely. (But the slow move-
ment of No. 18 is less convincing.)

In sum, then, the recordings these musi-
cians have made so far predict for me a com-
plete account of Mozart’s piano concertos that
can stand as equals with other great ones
(Brendel, Perahia, Uchida) and as the best
examples of what HIP can offer.

HASKINS

MOZART: Piano Concertos 17+24
Eric Le Sage; Gavle Symphony/ Francois LeLeux

Alpha 866—59 minutes

So often, it seems these days, a new recording
of standard repertory is accompanied by some
novelty: a new edition, historical woodwinds,
record-setting tempos, a piano that Mozart
might have played, and so on. Here, though,
we have Mozart without affectation (except for
one instance). Instruments and pitch are mod-
ern, tempos are unforced, and the orchestra is
large enough (strings 8, 8, 6, 5, 4) to have some
weight without overloading the music. All this
would be of no import in lackluster perform-
ances, but these are simply lovely—crisp and
clean, but also beautifully shaped and musical.
The French pianist is accompanied by a
Swedish orchestra that I think I haven’t
encountered before, but worry not, everything
is top notch. LeSage is a fine player, known
mainly for his recording of all of Schumann’s
piano music. Combine these performances
with excellent sound and informative notes
and you have a clear recommendation.

And oh, the little “affectation”? In the C
minor Concerto, where Mozart left no caden-
za, Le Sage plays the one by Gabriel Fauré. If
you walked into the room in certain parts of
the cadenza, you’d have no idea this was
Mozart! It is, though, quite nice, and, after all,
Fauré wasn’t all that bad himself!

ALTHOUSE

MOZART: Symphony 40; Piano Concerto 
23; Don Giovanni Overture

Andreas Stair, Concert de la Loge/ Julien Chauvin
Alpha 875—57 minutes

This is a small orchestra—about 25—recorded
in a fairly small hall in Metz (seats 1350). The
current “period” dogmas are followed. The
fortepiano is a copy of an old instrument (but
sounds pretty good for that), and swells and
lack of vibrato in the strings are obvious right
away. There is very little legato—everything is
disconnected. The orchestra is weak in the
strings and bass—certainly wind-dominated,
as is the current dogma. All emotion and poet-
ic feeling (tenderness?) is eliminated—not
allowed.

What is wrong with these people whose
dogmas reduce the music to something that
could never affect us emotionally or spiritual-
ly? Why must every tone be “straight”, without
nuance? Why would any reasonable (ie, un-
propagandized) listener prefer to hear any of
these pieces played this way? How sterile clas-
sical music would be if it were always played
this way. It should never be. Historical “cor-
rectness” is mostly guesswork anyway, but it
should never trump musicality and appeal. We
are never given a chance to immerse ourselves
in the symphony—it pushes along so fast that
no expression is possible.

VROON

MOZART: Violin Concertos 1, 2, 5
Francesca Dego; Royal Scottish Orchestra/ Roger
Norrington

Chandos 20263—68 minutes

HIP pioneer Roger Norrington leads about 30
members of the RSNO through the teenaged
Mozart’s earliest concertos with the expected
results. Outer movements are taken at moder-
ate tempos, slow movements aren’t very slow,
and so contrasts are minimal. The orchestra
plays modern instruments without vibrato,
though the soloist applies vibrato on occasion.
There are the hackneyed hairpin swells and
occasional gritty snarls from the strings.

I really can live with all that, but I can’t live
with the lack of involvement by the orchestra.
The music just lies there, bloodless and stodgy,
with a stiff upper lip. It’s true these aren’t
Mozart’s best concertos, but they can be enter-
taining in the right hands. Julia Fischer on
Pentatone, for example, flies and floats
through outer movements with breathtaking
vitality and elan, contrasted with her actually
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slow slow movements. Also, though her
orchestra is also small, it glows beautifully.
Norrington pleads in the booklet that listeners
be patient with his plodding tempos. I found
this disc entirely soporific and a chore to get
through.

WRIGHT

MOZART: Violin Concertos 3+4
Julia Fischer; Netherlands Chamber Orchestra/
Yakov Kreizberg

Pentatone 5187016—61 minutes

These were reviewed by Carl Bauman
(March/April 2006). He wasn’t greatly
impressed with them and gave a long list of
recordings that he preferred. He did praise the
SACD sound, and I can say that the sound of
this disc is very nice, clear, and full. These were
recorded when Fischer was all of 23 years old,
so it would hardly be fair to expect probing
interpretations from her. What we do get are
performances that are as pretty as this young
woman’s face. Her playing is immaculate,
tonally attractive, and never dull or empty. I
think there’s a place for readings like this, and I
enjoyed every minute of it. My own list of pre-
ferred recordings includes Pamela Frank and
David Zinman (Sept/Oct 2000), Christian Tet-
zlaff as soloist and conductor (May/June
1997), and the delightfully humorous perform-
ances by Aisslinn Nosky as soloist and conduc-
tor (July/Aug 2021).

MAGIL

MOZART: Violin Sonatas K 454, 481, 526
Tomoko Mayeda, v, p

Gramola 99269—73 minutes

This is one of those rare recordings where the
same person plays both instruments. I’ve
heard this before from Jascha Heifetz’s assis-
tant Ayke Agus on a disc where she plays violin
and piano in some transcriptions by the mas-
ter (May/June 1999). Heifetz himself played
both violin parts in a recording of Bach’s Dou-
ble Concerto that he made in 1949.

Tomoko Mayeda has chosen to play three
of Mozart’s last four violin sonatas. I expected
a slight stiffness of execution owing to the awk-
wardness of coordinating the parts, but I only
noticed it in the first movement in K 481, and it
was barely noticeable. The violin and piano
are well balanced and the sound is warm, full,
and very present. The piano sound is especial-
ly impressive in the slow movements and is, by
the way, a German make that I had never
heard before: a Julius Feurich 280 built in 1928.

These are very good performances of these
works, and there are few that surpass them.

MAGIL

MUTHEL: Harpsichord Sonatas & Duets
Anna Clemente, Giacomo Benedetti

Brilliant 96344 [3CD] 141 minutes

For the repertoire, this is worth hearing,
despite many small flaws. Let’s start with the
booklet, which needs better editing. In
Clemente’s biography they can’t decide
whether she ought to be “she”, “he”, or “you”,
and her work got a nomination for “Gremmy”
(sic). We learn also that Muthel (1728-88)
composed “tracks on this disc” between 1756
and 1780! (That is a translation error from the
Italian, where “brani” is not about CD tracks
from the 18th Century.) More perplexing, the
writer lists some pieces by JS Bach that Muthel
supposedly “helped to write” as some of “his
last works” in 1750, but Bach really composed
those pieces in about 1714, which was 14 years
before Muthel was born. I think they mean
that the blind Bach let young Muthel (at age
21-22) copy out some of those old pieces for
his lessons in 1750, as Bach’s last pupil. What a
mess!

The compositions sound like the style of
CPE Bach in the harmonic and melodic man-
nerisms. Muthel gets bogged down in
sequences sometimes in the solo pieces. CPE
or his older brother Wilhelm Friedemann
might have inserted more surprises. All these
pieces are too long, and would have benefitted
from elision of phrases at unexpected places,
as in Haydn’s sonatas.

The performers’ enthusiasm is obvious.
The two duets are marred by out-of-tune tre-
ble notes on both the harpsichords (but espe-
cially the one in the left channel). Whoever is
playing the left-channel harpsichord is also
hitting its keys too hard, getting noise from the
jack rail many times. I hear their loud page
turns, too. Despite these complaints about the
untidiness of the performance, I enjoy the
stereo effects and splendor of the duets. Duet 1
has a remarkable section with extravagant
roaring from both instruments.

The intonation is better in the four solo
pieces. Clemente is the steadier player, playing
cleanly and finding some humor in her
sonatas. Benedetti rushes his tempos a bit
when the notes are easy to play, and he slows
down suddenly when they are more difficult. It
sounds like he has some trouble with shifts of
hand position.
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Neither player does enough to sell the
emotions of this music. I can imagine that
dynamic harpsichordists like Ares, Zanzu,
Gordis, Sprosse, or Corti would find more to
bring out with quicksilver changes of mood,
and they would make all of it sound like
improvisation. Until then, the present set is a
safe trip through the notes.

This could have fit onto two discs instead
of three, but it doesn’t matter much at Bril-
liant’s low prices.

LEHMAN

MYSLIVECEK: Violin Concertos
Shizuka Ishikawa; Dvorak Chamber Orchestra/
Libor Pesek

Supraphon 4298 [2CD] 2:37

This is a reissue of recordings made in 1983
and 1986 that were reviewed in ARG (Nov/Dec
1987; March/April 1996). Despite their age, the
sound is good.

Josef Myslivecek (1737-81) was an early
classical composer from Prague who spent his
years of early maturity in Italy. His composi-
tions have one foot in the new world of Haydn
and Mozart and one foot in the old one of Tar-
tini, whose influence he picked up in his years
spent in the master’s home town of Padua.
These concertos were probably written in the
late 1760s or early 1770s. They predate
Mozart’s violin concertos, and there appears to
be some influence of Myslivecek’s D-major
Violin Concerto from 1769 on Mozart’s Violin
Concerto 1 written in 1773. These are fine
works and supply enjoyable listening. After a
while, though, I begin thinking of the wonders
wrought in this idiom just a few years later by
Mozart. His inspiration remains remarkably
fresh centuries later, but Myslivecek’s works
sound pedestrian. By the time I had finished
listening to this set, though I enjoyed it, I was
glad it was over and will probably never return
to it. I have never felt that way about Mozart’s
magical last three violin concertos.

The performers leave nothing to be
desired, and Ishikawa is a charismatic soloist.
These performances sound fresh and modern
but are free of the influence of the period per-
formance practice movement. The concertos
were revised and cadenzas supplied by Fran-
tisek Xaver Thuri. Beautiful sound captured in
the Dvorak Hall of Prague’s Rudolfinum.

MAGIL

NAOUMOFF: Piano Pieces
Bogyeong Lee

MSR 1782

This collection of piano pieces by composer
Emile Naoumoff is both occasionally interest-
ing and frustrating. The album’s title is “A Story
of Life”, and the notes by pianist Bogyeong Lee
try to flesh out the meaning of the title, but
only fitfully. The individual pieces vary consid-
erably in temperament and mood. Naoumoff
studied with a number of teachers including
Nadia Boulanger in Paris. He is currently Pro-
fessor of Music at Indiana University.

The album demonstrates Naoumoff’s ten-
dency to be derivative of other composers:
Rachmaninoff ’s romanticism, Debussy’s
impressionism, and Prokofieff ’s modernism.
His style seems to depend on the subject of the
pieces regardless of when they were written.
Styles from the early-1960s are also used in
later pieces from the 1990s. So if you like vari-
ety you won’t be disappointed, though it’s
somewhat hard to get a clear picture of his
style or of what to expect. Everything is listen-
able and you certainly won’t be bored.

For example, the opening `Valse pour
Nadia’ (1996). written as a lullaby for his
daughter (named after Nadia Boulanger) is a
lovely waltz—something Rachmanioff might
write. The 3 Bulgarian Dances (1972) are folk-
type tunes with mostly upbeat tempos similar
to Kodaly. `Flowing Solitude’ is anything but,
with many low rumbling notes and discordant
passages reminiscent of Prokofieff.

The 4 Inventions (1972) and 4 Preludes
(1988) are stylistically similar but written 16
years apart.

Pianist Lee, a one-time student of
Naoumoff at Indiana University, plays all 20
tracks with great care and expression. Some
are quite difficult. The lighter and more deli-
cate pieces are played with an airy, mystical
quality. I enjoyed most of the compositions,
though I’m not a fan of discordant music that
has few melodic lines. If you’re adventurous,
you may find this worthwhile.

FISCH

NEUSIDLER: Lute Pieces
Yavor Genov

Brilliant 96456—60 minutes

The lutenist Hans Neusidler (c. 1508-63) was
born in Bratislava, but in 1530 he settled in
Nuremburg, which at that time was one of the
most important commercial centers in the
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Hapsburg empire. There Neusidler found a
ready audience for his lute music, which in
due course he published in eight volumes.
This program is derived from the first volume,
titled Ein Newgeordnet Künstlich Lautenbuch,
published in 1536. A glimpse at its contents,
through Yavor Genov’s delightful playing,
shows Neusidler relying on familiar meth-
ods—using famous polyphonic vocal works as
springboards for virtuosic display. This
method of composition, as Genov notes, is
called “intabulation”, where a song is turned
into lute tablature and then expounded
through usually stock figures (turns, trills,
scales, and the like). Neusidler creates intabu-
lations of both secular vernacular songs and
Latin motets. For example, Josquin’s `In te
Domine Speravi’ is here but so is his chanson
`Adieu Mes Amours’.

Genov is an excellent lutenist. His execu-
tion of ornaments is spot on, and his phrasing
shows understanding both of Neusidler’s
music and of the vocal pieces the tabulations
are based on.

LOEWEN

NORMAN: Symphony 3; Overture in E-flat;
Funeral March; Overture to Antony and Cleopa-
tra

Oulu Symphony/ Johannes Gustavsson
Ondine 1391—57 minutes

Ludvig Norman (1831-85) got much of his
training in Leipzig, but he was born and died
in Stockholm and stands (along with Lindblad
and Berwald) among Sweden’s most impor-
tant symphonists in the 19th Century. He was
active in many areas of music, but made his
greatest mark as a conductor, primarily at the
Royal Opera. His compositions, it seems, were
well respected, but, owing perhaps to his dedi-
cation to absolute music in the age of Liszt, he
never achieved wide fame.

Norman left a good deal of chamber
music, but not much for orchestra; this pro-
gram has nearly half of his symphonic work.
His compositions don’t suggest to me anything
nationalistic or Swedish; rather his style is
reminiscent of the Leipzig composers (Schu-
mann, Mendelssohn, or Niels Gade). This is
fine, well-crafted music and pleasant to hear,
but it lacks originality. The thematic material
is not memorable, and counterpoint is in short
supply, so it is dull texturally. In addition the
harmonic language is very unadventurous—
more conservative than Schumann or

Mendelssohn, who were a full generation
older.

This will appeal to people who have inter-
est in second-tier orchestral music from north-
ern Europe in mid-century. The Oulu Sym-
phony (Finland’s northernmost orchestra!)
under Johannes Gustavsson make a fine case
for Norman. They play quite well in music that
is competent and well crafted, if a bit dull and
academic. Excellent sound and good notes.

ALTHOUSE

PACHELBEL: Hexachordum Apollinis; 
Chaconne

Enrico Bissolo, hpsi
Dynamic 7961 — 59 minutes

The main course here is a collection of six sets
of variations, published in 1699 by the 46-year-
old Pachelbel. They could be played on either
harpsichord or organ. Bissolo chooses a Ger-
man-styled modern harpsichord based on
Mietke’s example from 1700.

He adds convincing elaborations on
repeats, well integrated sytlistically. I had to
look at the score to know what he was making
up himself. His performance is nicely poised,
except for some rushing in variation set 2. In
other pieces he waits too long at some section
endings of two or four bars, losing momen-
tum. The pieces already have the flaw of being
metrically square, and this stop-start manner
makes that flaw more obvious.

The Chaconne in C is metrically square,
too, with every musical idea happening pre-
dictably four or eight times. It is a variation set
itself, so it fits well into this program as a suit-
able filler. It stays firmly in C, with very few
accidentals. People who think of Pachelbel as
only the composer of the repetitive and har-
monically static Canon in D (for strings) will
find a similar static cousin of it here. Maybe
bored organists for weddings could get some
good mileage from this Chaconne, instead of
playing bad arrangements of the Canon? Bis-
solo enlivens the piece by adding some impro-
vised chords in the bass. He keeps it moving
well.

He uses a Werckmeister temperament that
is not for harpsichord. It sounds mostly OK,
except in the variation sets 2 in E minor and 6
in F minor. The intonation (according to that
recipe) is set up accurately enough most of the
time, but I hear some wobbly unisons when
the registers are coupled, and an imperfectly
tuned 4-foot register in variation Set 2.

I compared these with Marton Borsanyi’s
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performances of Set 1 in his Pachelbel Volume
1 album (Jan/Feb 2018) and Set 6 in his Vol-
ume 2 (not reviewed). He makes these varia-
tions sound gracefully French, with some
tasteful unevenness, next to Bissolo’s Italianate
drive and more lavish embellishment. Maybe
Borsanyi will get to the other four variation
sets eventually in his series.

I compared also with Simone Stella’s per-
formances in his complete Pachelbel set
(May/June 2019). He finds more to character-
ize in the individual variations, and he conveys
a more passionate and integrated sweep
through each variation set. I praised that 13CD
set’s great value and inspiringly high quality.
Stella is preferable, but Bissolo is good to have
for a convenient single disc that is all about
variations.

LEHMAN

PACHELBEL: Organ Pieces 2
Matthew Owens

Resonus 10303—76 minutes

This recording continues the series from
Matthew Owens of the organ works of Johann
Pachelbel (1653-1706). In my review of the first
volume (Resonus 10285; N/D 2021) I remarked
on the coherence of his playing and his mas-
tery of agogic nuance that gives shape and
direction to the musical phrases. The same
observations apply to the new recording. I
refer the reader to that review for general
remarks on Pachelbel.

The program opens with a brief Toccata in
D followed by a Fugue in D. The pieces have
non-consecutive catalog numbers, so it
appears that they were not intended as a Toc-
cata & Fugue pair, though they are effective
when heard that way. They are followed by a
chorale partita on `Christus, der Ist Mein
Leben’—the chorale plus 12 variations. The
chorale itself is economically structured—just
four short phrases—and the variations are cor-
respondingly brief, each lasting about half a
minute. The partita is followed by a selection
of slightly more extended chorale preludes.

Pachelbel is particularly noted for his Mag-
nificat Fugues. These are brief pieces intended
to introduce the chanting of the Magnificat to
plainsong tones at Vespers and to set the pitch
for the singing. The greater part of this pro-
gram is occupied with 23 Magnificat Fugues
on the First (or Dorian) Tone. In Volume 1
Owens played 12 fugues on the Fifth Tone.
These pieces date from 1695 on, after Pachel-
bel returned to his native Nuremberg to

assume the post of organist at St Sebaldus
Church. Clearly these are compositions whose
length and scope are determined by their litur-
gical function. They are not music of broad
architectural proportions. They demand a
direct and concise establishment of musical
character and a fluency of fugal technique.
Pachelbel displays his fertile musical imagina-
tion in these delightful miniatures, and Owens
does them full justice with sensitive perform-
ances that display the varied tone colors of the
instrument.

The recording was made on a three-manu-
al organ built in 2015 by Bernard Aubertin. It is
in a private residence in East Sussex. The
acoustic is rather dry, but not painfully so.
Contrapuntal textures are heard with remark-
able clarity. Full organ, as heard in the open-
ing toccata and fugue, gives a strong but not
massive sound. Most of the program is played
with understated registrations that display the
individual stops of the organ.

Since 2019 Owens has been director of
music at Belfast Cathedral. In that year he also
founded the Ulster Consort. Prior appoint-
ments were at St Mary’s Episcopal Cathedral in
Edinburgh (1999-2004) and Wells Cathedral
(2005-19). He was an undergraduate at The
Queen’s College, Oxford. The first volume of
this series was recorded on the celebrated
Frobenius organ in the college chapel.

It is worth noting that Simone Stella has
recorded the complete keyboard pieces of
Pachelbel (organ and harpsichord) in a 13CD
set (Brilliant 95623; M/J 2019) enthusiastically
reviewed by Bradley Lehman. Another series
worthy of notice is from CPO and played by a
group of organists. I reviewed Volume 2 of that
set (CPO 777 557; M/A 2017).

GATENS

PAGANINI: Guitar Quartets 7, 14, 15
Paganini Ensemble Vienna
Dynamic 7938—67 minutes

As a child, Niccolo Paganini played both the
guitar and the violin. He eventually had to
choose between the two and the more
respectable violin won out, and even guitarists
can’t say he made the wrong choice! His guitar
playing became a part of his compositional
toolbox, and he often used the guitar for creat-
ing harmonic structures in many compositions
that didn’t even include the guitar.

It was natural for him to write duets for
violin and guitar, and he was acquainted with
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numerous professional guitarists, including
Luigi Legnani.

In this recording of Paganini’s quartets for
guitar and string trio, we hear characteristic
qualities of this composer’s works: tuneful
melodies that make excellent use of the
strings, often driving and always romantically
imbued phrasing, and occasional brief solos
that allow the guitarist to be appreciated! Vio-
linist Mario Hossen, the founder of the Pagani-
ni Ensemble, shines through particularly in
the opening `Allegro maestoso’ in Quartet 14
in A with pristine figuration, impressively con-
tinuing through the movement’s 8 minutes!
The Finale has the violinist playing constant
16th notes whether he has the lead or is
accompanying the cello while playing pianissi-
mo! Hold on to your hats—this is truly virtu-
osic playing!

Whether providing chordal accompani-
ment along with strings playing pizzicato or
adding to the accents with strong, perfectly
placed strums, guitarist Alexander Swete fits
seamlessly into this perfectly coordinated
ensemble.

For anyone familiar with Paganini’s com-
positions including his secondary instrument,
the guitar, this disc will be welcome. These
pieces are not often recorded.

MCCUTCHEON

PALADI: Piano Concerto; Violin Concerto; 
Little Magic Flute Suite

Olivier Triendl, p; Nina Karmon, v; Wurttemberg
Philharmonic/ Eugene Tzigane

Capriccio 5465—57 minutes

Romanian Radu Paladi (1927-2013) lived in
Bukovina (present-day Ukraine) until 1944,
when he was forced from his home by Soviet
invaders. He settled in Bucharest, where he
studied piano with Florica Musicescu and
composition with Leon Klepper (himself a stu-
dent of Joseph Marx and Franz Schreker). Pal-
adi went on to compose chamber, choral, and
vocal works as well as several film scores, often
inspired by or working with Romanian music
and folklore.

One of these scores was for the animated
cartoon The Little Magic Flute, which was
based on a folk tale about a shepherd boy and
his enchanted, evil-dispelling flute. He evi-
dently thought highly of his score, because in
1954 he turned it into this symphonic suite.
This is light, colorful, and often cheeky music,
with hints of Tchaikovsky and Prokofieff.
Kodaly is an outsized influence—there are

echoes of Hary Janos, including the prominent
appearance of a cimbalom in the dreamy III.

In the last 25 years of his life, Paladi wrote
two concertos, both serious works that retain a
romantic touch. The piano concerto (1989)
consists of highly energetic, exciting outer
movements flanking a lyrical II, with a gentle
Romanian carol at its center. It feels unmistak-
ably Russian, with shades of Prokofieff and
Shostakovich. Despite spectacular clusters of
dissonance in II, it feels as if it could have been
composed 50 years earlier. The glittering piano
writing reflects that its composer was also a
pianist—Paladi toured the concerto around
Romania with himself as soloist.

The violin concerto (2002) was composed
in the wake of the 9/11 attacks. The agitated I
opens with dissonant keening in the orchestra,
later taken up by the violin with frantic glissan-
dos. II bears similarities to the analogous
movement of the piano concerto, down to the
appearance of the same carol (this time in
hushed harmonics from the solo violin). A
spritely, Mendelssohnian III is rife with
Romanian folk music and even a quixotic
quote from Vivaldi’s Four Seasons—apparent-
ly an homage to the dedicatee Mariana Sirbu,
the concertmaster of I Musici.

The concertos are fine but not great; inspi-
ration sometimes runs dry and he gets stuck in
repetitive patterns. III of the violin concerto
lacks continuity and the ending seems arbi-
trary. All is at least enjoyable and sometimes
memorable, if not especially remarkable. The
suite, though, is delightful. Pianist Oliver
Triendl and violinist Nina Karmon give com-
manding performances and Eugene Tzigane
draws fine playing from the orchestra. Notes in
German and English.

FARO

PEDRO: Credo; Te Deum; Overture; Hymn 
to the Independence of Brazil

Carla Cottini, Luisa Francesconi, Cleyton Pulzi,
Licio Bruno; Concentus Musicum de Belo Hori-
zonte; Minas Gerais Philharmonic/ Fabio
Mechetti—Naxos574404—63 minutes

Dom Pedro I (1798-1834) led an action-
packed life. The Napoleonic wars forced him
and his family to flee Portugal when he was a
child, and then he later crowned himself
Emperor of Brazil after it declared independ-
ence from Portugal. He soon abdicated but
later returned to power—and then abdicated
again. His childhood retreat from his home-
land became a recurring pattern in his short
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life. Oh, and he also composed some music.
Every piece here was written around 1820.

The Credo is laughably amateurish, the
orchestration insipid and silly, the vocals
hackneyed. It literally made my eyes roll. The
Overture sounds like third-rate Rossini. The
32-minute Te Deum, here recorded for the first
time, is the best work by far. The choral writing
is effective and well characterizes the texts,
and the orchestration is apt. Soprano Carla
Cottini gets a long showstopper coloratura
solo in IV. The whole piece is operatic and the-
atrical, like something by Bellini.

Performances are secure and spirited, the
soloists all have pleasant voices, and sound is
excellent. Full texts and translations plus
entertaining liner notes about the music and
Dom Pedro’s ill-fated political ambitions.

WRIGHT

PETTERSSON: Symphony 15; Viola 
Concerto; Viola Fantasy

Ellen Nisbeth, va; Norrkoping Symphony/ Christ-
ian Lindberg

BIS 2480 [SACD] 68 minutes

Allan Pettersson’s (1911-80) Symphony 15
(1978), like so many of his late works, is cast in
a single movement of searing intensity.
Though at 37 minutes it is somewhat short by
his own standards, it still requires tremendous
commitment from the listener. His dense,
though tonal harmonic language and complex
rhythmic schemes demand total concentra-
tion—but it is thoroughly rewarding.

A dissonant, martial opening establishes
the tone and motivic foundation of the piece.
Stretches of brutality and anxiety unfold with
the symphonic argument, interspersed with
occasional islands of calm. Gradually, a tonali-
ty surrounding C minor and C major surfaces
and we begin to feel a sense of closure—but
clusters of dissonance disrupt the resolution
and we are left at the end with a surprise,
open-ended F-sharp major chord. This is
about as much satisfaction as Pettersson
allows.

The two previous recordings of this sym-
phony are reliable: Ruzicka’s is polished,
expansive, and probably the best, though it is
six minutes slower than Pettersson’s markings
(CPO 999095, 1994, in the CPO box 777247,
M/J 2007). Segerstam’s is faster, robust, and
closer to the manuscript, but the sound isn’t as
good (BIS 680, J/F 1996). Lindberg gives a fine,
if not outstanding reading of the symphony.
His times are a minute or so faster than Ruzic-

ka’s, but the calm sections slow down too
much. As has been noted before on other
releases of this series, the Norrkoping Sym-
phony gives their all, but they don’t quite
measure up against the stronger competition.
I’m ambivalent about BIS’s sound—it brings
out a lot of detail I haven’t heard before, but
everything sounds too round and smooth,
almost muddied. I’d gladly take the distant but
crisper sound of the Segerstam over this (that
recording was also with Norrkoping and they
sound better there).

Pettersson’s eventual instrument of choice
was the viola. The instrument holds a particu-
lar autobiographical weight in his work, so it is
a welcome and poignant bit of programming
to bring together his student-era, spritely Fan-
tasy for solo viola (1936) and one of his final
works, the Viola Concerto. It was evidently
composed in 1979 but left incomplete when he
died—though not so much as to prevent its
premiere in 1988 by Yuri Bashmet with Sergiu
Comissiona conducting. There have been
more than a few performances and a recording
or two since then.

The concerto sounds somewhat skeletal—
it’s missing most of the percussion and there
are some points where the orchestration
sounds uncharacteristically sparse. Nonethe-
less, it retains much of Pettersson’s monumen-
tal late style. It is more reticent than Symphony
15—it constantly reaches thru turmoil for a
Brucknerian resolution (in recurring brass
chorales), but it is nailed down by tension
between C and D-flat. Closure is even more
distant. The violist isn’t given as many show-
piece moments as one might expect; “viola
symphony” may be a more accurate title. It is
often relegated to a participatory, though vir-
tuosic and primary voice in the piece’s knotty
polyphony.

The recording to have for the concerto is
with Nobuko Imai on viola and Lev Markiz
conducting the Malmo Symphony (BIS 480,
J/F 1991). Lindberg takes the piece at a faster
pace than Markiz—almost 2 minutes faster—
which I like. The BIS sound is still high on
detail but low on definition. But let this be the
first viola concerto where I will complain
about the viola’s prominence on a recording! I
can’t tell if this is Lindberg’s reading or the
production, but the viola sounds unnaturally
projected. The stakes seem lesser and the tone
different when the viola doesn’t struggle to be
heard over the cacophony. Though it brings
clarity and previously hidden details to the
fore, it also brings imbalance to the polypho-
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ny—again, this is closer to a symphony than a
concerto. Considering the biographical impli-
cations of the solo viola in Pettersson’s output,
this is of vital importance. Ellen Nesbith gives
a technically outstanding and even marvelous-
ly gutsy reading, but I still prefer Imai’s more
grounded and full-blooded performance with
the more balanced sound. And Norrkoping
can’t handle this like Malmo can.

This disc doesn’t challenge the others out
there, but it should still delight any Pettersson
fan. All things said, Lindberg’s series is
unmatched in its devotion to his legacy. Any
orchestra and conductor that dedicates their
time and resources to record something as dif-
ficult and demanding as a Pettersson sympho-
ny (let alone 15 of them!) has created some-
thing special. Allen Gimbel has said more than
once that the best recordings of Pettersson’s
symphonies haven’t happened yet. The major
orchestras of the world have to take them up.
With any luck, valiant efforts by ambitious
conductors and orchestras like Lindberg and
Norrkoping will make that happen.

FARO

POPP: Flute Sonatinas; 
Hungarian Rhapsody

Eric Lamb; Mari Kato, p
Paladino 113—58 minutes

There have been flutist-composers all around
Europe: Danish (Andersen and Jensen),
French (Blavet, Demersseman, Devienne,
Taffanel, Gaubert), Hungarian (Dopplers), Ital-
ian (Briccialdi, Kohler), even Slavic (Reicha,
Blodek). From Germanic Europe we have
Quantz and Frederick the Great in the 18th
Century with Theobald Boehm and Kaspar
Kummer in the 19th remaining familiar today.
A few years back Brilliant gave us the concer-
tos of Ferdinand Buchner (Jan/Feb 2016). In
1887 August Cranz of Hamburg published the
Hungarian Rhapsody by Wilhelm Popp as his
Opus 385 and in 1888 Six Sonatinas for flute
and piano as his Opus 388.

The writing is busy for the flutist and per-
functory for the piano. The platitudes are
either pleasant and welcome, like Devienne,
or banal and unwelcome, as I find here.

Eric Lamb has been not only welcome but
praised in these pages several times. This is as
close as he’s come to playing the phone book
so far. He has two modern and two older
instruments. Here it appears we are hearing
the modern Altus from Japanese flute maker
Shuichi Tanaka, and it sounds marvelous.

From the keyboard, Mari Kato’s contribution is
all that it can be, which isn’t adding much. If
you enjoy your Italian spaghetti, Chinese
mein, Japanese ramen, and Vietnamese bun
and pho, have your fill of German noodles.

A 19-page booklet is glued in to the case.
GORMAN

POULENC, PROKOFIEFF, 
BRITTEN: Sinfoniettas

Lahti Symphony/ Dima Slobodeniouk
BIS 2601 [SACD] 63 minutes

Poulenc is first here. My immediate response
to the recording was that it is “sterile”. It is cold
and correct. The tempos are often too fast. The
orchestra sounds small. I vastly prefer the
sound and feel of the Pretre, recorded a year or
two after Poulenc died by an orchestra and
conductor who had worked with the composer
for many years.

The Prokofieff felt the same—no grace or
charm, no warmth. It’s crisp and cold. I cam-
pared this one with the Chandos Jarvi (Scot-
land) and much preferred the Jarvi. There is
no real difference in times, but the attacks in
Lahti are more emphatic and less smooth. In
other words, the approach is anti-romantic—
which is certainly one way to read Prokofieff,
but not for me.

The Britten (about 15 minutes) is seldom
heard, and it’s a pretty good piece, so that may
lead you to buy this. Fine, but be prepared for
the whole sound of this recording—a small
orchestra in no space at all (no ambience),
with no warmth in playing or sound.

I might add that I looked up an article I
saved from 1985, where a recording engineer
tells us that digital recorders are “deaf to ambi-
ence”. Is that still true? Is that why so many
recordings that I like are of analog origin? But
the Jarvi Prokofieff is DDD.

VROON

PRICE: Violin Concerto 2;

SAINT-GEORGES: Concerto, op 5:2;
WHITE: Concerto; 
COLERIDGE-TAYLOR: Romance; 

Rachel Barton Pine; Encore Chamber Orchestra/
Daniel Hege; Scottish National Orchestra/
Jonathon Heyward

Cedille 214—73 minutes

These are violin concertos by black com-
posers. It is mostly a reissue of Cedille 35 (M/A
1998), with one substitution: the 18th-Century
violin concerto of one Chevalier de Meude-
Monpas is replaced by the 20th-Century con-
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certo of Florence Price. The 1775 concerto of
Saint-Georges is in a slick gallant style reminis-
cent of the Stamitz clan and the Mannheim
school of orchestral rocketry. It’s an enjoyable
work of talent, not genius. Jose White Lafitte’s
1864 concerto displays a winning virtuosic
flare about halfway between the sinuous chro-
matics of Louis Spohr and the flinty pyrotech-
nics of Paganini. Pine is more refined than
Aaron Rosand (M/J 2019) in the Black Com-
posers Series boxed set, but Rosand plays with
a more effortless buoyancy and spontaneity.
Samuel-Coleridge Taylor’s Romance (1899) is
a sleepy and serene 12 minutes of slow double
stops where, frankly, too little happens.

The new work, Price’s 1952 concerto, is a
single 15-minute movement of contrasting
sections. It’s the best work here and the best
I’ve heard from this composer. It sounds like
the violin concerto Cyril Scott might have writ-
ten in his early halcyon days around 1900. It’s
mostly gentle and lyrical and filled with sweet-
ly singing duets among the soloist and various
woodwinds. It sounds like chamber music
much of the time. The soloist warbles occa-
sionally as in Vaughan Williams’s Lark Ascend-
ing, and there is a tender recurring figure that I
swear Price lifted from Mendelssohn; but I
can’t identify it.  The piece is lovely and
reminds me sometimes of Barber’s violin con-
certo.

The earlier works were performed and
recorded with the Encore Chamber Orchestra,
the Price concerto with the RSNO in slightly
closer and detailed sound that flatters her deli-
cate scoring.

WRIGHT

PROKOFIEFF: Cello Sonata; Ballade;
Adagio from Cinderella; 

SHOSTAKOVICH: Sonata; 
KISSIN: Sonata

Gabriel Schwabe; Roland Pontinen, p
Naxos 574377—79 minutes

The Ballade is a long but lovely 12-minute
piece written when Sergei Prokofieff (1891-
1953) was only 21. Shostakovich’s (1906-75)
nearly half-hour sonata is one of the most
often recorded cello works, and justly so! Evge-
ny Kissin’s (b. 1971) 10-minute, one-move-
ment sonata dates from 2016. It is a thoughtful
piece recorded here for the first time, though
we are informed in Richard Whitehouse’s liner
notes that it has been played by Gautier Capu-
con, Steven Isserlis, and David Geringas. It is a
piece well worth hearing.

Prokofieff’s great sonata, written late in his
life, in 1949, is followed by the dance by Cin-
derella and the Prince at the ball, transcribed
by the composer for Gregor Piatigorsky’s
younger brother, Alexander Stogorsky.

This is a collection of beautiful, romantic
music, here played by two outstanding musi-
cians. Pianist Pontinen has been blessing our
ears since 1981 and has made over 100 record-
ings! Cellist Schwabe is a much younger fel-
low, but he has been making a considerable
name for himself since 2009, when he won the
Pierre Fournier Award in London. He was born
in Berlin and is a professor in Cologne and
Maastricht. He plays a Guarnieri cello with
sensitivity and polish, and these two fine com-
rades blend their thoughts and sounds into an
outstanding performance of an important pro-
gram.

D MOORE

RACHMANINOFF: Piano Concertos 2+4
Anna Fedorova; St Gallen Symphony/ Modestas
Pitrenas—Channel 42522—65 minutes

There is almost nothing in the booklet about
this Ukrainian pianist’s background; instead it
shines a light on her fund-raising concerts for
the victims of the war there. She quite sensibly
notes that Russian composers are not to blame
for the actions of the Russian government, and
that it is more relevant than ever to play Rach-
maninoff, who himself fled Russia. Fedorova
studied at the School of Music in Kiev, the
Accademia Pianistica in Italy, and the Royal
College of Music, London.

Rachmaninoff’s strange Fourth Concerto is
warm yet philosophical; Fedorova and the
sympathetic orchestra play it to the hilt. They
linger in the dreaminess of II and delight in the
rabbit trails of III. The Second has a good bal-
ance between tension and affection. The first
few times I listened, it struck me as sleepy, but
Fedorova’s clarity and dramatic ideals grew on
me. Many performances are steamier, but this
one has a logic that is quite appealing, and the
grandeur of the ending is persuasive.

ESTEP

RACHMANINOFF: 6 Preludes; 2 Moments 
Musicaux; 4 Etudes-Tableaux; Elegie

Ketevan Kartvelishvili, p
Blue Griffin 613—59 minutes

This is a fine second release from this Geor-
gian-born pianist. Her formal education was in
Tbilisi, with advanced training since 2009 here
in the US. This Rachmaninoff program relies
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exclusively on smaller forms. There are just
selections from Opp. 3, 16, 23, 32, and 39 - no
complete sets and none of the big sonatas or
variations. This kind of program is how I was
introduced to the composer’s piano music
many years ago.

In fact, of the 7 Rachmaninoff pieces I have
managed to play in front of people over the
past 60 years, 5 are included here. I would be
remiss if I didn’t also state that my favorites
include the composer, who recorded some of
these, Horowitz, who recorded almost all, and
Ashkenazy, who has recorded all of them.

With the steep competition, there is still
some new, exciting playing from Kartvelishvili,
and she is always up to Rachmaninoff’s tech-
nical challenges. Her steely-fingered Russian
pianism is just right for some of the more bril-
liant selections here. She brings out the inner
voices, so important in Rachmaninoff, with a
great clarity. And there are some wonderful
soft, legato passages in the Elegie, Moment
Musicaux in B minor, and the Preludes in G
and G-sharp minor. But the dominant sound is
more showy, with a lot of notes played loudly.
By programming the pieces in their opus and
number order, we get some combinations that
would not usually be played next to each other
in a well thought-out program (see many of
Richter’s groups of Rachmaninoff, for in-
stance). I doubt the big B-flat Prelude Op. 23:2
would ever be heard following the virtuosic
Moment Musicaux in E minor, Op. 16:4. They
are both what I’d call “closers” as is the Etude-
Tableaux in D, Op. 39:9, which does close this
program.

I can recommend this disc for people who
have heard and enjoy the best-known Rach-
maninoff pieces like the Preludes in C-sharp
minor and G minor and want to hear more.
Early on, this would have been right up my
alley. Now, with all the recordings of this
music in my collection, it has been enjoyable
to listen to but not something that will get
many repeat playings.

HARRINGTON

RAMEAU: Le Retour d’Astrée; Les Sybarites
Ensemble les Surprises/ Louis-Noel Bestion de
Camboulas

Alpha 876—72:19

In his review of Rameau’s Surprises de
l’Amour, Mr Barker noted Rameau’s various
revisions of the score but called the recording
of the 1757 version “most engaging and enjoy-
able” (Mar/Apr 2014). With this new release

there is an opportunity to mix and match to
create the original 1748 performance, which
included the prologue, Le Retour d’Astrée,
recorded here for the first time.

In 1753 Rameau composed an “acte de
ballet” titled Sibaris (recorded in 2001, Jan/Feb
2001), which he adapted in 1757 as a new
fourth act for Les Surprises de l’Amour, titled
Les Sybarites. This new recording labels this as
a “version inedite” (unpublished) even though
the writer of a brief booklet note, Sylvie Bouis-
sou, had published the score in 2000. Le
Retour d’Astrée seems out of place when
detached from its original context in the early
version of Les Surprises de l’Amour, where it
celebrated the end of the War of the Austrian
Succession; but it is a pleasant divertissement
of airs and dances. Les Sybarites is a concise
drama where the Sybarites do not succumb to
the warlike entreaties of the bellicose Cro-
tonites.

Louis-Noel Bestion de Camboulas leads
his well-trained ensemble of vocalists and
instrumentalists in an acceptable performance
that does lack the sparkle of a dramatic
engagement, though Marie Perbost, soprano,
is especially effective as the Sybarite, Hersilde,
whose sensuous airs and ariettes effectively
entice General Astole to forego his military
ambitions. The booklet includes the full texts
and translations, but this release would have
been more effective if it had been released as a
complete recording that included all versions
of Les Surprises de l’Amour published in the
new Rameau edition.

BREWER

RAVEL: Berceuse; Violin Sonata; Tzigane; 
Violin & Cello Sonata

Lina Tur Bonet, v; Marco Testori, vc; Pierre Goy, p
Challenge 72916 [SACD] 51 minutes

Unfortunately not all of Ravel’s music is good.
The Berceuse is good, and through the disso-
nances you catch plenty of intelligence. The
violin misses the right sound in I of the violin
sonata, though the music box ending by the
piano is marvelous. The next two movements
pass uneventfully. The sonata has a few beau-
tifully written moments, but it is not the most
pleasant music.

Tzigane is a masterpiece, and this per-
formance has the right attitude and style. The
lutheal piano is used here, a type of prepared
piano that Ravel wrote the piece for. It sounds
more tinny than familiar grand pianos, but
since I had only heard one other recording
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with this obscure instrument, I was keenly
interested. It is certainly not as good as a mod-
ern piano, but the perspective adds richly to
the understanding of the piece.

The violinist in the program notes reveals
that she employs gut strings; perhaps this is
why some of her runs sound muddy?

The violin-and-cello sonata could have
been written this year. Sometimes it sounds
modern, sometimes postmodern. It takes a
while to digest and appreciate, as there is not
much to grasp for the listener. It is very disso-
nant, and the structure is hard to discern.

KELLENBERGER

RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs and Dances; 
The Birds

Rodolfo Bellatti, org
Brilliant 96221—75 minutes

When I got this disc I was immediately inter-
ested; I have thought these pieces would make
effective organ transcriptions. Bellatti has
proved me right, with delightful arrangements
of the 12 pieces Respighi arranged into 3 suites
for orchestra. The 5 avian-themed pieces,
arranged from harpsichord and lute originals,
were published in 1927, and are particularly
effective on the organ.

He plays on two organs found in the
Cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta in Asti, Italy:
a two-manual, 1844 Serassi Brothers organ,
and a one-manual 1768 organ by Liberia
Grisanti. Bellatti plays with energy, wit, and a
splendid use of color. Notes on the music with
specifications. Most enjoyable.

DELCAMP

REUSNER: Lute Suites
William Carter—Linn 679—73 minutes

William Carter paints such a dreary picture of
life in Silesia during the 30 Years War that it is
hard to believe musicians could have thrived
under such circumstances. In his youth, Esaias
Reusner (1636-79) would have witnessed the
destruction of his city of Löwenberg, yet he
survived to become one of the most accom-
plished lutenists of his era. Carter notes the
melancholy tone in the suites from Delitiae
Testudinis (1667), which he attributes, albeit
tentatively, to the pall of sorrow under which
Reusner and his audiences and patrons lived.
Carter’s playing is light and delicate, sensitive
to the subtleties of the music.

LOEWEN 

RIES: Quartet 7; String Quintet
Schuppanzigh Quartet, Raquel Massadas, va

CPO 777 306—66 minutes

If we can be honest and admit that we do not
always want to hear Beethoven’s Grosse Fuge
or Schubert’s Death and the Maiden quartet,
then there is room for the chamber works of
Ferdinand Ries. Here we are dealing with a
more conventional romanticism, and the com-
poser avails himself of the opportunity to
express powerful and even ambiguous emo-
tions, but there is little by way of experimenta-
tion or bombast.

The Quartet in A minor (from Opus 150) is
a pleasure. With its changes in time signature,
the Allegro communicates unease or turbulent
feelings, though the lethargic Andante lets the
momentum dissipate. The Scherzo is a bit too
familiar, but if it is derivative, it is derived from
music that I like. In the Finale, the Schup-
panzigh Quartet sounds tired, and the conclu-
sion drags.

For Quintet in C, the group is joined by
violist Raquel Massadas, whose name is often
misspelled in the packaging of the disc. This is
a piece more squarely in the Beethoven mold,
with an Allegro that is lively and forceful. Yet
again, II is sleepy and disappointing, and III is
a rousing Scherzo that calls Mendelssohn to
mind. The Finale is lengthy and holds the
attention, elevating the entire album.

I reviewed another one of the Schup-
panzigh Quartet’s volumes of Ries (J/A 2019),
and again, the music isn’t perfect but it is an
interesting byway.

DUTTERER

SAINT-SAENS: Cello Sonatas
Andrea Favalessa; Maria Semeraro, p

Brilliant 95421—55 minutes

Camille Saint-Saens (1835-1921) is, as I sus-
pect you know, a late romantic French com-
poser. He wrote much fine music for the cello.
This program gives us his two substantial
sonatas, the first a 3-movement work dating
from 1872, the second in 4 longer movements,
written in 1905. They require fine fingers and
careful balances between players, and here
they get both.

Favalessa is a man; Semeraro is a woman.
She not only plays the piano, but wrote the
liner notes in Italian (translated into English
by Dora Mongelli). We get a photograph of
them and they look youthful and friendly.
They work together like a charm, listening to
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each other’s phrasing and sounds with happy
agreement. They have been working together
since 2004. They came my way once before
with music by Alfredo Casella on Brilliant
94823 (Sept/Oct 2014). That is also worth-
while.

D MOORE

SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concerto 2;
see Collections

SANTOLIQUIDO: Chamber Pieces
Mauro Tortorelli, v; Angela Meluso, p; Federica
Del Bagno, vc

Brilliant 96589—65 minutes

These sonatas, reveries, nocturnes. and other
forms from the early 20th Century by Italian
composer Francesco Santoliquido are full of
charm and melodic appeal and performed
with a loving delicacy. In particular, Mauro
Tortorelli’s old-fashioned violin portamento
works well with this music. Santiliquido was
interested in Arab culture as well as the music
of his native culture; the notes speak of a style
that “bridges east and west”. Some of the
pieces, such as the finale of the Sonata in A
minor, also have a French flavor, adding to the
album’s appeal.

SULLIVAN

SAXTON: Hymn to the Thames; Fantasy 
Pieces; Time and the Seasons; Suite

James Turnbull, ob; Fidelio Trio; Roderick
Williams, bar; Madeleine Mitchell, v; Clare Ham-
mond, Andrew West, p; St Paul Sinfonia/ Andrew
Morley

Metier 28624—70 minutes

Robert Saxton (born 1953) is an English com-
poser who studied with figures as varied as
Robin Holloway and Luciano Berio. This
album, titled “Portrait”, is a sampling of his
more recent work, from 2013 to 2020. His
music is tonal, but no one will doubt its
modernity. Often approachable, it does ask for
some headwork from the listener.

Hymn to the Thames is a four-segment
work for oboe and orchestra. The oboe is both
an observer of the river and the spirit of the
river. Its themes use musical letter equivalents
from the names of the river (B, A, E, Eb), as
well as oboist John Turnbull and conductor
Andrew Morley, who commissioned the piece.
Its plan resembles a modern Moldau, each
segment relating to the path of the river.

The music begins with superimposed run-
ning figures of varying rhythms gradually

forming the flowing waters. The solo part
stretches the instrument in its upper range. In
the third section, where the Thames flows
through Oxford, the music quotes Thomas
Tallis’s `In Nomine’ and `O Nata Lux’. Saxton
blends the quotations into the music with sub-
tlety and skill. The oboe here moves more into
its midrange. In the finale, the oboe rises as
the orchestra sinks down to the depths as the
Thames heads out to the sea.

Fantasy Pieces is a set of six short bits for
violin, cello, and piano. I is a florid tribute to
Schumann’s `Wild Horseman’ from his Album
for the Young. II has a gradually descending
melodic line. III is a fast dance with intermixed
lines often clashing and percussive piano writ-
ing. In IV the theme plays over slow-moving
harmonies. They coalesce into a unified sec-
tion, blending into V. This has the strings in
octaves over piano chords. The notes don’t
mention this, but it often seems to quote the
Credo from Beethoven’s Missa Solemnis. VI
abruptly breaks in, the theme heard over tur-
bulent tightly voiced piano chords. The work
rises to an affirmative, if still mysterious close.

Time and the Seasons is a song cycle for
baritone and piano. The composer’s texts,
according to his notes, treat memory and time
in the context of the passing seasons. They pay
tribute to Scratchby on the Norfolk coast,
where Saxton spent his childhood holidays. In
the first, `Winter Still Winter’, the baritone
sings the entire song on an A natural, while the
piano part varies. A bold notion and a effective
one. `Spring’ has a more active vocal line. It
becomes the more expressive in III, `Time’s
Ellipse’. IV, `A Summer Psalm’ has an intro-
spective piano solo. In V, `Autumn’, the singer
is unaccompanied, tapering off to an effective
ending. The last song, `The Beach in Winter’,
between the lines “Inward praise lifted me
Towards the widened sky, There was no
response” has a pause between a dramatic line
to a static one after. The effect is gripping.
There are recurring cross-references among
the songs.

The Suite for violin and piano has brief
movements. `Awakening’ at first seems
unclear as to its goal but ends coherently.
`Horizon’ has a slow violin melody with a
probing accompaniment. It uses music from
the earlier song cycle. The movement ends
with a deeply descending piano part while the
violin ascends to heights with harmonics.
`Jacob and the Angel’ was inspired by a Jacob
Epstein sculpture, reflected in the strenuous
rhythms of the players. In IV, `The Bells of
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Memory’, both players have prolonged lines,
reinforced by the piano’s sustaining pedal. V,
`Quest’, begins with a low piano line rising on a
diatonic motif. The violin eventually merges,
its phrases forming the “outreaching” conclu-
sion.

Performances all sound capable and com-
mitted. The 36 players of the St Paul’s Sinfonia
sometimes sound far more numerous and play
with excellent ensemble. The chamber pieces
are done with fervor, their momentum helped
by accurate, aggressive attacks with good
phrasing. In the song cycle, baritone Williams
turns in his customary stellar rendition—for
example, sustaining the single pitch in `Win-
ter, Still Winter’ for three minutes. Recorded
sound is good, a bit more closely miked for the
chamber works. Informative notes and texts by
the composer.

O’CONNOR

SCARLATTIS: Violin Sonatas; Toccata 7; 
Cello Sonata

Boris Begelman, v; Arsenale Sonoro
Obsidian 720—68 minutes

We have here 8 violin sonatas by the great
Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757) and a Toccata
for keyboard and a Cello Sonata by his father
Alessandro (1660-1725). I know and love
Domenico’s delightful keyboard sonatas and
was expecting the same inventiveness in his
violin sonatas. Alas, I don’t hear it. These
works seem to date from the 1720s or earlier,
so they lack the Spanish inspiration of his
mature works. They aren’t bad at all—in fact
they’re quite good—but they just don’t repre-
sent this composer at his best. The musicians
are first rate, but I wish they had been record-
ed more closely because I think these per-
formances could sound more incisive.

The toccata and cello sonata by Alessandro
are very fine works in a style that sounds a little
archaic next to Domenico’s works. I am glad
they decided to use a cello as part of the con-
tinuo for the sonata; it gives the impression of
a cello duet. Pieter Wispelwey did the same
thing in his recording of Bach’s Viola da
Gamba sonatas, and I thought that the effect
was wonderful. Again, closer microphone
placement would have benefitted the perform-
ances.

MAGIL

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Concerto 1; 
6 Little Pieces; 

WEBERN: Symphony; 5 Pieces
Lausanne Chamber Orchestra/ Heinz Holliger

Fuga Libera 794—53 minutes

Schoenberg’s first chamber symphony is a rau-
cous study in calculated madness and deliri-
um. In modern terms, we’d call it bipolar: glee-
ful one moment, morose the next, labile in
extremis. My favorite performances embrace
its hysteria and don’t smooth away its shaggy
serrations. Holliger’s conception is overflow-
ing in vitality and rude energy, every instru-
ment heard clearly so we can enjoy Schoen-
berg’s heterodox and heterogeneous kaleido-
scopic colors. Schoenberg’s klangfarbe-
melodie process of spreading melodies and
themes among instruments of wildly disparate
timbres is executed most confidently. The
extremes of tempo and volume are honored
and not smoothed down. The interpretation is
closet to the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra
(1990), my previous favorite in this piece, and
far preferable to the drab Boulez (1970s) or
tonally insecure and diffident Zubin Mehta
(1968). The Gateway Chamber Orchestra
(Summit 592) is very beautiful, but sleepy and
subdued. The Hansestadt Philharmonic
(Cybele 761301) is also beautiful and bal-
anced, but a bit too sober and sound of mind.
This newcomer barely edges out Orpheus as
my new favorite.

I wish Holliger performed Schoenberg’s
second chamber symphony instead of
Webern—or perhaps even included it as well:
there is plenty of room for it.

Schoenberg’s Kleine Stücke Opus 19 are
important works because they emulate his
pupil Webern and also mark the end of his
freely atonal works before he created his 12-
tone technique. Holliger’s orchestration is
pointillistic and varied piece by piece. They
are more interesting this way, though the
music is still not very attractive.

The Webern works are largely inscrutable,
like differential equations set to music, though
I could readily hear each variation of the Sym-
phony’s second movement.

The recording is close and detailed, beau-
tifully capturing all of Schoenberg’s piquant
orchestral colors.

WRIGHT

SCHOENBERG: Piano Concerto;
see Collections
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SCHUBERT: Lieder on Guitar
Ethan Lorentz

Soundset 1136—48 minutes

The music of Schubert has been attractive to
guitarists looking for solo arrangements, most
notably JK Mertz (1806-56). Now guitarist
Ethan Lorentz, a graduate of the University of
Denver and the University of Colorado Boul-
der brings us 6 of them as well as 6 of his own
transcriptions in his debut disc.

Lorentz consistently brings the melody to
the fore, as in `Die Taubenpost’. He plays with
an assured command of the romantic style,
with appropriate rubato and spaciousness.

His own transcriptions are a significant
addition to the solo guitar repertoire. Notable
is `Der Lindenbaum’, with its unique accompa-
niment and contrasting sections.

This was recorded at the University of Col-
orado Boulder where Lorentz got his DMA.
Unfortunately for people who listen closely,
the background ventilation noise on some
tracks detracts from the expressive spaces in
the quieter pieces, as in the brooding and pen-
sive `Wasserflut’. Other tracks, such as `Lob der
Tranen’ don’t suffer as much.

Liner notes, online, include the history of
this project.

MCCUTCHEON

SCHUBERT: Symphonies 8+9
B’Rock Orchestra/ Rene Jacobs

Pentatone 5186894—87:27

This is stern and angry Schubert. The 9th takes
an hour because every repeat is taken. It is
nevertheless brusque and breathless. Strings
are downplayed, winds and percussion over-
played. It’s a very brassy affair—bombastic. If
you know the music it’s a travesty. We have a
right to expect Schubert to have some warmth,
some romantic feeling. There is not even any
grace or charm in the trio of the scherzo—such
gorgeous music! And getting to it takes over 7
minutes of repetition. I can imagine a worse
9th—faster. But with reasonable tempos I
expected more from this.

I put off reviewing this for weeks because I
couldn’t think of anything positive to say. A
review shouldn’t amount to just “I hated this”.
But I couldn’t find anything positive, no matter
how many times I listened to it.

It doesn’t help that each of the two move-
ments of the 8th is preceded by recited poetry
(Tobias Moretti is the narrator—in German).
The Allegro Moderato (I) is very slow; the

Andante (II) is horribly fast. It is 5 minutes
faster than I. Of course, the repeats in I are part
of the problem—and so boring. But I think an
Andante should be slower than an Allegro,
even if the latter is “moderato”.

It is because I love Schubert’s music that I
despise this kind of butchering disguised as a
fresh rethinking.

VROON

SCHUBERT: Trio 1; Trout Quintet
Busch Trio; Daniel Palmizio, va; Naomi Shaham,
db—Alpha 884—81 minutes

Schubert’s first trio (B-flat, Op. 99) can hardly
fail to warm our hearts, but this is not a terribly
romantic performance compared to the 3 or 4
I already have. The violin sound is not as warm
and cuddly, for one thing—though its part is
beautifully played and not lacking in expres-
sion. The exposition of the first movement is
repeated, which is not good. Schubert repeats
himself a lot to begin with—why add repeats? I
do not enjoy listening to something that goes
back and starts over after 3 or 4 minutes. So for
me that disqualifies this release—but nothing
else does.

The Trout—Schubert’s piano quintet—is
also disfigured by repeats—this time in both
“sonata” movements, I and IV. To make up for
that and fight boredom, tempos are a little
faster than normal—and in the Andante as
well as in those two allegros. The Rudolf Serkin
recording takes only the repeat in I, and the
other movements are a little slower. The
Horszowski recording (also on Sony, also a
classic) takes no repeats and is a little slower in
the Andante. I still prefer those 1960s record-
ings.

The notes tell us that these two chamber
pieces are perfect representations of the
gemutlich Viennese Schubert. I agree; these
are my two favorite Schubert chamber pieces.
They are rich in melody and unforgettable. But
these performances are not as sweet and
warm as some others, though the clarity and
teamwork are excellent. We have reviewed a
great many recordings (see the cumulative
index), and many of them have something to
offer. For example, the most beautiful piano
tone comes from the Pleyel in the Campanella
recording, though the listener pays for it by
hearing less of the strings (March/April 1997).

The Busch Trio consists of Mathieu Van
Bellen (violin) with Ori and Omri Epstein
(cello and piano). The three have been friends
for much longer than they have been a trio
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(2012). They live in Amsterdam. Their name is
partly because the violin is the Guadagnini
that was played by Adolf Busch years ago.

VROON

SCHUBERT: Violin Sonatas
Artur Kaganovskiy; Attila Szekely, p

Centaur 3785—59 minutes

The violinist’s sound is good, and that goes a
long way. Balance is also good. But the per-
formance is too labored, and modulations and
phrases are often artificial. They seem to know
the stylistic rules, but they are not always
applied right. Cadences are too aggressive;
they happen on their own and rarely need to
be shown. Schubert is one of the most difficult
composers to interpret, and every movement
there are numerous stylistic transgressions.
Strange fingering decisions plague the violin
part, and the piano can be too mechanical
with crescendos and decrescendos. At the end
we cannot help feeling it was all a perfunctory
exercise.

The movements in the third sonata are
mislabeled on the disc.

KELLENBERGER

SCHUBERT: Landler; see BRAHMS
SCHULHOFF: Violin Sonata; see Collections
SCHUMANN: Clarinet Fantasy Pieces & 

Piano Quartet; see BRAHMS

SCHUTZ: Psalms & Motets
Le Cris de Paris/ Geoffroy Jourdain

Harmonia Mundi 905346—74 minutes

Reading through the interview with Geoffroy
Jourdain, it appears he was interested in con-
structing a program of music that resulted
from Schütz’s two trips to Venice. Between
1609 and 1612 he travelled to Venice to study
with Giovanni Gabrieli. When he returned, in
1628, it was to study with Monteverdi, the new
maestro at St Mark’s, at a time when the city
was on the verge of establishing its first public
theatre for opera.

As an example of music composed in the
aftermath of the first Venetian period, Jourdain
offers six concertos from Schütz’s Op. 2,
Psalmen Davids, published in 1619. `Alleluja!
Lobet den Herren’, `Die Mit Tra Saen’, `An den
Wassern zu Babel’, `Warum Toben die Heiden’
`Herr, Unser Herrscher’, and `Danket dem
Herren, Denn er ist Freundlich’ set the festive
tone for the entire recording. Schütz com-
posed them in the opulent style of Gabrieli’s
polychoral motets just two years after his

appointment as Kapellmeister at the court of
Saxony. Their celebratory atmosphere might
be attributed to his youthful enthusiasm but
also perhaps to feelings of joy over his mar-
riage to Magdalena Wildeck that same year.
The combination of chorus, soloists, and
instruments reflect the Venetian taste for dra-
matic expression.

There are, of course, other fine perform-
ances, including the one from Hans-Christoph
Rademann’s complete Schütz recordings
(Carus 83.255, Mar/Apr 2014). What distin-
guishes Jourdain’s performance is not the
vocal refinements—it would be difficult to top
Rademann’s group—but rather the thrilling
embellishments of string, wind, and brass
players.

Jourdain includes just two of the 40 motets
from the Op. 4, Cantiones Sacrae:  `Ego
Dormio et Cor Meum Vigilat’ and its secunda
pars, `Vulnerasti cor Meum, Filia Charissima’.
Composed in 1625, three years before his
return to Venice, Schütz’s task here was to
compose “pleasant music in different styles” to
serve as incidental music for banquets and for
chamber and church settings. The small scale
of these motets suggests a more intimate set-
ting, where delicate interplay between voices
and instruments might have been appreciated.
To examine these motets in the broader con-
text of the entire publication, there is also the
complete recording by Magnificat, directed by
Philip Cave (Linn 607; Sept/Oct 2019).

To represent music Schütz composed after
his second trip to Venice, Jourdain includes 4
of the 20 motets from the Op. 6 Symphoniae
Sacrae I, published in Venice in 1629. As I
pointed out in my review of Rademann’s
recording (Carus 83.273; July/Aug, 2017), these
concertato motets are miniature in scale com-
pared to his later German polychoral concer-
tos. Using a smaller group allows Schütz to
experiment with virtuosity and relationships
between voices and instruments. A particular-
ly good illustration here is the duet `O Quam
tu Pulchra es, Anima Mea’ for tenor (Safir
Behloul) and baritone (Renaud Bres). Other
excellent recordings of Symphoniae Sacrae I
include Manfred Cordes’s with Weser-Renais-
sance Bremen (CPO 777929; Jan/Feb 2016)
and Matteo Messori’s with Cappella Augus-
tana (Brilliant 9395; May/June 2010). Texts and
notes are in English.

LOEWEN
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SCRIABIN: 4 Etudes; Piano Sonatas 2, 7, 9; 5
Preludes, op 74; 2 Pieces for Left Hand; Vers la
flamme;

KELKEL: Tombeau de Scriabine
Vincent Larderet, p

Avie 2500—79 minutes

Larderet calls this program “The Scriabin Mys-
tery”, and the selections cover his whole com-
positional life. The excellent booklet notes
trace the influences and style development
from 1886 (Scriabin was 14 when he wrote the
superb Etude Op. 2:1) to 1914 and his final set
of Preludes, Op. 74. He does make mention of
Scriabin’s final, incomplete work, Mysterium,
which was intended to be performed in the
foothills of the Himalayas in India—a week-
long event that would be followed by the end
of the world and the replacement of the
human race with “nobler beings”. While Scri-
abin, a classmate and friend of Rachmani-
noff’s, started his career heavily influenced by
Chopin, he grew into an innovative and
unique composer. The earlier works here are
well selected and played. As Larderet moves
forward into the middle and end of Scriabin’s
short life, the mystery of his harmony and
rhythm become more apparent.

Sonata 7 (1912) was given the title White
Mass by Scriabin, who also noted that it had “a
mystical sensation as well as a total absence of
human feeling and emotional expression”.

The composer also had a view at this time
that “his melody was reconstituted harmony
while his harmony was melody in compressed
form”. The density of Sonata 7 certainly con-
firms this thought, and Larderet’s exceedingly
slow tempo allows him to bring out much
melody and harmony that usually flash by.
Right from the first bar, I knew I was in for a
different interpretation of this piece. Larderet
takes in excess of 15 minutes here. Ashkenazy,
Hamelin, and Richter all clock in around 11
minutes. I don’t know if any mystery is solved
with the slow tempo. Larderet is quite musical
with every little phrase, and I found this
recording well worth hearing a number of
times.

Sofronitsky’s Sonata 9 (Black Mass), is the
best I have ever heard (Vista Vera 93, July/Aug
2007). I have never heard such power in “the
march of evil forces” (Scriabin’s description)
or the later “infusion of wild orgiastic dance
elements”. While Sofronitsky takes about 8
minutes, Larderet takes almost 11 minutes. His
slower tempo makes many of the inner voices

clear and well shaped, but it loses much of
what I believe the composer intended.

No one beats the white-hot recording of
Vers la Flamme by Horowitz, which is only a
little bit faster than Larderet, who acquits him-
self well in this piece. The closing piece by
Manfred Kelkel is a prelude and eight varia-
tions on material from Mysterium, which
Kelkel discovered in 1972. It is an interesting
five-minute piece I had never heard or heard
of before. It makes for a good conclusion to
this fascinating program.

HARRINGTON

SENFL: Songs & Motets
Singer Pur; Ensemble Leones/ Marc Lewon

Oehms 1726—67 minutes

Stefan Gasch rightly notes that songs like `Ich
Stund An Einem Morgen’ and `Was Wird Es
Doch’ belong to families. Like many other Ger-
man composers of his time, Ludwig Senfl (c.
1486-1543) enjoyed experimenting with differ-
ent combinations of voices and instruments
using the same melody. Here Singer Pur per-
forms no fewer than 7 settings of `Ich Stund An
Einem Morgen’, ranging from transparent
arrangements for solo voice and lute to dense,
polyphonic settings for several voices and
instruments. One of the arrangements is per-
formed by instruments alone.

Senfl offers a similar range of experiments
with texture in the three settings of `Was Wird
Es Doch’. One other German song stands out
for is programmatic character. It is `Das G’lat
zu Speyer’, which imitates the peal of bells
from the cathedral in Speyer. Each of the five
voices sings its own unique text, but they inter-
lock when they take their turn imitating the
bell tones.

Most of the Latin works on the program are
motets. `Non Usitata’ actually belongs to a dif-
ferent genre known as a humanistic ode. Its
simple chordal setting and strophic form
emphasizes clarity of text and sonority. The
motets, on the other hand, exhibit dense tex-
tures and imitative counterpoint. Two
motets—`Media Vita More Sumus/Inmitten
Unsers Lebens Zeit’ and `O Crux Ave, Spes
Unica/Fortuna Desperata’—require voices to
sing different texts at the same time, a compli-
cation that one may trace to the motets of the
13th Century. As usual, Singer Pur performs
these complex tasks brilliantly, drawing the lis-
tener’s attention to the cantus firmus (main
melody) while also dazzling the ear with
Senfl’s delicate counterpoint. Notes are in Eng-
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lish, but the texts are in Latin and German
only.

LOEWEN

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphonies 6+9
BBC Wales/ Steven Lloyd-Gonzalez

First Hand 120—60 minutes

The Sixth symphony of Shostakovich is often
called a headless torso because it begins with a
largo and lacks a proper first movement. What
then of the quite similar first movement of his
Fifth Symphony? It’s also slow in every per-
formance I know. Both movements are spa-
cious and filled with wind and brass solos. I
see the 6th as lacking not a head but a stom-
ach—a slow movement belongs between the
two rowdy and trite scherzos that close the
symphony. Along with Symphony 2, the 6th is
Shostakovich’s most structurally defective and
is thus rarely recorded outside of sets, but I see
no evidence this disc is part of a set.

The 19-minute I is patient and probing, as
it should be. The many wind solos are clear
and expressive. The long, long trill near the
end—the Golden Section as it were—is execut-
ed with hushed sensitivity, the magical addi-
tion of celeste enveloped in the soft violin
oscillations. II and III are a romp, dashed off
without subtlety, the brass and timpani impe-
rious and garish in the closing salvo.

It seems every competent orchestra gets
the 9th right. This performance does. It is more
subdued than some, more classically
restrained and Haydnesque. Any grotesqueries
are ironed out, the brass not overpowering the
strings, everything neatly tucked and rolled.

The sound is closed and detailed and
packs a large dynamic range for the big cli-
maxes of the 6th Symphony.

WRIGHT

SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Sonata;
see PROKOFIEFF

SIBELIUS: Orchestral Songs
Marianne Beata Kielland, mz; Norwegian Radio/
Petr Popelka

LAWO 1239—44 minutes

Sibelius’s first published work is a song, and
songs continued to be central to his life as a
composer. This album presents 18 of his 100
songs, some of them orchestrated by the com-
poser (we aren’t told which ones, but playing
the CD on my computer shows that 6 of the 18
are by the composer). Most of are in Swedish,
his preferred language; two are in his native

Finnish. Somber sadness characterizes many
of his songs.

The program is cherry-picked from Opp.
38, 17, 36, and 37 (without all the songs of any
of them), and they are sung in that order. I
can’t think of any particular benefit in order-
ing the program this way. To begin with songs
from Op. 38 in a late style and then to go back
to earlier songs in a very different style seems
odd. But it is common to mix songs of different
stages in a program like this. Also, after such a
melancholy program, it might have been nice
to end on one of the more hopeful songs (such
as `Var Det en Dröm’, Op. 37:4 or `Fagellek’, Op.
17:3). Instead the program ends with a song of
a betrayed lover (`Flickan Kom Fran Sin
Alsklings Möte’, Op. 37:5). Given the lugubri-
ousness of his songs I suppose that’s appropri-
ate.

The program begins strongly with `Höstk-
vall’ and two others songs from Op. 38, the
longest songs here. `I Natten’ sets a quiet
mood with scant accompaniment of hushed
strings and plucked double bass. The mood
then shifts significantly with the gentle but
melancholy `Se’n Har Jag ej Fragat Mera’ and
four other songs of Op. 17. `En Slanda’, Op. 17:5
is a song about life’s ephemeral pleasures.
Kielland sings with delicacy of a dragonfly that
flies away as she spins a beautiful line with
soaring top notes. Where trills are indicated in
the score, it is hard to distinguish them from
her vibrato, but it creates an appropriate flut-
tery effect. She sings of grief with a convincing
mixture of outrage and sadness in the ever
popular `Svarta Rosor’, Op. 36:1.

Kielland writes in her liner notes about her
attraction to these songs but gives limited
information about them.

The performances are first-rate and nicely
recorded in a warmly resonant acoustic. I have
reviewed Kielland previously in baroque and
lieder programs. Here she is able to give full
reign to her operatic tones, occasionally rising
to Wagnerian heights as in `Var Det en Dröm’.
Whether she is singing a more tender song like
`En Slanda’ or a more energetic song like
`Svarta Rosor’ she projects the meaning of the
text clearly and with luminous tone. The Nor-
wegian Radio Orchestra plays precisely under
the sure direction of Petr Popelka. The balance
between voice and orchestra is just right.

Notes, texts, translations
R MOORE
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SIBELIUS: Symphonies 5, 6, 7
Royal Philharmonic/ Owain Arwel Hughes

Rubicon 1073—83 minutes

In July/August 2022 Paul Althouse wrote a
short review of Hughes’s recordings of Jean
Sibelius’s Symphonies 2 and 4. About 2 he
wrote, “Hughes plays the piece sensitively and
well, but the pace in every movement is very
slow, and the piece becomes reflective rather
than assertive. The slow tempos allow for
detail and several lovely, lyrical passages; but
the whole thing needs more spark.” Agreed.
About the Fourth: “Hughes is observing and
commenting...rather than being a part of [the
performances.] Too often the music feels slack
and lacking in tension and forward momen-
tum, and it tends to become boring.” Also
agreed.

Enter these readings of the very different
Symphonies 5,6, and 7—so different that
Hughes’s approach works in all of them. Like
most English conductors, he seems to be sym-
pathetic to Sibelius’s music—despite his prob-
lems with his Second and Fourth—as do Eng-
lish orchestras in general.

Tempos in the Fifth can be on the slow
side, but they are not nearly as slow as the
ones in 2 and 4, and they work much better.
Textures are often chamberlike, soft passages
are telling, and the build-ups in volume are
appropriately gradual and controlled. The
opening to the Fifth is beautiful, eerie, and
light in scale. Tempos are generally slow, but
they pick up after what I call the “big wave” cli-
max. The end of that climax turns into what
could be described as a celebration after mak-
ing that climb; the soft playing there is very
effective. II is light in weight, though it contin-
ues to be mysterious. It is also a little slow,
maybe even relaxed as the repeated motif rolls
out. A little more drive would be welcome as
this passage proceeds. III’s repeated phrase
flows more than usual, and the high strings
sound light, soft, and controlled, creating a
bleak image of what could be night time in an
Arctic winter. From there things are controlled
and slow, as the movement proceeds to the
end.

The Sixth tends to be a little introverted, on
the light side, steady, and careful, though the
faster music is balanced, clear, and often airy
and light. It is slow and creepy at the begin-
ning—an interpretation that is not typical but
is enjoyable. Activity picks up in a woodwind
passage. Textures are light, and the orchestra

creates some interesting and fresh colors, sug-
gesting Spring. The mood changes suddenly
near the end, from where it builds effectively.
Tempos are slow as strings rise like a genie out
of its bottle. The eerie sensation continues in
II. Tempos are slow, and the playing is inter-
nalized as if looking in corners. The mood
becomes merry, busy, and upbeat in III. IV is
fresh with the feeling of open air. The touch is
light in what may be Sibelius’s lightest sym-
phony.

The well controlled Seventh unfolds grad-
ually and expansively, particularly in the cli-
maxes. The Seventh is one of Sibelius’s most
powerful works and in some ways a study in
long, gradual crescendos. This one is on the
light side with prominent woodwinds and airy
strings, though the climaxes border on grand.

These three straightforward, mainstream,
clear-toned, yet fairly romantic readings are
well recorded and played by a well balanced
English orchestra. Perhaps Hughes rethought
his approach to Sibelius when he made them,
but more likely the different, more modern
style of these symphonies dictated a change in
approach from the earlier ones. It seems easy
to over-romanticize 2 and 4, but the more con-
cise 5,6, and 7 do not lend themselves to that
treatment, and Hughes does not take that
road. Listening to his 2 nad 4 can be difficult
and frustrating. Listening to 5 through 7 is
enjoyable.

HECHT

SIBELIUS: Symphony 2; see TCHAIKOVSKY

SIERRA: Studies in Rhythms & Sonorities;
Lyric Pieces; Album for the Young

Matthew Bengtson, p
IBS 72022—67 minutes

The music of prominent Puerto Rican com-
poser Roberto Sierra (b 1953) runs the gamut
from Latin-tinged crowd pleasers to rigorous
modernist works downstream of Ginastera
and his teacher, Ligeti. This program of short
piano pieces belongs (mostly) to the latter
group. The virtuosic Studies in Rhythms and
Sonorities (2017) are written in the spirit of the
piano studies by Ligeti and Nancarrow. They
concentrate on advanced pedaling techniques,
contrasting dynamics, and complex rhythmic
interplay, presented with breathless, hyperki-
netic energy. These are instant classics—they
should be the next set of studies to be sur-
mounted by serious pianists.

The Lyric Pieces (2018) lie far away from
Grieg and much closer to the fragmented
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cubism of Stravinsky. Abrupt tonal shifts and
violent intrusions abound; he often shuffles
material between the pieces, so that a thought
may be abandoned, revisited, and completed
several miniatures later.

The Album for the Young (2017) is com-
paratively tamer. They are all characteristic
pieces with friendly titles, though the music is
still often quite dissonant and rambunctious—
the cacophonous VII `Thunderstorm’ is a case
in point. I find it hard to believe that they are
suitable, as he says, for very young players—
though perhaps with the right presentation
they will broaden the minds of young listeners.

Matthew Bengtson needs no introduction
if you are acquainted with his marvelous Scri-
abin (Romeo 7308, J/A 2015). His peerless
technique and pianism are exactly what the
devilishly difficult studies need to be effective.
He dispatches the lesser (though by no means
limited) challenges of the other pieces with
ease and flashiness—though he could pull
back on the throttle for some of the calmer
children’s pieces. But that’s just a quibble—
this is astonishing playing of demanding and
fascinating piano works. Let’s hear his Ligeti
and Nancarrow!

FARO

SILVESTROV: Requiem for Larissa
Priska, Eser, s; Jutta Neumann, a; Andreas Hirtre-
iter, t; Wolfgang Klose, Michael Mantaj, b; Bavari-
an Radio Choir; Munich Radio Orchestra/ Andres
Mustonen

BR 900344—60 minutes

Requiem for Larissa was introduced to us by
Mark Lehman in July/August 2004 where he
admired both the piece and the performers
from the composer’s native Ukraine (ECM
2283). Valentin Silvestrov (b 1937) wrote the
Requiem to honor the passing of his wife,
Larissa Bondarenko, who died unexpectedly in
a Kiev hospital in 1996. It doesn’t take much
time with the music to realize that he loved her
very much and that he came to understand
pain from the inside. For most of the work,
stabbing pangs of grief come from all sonic
quarters; high, low, soft, loud, choral, and
instrumental. A sense of brokenness pervades
the Latin liturgy with musical phrases that are
dark, nasty, and disconnected from each other.
Silvestrov’s Tuba mirum is particularly omi-
nous, with tuba, trombone and an amplified
synthesizer snapping and groaning amid the
darkness of the Day of Tears.

But there is an eye to this emotional hurri-

cane: the insertion of a magnificently sad
poem by the Ukrainian poet Taras Shevchenko
(1814-61) that becomes a moving meditation
on personal loss. Titled `The Dream’, the words
are even sadder now because Silvestrov, his
daughter, and granddaughter were forced to
flee the Ukraine for Berlin in the wake of Rus-
sia’s murderous assault on their country. (“As I
leave you, my dear Ukraine, I’ll leave the
clouds behind, and fall with dew to talk with
you, poor widow-country mine.”) When sung
with such feeling by the tenor, it’s hard to know
who to mourn first—Larissa or a homeland
forced to endure such a ghastly ordeal.
Shevchenko’s poem leads to something also
moving—an Agnus Dei that is a ghostly
encounter with the Classical Era. Mr Lehman
aptly described Silvestrov’s “Mozartean violin
ornaments” acting as an angelic descant over
gentle winds of synthesized sound and singers
softly intoning the prayer for peace. The inter-
lude draws to a close with a celestial piano
cadenza that also tips a cap to Mozart before
dying away in a series of disembodied
entrances that fade to nothingness. Dona
nobis pacem, indeed.

This was recorded in concert in June of
2011 and released this year to honor Silve-
strov’s 85th birthday. In blazing sound, the
music becomes so engrossing that you start
ignoring the performers completely. It’s like
watching Ben Kingsley inhabit Gandhi or
Helen Mirren slip seamlessly into the persona
of Elizabeth II. You forget the actors as the
characters become flesh. So it is here. If this
music has anything to say about it, the memo-
ry of Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin will go
down as a stinking blight on the pages of histo-
ry while the blessed soul of Larissa Bon-
darenko continues to rest in eternal peace.

GREENFIELD

SMETANA: Quartet 1;
DVORAK: Quartet 12; 2 Waltzes

Wihan Quartet
Nimbus 6422—64 minutes

The Wihan Quartet has been around for
roughly 35 years, and so this album’s biggest
surprise is that this Czech ensemble hasn’t
recorded these pieces sooner. Smetana’s Quar-
tet 1 in E minor (From My Life) is played very
well here, with a commanding air—though
maybe just a bit more nervous energy would
have made it even better. But these musicians
have a polished, confident sound, and they
never overdo it.
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Dvorak’s Quartet 12 in F (American) leaves
a favorable impression, even though I have
heard better performances, most recently by
the Albion Quartet in a looser and livelier ren-
dition (S/O 2019). All of it is too restrained
here, almost too respectful, but the artists do
have the requisite enthusiasm. Primarily, it is
Dvorak’s impeccable score that carries the day.

The two waltzes from Opus 54 are heard
here in his arrangements for quartet. Both are
pleasant and brief, adding little to the pro-
gram.

For the most part these are fine perform-
ances, but if you only have room on your shelf
for the best, look elsewhere.

DUTTERER

SOR: Variations
Christian El Khouri, g

Dynamic 7949—72 minutes

The first three decades of the 19th Century
were a time of tremendous activity and growth
in the classical guitar world, and Fernando Sor
(1778-1839) was a leading figure, composing
everything from guitar studies to major con-
cert works, all with a developed sense of har-
mony making them stand out from the music
of his contemporaries.

Italian guitarist Christian El Khouri brings
us a collection of some of Sor’s variations—
longer works for solo guitar, ranging from the
well-known Mozart Variations—a staple of the
Segovia repertoire—to lesser-known but just
as deserving pieces including the 14-minute
Op. 20. These are performed on a replica of a
19th Century Stauffer guitar built in 2016 by
Alessio Guarnieri. That is somewhat smaller
than the contemporary classical guitar, but on
this recording the sound is rich and full. El
Khouri is a capable guitarist, and his handling
of the many moods in Sor’s variation writing is
admirable, with both technical and musical
understanding that enhances the details of
each composition with a clear projection of
the romantic nature of this music.

This recording was made in the San Bar-
tolomeo Nomaglio Church in Turin, and El
Khouri’s guitar sounds magnificent in the
ample reverberation. Kudos to sound engineer
and post-production engineer Andrea Dando-
lo.

Liner notes by Danilo Prefumo bring to
light many details of the works and are much
appreciated.

MCCUTCHEON

STANFORD: Children’s Songs
Kitty Whately, mz; Gareth Brynmor John, bar;
Susie Allen, p

Somm 655—79 minutes

My primary association with the music of
Charles Villiers Stanford is through his liturgi-
cal choral works. This album, like Somm’s pre-
vious “Songs of Faith, Love and Nonsense”
(M/J 2021), shows his gift for writing songs
with good melody lines and congenial accom-
paniment.

This program of 38 children’s songs
includes some never previously recorded. It
begins with the first complete recording of A
Child’s Garland of Songs, dedicated to his own
children—his early settings of nine Robert
Louis Stevenson poems. It includes the mid-
period 4 Songs and 6 Songs, the two books of
Songs from the Elfin Pedlar published posthu-
mously, and 7 individual songs.

What makes these children’s songs? Some
are songs that view life from a child’s point of
view. Others are songs to sing to children.
Some are songs children could learn to sing.
Most of them accurately reflect thoughts and
feelings of children.

The nine songs of A Child’s Garland of
Songs come from Stevenson’s point of view as
an adult remembering what it is like to be a
child. The album begins with a child’s sum-
mertime lament about having to go to bed
when it is still light outside. Listening to them
as an adult puts me back in touch with my own
childhood.

By contrast poem of Alfred, Lord Tennyson
in the 4 Songs view life from an adult’s point of
view. That is particularly true of `The Vision’
taken from Tennyson’s In Memoriam;  it
expresses his grief at the death of his friend
Arthur Hallam. Another example is `The
Silence’ about the raising of Lazarus. Both are
among the finest songs of the program, but
may not really qualify as children’s songs.

6 Songs, with poems by five different poets,
are sung to children. Tennyson’s `Drop Me a
Flower’ is one children might not grasp as well
as adults, but the rest would could well appeal
to children—at least children of that time.
`Lullaby’ from this set is another of the best
songs of the program. The set concludes with
another of the best songs here, `The Unknown
Sea’, with a text told by a child and written by
Mary Kitson Clark when she was 15.

Stanford’s two Elfin Pedlar books, pub-
lished posthumously, are wonderful examples
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of songs with texts written by a child for chil-
dren. Helen Douglas Adam published The
Elfin Pedlar and Tales Told by Pixie Pool, a
collection of fairy ballads and nature poetry,
when she was just 14 years old. `The Dream
Ship’ and `Night’ particularly evoke end of day
feelings.

The program closes with a group of stand-
alone songs about witches, fairies, horses, and
life at sea. `A Japanese Lullaby’ stands out
from this group. Best of all is Stanford’s setting
of John Greenleaf Whittier’s `Worship’ in
praise of nature.

The performances are a delight. The songs
are pretty evenly divided between the two
singers. Kitty Whately has firmly established
herself as one of the finest exponents of British
songs. Her singing radiates warmth and ten-
derness in the reflective songs and vigor in the
active ones. New to me is Gareth Brynmor
John, an effective storytelling singer with a
clear and lyrical voice. Susie Allen has proved
herself previously as an accomplished collabo-
rator in English songs and again shows her
fine aptitude.

The program is nicely performed and
recorded. The recording soundscape makes
more than usual right to left separation of
singer and piano. In duets one singer is in the
middle. The booklet includes full texts and
informative notes by Stanford scholar Jeremy
Dibble in readable print.

Texts and translations.
R MOORE

STRAUSS: Metamorphosen; see BRITTEN

STRAVINSKY: Firebird; Apollo Musagete
Luxembourg Philharmonic/ Gustavo Gimeno

Harmonia Mundi 905303—77 minutes

The Rite of Spring and Petrouchka are full of
lyricism, color, and drama that are immediate-
ly appealing. Except toward the end, Firebird
generally lacks that excitement and drama.
Beautiful though the work is, its lack of con-
trast seems to make the complete Firebird
somewhat difficult to pull off, perhaps explain-
ing why the suites are more popular.

One need not worry about that in this Fire-
bird performance by Spanish conductor Gus-
tavo Gimeno leading an excellent Luxembourg
Philharmonic. It is engrossing, elegant, warm,
sophisticated, and dramatic when needed, a
point well illustrated in `Magic Carillon’. The
flitting and darting about in `Dance of
Koschei’s Retinue’ is well done but not brittle.

`Infernal Dance’ can be overblown in some
performances, but equanimity and balance
reign in this one. `Berceuse’ (Lullaby) is not
only gorgeous. It seems to float, and the final
scene builds beautifully to the last rendition of
the Russian folk tune, though the marcato
treatment of the final chordal passage does not
go well with the sustained approach Gimeno
took through most of the work. That aside, if
you like warmth and a bit of dark coloring in
this piece, you should enjoy this performance.

Gimeno’s approach to Apollon Musagete is
similar. It is mostly played slowly and has an
inward, exploratory, even sleek feel to it. Some
parts are pensive (`Pas d’Action’); others are
touching (`Pas de Deux’), and the lively ones
get their due. Some listeners will prefer a more
animated approach, but others should enjoy
Gimeno’s thoughtful elegance that fits this
piece so well. (Note: Apollon Musagete is the
title on this disc and booklet. Stravinsky later
came to prefer Apollo.

The Luxembourg Philharmonic sounds
world class in both works. Anyone interested
in a slightly, somewhat overdone romantic
approach to this music should enjoy both per-
formances. The sound is excellent.

HECHT

STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring
with Firebird; Symphony in E-flat; Faun & the
Shepherdess; Scherzo Fantastique; Funeral Song
Angharad Lyddon, mz; London Philharmonic/
Vladimir Jurowski

LPO 123 [2CD] 149 minutes

with Capriccio; Octet
Nathalia Milstein, p; French Radio Orchestra/
Mikko Franck

Alpha 894—68 minutes

Rite of Spring has been recorded so often that
it almost might be thought of as the 20th Cen-
tury’s Beethoven Fifth. These days, very few
Rite recordings are less than at least good, and
many are great. What is remarkable is that a
work considered unplayable 100 years ago is
now capably performed even by amateur
orchestras.

The Vladimir Jurowski discs, titled Jurows-
ki Conducts Stravinsky Volume 1, are drawn
from his concerts with the London Philhar-
monic when he was Music Director (2007 to
2021). Jurowski’s Rite is somewhat distant as
well as more blended, and lighter than usual.
Quickish tempos move things along, some-
times too much, resulting in some passages
being hurried and even chaotic before the big
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climax in `Ritual of the Tribes’. A nice effect is
the soft, muted trumpet pair in the Introduc-
tion to Part 2. `Glorification of the Chosen
One’ is fast and furious with huge interval
drops. `Ritual Action of the Ancestors’ returns
things to normal, to the point of being mysteri-
ous and a little stilted. `Sacrificial Dance’ is
more typical in pace if a bit slow.

One of the high points of this issue is the
reading of the early Symphony in E-flat, which
Stravinsky wrote at age 25 and dedicated to his
teacher, Rimsky-Korsakoff. It sounds more
mature than that. Jurowski makes no attempt
to hide its Russian quality, so the link between
the two composers comes through clearly. I is
generally lively and energetic when it needs to
be; sometimes it is civilized and even urbane.
II is quick in tempo, sprightly, and deft, with
attractive woodwinds. III sounds dramatic and
emotional, and its ending is expressive and
mysterious. The opening to IV is bold and mil-
itant; the rest recalls II somewhat, though it is
more festive, busy, and upbeat.

Welsh mezzo Angharad Lyddon has the
perfect dark voice for Faun and Shepherdess.
Her singing is expressive, and though she does
not display great diction, she is a good story
teller. The orchestra interacts more than it
accompanies. Jurowsky’s Scherzo Fantastique
is enhanced by virtuosic string playing and his
lyrical, dramatic interpretation. The recently
discovered Funeral Song is a haunting and
powerful work whose coloring combines
Stravinsky’s Russian origins and the influence
of Debussy.

Jurowski’s complete Firebird is a lively,
lyrical, and chamberlike reading that main-
tains good communication in what sounds like
a relaxed-in-a-good way orchestra. The overall
effect is rather inward with soft passages that
are very soft and sometimes eerie. `Princesses’
Game with the Golden Apples’ is light, inti-
mate, and sprightly, and the wooly horn tone
in `Sudden Appearance of Ivan Tsarevitch’ and
the soft horn articulations before the big bass
drum supply effective contrast. There is also
good contrast between the fast and furious
`Infernal Dance’ and the dark and eerie `Lulla-
by’ that precedes it. The last part of the ballet
builds up nicely to the horn rendering of a
Russian folk song, and the final display of that
tune in the brass is fast and never heavy. The
one miscalculation, a minor one, is the big
slowdown before the ending.

The booklet notes supply the text and Eng-
lish translation for Faun and the Shepherdess
plus informative notes. One note refers to the

Firebird score as the “original 1910 version”,
inadvertently implying that there might be
another version. There is no other version of
the full ballet.

At first hearing, Mikko Franck’s reading of
the Rite seemed quirky and not in a good way.
Perhaps the solo bassoon that holds its first
note seemingly forever threw me, especially
when what follows seems too fast, light, and
somewhat lacking in the primitive power and
weight that the work calls for. Although Franck
is Finnish, his interpretation of the Rite seems
French. Whatever it lacks in power, weight,
and primitiveness, it makes up for with color,
dash, and clarity. True, that endless bassoon
note suggests a slow, drawn-out performance
that tries one’s patience, but quite the opposite
ensues: textures that are light but balanced top
to bottom, good solo work, clear rhythms,
bright colors, and moderate tempos. There are
few heavy thrusts in the low strings, the polite
brass rarely roars, and some weighty string
chords are not that weighty. Those qualities
may not appeal to many Rite afficionados, but
once you become accustomed to Franck’s
approach, this can be an easy performance to
like. It will not lift you out of your seat, not
even in the `Sacrificial Dance’; but it is a wor-
thy, though not essential, performance.

Capriccio is scored for winds and piano
soloist. The Octet calls for eight winds. Both
are lively, colorful, and a little raw. Stravinsky
wrote that in Capriccio he “pitted the [soloist]
against several instruments in the orchestral
ensemble or against whole groups that are also
treated in a concertante [and competitive]
manner.” This reading works well in that
description. It is lively, humorous, wry, even
bubbly; and the performance by the orchestra
and excellent pianist Nathalia Milstein (no
relation to violinist Nathan) brings out those
qualities with enthusiasm. The Octet is an
unusually academic effort for Stravinsky,
employing sonata form, counterpoint, and
variations in a blend of the baroque and the
modern. It stresses objectivity over emotion
and requires the same approach used in
Capriccio—and that is what it gets.

There was a time when French Stravinsky
suggested recordings in Geneva by Stravinsky’s
old friend Ernest Ansermet, but the modern
French Radio Orchestra is more technically
refined and international sounding. It does a
good job with these works after a stylistic
adjustment or two on the listener’s part. The
result is a good reading of the Rite and excel-
lent readings of the Capriccio and Octet. If you
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like the idea of a French Rite with a better
orchestra than Ansermet had, this is worth
checking out. There are a few other recordings
of the Capriccio and Octet, but it will be hard
to beat these two.

The sound is very good. The somewhat
close miking works well for the Rite and very
well for the other two works.

HECHT

SUMMER: Hamlet
Omar Najmi (Hamlet), Brianna Robinson (Ophe-
lia), Kevin Thompson (Polonius), Evan Bravos
(Claudius), Michelle Trainor (Gertrude), Kather-
ine Pracht (Horatio), Neil Ferreira (Laertes); Ruse
Opera/ Leo Hussain

Navona 6396 [3CD] 201 minutes

This work from 2006 is billed as Hamlet, a
Grand Opera, and that it is, coming in at 201
minutes and setting an extremely complex
play. Having set a number of Shakespeare
scenes and sonnets in an ambitious project
called The Oxford Songs, American composer
Joseph Summer finally decided to take on
Hamlet in its entirety. It is a long play, and this
is a long opera, so Summer chose what he calls
a “layered presentation” where some words
are placed on top of each other. We don’t hear
every word the ghost says, for instance, but we
don’t need to because Summers assumes the
audience knows the play and only needs the
“concept”. Many scenes, such as the familiar
`To be or not to be’, which steadily rises in
intensity, are presented in a straightforward
manner, with the text clearly articulated.

Unlike the new, expressionist Hamlet by
Brett Dean recently presented at the Met, this
one is tonal and lyrical, though full of menace
and angst. Summer can be delicate, as in the
wispy strings and percussion in the opening
numbers of Act II; and some of the music is
quite ravishing, such as the soaring duet `O,
my lord’.

The cast is both dramatic and musical, the
chorus sumptuous; the orchestra plays with
brio and conviction, especially the brass,
which has fanfares all through the piece,
reaching a climax in the final interlude. The
stark chords at the very end supply a fitting
conclusion to an ambitious undertaking.

SULLIVAN

SUPPE: Around the World in 80 Days
Janacek Philharmonic/ Dario Salvi
Naxos 574396 [3CD] 144 minutes

Conductor Dario Salvi keeps unearthing little

known (or at least unheard) scores by Vien-
nese composers. Franz von Suppe is mostly
known for his famous overtures. In the last
issue I reviewed a new recording of incidental
music to Mozart, a rather somber affair about
incidents in that composer’s life. Although it is
very listenable and keyed to specific stage
action it would make a good ballet. The same
can be said for the incidental music for Jules
Verne’s play of Around the World in 80 Days
(1874) where music by Suppe was added in
1875 for the play’s premiere at the Carl Theater
in Vienna. This music is livelier than Mozart,
with character leitmotivs that let you know
which character is the center of attention in a
particular scene.

The many film and stage productions have
used portions of Verne’s book to emphasize
what was popular with audiences. Each pro-
duction has emphasized the “spectacular” film
or stage effects available at the time. The 1956
film excised a few characters, but added the
balloon ride over France. Later film versions in
the 1990s and 2000s added romance and less
effective comedy and action sequences. Even
Orson Welles’s stage version in 1947 (pro-
duced by Mike Todd, who also produced the
1956 film) tried to condense the action to
Broadway running times while emphasizing
the adventure aspects. A later 2010 stage ver-
sion had all the characters played by just 5
people. Verne’s own 1874 stage play (the basis
for Suppe’s music) added and deleted charac-
ters and action scenes. That version’s scenario
and Suppe’s accompanying music are easy to
follow in the English-only notes and synopsis.

On this new recording of the incidental
music there are 15 numbers about characters
or stage action. Sometimes the music is used
as introduction, scene change, or underscor-
ing. Some of the music is romantic and beauti-
ful; but there are jaunty marches, dances, and
music used to establish a time or place. There
is oriental sounding music for Middle-Eastern
scenes, Asiatic (or at least European attempts
at) Far East sounds, English (`God Save the
Queen’), and American (`Yankee Doodle’). It’s
all very entertaining. There is enough variety
in all the scenes to keep the music interesting,
and the orchestrations are impressive.

Salvi’s conducting is much livelier and
effective than it was in Mozart. The orchestra
responds beautifully to some of Suppe’s most
intricate orchestrations. The sound is excel-
lent.

FISCH
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SZYMANOWSKI: Violin Concerto 1;

see Collections
TANEYEV: String Trio; see BACH

TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade; Melodrama
from Snow Maiden; Elegy; Quartet in B-flat
minor; Andante from Quartet 3
Baltic Chamber Orchestra/ Emmanuel Leducq-
Barome—Brilliant 96520—65 minutes

This attractive program includes Tchaikovsky’s
familiar Serenade for Strings along with four
shorter works: a lovely four-minute melodra-
ma from The Snow Maiden, a play by Alexan-
der Ostrovsky for which Tchaikovsky wrote 19
movements of incidental music; an Elegy writ-
ten to honor the actor Ivan Samarin; a youthful
quartet movement, arranged by Nikolai
Brucher; and finally the Andante Funebre e
Doloroso from the Third Quartet, which was
arranged by Glazounov and played at
Tchaikovsky’s funeral in 1893.

The Baltic Chamber Orchestra is made up
from members of the St Petersburg Philhar-
monic; they were formed in 2000 under
French conductor Emmanuel Leducq-
Barome. Judging from an unclear photo, there
are about 17 musicians, but they sound much
fuller and louder than that number would sug-
gest. Indeed, their playing is full and warm,
rich in vibrato and expression. If you like Russ-
ian music played by native musicians (I’m
thinking here of the old Leningrad Philhar-
monic, which became the St Petersburg Phil-
harmonic in 1991) you’ll enjoy this. It’s some
of Tchaikovsky’s most attractive music, richly
played and beautifully recorded.

ALTHOUSE

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5; 
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2

London Philharmonic, Boston Symphony/ Serge
Koussevitzky—Somm 5017 [2CD] 148 minutes

Serge Alexandrovich Koussevitzky (1874-1951)
was born in Vishny-Volochok, Russia. When
he was 14 he ran away from home and
enrolled at the School of the Moscow Philhar-
monic Society. Short of money, he learned that
he could earn a full scholarship if he played
the double bass. He developed into a world
class bassist. Koussevitzky’s second wife,
Natalya Ushkov, was an heiress who financed
his move to Berlin, where he taught himself to
conduct, modeling himself after a few conduc-
tors, especially Artur Nikisch. In 1908 he hired
the Berlin Philharmonic for his critically
acclaimed conducting debut. The next year he

started an orchestra in Russia that he took on a
2,300 mile trip on the Volga playing concerts
for four months until the start of the Great War.

He published works by young Russian
composers. After the Revolution in 1917, he
fled to Paris and started an orchestra that
played premieres of works by young French
composers as well as composers like Prokofi-
eff. He also commissioned Ravel’s orchestra-
tion of Moussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibi-
tion.) In 1924 he became the conductor of the
Boston Symphony.

These symphonies were recorded at con-
certs in London in 1950. That Koussevitzky’s
treatment of both is going to be romantic and
personal becomes clear from the opening of
the Tchaikovsky, which begins very slowly and
is well phrased. He changes gears at the Alle-
gro, which begins as a pert, lyrical march.
From there on, tempos are flexible, pushing
and pulling as he seems to be going with his
imagination without being outrageous. Many
effects involve slowdowns before transitions
that prove contemplative and often indulgent.
The result sounds almost but not quite impro-
visatory. The result is interesting, but whether
it holds up under repeated listening is another
matter. II is very slow and almost free-wheel-
ing and sometimes sounds like mourning; pas-
sages that are usually slurred sound tenuto,
etc. III is insouciant, a bit sarcastic, and some-
times mechanical in an acceptable way. IV is
often joyous as it moves along at a fast but
controlled tempo. Textures seem light, but
they exude strength, especially in the big brass
parts. The lyrical passages sing, and the quiet
ones are subtle before they begin to build. As
strong as this reading is, it is not overpowering,
and there is always something interesting
going on. One thing it is not is boring.

Koussevitzky was one of Jean Sibelius’s two
favorite conductors of his music. (Beecham
was the other.) His spontaneous and indulgent
treatment of Sibelius’s Second Symphony is
similar to his interpretation of the
Tchaikovsky. Again he follows the mood of the
music, sounding spontaneous and even
impulsive. His interpretation of I is not the
smoothest you will hear in terms of flow—tem-
pos vary between flexible and impulsive. Cli-
maxes are often dramatic and drawn out. II
opens gently, then turns quick and urgent,
with varying increases in tempo that some-
times come across as busy or nervous. Often
the conductor calls for quiet in the string inter-
vals that follow some dramatic ones. The pizzi-
cato is clearer than usual. All that is carried out
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with intensity that does not back away from
extremes, though III is fast to the point of fre-
netic sometimes. Even the slow oboe solo sec-
tion is on the fast side. The percussion is more
present than in some performances, and there
is more urgency than usual in the slow parts.
The finale is the strongest of the four move-
ments. Koussevitzky wears his heart on his
sleeve there, but then it is hard not to. The
building sections begin like marches and
expand gradually, with the strings quite
prominent.

Both works invite Koussevitzky’s kind of
indulgence, and for the most part the perform-
ances work. Still, they are not for everyone,
and neither should be your only recording.
The monaural recordings have been very well
restored by Lani Spahr, who also restored a set
of Elgar-conducted recordings of his music.

On Disc 2 are several tracks of “memoirs”
of Koussevitzky-conducted excerpts from
works by Berlioz, Tchaikovsky, Richard
Strauss, Sibelius, Beethoven, Copland, and
Moussorgsky. They are hosted by producer
John Tolansky with comments about and
memories of Koussevitzky by ex-Boston Sym-
phony players Harry Ellis Dickson, Everett
Firth, Harry Shapiro, and from the London
Philharmonic, Patrick Stevens.

The notes include Rob Cowan’s fascinating
account of Koussevitsky’s career, personality,
and conducting, and a fine uncredited biogra-
phy that in 1950 appeared in the Philharmonic
Post, which I believe was a magazine of the
London Philharmonic.

HECHT

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6;
HAYDN: Symphony 102
Stuttgart Radio Symphony/ Sergiu Celibidache

SWR 19118—75 minutes

These recordings originated as a radio broad-
cast on September 17, 1959. The tapes have
been remastered and sound quite good,
though they are less clear than today’s best,
and the sound is monaural.

The history of Celibidache (1912-96) is
indeed fascinating. He got a PhD (writing a
dissertation on Josquin) and became a noted
conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic at the
end of the war, but then was drawn into the
phenomenology of music, Zen, and the tran-
scendence of music in the concert hall. He
hated recording because the transcending
quality was lost. Back in July/August 1998 Tom
Godell reported that Celi compared listening

to a recording with going to bed with a picture
of Brigitte Bardot! Many of his performances,
nonetheless, have survived—often from
broadcasts. He insisted on huge amounts of
rehearsal time, so his performances are usual-
ly very well prepared, and nearly always taken
at slow or very slow tempos. He conducted a
wide range of music, but it is hard to imagine
anyone better for his talents than Tchaikovsky.

The first movement of Tchaikovsky’s
Pathétique tells it all. The opening Adagio is
slow (even for an Adagio), but deeply intense
and superbly controlled, with a compelling
aura of sadness. The quicker sections that fol-
low move nicely, with tender articulation; but
when the outbreak comes (Allegro vivo after
Letter G, just after the solo bassoon is famous-
ly asked to play pppppp), it’s a downpour, a
torrent of sound and emotion. This is slow
conducting; the movement lasts more than 21
minutes (about 4 minutes slower than Mravin-
sky with Leningrad), and I confess it felt long,
but I had the feeling that there was nothing
more that needed be said—let’s make this a
one-movement symphony!—and indeed, I
took a break before going on. The later move-
ments are more conventional, but they too are
slow with (particularly in the finale) lots of
pain and heartache alternating with moments
of gentleness and warm beauty. This shouldn’t
be your only recording of it, but if you know
and love the Pathétique, you will probably
want to hear it.

You might expect music by Haydn to be
awful with this conductor, but actually this
symphony is quite good. The slow introduc-
tion and Adagio movements are a bit outside
Haydn’s expressive range, but the quick sec-
tions are fine (for a fairly large orchestra), and
the piece has real substance, real importance.
To be sure, this runs contrary to our general
understanding of Haydn, but (like Furtwangler
in Haydn and Mozart) it makes sense on its
own terms. At the least we can appreciate a
performance that doesn’t sound like everyone
else!

ALTHOUSE

TCHAIKOVSKY: Quartet 1; see VERDI
Symphony 4; see Collections

TELEMANN: 12 Fantasies
Conor Nelson, fl

Blue Griffin 599—59 minutes

Canadian flutist Conor Nelson has been living
in the United States since he came here for
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college and has won an array of competitions
as both a soloist and chamber player. We hear
him on a modern 14k gold Powell instrument,
which offers a full, powerful tone. He plays
with a variety of emphasis from lightness to
honking in a generally affirmative sense, usu-
ally to bring out notes that are foundational in
the integrated or implied bass line, potentially
brought to the point where it’s overdone. He’s
not above changing rhythm sometimes, like
the equal notes that open Fantasy 3, and
stretching notes considerably yet judiciously.
A moment of magic is brought to the main sec-
tion of Fantasy 5 by diverging dramatically
from the forward motion at one point. I’ve
never heard the flourishes in the opening of
Fantasy 7 tongued before, nor the neighboring
notes in the brisk closing section. The playing
sounds absolutely delicious in its resonant
acoustic space.

Each fantasy is placed on a single track,
thus running 4 to 6 minutes, and leaving the
internal sections inaccessible. The alternative
is to have a large number of tracks like 36,
which is undesirable the opposite way.

This approach is perhaps just a little too
mannered but acceptable as an additional
choice worth considering for anyone not
entirely new to the set or for students to drool
over with envy and desire. Start rather with
Amy Porter on Equilibrium 138 (Nov/Dec
2016) or even better Laurel Zucker on Cantile-
na 66021 (July/Aug 2003).

Kraig Lamper enjoyed hearing Nelson and
percussionist Ayano Kataoka on New Focus
111 (New, Jan/Feb 2011). We evidently missed
pianist Thomas Rosenkranz on New Focus 154
released in October 2014 and violinist David
Bowlin on New Focus 237 issued in October
2019.

GORMAN

TELEMANN: Violin Fantasies
Alina Ibragimova

Hyperion 68384—66 minutes

This is a very good recording, if a little too per-
fect. One time she—perhaps inadvertently—
vibrates a note, but mostly she views lack of
vibrato as a virtue. The tuning is also baroque,
so it could be called a period performance;
unfortunately most recordings lean that way
now. It seems beautifully and artistically
played, but yet we never quite understand the
music. She is missing something.

The program notes espouse that this is
music geared toward the amateur market. The

pieces are strikingly short; many movements
are about a minute long, and they could be
worked through by amateurs one short move-
ment at a time. Yet the technical demands for
most of the pieces are well above amateur
capabilities, with double stops, barriolage,
fiendish string crossings, and breakneck pas-
sages. All of these demands are tossed off with
stunning precision and clarity by Ibragimova,
though I prefer her slow movements; she tugs
the heart with pensive sorrow. Sometimes she
could be more expressive with timing and
dynamics.

The disc is about Telemann and his com-
positional mastery—he who very seldom
writes anything boring. Only once or twice his
writing feels repetitive; mostly he is switching
from familiar baroque bags of tricks: thirds,
sixths, and tenths, interspersing 16th passages
with double stops and eighth note leaps.
Sometimes the structure of the multi-move-
ment works is inventive; entire movements are
repeated sometimes. He switches seamlessly
between writing in fugal style and in gallant
style, and his harmony is adventurous. I realize
more and more how great these pieces are.

KELLENBERGER

THOMAS, MT: Upon Further Reflection; 
WILD: 7 Virtuoso Etudes after Gershwin;

COPLAND: Piano Sonata
John Wilson, p

Avie 2458—69 minutes

In March 2022, Michael Tilson Thomas (b
1944) revealed his devastating brain cancer
diagnosis. It is currently under control, but has
forced him to step back from conducting activ-
ities and to take stock of his life. In that vein,
his introspective new piano work Upon Fur-
ther Reflection looks back at older composi-
tions and formative memories of his younger
years. The jazzy outer movements concern
love and romance. I, `Bygone Beguine’, is an
impressionist, bossa nova-infused elaboration
of a song he played on the first date with his
future husband. III, `You Come Here Often?’, is
a rambunctious groove interspersed with ten-
der snapshots of old flames catching up with
each other amid the din of a club. II, `Sunset
Soliloquy’, is longer than the other two move-
ments combined and is the emotional core of
the piece. It comes from memories of self-dis-
covery and of improvising on his parents’
piano while home alone. The music follows his
instincts and curiosity, steadily forming ideas
and exploring digressions. There are formida-
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ble obstacles for the pianist; John Wilson dis-
patches them handily.

MTT is often associated with Copland as a
conductor and it shows in his piano writing. It
is only natural, then, that Copland would show
up on this program. His thorny, clangorous
Piano Sonata (1941) is a grand statement, with
massive chords, open spaces, and a playful,
spritely central scherzo. Its ending is some-
thing special—quiet and serene, with expan-
sive, resonant overtones. It is not quite as pop-
ular as his other modernist piano works,
though there are still several recordings avail-
able. Conrad Tao’s recent outing with it was
praised by Jack Sullivan (Warner 535477, M/A
2020); I slightly prefer Wilson’s warmer and
more measured reading. The best recording
out there remains the early one by William
Kapell, whose playing inspired Copland to
write a piece for him. The two-disc Sony
release of his (mostly) complete piano works
as recorded by Copland’s friend Leo Smit
(66345, J/F 1995) is also indispensable.

These two major works are supplemented
with Earl Wild’s (1915-2010) sparkling 7 Virtu-
oso Etudes after Gershwin (1978)—arrange-
ments of Gershwin songs that take after Liszt
and Rachmaninoff. These spectacular show-
pieces range from cool and laid-back to break-
neck and hectic—you’ll never hear `I’ve Got
Rhythm’ the same way again! These etudes
have been programmed many times over the
years; Wilson plays these as well as any pianist
out there, if not better.

As if the poignant new piano piece from
MTT isn’t already enough, Wilson’s exempla-
ry, engrossing performances make this album
of Americana an easy recommendation.
Sound is great. MTT writes beautiful liner
notes about his work.

FARO

TIPPETT: The Midsummer Marriage
Robert Murray (Mark), Rachel Nicholls (Jenifer),
Ashley Riches (King Fisher), Jennifer France
(Bella), Toby Spence (Jack), Claire Barnett-Jones
(Madame Sosostris); London Philharmonic; Eng-
lish National Opera Chorus/ Edward Gardner

LPO 124 [3CD] 2:38

I think I first became aware of Tippett at the
age of 16—a very good age for such an event.
Symphony No. 2 first, and then, around a year
or two later, The Midsummer Marriage. Both
recordings were led by Colin Davis and then
hailed as the most expert renditions of this

music ever. I never thought another recording
would be done.

This is Tippett’s first major opera, at its
core a comedy (in the broad sense of the word)
involving two couples—one noble and one
everyday—who are deeply in love and face
challenges before reuniting at the opera’s end.
The noble couple, Mark and Jenifer, are mar-
ried in a magnificent ritual ceremony that con-
tains some of Tippett’s most luminous music;
while Jac and Bella, the everyday couple, end
up leaving before the end of the opera to begin
their own life together.

So far, so good. The action takes place in a
magical forest peopled by two characters
known only as the Ancients, who seem to
orchestrate everything incredible that hap-
pens. Mark and Jenifer make separate trips
into mystical heights and ponderous depths,
so exploring the light and dark sides of their
natures (the opera’s libretto, by Tippett him-
self, is heavily influenced by Jungian psycholo-
gy). Jenifer’s father, a rich, business-like
tycoon, opposes the marriage and, unable by
the third act to find Mark, employs a clairvoy-
ant to find him. Then the couple reappears in a
gigantic flower bud (“posed”, as Tippett says in
the libretto, “in mutual contemplation” and
soon after assuming a pose of “increasing
vigour and ecstasy”.) There’s more, a lot
more—including a ballet in Act 2 representing
the changing seasons from fall through spring
(the marriage ritual in Act 3 completes the
cycle with a dance of summer fire). It’s a mys-
terious opera.

But the music, through and through, is
some of the most lyrical and radiant in the
20th Century. The harmonies are arranged
around tonal centers (if not quite in one tonal-
ity or another) and the melodic lines often
have melodic inflections. Perfect fourths and
fifths abound in the score, requiring some very
athletic singers.

The recording documents a concert per-
formance from September 2021 and has all the
things that make a performance exciting along
with a few things that make it not as good as a
studio recording—some balance problems
and a few ragged ensembles. But in general
the orchestra plays very well and the singers
perform well. Robert Murray has some vibrato
problems especially in his highest register—
there it is very difficult to detect what pitch
he’s singing. This problem also affects the
Jenifer (Nicholls) but far less. She is particular-
ly effective in her Act 1 aria after she returns
from her visit to the psychological firmament.
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Gardner is fully committed to the music and as
persuasive an advocate for it as Davis was.

We now have three recordings of this mas-
terpiece, and the others are still available. The
Davis recording was issued as a CD on Lyrita
(July/Aug 2007), the premiere (with Joan
Sutherland as Jenifer!) on Opera d’Or
(Nov/Dec 2006). The principal competition for
the new release is Davis—and overall, I still
prefer it. But Gardner comes very close.

HASKINS

TOMASI: Violin Concerto; Periple d’Ulysse;
Capriccio; Hebrew Song; Antar’s Sorrow;
Poème; Corsican Song; Corsican Serenade
Stephanie Moraly, v; Romain David, p; Orchestre
de la Garde Republicaine; Sebastien Billard

Naxos 579091—

Henri Tomasi (1901-71) was a prominent fig-
ure in French music through much of the 20th
Century; this program, mostly violin music,
gives us a general overview of his composi-
tional trajectory. The latest work here is
Periple d’Ulysse—a chronicle of Ulysses’s wan-
derings after the fall of Troy, with the violinist
as protagonist. The piece is fiendishly difficult,
but also quite attractive; I cannot imagine why
it isn’t heard. It’s the only piece here that has
been recorded before, and we aren’t told by
whom. The Capriccio is also with orchestra;
the harp is center stage and the other instru-
ments set themselves in phalanxes around it.
It’s another hyper-virtuosic work.

Most of the rest of the music here is much
earlier, and for piano rather than orchestra.
Sweet bon-bons, for the most part, but not to
be despised for that.

THOMSON

TOVEY: Cello Pieces;
BACH: Prelude in C minor, S 999

Alice Neary, Kate Gould, vc, Gretel Dowdeswell,
p—Toccata 497—88 minutes

Sir Donald Francis Tovey (1875-1940) was
born in Eton, England and early on surprised
his non-music-minded parents by showing a
desire for music. They introduced him to
Sophie Weisse, who ran a local school. In
William Melton’s long and beautifully told
liner notes, she tells us that “I remember the
first day, he was not yet 5 years old, and I took
him on my knee as I sat at the piano during a
singing class. To my astonishment, I found
presently that he was singing the second part
from the music that was on the desk. Thence-
forth my life was devoted to the care of what

was a very delicate child, in whom I recog-
nized an unusual mental endowment and an
almost incredible musical talent.” Weisse
taught Tovey to play the piano, and he went on
to study composition with Hubert Parry. For
the rest of his fascinating history, you should
consider investing in this, or others of the con-
siderable Toccata collection.

There is a symphony (July/Aug 2006) and a
cello concerto (J/A 2007). This is Volume III of
the Chamber Music series.

By far the longest work is the Solo Sonata,
which is in three movements and lasts 35 min-
utes. I wasn’t bored at all, but the cello is my
instrument. The Sonata for two cellos is a 24-
minute, 3-movement work. The one with
piano is 27 minutes. All of this is beautifully
played by our three young ladies.

D MOORE

VAN DIEREN: Piano Pieces
Christopher Guild

Piano Classics 10241 [2CD] 102 minutes

Bernard Van Dieren (1887-1936) was born and
grew up in Rotterdam but moved to London in
1909, where he eventually died from a persist-
ent kidney ailment. He was not a good pianist
but married a virtuoso, Frida Kindler, who had
studied with Busoni. He was largely self-taught
as a composer, and he admired Busoni and
Schoenberg. This release contains his com-
plete piano music. He also composed orches-
tral works, 6 string quartets, many songs, and
an opera. An earlier recording of the piano
music was issued in the 1980s.

This was my first encounter. The early
works are nearly atonal (Wikipedia calls them
“tonally anarchic”), but later the style becomes
more tonal, though still permeated by arcane
harmonies. The Six Sketches (1910-11) are
fairly substantial pieces lasting about 30 min-
utes. They are extremely varied, with character
and textures changing rapidly in kaleidoscopic
fashion in each piece, but there is an overrid-
ing lyricism. Most of the music is slow, gentle,
and thoughtful, sometimes quirky and playful.
Forceful and dramatic episodes are rare. Tex-
tures are transparent and polyphonic. The
expressive range is wide. Even though the
music is rather abstract and lacks distinct
melodies or rhythms, it has a certain allure
and shows restless inventiveness.

Another early work, the Toccata (1912),
also fits this description. It is not at all what
one might expect from the title. Neither fast
nor virtuosic, it is rather improvisatory and
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mostly slow and thoughtful, with a quiet end-
ing.

Tema con Variazione [sic] (1927) and
Three Studies (early 1920s) are similar to the
foregoing but more tonal, but with abstruse
harmonies. The lyrical element still predomi-
nates. Only 4 of the 14 variations on a strange
theme are lively. Of the 3 studies, the first 2 are
slow; the third, marked Presto, is still not very
fast but has contrasting sections. It is not clear
what they are studies of, and at 20 minutes
they seem longer than necessary. With the 12
Netherlands Melodies boredom sets in. The
songs are simple and mostly slow, and Van
Dieren’s strange harmonies and irregular tim-
ing do them no favor. Dutch titles are given for
5 of them.

The program concludes with a short and
metrically irregular piece titled Piccolo Pralin-
udettino Fridato (1934), written as a birthday
gift for his wife Frida, and Ballade of Villon
(1917), where the piano part, once again slow
and harmonically strange, serves as prelude
and postlude to an unaccompanied recitation
of the poem. The speaker is identified as Dr
James Reid-Baxter, a music scholar and trans-
lator, who delivers the 15th Century French
text with pedantic clarity and historic pronun-
ciation.

What limited attraction Van Dieren’s music
may possess is in large part due to Christopher
Guild’s admirably committed and sensitive
playing.

REPP

VANHAL: Clarinet Sonatas; 
Harpsichord Sonatinas

Rodolfo La Banca, cl; Chiara Tiboni, p
Brilliant 96357—70 minutes

The son of Bohemian peasants, Johann Baptist
Vanhal (1739-1813) rose from humble origins
to become the first known independent free-
lance composer in the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. His early talent as a church organist
enabled a 1761 move to Vienna, where he
studied with violinist and composer Carl Dit-
ters von Dittersdorf (1739-99). He then culti-
vated a compositional style that fused Vien-
nese galant style with the character of Bohemi-
an folk songs and dances. He reached a wide
audience with his simple and accessible
idiom; and his music was played by contem-
poraries who are now better known, such as
Haydn, Mozart, and Schubert.

Italian historical clarinet specialist Rodolfo
La Banca and Milan Conservatory harpsichord

and historical keyboard professor Chiara
Tiboni give period performances of the com-
poser’s 3 clarinet sonatas and 6 of his harpsi-
chord sonatinas. The efforts are earnest and
the technique is solid; yet the renditions have
the problems that one expects with instru-
ments of the past: flabby tone, shaky intona-
tion, difficulty in articulation, and limited
dynamics.

Moreover, most of the music is banal and
lacking ideas. If a musician of Vanhal’s time or
shortly thereafter turned to these selections
during a gig, the audience was likely not
required to pay attention. La Banca demon-
strates on his boxwood clarinet occasional
variety in volume; and Tiboni on the harpsi-
chord adds a smidge of rubato here and there.
But these are not enough to make the album
worthwhile.

HANUDEL

VASSILIEV: Guitar Pieces 1
Yuri Liberzon, Patrick O’Connell

Naxos 574315—72 minutes

From the opening riff of this recording, played
with assured, clean classical guitar technique
and with an abundant, strong feel for the jazzy
basis of the music, one immediately knows it
will be a treat to hear!

Both born in the same region of Siberian
Russia, composer Konstantin Vassiliev (b.
1970) and guitarist Yuri Liberzon, a longtime
fan of the composer (who has dedicated sever-
al works to him), make a vibrant team in this
first recording devoted entirely to Vassiliev’s
guitar works.

Vassiliev studied guitar at the Novosibirsk
Conservatory and continued guitar and com-
position studies in Germany. His style includes
Russian folk tunes and is definitely infused
with jazz.

Percussive effects in the three-movement
Hommage a Tom Jobim add to the musical
intensity and stylistic realism of the Brazilian-
inspired work. In contrast, Vassiliev’s aria-like
`Cavatina’ is very expressive writing for the
guitar, and Liberzon’s dramatic interpretation
brings out everything from sweetness to feel-
ings of disarray portrayed in the music. This
piece deserves to be heard on concert pro-
grams. Compositions that follow, including
`Rose in the Snow’ and `Fatum’, are of no less
quality.

`The Jazz Story’ is a unique addition to the
repertoire, containing “licks” framed in a style
that realizes the wide palette of possibilities
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that the classical guitar offers. This is no sim-
ple blues jam, as the composition proceeds
into rich and challenging sections that are
quite engaging.

Liberzon is joined by guitarist Patrick
O’Connell for two duets. Their performance of
`Obrio’ is reminiscent of the Assad Duo’s per-
formances of music by Piazzolla and Gnattali. I
hope to hear more from this duo in the future.

Listen to proof that the guitar is alive and
well in all corners of the earth—even Siberia!

MCCUTCHEON

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphonies 6+8; 
England My England; 3 Folk Songs

Roderick Williams, bar; BBC Symphony & Cho-
rus/ Martyn Brabbins

Hyperion 68396—74 minutes

Any English work conducted by Martyn Brab-
bins has got a lot going for it. His recordings of
Vaughan Williams symphonies have certainly
been well reviewed in ARG (1 in Jan/Feb 2019,
2 in Jan/Feb 2018, 3+4 in May/June 2020, and 5
in Mar/Apr 2021). This is my first encounter
with his readings, and both performances
match up well with readings recorded by stal-
wart VW conductors like Adrian Boult, Andre
Previn, Andrew Davis, Bryden Thomson,
Bernard Haitink, and Vernon Handley, who all
recorded complete symphony cycles. Of
course, we cannot ignore John Barbirolli,
though he recorded only 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8, as far
as I know. This new pair of recordings resumes
a project that was interrupted by Covid, so I
presume it will be completed and add one
more fine cycle to the mix.

No. 6 opens with a solid, dark, dignified,
and powerful first movement that touches on
the martial, but not too much. II is warm,
sophisticated, a bit mysterious, and builds
gradually. III sounds controlled, with solid
bass and clean rhythm. His interpretation of
the bleak IV is dramatically eerie—one of the
best finales out there. Sometimes this move-
ment can seem to drift to nowhere, but this
one grabs and holds on to a listener’s atten-
tion.

No. 8’s first movement is a bit matter-of-
fact and episodic, but it holds together well. II
is detailed and on the light side in terms of tex-
tures. III is more laid back and delicate than
usual, intimate, and slightly fast. The finale is
stately and dramatic, with bells that come
through more clearly than in some perform-
ances.

Like many composers with a nationalist

bent, VW explored his country’s folk songs and
wrote pieces based on them. He wrote more
than 30 arrangements of folk tunes. His Three
Folk Songs for chorus and orchestra are based
on `Tarry Trowsers’, `The Carter’, and `Ward
the Pirate’, tunes he probably discovered
around 1912 according to VW scholar Michael
Kennedy. They are still unpublished, and
these recordings are probably their introduc-
tion to the public. The text of England my Eng-
land is a patriotic poem by WE Henley for bari-
tone, chorus, and orchestra written in 1941
when England stood alone against the Nazis.
All these works reside safely in VW’s national-
ist and folk-like style. Performances are stirring
and first-rate, as are Robert Matthew-Walker’s
booklet notes.

HECHT

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphonies 6+9;
Wasps Overture

BBC Symphony; Royal Philharmonic/ Malcolm
Sargent

Somm 5016—73 minutes

This release bears the title “Vaughan Williams
Live Vol. 1”, so this is perhaps a 150th birthday
celebration for VW (born in 1872) and the first
of several historical concert performances of
his music. In any case these are valuable reis-
sues.

Symphony 6 and the Wasps Overture were
recorded at Royal Albert Hall in 1957 and 1964.
This Ninth is the world premiere, performed at
the Royal Festival Hall on April 2, 1958, less
than five months before the composer died.
The overture was written while Vaughan
Williams was in his 30s, and the symphonies
are late.

The Sixth, begun in 1944 and finished just
after the War, is quite a dark piece, even if the
composer denied that it was a “War Sympho-
ny”. It is a relentless work, movements con-
nected without pause and ending with a ten-
minute Epilogue, played entirely pianissimo.
It’s not an “attractive” piece, but then again it’s
not supposed to be pretty. Perhaps it is odd
that the Ninth, written a decade later, is almost
just as brooding, though here the inspiration
appears to be not the War, but sections of
Thomas Hardy’s Tess of the d’Urbervilles, in
particular Tess’s death. In the finale, though, a
sense of grandeur is restored as VW moves to
the parallel major for his conclusion.

Sargent was, along with Boult and Barbi-
rolli, a major conductor of this composer’s
music. His style, strong and direct with a mini-
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mum of sentimentality, suits these sym-
phonies very well (although the liner notes
report that he followed VW’s quick metronome
markings in the Ninth slavishly even though
VW did not own a metronome!) I found the
tempos a little pushed, but I was only bothered
in the finale of the Ninth, which really needed
more space. (It is marked Andante tranquillo,
but it is hardly tranquil!) So, while I find much
to enjoy here (and we must give some authori-
ty to this, being the premiere of the Ninth), I
would prefer Boult among the older conduc-
tors who knew VW well.

ALTHOUSE

VERDI: Quartet; 
TCHAIKOVSKY: Quartet 1; 
PUCCINI: Crisantemi

Staatskapelle Berlin Quartet
Linn 697—58 minutes

Two rarely heard Italian works for string quar-
tet distinguish this release. The Verdi Quartet
of 1873 has an operatic character, as you
would expect. It is not as good as his music for
the stage, and it is no wonder that it is his only
chamber work—the medium doesn’t seem to
have inspired him. This quartet does justice to
it, and they excel in the brief, exuberant
Prestissimo movement. It is remarkable that
the counterpoint of the fugal finale comes
through so well considering the extremely
reverberant recording.

Puccini’s Crisantemi (Chrysanthemums)
of 1890 is a remarkable work unlike any other
that I know. It too is rarely played, but that is
unjust. It has a character like film music
accompanying an intimate, tragic scene where
the characters bare their souls to each other.
Its title was likely chosen because the flower
blooms in late October and early November
around All Saints’ Day and therefore symbol-
izes death and is used to decorate graves. The
dramatic character and quality of the material
was so obvious to the composer that he used it
in his next opera, Manon Lescaut.

Tchaikovsky’s Quartet 1 of 1871 is the main
work here. It is famous for its anthemic
Andante Cantabile, based on a folk song that
the composer heard sung by a plasterer. It is
one of the pillars of Russian chamber music
and a favorite of audiences. The Berliners play
it with respect, but when I compared it with
my favorite recording from 1927 by the Elman
Quartet, led by the great virtuoso Mischa
Elman, I finally felt the overpowering wave of
inspiration I was hoping to feel. The Berliners

are simply too cold-blooded for this music.
They play the other movements passably well,
but if the Andante Cantabile doesn’t shine,
then the performance is a loss.

The ensemble comprises the four princi-
pals of the Staatskapelle’s string section. They
are Wolfram Brandl and Krzysztof Specjal, vio-
lins; Yulia Deyneka, viola; and Claudius Popp,
cello.

MAGIL

VIARDOT: Chamber Songs & Duets
Corina Feldkamp, s; Anna Tonna; mz; Isabel
Dobarro, p

Cezanne 26914—52 minutes

The program seems adequately performed but
is poorly recorded with a harsh and hollow-
toned quality, so it’s hard to judge the vocal
quality of the singers. Tonna sings most of the
songs and is joined in a few by Feldkamp,
whose voice is thin and edgy.

Texts in Spanish, English, Italian, and
French are printed without translation. There
are no program notes to explain why the
album is released with the title “The Unknown
Pauline Viardot” or to note that all but one of
these 19 tracks are first recordings—which
presumably explains what is “unknown” about
the composer.

R MOORE

VIEUXTEMPS: Beethoven & Bellini Varia-
tions; Air Varié 3; Fantasie La Sentimentale;
Violin Concerto 8; La Fiancée de Messine Bal-
let
Alexander Markov, v; Thüringen Philharmonic/
Markus Huber—Naxos 574363—69 minutes

This is one of a series of Naxos albums dedi-
cated to works for violin by Henri Vieuxtemps
(1820-81). All of the works here are first
recordings. Two of the album’s variations
move beyond the staid kind that Beethoven,
Schubert, and others used—sets based on one
tune but with each variation divided into two
repeated sections and separated from the
other variations. In the Beethoven Variations
(based on Romance 1) and the Bellini ones
(based on Norma), one variation seems to
grow with what seems like a through-line that
ties them all altogether. Violinist Alexander
Markov murders the Beethoven set with bad
pitch problems on high notes and especially in
ascending arpeggios—but in the Bellini set he
is in top form. Here I could almost hear Joan
Sutherland singing the coloratura line with
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vowels extending over quite a number of
measures.

Not so in the Air Varié 3, which sounds like
a dumb set of five violin exercises with a coda,
each one distinct from the next, and each with
repetitions marked in the score (here merciful-
ly not taken). Markov uses the old, lazy,
romantic style from the mid-20th Century
where legato was king and phrasing was heard
in my head but not in the soloist’s playing.

The Fantasia (La Sentimentale) is operatic
too, like three linked bel canto arias with a
cadenza. There isn’t anything impressive for
the orchestra to do in works like this, yet
Vieuxtemps’s orchestrations have harmonic
and some coloristic interest. Markus Huber,
chief conductor of the Thüringer Philharmon-
ic since 2019, ensures harmonic interest and
works hand in glove with Markov through all
tempo changes.

Two works here were left incomplete. Of
chief interest should be Violin Concerto 8, but
don’t get your hopes up. Vieuxtemps was able
to finish only one movement in piano score
with a few indications of orchestration. For the
200th anniversary of his birth, composer
Christoph Baumgarten produced the final
product heard here (published in 2020). The
orchestration is inferior to what Vieuxtemps
could have done himself. In fact, the music
itself is inferior. So too is the conducting, con-
firming here what I intimated in the other
works, namely, that Huber follows well but
lacks the charisma to lead the charge. He
never ranges beyond the pastel.

Vieuxtemps died while orchestrating his
opera La Fiancée de Messine. The album ends
with the ballet scene from Act 3, arranged by
Mikolaj Majkusiak. It’s uninspired and not
especially tuneful, like so much really awful
19th-Century ballet music (think Minkus, etc.).
Perhaps it could sound better with a better
performance. While the orchestra is finely bal-
anced in the pieces with solo violin, when
playing on its own, the limited, slightly
recessed engineering in Gotha’s Stadthalle
prevents the orchestra from sounding fully
present.

FRENCH

VIOZZI: Guitar Pieces
Andrea Gallo—Brilliant 96506—40 minutes

Giulio Viozzi (1912-84) was an Italian compos-
er whose degree was in piano. He wrote
operas, ballets, and chamber works; and his
relationships with several guitarists encour-

aged him to compose for the instrument. Ital-
ian guitarist Andrea Gallo has taken a special
interest in these works and presents them here
in a convincing way.

In Viozzi’s sonata Gallo’s clean technique
and sense of this music yield accessible musi-
cal ideas in an economical style that is never
overdone or long-winded.

Viozzi’s 7-minute `Fantasia’ is notable for
its variety of moods ranging from the spacious
to the dancelike, all woven together in an
understandable, always interesting sequence
by Gallo’s artistic performance.

This music is essentially contemporary as
well as rhythmically interesting, and with
Gallo’s straightforward, solid interpretations,
it’s an enjoyable program.

MCCUTCHEON

VIVALDI: Violin Concertos
Le Concert de la Loge/ Julien Chauvin, v

Naive 7546—60 minutes

This new release documents the close rela-
tionship between Antonio Vivaldi and the
younger German violinist, Johann Georg
Pisendel (1688-1755). Each of the six concertos
(R225, 226, 237, 314 with the slow movement
from 314a, 340, and 369), is found either in
Vivaldi’s autograph copies dedicated to
Pisendel or in his copies of other Vivaldi con-
certos, all now in the Dresden library, though
some of the works on this recording are based
on Vivaldi’s autograph manuscripts now in
Turin. None of these concertos has had many
previous recordings.

Julien Chauvin is an effective advocate for
these concertos, and it is nice to hear a full
accompaniment from the 15 members of Le
Concert de la Loge rather than a one-on-a-
part group. Another distinguished release in
the continuing Vivaldi Edition.

BREWER

VIVALDI: Concerti da Camera
Les Paladins/ Jerome Correas

B 45—57 minutes

I find Vivaldi’s chamber concertos fascinating
examples of how the principles of contrast in
an orchestral concerto could be instilled into a
ensemble of soloists. In these works, where
each performer has to function as both soloist
and accompanist, the writing is especially vir-
tuosic for flute, recorder, bassoon, and violin.
The interpretations on this new release are
exceptionally careful; even the storms of La
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Tempesta di Mare (R98) are subdued. The
extended ciaconna that concludes the Concer-
to in G minor (R107) is not very exciting. The
four volumes by Giardino Armonico are better
in these inventive works (Sept/Oct 1993, with
later reissues).

BREWER

VIVALDI: Concertos For Many Instruments
Gli Incogniti/ Amandine Beyer

Harmonia Mundi 902688—77 minutes

The disc package blurb notes that “Vivaldi’s
concertos con molti istromenti are true pre-
cursors of the symphony”. I didn’t read that
until I was already most of the way through my
listening, and although I’d never thought of
these pieces in that way before, the rich fabric
of instrumental timbres does give them a sym-
phonic sound.

These are terrific pieces and very well
played. Gli Incogniti has 24 players, including
violinist and director Amandine Beyer: 12
strings, 4 pairs of horns, flutes, oboes, clar-
inets, and 1 each of organ or harpsichord, the-
orbo or guitar, bassoon, and timpani. Tempos
and balance are always right. Like a skilled
opera conductor, Beyer makes sure to give
every participant an opportunity to shine and
be in the spotlight. Instant shifts from one
player to many, from color to color, from rous-
ing to gentle, are all linked together as a whole.

For example, in the F-major Concerto (R
571), the opening—marshal and spirited, pro-
pelled by timpani, horns, and flutes—drops
suddenly away to small forces, then builds up
again. And in the C-major Concerto Per La
Solennita di S. Lorenzo (R 556) the final Alle-
gro is full of unexpected ends of phrases,
enjoyably unpredictable instrumental combi-
nations, and solo violin interjections.

That same concerto’s slow movement,
Largo & Cantabile, has such an unusual com-
bination of melodic lines, structure, and tex-
tures that I find it very hard to describe: the
movement starts and ends with clarinet on its
own, and is joined by violin and gentle contin-
uo in the middle; there are wide leaps in the
loose, mobile, angular lines. The movement is
the composer’s adaptation from a violin con-
certo (R 333).

Some passages here are easy to describe.
Sections with brass, winds, drums, etc. in the
D-major Concerto (R 562 which, like R 556,
has the subtitle Per La Solennita di S. Lorenzo)
are similar enough to passages in Handel that

I’m fully expecting a choir to burst into the
opening words of `Zadok the Priest’!

Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741) is well known
to have had a wide range of instruments (and
fine players) available to him in Venice. This
disc is named for one of the pieces here, the F-
major Concerto Il Proteo o Sia Il Mondo Al
Rovescio (R 572), which conjures up the sea
god Proteus, famous for his ability to change
into any form imaginable, and links that divine
changeling to an upside down (“rovescio”)
world.

Peter Loewen liked this ensemble’s Pachel-
bel program (Harmonia Mundi 902238, J/A
2016), John Barker praised their program of
Vivaldi’s 4 Seasons with three other concertos
(Alpha 312, M/A 2016), and I highly recom-
mended their theatrical program built from
several Vivaldi concertos (Harmonia Mundi
902221, M/J 2016).

C MOORE

VIVALDI: Instrumental Sacred Pieces
R 313, 394, 541, 637, 803, Anh. 131

Claire Booth, s; Renata Pokupic, mz; Jess Dandy,
a; La Serenissima/ Adrian Chandler

Signum 699—71 minutes

The program title, “Vivaldi’s Women”, refers to
the highly accomplished female singers and
musicians at the Ospedale della Pieta in
Venice, for whom Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)
composed many pieces.

This program is evenly split between con-
certos (4 of them) and two vocal works, the 24-
minute setting of Psalm 126 Nisi Dominus R
803 and the 11-minute Introduzione al Gloria:
Cur Sagittas, Cur Tela, Cur Faces R 637 whose
companion Gloria is now lost. Although not
called operas or cantatas, both works contain
theatrical gestures, bold protagonists, dramat-
ic arias, and sweeping instrumental passages
that would not be out of place in the theatre.
Contralto Jess Dandy’s singing is especially
fine, asserting and affirming that faith will pro-
tect against the furies of Hell. All three singers
have roles in the Psalm, with Dandy in particu-
lar relishing the composer’s setting of texts
depicting darts and arrows similar to words
used in the Introduzione.

There are very good effects in the instru-
mental playing too. For instance, the Psalm
opens with a light-stepping Allegro that creates
a pastoral scene into which the three singers
enter like nymphs in the Springtime. This
image came to me while listening; it isn’t con-
nected to the text (“unless the Lord builds the
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house, they who build it labor in vain”). Vigor-
ous string writing matches fast melismas and
wide leaps in `Vanum Est Vobis Ante Lucam’
(for mezzo), and organ filigree delicately inter-
laces with the violin melody in the Grave of the
Concerto for violin, organ, strings, and contin-
uo (R 541). Sometimes, as in `Sicut Sagittae In
Manu Potentis’, I find the string playing too
assertive, even bordering on the too-fast-and-
empty style that some ensembles favor. And I
would have welcomed the soprano matching
the cello’s sweetness and a somewhat slower
tempo to better express the happiness of
steadfast readiness in `Beatus Vir Qui Implevit
Desiderium’.

In the four concertos we hear interesting
and different string effects, such as the 3-
stringed violin in tromba (R 313), an instru-
ment “commonly used in convent chapels as a
substitute for brass instruments as it was
deemed inappropriate for nuns to play trum-
pets”. There is also a concerto for viola d’amore
(R 394) with its second set of sympathetic (not
bowed) strings that vibrate to prolong and
extend the instrument’s resonance. A new
musical instrument was made for this record-
ing. Minnesota-based luthier Dan Larson was
commissioned to make a viola d’amore,
named the “Crystal” in honor of donors
Michael and Felicia Crystal. Larson used an
early 18th-Century design by the Stradivari
family of violin makers—a design that has a
direct connection to Vivaldi. No d’amore by
Stradivari exists, but his designs for an instru-
ment that he made in the year preceding
Vivaldi’s concert in Cento (1717) do survive.
This recording is the first for this instrument;
“future plans include the concertos of Vivaldi
and the sonatas of Ariosti”.

Notes, texts, translations. John Barker liked
this ensemble’s program of Vivaldi double
concertos (Avie 2392, N/D 2018), Barry Kil-
patrick their “Extra Time” program of several
composers’ work, including Albinoni and
Vivaldi (Signum 641, N/D 2020: 118), and
Peter Loewen their program of a recorder con-
certo and sonatas by 18th-Century Venetian
composers (Signum 663, S/O 2021: 169).

C MOORE

VIVALDI: 4 Seasons; 
PIAZZOLLA: 4 Seasons of Buenos Aires; 
RICHTER: Recomposed Vivaldi; 

GLASS: American 4 Seasons
Alessandro Quarta, Dino De Palma, v; Concerto
Mediterraneo/ Gianna Fratta

Arcana 530 [2CD] 149 minutes

During the pandemic the artists on this
recording, two violinists from Puglia and the
conductor, came up with the idea of this
recording, drawing the orchestra from the best
young musicians they know. The strings are 6-
6-4-4-2; continuos vary with use of a harpsi-
chord, organ, theorbo, harp, and synthesized
harpsichord in the Piazzolla, Richter, and
Glass.

In May 2021 the artists gathered in an
auditorium in Foggia ; the result of their
intense work is this album, which I can only
half-recommend. That’s the half with the bet-
ter compositions by Vivaldi and Piazzolla, per-
formed by the innately musical and all-con-
suming violinist Alessandro Quarta (he’s been
a concertmaster for Rostropovich, Maazel, and
Mehta, and was with the Berlin Philharmonic
soloists for three years).

That’s not to say that I always agree with
Quarta’s interpretive choices. For example, in
`Summer’ he can be both hectic when fast and
almost coddlingly slow in recitative passages.
He can also be bewitching when terracing a
delicate passage with a forte, thenpiano, then
a tissue-thin echo that’s just a whiff of a
breeze. The finale, then, is furious but utterly
musical as Quarta and Fratta work up a sum-
mer sweat!

Fratta, too, can rush; in fact, she often feels
mechanical when fast. Yet she gets precise
articulation, perfect tuning, and bright ensem-
ble from the superb players. She invariably fol-
lows Quarta’s lead.

`Autumn’ and `Winter’ are the most satis-
fying seasons here. Just when I suspected that
Quarta’s (and thus Fratta’s) style is more
generic, along comes the finale of `Autumn’ in
full peasant folk-like style. In `Winter’ one has
to hear Quarta’s off-harmony accents and the
biting bass twang of the theorbo that give the
furious tempo character. The violinist’s high
point is his lovely sentimental approach to the
“when April shower” theme in II.

While there are many excellent qualities
and moments in this performance of the Vival-
di, it will not be among my favorite Four Sea-
sons. Tempos are too erratic for my tastes. I’m
sure others will love it, though, especially with
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the seductive engineering that is warm, reso-
nant, and so balanced that it projects both
bold passages and delicate, terraced ones.
Also, while Concerto Mediterraneo is not a
period performance group, they might as well
be, given the clarity and crispness of their tex-
tures and phrasing. At the very least, they
make one hear a warhorse with fresh ears.

What’s amazing is how the orchestra
adapts so well to the other three composers’
styles. The Vivaldi is followed by Astor Piazzol-
la’s Four Seasons of Buenos Aires (arranged by
Leonid Desyatnikov), which opens with
`Autumn’ (spring south of the equator) and
ends with `Summer’. Each season is in one
movement. There’s little question here of
Quarta’s and Fratta’s stylistic flair. `Autumn’
opens and closes with a jazzy tango, but at its
heart is a dark, moody, languishing cello solo
with a soulful cadenza (the soloist is not
named), followed by a violin cadenza, which
to me had the palpable effect of cold darkness
banished by a joyful light. In `Winter’ Quarta
brings a wide range of bow pressure, porta-
mento, intensity, lengthening of notes, and
fabulous Gypsy-like fiddling to a “come-to-
me-dahlink” type of tune. Fratta’s orchestra is
just as flexible. What a contrast to `Spring’ with
their light, easy, incredibly flexible playing;
they even turn the tune into lounge lizard
music near the end. `Summer’ means a return
to strong varying tempos filled with character,
all deeply felt by both Quarta and Fratta.
Sometimes I question if they really do possess
a “tango soul”. Nonetheless, their point of view
is absolutely consuming. Here Quarta is pure
soul, and in the Piazzolla Fratta comes into her
own.

On the album’s second CD violinist Dino
De Palma plays works by Max Richter (born
1966 in Germany but raised and schooled in
England and Scotland) and Philip Glass (born
in Baltimore in 1937). With Quarta I have a
constant sense of flying; De Palma never even
approaches lift-off. De Palma has neither his
technique nor musicality. He never plays lega-
to; every note is separate from the ones around
it. He plays both works with one constant mid-
dle-of-the-road approach, with a light vibrato
that is habitual, constant, and therefore mean-
ingless. Also, Gianna Fratta seems like a con-
ductor who is heavily influenced by the soloist;
if he’s inspired, she is; and, if not, she isn’t. On
CD 2 she plays the second role. The orchestra
is neither as flawless nor as radiant as when
Quarta is the soloist.

Max Richter (born 1966) is a British com-

poser and pianist. He works in postminimal-
ism and in the meeting of contemporary clas-
sical and alternative popular musical styles—
whatever “contemporary classical” and “post-
minimalism” mean. That’s Richter’s own pub-
licity—and his mind-numbing rewriting of
Vivaldi. For example, `Spring’ opens with
Vivaldi’s opening measures—just the opening
measures—repeated ad nauseum with a dumb
orchestral do-so-fa bass line. It ends suddenly
in medias res, as do all three movements.
`Summer’ is pure Vivaldi for almost the first 2
minutes. Then Richter adds a slow modulation
and a second violin. It’s just pops stuff (not
very original), ending again in medias res.
What’s the point? It’s just a gimmick, not artis-
tic expression. In `Autumn’ he drops a beat or
an eighth-note at the end of some measures—
another gimmick. At this point I wrote,
“Richter should stick to writing music for
movies and TV.”

In `Winter’ there’s a prominent wrong note
in the orchestra’s violins on the exact beat
where De Palma enters. Because of De Palma’s
often inexact pitch, I had to listen several times
to confirm that the error wasn’t his.

If Richter’s Seasons is mind-numbing, it
can’t begin to compare to Philip Glass’s Violin
Concerto 2 (The American Four Seasons). It’s
made up of four movements, each preceded
by a prologue or song. Movement 1 (as the
composer calls it) opens with a violin solo
where De Palma’s upright pulse and lack of
dynamic expression don’t lead the ear for-
ward. Gratta seems afraid to let the orchestra
outshine him, which makes Glass’s minimalist
repetitiveness even more boring. II opens with
a song that sounds like a violin exercise for ele-
mental students—for 4 minutes! There’s even
an edit at 3:46! Glass’s slightly-off harmoniza-
tions are more limp than cute, and hardly orig-
inal.

When I went to college in India, my room
was next to a grade school. A kid came every
morning for violin lessons, and every morning
played the same exercise adding one 5/4
measure in the same place—for a month! (A
budding Philip Glass?) III sounds like yet more
elemental violin exercises, this time with occa-
sional double-stops. The introductory song
becomes a line of unimaginative variations
over a rhythmic orchestral accompaniment
that is so repetitive my ears turned to stone. In
IV De Palma whines his way through the song
for 3:37, using double-stops without any lega-
to, leading to naive orchestral harmonizations
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repeated for 8 minutes. Glass’s lack of imagi-
nation I can only describe as awesome!

The interesting liner notes, which are a bit
academically blowsy, include a discussion of
the four works themselves, an essay by a cli-
matologist, and one on the relationship of
nature to the arts, plus brief biographies of the
artists. Technical information and track lay-
outs are thorough. The album’s packaging is
pretty to look at but awkward to handle. It
opens into three panels, the first with the liner
notes’ back cover tucked inside. The discs are
inside the other panels—cardboard sleeves so
tight it’s hard to get the discs out without grab-
bing them.

FRENCH

WAGNER, S: Everything is Little-Hat’s 
Fault

Niklas Mix (Little-Hat), Hans-Georg Priese
(Frieder), Rebecca Broberg (Katherlies-chen),
Alessandra di Giorgio (Frieder’s Mother), Maarja
Purga (Trude), Daniel Arnaldos (Village Judge);
Nuremberg Philharmonic Chorus, PPP Music
Theater, Karlovy Vary Symphony/ David Robert
Coleman

Marco Polo 225378 [3CD] 164 minutes

Siegfried Wagner (son of Richard) wrote Every-
thing is Little-Hat’s Fault (An Allem ist
Hutchen Schuld) during WWI. Although
appreciated at the time, this fairytale opera has
had sporadic stagings owing to its fanciful,
complex plotline and scenic demands. This
new release of a 2019 performance at the Mar-
gravial Opera House is a major improvement
over the 2016 DVD by the Bochum Opera
(Marco Polo 220006), which includes some of
the same performers. The DVD performance
(not reviewed) suffered from a terrible Euro-
trash production where I couldn’t figure out
what was going on or why. Even in this non-
visual presentation, certain scenes and even
placement of dialog shifts the level of mean-
ing.

The main characters, the lovers Frieder
and Katherlies-chen, often seem to be playing
word games that have a double meaning
known only if you are familiar with the associ-
ated fairytales. Fairytales usually have straight-
forward plots and character motivation, but in
this already unwieldly structure they only cre-
ate further confusion. There have been only a
few productions, partly because it requires a
large chorus and orchestra.

The problem with Wagner’s own libretto is
that the composer can’t seem to decide if this

is a light comedy with music like an operetta,
or a horrific drama with music like Act 2 of his
father’s Walkure. The strange plot is a con-
glomeration of at least 40 fairytales that pres-
ent both evil deeds and moral lessons. The
protagonist is an invisible sprite named Little-
Hat who plays nasty and deadly tricks on the
residents of a small German town. Frieder and
Katherlies-chen want to be wed, but have to go
thru many hellish adventures to overcome
jealousy and an obstructive society. At the
planned wedding Little-hat plays more tricks
and it is revealed that he is the cause of all the
mishaps. Little-hat is caught, but kindly
Katherlies-chen allows him to escape. Not to
be tamed, Little-hat causes the house every-
one is in to collapse and all but Frieder and
Katherlies-chen are killed. In the fairy world,
Frieder chases away the Devil and Death, and
Katherlies-chen revives those who were killed.
All promise to be good and forgiving in the
future.

Regardless of the libretto, Wagner’s music
is truly impressive. The style is mostly late-
romantic and influenced by his teacher,
Humperdinck. Act I will remind you of
Humperdinck’s Hansel and Gretel. Act II is
very much in the Richard Wagner style of
monumental orchestration and sweeping,
flowing music. Some arias, duets, and ensem-
bles in this act have truly beautiful music often
requiring the leads to sing full-out as if they
are Siegfried and Brunhilde. Act III is altogeth-
er different : some scenes sound like
Humperdinck, along with Debussy’s gossamer
sounds and Stravinsky’s music from Petrouch-
ka. It’s all very inventive and entertaining.

The recording is excellent. The singing by
some of the leads is somewhat shaky in the
opening scenes, but then everyone warms up,
and all are outstanding for Acts II and III. I
wasn’t expecting this level of performance.
The two leads, Hans-George Priese as Frieder
and Rebecca Broberg as Katherlies-chen, are
exceptional; and the orchestra and chorus are
impressive. Priese sings Frieder’s stunning Act
III duet with Broberg with exceptional style
and warmth. You’ll want to replay this track
again as if you have uncovered a hidden gem.
Conductor Coleman leads everything with the
assurance of someone who is intimately
involved with the score and knows how each
scene should be played. The sound is general-
ly good, though the microphones are at the
edge of the stage, so you hear some stage
movement and footfalls, particularly in Act I.

The earlier DVD production was so bad
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that I couldn’t enjoy the music. This new set
has completely changed my mind. The com-
poser’s excellent score can now be appreciat-
ed. Notes and synopsis are in English and Ger-
man in Naxos’s usual tiny typeface. The almost
hidden website link to obtain an English and
German libretto didn’t work.

FISCH

WALKER: Antifonys; Lilacs; Sinfonias 4+5
Latonia Moore, s; Tony Sias, narr; Cleveland
Orchestra/ Franz Welser-Möst

Cleveland 5—44 minutes

In a July/August 1995 review of an album of
music by George Walker (1922-2018) I said, “I
must confess that music like this—Schoenber-
gian harmony with a constant short-phrased
recitative style—sounds more alien to me
today than when I first encountered it 30 years
ago.” Listening to Antiphonys (1968) today, my
thoughts are still the same. This is intellectual-
ized harmony and rhythm a la Elliott Carter.
What I see on the pages of the score are not
what I hear. Bar lines mean nothing, and the
rhythmic shifts in the bass line seem to have
nothing to do with the rest of the strings. Lis-
tening a second time without the score, I
found the antiphons—short statements in dia-
log with one another—rhetorical and quite
emotional, especially with Franz Welser-
Möst’s gorgeous strings giving muscle to
accents and strongly shaped phrases. The rich,
balanced engineering certainly helped.

No such luck with Lilacs (1995), based on
Walt Whitman’s “When Lilacs Last in the
Dooryward Bloom’d”, his despondent response
to the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. The
music proves to be forbiddingly atonal for
soprano Latonia Moore, who often enough
fails to nail the pitches as she slinks over wide
intervals. Her diction is atrocious; I had to rely
on the printed text. But her wide-ranging voice
is rich top to bottom as she pours out emotion
(a most seductive package that works as cover
for her numerous close-but-no-cigar pitches).
Walker’s atonal music gives Walt Whitman’s
poetry an amorphous sameness. My mind
tended to go into a daze; I lost concentration
over Lilac’s four movements. At the very end
Moore must make an octave leap to a very
high G, but hits G-sharp instead. In this work
the orchestral details are not projected
enough. Listening a second time without a
score, my mind wandered even sooner.

This is the fifth in a series of Welser-Möst-
Cleveland Orchestra “deluxe albums”. Each has

“a custom booklet, CD-SACD compatible disc,
and high-resolution audio download”. (The
label’s name, TCO, stand for “The Cleveland
Orchestra”.) Be warned: it won’t fit on a shelf
with your other CDs. The handsome and thor-
ough booklet is 7-1/2” square and contains full
technical details, biographies and photos of
the artists, the orchestra’s roster, and several
essays, including a Walker biography, a con-
versation with his sons Gregory and Ian, and
notes—overloaded with fulsome positivity—
on each work by music professors from four
midwestern universities.

The notes also are the kind only university
types would write. For example, here’s part of a
description of the ten-minute Sinfonia 4: “Its
subtitle, `Strands’, refers to the composer’s rig-
orous intertwining of independent melodic
threads or `strands’ to weave a composition of
contrapuntal sophistication and imagination.”
All true, but I nonetheless find the music not
only obstinately atonal but arhythmic as well.
Once again, what you see on the page is not
what you hear; listening without a score is less
rewarding.

Sinfonia 5 (Visions) (2015-16) comes with
yet more gobbledygook: “Walker’s skillful
weaving of these ideas offers a soundscape on
which he interpolates searching texts that add
ambiguity and, yet, focus attention to musical
ideas that may relate.” The work sounds more
tonal that the other works here. But the
rhythms are something else: in just two pages
of the full score there are eight rhythmic
changes mixing 3/16 and 5/16 with 3/8, 2/8,
and 4/8, all with off-beat rhythmic shifts. It
reminds me of Stravinsky’s Agon, one of his
driest works. When the Charleston SC church
massacre happened in 2015, Walker added “a
layer that pays tribute to the victims”. Thus, a
narrator. What the eight texts have to do with
the atonal music accompanying them is
beyond me. The first, `Drink, drink to me’
(Who? Why? What?), is spoken by Tony Sias,
who is president of “America’s oldest black
producing theater”. His exaggerated elocution
is so irritating that I was reminded of the time I
was at a Guthrie Theater production in Min-
neapolis and had a great desire to yell at the
female lead, “STOP SHOUTING!!!” The last
text, `Arma virumque cano!’ (I sing of arms
and the man) Sias enunciates as “arma harun-
ka canaw” (well, excuse me). He turns all of
the texts into intrusions that make Sinfonia 5
seem utterly esoteric. In the midst of all this,
how to appreciate the fine work of the Cleve-
land Orchestra!
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The album is available from the Cleveland
Orchestra for $24.98.

FRENCH

WALTON: Facade
Fred Child, Hila Plitmann, Kevin Deas, narr; Vir-
ginia Arts Festival Chamber Orchestra/ JoAnn
Falletta—Naxos 574 378—54 minutes

This release includes not only the 21 poems of
the original 1920s version, but also Facade 2
and an additional 4 numbers added in the
1970s for a total of 33 poems set to music. The
additions include `Aubade’ one of Dame
Sitwell’s best poems. As I noted in a previous
article (May/June 2022), this piece works bet-
ter with more than one narrator. Hila Plitmann
renders her lines crisply and Fred Child with
humor. Keven Deas’s rich baritone is a con-
stant asset. There are a few places where
American accents bypass the poetic sense. The
words “Faulk” and “stork” rhyme better in
British than American pronunciation. Overall,
though, all the speakers get their rhythms and
scansion. Their feel for verbal values includes
when to mispronounce words slightly to pre-
serve metric sense.

The musical accompaniment is top notch,
with fully voiced tone quality and interactive
ensemble. Falletta keeps the balances so that
neither voices nor instruments predominate.
As the original composition dates from the
1920s, there’s been a tendency to treat it like
Stravinskian secco, with everything staccato
and fuddy-duddy. I’ve also heard too many
renditions sliding into campy faux-chic. This is
the first performance where I’ve heard it treat-
ed as music, to everyone’s benefit. The sound
is close-miked, which hurts the work not at all.
Paul Conway’s notes include all the poems, a
must where the speakers sometimes gallop
through their texts.

Incidentally, there’s an added note that
snowflake listeners may find some of Sitwell’s
text offensive. Naxos shouldn’t worry about
this. Today’s PC fascists are unlikely to explore
this release. They’re even less interested in real
culture than their 20th Century Nazi forerun-
ners.

O’CONNOR

WEBERN: 5 Pieces; see SCHOENBERG

WIDOR: Songs
Rebecca Hays, s; Jeffrey Peterson, p

Centaur 3921—41 minutes

Charles-Marie Widor, primarily known today

by his 10 organ symphonies, produced some
80 opus numbers, including symphonies, con-
certos, chamber music, piano music, choral
works, 4 operas, a ballet, and 40 songs. This
program presents 14 of the songs, all with
poetry by Victor Hugo. Both were towering fig-
ures in their disciplines, and the unique mar-
riage of Widor’s music and Hugo’s poetry
“gives us a glimpse of the intimate side of these
two artists. The lyricism and tenderness found
in these melodies, are made all the more fasci-
nating when placed alongside the sprawling,
monumental works for which these gentlemen
are best known.”

All well and good, but Hays’s big, lush
voice does not work well with the these songs.
She is often under pitch, especially in the
upper range, and everything is overdone and
lacking Gallic elegance and charm. One keeps
waiting for that “lyricism and tenderness”. I
would much rather hear her in Brahms,
Strauss, Wagner and the bigger operatic roles
for which she is evidently well known.

Peterson offers sensitive, elegant accom-
paniments and excellent notes and transla-
tions. At only 41 minutes there would have
been room for more of Widor’s rarely heard
songs.

DELCAMP

WILD: Gershwin Etudes; see THOMAS

WOLF-FERRARI: Quintet; Cello Sonata; 
Duo

Guadagnini Quartet; Constantino Catena, p;
Amedeo Cicchese, vc

Brilliant 96590—57 minutes

Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari’s Quintet 6 in D-flat
(from 1900) has a simplicity that is almost not
classical—closer to a modest soundtrack for a
maudlin film or the accompaniment for a rela-
tively conventional song. We already know that
opera was his strength, so perhaps this format
stretched the relatively young composer too
much. This is not a raucous piece, but my lin-
gering memory is of big, ponderous notes on
the piano. Wolfgang Sawallisch was at the
helm for a better recording with the Leopold
Quartet, one with more elan and period
authenticity.

Composed nearly half a century later, the
Duo for Violin and Cello is charming, even if it
is 150 years out of date. The Sonata for Cello
and Piano is also from the last few years of his
life, and it is also pleasant in an unassuming
way.

The musicianship and sound quality are
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on the level. If “nice” was the goal, then the
Guadagnini Quartet can be well pleased. If
they had higher hopes, they should try some-
thing more challenging and rewarding.

DUTTERER

YON: Organ Pieces
Tommaso Mazzoletti

Brilliant 96202 [2CD] 87 minutes

This is Volume 2 of Mazzoletti’s survey of
Pietro Yon’s organ music (M/J 2021). Yon
(1886-1943), a significant figure in the early
20th Century organ world, is all but forgotten
today save for one piece, Gesu Bambino, heard
every Christmas in one of its many arrange-
ments. He was an honorary organist at St
Peter’s Basilica, director of music at St Patrick’s
Cathedral in New York, and enjoyed a brilliant
career as a composer, church musician,
teacher, and concert organist acclaimed for his
virtuosity, especially on the pedalboard.

Volume 1 contains the unjustly neglected
Concerto Gregoriano in the version for piano
and organ. There is a version for organ and
orchestra, as well as for solo organ, which is
the one heard here in an exciting and convinc-
ing performance. Along with some smaller
pieces, including the solo version of Gesu
Bambino, there is a very fine First Religious
Suite for Organ.  The five movements are
organized into the portions of the Mass which
the organist was traditionally expected to
improvise— Prelude-Introit-Offertory-Com-
munion-Postlude—using the Gregorian Chant
themes for the day, in this case for Advent.
Effective and useful pieces, well worth the
attention of organists.

Mazzoletti is a fine player, and this colorful
music is well served by the 3-manual, 53-stop
2021 Brondino Vegezzi-Bossi organ in the St
Paul Reformed Protestant Church in Gland,
Switzerland. Notes by the performer on the
music with specification. This is melodic, col-
orful, audience-friendly music, worthy of
revival on organ recitals.

DELCAMP

YUN: Violin Concerto 3; 
Chamber Symphony 1; Silla

Seoul Philharmonic/ Osmo Vanska
BIS 2642 [SACD] 67 minutes

Isang Yun (1917-95) is undoubtedly the most
important Korean composer of the last centu-
ry. After the Korean War he left his home in the
South and studied in Paris with Tony Aubin
and in Berlin with Boris Blacher, later settling

there. In 1967 the South Korean secret service
kidnapped him from Berlin and imprisoned
him on bogus espionage charges. He endured
torture and suicide attempts until he was
released in 1969, thanks to a global petition
signed by prominent musicians and com-
posers from Karajan and Klemperer to Ligeti
and Stravinsky. In the following years, he had
closer ties with North Korea, a fact that still
remains controversial in the South.

Yun’s music pursues a heightened, active
dialog between (as opposed to a fusion of) the
Western postserialist avant-garde and East
Asian court music. The latter is characterized
by sustained, static harmony decorated with
slides, pitch bends, and ornamentation. His
music often concerns the fragmentation of
Korea and the hope for a unified nation; at the
same time, the integrity and abstract nature of
his work transcends and confounds any read-
ing limited solely to nationalism.

These are all late works. The latest one is
Silla (1992), a 16-minute homage to ancient
Korea and its rich artistic culture. Yun
described the work as “nocturnal; festive;
dance-like, mirthful but also melancholy”. The
court music influence is strong here; conversa-
tional, ritualistic episodes for solo instruments
abound. The piece bears resemblance to the
single-movement Chamber Symphony 1
(1987), which is written for two oboes, two
horns, and strings—a relatively small ensem-
ble that sounds much bigger on the recording.
The instrument groups (including divided
strings) also have a dialectic relationship, cre-
ating shifting textures and bursts of color on a
static yet active backdrop.

Yun considered his third violin concerto
(1992) a compositional milestone marking his
musical development, uninhibited by aesthet-
ic trends or technical restraints. Though he
retains the essential characteristics of his high-
ly individual style, he allows for an almost
romantic, singing solo violin. Melodies are
often broken down into small motives, spread
across the orchestra with klangfarbenmelodie.

Of the three works on this album, two
seem recorded (or at least commercially
released) for the first time: Silla and Violin
Concerto 3. There have been two good record-
ings of Chamber Symphony 1, one with Piotr
Borkowski and the Korean Chamber Ensemble
(Naxos 557938, J/A 2006) and one with Alexan-
der Liebreich and the Munich Chamber
Orchestra (ECM 2029, J/A 2008). This record-
ing with Osmo Vanska and the Seoul Philhar-
monic is the best yet ; it captures the alert,
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Eugene Ormandy and the Minneapolis

Symphony
RCA 52392 [11CD]

BACH: Herzlich tut mich verlangen; BEE-

THOVEN: Symphony 4; Leonore Overture 3
(part); BRAHMS: Hungarian Dances 18-21;
BRUCKNER: Symphony 7; CARPENTER: Ad-
ventures in a Perambulator; DELIBES: Ballet
Suites; DRIGO: Valse Bluette; DVORAK: Scher-
zo Capriccioso; ENESCO: Romanian Rhapsody
1; GOUNOD: Funeral March of a Marionette;
GRIFFES: Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan;
GRAINGER: 4 British Folk-Music Settings;
HARRIS: When Johnny Comes Marching Home;
HONEGGER: Piano Concertino; KODALY:

Hary Janos Suite; KREISLER: 3 Old Viennese
Dances; Tambourin Chinois; Caprice Viennois;
Liebesfreud; MAHLER: Symphony 2; MOZART:

Eine Kleine Nachtmusik; 8 German Dances; Mar-
riage of Figaro Overture; PAGANINI: Moto Per-
petuo; RAVEL: Alborada del Gracioso; RACH-

MANINOFF: Symphony 2; SCHOENBERG:

Verklarte Nacht; SCHUMANN: Symphony 4;
Traumerei; SIBELIUS: Symphony 1; SMET-

ANA: Bartered Bride Dances; SOWERBY: Irish
Washerwoman; STIX: Child’s Play Polka;
STRAUSS, JOSEF: Watercolors; STRAUSS, J:

Fledermaus & Gypsy Baron Overtures; Waltzes,
Polkas; STRAUSS, R: Rosenkavalier Waltz Se-
quence; TCHAIKOVSKY: Andante Cantabile;
WEINBERGER: Schwanda Polka & Fugue;
WOLF-FERRARI: Jewels of the Madonna Inter-
mezzos; ZADOR: Hungarian Caprice;
ZEMACHSON: Chorale & Fugue in D minor
Ray Fitch, tarogato; Eunice Norton, p; Harold
Ayers, v; Corinne Frank Bowen, s; Anne O’Malley
Gallogly, a; Twin City Symphony Chorus

In 1931, Eugene Ormandy, conductor of the
orchestra at New York’s Capitol Theatre, filled
in at the last moment for an ailing Henri Ver-
brugghen in Minneapolis, for a concert with
soloist Sergei Rachmaninoff. This was the
beginning of a lifetime friendship with the

composer. Verbrugghen’s illness prevented his
return, and Ormandy was offered the post of
conductor of the Minneapolis orchestra.

A year later, when Ormandy substituted for
an indisposed Toscanini in Philadelphia, an
RCA executive in the audience was enchanted
with his performance of excerpts from Wein-
berger’s opera Schwanda the Bagpiper and
invited him to record them. Ormandy suggest-
ed a series of recordings in Minnesota, where
he and the orchestra were paid a yearly salary
and could record at no extra cost.

There were two recording sessions, from
January 17 to 23 in 1934, and from January 5 to
16 in 1935, at the University of Minnesota’s
Northrup Auditorium, the performance home
of the Minneapolis Symphony at the time.

This set contains all the recordings from
those sessions, on 11 CDs, in individual
sleeves which mimic RCA sleeves of the peri-
od. Each sleeve has a track list, without notes
or timings. The discs are printed with designs
that mimic the 78s of the period. Two tracks
were previously unreleased: Beethoven’s
Leonore Overture 3 (excerpt) and Bach’s organ
prelude, `Herzlich tut mich verlangen’. The set
includes a 44-page booklet, with a 4-page arti-
cle on Ormandy, repeated in German and
French, and many photographs. The second
half of the booklet is a disc by disc listing of
contents, with tracks, timings, recording
details, and release details, but no notes or (in
the case of Mahler) texts or translations.

The sound is as good as can be expected
from the period, and the engineers have done
their best to reduce the groove noise of the
source material. But the type of noise reduc-
tion used on the transcribed 78s takes away
the hiss from between the notes but leaves it in
when there is music playing; this actually
makes it more prominent, at least to my ears.
This is audible in such moments as when alto
Anne O’Malley Gallogly begins to sing after a
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heightened atmosphere that makes these
works so exciting even in their stasis. BIS’s
SACD sound is also quite good. Yun’s music
should not be missed by anyone interested in
contemporary modernism. This album is a

fine place to start ; the first recordings also
make this a necessary purchase for listeners
who already know his music.

FARO



pause in the music in the 4th movement of
Mahler’s Resurrection Symphony.

There is also the playing of the Minneapo-
lis Symphony to contend with, which is not as
polished as the Philadelphia Orchestra. The
strings lack ensemble, especially in
Beethoven’s 4th symphony in the Scherzo.
Where pizzicato is called (as in the pizzicato
movement from Delibes ballet, Sylvia), what
one should hear as a sonic drop of water on
each note comes out as a sonic splatter. The
horns play wrong notes; I stopped keeping
track in the Mahler but this is not an isolated
instance.

In some places the orchestra plays beauti-
fully with far better sound than we have a right
to expect, considering the time; but other
times the upper strings were thin and shrill,
the lower strings boomy, and it was hard to lis-
ten to.

CD 1: Hungarian and other eastern Euro-
pean music: Kodaly, Smetana, Enesco, Dvorak,
Brahms Hungarian dances. OK playing and
sound. Also includes Sowerby’s `Irish Washer-
woman’, which should have been on CD 5 after
the Percy Grainger English Folk Songs.

CD 2: Schumann and Beethoven. OK play-
ing and sound, ragged ensemble in the
Beethoven.

CD 3: Schoenberg, Honegger, Kreisler.
Post-Great War schmaltz from Vienna, with a
dash of Honegger to cleanse the palate. OK
playing and sound.

CD 4: Delibes ballet movements, Wolf-Fer-
rari intermezzos, Gounod, Ravel. OK sound,
and not very crisp ensemble.

CD 5: Carpenter, Griffes, Grainger,
Zemachson, Harris. John Alden Carpenter
(1876-1951) studied music at Harvard under
John Knowles Paine, and also studied with
Edward Elgar in Rome in 1906 and with Bern-
hard Ziehn in Chicago in 1912. It was there he
earned a comfortable living as vice-president
of the family business, a shipping supply com-
pany, from 1909 to his retirement in 1936.
After retirement he turned to composing full
time. Adventures in a Perambulator is an
orchestral suite composed in 1914. It has six
movements: En Voiture; The Policeman; The
Hurdy-Gurdy; The Lake; Dogs; and Dreams.
Except for En Voiture, each movement has sev-
eral sections with different tempos and
metronome markings. This is early 20th Cen-
tury impressionism, with nursery tunes pop-
ping out gently here and there—this perambu-
lator is taking the little ones to the park, but

really doesn’t want to wake them up. The
sound is very good and transparent—as if it
were recorded at least 10 years later. This was
one of the high points of the album for me.

CD 6: Rachmaninoff Symphony 2.
Ormandy’s performance of this symphony was
moving. I found myself in tears at the end. The
sound is old, the orchestra is what it is, but
they all played their hearts out. This was
another high point of the album. There is a
note in the booklet that the cuts were author-
ized by the composer. I checked the perform-
ance length of this with Ormandy’s 1950s
monaural recording and his 1960s stereo
recording: they are all 46 to 47 minutes.
Leonard Slatkin, by comparison, takes 58 min-
utes in a performance that claims to have no
cuts.

CD 7: Mahler Symphony 2. This recording
has sound that, at the start, is typical of the set,
but later has moments of great beauty. The
lower strings come through prominently and
full. The brass have moments when they can’t
find their notes, but they also have a glowing
offstage entrance in the finale that is magical.
The alto has a beautiful voice, unfortunately
surrounded by a nimbus of groove hiss.

CD 8: Strauss, Weinberger. Here again the
inability of the Minneapolis Symphony to play
crisp pizzicato is brought forth, with the `Pizzi-
cato Polka’ and the `New Pizzicato Polka’. The
Rosenkavalier Waltz Sequence is not a familiar
one by Strauss or Rodzinski, but an arrange-
ment by Otto Singer—which Strauss disliked
so much that he composed his own. If you
want to hear the Schwanda the Bagpiper Polka
and Fugue that kicked off this recording proj-
ect, here it is. Of course, Ormandy recorded
almost all of this later in much better sound
with the Philadelphia Orchestra.

CD 9. Mozart. Don’t listen to this; you will
hate it. The sound is the worst in the set, thin
and hissy; and the playing is only so-so. The
German Dances are routine, not charming.
The Marriage of Figaro overture is taken as fast
as possible, to get on one side of a 78 disc,
which means there is no spring or rhythm.

CD 10. Bruckner: Symphony 7. This is the
first edition, published by Albert J Gutmann, in
1885. The Haas and Nowak editions came out
later, in 1944 and 1954. I wish the sound were
better, but this is as good as it gets for 1935,
and the orchestra is playing well.

CD 11: Sibelius: Symphony 1. Once again,
good sound and playing for its time. Ormandy
gives a fine interpretation.

There is some music that Ormandy never
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recorded again: Carpenter: Adventures in a
Perambulator, Delibes ballet suites, Drigo’s
`Valse Bluette’; Grainger’s English Folk Songs,
The Pleasure Dome of Kubla Khan by Griffes,
`When Johnny Comes Marching Home’ set by
Harris, the Kreisler pieces, the Mozart German
Dances and Figaro Overture, Schumann’s
Symphony 4, Sowerby’s `Irish Washerwoman’,
Josef Strauss’s Watercolors, Zador’s `Hungari-
an Caprice’, and the Zemachson Chorale and
Fugue.

Ormandy completists, and fans of the Min-
neapolis Symphony (now the Minnesota
Orchestra), will want this. I would be happy
with a mini set of CDs 5, 6, 10, and 11.

CARY BALLEW-RENFRO

Rafael Kubelik
SCHOENBERG: Piano Concerto; HAYDN:

Symphony 99; TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4
John Ogden, p; Philharmonia

Audite 95.745 [2CD] 84 minutes

Czech immigrant Rafael Kubelik conducted
the English New Philharmonia along with
British pianist John Ogdon in Switzerland for
this September 8, 1968 concert. It was the
summer just after Russia invaded the Czech
Republic to suppress the “Prague Spring”.
Kubelik’s performance of Tchaikovsky’s sym-
phony was regarded with some controversy,
much as some orchestras stopped performing
Russian works after Putin’s recent invasion of
the Ukraine. I mention this only because artis-
tically and interpretively, there’s not much to
recommend here, so I am guessing Audite’s
decision to issue this recording was inspired
by current events. These discs were mastered
from the original tapes recorded by Swiss
Radio and Television. The sound is clear, natu-
ral, full dynamic range monaural. Until I read
the booklet I thought it was stereo.

The concert gets off to a shaky start with
Haydn’s Symphony 99. Repeats are blessedly
omitted. Tempos are apt and it’s nice to hear
Haydn played with historical accuracy by a
large orchestra—the London orchestra he
wrote his last 12 symphonies for was huge.
Ensemble is awkwardly timid sometimes in
the slow movement, entrances ragged. The
minuet goes well. The finale barely hangs
together at all—often the exposed string and
woodwind passages sound rhythmically
approximate and ramshackle. Haydn’s spare
orchestration is a test that gives players
nowhere to hide.

Schoenberg’s Piano Concerto comes sec-

ond, of course, so the audience cannot grace-
fully arrive late or leave early. This piece was
only 25 years old in 1968—hot off the press by
classical standards. Ensemble and instrumen-
tal timbre are stretched beyond the orchestra’s
limits. It’s a spooky and nightmarish perform-
ance, not at all in the romantic style purveyed
by modern recordings. The Philharmonia
sounds lost most of the time, especially when
passing around Schoenberg’s klangfarbemelo-
dien from section to section; but John Ogdon
is confident and rock solid—he almost holds
the piece together.

The orchestra obviously spent most of its
rehearsal time on the well-drilled Tchaikovsky.
Ensemble is tight and balanced almost every-
where, with only occasional unsteadiness in a
few solo passages where brass soloists sound
tentative. Though competent and well execut-
ed, there’s a calculated quality to it—I can
almost feel Kubelik’s mind at work—his
ritards, accelerandos, and tempo shifts are bla-
tant. It lacks the spontaneity, sweep, and
inevitably of the best performances.

The long booklet goes into great detail
about the historic circumstances and contro-
versies surrounding this concert and Kubelik’s
program choices. I think this will appeal strict-
ly to Kubelik fanatics; better performances
exist for everything here.

WRIGHT

Hans Rosbaud
DEBUSSY: Afternoon of a Faun; Nocturnes (2);
La Mer; Jeux; Marche Ecossaise; Berceuse Hero-
ique; RAVEL: Alborada del Gracioso; Ma Mere
l’Oye; HONEGGER: Symphony 3; ROUSSEL:

Concerto for Small Orchestra; Suite in F; Sym-
phony 3; IBERT: Le Chevalier; MILHAUD:

L’Homme et Desire; JARRE: Concerto for
Strings & Percussion; MESSIAEN: Chrono-
chromie; MIHALOVICI: Symphony 2; Toccata
Southwest Orchestra Baden-Baden/ Hans Ros-
baud—SWR 19115 [4CD] 312 minutes

Hans Rosbaud (1895-1962) was one of those
underrated, yet respected conductors that
later generations discover from recordings. He
was born in Graz, Austria, and, like many com-
posers and conductors, was introduced to
music through piano lessons taught by a par-
ent, in this case his mother. His formal training
began at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt
where he studied composition with Bernhard
Sekles and piano with Alfred Hoehn. His con-
ducting career began in 1921 as the music
director of the municipal symphony concerts
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presented by Mainz’s School of Music. In 1928
he became the first chief conductor of the Hes-
sian Radio Symphony, which later evolved into
the Frankfurt Radio Symphony. Unlike many
German musicians, Rosbaud remained in Ger-
many during the Nazi period, though he
despised Nazism and probably knew his
brother Paul was spying on the German
nuclear program for the Allies. Certainly, his
lifelong advocacy of new music did not endear
him to the Nazis. Once he was reported to
them for advocating “Jewish music” (“mod-
ern”), particularly of the Second Vienna
School.

Rosbaud began his mature conducting
career as the general music director of Mun-
ster in 1937. In 1941 he took a similar position
in the Nazi-occupied Alsatian city of Stras-
bourg, where he was popular and personally
decent enough to earn the approval of the
antifascist Charles Munch. After the war, quick
clearance by the American denazification
process in 1945 left him clear to accept the
music directorship of the Munich Philharmon-
ic—only to be dismissed in 1948 because of
programming deemed too radical by the
locals. That same year he took on the project
that he stayed with for the rest of his life: the
founding and music directorship of the South
West German Radio Orchestra Baden-Baden
where his modernist tendencies were appar-
ently appreciated. He conducted the premiere
of Schoenberg’s Moses and Aaron with that
group and took the orchestra to contemporary
music festivals like the avant-gardish
Donaueschingen Festival of Contemporary
Music, starting in 1951. Soon after that he
began producing the recordings of Mahler,
Bruckner, Hartmann, and Stravinsky that he is
best known for. Although he spent most of his
career in Europe, he guest conducted the
Chicago Symphony between 1959 and 1962,
and might have become music director there
had he not died in 1962.

Although best known for his work with
Germanic composers, Rosbaud was an accom-
plished interpreter of French music, though
not every composer on this program was born
in France. Arthur Honegger was French Swiss;
Marcel Mihalovici was born in Romania and
moved to France at age 21. Rosbaud’s con-
ducting of this music was not stylistically
French in the way we think of French conduc-
tors like Ansermet, Martinon, Munch,
Cluytens, Pretre, etc. He led French music with
a German accent, which produced solid inter-
pretations that are spirited, dramatic, and

clean-textured with tempos that keep moving
with little wallowing. His approach works well
with Roussel, Ibert, and Milhaud. Many listen-
ers will say it works less well with Debussy
(especially) and Ravel, though I suspect others
will find Rosbaud’s performances of those
composers’ music lively and revealing.

Rosbaud’s reading of La Mer is prime evi-
dence of this dichotomy. I is too slow, heavy,
and deliberate. It opens with rumbling low
strings then smooths out. Pacing is measured,
and detail is clear. Percussion comes out more
than usual (a trademark of many of these per-
formances), but the usually powerful ending is
underdone. II is somewhat restrained and
lacks deftness and magic but is otherwise typi-
cal. III is slow and inflexible, though it picks up
a little after a timpani stroke. Prelude a
l’Apres-Midi d’un Faun is expressive and
romantic but lacks subtlety. The plus side
begins with a reading of Jeux that Rosbaud
makes more interesting than usual, partly by
“solving” its mystery and in a way removing a
cover from the work with a reading that gener-
ally is slow and full of sound with good tension
and drama. This is the work of a storyteller,
and Rosbaud does not spare the cymbal and
contrabassoon. The two movements from
Nocturnes are quite good, too. `Nuages’ dis-
plays a nice string sound with more lushness
than one might expect in these performances.
`Fetes’ is extroverted and cleanly drawn, with
slightly clipped muted brass. The performanc-
es of Marche Ecossaise and Berceuse Hero-
ique are excellent, with Heroique coming
across as a major work.

Ravel’s Alborado del Gracioso sounds
more modern and romantic than usual, and
maybe just a bit crude. Ma Mere l’Oye is seri-
ous, deliberate, and sometimes even rigid, as
well as slower and less childlike than usual. I is
slow and strong with a strong woodwind pres-
ence. II is deliberate, a little weighty, and
clean, if a bit hollow in the strings before the
deliberate English horn solo. III is also deliber-
ate and sometimes rigid but not slow, and it
actually becomes sprightly at the end. IV is
balletic and clear, and Rosbaud unleashes the
contrabassoon to liven things up. V follows
suit to all this, but its controlled ending fizzles
out.

Albert Roussel’s lively and rhythmic Suite
in F produces a big but not oppressive sound.
I’s cleverness creates a slight “wiseguy” effect.
Overall, it is energetic and rhythmic with a big
climax at the end. II manages to be chordal,
powerful, eloquent, and mysterious, yet bright
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in tone. Somehow it seems mechanical and
atmospheric at the same time. The spiky Con-
certo for Small Orchestra (1927) is in three
movements. I is weighty, slow, and strong. II is
slow, mysterious, and eerie with a modernist
tone. III is rhythmic and snarky, as it contrasts
the mechanical with the lyrical.

Marcel Mihalovici, a close friend of George
Enesco, was born in Bucharest, Romania but
moved to Paris where he studied with Vincent
d’Indy at the Schola Cantorum. His mysterious
Toccata for Piano displays touches of jazz.
Annotator Christoph Schluren points out its
“sharply defined, contrasting groupings in the
orchestration”, which creates instrumental
groups that “resemble people in an acoustic
film who are interacting with each other”. To
my knowledge, this is its first recording.

Disc 3 is devoted to modernistic pieces by
Jacques Ibert, Darius Milhaud, Maurice Jarre,
and Olivier Messiaen. Ida Rubenstein com-
missioned Ibert’s first ballet, Diane de Poitiers,
in 1933 and liked the results so much that she
commissioned a second one in 1936, Le
Chevalier Errant (The Wandering Knight,
based on Cervantes’s Don Quixote). Ibert
called it a “choreographic epic” for orchestra,
chorus, and two speakers. Recorded here is
Ibert’s four-movement suite from the ballet.
Another ballet, Milhaud’s L’Homme et son
Desir (Man and His Desire, 1918), is based on
a scenario by poet Paul Claudel, who worked
on the piece with the composer. It calls for four
wordless voices and a chamber orchestra with
a large percussion section. Recorded here is
the version for orchestra only, with winds
replacing the voices.

Maurice Jarre, best known for his score to
the movie Lawrence of Arabia, was one of 12
composers Sudwestfunk commissioned in
1956 to contribute to a work called 12 Aspekte
der Arie `Ein Männchen oder Weibchen wun-
scht Papageno sich’ (more or less, 12 varia-
tions based on Papageno’s aria from Mozart’s
Magic Flute) to celebrate Mozart’s 200th
anniversary. Each composer was to contribute
one movement. Jarre’s was Verwandlungen
(Transformations), scored for percussion and
strings.

Chronochromie (the color of time) depicts
Messiaen’s theories that harmony is a blend of
colors and that music is colored time. It was
his first work for large orchestra since Turan-
galila (1948). It depicts bird songs, the French
Alps, and the manipulation of musical dura-
tions. According to the liner notes, “birds sing
in the continuous present and mountains

remain stationary and unyielding, the musical
time of Chronochromie exists in a frame rather
than a flow.” It is in seven sections “whose
durations are carefully controlled by a mathe-
matical formula of 32 durations...in [which]
Messiaen places bird calls [mostly in the] per-
cussion and woodwinds”. The mountains are
depicted in the “low hum of bassoons and
tuba, huge chords that represent rocks, and
quieter sounds that depict streams, foam, and
droplets...Chronochromie is an impressionist
tone-painting of a natural world without peo-
ple, where birds and mountains exist in a cage
of motionless time.” It’s a very complex work.

These recordings were made 1952 to 1962,
and the monaural sound is very good. Some-
times it tricks the mind into thinking it is
stereo.

HECHT

Hollywood Soundstage
Sinfonia of London/ John Wilson
Chandos 5294 [SACD] 61 minutes

This new compilation of film scores includes
mostly familiar music from 1930s through
1950s movies. What separates most re-record-
ings of these scores from the originals is the
crispness, emphasis, and overall clarity which
is missing. Often employing the composer as
the conductor (and the tireless Leo F Forb-
stein, who is incorrectly credited for conduct-
ing just about everything at Warner Brothers),
these men knew exactly what they wanted to
hear and the timings required by the film’s
editing and production schedules. The origi-
nal sound quality (often revealed to be quite
good) is sometimes compromised by the
recording methods available at the time. Many
soundtracks before 1970 were purposely
recorded “dry” (a prime example is the 1964
soundtrack recording of My Fair Lady), and
relied heavily on theater acoustics to supply
sound enhancement and reverberation.

This Chandos recording in SACD is like
what we used to get in the late-1950s when
everyone recorded movie scores in “Wide-
Screen Sound” to demonstrate stereo and the
impressive movie sound we couldn’t get at
home. In this case, the SACD sound and rever-
beration muddy much of music, as in the
famous Charles Gerhardt RCA recordings. If
you don’t have an SACD player, the two-chan-
nel version actually sounds clearer, and
although the reverberation is lessened it still
clouds much of the detail.

John Wilson’s career has been impressive,
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progressing from movie and Broadway scores
to popular classical music, and more recently
to heavier classical fare. He seems to be an
amalgamation of Erich Kunzel, Arthur Fiedler,
and Andre Kostalanetz. I usually like most of
what he conducts: researching original materi-
als, noting precise tempos, and following the
composer’s intentions while lightly adding his
own touches. This new recording of movie
music is a disappointment when compared
with so many others. Where most other
recordings fail is in the lack of tension required
to gain the listener’s attention, make these
scores listenable, and add beauty and excite-
ment. Even the composer’s conducting re-
recordings of their scores often fail to get this
“sound” correct. In particular Miklos Rosza’s
and Bernard Herrmann’s several re-recordings
over the years are rarely as good as the original
soundtracks. The music on this new recording
fails on all counts, and the messy sound does-
n’t help.

The scores included have been done much
better elsewhere and are not any more enlight-
ening than the Gerhardt recordings. I have
never liked “suites”, which are often arranged
by someone other than the composer. Some of
the “suites” on this new recording have been
recorded before and have been around for
some time: these include The Wizard of Oz
(attributed to Herbert Stothart), Now Voyager
(Steiner), and Rebecca (Waxman). The Rebec-
ca “suite” (noted as a “premiere recording” is
good to hear, though I’ve heard more complete
recordings that are truer to the originals. The
`Street Scene’ sequence, which opened the
second Cinemascope film How to Marry a Mil-
lionaire was for some audiences the first time
they had heard stereophonic sound. The 1953
stereo sound is still very impressive on the
DVD and if you can still find it, on the Screen
Archives Entertainment original soundtrack
CD. It has the crispness of the 20th Century
Fox orchestra, considered the best in Holly-
wood at the time, and Alfred Newman is the
composer and conductor. Wilson’s version
pales in comparison, with some tempo
changes and no “bite” from the orchestra. The
same goes for the `Transylvanian March’ and
`Embassy Waltz’ from the film of My Fair Lady.
The soundtrack on Sony with Andre Previn
and the Warner Brothers studio orchestra are
the originals, so why bother with this? Korn-
gold’s `Overture’ to the Private Lives of Eliza-
beth and Essex sounds like the Gerhardt ver-
sion trying hard to be the Warner Brothers
orchestra. Sorry, Mr Wilson, no dice.

If you want a reasonable facsimile of some
of these scores I would try to find the original
soundtrack recordings or the ones with
William Stromberg and the Moscow Sympho-
ny on Naxos, Marco Polo, or Film Score
Monthly (FSM). Stromberg gets the orchestra
to simulate the sound, timings, and emphasis
of the originals; and if not always effective, he
gets closer than most. Some original sound-
track CDs may also be found on the Screen
Archives Entertainment website
(Info@screenarchives.com) in limited editions
that are quickly becoming very limited. As a
compilation of these film scores on one disc
this one misses the target by a mile. If you’re
not familiar with the scores it may satisfy you if
you’re not too demanding.

FISCH

The Kreutzer Project
BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonata 9; JANACEK:

Kreutzer Sonata; JACOBSEN: Kreutzings;
CLYNE: Shorthand

The Knights; Eric Jacobsen
Avie 2555—75 minutes

The New York collective known as the Knights
consists mainly of young musicians, equally at
home on traditional and contemporary reper-
toire. This album is an attempt to play to both
strengths, but it is finally a curio.

When you listen to Beethoven’s Kreutzer
Sonata, do you feel that it needs to be more
densely orchestrated? Apparently the group’s
violinist Colin Jacobsen thought so, and in fair-
ness to him, he did a good job. In every way,
this sounds like a credible Beethoven compo-
sition. But I am not convinced that we needed
an entire 39-minute transcription to get the
point.

Keeping with the Beethoven-Tolstoy
theme, Jacobsen also contributes Kreutzings, a
seven-minute orchestral composition. The
piece plods along, but occasionally it is inter-
rupted by brass or strings very much in the
style of Anton Webern. Much as I love Webern,
the music sounds like it is in conflict with
itself—which may have been the intent, for all
I know.

Colin’s brother, conductor Eric Jacobsen,
helped Michael Atkinson to create a new
arrangement of Janacek’s Kreutzer Sonata. The
results this time are excellent, resembling the
Czech’s orchestral suite that he fashioned from
The Cunning Little Vixen.

The other contemporary composition
included is Shorthand by Anna Clyne, also a
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tip of the hat to the Tolstoy novella. This is a
lovely small-ensemble piece, part of that long
tradition of accessible, elegiac works that
began with Barber’s Adagio. Cellist Karen
Ouzounian has a mournful sound, and this
vaguely Middle Eastern work also benefits
from the inclusion of double bass.

The Jacobsen brothers are members of
Brooklyn Rider, and that may be why the
Knights also have a certain “hip” factor. Clearly
the group is self-consciously looking for
crossover opportunities, and even this concept
album seems to have been devised with NPR
in mind. The sound and the musicianship
leave nothing to be desired, but the attempt to
make a big statement about something—what
is it, really?—can’t entirely sustain the 75 min-
utes of music.

DUTTERER

London Strings
DVORAK: Songs My Mother Taught Me;
MONTI: Czardas; GERSHWIN: Summertime;
MASCAGNI: Interlude from Cavalleria Rusti-
cana; KHATCHATURIAN: Sabre Dance;
SHOSTAKOVICH: Romance; DEBUSSY: The
Girl with the Flaxen Hair; RACHMANINOFF:

Hungarian Dance
48 First Violins/ Geoffrey Simon

Cala 2008—27 minutes

The title of this disc is “The London Violin
Sound”. The 48 players are the first violin sec-
tions from London Philharmonic, Philharmo-
nia and Royal Philharmonic orchestras. The
arrangements are by Julian Milone, from the
Philharmonia. The sound may recall an uber-
Mantovani, but the arrangements do show
some imagination.

The Monti has a background of pizzicato
and tremolandi suggesting a cimbalom. The
scrubby, but precise attacks in the Khatcha-
turian are a pretty good translation of a mostly
percussive piece into string form. Perfor-
mances have good ensemble, even if the
sound of 48 violins gets a bit too rich. There
are a couple of necessary additions. The Mas-
cagni Intermezzo includes a harp. Shos-
takovich’s Romance, familiar to PBS viewers as
the theme for “Reilly, Ace of Spies”, greatly
benefits from the large ensemble. The original
recording was made more than 20 years ago.
Sound is good, but putting it mildly, 27 min-
utes is short measure for any album made
since about 1949. (Was it originally an LP?)

O’CONNOR

Music for Strings
Tchaikovsky, Arensky, Elgar, Fuchs
Orchestra Orfeo/ Domenico Fama

Brilliant 96609—51:29

The Tchaikovsky is not his serenade but an ar-
rangement of the Andante Cantabile from his
quartet. It takes 7 minutes and has a cello solo.
The Elgar isn’t his serenade Opus 20 either; it’s
simply his Elegy—5 minutes.

So the two major pieces are Arensky’s
Tchaikovsky Variations and the Fuchs Sere-
nade 3.

The orchestra is about 18 strings, brought
together in Catania in Sicily. The conductor is
very young and quite expressive, as young
conductors can be when they are still discov-
ering so much music and not jaded by years of
conducting it.

The Arensky has been recorded a number
of times; we have reviewed 4 recordings at
least. I have older ones in my collection. It’s
one of those pieces that hardly ever gets
played these days but ought to be heard. This
is a very nuanced and expressive reading,
compared to others I have heard. Somary with
the English Chamber Orchestra (Vanguard) is
more refined and restrained—more straight-
forward. I like that reading, but this one
uncovered dimensions I had not heard before.

Robert Fuchs, who died in 1927, taught
many of the great composers (Sibelius, Mahler,
and Zemlinsky, among others) and was highly
respected by Brahms. His music sounds
Brahmsian; it is warm and always charming.
Serenades are not expected to be profound or
demanding, and after hearing this one feels
unmoved—it’s pleasant enough but by the end
seems rather routine. We have reviewed his
serenades before: he wrote 5 of them, and they
were quite popular in their day. Naxos has
recorded all of them in Cologne (July/Aug
2011 & Sept/Oct 2012). I like this performance
and recording. Every movement takes longer
than the very fine 1980 Berlin recording
(Koch-Schwann 316039) not always because
tempos are generally slower (which they are)
but also because of held notes and repeats.

VROON
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The Enesco Project
ENESCO: Aubade; Octet; MASSENET: Medita-
tion; BARTOK: 3 Duets; YSAYE: Sonata 3;
FAURE: Elegie; RAVEL: Pavane; PAIS:

MeMemoire Deformee
Nicolas Dautricourt, Cecile Agator, Juan-Fermin
Chiriaco, Maya Koch, Romuald Grimbert-Barre,
v; Flore-Anne Brosseau, David Gaillard, Ludovic
Levionnois, va; Samuel Etienne, Benedict Klock-
ner, Edouard Sapey-Triomphe, vc

Orchid 100202—79 minutes

The Enesco Project is a grand thing: a program
containing works by Enesco, works by people
surrounding him, a work dedicated to him, a
work specifically commissioned for the proj-
ect, and ending with a magnificent, though
possibly over the top, performance of the
teenage Enesco’s Octet, which is the piece that
got violinist Nicolas Dautricourt started on
this. It was originally a concert program, but
then the idea arose of recording it. The con-
cept was to replicate the concerts as precisely
as possible; there are even players’ comments
on each work, as spoken in concert, available
online through a QR code. These musicians
have been nothing if not thorough.

The opener is a short string trio by Enesco,
utterly delightful and formerly unknown to
me. Following it are some short pieces by com-
posers in Enesco’s ambit, most of them
arranged so as to have string accompani-
ments. (The arrangements are generally good,
though they make rather too much use of
pizzicato.) In the middle is Ysaye’s Ballade,
played by Dautricourt in an intensely dramat-
ic, sometimes slapdash fashion; it’s at once the
loudest and the quietest performance I’ve ever
heard. Immediately following it is George-Ioan
Pais’s Memoire Deformee, the newly-commis-
sioned work. It begins with an unruly bang,
but settles quickly into something more
amenable, multi-faceted, and interesting.

And the Octet? It’s had many fine perform-
ances in recent years, but this is unusually full-
intensity; that utterly manic place towards the
end of III has never sounded more, well,
deranged. The players aren’t above making
pretty sounds—there are exquisite moments in
this performance—but they also aren’t above
making ugly ones, and in a piece like this, both
are vital.

THOMSON

Two Cellos
KRAFT, A: Duos in G minor & D; KRAFT, N:

Concertino in C; ROMBERG: Concertino in A
Alexander Rudin, Emin Martirosian; Musica Viva
Moscow/ Rudin

Naxos 574386—71 minutes

Here we have a program of early romantic
music not often heard. Why not? Don’t cellists
get along together? These two do! So do these
composers! Anton Kraft (1749-1820) was the
father of Nikolaus Kraft ((1778-1853), and
Bernhard Romberg (1767-1841) comes
between them, though perhaps they never
met. Romberg’s Concertino was finished in
1841, the last year of his life. Anton Kraft’s two
Grand Duos were published back in 1808,
while sonny Nikolaus’s Concertino is not
dated. All this music is gently romantic and
well worth hearing.

Our cellists play together with clear enjoy-
ment and fine fingers, bowing but not scrap-
ing. Rudin has been with us for a while and is
well known and appreciated. Martirosian is a
relative youngster, born in 1987 and currently
a member of the Musica Viva Moscow Cham-
ber Orchestra, where he works with conductor
Rudin, when they aren’t playing duets togeth-
er. In other words, this is a friendly and well-
played recording with fine acoustics.

D MOORE

Songs of Celebration
Bach, Dove, Gruber, Johnson, Leontovych

Emma Johnson, cl; John Lenehan, p; Gloucester
Cathedral Choir/ Adrian Partington

Nimbus 6431—59 minutes

In this all-British project, famous clarinet
soloist Emma Johnson collaborates with noted
opera composer Jonathan Dove (b. 1959),
sought-after pianist John Lenehan, renowned
choral master Adrian Partington, and The
Children’s Choir of Gloucester Cathedral. The
leading work is Johnson’s original composition
Songs of Celebration, a suite of 15th Century
Christmas poems for upper voices and clar-
inet.

Later, she arranges five popular Christmas
tunes for similar forces: `Jesu, Joy of Man’s
Desiring’ by Bach (1685-1750); `Silent Night’
by Austrian organist, composer, and school-
teacher Franz Gruber (1787-1863); `Carol of
the Bells’ by Ukrainian composer and ethno-
musicologist Mykola Leontovych (1877-1921);
`Coventry Carol’ from a 16th Century mystery
play performed in Coventry, England; and
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elaborate variations on the 17th Century carol
`We Wish You a Merry Christmas’.

The central piece is Dove’s three-move-
ment setting of the 1842 poem The Pied Piper
(2012) for clarinet, recorder consort, children’s
voices, and piano. An early work of Victorian
dramatist Robert Browning (1812-89), the
poem is a multi-stanza retelling of the 1284
legend where an enigmatic musician visits
Hamelin, a town with a rat problem. When the
mayor refuses to pay him for leading the rats to
a watery death, the stranger turns his charm-
ing music on the village children and takes
them to a mountain cavern from which they
never return. In this 30-minute piece the clar-
inetist also serves as the narrator.

There are a lot of strong points. The chil-
dren’s choir is pristine and resonant, even if
the words are often difficult to discern; and
Lenehan plays with expertise, sensitivity, and
authority. Johnson boasts genuine skill and
creativity in both composing and arranging;
and her recitation of The Pied Piper has good
flow, nuance, and diction. Dove is a master of
his craft : his oratorio uses accessible mod-
ernism, recognizable leitmotifs, and text paint-
ing to bring alive Browning’s poem; and it
pulls no punches with subject matter or
sophistication. This is a well-designed and
thoughtfully written composition that belongs
in the same conversation with Prokofieff ’s
Peter and the Wolf as the very best in classical
music for children.

Johnson’s clarinet playing can be tough on
the ears. Her thin tone is fragile in the high
register and tubby in the middle and low regis-
ters; and her sloppy articulation betrays poor
control of the tongue, throat, and oral cavity.
As a result, her technique and musicianship
never reach their full potential; and her rendi-
tions are rarely on par with her colleagues.

HANUDEL

Cuban Clarinet
Alen, Brouwer, D’Rivera,  Lecuona, Zalba

Osiris Molina; Rene Izquierdo, g; Adonis Gonza-
lez-Matos, p

Blue Griffin 623—78 minutes

New Jersey native and University of Alabama
clarinet professor Osiris Molina honors his
Cuban heritage, teaming up with two Havana-
born musicians to record an all-Cuban pro-
gram.

The composers and pieces are Andres Alen
(b. 1950) and his Clarinet Sonata (1988); Leo
Brouwer (b. 1939) and his Basso Continuo I

(1972) for clarinet and tape and `Perpetuum
Mobile’ (2021) for clarinet and guitar; Ernesto
Lecuona (1896-1963) and `La Comparsa’ from
Danzas Afro-Cubanas (1912), arranged for
clarinet and piano by University of Alabama
music theory instructor Daniel Western (b.
1977); Javier Zalba’s (b. 1955) `Cancion’ (2010)
for solo clarinet; and Paquito D’Rivera’s (b.
1948) Three Pieces (1994) and Cape Cod Files
(2009), both for clarinet and piano.

Molina has a pleasant sound with a smoky
quality where appropriate; and he performs
with agile fingers, genuine energy, and some
nicely shaped inflections. Gonzalez-Matos is
superb at the keyboard, executing with splen-
did clarity, technique, style, and dynamic
range. Izquierdo is a welcome contrast in the
second Brouwer selection, especially after the
abstract and disjunct multi-movement work
that precedes it.

HANUDEL

Saudade
Plinio Fernandes, g

Decca Gold 35736—68 minutes

Fernandes fills his program with excellent
arrangements and compositions by prominent
guitarists, including Sergio Assad and Joao
Luiz. Even such well-worn pieces as Tom
Jobim’s `Girl from Ipanema’ sound fresh in
Sergio Assad’s arrangement.

The well-known `Aria’ from Bachianas
Brasileiras 5 is given an emotional perform-
ance by cellist Sheku Kanneh-Mason. Vocalist
Maria Rita, whose tone is quite pleasant and
listenable, adds a welcome touch of variety
even if she is a bit loud. Including violinist
Braimah Kanneh-Mason on the final track
adds to the musical interest; the musicality
and sense of ensemble is quite fine, but the
recording does not balance the instruments
well, and their presence is noticeably differ-
ent—the guitar sounding close-miked and the
violin sounding like it is in a different space.

Otherwise, recording quality is realistic,
marred only by noticeable breathing. Some
tracks are spaced too close (5 and 6, for exam-
ple) and this could have been corrected in the
mastering process.

Liner notes, full of pictures of the always
smiling young artist, are sparse and disap-
pointing if you might want information about
the artist or the music.

MCCUTCHEON
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Siempre Nuevo
BOCCHERINI: Introduction & Fandango; GIS-

MONTI: Agua & Vinho; GRANADOS: 2 Spanish
Dances; JENKINS: Paliadio; TORROBA: Ma-
drilenas; RAK: Tombeau for Sabrina; Didgeri-
doo; TESAR: Suita Karussel

Matej Freml, Patrick Vacik, g
ArcoDiva 244—49 minutes

Here we meet two young gentlemen playing
their guitars. The music, while primarily con-
temporary, comes across as romantic in
nature. The earliest work is by Luigi Boccherini
(1745-1805), whose Introduction & Fandango
opens the program. We hear Enrique Grana-
dos’s (1867-1915) `Oriental’ and `Andaluza’
later on. Federico Moreno-Torroba (1891-
1982) offers his only work written for two gui-
tars, a 3-movement suite of folk-like beauty.
Milan Tesar (1938-2019) was a Czech guitarist
(born the same year I was), whose three-
movement suite is enjoyable.

Karl Jenkins (b. 1944) is a Welshman. His
four-minute `Palladio’ is a transcription of the
first movement of his Quasi Concerto Grosso
written in 1996. Stepan Rak (b. 1945) is a
Czech guitarist whose `Tombeau for Sabrina’
commemorates her death in a car accident
(she was also a guitarist). `Didgeridoo’ is a
transcription by the composer of a work dedi-
cated to Australia. Both are substantial pieces.
The program ends with an arrangement of a
song by Egberto Gismondi (b. 1947).

Freml and Vacik are fine players—mem-
bers of the Prague Guitar Quartet. Notes are in
Czech and English. This is well worth our
investment.

D MOORE

Rob Nijboer
Mertz, Barrios, Domeniconi, Rudnev

Rob Nijboer, g
Aliud 124—54 minutes

Right off the bat what impresses me about this
recording of inspired guitar music is the purity
of tone, thanks to the combination of three
artists—one playing the guitar, one who made
the instrument, and one at the recording con-
sole.

Add to that pristine phrasing that is never
overdone and dynamics that massage the lis-
tener and you have in this recording a very
enjoyable hour to spend with this remarkably
competent Dutch guitarist, Rob Nijboer.

A set of four pieces by Mertz includes a
transcription of Schubert’s `Lob der Tranen’

and closes with a very stirring performance of
his `Tarantelle’. Another four pieces by Barrios,
three of them quite often recorded, are pleas-
ant enough, and conclude with a well-played
tremolo work, `Una Limosna por el Amor de
Dios’.

Carlo Domenicone’s (b. 1947) Variations
on an Anatolian Folk Song is played with
strength and conviction, and the addition of
bird song in his `Rose in the Garden’ is unex-
pected and pleasant.

The program concludes with a song, `With
the Night’s Breath’, by Estonian composer
Margo Kolar (b. 1961) sung by soprano Marian
van der Heide. The translated lyrics in the liner
notes supply a fitting conclusion to this pro-
gram of music clearly connected to a spiritual
source.

MCCUTCHEON

Archlute, Guitar, Harpsichord
Scarlatti, Sanz, Boccherini, Rigano, others

Paolo Rigano & Cinzia Guarino
Tactus 670005—46 minutes

Quoted in the booklet notes, guitarist, lutenist,
and composer Paolo Rigano describes the
three instruments like this: “Spain [in this pro-
gram of Spanish, Italian, and Sicilian music] is
embodied by the guitar and Italy by the harpsi-
chord, while the archlute—which is used
chiefly for the accompaniment—is the ele-
ment that joins them.”

This excellent program has 12 pieces by 10
composers, 9 of whose combined dates are
from 1566 (Piccinini) to 1805 (Boccherini).
The other is Rigano (b 1957).

Most pieces are played by the two per-
formers together. My ear tells me that perhaps
I should count recording engineer Carlo
Gargano as a performer too because the way
that the instruments sound together is so com-
pelling and engaging. The texture is rich, but
not at all heavy or squashed together. I try to
visualize the intersection: the instruments
mesh together like weaving or cogs or knitting.
They remain distinct from each other, not
grafted together like a hybrid rose or a spliced
rope.

The playing is exceptional, by turns full of
declamatory gesture (solo archlute in `Toccata
Dell’Arcangelo’ by the 16th-Century composer
Arcangelo Lori), exhilarating speed coupled
with percussive rich sound (solo harpsichord
in the sonata K 517 by Domenico Scarlatti),
strumming on both instruments together, bold
and spiced with spinning dance steps and
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slaps on the wooden instruments like heel-
clicks (`Fandango’ by Boccherini), and happy
contented swaying (`Ciaccona In Parte Variate
Alla Vera Spagnuola’ by 16th-Century compos-
er Domenico Pellegrini).

Some pieces are re-arrangements: for
instance, the Boccherini original is for string
quintet and guitar (Cinzia Guarino plays the
quintet parts on harpsichord), and in `Toccata
A Due Luiti’ by Alessandro Piccinini (1566-
1638) the second lute part is taken by the harp-
sichord.

For his own composition, `Corrisponden-
ze’, Paolo Rigano “wished to avoid the parody
of antiquity and the rewriting of Baroque and
Renaissance stylistic features, and to focus on
the peculiarities of timbre, articulation and
rhythm that are still unexplored in these
instruments”. In this 5-minute piece melodies
stop, start, pause, reflect. The resonance of the
harpsichord forms a somewhat dissonant dark
backdrop that serves as a type of netting or
theater scrim on which the guitar reflects and
sparkles.

It would be good to hear more of Rigano’s
own pieces, and I wondered what it would
sound like if they were to be played among the
older pieces. To experiment, and to get to
know the Rigano piece better, I randomly
selected different tracks and played them back
like this: Rigano, Lori, Rigano, Scarlatti K 517,
Scarlatti K 32, Rigano. This worked very well as
a sequence and I heard new details—both of
the music and of the playing—in every piece.

Notes in English, bios in Italian.
C MOORE

Legado
Presti, Anido, others

Berta Rojas, g—ONmusic 0—44 minutes

This is Paraguayan guitarist Berta Rojas’s 10th
release on her own ONmusic label, known for
excellent performances and fine recording
quality.

Although the field of classical guitar has
long been the domain of male performers and
composers (think Segovia, Williams, Bream,
the Romeros), this recording is a fitting tribute
to two women on whose comparatively
unknown shoulders we also stand.

The theme stems from research done by
guitarist Candace Mowbray into two female
guitarists of historical importance, Ida Presti
(French, 1924-67) and Maria Luisa Anido
(Argentina, 1907-96). Rojas has assembled a
program of music by these women as well as

music inspired by them written by other com-
posers.

Opening the program is `Segovia’, com-
posed by Presti for the man whose 1924 Paris
concert changed her life. It is a categorically
marvelous composition, using the guitar to its
fullest potential, and in Rojas’s hands, full of
feeling and depth.

There follow pieces by 20th Century Eng-
lish composers John Duarte (1919-2004) and
Gilbert Biberian (b. 1944) dedicated to Presti
and a cleverly written `Danse Rhythmique’ by
Presti herself.

The second half of the program expands
our knowledge of Maria Luisa Anido, who
started playing guitar at the age of 7, absorbing
guitar music from the likes of Miguel Llobet,
Emilio Pujol, and Regino Sainz de la Maza,
excellent guitarists and composers who were
guests in her home, thanks to having a father
who loved the guitar! Even though Anido’s
compositions here are all rather somber, Rojas
is clearly connected to this music, delivering
every phrase with musical sensitivity.

Lifting the mood up to brighter feelings
and raising the energy level to more dancelike
levels, Sergio Assad’s (b. 1952) four-movement
Anido’s Portrait is a fitting tribute to its name-
sake written in the style of four countries
important to her life: Argentina, Spain, Russia,
and Cuba.

Recording quality is excellent, and the
liner notes in English and Spanish are sub-
stantial and enlightening. The classical guitar
world is indeed alive and healthy, as this
recording reminds us.

MCCUTCHEON

French Harpsichord
Celine Frisch—Alpha 837—72 minutes

The program depicts a fictitious day in the life
of King Louis XV. It starts with Couperin’s
piece about the sound of an alarm clock.
Between this and the bedtime music by Cor-
rette, the king goes to Mass, goes fox hunting,
plays at courtly love, and has evening enter-
tainment. The other composers represented
are d’Agincourt, Dandrieu, Daquin, Royer, and
Balbastre.

Frisch brings impressive brilliance and
precision to everything. She subtly uses rubato
in the tender pieces. She catches the humor
and hokeyness of Daquin’s suite depicting the
stages of a hunt.

The title piece, L’Aimable by Royer, is a
long rondeau. It is one of the least interesting
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pieces—banal both melodically and harmoni-
cally, though one of the sections in the middle
makes attempts toward modulations. That
isn’t a complaint about the performance; there
aren’t obvious ways to make the piece more
compelling.

The next piece has Couperin depicting a
nightingale in love. It could benefit from more
ardor beyond Frisch’s noble reserve. I’m think-
ing of Carole Cerasi’s rendition in her superb
set of all of Couperin’s harpsichord music
(Nov/Dec 2019).

No one could accuse Frisch of underplay-
ing the spectacular Balbastre suite with its dif-
ficult repeated chords and its firm rhythmic
drive. Wow! This is his arrangement of opera
excerpts by Rameau (Pygmalion). He makes it
sound like a grand stage production.

Clever programming, good sound, ade-
quately detailed notes, and a reliably strong
performer.

LEHMAN

Wanda Landowska
Profil 22027 [10CD] 11:16

This box is priced like a 2CD set, but we get
more than 11 hours of music. A Landowska fan
in the market for this great bargain can stop
reading here and go buy it.

Profil’s remasterings are by Torben Wid-
dermann, presumably done for this 2022
release. The sound is probably as good as
these recordings from 1933-56 will ever get.
There is almost no surface noise from the 78s. I
hear a few unrepairable tape warbles in some
of the Bach preludes and fugues recorded in
1950.

What’s in the box? It doesn’t say if the
sources were published originally by EMI,
RCA, or some other labels. The set of Bach’s
Goldberg Variations is the early one from EMI
in Paris, 1933, not the RCA remake. We don’t
get her recording of Bach’s inventions and sin-
fonias. Most of the other Bach selections
(about 70% of the contents) are the familiar
RCA recordings: both books of the Well-Tem-
pered Clavier, some suites, and more. The
back of the box fails to mention the Prelude,
Fugue, and Allegro (S 998) and the E-major
Violin Sonata (S 1016) that she played with
Yehudi Menuhin in 1944.

There are 22 Scarlatti sonatas, omitting the
March 1940 Paris set. Go to the EMI Refer-
ences issue (Nov/Dec 1994) if you need K 256,
440, 259, 109, 515, 423, or 490, because they
aren’t here. EMI credits the record of K 32 to

1940 Paris; Profil says it is 1939. EMI’s K 32
from 1940 is credited here to 1934. Profil
includes three sonatas not in the EMI pro-
gram, and credits them all to the September
1934 sessions: K 6, 193, and 450.

My favorite performances in the box are on
disc 8, the concertos by Haydn, Handel, and
Bach. She plays with Eugene Bigot and a Paris
conservatory orchestra, 1937-38. These con-
certos sound spontaneous and enthusiastic,
both from Landowska and the orchestra.
Spontaneity is not a word I would use for any
of her other performances in this box. The
Bach sonata with Menuhin (1944) is the
worst—heavy and plodding. Menuhin’s tone is
no prize here, and Landowska uses her 16-foot
stop far too much.

I’ve never been much of a Landowska fan,
even though people have urged me that I
ought to be. I care about her historical impor-
tance, but I generally don’t like her interpreta-
tions. I have heard most of these records over
the past 40 years, respecting them but not
thrilled by them.

She was disinclined to let the music
breathe in ways that seem natural, reluctant to
allow grace or whimsy, and she almost never
staggered the attacks of the notes. Part of that
stiff style might come from the action of her
Pleyel harpsichord, invented for her. Photos of
her (none in this set) typically show her play-
ing with tense hands shaped like claws. There
are so many registers that it must have taken
tense muscles to make them all play together.
In one of the Scarlatti sonatas I hear the instru-
ment having trouble sounding all the fast
repeated notes.

Her unquestioned use of equal tempera-
ment did the music no favors. It is bland and it
doesn’t help the instrument’s resonance. It’s
not Landowska’s fault that almost nobody
questioned equal temperament in her lifetime.

I don’t like her huge rallentandos, either.
They sound forced, as if she is trying to hit the
listener over the head to notice the Big Events
and the Grand Ending of a piece. Some of her
rallentandos start more than 30 seconds
before the last phrase, and the forward motion
grinds painfully to a halt yet more at the end.
We don’t have to know that the end is coming
with so much advance warning. I keep shout-
ing “Get there!” at the CD player.

She made elaborately virtuosic registration
changes, but it’s mostly going from one ugly
timbre to a different ugly timbre. The music
doesn’t need that much variety, though that
pseudo-orchestration can be enjoyable in
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Scarlatti sonatas (even though they could be
played on a single-manual harpsichord with
no registration changes).

I do like the way she often combined a
staccato right hand for vigor and legato left
hand for resonance. The effect is eccentric but
compelling. More generally, I wish she had
used more contrasts of articulation in her
phrases. They are either uniformly legato or
uniformly staccato, and such consistency is
boring. It’s like terraced articulation to go with
her terraced registrations.

Her finger work is very good, but there are
some isolated wrong notes in the concluding
Capriccio of Bach’s Partita 2, in variation 23 of
the Goldberg Variations, and in a few of the
Scarlatti sonatas. It’s forgivable: a whole side of
a 78 rpm record would have had to be redone
to correct these small errors.

Disc 10 is all piano, a welcome change
from her Pleyel harpsichord. She plays
Mozart’s Concerto 22 with the New York Phil-
harmonic and Rodzinski. The piano is unfor-
tunately far from the microphone, and the
audience noise from this 1945 concert is
obtrusive. Landowska’s cadenzas are well pre-
pared and interesting, but do not sound fresh.
This performance is unlikely to displace any
favorites the reader already has. The sound is
poor.

There are 31 minutes of dainty porcelain
Mozart solo pieces from 1956 sessions. She
sounds cautious, either against possibly break-
ing the music or making a mistake. By con-
trast, it is startling that she rushed through
Mozart’s D minor Fantasy (K 397) as if afraid
that the record side would run out (1937, Paris:
4 minutes and 40 seconds). That urgency is
better than dawdling through this dull piece.

The booklet’s notes give only a short biog-
raphical sketch of Landowska, not telling us
about the recordings beyond giving dates and
places. The ten discs are in glued envelopes
that are hard to open. Beyond the immediate
annoyance, the sticky gunk from the envelopes
could get onto the discs and interfere with
playback. The design of the package could
have been better, but again it’s 10 discs for the
price of 2.

LEHMAN

The Fall of the Leaf
Giulia Nuti, virginal

Arcana 532—54 minutes

Nuti plays well-known selections from the
English virginal repertoire—Byrd, Philips,

Peerson, Morley, Tisdall, et al. Some are based
on Elizabethan folk tunes or Dowland’s songs.
They are from assorted manuscripts, not all
from the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. She claims
that one piece by John Tomkins is a recording
premiere. She made the recording in May 2019
in a Swiss church.

This Italian virginal from c1590 has a grow-
ly tone in the bass—not surprising for a vir-
ginal. The higher notes are more rounded, the
strings being plucked near their midpoints.
This instrument has an unusually fast decay of
tone, especially in the treble, which probably
influenced some of Nuti’s tempos (fast). The
Bells by William Byrd is an astonishing race
through the notes, missing the evocation of
bells, whose tone needs time to develop.

For Peerson’s piece about a falling leaf, I
listened to this outdoors with autumn leaves
falling onto me. I noticed that the leaves zigzag
wildly on the way down, and I can’t predict
where they will land. Maybe this piece should
zigzag more noticeably in some way, too?
Nuti’s polished fingering makes sure that no
event is left to chance. The notes and their
rhythms are premeditated and perfect.

It’s a terrific program and performance. It
ends too soon. I wish it were 20 minutes longer
(more pieces) and sometimes slower.

LEHMAN

Oboe Concertos
Haydn, Krommer, Mozart

Christian Schmitt; Perugia Chamber Orchestra
Stradivarius 37221—65 minutes

Former Basel Symphony Principal Oboe
Christian Schmitt now teaches at the Stuttgart
Musikhochschule; and he serves on the juries
of the Muri Competition in Switzerland and
the ARD Competition in Munich. Here he trav-
els to north-central Italy to record three cele-
brated late 18th Century oboe concertos with
the Perugia Chamber Orchestra.

The Haydn Concerto, unearthed in 1926,
bore the name of the famous composer,
though it was not in his known handwriting.
Today, scholarship considers Austrian oboist
Ignaz Malzat (1757-1804) as the true author.
The Krommer Concerto 1 in F, published in
1803, is one of several contributions the com-
poser made to wind instruments ; and it
appears early in his oeuvre, most of which he
completed in his middle age. Nevertheless, the
real date of composition and the person who
inspired it remain a mystery.

The Mozart concerto, mentioned in letters
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from the composer to his father, was regarded
as lost until 1920, when Austrian conductor
and musicologist Bernhard Paumgartner
(1887-1971), a professor at the Mozarteum in
Salzburg, discovered the manuscript in the
archives of the school library. Although the
concerto was clearly the Flute Concerto in D
transposed down a step, academia later estab-
lished that the Oboe Concerto was the original
and that the Flute Concerto was the copy.

Schmitt sports a clear and resonant sound,
sparkling fingers and articulation, and beauti-
ful phrasing; and the Perugia Chamber
Orchestra has light and agile strings, skilled
woodwinds, and a brass section that plays with
both authority and balance. Schmitt can be a
bit conservative with his forte dynamics; and
sometimes technical passages in the strings
are lost in heavier textures. Nevertheless, these
are fine renditions of important repertoire for
oboe and chamber orchestra.

HANUDEL

Friend and Paragon
MULLER-HARTUNG: Sonata 2; TOPFER:

Sonata in D minor; SULZE: Fantasia in F; JAD-

ASSOHN: Fantasia in G minor; RITTER: Her
Gott, nun Schleuss den Himmel auf; Sonata 2

Anna-Victoria Baltrusch, org
Audite 97792—75 minutes

When Liszt settled in Weimar in 1848, among
his many activities was an interest in the
organ, stimulated by his intense study of
Bach’s organ music and the influence of sever-
al important organ virtuosos and composers
who introduced him to this complex instru-
ment.

Johann Gottlob Topfer, Carl Muller-Har-
tung, and Bernhard Sulze lived and worked in
Weimar, helping Liszt to realize many of his
plans to re-establish Weimar as a progressive
musical city. August Gottfried Ritter is proba-
bly the best known of these composers, serv-
ing as organist in Erfurt, eventually becoming
cathedral organist in Merseburg (where Liszt’s
Prelude and Fugue on BACH and the Fantasie
and Fugue on Ad nos were first heard) and
later Magdeburg. Salomon Jadassohn studied
piano with Liszt and taught composition at the
Leipzig Conservatory, where his pupils includ-
ed Grieg, Busoni, and Karg-Elert.

Baltrusch gives exciting and convincing
performances of this unknown music, much of
which is technically demanding. I was particu-
larly interested in the Topfer, Ritter, and Jadas-
sohn pieces—which deserve to be resurrected.

She plays on the 3-manual, 52-stop 1872 Kuhn
organ, originally in the Zurich Tonhalle, relo-
cated in 1995 to the Neumunster Church in
Zurich. Excellent notes on the music with
specification, and a “glamour” cover photo
reminding us to be quiet during the perform-
ance.

DELCAMP

Magic Music Box
RAVEL: Ma mere l’Oye; DUKAS: Sorcerer’s
Apprentice; ELGAR: The Wand of Youth;
STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite; DANKSAG-

MULLER: Kalliope-Magic Music Box
Marion Krall & Lars Schwarze, org

Genuin 22799—68 minutes

A program of orchestral transcriptions for
organ duet. The Dukas and excerpts from the
Elgar and Stravinsky pieces were transcribed
by Schwarze, but there is no indication of who
transcribed the two movements from the Ravel
suite. These all work very well on the organ,
though I found the performance of the Dukas
a bit plodding. I particularly enjoyed the
movements from the Firebird Suite.

The album title refers to the concluding
piece by Franz Danksagmuller—12 minutes of
squeaks, pops, chaos, and meaningless noise.
He writes, “Kalliope was the mother of
Orpheus and the namesake of a company who
produced mechanical music boxes at the
beginning of the 20th Century. Automated
music machines have existed since antiquity.
Magical properties were attributed to them.”

Krall and Schwarze are fine players, aided
by the spectacular 4-manual, 98-stop 2014
Romanus Seifert and Son organ in the Cathe-
dral of the Assumption of Mary in Hildesheim,
Germany. The recorded sound is glorious in
the resonant acoustic. Specification and notes
on the art of playing music for four hands and
four feet, but nothing on the music.

DELCAMP

Historic Organs of Monreale (Sicily)
Scarlatti, Pergolesi, Cimarosa, others

Giovan Battista Vaglica
Tactus 720003—63 minutes

Organist Giovan Battista Vaglica is based in
Palermo (Sicily) where he is organist at the
Basilica Abbaziale di S. Martino delle’ Scale. As
an “ispettore onorario” he worked with the
regional cultural funding agencies who sup-
ported the restoration of pipe organs in the
Monreale region, three of which are used in
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this program. Vaglica also collaborated with
the three organ builders who did the restora-
tions.

The program has 12 pieces by 7 com-
posers. Roughly the first half—7 sonatas and
one siciliana—is music from 18th-Century
composers and played on the smallest of the
three organs, in the Chiesa di S. Vito, Mon-
reale. Built around 1800 by an unknown maker
and restored by the Giuliano Colletti firm in
the town of Chiusa Sclafani (not far from
Palermo), the instrument is tuned in equal
temperament, fitting the music well.

Vaglica plays with fine graceful lines and
demonstrates the organ’s range of colors, from
the singing purity of the principale stops to the
light “airy” and “chiffy” flutes to the bright
noble sparkle of the 4-rank ripieno. As com-
pared to the earlier pieces in the program,
these are more regular in their structure and
form. The composers are Domenico Cimarosa
(1749-1801), Giovanni Battista Paisello (1740-
1816), Fedele Fenaroli (1730-1818), Paolo
Altieri (1746-1820), and GIovanni Battista Per-
golesi (1710-36).

The other two organs are tuned unequally,
sometimes producing a distinctive and expres-
sive “grating” against the temperament, as in
the toccata and fugue by Francesco Durante
(1684-1755) and contributing pure-interval
grandeur in other passages. In contrast to the
regularity of the preceding sonatas, these 4
pieces are free-form toccatas along with
fugues and variations.

The second organ is in the Maria SS. del
Carmelo in Carini, built by Antonio La Valle
likely in the 1700s and restored by Francesco
Oliveri in Catania. The third is in Madre SS.
delle Grazie in Terrasini, built by an unknown
builder in the 18th Century and restored by
the firm of Francesco Zanin in Codroipo
(northeast of Venice).

The final piece here is the 17-minute Toc-
cata & Partita on La Follia by Alessandro Scar-
latti (1660-1725), based on the “follia” whirling
traditional dance used by many composers. As
in the other interpretations here, Vaglica plays
with confidence, tempos are well judged, and
the variety of registration (such as a scurrying
high flute over a legato melody in the varia-
tions) shows off the instruments well.

The disc title is “Antico Tastame”, which
loosely translates as “Historic Keyboards”. Pho-
tos, stoplists, notes in English, bio and organ
information in Italian.

If you’d like to hear more organs from Sici-
ly, there is a very good program of 16th- and

17th-Century Italian compositions played by
Arnaud De Pasquale that does not duplicate
either the pieces or the organs here (Harmonia
Mundi 905331, N/D 2021: 122).

C MOORE

Laus Deo
HARVEY: Laus Deo; POTT: Introduction, Toc-
cata, & Fugue; BERTALOT: Variations on
Regent Square; WHITLOCK: Sonata in C minor

John Robinson, org—Regent 561—68 minutes

A program of unfamiliar pieces celebrating 50
years of the 4-manual, 62-stop JW Walker and
Sons organ in Blackburn Cathedral, England.
John Bertalot, composer of the delightful Vari-
ations on Regent Square for pedal solo, was
organist of the cathedral 1964-83 and oversaw
its installation. He writes an entertaining and
informative history of that event in the book-
let.

Jonathan Harvey (1939-2012), a prominent
English composer, wrote numerous works in
nearly every genre. Laus Deo is searing in its
clarity, precision, and musical excitement and,
at 3:21, would make a perfect postlude. Francis
Pott (M/A 2022) is another prominent British
composer who was awarded the Medal of the
Royal College of Organists for achievement in
organ and sacred choral composition. His
writing for the organ is imaginative, some-
times elegant, sometimes complex, but always
wholly original. Introduction, Toccata, and
Fugue was written in 2002 and is a remarkably
taut work, containing brilliant counterpoint,
Durufle-like harmonies, virtuosic keyboard
writing, and vivid colors. The wonderful fugue
begins quietly and grows in excitement, much
like Durufle’s `Alain’ fugue. Well worth the
attention of organists.

The Percy Whitlock sonata is his most
extended work for organ and ranks with the
best of the early 20th Century Edwardian
organ sonatas of Elgar, Bairstow, and Basil
Harwood. The prime musical inspiration was
Rachmaninoff, specifically his second sym-
phony, which Whitlock heard on the radio
while sick in bed. This is evident in the pianis-
tic writing in the first movement and use of a
“big tune” at the very end. He was renowned
for his eccentric fascination with the mysteries
of Dorothy Sayers, to whom the work is dedi-
cated by way of a coded Greek text. He also
alludes to the influence of Delius “on hearing
the second Rachmaninoff in spring”. At over 40
minutes, it does not always maintain interest,
but it does have its moments, and it is good to
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hear such a fine performance of this rarely
heard piece.

Robinson is a superb player and I thor-
oughly enjoyed this program. Notes on the
music, organ, and specification.

DELCAMP

Bright Spots
CEBI: Bright Spots; SAYGUN: Preludes on Ak-
sak Rhythms; BARAN: Bagatelles; AKSES: Turk-
ish Piano Pieces; SCHUBERT: Sonata in B-flat

Burak Cebi, p—Prospero 51—79 minutes

This release presents Turkish piano music fol-
lowed by Schubert. Burak Cebi was born in
Izmir in 1985 but now lives in Germany, where
he completed his studies. He is also a compos-
er, and the title of his 4-piece suite serves as
the title of the whole program. It is abstract
enough to fit almost anything but still seems
poorly suited for Schubert’s great last sonata.
Must every recording have a title? Moreover,
the juxtaposition of Turkish music and Schu-
bert seems odd. Why not more Turkish music
instead?

Cebi’s pieces, subtitled 4 Fantasies for
Piano, are called `Luminosity’, `The Color of
Time’, `Oscillations’, and `Euphoria’. They are
pleasantly tonal, expressive, and improvisato-
ry, with some jazz-influenced harmonies and
unusual endings. They make a nice beginning.

Ahmed Adnan Saygun (1907-91) is proba-
bly the best-known Turkish composer, at least
by name. Cebi plays the last 4 of his 12 Pre-
ludes on Aksak Rhythms,  Op. 45. Aksak
rhythms, common in folk music of the Balka-
ns, Turkey, and India, are rhythms in “uneven”
meters, whose cycles of beats have duple and
triple subdivisions in alternation (such as 2+3,
2+2+3, or 3+2+2). How Saygun made use of
them is not obvious to the ear, and Cebi does
not explain it in his notes. The pieces are not
dance-like, and often there is no continuous
rhythm. No. 9 is stark, almost brutal, with an
unaccompanied melody in the middle. No. 10,
too, presents dissonant chords at a slow
tempo. No. 11 is more delicate, but No. 12 is
loud and virtuosic, with fast runs and filigree.
These preludes are interesting but not very
beautiful.

The 3 Bagatelles of Ilhan Baran (1934-
2016) seem influenced by Webern, though
they do not have that composer’s delicacy. In
part they consist of single dissonant chords or
brief melodic gestures separated by silence. In
part they are agitated and rhythmic. The sec-
ond piece uses extreme registers, tone clusters,

glissandos, and knocking on wood together
with what sounds like a brief quote of
Debussy. Cebi explains that these pieces fol-
low “a strict and consistent underlying logic”,
but this is difficult to hear. They are rather
unattractive.

Cebi rounds off the Turkish part of the pro-
gram with the last three of 5 Turkish Piano
Pieces by Necil Kazim Akses (1908-99), called
`Elegy’, `A Summer Memory’, and `Village’.
Akses composed them when he was a student
of Josef Suk in Prague. The first one is appro-
priately plaintive, with strange harmonies. The
second one is slow and improvisatory, with a
faster middle section. The third, too, is lum-
bering and rather heavy, with a brief fast dance
in the middle—not a cheerful village. Cebi in
his notes explains how Akses made use of
Turkish folk melodies and instrumental colors.

After this educational and moderately
pleasing first half, which he plays with sensi-
tivity and dedication, Cebi turns to Schubert’s
B-flat Sonata, D 960. Here he proves himself to
be a superb pianist and musician. His inter-
pretation, while not unusual in any way, is
impeccable and can stand comparison with
the best, such as Walter Klien’s (Vox 5175),
which I selected for direct comparison. Just
occasionally one can hear him breathing or
minor between-hand asynchronies, neither of
which is bothersome. The recorded sound is
excellent.

REPP

Shura Cherkassky
SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concerto 2; LISZT: Con-
certo 1; BEETHOVEN: Eroica Variations; PAD-

EREWSKI: Minuet; CHOPIN: Waltz in E minor
Birmingham Symphony/ Simon Rattle; BBC Sym-
phony/ Norman Del Mar

ICA 5168—74 minutes

Some performances have an electricity to
them that’s hard to define, where every note is
significant, every note consequential. The
Saint-Saens concerto here has that quality.
Even a few flubs by Cherkassky and some
momentary disagreement over the correct
tempo in III don’t distract from the over-
whelming sense of occasion. And it’s not as if
this is a profound concerto. Some things are
just mysterious.

The Liszt concerto, by contrast, leaves me
cold, though Cherkassky is note-perfect and
ensemble is ideal at all times in this tightly
integrated and symphonic work. It’s essentially
a perfect performance and yet I’m not moved.
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The Beethoven strikes me the same way: again
note-perfect, again keenly interpreted, again it
never catches fire. Maybe it’s too polite and
predictable. Following on the heels of the vari-
ations are two encores that are utterly com-
pelling and gripping, as Cherkassky with
improvisatory flair seems to make them up on
the spot. In his hands these little salon trifles
from Paderewski and Chopin sound like mas-
terpieces. He imbues I of the Saint-Saens with
this same off-the-cuff spontaneity.

The Saint-Saens is from a 1983 concert in
Birmingham. The Liszt is also 1983, this time
with the BBC Symphony. The solo recital is
from November 1979. All these analog record-
ings sound excellent, and there’s applause
after each piece but not between movements.

WRIGHT

La Ricordanza
CZERNY: La Ricordanza; LISZT: Transcriptions
(Chopin, Wagner, Gounod); TAUSIG: Nachtfal-
ter; WEISSENBERG: Song Transcriptions;
WILD: Someone to Watch Over Me

Catherine Gordeladze, p
Antes 319324—84 minutes

Here is a generously filled disc of virtuosic
piano music, most of it unfamiliar to this
reviewer. Catherine Gordeladze (b 1971) is
Georgian but lives in Germany. She has made
5 previous recordings, of which we have
reviewed only one, of music by Kapustin
(Naxos 857272, M/A 2012). Alan Becker was
enthusiastic about it.

The title (“Reminiscence”), taken from
Czerny’s composition, is appropriate because
all composers here make use of other com-
posers’ tunes, recalling them as it were before
elaborating them in their own manner. Gorde-
ladze further explains in the booklet that she
selected compositions that are based on songs
and thus were inspired by having heard those
songs sung.

Czerny’s piece is a set of variations on a
theme by Pierre Rode (1774-1830), who him-
self had composed variations on it, to be per-
formed by solo violin or voice. Czerny had
heard them sung in Vienna. His own variations
are not profound (though Gordeladze consid-
ers them “very thoughtful”), but they require
nimble fingers.

Liszt’s transcriptions of 6 Polish Songs by
Chopin, whose texts are reproduced in the
booklet, are charming and lavishly embel-
lished. The last song, which does not have any
text (but is it then a song at all?), constitutes a

tumultuous finale with chromatic bass runs
reminiscent of Liszt’s Second Ballade. Gorde-
ladze’s rubato is perhaps slightly overdone but
idiomatic. She follows this with Liszt’s tran-
scription of Isolde’s Liebestod from Wagner’s
Tristan und Isolde. This orgasmic music is
hard to make convincing on the piano because
voice and strings are so important in it. Rather
than making us forget that a piano is playing,
Gordeladze rather plays with utmost clarity,
taking her time to display all the arpeggios and
tremolandos that Liszt has put in. This is
rewarding nevertheless—an anatomy of the
orgasm, as it were.

Next is a rarity by Carl Tausig (1841-71), a
brilliant pianist and Liszt pupil who died
young. It is called Nachtfalter (Moths) and is a
paraphrase of tunes by Johann Strauss II. It is
virtuosic but does not strike me as particularly
Viennese. That may be because Tausig was
born in Warsaw, or because Gordeladze was
born in Tbilisi. Liszt’s transcription of the
famous waltz and other melodies from Goun-
od’s Faust is not so rare; I have a fine recording
of it by Grigory Ginsburg (Melodiya 33210).
Gordeladze does not quite match his elegance,
though she plays very well. She includes addi-
tional frills, copied by ear from recordings by
Gyorgy Cziffra. Their taste is questionable.

The most exhilarating novelty on this disc
is a set of 6 song transcriptions by the noted
pianist Alexis Weissenberg (1929-2012), who
was one of Gordeladze’s teachers. (A photo in
the booklet shows them together in 2001.) The
songs are by a famous French chansonnier,
Charles Trenet (1913-2001), and the arrange-
ments are delightful—jazzy and virtuosic.
Gordeladze plays them to the hilt.

The program ends with Earl Wild’s Theme
and Variations (elsewhere called Improvisa-
tions) on Gershwin’s song `Someone to Watch
Over Me’. This charming piece was new to me,
though there is a recording by Wild himself
(Chesky 80032). The three variations are called
Barcarolle (the track for which starts too late
on the disc), Brazilian Dance, and Tango. My
ears pricked up when the Tango turned out to
consist largely of quite literal excerpts from
Bach’s Partita No. 2. The notes on the music do
not comment on this, though Gordeladze
refers to it without explanation in her own pre-
ceding notes. Wild must have seen some affin-
ity between those Bach passages and Gersh-
win’s tune, though repeated listening failed to
convince me of it.

The notes on the music, by the way, refer
to Wild as not only a great pianist and compos-
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er but also as a conductor, which was new to
me. [And to me, and I knew him well—Ed.]
And at the end they mention that he was an
atheist. What is the relevance of that?

On the whole, this is a most enjoyable disc,
both because of its unusual program and the
excellent playing of Gordeladze.

REPP

Young Friedrich Gulda
MOZART: Piano Concertos 25+26; Sonata 17;
BEETHOVEN: Sonatas 4, 7, 8, 19; STRAUSS:

Lieder; Burleske; WEBER: Konzertstuck; CHO-

PIN: Concerto 1; Ballades; DEBUSSY: Preludes;
Suite Bergamasque; Pour le Piano; L’isle Joyeuse;
RAVEL: Valses Nobles et Sentimentales; Gas-
pard de la Nuit; Sonatine

Profil 19017 [6CD] 7:12

Friedrich Gulda was one of the most gifted and
perfect of pianists. He claimed to have been
fully formed by the age of 17, after only a few
years of serious practicing, and there is noth-
ing to gainsay it. He had infallible fingers and
exceptional rhythmic precision, command of
the finest nuances of timing and dynamics,
and exquisite taste without showiness. His
technical brilliance always served the music
and also constituted his individuality. He was
not an emotional player, classical rather than
romantic in approach. His tempos tended to
be brisk; he did not linger over expressive
details. His core repertoire was Mozart (mainly
the concertos) and Beethoven. Sometimes he
played Bach, Handel, Haydn, and Schubert,
also Ravel. In his early years he played Chopin,
Weber, Strauss, and Debussy. He never (or
hardly ever) touched Schumann, certainly not
Brahms or Liszt, or any other composer not yet
mentioned. His repertoire was small and con-
tracted further as he grew disillusioned with
the classical music world and increasingly
turned to jazz, which he probably found more
challenging.

These studio recordings date from 1948 to
1957. Most of them were made in London,
originally for Decca; three (Strauss songs,
Weber, and Debussy Preludes) were recorded
in Vienna. More than half, starting with the
Strauss Burleske, were on two albums in the
Philips “Great Pianists of the 20th Century”
Series, released just before the turn of the cen-
tury. I have those in my collection and there-
fore was most interested in the first part of this
program, which was new to me, though every-
thing has appeared previously on CD.

In the two Mozart concertos there is a con-

trast between the bright and occasionally stri-
dent sound of the New Symphony (London),
conducted energetically by Anthony Collins,
and the warmer, almost modest, sound of the
soloist. Gulda, relaxed and unfussy, plays deli-
cately with great clarity and rhythmic preci-
sion. He does not add any ornaments, but in II
and III of Concerto 26 he inserts mini-caden-
zas. Compared to Murray Perahia (Sony) in
that concerto he seems a little pale, and his
tempo in II seems rather fast. The Mozart
sonata, the earliest recording here, is perfect in
every respect, but there is slight surface noise.

Gulda recorded the complete Beethoven
sonatas more than once. The set I have is from
1967 (Brilliant 92773), and it is outstanding. It
was interesting to compare the four sonatas
here, which were recorded in London from
1954 to 1957, with the 1967 ones. In each case,
the interpretations (such as there are—Gulda
just plays the music) are almost identical, but
there are two differences. One is in the tempos,
which are slightly slower in the earlier record-
ings, though not in Sonata 8 and in the scher-
zos of Sonatas 4 and 7. The slow movements
benefit most from this, and faster movements
also sound a little more relaxed. Then there is
a difference in sound quality, with the earlier
monaural slightly warmer than the later stereo.
This gives the performances a more intimate
feeling. Only Sonata 8 has some faint back-
ground noise. On the whole, these early
recordings surpass the later ones, something I
would not have thought possible. In 1967
Gulda compressed his uncannily precise tim-
ing and dynamics into even shorter time
spans, but at the cost of expressiveness.

Gulda rarely collaborated with other
artists, and I was not aware that he had ever
accompanied a singer. His 1956 recording of
13 Strauss songs with Hilde Gueden shows
him very comfortable in that role, playing with
clarity, fine expression, and good coordination
with the singer. But the vocal part is less of a
pleasure. I have never been fond of the stratos-
pheric vocal acrobatics Strauss seemed to
favor, and Gueden’s soprano voice is small,
soubrette-like, and thin in the highest register.
She handles the pitches well enough, but she
seems to be occupied more with that than with
the text. Her interpretations are superficial,
and her diction, while mostly intelligible,
could be more distinct. Her artistry seems
least suited for more serious songs like `Die
Nacht’, but most of the songs here are of the
acrobatic kind.

The Strauss Burleske, with the London
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Symphony under Anthony Collins, and the
Weber Konzertstuck, with the Vienna Philhar-
monic under Volkmar Andreae, are virtuosic
showpieces that Gulda tosses off nonchalantly.
His combination of exceptional technical mas-
tery and musical taste is also evident in his
Chopin Concerto (with the London Philhar-
monic conducted by Sir Adrian Boult) and the
Ballades, but tempos are very fast and one
might wish for some expansiveness. For exam-
ple, he takes almost 5 minutes less for the Bal-
lades than Sviatoslav Richter (Urania 121385),
who was no slouch when it came to playing
fast but did linger on lyrical episodes.

The French part of the program is as
accomplished as everything else. Gulda’s
detachment seems especially suited to Ravel, a
fellow perfectionist. His Debussy is not very
atmospheric but still very fine. But he could be
a stellar Debussy interpreter. Back in the 1960s
I recorded Debussy’s Suite Bergamasque and
Pour le Piano (as well as Le Tombeau de
Couperin, not included here) from the Austri-
an radio. They have been benchmarks for me
ever since, and to this day I consider them
unsurpassed. But they are not the present
recordings! Here Gulda plays most movements
faster and seems less involved. According to
Youngrok Lee’s comprehensive online discog-
raphy they have been issued on CD (Andante
2110), but I have been unable to find that.
There are also 1950 and 1959 studio recordings
from Berlin (Audite 21404), which I have not
heard, but their timings are different. The Aus-
trian Radio ones are worth hunting for if you
love Debussy.

Alas, Profil’s production is careless once
again. Andreae’s name is misspelled in the
booklet and on the cover, where Weber also
appears abnormally as “Von Weber”. It is not
pointed out, though Philips did, that in the
Chopin concerto we hear a beefed-up orches-
tration by Mily Balakirev. L’isle Joyeuse is not
printed in boldface, making it easy to overlook
and seemingly part of Pour le Piano. The brief
liner notes are only about Gulda; there is noth-
ing about the music or the performances.
Space that could have been used for more
extensive text is taken up by advertisements
for other Profil releases. The 6 discs are
squeezed into a plastic jewel box that normally
accommodates 4, which makes it come apart
easily at the hinges.

REPP

Dreamed Landscapes
TEMKIN: Dreamed Landscapes; RAVEL: Son-
atine; Jeux d’eau; ADES: Mazurkas; JANACEK:

In the Mists; ALBENIZ: Iberia I
Qing Jiang, p—Albany 1894—68 minutes

Be assured that the pianist in this recording
played no role in China’s Cultural Revolution;
that was her namesake, Mao Zedong’s fourth
wife. The former, though also Chinese-born,
studied in the United States and is currently on
the faculty of Bucknell University. Her age is
not revealed but is probably approaching 40.
This seems to be her first commercial record-
ing.

She has chosen an attractive program. The
eloquent liner notes (by Jane Vial Jaffe) make a
case for the other works also having been
inspired by landscapes—or dreamlike. Daniel
Temkin is an American composer, probably
also 40-ish, who happens to be on the Buck-
nell faculty as well. Since Jiang’s bio mentions
that her husband’s name is Daniel, one sus-
pects identity. Dreamed Landscapes, com-
posed in 2017-18, is a suite of three pieces:
`Starfield’, `Glaciers Crumbling, Assembling’,
and `Echoes of the Horizon’. They are moder-
ately dissonant but tonal, vary greatly in tex-
ture and dynamics, and require some virtuosi-
ty. The tinkling at the beginning of `Starfield’
convincingly evokes stars, but later on I had
some difficulty relating the music to the titles.
Still, I found it interesting to listen to, and Jiang
plays it with dedication. This is its first record-
ing.

I generally dislike the music of Thomas
Ades, the prominent British composer and
pianist. His three Mazurkas, Op. 27, happen to
be the only composition of his in my collec-
tion, performed by himself (2012, recorded
from the radio). It uses a wide range of regis-
ters and is somewhat bizarre. Jiang plays a tad
faster but just as well, with great clarity and
excellent rhythm.

She also distinguishes herself in the two
Ravel pieces, which bracket Ades and Janacek
in the program. Her Sonatine is not quite as
expressive as Friedrich Gulda’s but very fine.
Her Jeux d’eau is impeccable and holds up in a
direct comparison with the great Emil Gilels,
playing in a 1968 recital (Brilliant 92615).

Her rendition of Janacek’s In the Mists is
not as trenchant and individual as some other
performances I know, but it is expressive and
played with a nice touch. This is also true of
her interpretation of Albeniz’s Iberia, Book I,
where my immediate comparison was the
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beautiful recording by Pola Baytelman (Elan
82288, not reviewed). Jiang is more than 2
minutes faster overall; she does not linger as
much and is less sultry in `Evocacion’, but it is
a fine interpretation nevertheless, with crystal-
clear virtuosity in the difficult third piece.

All in all, this is an impressive debut, and
the recorded sound is first rate.

REPP

Maximilian Kromer
KORNGOLD: Piano Sonata 2; EHRENFELL-

NER: Neue Wiener Tänze; BERG: Sonata;
KREISLER: Liebesleid; Liebesfreud

Gramola 99253—63 minutes

Here is a young (b 1996) Viennese pianist with
a Viennese program. Gramola’s releases have
been of variable quality in the past, so I won-
dered what this one would bring.

Korngold was one of the greatest child
prodigies among composers. He wrote three
piano sonatas, the first at the age of 11, the sec-
ond (Op. 2) at 13, and a third (Op. 25) many
years later. The second, which I had not heard
before, is a substantial 4-movement work of
about 30 minutes and mightily impressive for
a 13-year old. It uses interesting thematic
material, is harmonically sophisticated (some
chords even foreshadow Berg’s sonata, pub-
lished the same year), and has a wide expres-
sive range. Its style is already characteristic of
the composer’s later works. I am generally not
a great fan of Korngold’s music and might have
been less enthusiastic if the performance had
not been so excellent. Kromer is a consum-
mate musician. He plays with huge confidence
and without any showiness. His technical skill,
phrasing, timing, and dynamics are impecca-
ble. They really turn (high quality) corn into
gold.

Christoph Ehrenfellner (b 1975) is an Aus-
trian composer and conductor. Although born
in Salzburg, his New Viennese Dances are
pleasingly Viennese, tonal with few disso-
nances, and naturally in triple meter. Five con-
trasting dances follow each other without
interruption, and the last one is deconstructive
in the manner of La Valse. Kromer does them
full justice. He also gives a superb perform-
ance of Alban Berg’s Sonata, a work I am very
familiar with. Like the Korngold sonata, it is an
early composition, but Berg was already in his
20s then. He was a genius, but not a prodigy.

Kromer’s interpretations of the two
supremely difficult Kreisler pieces measure up
to Rachmaninoff himself, and no greater com-

pliment can be paid. Rachmaninoff still had
something of the old-fashioned virtuoso in
him; despite his serious demeanor, I suppose
he enjoyed showing off a bit with brilliant pas-
sagework. From Kromer I hear a flawless but
unshowy mastery of the technical challenges
together with all the idiomatic nuances appro-
priate in this charming music.

The name of the Lower Austrian village
where these recordings were made evokes (via
memories of my Austrian childhood, now
surely obsolete) images of chickens, pigs, and
dung heaps. Now it is probably spic-and-span,
and its Atelier 73 is no joke: the recorded
sound is as good as it gets. This is an outstand-
ing debut recording, and the Viennese Rotary
Club was right in supporting it.

REPP

Guethary
Ravel, Saint-Saens, Glass, Albeniz, Chalmin, Igle-
sias, Stravinsky, Rameau, Sarasate, others

Aurele Marthan, p—Alpha 871—63 minutes

In this unusual collection, pianist Aurele
Marthan pays homage to his beloved Basque
country in a wide-ranging selection of pieces
that are (for the most part) associated with the
region, including Ravel’s Piano Concerto (in a
chamber arrangement), David Chalmin’s
`Guethary’, Iglesias’s `Dolor y Gloria’, and
Couperin’s `La Basque’. The collection opens
with Philip Glass’s `Fog of War’, a favorite of the
pianist, and includes film music. The perform-
ances are crisp, stylish, clearly voiced, and full
of joy. Dmitri Smirnov offers sensitive violin
accompaniment in three of the pieces. The
recording is clear and natural.

SULLIVAN

Suspended Times
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 17; MOMPOU: Im-
presiones Intimas; SCHUMANN: Arabeske;
LISZT: Petrarch Sonnets; MENDELSSOHN:

Variations Serieuses
Regulo Martinez-Anton

Centaur 3943—76 minutes

Centaur must be castigated right away for not
printing an artist biography and instead leav-
ing the second page of the skimpy booklet
blank. This is inexcusable, especially when the
artist is not widely known. Fortunately, some
information can be found online. Martinez-
Anton is Spanish, perhaps about 40, looks sim-
patico, and is on the faculty of Colburn Col-
lege.
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As he explains in his own brief notes, he
assembled this program because each work
seemed to make time stand still at some point.
This makes sense, except in the Mendelssohn
piece, which rushes forward nearly all the
time. On the whole, this is a gentle and
thoughtful program, with quiet endings and
no virtuosic grandstanding.

Martinez-Anton is an excellent artist who
plays with great clarity, taste, and technical
mastery. I found little to criticize. In the
Beethoven sonata he makes time stand less
still in the recitatives of I and plays II not quite
as expressively as Muriel Chemin (N/D 2022),
but it is a fine rendition nevertheless. His tra-
versal of Mompou’s marvelous miniatures is as
enticing as Alicia de Larrocha’s (London
417639). Schumann’s Arabeske starts a little
fast, though the first interlude and the coda are
very slow, but this is quite acceptable as his
individual touch. Ann Schein in her beautiful
recording (Ivory 71006, M/J 2001) is slower
overall and more balanced in tempo.

I especially like what he does with Liszt’s
Petrarch Sonnets. They flow well, without nar-
cissistic lingering, and the emphasis is on the
melody, making it sound as if sung. Flashy
moments are downplayed, whereas Jorge
Bolet (Audite), in a very solid traversal, gives in
to virtuosic urges.

The Mendelssohn Variations are perhaps a
little superficial here. He plays them as a bril-
liant virtuosis piece, which they mostly are,
but the theme and the few slow variations
might have been given more gravity. The 16-
year-old Jan Lisiecki gave an impressive per-
formance of this work at the 2011 Verbier Fes-
tival.

The sound is superb, and I enjoyed this
recording very much.

REPP

Fiestas & Siestas
GINASTERA: Argentinean Dances; GUASTAVI-

NO: Siestas; Piano Pieces; TURINA: Fantastic
Poem; Radio Madrid; VILLA-LOBOS: Brazilian
Children’s Carnival

Marian Rosenfeld, p—Prospero 50—75 minutes

The Swiss pianist Marian Rosenfeld, who
seems to be in her 50s, has selected a Spanish
and Latin American program for this aptly
named recording. It starts with what is proba-
bly the best and also the most familiar set of
pieces here, Ginastera’s brilliant Tres Danzas
Argentinas, Op. 2. Rosenfeld plays them very
well, but compared to Clelia Iruzun (Intim 61,

J/F 2000) she is a good deal slower in each
piece and does not quite achieve the same
haunting nostalgic mood of the second dance.
Her slower tempos enable her to add temporal
nuances that are appealing but not really nec-
essary in this rhythm-oriented music.

Skipping ahead to Villa-Lobos’s charming
8-piece suite, Carnaval das Criancas
Brasileiras, very much the same impression
holds. Here my comparison was Marcelo
Bratke (Olympia 455), an excellent native
Brazilian, who again is slightly faster in every
piece. Rosenfeld is more emphatic and expres-
sive, perhaps more Central European or
indeed Swiss in her conception. The final
piece, incidentally, was written for piano four
hands but here comes in a solo version. Her
liner notes do not comment on this.

The remainder of the program is less excit-
ing. Carlos Guastavino (1912-2000) is Argen-
tinean but not in the same league as Ginastera.
His pieces are conventionally tonal and quite
pretty but not striking. Rosenfeld plays 5, the
first 3 of which form a short suite called La
Siesta. The first two, `El Patio’ (The Courtyard)
and `El Sauce’ (The Willow) are slow and simi-
lar in mood. The third, `Gorriones’ (Sparrows)
is not fast either; evidently the birds are having
their siesta. `Tierra Linda’ (Beautiful Country)
is rather heavy, and `Bailecito’ (Little Dance) is
slow and in a minor key. Rosenfeld’s playing
seems a bit heavy.

Turina is a composer I have lost respect for.
Having played quite a few of his numerous
piano compositions and listened to others, I
have come to the conclusion that he cobbled
his pieces together by using a compositional
toolbox. They are superficially attractive and
convey certain moods, but finally they are all
similar and rather empty. When I listened to
Rosenfeld playing these two 4-piece suites my
attention wandered. Moreover, her playing
again seemed a bit sluggish and hard hitting
when loud.

The recorded sound is excellent, and on
the whole this is still an enjoyable recital,
played skillfully and with obvious enthusiasm.

REPP

Deep Heights
Donizetti, Bourgeois, Tchaikovsky, Lebedev,
Verdi, Brubeck, Wagner
Lisa Hochwimmer, b trb; Kiel Philharmonic/
Benjamin Reiners—Genuin 22774—68 minutes

Lisa Hochwimmer became the bass trombon-
ist of the Kiel (Germany) Philharmonic in 2017
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at age 22. Her tone quality is impressive: char-
acteristically full and dark in mellow passages,
brighter and penetrating like a tenor trombone
at strident moments.

Her program centers on three concertos.
Derek Bourgeois’s lighthearted one (2006) is in
three movements, runs for 16 minutes, and is a
virtuosic tour-de-force. Alexey Lebedev’s more
serious one (1947) was written for tuba but is a
bass trombone favorite. As someone who
hears it quite often with piano accompani-
ment, I am glad to hear it with full orchestra.

The big piece is Christopher Brubeck’s
jazz-infused, 24-minute one (2004), of which
my only previous contact was in the compos-
er’s own reading of the first movement
(July/Aug 2016). The rollicking III is especially
exciting and impressive.

The rest of the program offers transcrip-
tions of operatic arias (Donizetti, Tchaikovsky,
Verdi, and Wagner) that show the soloist’s abil-
ity to play in an expressive vocal style. I am
most taken by the opening passage of Wagn-
er’s `O du, mein holder Abendstern’ (Song to
the Evening Star, Tannhauser) where this fine
bass trombonist is accompanied by harp and
low brass.

KILPATRICK

A Life in Trumpet
Ketting, Honegger, Hubeau, Suderberg, Bolter,
Ewazen, Svoboda, Chardon, Hindemith, Stravin-
sky, Poulenc, Mozart, Britten, Saint-Saens, Hum-
mel, Hovhaness, Loman, Stephenson, Tiberio

Charles Schlueter, Eric Berlin, William Sperandei,
James Tinsley, tpt; James Sommerville, hn;
Ronald Barron, trb; Joel Moerschel, vc; Lawrence
Wolfe, db; Deborah DeWolf Emery, p; Paul Jenk-
ins, org; Hawthorne Quartet; Kyushu Symphony/
Kazuyoshi Akiyama; Berkshire Chamber Orches-
tra/ Ronald Feldman; Frequency Band/ Norman
Bolter; UMass Wind Ensemble/ James Patrick
Miller

MSR 1821 [3CD] 224 minutes

Charles Schlueter was principal trumpet of the
Boston Symphony for 25 years, having previ-
ously served in the orchestras of Kansas City,
Milwaukee, Cleveland, and Minnesota. The
three discs of this retrospective offer solo
works, chamber music, and solos with orches-
tral or wind ensemble accompaniment. Most
of the selections are from releases I reviewed
years ago (Jan/Feb 1996: 220, Jan/Feb 2002:
237, Nov/Dec 2003: 233, Sept/Oct 2008: 220,
May/June 2015: 180). They include such reper-
tory staples as the Intradas by Ketting and

Honegger; the sonatas by Hindemith and
Hubeau; Enesco’s Legende; Poulenc’s Sonata
for brass trio; and other works by Suderberg,
Chardon, Saint-Saens, Svoboda, Ewazen,
Bolter, and Stephenson.

But some of these recordings are new to
me. For 2 trumpets (with James Tinsley) is
Stravinsky’s `Fanfare for a New Theatre’; and
for 3 (with Tinsley and William Sperandei),
Britten’s `Fanfare for St Edmundsbury’ and an
arrangement of Poulenc’s `Ave Verum Corpus’.
With the Berkshire Chamber Orchestra, there
is the familiar Hovhaness Prayer of St Gregory,
plus two unfamiliar works: the 3-movement,
14-minute Odyssey (1997) by Ruth Lomon,
and Albert Tiberio’s 5-movement, 21-minute
Statements (2010). Both of those are major,
challenging works.

For me, the big treats are works two cen-
turies apart. For the venerable Hummel Con-
certo (with the Kyushu Symphony), Schlueter
makes his E trumpet sound quite warm. And
then there is Norman Bolter’s 10-minute On
the Cusp (1999), given a sparkling reading by
Schlueter with the brass and percussion of
Bolter’s Frequency Band.

In all of the works, the trumpet playing is
as good as you would expect from someone
with Schlueter’s credentials.

KILPATRICK

Nick Baar, violin
KREISLER: Praeludium & Allegro; DVORAK:

Romance; TCHAIKOVSKY: Meditation; Scher-
zo; Melody; TARTINI: Devil’s Trill Sonata;
RAVEL: Tzigane

Concertgebouw Chamber Orchestra
Channel 44822—63 minutes

These are excellent arrangements of standard
repertoire for string orchestra and violin. The
orchestra sounds good, and its prominence is
refreshing, even if it is on the edge of over-exu-
berance in places, obscuring the soloist. The
soloist’s response is to play everything in the
manner of a concerto, limiting the scope of
interpretation. The Ravel, for example, is poor-
ly paced; and one wonders if overplaying in
earlier parts is because the soloist is fighting
the orchestra. Another downside of an orches-
tra (as opposed to a piano) is that it is harder
to coordinate fast passages. The Tchaikovsky
Scherzo is a little too slow; is this for practical
or artistic reasons?

The violinist is not the best technician, but
plays in tune with a good sound, and he
demonstrates excellent technical control at the
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end of Dvorak and in the quicker parts of the
Scherzo. The parts in Ravel where he could
show off, he backs off. He needs a little too
much time for the octaves in Kreisler’s `Devil’s
Trill’ cadenza. Unfortunately most of us know
how easily Perlman’s massive hands can reach
these octaves, and we have his playing in our
ears.

Musically Baar’s playing is not particularly
artistic; some decisions in Ravel deviate too
much from the music; it should be fiery, but
the composer’s writing should be honored.
The Meditation is perhaps the most difficult to
interpret, and he does no better and a little
worse than other prominent artists, such as
Kogan or Vengerov. But this disc is mostly
about the drama created by the orchestra and
the novelty of the arrangements.

KELLENBERGER

Lisa Batiashvili
CHAUSSON: Poem; FRANCK: Violin Sonata;
SZYMANOWSKI: Concerto 1; DEBUSSY: Beau
Soir
Giorgi Gigashvili, Yannick Nezet-Seguin, p;
Philadelphia Orchestra/ Yannick Nezet-Seguin

DG 4860462—71 minutes

This starts with the Franck. After the Franck,
instead of continuing on, I listened to it again.
I knew if I listened again, I would learn some-
thing. I was not disappointed. It is one of the
best recordings of the piece.

There is a sharp energy to the Szymanows-
ki. The opening is consummate by the soloist,
with incredible sound control and the perfect
timing and impetus to her shifts. Listening to
her, one realizes how much potential for
expression there is in shifts. Her playing can be
a little pointed and punchy when she gets
emphatic, with an edge that is almost strident.
She balances drama with beauty, never quite
severe enough to be blamed for her most
aggressive moments, and on the other hand
playing with utmost lyrical expression. The
copious stratospheric writing for solo violin
sounds perfect, though perhaps her false har-
monics could sound better by her lofty stan-
dard. The piece is a study in orchestration; at
one point a repeated motive gets passed
around to five instrument parts. The orchestra
presents its different colors vividly, where
instruments with significant material come
boldly forth.

The orchestra takes its largest role in the
Chausson, and the luscious strings in Philadel-
phia still recall the great orchestras of the past.

For her part Batiashvili can really sing over the
top of phrases. The trills at the end show
impressive control, though I prefer Ginette
Neveu’s more horizontal and lyrical approach.
`Beau Soir’ is one of the greatest and enduring
encores. It pairs nicely with the Chausson. The
atmosphere is right, if the piano could be
slightly freer with his arpeggios, not placing
the notes so carefully.

KELLENBERGER

Salon de Budapest
Lehar, Brahms, Joachim, Hubay, Rachmaninoff,
Kreisler, others
Thomas Albertus Irnberger, v; Pavel Kaspar, p;
Brigitta Simon, s

Gramola 99249—78 minutes

Here is an uncommonly fine way to spend 80
minutes or so. Irnberger, who I’ve reviewed
before (in a three-disc set of performances
with, and sometimes by, Jorg Demus), here
teams up with a different pianist and a sopra-
no for a lengthy recital of Hungariana. The
opening Lehar `Hungarian Fantasy’ gives you
an idea of what’s to come: meticulously
played, delectably phrased music, with the
schlock factor dialed up just a notch.

A few pieces here will be familiar (two of
Brahms’s Hungarian Dances, as arranged by
Joachim, are among them), but there are oth-
ers that are essentially unknown. Leopold
Auer’s `Deuxieme Reverie’ is one such, a beau-
tiful little piece that one might not expect from
a violin pedagogue. Carl Bohm’s `La Zingana’
(not a typo) is here; so is Fritz Kreisler’s `La
Gitana’. Tchaikovsky makes an appearance
with the `Meditation’ from Souvenir d’un Lieu
Cher, which isn’t Magyar or Romany, but
seems to fit well in this ambit nonetheless.
Rachmaninoff ’s `Danse Hongroise’ is more
immediately to the point. Simon appears in 4
or 5 of the selections, mostly with piano, once
with piano and violin. She has a fine voice,
with a somewhat fast vibrato.

The notes make quite a point of “Gypsy”
not being a pejorative around 1900.

The sound is cozy, just what you’d expect
were this in your own living room, with your
own baby grand. A fine disc, more enjoyable
than I’d anticipated.

THOMSON
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7 Ways to Say Farewell
Olga Dubossarskaya Kaler, v; Kathryn Brown, p

Centaur 3942—64 minutes

Olga Dubossarskaya Kaler (b 1970) is professor
of violin at the Cleveland Institute of Music.
She has assembled a program of seven works
for accompanied and unaccompanied violin
around the theme of saying farewell. Pietro
Locatelli’s sonata titled Au Tombeau from
1737 is here in an arrangement by Eugene
Ysaye. This is the kind of arrangement of
baroque violin sonatas that I studied as a child
before the period performance practice move-
ment really took off. I imagine that Ysaye’s
main contribution would have been realizing
the figured bass for piano. It may have been
written as a tribute to Locatelli’s wife and
infant daughter, and it has an elegiac feel.

Ysaye’s own Poeme Elegiaque (1896) is
here, which inspired Chausson to write his
Poeme. It is a meandering symbolist work of
about a quarter hour, and pleasant as it is and
as often as I have listened to it, I can never
recall a note after I listen to it. Chen Yi wrote
Memory for solo violin in 2010 as a memorial
to her violin teacher Lin Yaoji. It has a faintly
Chinese character. Nimrod Borenstein wrote
Quasi Una Cadenza and Kaddish, both for solo
violin. The Cadenza is replete with virtuosic
techniques like ricochet bowing and left-hand
pizzicato. The Kaddish is traditionally recited
in memory of the dead, and Borenstein wrote
it expressly for Kaler in anticipation of the
death of his ill mother.

Kaler’s father, Moldavian composer Boris
Dubossarsky (1947-2017), wrote his Solo Vio-
lin Sonata in two movements in 1980. It uses
Romanian melodies and musical conventions.
Kaler wrote her brief Recitativo and Toccata
for solo violin in 2011. The Recitativo is appro-
priately soaring and rhapsodic, with passages
that recall Bartok’s Solo Violin Sonata. The
Toccata has percussive, repeated rhythms with
occasional harsh dissonances.

Kaler is a very good and musical violinist.
She has given us a well-programmed calling
card in what I believe is her debut solo CD.

MAGIL

Into Madness
BARTOK: Sonata in E minor; ENESCO: Sonata
3; ACHRON: Sonata 2

Maxim Lando, v; Tassilo Probst, p
Berlin 302767 [2CD] 85 minutes

“Into Madness”? Perhaps we are already start-
ing there. Bartok’s early violin sonata (op.
posth.) is a terrific drop-the-needle number:
the piano writing suggests Liszt, the violin
writing maybe Strauss. This is the first time I’ve
heard it apart from Andre Gertler’s recording
from long ago, and Lando and Probst make it
work at least as well as he did.

The Enesco is a flamboyant Romany show-
piece. I remain fond of Ida Haendel’s version,
which is even more pungent than this one, but
Lando and Probst put their all into it. As for the
Joseph Achron sonata, this is where Lando
says the “madness” really kicks in, and he’s not
wrong; there are moments there that defy
basic logic, never mind propriety. Lando is
zany enough to make it work.

Lando, who wrote the notes, gives credit to
Probst for handling what he says (correctly)
are three extremely difficult piano parts.

THOMSON

Duo Maiss-You
BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonata 9; ZIMMERMAN:

Sonata; BRAHMS: Viola Sonata 2
TYXart 21165—75 minutes

I have heard Duo Maiss-You before in a pro-
gram of Bartok, Janacek, and Leistner-Mayer
(Nov/Dec 2020). My impression was that they
were very good but outclassed in the Bartok
and Janacek. I get the same impression here. I
am impressed, but I know other recordings of
the Beethoven and Brahms that I prefer. I
admit that the duo has all of the energy and
aggressiveness required for the Beethoven and
a special tenderness in the Brahms, though it
lacks impetus. Others, like Henryk Szeryng
with Rubinstein (Sept/Oct 1994) and Itzhak
Perlman with Ashkenazy (Jan/Feb 2000), have
given the slow movement variations of the
Beethoven a broader tonal palette.

Bernd Alois Zimmerman (1918-70) wrote
his Violin Sonata in 1950. It is a very modernist
work: dissonant, insistently rhythmic, and
threatening, with nods to Central European
and Soviet composers. It is accomplished but
derivative, though its real weakness is its lack
of memorable passages.

Maiss’s violin was made by Lorenzo Stori-
oni in Cremona in 1796, and his viola was
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nearly attains the great end for which it stug-
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are often made to feel, with a shivering
delight, that from an earthly harp are strick-
en notes which cannot have been unfamiliar
to the angels.

—EDGAR ALLEN POE



made by the firm Jerome Thibouville-Lamy of
Mirecourt, France. The piano is a Steinway D.

MAGIL

The Violin in Modena
VITALI: Partita; COLOMBI: Selections;
ANONYMOUS: 3 Allemandes; Sonata

Peter Sheppard Skaerved
Athene 23214—68 minutes

The violinist’s playing is something like the
antithesis of Alina Ibragimova or Gil Shaham.
He is rough, uncoordinated, and otherwise
sloppy. Certain places are played very well, but
this is soon forgotten. It is a period perform-
ance of solo violin music, and while he claims
in the program notes to be guilty of adhering
too closely to the printed music, the rhythmic
backbone is absent enough that it is nearly
impossible to understand what that printed
music is. It all sounds improvised, as if there is
nothing at all written down or followed. After a
while we become desperate for stability, any-
thing to hold onto. That feeling never goes
away.

KELLENBERGER

Violin Unlimited
ERDMANN: Sonata, op 12; HINDEMITH: Son-
ata, op 31:2; JARNACH: Sonata, op 13; SCHUL-

HOFF: Sonata
Baiba Skride

Orfeo 210051—58 minutes

This is, by far, the finest solo-violin recital not
made up of the Bach Sonatas and Partitas I
have heard in a decade. I wish only that Skride
had seen fit to include the companion piece to
her Hindemith, Op. 31:1; there was ample
room for it, and it would have capped a mag-
nificent recital of music from the early 1920s.

The Schulhoff is a piece unlikely to be
replicated ever; it’s sassy, snarky, and quite
inimitable. All the same, there’s an appealing
charm underneath the snideness. Skride cuts
right through the malarkey and favors us with
pitch-perfect playing, including moments in
the third movement that are sly and almost
feline.

The Hindemith is so strange as to merit a
note all to itself. There are but a few pieces of
Hindemith that really suggest something oth-
erworldly, something beyond the quotidian.
The early viola sonata, Op. 11:4, is one of
them; Op. 31:2 is another. It’s not really com-
plimentary to say of a piece of Hindemith that
it doesn’t sound like Hindemith, but this is one

such. Skride takes the first movement and
makes its delicate tendrils sing. The succeed-
ing movements—II with its excursions into the
extreme upper range, III all pizzicato, and the
finale a series of variations on Mozart’s song,
`Komm, lieber Mai’—are all perfect of their
kind.

The other two pieces here are more rarely
heard. Philipp Jarnach’s Op. 13 is his third solo
violin sonata, a piece full of technical chal-
lenges (especially in the central Prestissimo)
and also genuine passion. And the Latvian-
German Eduard Erdmann’s sonata is another
such; the earliest piece on the disc, it’s also in
some ways the most difficult of the lot.

Sound is excellent, close and yet clear.
THOMSON

She/Her/Hers
Lara St John, v

Ancalagon 145—65 minutes

Lara St John has assembled a program of 12
works for solo violin written by female com-
posers of the 20th and 21st Centuries.

Belgrade native Milica Paranosic’s (b 1968)
Bubamara (Ladybug) is based on the folk
rhythms of her native Serbia. It is a fast-paced,
aggressive work that sounds a good deal more
energetic than the ladybugs I have seen. Jessi-
ca Meyer’s (b 1974) Confronting the Sky is a
gentle work that expresses her reflections on
the ebbs and flows of interpersonal relation-
ships. Gabriela Lena Frank’s (b 1972) Three
Pieces From Suite Mestiza are `Tarqueada’,
`Pinkillo Llorando’, and `Luciernagas’; they
embody the musical culture and natural phe-
nomena of the Andes.

Adah Kaplan’s Whitewashed is rooted in
her reflections on discrimination during the
COVID-19 lock downs. Valerie Coleman’s
(1970) Danza de la Mariposa is a brief tone
poem that gives the listener some exposure to
South American musical culture, especially
the Yaravi, a Peruvian song of lament.

The present arrangement of performance
artist Laurie Anderson’s (b 1947) song Statue
of Liberty combines the sound of a violin with
Tibetan singing bowls struck with a mallet that
the violinist must wear around her wrist. This
is an impressive display of coordination on St
John’s part, and the resulting blend of sounds
is beautifully natural and tasteful and not at all
gimmicky. It is my favorite work in the pro-
gram.

Melissa Dunphy’s Kommos is based on a
lyrical song of lamentation from ancient Greek
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theater. This lamentation is boldly dramatic.
Sophie-Carmen Eckhardt-Gramatte (1899-
1974) was a Russian-born Canadian composer,
pianist, and violinist. St John has selected 3 of
her 10 Caprices for Solo Violin. `Jest’ is just
that, `The Sick Person and the Clock’ gives us
the march of time as an ill person considers
how long he has to live. `Moroccan Dance’ was
composed after Eckhardt-Gramatte left
Morocco and reflects a concert she gave at the
harbor and then watching a young dancing
girl. It sounds invigoratingly exotic and has a
swirling energy.

Micheline Coulombe St Marcoux’s (1938-
85) Integration II dates from 1980 and is
inspired by the Canadian wilderness, employ-
ing many avant-garde techniques. Jessie Mont-
gomery’s (b 1981) Rhapsody 2 begins with
swirling figures and has many repeated ges-
tures after that. Ana Sokolovic’s (1968) Balkan-
inspired Danza 2 and Danza 4 present rhap-
sodic melodies over rhythmically repeated
notes. Laura de Rover’s Together Alone (or the
Wall Between Us) shows the ways that rela-
tionships develop.

St John’s performances are at her usual
Olympian level of technical assurance and
artistic insight. Although this release has a
theme, it gives no indication that it was thrown
together to satisfy the demands of her label’s
marketing department. (Lara St John’s market-
ing department, by the way, is Lara St John.
She’s a one-woman show.)

Exploiting developments in modern tech-
nology, St John has made the notes accompa-
nying this disc available online on her website
(www.larastjohn.com). They can be down-
loaded if you so desire. You can also get to
them with a smartphone through the QR code
on the back of the package. Superb sound as
always from Ancalagon.

MAGIL

Medieval German Songs
Ensemble Celadon/ Paulin Bundgen

Ricercar 447—75 minutes

A golden age of medieval German song com-
position, known as Minnesang, was from
around 1170 to 1330. While working for
patrons like the Emperor Frederick I, the
Saxon Duke Henry the Lion, and the Austrian
Duke Frederick II, Minnesingers composed no
fewer than 4000 poems over this period. From
this huge repertory, Paulin Bundgen has
culled out a program of 11 songs, roughly half
of which belong to a type of moral-religious

song known as a spruchgesang. The program
includes such songs by Konrad von Wurzburg,
Frauenlob (Heinrich von Meissen), Bruder
Wernher, Konrad Marner, Tannhauser, and
Walther von der Vogelweide, who was perhaps
the most famous of them all.

Several of the songs are performed by
instruments alone—fiddle and crwth played
by Nolwenn Le Guern, Caroline Huynh van
Xuan playing the organ, lute by Florent Marie,
and Gwenael Bihan on flute and recorder. In
these and the accompanied songs, musicians
play freely with melody and technique so that
the music comes off sounding like rhapsodic
improvisations on a known song. Singers
sometimes experiment with improvised
polyphony, as in Konrad Marner’s `Ir
Schauwent an die Cleyn Ameyss’. Parts of `Ich
Buwe eyn Hus’ by Bruder Wernher and `Der
Kuninc Rodolp’ by Der Unversagte are simply
declaimed over instrumental accompaniment.
One might quibble over some of the liberties
these musicians take with medieval style but
the playing and singing are universally excel-
lent. Notes are in English but the texts are only
in German.

LOEWEN

French Chansons
Doulce Memoire/ Denis Raisin Dadre

Alpha 870—69:27

Less well known than his contemporary and
fellow member in the Pleiade, Pierre de Ron-
sard (1524-85), Joachim du Bellay (1522-60)
was the first to write a manifesto that vernacu-
lar French poetry could imitate the literary
works of classical antiquity. While Ronsard
sought out composers for his poetry, Bellay’s
more arcane style along with his shorter life
means that only 37 musical settings have so far
been discovered. He must have known Jacques
Arcadelt, who set nine of Bellay’s lyrics,
including a 1559 publication of `Je ne puis dis-
simuler’ (I cannot dissemble) before it was
even printed as a poem.

In addition to Arcadelt, this new release
includes two settings of Balley’s poems by
Orlandus Lassus (1532-94), Jehan de Castro
(1540-1611), and Corneille Verdonck (1563-
1625). There are single examples by Anthoine
de Bertrand (1540-81), Clement Janequin, the
otherwise unknown “Nicolas”, and three set-
tings of `Si vous regardez, ma dame’ by Jean
Chardavoine (1538-80), Corneille de Montfort
(1530-1610), and Arcadelt—and Raisin Dadre
has made different selections of stanzas from
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this longer poem for each version. Though
originally written as polyphonic settings, the
two examples by Didier le Blanc (fl.1575-85)
use their later arrangements for voice and lute
as airs de cour.

In general, Arcadelt’s settings are more
direct, similar to his French chansons, includ-
ing his setting of Bellay’s complaint, `Vielle
plus pielle que le monde’ (Old woman, older
than the world) against an older woman who
blocks his attentions towards a young lady.
Some of these settings are exquisite French
madrigals, such as Verdonck’s `Seul et pensif’
(Alone and pensive), modeled on Luca Maren-
zio’s `Solo et pensoso’, and Castro’s `La nuit
m’est courte’, which ends with an unaccompa-
nied soprano finishing Bellay’s description of
Cupid with the word “nu” (naked).

The five singers are used in different com-
binations and supply sensitive and clear inter-
pretations of the verse. This care is especially
evident in soprano Camille Fritsch’s perform-
ance of the airs de cour. The four instrumen-
talists supply inventive and effective accompa-
niments, especially Florent Marie on lute and
guitar and Baptiste Romain on violin and lira
da braccio, a bowed string instrument that
could play a chordal accompaniment and was
used by members of the Pleiade for their own
improvised performances. An addition to this
late renaissance repertoire is the rhythmic
recitation of four sonnets by Bellay over a
musical background—termed “slam” in
French—by a contemporary performer named
Kwal. His performances normally involve elec-
tic guitars, percussion, and other electronica;
but here his recitations are accompanied by a
lute, or a spinet, or a lira da braccio.

The booklet contains informative essays
along with full texts and translations. This is
among the most enjoyable lessons on French
literary history I have heard.

BREWER

Isle of Dowland
Dowland, Morley, Ford, Danyel, Campion,
Hume, Pilkington
Anna Zander, mz; Maria Lindal, v; Keren Bruce
Westerlund, gamba; Karl Nyhlin, lute

DB 205—61 minutes

This recording presents solo songs and instru-
mental pieces by John Dowland (1563-1626)
and some of his English contemporaries. The
music comes from the flourishing and sophis-
ticated culture of domestic music making in
England at the time. Madrigals, lute songs, and

consort music were intimate genres intended
primarily for the delectation of the performers,
but they offer delights to listeners too.

Probably the most familiar piece here is
Dowland’s `Lachrimae Pavane’, poignantly
performed on gamba and violin. Also on the
program is `Lasso Vita Mia, Mi Fa Morire’, his
only known setting of an Italian text. The com-
poser produces a musical pun in the first line
by setting syllables of the text to the correspon-
ding notes in solfege (la, so, mi, mi, fa, re).

The instrumental music is mainly in dance
genres, and this is also true of some of the
songs. Tobias Hume’s `My Hope is Decaying’ is
given here as a gamba solo with rich har-
monies obtained by string crossings. This illus-
trates the practice of adapting music to the
performers available.

The printed or manuscript source may be
only a point of departure for the singers and
players. A common practice was to improvise
“divisions” or variations on a melody. Violinist
Maria Lindal plays several elegant examples
here. The predominant sentiment in the songs
is melancholy, which was common in lyrics of
the time. Anna Zander’s somewhat dark
mezzo-soprano tone enhances her eloquent
delivery.

The performances are first rate. The inti-
mate character of the singing and playing is
highly attractive. The sound is warm with a
generous reverberation that does not obscure
the textures. Listeners with a love of this rari-
fied musical world will not be disappointed.

GATENS

Dutch Songs of the Golden Age
Esther Kronenburg, s; Margot Kalse, a; Sebasti-
aan Ammerlaan, bar; Earl Christy, lute; Ilil Danin,
virginal

Aliud 122 [3CD] 231 minutes

The subtitles of this collection of Dutch
baroque songs are rather arch, but accurate:
“Top of the Pops: Dutch Golden Age Edition”
and “the top 40 from the Golden Age”. The
three discs are the result of a research project
that sought to establish which were the most
mentioned tunes for Dutch songs in the late
16th and early 17th Century. Sometimes the
melodies were supplied along with the lyrics,
but often only the tune name was mentioned.
Margot Kalse helped reunite these lyrics with
their tunes both in a published edition and on
an extensive website, which has complete texts
(only in Dutch), midi files of the tunes, and
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extended notes in English (https://top40van-
degoudeneeuw.nl/).

Sometimes the combinations can be rather
unusual. For example, a traditional Calvinist
tune for Psalm 23 was used for a vitriolic anti-
Catholic lyric by Pieter Sterlincx. Others are
more direct, such as an adaptation of Giulio
Caccini’s `Amarilli, mia bella’ for the Dutch
text, `Amarilli, mijn schoone’. Many of these
tunes, including `Amarilli, mia bella’, were also
used by Jacob van Eyck in his versions for
unaccompanied recorder (see, for example,
the complete recording by Dan Laurin,
Nov/Dec 1999), another indication of their
popularity.

Rather than a traditional recording, this
release is a reference work. That said, the 3
singers and 2 instrumentalists have produced
very effective performances. The stated pur-
pose was to allow these songs to be heard
again and “to allow modern speakers of Dutch
to experience the richness of this cultural
inheritance and to sing the old songs again
themselves”.

BREWER

Concertos, Overtures, & Symphonies

from Venice
Zefiro/ Alfredo Bernardini
Arcana 534—66 minutes

Imagining the results of Frederick Augustus
II’s stay in Venice in the spring and summer
months of 1716, Alfredo Bernardini has creat-
ed an anthology of works by musicians in
Frederick’s employ and ones they interacted
with on their sojourn. The young Prince Elec-
tor of Saxony had brought with him the most
vaunted musicians from the Dresden court—
Georg Pisendel, Jan Dismas Zelenka, and the
oboe virtuoso Johann Christian Richter—who
would meet and exchange ideas with com-
posers active in Venice. Bernardini also
includes music by the Saxon court composer
Johann David Heinichen, who by the time of
Frederick’s arrival had been living in Venice
for about five years. While in Venice Zelenka
would study with Antonio Loti. Pisendel estab-
lished a friendship with Antonio Vivaldi. And a
chance interaction with the Florentine com-
poser Francesco Maria Veracini led to his resi-
dency in Dresden from 1720 to 1722.

Overture 6 in G minor by Veracini incorpo-
rates more than the usual amount of technical
passagework for the oboe—surely a nod to
Richter’s virtuosic skills. The explosive first
movement is particularly striking in this

respect. The Violin Concerto in D shows off
the Italianate style that Pisendel might have
learned from Vivaldi. It is a work of many con-
trasts—for example, a stately Andante giving
way to a joyful, dance-like finale in triple
meter. Zelenka’s Overture in F includes an Aria
movement titled `Siciliana’—a nod perhaps to
this adventure in Italy. The three-movement
Sinfonia from Loti’s opera Ascanio was com-
posed just two years before his arrival in Dres-
den.

Bernardini has his ensemble in excellent
form. The oboe (Bernardini and Paolo Grazzi)
and bassoon (Alberto Grazzi) playing is partic-
ularly agile.

LOEWEN

Girls’ Choir
N BOULANGER: Cantique; L BOULANGER:

Pie Jesu; DANKWORTH: Light of the World;
MARSHALL: Magnificat & Nunc Dimittis;
MENDELSSOHN: If With All Your Hearts; O For
the Wings of a Dove; BURLEIGH: O Perfect love;
PANUFNIK: Ubi Caritas; WHITACRE: Seal Lul-
laby; SHEPARD: Drop, Drop, Slow Tears; IRE-

LAND: Ex Ore Innocentium; BERKELEY: O
That I Once Past Changing Were; GOUNOD: Ave
Maria; PONNIAH: Litany to the Holy Spirit;
ARAKELYAN: You Know Me; DEVOR: I Heard
the Voice of Jesus Say; B PARRY: Magnificat &
Nunc Dimittis
Owen Saldanha, Joseph Beadle, org, p; Pembroke
College Girls’ Choir/ Anna Lapwood

Signum 714—63 minutes

I had written variations on “lyrical, sweet, and
gentle” 17 times by the time to I got to the
`Magnificat’ from Ben Parry’s Ely Canticles on
the 18th track. When Parry’s jaunty little
rhythms began popping out of the speakers, I
felt like I was listening to The Rite of Spring.
But when I got to Parry’s lyrical, sweet, and
gentle Nunc Dimittis on track 19, it was back to
business as usual.

The voices and the rippling keyboard
arpeggios accompanying the music are lovely,
and there are attractive works we don’t often
hear from Roxanna Panufnik, Richard Shep-
ard, Ben Ponniah, the Boulanger sisters, and
Mr Parry, among others. For an hour of pretty
voices singing lyrical, sweet and gentle songs,
you’ll be in the right place. For any measure of
musical excitement, you’ll want to head else-
where.

GREENFIELD
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Psalms
James Anderson-Besant, Glen Dempsey, George
Herbert, org; St John’s College, Cambridge/
Andrew Nethsingha—Signum 721—52 minutes

If you have labored long in the choir loft,
chances are you know the trials and tribula-
tions associated with singing psalms in Angli-
can chant. The challenge of making verse after
verse fit an unyielding musical template while
delivering it with unanimous phrasing, inflec-
tion, and dynamic control, all with hardly any
notation, is a stiff one. The idiom has made me
an idiot so many times that it’s hard not to be
envious of the skill with which St John’s parses
these fragments of archaic language into
impeccably molded statements of faith.

There are 13 psalms on the program, most
of them crafted by 19th and 20th Century com-
posers who needn’t be named but who wrote
expertly in the style. Variety was not the spice
of life in their music, nor is it in this program.
But if you’d be seeking an expertly hewn path
to Anglican nirvana, by all means let the voices
of St John’s guide you to it.

GREENFIELD

Amore Traditore
Italian Cantatas at the Courts of Germany
Bach, Keiser, Pistocchi, Heinichen, Platti, Handel
Mauro Borgioni, b; Lorenzo Feder, hpsi; Giulio
Paduin, vc—Bongiovanni 2600—68 minutes

Mauro Borgioni has a rich, smooth baritone
and a timbre one enjoys and wants to listen to.
He doesn’t sing any flashy coloratura here, but
it doesn’t matter. I can hear him in a wide vari-
ety of repertoire, especially from the classical
and bel canto eras: Mozart, Pergolesi, Haydn,
Rossini, Donizetti (though not the big baritone
roles just yet.)

Most of the music on this program has not
been recorded often. Three works are first
recordings: Keiser’s L’ocaso di Titone, Pistoc-
chi’s Il Polifemo, and Heinichen’s Luce voi Site
quelle. Italian cantatas were all the rage at
German courts in the early 18th Century. Most
of us are familiar with the secular cantatas for
high voice of Bach and his contemporaries,
but rarely do we have a chance to investigate
the cantatas written for the lower male voice. I
particularly enjoyed Pistocchi’s characteriza-
tion of Polyfemus (Polifemo) with its contrast-
ing range extremes. The Keiser cantata is
attractive, if rather anonymous. Heinichen
wrote more than 60 cantatas for solo voice. His
effort here shows musical skill and a pleasing
brevity.

The disc is augmented by two instrumen-
tal works by Bach and Platti. Both Lorenzo
Feder and Giulio Paduin are skilled accompa-
nists and work harmoniously with Borgioni.
Bongiovanni offers exemplary notes, texts, and
translations. Good, atmospheric sound too.

REYNOLDS

French Opera Arias
Massenet, Meyerbeer, Thomas, Halevy, Adam,
Auber
Jodie Devos, s; Brussels Philharmonic/ Pierre
Bleuse—Alpha 877—64 minutes

This collection of French operatic rarities is
based on the repertoire of the 19th Century
Belgian soprano Marie Cabel (1827-85). Many
leading roles were written for her, including
Dinorah (Meyerbeer) and Philine in Thomas’s
Mignon. The album’s title, Bijoux Perdus (Lost
Jewels), takes its name from Adolphe Adam’s
Bijou Perdu, and the `Air de Toinon’ from that
opera is just one of the recording’s many
delights. Produced with the scholarly assis-
tance of the Venice-based Palazetto Bru Zane,
it proves not only that this music deserves to
be heard, but that it merits the quality of per-
formance presented here by Belgian soprano
Jodie Devos and the Brussels Philharmonic.

Devos’s delivery is spirited and expressive,
her tone silky, the French diction exemplary,
the coloratura accurate. The caressing legato
lines of the `Prayer’ from Meyerbeer’s Etoile
du Nord, for example, move seamlessly into a
more ornate second verse and end on a sus-
tained, well-calibrated trill. Also represented is
a delectable excerpt from Ambroise Thomas’s
Songe d’une Nuit d’Ete. The 1850 opera-
comique is not based on Midsummer Night’s
Dream, though there is a connection, and the
principal characters include Elizabeth I, Fal-
staff, and Shakespeare himself. Elizabeth’s
`C’est un reve’ comes in the final act, when the
Queen compares the opera’s absurd chain of
events to a dream and suggests to Shakespeare
that he use it as the inspiration for a play. The
aria’s hauntingly beautiful melody and gentle
accompaniment surely influenced Massenet’s
setting of Des Grieux’s `Dream Aria’ from
Manon.

The 11-minute `Invocation Scene’ from
Halevy’s 1855 Jaguarita l’Indienne (another
title role Cabel created) is particularly grip-
ping. The opening section (described as a
“sentimental cantabile” in Alexandre Dratwic-
ki’s notes) is ravishing, with its floating obbli-
gato phrases for the soprano. In the `War
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Song’ that follows, the repeated refrain of
“Death or freedom!”, supported by the Flemish
Radio Chorus, lodges firmly in the ear. It whets
the appetite to hear more of the score, even if
the tale of the Queen of the native Anatoca
tribe in 18th Century Dutch Guyana is unlikely
to return to the stage.

Other high points include the more famil-
iar `Shadow Song’ from Dinorah (aka Le Par-
don de Ploermel) and `Je suis Titania’ from
Mignon. Because we have such an extensive
catalog of historic recordings of these col-
oratura warhorses, we can quibble just a bit in
comparing Devos to her predecessors. Bound
to modern vocal technique and stylistic
norms, the young soprano doesn’t evoke the
sense of danger that, in Cabel’s time, would
have given coloratura displays the hair-raising
excitement of, say, Olympic gymnastics. On
the other hand, and to complete the metaphor,
Devos deserves praise for her absolute security
of execution, which masks athletic prowess in
the manner of the most graceful ballet dancer.
Nothing to quibble about there.

ALTMAN

No Choice but Love
Songs of the LGBTQ+ Community

Eric Ferring, t; Madeline Slettedahl, p
Lexicon 2206 [2CD] 89 minutes

Eric Ferring and Madeline Slettedahl write in
their notes that this album “seeks to highlight
diverse LGBTQIA+ voices and perspectives. As
members of that community, Madeline and I
wanted to pay homage to the beautiful, diffi-
cult history of the LGBT+ community in the
classical music world by with the many talent-
ed living and passed LGBT+ composers.”

Their mission is expressed well in the
words of Terrence Chin-Loy, author of the
album’s closing song, Ben Moore’s `No Choice
but Love’, which rebukes “everything that is
designed to beat down gay people, and the
feeling that LGBTQ+ love is somehow unnatu-
ral. Like every other gay person I’ve ever met, I
was given negative messages when I was
young. It’s a process to fully accept yourself
and see that what we are is natural. Nor is it a
choice—it’s based in love.”

In addition to opening and closing songs
by Moore, the album includes songs by
Manuel de Falla, Jake Heggie, Francis Poulenc,
Ethyl Smyth, Jennifer Higdon, Willie Alexander
III, Mari Esabel Valverde, Benjamin Britten,
and Ricky Gordon. Each of them is significant

and many are deeply moving. All are nicely
performed and recorded.

I enjoyed the variety of songs and found
myself tearing up as many of the more
poignant songs clearly present what it’s like to
feel different, misunderstood, or the object of
hostility. This must be the definitive album of
songs by and about members of the LGBTQ+
community. It will surely bring support and
encouragement to that community—and pos-
sibly greater openness and understanding to
people not part of it.

Ferring’s light voice is clear and bright. His
diction is perfectly lucid. Slettedahl’s collabo-
ration is also excellent. The packaging is disap-
pointing. Excellent program notes by Roger
Pines are hidden on the Lexicon website. No
texts or translations are supplied. The program
is too long for one disc, though many single
CDs I review are longer than 80 minutes. It’s a
shame they didn’t trim it to fit on one CD or
include more songs to fill the two discs.

R MOORE

Never Such Innocence
Vaughan Williams, Butterworth, Gurney

Benjamin Hewat-Craw, bar; Yuhao Guo, p
Ars 38 610—61 minutes

This album presents song cycles by three
British composers composed in the first two
decades of the 20th Century. The House of Life
(1904) by Ralph Vaughan Williams is an exqui-
site setting of six sonnets by Dante Gabriel
Rossetti. George Butterworth’s Houseman set-
tings, Six Songs of a Shropshire Lad (1911),
concludes with his wonderful setting of `Is My
Team Plowing?’. Shortly before his nervous
breakdown Ivor Gurney composed his Five
Elizabethan Songs (1913), which includes his
superb song `Sleep’.

Benjamin Hewat-Craw’s technique is quite
good. His use of varied dynamics is commend-
able. He conveys the affect of the songs strong-
ly. His articulation of the words is clear. But too
often these readings sound plodding and do
not adequately capture the magic of these
songs. That is particularly evident in `Silent
Noon’ by VW and Gurney’s `Sleep’. He is at his
best in `Is My Team Plowing?’ with fine con-
trasting of lines of the dead man and his living
friend and excellent shaping of the line. Pianist
Yuhao Guo’s fine legato playing strengthens
the effectiveness of the program.

The recording quality shows good balance
between voice and piano. The engineers leave
helpful spaces between the cycles. The booklet
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includes fatuous photos. Notes and texts are in
English with French and German translation.
The choice of song cycles here is excellent, but
there are too many better recordings of them.

R MOORE

Art Songs & Duets by Women
Susan Hochmiller, s; Chuck Chandler, t; Jocelyn
Swigger, p—Centaur 3938—60 minutes

Here is a program of songs by eight female
composers from the last half of the 18th Cen-
tury and the first half of the 19th Century—all
of them previously unknown to me. They were
significant musicians of their time and played
an important role in the development and
emergence of the art song.

Not many of the songs are likely to find
their way into regular performance, but some
of them deserve that. The most interesting
songs are `Frulingsriegen’ and `Der Bund’ by
Sophia Maria Westenholz with their lively
piano writing.

The voices are not recorded well.
Hochmiller sings in all the songs and is joined
by Chandler for duets in 6 of the 18 songs. Her
voice is serviceable but sounds thin and
washed out. Chandler’s singing is hampered
by a prominent wobble. Swigger is the star of
the show with fine playing, especially in the
three liveliest songs. She plays on a copy of a
1790 Viennese Walter fortepiano that is much
better recorded than the voices.

The album was recorded at Gettysburg
College, where Hochmiller and Swigger are
faculty members. Chandler is on the faculty at
DePaul University.

Texts and translations of all songs are in
Italian, French, and German. No texts are sup-
plied for the seven English language songs.
Notes about the composers and performers.

R MOORE

These Distances between Us
21st Century Songs

Emily Jaworski Koriath, mz; Tad Koriath, p
Naxos 559908—65 minutes

This is part of the American Classics series on
Naxos. I wonder how they select the music and
artists. The singer has a huge, wobbly vibrato
and is often more irritating than interesting.
Most of the songs are terrible—predictable
“contemporary” cliches, cold, exploiting vocal
extremes (screaming?). The husband-and-wife
team recorded this in Alabama, where she
teaches at the university.

The nicest songs are the 3 Rilke Songs by
Craig Brandwein. Part of the attraction is the
“electronics” accompaniment, which often
sounds like a Hammond organ—a sound I
actually like sometimes. It works here very
well, and it cushions the voice as a piano could
never do. Also, the composer plays the elec-
tronics, so he is able to set the mood of each
song. There are two other songs with electron-
ics; they are by Jonathan Santore, and again
the composer accompanies. But I find them
much less attractive.

The other 4 Brandwein songs, with piano,
mostly exploit the lower reaches of this
singer’s voice—which I like better than the
higher areas. (I admit that I hate screaming
women’s voices.) I think Brandwein (born in
1959) is a good composer. His work is worth
hearing—at least once. I doubt that most of
what is here will become “relistening” materi-
al.

The 4 songs by Jessica Rudman and the 8
by Edie Hill strike me as plain, dull, and in a
few cases obnoxious.

VROON

George London
Tales of Hoffmann, Eugene Onegin, Prince Igor,
Aida, Die Walkure
with Teresa Stich-Randall, Valerie Bak, Astrid
Varnay, s; Maria von Ilosvay, mz; Bavarian Radio

Orfeo 220051—80 minutes

George London’s dark, sometimes purring,
sometimes growling bass-baritone and
supreme acting skills made him a legend in his
own lifetime. He became an overnight star in
Vienna in 1949 and sang at all the big opera
houses around the world. This disc centers on
recordings he made for the Bavarian Radio
from 1953-56, so his voice is heard in its prime.
Everything is sung in German.

The first two selections are from Tales of
Hoffmann) and come from two separate
broadcasts: Dappertutto’s aria from 1954 and
the trio from the Antonia act from 1956. Both
are sung with panache and detailed character-
ization. Listen to how skillfully London differ-
entiates between the two villains. Teresa Stich-
Randall is a lovely Antonia with a sturdy C-
sharp at the end, and Maria von Ilosvay is
immediately identifiable as the voice of her
mother. This is from a complete performance
that was available at one point on the Walhall
label. It also had Waldemar Kmentt as Hoff-
mann, Rita Streich as Olympia, and Anny
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Schlemm as Giulietta; it’s well worth the effort
to find it.

Valerie Bak, a popular singer in Europe at
the time, makes a strong Tatiana in the final
scene of Eugene Onegin. Astrid Varnay joins
London in the Aida-Amonasro scene and the
final scene of Die Walkure from `War es so
schmahlich’ to the end of the opera. She is pre-
dictably marvelous in both. Varnay was so
good in the German repertoire it’s easy to for-
get how convincing she was singing Italian
roles. London had the unique ability to be
convincing in whatever repertoire he sang,
and this proves it in spades.

There is nothing here that hasn’t been
released before, but it’s great to have it all in
one place. Orfeo doesn’t supply track timings,
an odd oversight. The sound is solid broadcast
mono, very good for its day.

If you haven’t heard London yet or want to
become acquainted with his artistry this is a
great place to start.

REYNOLDS

Kerstin Meyer Memorial
Mahler, Schoenberg, Moussorgsky, Verdi, Rossi-
ni, Wagner, Bizet, Debussy, Schumann, Strauss,
Grieg—Sterling 1862—148 minutes

Kerstin Mejer had an incredibly rich and var-
ied career. She was a singer who never tired of
trying new repertoire or of learning new
music. It also was an incredibly long career:
she performed Madame Arnfeldt in Sond-
heim’s Little Night Music at the age of 85 after
being away from the stage for 29 years. She
performed in all the major houses in Europe
and sang at the Met for a short while (1960-63:
debut Carmen, Orfeo, and the Composer in
Ariadne auf Naxos). She sang many recitals
and was actively sought out for new operas
because composers and conductors knew they
could trust her musicianship and vocal skill.

Sterling’s tribute to her reflects her varied
repertoire. She is heard, mostly chronological-
ly, from 1957-73 in song cycles, arias, and
duets. As with so many singer tributes, this
vast array of material tends to reveal a few of
her shortcomings as well as her considerable
strengths. Her account of Rosina’s `Una voce
poco fa’, while perfectly adequate, shows she
was no Rossinian. While she sang quite a few
of the big Wagner roles (Fricka, Brangana,
Erda, Waltraute among others), Ortrud’s Curse
(sung in Swedish) needs a bigger, more reso-
nant voice than she had. In their attempts to
give the listener as much variety as possible,

Sterling errs by including snippets of roles
(Carmen) or truncated song cycles (Schoen-
berg’s Pierrot lunaire) that frustrate, rather
than enlighten us.

This set does document Meyer’s recital
work. With a good, if not great voice, she is one
of those singers whose work always illumi-
nates the composers’ intentions by refusing to
make it all about her. The Moussorgsky Sun-
less cycle is notable for her even, steady tone
and how she suggests different aspects of
melancholy rather than the one depressed
color one usually hears in this cycle. The Schu-
mann Frauenliebe-und leben has a joyous
tone quality that gradually becomes more
muted as the cycle continues.

Except for some tape bleed-through in the
Mahler Wayfarer cycle, the sound is more than
adequate. Sterling offers excellent notes, but
no texts.

REYNOLDS

Heroic Senesino Arias
Giaj, Ariosti, Orlandini, Ristori, Bononcini, Gia-
comelli, Lotti
Randall Scotting, countertenor;Age of Enlighten-
ment Orchestra/ Laurence Cummings

Signum 719—74 minutes

Celebrated countertenors, including Drew
Minter and Andreas Scholl, have offered pro-
grams of music written for the castrato known
as Senesino (1686-1758). These were devoted
mostly or entirely to arias by Handel, who
composed 14 leading roles for the singer. For
his debut solo album, American countertenor
Randall Scotting presents the fruits of seven
years of research: a hefty 74-minute collection
that includes no Handel at all. Nearly all the
works here appear for the first time on record,
and Scotting assures us that each of these
composers, almost entirely forgotten today,
“was a genuine musical talent, greatly admired
for their refinement and skill”. The richly anno-
tated booklet includes extensive notes by
Michael Burden on Senesino, the composers,
and the works, plus Scotting’s colorful post-
script essay, “Senesino Behaving Badly”.

The repertoire covers 21 years of the aston-
ishing 32 years of Senesino’s career. The best
known of the composers is Giovanni Battista
Bononcini. Scotting sings two arias from his
Griselda, which also yielded the perennially
popular `Per la gloria d’adorarvi’. From the pen
of Florentine composer Giuseppe Maria
Orlandini come selections from Olimpiade
and Adelaide. According to Burden, Orlandi-
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ni’s intermezzo (a short “inter-act” opera)
Bacocco e Serpilla “is thought to be one of the
most popular pieces of theater music in the
18th Century”. The other composers represent-
ed are Giaj, Ristori, Ariosti, Giacomelli, and
Lotti. In many cases the excerpted arias are all
that exist of the full operas.

This handsomely packaged recording fills
in an important gap in our knowledge of Han-
del’s contemporaries while affording us the
pleasures of discovering mostly unknown
music, voiced mellifluously by Scotting.

ALTMAN

Tenor Arias
Ponchielli, Giordano, Verdi, Flotow, Puccini, Zan-
donai
Jonathan Tetelman; Gran Canaria Philharmonic/
Karel Mark Chichon

DG 4862927—56 minutes

Rossini, Bizet, Puccini, Donizetti, Verdi, Massenet
Domenico Menini; Rossini Symphony/ Daniele
Agiman—Tactus 840002—42 minutes

Two recitals by emerging tenors invite com-
parison. The American Jonathan Tetelman
boasts the higher profile. His debut album
marks the start of his contract with Deutsche
Grammophon, or, as the singer puts it humbly,
“a validation of all the hard work, the prover-
bial blood, sweat, and tears that I’ve invested
in my singing, my art, and my voice”.

The other tenor is introduced with a con-
spicuous lack of ostentation. Though clearly a
good-looking man, the Italian Domenico
Menini is not pictured at all on the cover of the
Tactus release, where his name is printed in
the same size font as the Orchestra Sinfonica
G. Rossini and their leader, Daniele Agiman.
Externals of the packaging aside, there are
similarities that tell us about the current state
of opera singing.

Both tenors have a refined technique, with
attractive clarity of tone, crisp diction, and
consistency of sound across the registers.
Tetelman makes more use of dynamics and
emphases to carve out personal interpreta-
tions. In the `Flower Song’ from Carmen, he
obeys the piano indication for the opening and
follows the rallentando on the climatic phrase
that leads to a diminuendo on the high B-flat.
In Alvaro’s aria from Verdi’s Forza del Destino,
he makes a distinction between “Siviglia” and
“Leonora”; the musical setting of the two
words is identical, but he infuses the name of
his lost love with a specific tenderness. That
said, the soft singing often lacks energy and

body. The opening of `Cielo e mar’ (Gioconda)
goes from a full-voiced “Cie” to a nearly
inaudible “lo”. The intention is good; we
applaud singers who are expressive. But these
extremes, and his penchant for vibrato-less
“belting” tones, disrupt the legato line.

Menini has the more beautiful timbre, with
an even, Italian “spin” that often shimmers
with gold high points. His readings are more
perfunctory, though, and only a few moments
of real personality stand out. He cruises past
most of Rodolfo’s humor in `Che gelida mani-
na’ (Boheme), but underlines the phrase about
splurging on rhymes and love songs like a lord
(“come un gran signore”). Near the end of
`Una furtiva lagrima’ (Elisir d’Amore), he
ascends to the interpolated A (“di piu non
chiedo”) at half-volume, an elegant touch I
don’t recall hearing before. He also relaxes
into a romantic attitude with his Italian-lan-
guage rendition of the Lehar favorite we know
in English as `Yours is My Heart Alone’. Else-
where, there’s an earnestness to his singing
that best suits the earnest arias from Verdi’s
Macbeth and Puccini’s youthful Villi (my
favorite item on the program).

For all their varius merits, both recordings
suffer from the typical faults of modern per-
formances. There’s a squareness of tempo that
is at odds with the romantic era, and a tenden-
cy to sing long phrases without the breath or
break that would energize the melody. Con-
ductor Karel Mark Chichon is properly accom-
modating to Tetelman’s thoughtful nuances,
but he is sometimes too indulgent. The recita-
tive to the Forza aria (marked tristamente ma
con forza) plods along, note by note, without
direction, and the dotted eighth notes in
`M’appari’ (Martha) lack rhythmic incisive-
ness. In Menino’s performance of the `Dream
Aria’ from Manon, Maestro Agiman shines a
light on the interplay between the vocal and
instrumental lines, but the spritely tempo
allows no room for the proper atmosphere of
Des Grieux’s reverie.

ALTMAN

Austrian & Chinese Songs
Xin Wang, s; Niels Muus, p

Gramola 99275—52 minutes

“I Love This Land!” is the album title; it pres-
ents Austria-based Chinese soprano Xin Wang
in familiar songs of Schubert, Wolf, Mahler,
and Strauss, with a few Chinese art songs.
Niels Muus, her Danish-American collabora-
tor, is a professor at the Music and Arts Univer-
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BARBER: Yellow Warbler; Fireflies; A Gar-
den Bright; Through a Dog Star Gaze into Sir-
ius; Stop; Twilight in Tahiti; Circo Massimo;
Electro 88; Pulling Water; Opium-White Fur;
Easter; Slow Dripping Beast; Earth

Eric Huebner, p—New Focus 340—40 minutes

I first heard music by Stephen Barber (b 1952)
in two recordings by Meridian Arts Ensemble
(J/A 1997: 205 & J/F 1997: 200). Both works
were astonishing, quite unusual as brass
music. These 13 little piano works might not
be astonishing, but they hold my attention and
offer surprises—such as the quiet and beauti-
ful chords in the middle of a fluttery `Yellow
Warbler’. Barber offers a few sentences about
each work, most of which were inspired by
specific events (the warbler crashing into a
window, for instance).

Superb playing by University at Buffalo
pianist Eric Huebner.

KALLEMBACH: Antigone
Lorelei Ensemble/ Beth Willer
New Focus 333—37 minutes

A cantata by James Kallembach that, on the
surface, tells the ancient Sophocles story of
Antigone’s unjust imprisonment and death. It
is infused by words written by Sophie Scholl,
one of the college students who were guil-
lotined for leading the White Rose resistance
movement in early 1940s Nazi Germany. The
text (included in the notes) is sung powerfully
by the all-female ensemble Lorelei. They are
supported by a superb cello quartet.

KRIGUL: Vesi ise; And the Sea Arose; 
Aga vaata aina ules; Liquid Turns

Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir; Talinn
Chamber Orchestra/ Kaspars Putnins

BIS 2590 [SACD] 66 minutes

Ulo Krigul (b 1978) wrote the 14-minute Vesi
ise (Water Is) in 2015. It is a prelude to the
other three works here. They were products of
his composer-in-residence position with the
27-voice Estonian Philharmonic Chamber
Choir.

The works are slow-developing sound-
pieces with text. My favorite is the mesmeriz-
ing Vesi ise, scored for choir with electronics.
The text is minimal, and the choir operates
much like the electronics, delivering vowels on
long, ethereal pitches. The final work, the 13-
minute Liquid Turns (2020), is also scored for
choir and electronics.

The 14-minute And the Sea Arose (2019) is
scored for choir with strings. The 6-movement,
24-minute Aga vaata aina ules (But Look
Aways Up, 2019) is for a cappella choir. In all of
the works, the choir sings beautifully. Texts
and translations.

LESEMANN: 5 Preludes; Elegy; Slow Music; 
Lamento; Notturno

Susan Svercek, p; Kyra Blumberg, va; Lynn Ange-
branndt, vc; Kate Prestia-Shaub, picc; Brian
Head, g; Julie Long, fl

Centaur 3928—55 minutes

Here is new music that conjures sounds and
compositional techniques from 700 years ago.
Five piano preludes, composed Frederick
Lesemann (b 1936) for his wife Susan Svercek,
alternate with works for other instruments.
Each prelude is based on the tenor of Guil-
laume Dufay’s 15th-Century chanson `J’atten-
dray tant qu’il vous playraas’.

Violist Kyra Blumberg and cellist Lynn
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The Newest Music

sity of the City of Vienna. He plays three pieces
of Schubert that take up nearly half of the pro-
gram, but they are the best thing here.

The vocal performances are adequate, but
this album is not where I would turn to hear
any of these familiar songs. Xin Wang’s Ger-
man enunciation sounds fine. Her voice is
light and bright, but rather bland and color-
less. Everything is at the same dynamic level
with little vocal shading. It’s a pretty voice that

doesn’t sound ready for these songs; it sounds
like a student recital.

This album marks the 50th anniversary of
diplomatic relations between China and Aus-
tria. The booklet includes notes in German,
Chinese, and English. Song texts are in Ger-
man with Chinese translation. The texts of the
two final songs, including the album’s title
song, are in German, Chinese, and English.

R MOORE

Writers and public speakers have a responsi-
bility to preserve the glories of the language, to
keep words alive, and to remind people that
elegance of expression is possible and matters.
Good writing is based on clear and alert think-
ing.



Angebranndt are heard in a pensive Elegy.
Kate Prestia-Shaub is soloist in `Slow Music’
for piccolo alone. Guitarist Brian Head plays
an intricate `Lamento’ and joins with Julie
Long, who plays a mournful alto flute, in a
`Notturno’.

Lesemann is an emeritus composition pro-
fessor at the University of Southern California.
His music, and the performances, are quite
beautiful.

MATALON: Trame IV; Artificios; 2 Formas 
del Tiempo; La Makina

Elena Klionsky, Salome Jordania, p; Eve Payeur,
Julian Macedo, perc; David Adamcyck, electron-
ics; New Juilliard Ensemble/ Joel Sachs

MSR 1789—58 minutes

Here is Elena Klionsky in piano music by
Argentina-born composer Martin Matalon (b
1958), who studied at Boston University and
Juilliard and now teaches at Lyon Conservato-
ry. Trame IV (2001) is a 17-minute concerto for
piano and 11 instruments that gives everyone
complex things to do. I especially enjoy its
final five minutes, where whirlwinds of activity
finally wind down as if exhausted. Terrific
playing by the New Juilliard Ensemble.

Works for solo piano come next. The com-
poser says, accurately, that the 7-minute Artifi-
cios (2014) is about “polarities: density and
lightness, black and white, opacity and crys-
talline. The lines are inhabited by trills, spirals,
loops, chirping birds, cascades, and repeated
notes”. In the 12-minute 2 Formas del Tiempo
(2000), two kinds of materials are contrasted:
“a relentlessly rhythmic, pulsating machine”
and “suspended time”. Elements of the first are
heard as the end nears, but they dissolve.

The album ends with the big piece, the 23-
minute La Makina (2007) for two pianos
(Klonsky and Salome Jordania), two percus-
sionists (Eve Payeur and Julian Macedo), and
electronics (created by David Adamcyck). Like
the other works, it is tonally abstract but quite
fascinating. I greatly enjoyed this entire pro-
gram.

MCINTOSH: I Have a Lot to Learn; 
Learning; Little Jimmy

Yarn/Wire
Kairos 22000—47 minutes

The ensemble Yarn/Wire consists of pianists
Laura Barger and Julia Den Boer, percussion-
ists Russell Greenberg and Sae Hashimoto.
Here they play fascinating sound-pieces by
Andrew McIntosh (b 1985). Barger is piano

soloist in the slow, stately, 5-minute I Have a
Lot to Learn (2019). The sounds are produced
by very low, sustained piano pitches; mid- and
high-register piano chords, and plucked piano
strings that emphasize the oddly tuned 11th
harmonic. The pace is quite slow; there is no
sense of hurry here.

Learning (2021) is a 13-minute work where
percussionist Russell Greenberg plays vibra-
phone, glockenspiel, and chimes, some of
which seem slightly mistuned and create gen-
tle beat patterns. Pure sine tones are generat-
ed, also a little out of tune with each other.
Also included is McIntosh’s field recordings
made as he rambled and climbed in the great
wide open. The same kinds of things are heard
in Little Jimmy (2020), a 5-movement, 29-
minute work for two pianists and two percus-
sionists.

These works are fascinating, remarkable,
mesmerizing. Is it music? Yes, especially if
your definition is not narrow.

SCHORR: Flowers; Morning (After) Com-
mute; French Novel; In the Apartment, After
You’ve Gone; Elegy for a Small Town Psychic;
Liquid; After All These Years; Mother
Eve Gigliotti, mz; Jesse Darden, t; Michael Kelly,
bar; Erika Switzer, Eric Schorr, Cris Frisco, p; 19
Mercer Ensemble

Albany 1899—45 minutes

Composer Eric Schorr wrote music for texts by
6 poets for this lovely collection of songs. The
readings are by 3 vocalists, 3 pianists, and
groups of instruments from the Ensemble.

Four relationship poems by Cynthia Zarin
are heard in Flowers, sung by mezzo-soprano
Eve Gigliotti with strings, woodwinds, and
piano. Ms Gigliotti’s voice seems somewhat
outsized here, especially as compared with the
light instrument timbres. It is a good fit for the
sultry `In the Apartment, After You’ve Gone’,
though (poem by Thomas March).

Jesse Darden is the tenor, composer Schorr
the pianist, in songs by three poets: `Morning
(After) Commute’ (March), `Elegy for a Small
Town Psychic’ (Morri Creech), and `After All
These Years’ (Aaron Smith). Darden’s full yet
clear tenor seems perfectly suited for the
breezy quality of these songs.

Baritone Michael Kelly and pianist Chris
Frisco are heard in `French Novel’ (poem by
Richie Hofmann), `Liquid’ (Aaron Smith), and
`Remodeling’ (Susan Kinsolving).

The final song, `New York Pretending to be
Paris’, has mezzo Gigliotti and tenor Darden
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teaming up with Schorr in a delightful poem
by Susan Kinsolving.

Lovely tunes, lively orchestrations. Texts
included.

WALKER: Some Women’s Voices
Poems by Anne Bradstreet, Phillis Wheatley,
Emily Dickinson, Helen Hunt Jackson, Gertrude
Stein, Edna St Vincent Millay, Harrie Alley

Ann Ross, s; Karen Rosenak, p
Albany 1898—49 minutes

Songs by Don Walker (b 1941) on texts by
American women from the 17th Century to the
present. There are 4 poems by Anne Bradstreet
(1612-72), a groundbreaking poet in England’s
North American colonies; in one, she asks,
“Now say, have women worth? Or have they
none? Or, had they some, but with our Queen,
is’t gone? Nay, masculines, you have thus taxt
us long. But she, though dead will vindicate
our wrong.”

Phillis Wheatley (1753-84), the first black
American author of a published book of poet-
ry, is represented by 4 poems. There are 6 by
Emily Dickinson (1830-86) and 3 excerpts of
letters to Dickinson by Helen Hunt Jackson
(1830-85). Also included are 4 poems by the
witty Gertrude Stein (1874-1946), one by Edna
St Vincent Millay (1892-1950), and 3 by con-
temporary poet Harrie Alley.

The music is lively and whimsical, the
singing by clear-voiced soprano Ann Ross well
enunciated, the playing by pianist Karen Rose-
nak expert. Texts included.

WILLIAMS: Symphony 1; 
Chamber Concerto

English Symphony/Kenneth Woods
Nimbus 6432—70 minutes

English composer Adrian Williams (b 1956)
settled near the Wales-England border in the
early 1980s, and in 1983 he co-founded the
Presteigne Festival. I was impressed by one of
his works recently, a contribution to a record-
ing by that festival’s string orchestra (July/Aug
2022: 153). His 4-movement, 48-minute Sym-
phony 1 (2020) opens with a long and busy
`Maestoso—Stridente’, continues with a busy
Scherzando, and then slows way down for a
very somber Lento that was heavily influenced
by Williams’s feelings about terrible wildfires
in Australia. The finale (`Energico—Dolente’),
at 14 minutes the longest movement, has the
same restless feeling of I.

The 22-minute Chamber Concerto (Por-
traits of Ned Kelly, 1998) is a musical depiction

of the life, crimes, escapades, and eventual
demise of a famous murderer and gang leader
who bedeviled Australian police in the 1880s.
It is, like Williams’s Symphony, a very busy
piece; conductor Kenneth Woods compares its
character and technical demands with those of
Strauss’s Till Eulenspiegel. We can hear that,
but we are also aware that Williams’s music —
while not completely abstract—has a rootless,
will-o’-the-wisp quality.

Fine playing by the English Symphony.

Ambiguous Traces
Prangcharoen, Bunch, Austin, Yong, Jarvis, Chen

Pan Pacific Ensemble
Albany 1903—53 minutes

Pan Pacific Ensemble is a woodwind quintet
that strives to bring North America and Asia
closer together. Four of its members—flutist
Sophia Nicolle Tegart, oboist Keri McCarthy,
clarinetist Shannon Scott, and horn player
Martin King—are faculty members at Wash-
ington State University. Michael Garza, for 20
years principal bassoon of the Guangzhou
Symphony, is now based in Rome.

The 10-minute Ambiguous Traces (2018),
by Thai composer Narong Prangcharoen (b
1973), begins and ends with bursts of virtuosic
energy. Midway, elements of Thai folk song are
heard. In the 7-minute Bliss Point (2018),
American composer Kenji Bunch (b 1973)
“imagined a compositional process akin to a
food science laboratory, exploring the combi-
nations of musical elements in search of the
most pleasing balance”. Harmonies are pun-
gent, rhythms lively, counterpoint intricate.

Hong Kong based composer Yip Ho Kwen
Austin (b 1985) says that his 8-minute Quintet
1 (2017) bears the title Eagle Eyes in reference
to both the winged predator and the security
cameras that monitor life in high-rise build-
ings. Much of the work has shrill cries punctu-
ated by busy staccatos. The most abstract of
the works, the 9-minute Labyrinth II (1994), is
by Malaysian composer Chong Kee Yong (b
1971).

Washington State composition professor
David Jarvis (b 1954) based his 5-movement,
9-minute Wynwood Project Suite 1 (2016) on a
large installation by renowned graffiti artists.
Each is movement is brief and vivid. The
album ends, fittingly, with music by one of the
world’s most renowned East-meets-West com-
posers, Chen YI (b 1953). Her 3-movement,
11-minute Woodwind Quintet 3 (Suite from
China West, 2008) is by turns atonal, virtuosic,
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and contrapuntal, and it abounds in West
China folk elements.

Excellent playing from beginning to end.

As We Are
Banks, Maslanka, Lennon, Harberg, Smith, Cer-
rone

Julian Velasco, sax; Winston Choi, p
Cedille 213—73 minutes

The first four works of this very enjoyable col-
lection have saxophonist Julian Velasco collab-
orating with Roosevelt University pianist Win-
ston Choi. Velasco’s mellow-voiced tenor saxo-
phone is heard in Steven Banks’s 4-movement,
18-minute Come as You Are (2020), its varied
movements based on black church music.
Velasco’s alto saxophone sound is also warm
in David Maslanka’s 5-minute, achingly slow
`Tone Studies 5’ (based on a Bach chorale)
and John Anthony Lennon’s rather abstract,
11-minute Distances Within Me (1978). Sopra-
no saxophone is heard in Amanda Harberg’s
3-movement, 14-minute Court Dances. The
title refers to old music, but Harberg says she
was originally thinking of the high-speed activ-
ity seen in a squash court. I especially enjoy
the warm II (`Air de cour’) but also appreciate
the lively III (`Tambourin’). 

The last two works have soprano saxo-
phonist Velasco interacting with prerecorded
electronics. In Elijah Daniel Smith’s 8-minute
Animus, the accompaniment is Velasco’s own
prerecorded sounds, resulting in “an atmos-
phere that is simultaneously one player and an
indistinct number of players through a hazy
veneer”. The title of Christopher Cerrone’s 5-
movement, 17-minute Liminal Highway
(2016)—and its movement titles—come from a
poem by John Samson. I (`When you fall
asleep in transit’) is all flutter-tonguing by sax-
ophone and harmonica. II (`A dream you
don’t recall’) has key-tapping and slap-tongu-
ing, III (`Between consciousness and sleep’)
high notes and multiphonics. And so it goes
through this captivating work.

The Tiger and the Clover
Wang, O’Leary, Ge, Hong, Jones, Klein, Le Gen-
dre, Rotaru, Zaimont, Shatin

Wendy Case, v
Blue Griffin 605—72 minutes

A pandemic recording project by Youngstown
State University violinist Wendy Case. Most of
the works use extended techniques. Jingchao
Wang’s 6-minute `Sugarcoat’ has lots of them,

but it also incorporates melodies and counter-
point. Jane O’Leary’s 8-minute No. 19 inter-
sperses abstract sounds with references to fid-
dling and pretty tunes. Sungji Hong’s little
`Flash’ is all high-pitched, frantic squeaks in
evoking the electricity of a storm. Prerecorded
electronic sounds—mostly spooky or spacey—
are heard in Bobby Ge’s Doppelganger Streets
and Diana Rotaru’s Glossolalia.

The longest works are by Joseph Jones and
Judith Zaimont. Jones’s 9-minute, 4-move-
ment Partita 1 is an homage to Bach. At the
end of Zaimont’s 13-minute Astral, we hear
violinist Case humming a simple counterpoint
to her violin’s melody. Strong, confident play-
ing.

KILPATRICK

CILEA: Adriana Lecouvreur
Maria Jose Siri (Adriana), Martin Muehle (Maur-
izio), Ksenia Dudnikova (Princess de Bouillon),
Nicola Alaimo (Michonnet); Florence May Festi-
val/ Daniel Harding

Naxos 2110737 [DVD] 143 minutes

Cilea’s Adriana Lecouvreur demands a charis-
matic soprano in the title role. Uruguayan
soprano Maria Jose Siri brings enough dramat-
ic presence and richness of tone to make this
2021 Florence production a satisfying account.
If her lower range is a bit tentative in the de-
manding entrance aria `Io son l’umile ancella’,
the voice gains in fullness and steadiness as
the evening progresses. By the time of her Act
II confrontation with the Princess, Siri has
proved herself a strong and sympathetic hero-
ine; and by the end of Act III she has con-
firmed her status as a world-class prima
donna.

The performance is further elevated by the
vision of British conductor Daniel Harding and
the orchestra. Harding, who is Principal Con-
ductor and Artistic Director of the Swedish
Radio Symphony through at least 2025, has a
firm understanding of theatrical music-mak-
ing. He luxuriates in the gorgeous lyrical pas-
sages that earned Cilea comparisons to Bellini;
he brings urgency and color to the instrumen-
tal tone-painting in the accompaniments; and
he unleashes an explosive grandeur in the cli-
maxes, like the seductive neo-baroque music
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of the Act III ballet or the orchestral postlude
that ends that act. In his hands, Adriana is a
work that treads deftly between sublimity and
fiery passion.

Uzbekistani mezzo-soprano Ksenia Dud-
nikova is impressive as Adriana’s deadly rival,
the Princess de Bouillon. Her voice is attrac-
tive and consistent; and her pitch is secure,
even in the upper range where many mezzos
falter. As Adriana’s lover Maurizio, the Brazil-
ian-German tenor Martin Muehle seems to
have adopted some of Franco Corelli’s vocal
mannerisms. He can’t match the legendary
tenor’s volcanic freedom of production, but he
sings well by contemporary standards, the
tone just a bit monochromatic. Baritone Nico-
la Alaimo, who was a memorable Falstaff in
the 2021 Florence production led by Gardiner
(N/D 2022), is sympathetic in the role of Adri-
ana’s manager and confidant Michonnet, who
harbors a secret infatuation with the diva.

Since the opera is about stage performers,
director Frederic Wake-Walker layers his inter-
pretation with an “all the world’s a stage”
theme. As Maurizio showers her with words
(and music) of love, Adriana goes into a sort of
dancing trance, moving her arms about in a
style reminiscent of Norma Desmond in the
final scene of Sunset Boulevard. (Choreogra-
phy is by Anna Olkhovaya, who elsewhere
delivers a lovely account of the Act III ballet.)
When the Prince de Bouillon and the Abbe
confer on their machinations for discovering
the Princess’s secret lover (`Un gaio festino’)
they perform a vaudeville-style routine with
straw hats and canes. None of this benefits a
work that, despite its soap opera-like melodra-
ma, needs realistic acting. (That’s why they call
it verismo.) The solo Pulcinella figure dancing
in the background mars Adriana’s otherwise
moving death scene in Act IV; the inspired
music that follows the duet `No, la mia fronte’
needs no visual embellishment. Polina
Liefers’s revolving set serves the drama well.
The Act III evocation of classical ballet, in par-
ticular, is given a colorful storybook design. (A
welcome relief after the inane attempt at
bawdy humor in David McVicar’s 2018 staging
for the Metropolitan Opera.)

ALTMAN

DONIZETTI: La Fille du Regiment
Sara Blanch (Marie), John Osborn (Tonio), Adri-
ana Bignagni Lesca (Marquise), Paolo Bordogna
(Sulpice); La Scala Academy Chorus, Donizetti
Opera Orchestra/ Michele Spotti

Dynamic 37943—144 minutes

Donizetti’s famous opera comique gets a
delightful production from Luis Ernesto
Donas, recorded in Bergamo last November.
We are not in the Swiss Tyrol, but somewhere
in Cuba or rather in a place with a Cuban feel.
Angelo Sara’s set designs recall the pictorial
universe of Raul Martinez, giving us an almost
Wizard of Oz-like fairyland, full of highly col-
orful backdrops and brilliant floors, awash in
swirling flowers and trees. When Marie is
taken to her Aunt’s home, everything changes
to strict black and white. It’s a little obvious,
but it is effective. War is not glorified here, so
the soldiers all carry and march with paint-
brushes. The costumes of Maykel Martinez
match the sets with striking primary colors.
Since the mask mandate was still in effect in
Italy at the time (November 2021), the chorus
wears bright yellow face masks to match their
uniforms. A percussionist adds a Cuban flavor
to various moments in the drama. The dialog
has been extended and includes conversations
I’ve never heard in any other production. It
may well be that this is closer to the original
text (the new critical edition of the score by
Claudio Toscani is used), but it also drags the
opera out to well over two hours. The Duchess
of Krakenthorp, normally a funny cameo role,
wears out her welcome and one begins to
check one’s watch. Nevertheless, Donas’s stag-
ing is funny and charming, the altered setting
not really affecting the plot or Donizetti’s
score. It is certainly always enjoyable to watch.

The singers are not only first-rate as sing-
ers, but enter into the comedy with elan. Sara
Blanch, a young Spanish soprano, sings the
title role with lovely, full tone that never
becomes strained or unsteady. Her coloratura,
trills, and high notes are right on the button; in
fact, I was a little disappointed she didn’t
interpolate more high notes. Perhaps because
they were using the new edition conductor
Michele Spotti asked for more restraint. The
finale, for example, is usually transposed down
a tone from B-flat to A-flat so that Marie can
end the opera on a penultimate E-flat. The
original key is restored here and though I’m
sure Blanch has a high F (she has sung Queen
of the Night) she apparently didn’t want to risk
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a sustained one at the end of a long evening.
No matter; she is a charming, loveable heroine
that one roots for all through the performance.
John Osborn has been singing the bel canto
repertoire for quite a while now and is no
stranger to stratospheric high notes himself.
He interpolates a few high Ds into his big
`Pour mon name’ cabaletta and joins Blanch
on one at the end of Act I. It seems to be oblig-
atory now that Tonio encore the nine high Cs
section of his cabaletta, so Osborn does, to the
immense pleasure of the audience.

Paolo Bordogna plays Sulpice as a younger,
more virile presence than is normally encoun-
tered in this opera, and he uses his rich bari-
tone to great effect. Gabonese mezzo Adriana
Bignagni Lesca is a thorough delight as the
meddling, well-meaning Marquise. The
moment she steps on the stage one is enchant-
ed with her comic skills and marvelous voice.
Usually this role is given to mezzos slightly
past their vocal prime; not here. Lesca shows
off her formidable range in her opening num-
ber and then treats us to an interpolated
habanera just before the lesson scene in Act II.
Since she is a gifted pianist as well I was sur-
prised she didn’t play the piano herself in the
lesson scene; it would’ve been even funnier.

Spotti conducts a lively performance
where all the participants are clearly enjoying
themselves. The sound and camera work are
excellent, video director Matteo Richetti really
capturing the details of this effervescent stag-
ing. Subtitles in 6 languages.

REYNOLDS

HANDEL: Julius Caesar
Bejun Mehta (Caesar), Louise Alder (Cleopatra),
Christophe Dumaux (Ptolemy), Patricia Bardon
(Cornelia), Jake Arditti (Sesto); Concentus Musi-
cus/ Ivor Bolton

Unitel 807708 [2DVD] 183 minutes

This 2021 Theater an der Wien production of
Julius Caesar is hijacked by director Keith
Warner, who offers scant opportunities to con-
centrate on the formidable musical contribu-
tions of a top-flight cast. Certainly, a director
must find a way to show that Handel’s operas
are not static oratorios. But the incessant
movement of singers and sets, changes in
lighting, and projected images, add nothing to
the drama and are a disservice to the powerful
solo set pieces that are Handel’s divine gifts to
singers. Yes, it’s astonishing that the unflap-
pable cast can maintain vocal precision while
executing the complex staging. But to what

end? I have enjoyed Warner’s productions in
the past. It’s hard to imagine this is the same
director whose 2018 Walkure for the Royal
Opera, London, I praised for its use of “visual
cues to support the leitmotifs and flesh out the
characters and their motivations without
engaging in undue speculation” (S/O 2020).

The setting is a 1920s movie theater in the
style of Grauman’s Egyptian Theatre in Holly-
wood. Warner uses film as a metaphor to
question “How much of these characters is
image? What is their true core? Do the charac-
ters on stage depict historical figures, or actors
who become trapped in their own role?” Over
the course of Cleopatra’s four-minute belittling
of her brother (the aria `Non disperar’), she
goes through three costume changes: school-
teacher, sexy maid, and dominatrix. `Va tacito
e nascosto’ begins with Caesar serving Tolo-
meo dinner, after which they engage in a vig-
orous game of badminton for the aria’s da
capo section. And so on.

In the title role, Bejun Mehta easily proj-
ects Caesar’s authority musically and dramati-
cally. His voice is solid across the range (many
countertenors lack heft in the lower register),
and age has only seasoned his youthful good
looks. In one of the few moments where Warn-
er allows the voice to reign supreme, Mehta is
left alone on stage to deliver a transcendent
`Aure deh, per pieta’ in Act II. The other coun-
tertenors, Jake Arditti (Sesto) and Christophe
Dumaux (Tolomeo), excellent as they are,
sound a bit thin next to Mehta, but they enter
fully into the spirit of the production and cre-
ate individual characters. Patricia Bardon
brings a sympathetic huskiness to the music of
the suffering Cornelia. It’s a shame that a rush-
ed tempo and distracting “on-screen” dance
by Pompey’s ghost diminish the effect of her
`Priva son d’ogni conforto’. Bass-baritone Si-
mon Bailey sings Achilla with robust flexibility.

Under the direction of Ivor Bolton, the
Concentus Musicus supports the singers with
a sure sense of forward movement. I only
question some of the faster tempos that
detract from the grandeur of Cornelia’s
laments and Cleopatra’s sublime `Se pieta di
me non senti’. ALTMAN

JANACEK: Jenufa
Asmik Grigorian (Jenufa), Karita Mattila (Kostel-
nicka), Nicky Spence (Laca), Samir Pirgu (Steva);
Royal Opera/ Henrik Nanasi

Opus Arte 1351—136 minutes

While rereading some of my reviews of opera
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productions for ARG, I noticed how often I
begin by discussing the director’s concept,
particularly if it’s not a “traditional” one.
Sometimes I go on at great length in an
attempt to describe for our readers what a pro-
duction looks like and whether it may offend
or titillate them. Only then do I begin to review
the performers. Yet opera lives or dies by its
performers. A great director can enhance the
music or enlighten the characters and rela-
tionships in the libretto; but the concept alone,
whether traditional or not, will not make the
work stronger or take the place of something
the composer has already created.

While watching this new production of
Janacek’s classic opera directed by the famous
German director Claus Guth, I was struck by
how much stronger it was when he left things
alone. Guth has not altered the plot, nor has he
encumbered his cast with bizarre interpreta-
tions of their characters. His direction is
strongest when he accepts Janacek’s music
and libretto at face value.

Rather than a Moravian mountain village
Guth sets the opera in a claustrophobic world
where the cast is enclosed in an almost box-
like structure with no discernible exits or
entrances and no windows. Nature’s own light
is discussed, but never actually seen. This
works very well for a story about a young
woman who is pregnant and unmarried in a
repressive, patriarchal society. Guth even has
extras dressed in Handmaid’s Tale-like head-
dresses shuffling around in the background at
one point. The Second Act shows a transpar-
ent assembly of bed frames in the shape of a
small house, the stage littered with mattresses.
The Third Act reveals an almost empty stage,
the floor covered with yellow flowers. All of
these underline the mood of the scenes or
comment on the characters very effectively.
Guth is also a master of using space on stage
by separating characters, then bringing them
together, reflecting the nuances of the score.
He and his lighting designer, James Farn-
combe, expertly create sinister shadows, freez-
ing isolation, warmth and depth, in a
chiaroscuro of incredible storytelling.

But then Guth gets carried away and insists
on adding symbols and metaphors that
obscure the meaning of a scene. Early in Act II,
for example, a half-naked boy is seen crossing
in front of Jenufa covered in blood. Are we
supposed to assume this is a projection of Jen-
ufa’s fevered imagination? Does she think
something awful will happen to her newborn
son? He’s never seen again; it’s all very

ambiguous. Later on a dancer dressed as a
crow sits on top of the “house”, an obvious
symbol of death. It’s already clear what is
going on; it adds nothing to the scene. These
symbols muddy a straightforward story.

What really carries this production are the
leading singers. People who insist opera
singers can’t act have not been to the opera
house lately. Everyone here clearly knows
what they’re supposed to be doing and why—
another tribute to Guth. Asmik Grigorian is a
smoldering, heartbreaking Jenufa who yearns
to escape the stifling cage she lives in. She
struggles, even succeeds briefly, and then is
plunged back into the quicksand of her socie-
ty—all the while singing with a passion previ-
ously exhibited by singers like Teresa Stratas
and Karita Mattila. Mattila herself is at hand,
bringing her usual soul-searching intensity to
the role of Jenufa’s stepmother, a woman who
loves her stepdaughter so much she is willing
to commit murder and damn her own soul so
that Jenufa can have a better chance at life.
Mattila’s voice is still in remarkably good con-
dition too. The relationship between the two
women is the heart of the opera and certainly
of this production. One of the most moving
moments is when the two colleagues share a
warm embrace during the curtain call.

The other cast members are just as good.
Nicky Spence has a firm, soaring tenor that
suits Laca’s music very well. He is always
believable as the man so obsessed with Jenufa
that he damages her face in a moment of jeal-
ous rage. His stubborn unwillingness to accept
Jenufa’s child as his own seals that child’s fate,
something he doesn’t realize until the next act
where Spence clearly shows Laca’s growing
maturity. Saimir Pirgu sings and acts Steva’s
alcoholic immaturity with uncommon speci-
ficity. He’s not just a town drunk, but one with
his own problems. As the grandmother, Elena
Zilio is an incredible octogenarian, singing
with a steadiness of tone that would befit a
woman half her age.

Conductor Henrik Nanasi offers sterling
leadership in the pit, and the orchestra and
chorus are superb. The sound is excellent, but
Rhodri Huw’s video direction is not. Some-
times he pulls back the camera for a wide shot
just when one wants a close-up—and vice
versa. Some shots are just plain awkward.

I would urge anyone who loves this opera
to see this production. It works more often
than not, and Guth’s idiosyncrasies may not
bother you.

REYNOLDS
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MONTEVERDI: Orfeo
Marc Mauillon (Orfeo), Luciana Mancini (La
Musica, Euridice), Sara Mingardo (Messenger),
Furio Zanasi (Apollo); Capella Reial de Catalun-
ya, Concert des Nations/ Jordi Savall

Naxos 2110733 [DVD] 118 minutes

The flood of Monteverdi opera recordings con-
tinues, and I’m happy to have lost count. After
400 years, Orfeo remains a piece rich in
unadulterated joy and cathartic pain. This
2021 staging for the intimate Opera Comique,
Paris (a co-production with two other French
companies), is directed by Pauline Bayle, who
forges a path into the heart of the piece. Like
Monteverdi’s music, the effects are simple and
powerful, such as the graceful choreography
that underscores Orpheus’s genial bonds with
his community of shepherds. Or when
Orpheus meets Charon and asks to be taken to
the Underworld, and three demons, covered
completely in black, slither about him. He is at
first frightened, but then learns to tame them,
an indication that he can acclimate himself to
the world of the dead.

The musical elements of the performance
are under the skilled leadership of Jordi Savall
(period instruments). This is actually the sec-
ond Orfeo video by Savall. John Barker (J/F
2006) made a brief but generally favorable ref-
erence to the 2002 production. “With the pos-
sible exception of Furio Zanasi, who is a rather
stolid Orfeo”, he wrote, “the singing is very
strong, the staging apt and handsome, with
some fine choreography.”

Savall doesn’t drive the tempos (as is so
common these days), but he does play with
tempo changes in an illuminating way, such as
in the contrasting B section of the chorus `Las-
ciate i monti’. Baritone Marc Mauillon sings the
title role with disarming honesty. I once
described his tenorish sound as “somewhat
underdeveloped” (as Pelleas, M/J 2018)
because of the uncovered rawness in his upper
range. But I’m inclined to accept it here, and
there’s no question about the refinement of his
technique. After losing Euridice a second time
by looking back at her as they leave the Under-
world, Orpheus lies prostrate in his misery. In
the emotionally intense opening of Act V that
follows without break (`Questi i campi di Tra-
cia’) Mauillon allows some hoarseness to color
the tone, but the vibrato stays even and the
pitch true. He is well matched by the
unadorned vocal purity of Zanasi, here taking
on the role of Orpheus’s father Apollo. Salvo

Vitale lends his clean, buzzy bass to the roles
of Charon and Pluto.

By contrast, the female principals sing with
a more classic beauty of tone that is sometimes
lacking in the Early Music world but feels right
for Monteverdi’s aesthetic. Top honors go to
Norwegian mezzo-soprano Marianne Beate
Kielland, whose melting tones are heard in the
roles of Proserpina and Speranza. Contralto
Sara Mingardo is a rich-voiced Messenger, and
Luciana Mancini is expressive and compelling
of voice and appearance as Euridice and La
Musica. In a brilliant touch, Music becomes
the story’s silent narrator. She stands apart
(often in one of the theater boxes) and looks
on sympathetically when, after news of Eury-
dice’s death, the shepherds and shepherdesses
collect their flowers and leave the stage bare.
She watches over Orpheus as he makes his
journey to the Underworld. And, at the finale,
when the shepherds and shepherdesses con-
sole each other over Orpheus’s fate, Music
turns to smile at the audience. Through the
brightest joys and the darkest depths, Music
(and music) has prevailed.

ALTMAN

RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: The Golden
Cockerel

Dmitri Ulyanov (Dodon), Nina Minasyan (Queen
of Shemakha), Andrey Popov (Astrologer), Mar-
garita Nekrasova (Amelfa), Mischa Schelomians-
ki (General Polkan); Lyon Opera/ Daniele Rus-
tioni—Naxos 2110731 [DVD] 128 minutes

Rimsky-Korsakoff’s fairy tale opera is really a
political satire, dressed up as a fable so that the
Powers That Were at the time didn’t get
offended. The plot is very slight and most of
the characters are caricatures. The opera is
rarely revived. (The last Met performance was
in the 1940s; the NYCO revived it for Norman
Treigle and Beverly Sills in 1970 in a produc-
tion that can now be seen on YouTube.
Louisville Opera and other companies shared
a late-1980s production.)

Rather like Dmitri Tcherniakov, Australian
Barrie Kosky is an enfant terrible whose pro-
ductions of opera and musical theater tend to
create a maelstrom of divergent opinions. His
production of Die Meistersinger at Bayreuth a
few years ago set the opera in Wagner’s time
with Wagner himself as Hans Sachs, the third
act taking place at the Nuremberg trials. His
recent staging of Fiddler on the Roof just fin-
ished playing in Chicago and was both praised
and condemned for its eccentricities.
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The Golden Cockrel is a strange opera any-
way, so Kosky’s eschewing of the settings of the
original libretto don’t really harm it. If any-
thing, his ideas make the work more interest-
ing, less vague, and finally much darker than
the original. The entire opera is set on a blast-
ed heath with a single leafless, gnarled tree
stage left. King Dodon is dressed in a dirty tank
top and sweat pants; his armed forces are rep-
resented by the male chorus wearing horse
heads. The Astrologer appears in different
guises, and the Queen of Shemakha looks she
has wandered in from a 1920s film set, dressed
in flamboyant flapper costumes. Dodon’s two
sons are dressed alike in formal suits.

Kosky doesn’t change the plot or charac-
ters. Dodon is still a comic, over-the-top tyrant
who throws tantrums that result in disaster for
his kingdom. The Queen is a seductive vamp
whose motives are never very clear.

Some aspects of the production will not be
for the faint of heart. At the beginning of Act II
Dodon’s two sons have been decapitated and
their headless corpses are seen hanging
upside down from one of the tree branches.
Their very realistic looking heads are nestled
next to their father who shouts at them and
even tosses them into the high grass that sur-
rounds him. Dodon himself goes mad in the
last act and attacks the Astrologer with an axe
before he himself is killed with it and his eyes
graphically eaten by the Golden Cockerel
(played by an almost naked male dancer, sung
by an offstage soprano). The Astrologer
appears at the end holding his own decapitat-
ed head in one hand while telling us all the
foregoing proceedings were a dream. And the
curtain falls. Shades of Shakespeare’s King
Lear and Titus Andronicus are discernible, as
well as a sense that these characters and
events are all part of a dark joke.

The singers commit fully to Kosky’s vision.
Dmitry Ulyanov’s Dodon is splendidly sung
with a colorful bass-baritone. I admire his
comfort with some of the bizarre actions the
director asks him to do. Andrey Popov sings
the altitudinous Astrologer with comic flair (it
ascends to a high E at one point.) He tends to
shout a bit, but who can blame him? Nina
Minasyan sings the Queen’s incredibly chal-
lenging music superbly. Her pitch is dead on
in her many chromatic runs, and she brings a
sense of awe and inscrutable wonder to her
role. Speaking of high Es, she knocks out a
thrilling one at the end of Act II. Daniele Rus-
tioni conducts with a keen rhythmic sense,
underlining the moments of satire and parody

in a staging that doesn’t take itself too serious-
ly.

There are a lot more details of the staging,
but if you’ve read this far you’ll know whether
or not this production is for you. I tend to love
Kosky’s work because he’s not afraid to try new
ideas and explore a familiar piece from a dif-
ferent perspective. He makes this insane opera
about something, and for that I’m thankful.

Picture and sound are superb; subtitles in
five languages.

REYNOLDS

SCARLATTI, A: Griselda
Raffaele Pe (Gualtiero), Carmela Remigio (Grisel-
da), Mariam Battistelli (Costanza), Miriam
Albano (Roberto); La Lira di Orfeo/ George
Petrou
Dynamic 37935 [2DVD] 175 minutes; 7935 [3CD]

Alessandro Scarlatti was 64 and had already
been composing operas for more than 40 years
when his Griselda was given its premiere in
1721. As Danilo Prefumo explains, by the turn
of the 18th Century, scholars had grown dis-
contented with the dramma musicale, an
operatic form that allowed for the insertion of
comic situations and principals who indulged
in licentiousness. Scarlatti, who wrote on com-
mission for the courts and often on tight dead-
lines, adjusted to changes in taste. Written in
the “reformed” operatic style, Griselda is a
dramma per musica—a prototype of the later
opera seria. It is distinguished by a unity of
time, place, and action, with virtuous charac-
ters who usually express themselves in solo
arias.

The story centers on the Sicilian King
Gualtiero, who essentially tortures the wife he
dearly loves (Griselda) with trials designed to
prove to his courtiers that, despite her humble
origins as a shepherdess, she is worthy of the
crown. This rather perverse premise notwith-
standing, the libretto by Apostolo Zeno, based
primarily on an episode in Boccaccio’s
Decameron, proved quite popular; Scarlatti’s
setting of it was neither the first nor the last.
Giovanni Bononcini’s followed only a year
after and included the enduring `Per la gloria
d’adorarvi’, sung by the devoted suitor of
Gualtiero and Griselda’s “lost” daughter.

This production is based on a new critical
edition made for the Valle d’Itria Festival. It
was edited by the scholar and countertenor
Raffaele Pe, who sings the role of Gualtiero
with elegance and authority. The performanc-
es were presented in the Palazzo Ducale di
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Martina Franca in July 2021 to coincide with
the 300th anniversary of the opera’s premiere.
For the 1721 premiere at Rome’s Teatro
Capranica, the cast was all male: 5 castratos
(playing both male and female roles) and 1
tenor. Here, sopranos Carmela Remigio and
Mariam Battistelli are Griselda and her daugh-
ter Constanza, who, 15 years before the start of
the opera, was taken away and hidden from
her mother as part of an earlier round of trials.
Mezzo-sopranos Francesca Ascioti and Miri-
am Albano play the roles of the courtier
Ottone (who aggressively pursues Griselda,
believing Gualtiero’s repudiation of the Queen
is sincere) and Roberto, who was raised along-
side Constanza. At Gualtiero’s bidding, Corra-
do, the Prince of Pulia, has served as kindly
father to both his own son Roberto and to
Constanza. For fear of interfering with the
King’s eventual wedding plans for his daugh-
ter, Corrado (the appealing tenor Krystian
Adam) has tried, without success, to keep the
two youngsters, now teenagers, from falling in
love. He’s done a better job keeping Constanza
in the dark about her royal lineage.

The vocal standout is Battistelli. Her slen-
der lyric soprano is of limited dynamic range,
but the purity of the sound cannily evokes
Constanza’s innocence, and her bell-like tones
never betray even a hint of breathiness. The
entire cast handles the music with virtuosity
and style, and the dramatic portrayals are
detailed and engaging. The greatest burden is
on Remigio, who finds commendable varia-
tion in Griselda’s seemingly endless suffering
at the hands of the husband she loves with
unshakable fidelity. Remigio is always con-
vincing, whether in a furious response to
Ottone’s advances (`Di’ che sogno o che
deliro’) or in her plaintive `Mi rivedi, o selva
ombrosa’, which Prefumo cites as an example
of Scarlatti’s modernization of opera. Placed at
the start of Act II, where tradition called for an
unimportant number by a minor character (to
give the audience extra time to finish their
intermission snacks), this weighty aria by the
title character turned out to be the work’s most
famous passage.

To complete his complex scheme, the King
announces that, after rejecting his wife, he will
go to Pulia to fetch his new bride, actually his
daughter Constanza. When Griselda comes
face to face with her “replacement”, she
expects to feel jealousy or anger. But though
she has not seen her daughter since she was
an infant, Griselda responds to an internal,
maternal instinct and cannot summon any-

thing but compassion for Constanza. The
reciprocal and spontaneous love between the
two women (the Act II duet `Non sei quella’) is
an emotional high point of the opera, sung
with winning pathos by Remigio and Battistel-
li. High praise also goes to Ascioti and Albano,
who, in “trouser roles”, sing with fluid ease and
create sharply contrasted characters, each
with a credibly masculine demeanor that
never feels like caricature.

Rosetta Cucchi’s stage direction is lucid
and vibrant, generally adhering to the essen-
tial dramatic points. Aside from moving the
setting to a generic 19th Century milieu, there
are only occasional indulgences, and one silly
lapse in taste that I will have the taste not to
describe here. Scarlatti’s score blazes with
excitement under the baton of George Petrou.

ALTMAN

SCHILLER: Maria Stuart
Franziska Machens (Maria Stuart), Julia Windis-
chbauer (Elisabeth), Enno Trebs (Burleigh), Jere-
my Mockridge (Mortimer); German Theater Ber-
lin—Die Theater Edition 8078 [DVD] 129 minutes

This is Friedrich Schiller’s play Maria Stuart in
an acclaimed production by German director
Anne Lenk. The play has been revived a num-
ber of times both in the United States and in
England over the last 20 years (there was a
Broadway revival with Janet McTeer and Harri-
et Walters as recently as 2005.) Though this
production has no music in it, I’m reviewing it
because Schiller’s play was the source for
Donizetti’s opera Maria Stuarda.

Anne Lenk is well known in Germany. Her
production cuts the play to a more manage-
able, less florid length. Done in a mixture of
modern dress and suggestive period clothing,
the actors inhabit cubicles that emerge next to,
on top of, and beside each other (probably be-
cause of the Covid conditions at the time of its
production.) The actors are terrific, with clear
diction, and are fully committed to Lenk’s
vision. The play is in German; English subtitles
supplied. Beautiful video direction too.

REYNOLDS

VERDI: Gustavo III (Ballo in Maschera)
Piero Pretti (Gustavo), Anna Pirozzi (Amelia),
Amartuvshin Enkhbat (Anckastrom), Anna Maria
Chiuri (Ulrica), Giuliana Gianfaldoni (Oscar);
Teatro Regio di Parma/ Roberto Abbado

Dynamic 37937 [DVD] 144 minutes

To be clear: this is not a complete reworking of
an earlier opera as in the cases of Macbeth, La
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Traviata, or Simon Boccanegra. The music
(except for one very short passage) is the same.
The text, however, is different enough to war-
rant comment. Verdi’s 1859 opera was sup-
posed to be set in Sweden and titled Gustavo
III, but the Papal censors got wind of the plot
involving the assassination of a ruling
monarch and insisted that the libretto be set in
far away Boston. Verdi and his librettist Anto-
nio Somma grudgingly conceded. Since then
there have been many productions that have
gone back to the original setting, but kept the
customary text. Using the critical edition by
Ilaria Narici, this production uses the text as
originally set by Verdi. There are no important
plot point changes, but the tone of some arias
is slightly altered. Both Gustano’s and Anckas-
trom’s opening arias have somewhat different
words; and, of course, the king is addressed as
`Il Re’ rather than `Conte’ (something already
incorporated into current productions).

Graham Vick was supposed to direct this
production, but he passed away in July of 2021
before he could finish. His work was then
taken over by Jacopo Spirei. I assume most of
the design and concept ideas are Vick’s.

It’s a fairly straightforward production. The
theme of disguise and pretending to be some-
one you’re not runs through the libretto, and
we see that in the many elaborate costumes.
The chorus are all dressed in top hats and tails
and are banished to the upper regions of the
stage, hovering over the proceedings like leer-
ing vultures. Most of the people on stage are
crossdressed in a transsexual manner: women
in stylish suits, men (some bearded) in dresses
or wearing almost nothing at all. The set is do-
minated by a gigantic statue that is used to sug-
gest various locations; it is tiresome to look at.
Transparent curtains shield half the stage from
full view or are torn back to reveal salacious
activities. (The historical Gustavo III was ho-
mosexual so, in line with contemporary stag-
ings, that must be acknowledged, despite the
fact that it has nothing to do with the opera.)

None of this really gets in the singers’ way,
and musically this is an excellent perform-
ance. Piero Pretti has a refined, attractive lyric
tenor that he uses with taste and intelligence.
His characterization of Gustavo III is a little
generic. Initially there is a suggestion that he
has something going on with Oscar, but that
fades after the first scene never to be seen
again (and just as well:  Verdi probably
would’ve been horrified). Anna Pirozzi is a
marvelous Verdi soprano, one of the few who
handles his musical demands unflinchingly.

Her voice is warm and attractive and there is
no wobble. She has an exciting top that
extends to at least E-flat (though not here) and
has no difficulties with any of Amelia’s intri-
cate music. Furthermore, she shapes Verdi’s
line with care and imagination—note the
cadenzas to her arias. Her acting, like Pretti’s is
somewhat generic, but I won’t complain given
how fine her singing it. The Mongolian bari-
tone Amartuvshin Enkhbat is an incredibly
good Verdi baritone with a warm, powerful
voice that is already taking him far. He too
knows how his music is supposed to go. I
would bet he has listened to many of the great
Verdi baritones of the past and takes them for
role models. Anna Maria Chiuri is one of those
singers whose actual voice is adequate, but
unremarkable. In her case, the tone can turn a
little squally the higher she goes. Yet she shows
how an intelligent, imaginative singer with a
lot of stage presence can create a memorable
impression even with a mediocre voice. She is
one of the high points of the performance, cos-
tumed in a wild wig and gown. Giuliana Gian-
faldoni sings Oscar’s delightful music with
charm and grace. She looks smashing both in
tails and in a stylish dress. Roberto Abbado
always conducts Verdi well (it probably runs in
his family: his uncle was Claudio Abbado).
Everyone performs well under his direction.

Picture and sound are very good under
Tiziano Mancini’s fine video direction. One
gets an excellent sense of what this production
looked like in the house. It also reveals details
of the staging, sets, and costumes that proba-
bly weren’t visible from the auditorium.

REYNOLDS
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Word Police: American novelists

From novels by NY Times best-selling
authors:
a man “experiencing homelessness”
“loan him money”
“share” instead of tell—to the point of real
ambiguity
“the invite”
“the ask”
“helped Flora and I”
and the use of “presently” as a fancy word
for “now”
A writer often excuses this “because that’s
the way people talk”, but (a) not everyone
does, thank goodness; and (b) an author
need not fall into jargon and in the past
often “cleaned up” how his characters
expressed themselves.



Leon Kirchner and His Verdant World
Edited by Lisa Kirchner
Verdant World; xiv + 375 pages, $24.95 

Sometimes it takes a devoted disciple or family
member to help keep a composer’s work avail-
able and his or her memory alive. Composer-
pianist-conductor-professor Leon Kirchner
was an intensely memorable person! (I was
privileged to have him as advisor to my senior
thesis when I was in college.) Fortunately, his
daughter Lisa, a prominent singer-songwriter,
has been taking up that task, releasing, over
the years, Leon Kirchner CDs on Albany and
on her own label, Verdant World Records. (See
my review of a disc of Kirchner conducting
Peter Serkin in Beethoven and Berg in this
issue.)
Now she has come out with a beautifully pro-
duced yet remarkably inexpensive book con-
taining dozens of interviews with Leon, essays
by him, analyses by savvy commentators, and
reminiscences by, or letters from, friends and
former students.

Among the notable contributors to the
book: Yo-Yo Ma, Robert Levin, Leonard Bern-
stein, Roger Sessions, soprano Diana Hoag-
land, tenor George Shirley, and musicologist
Robert Riggs, whose acclaimed biography of
the composer is available from University of
Rochester Press. The 105 photos, beautifully
reproduced, capture the man’s energy, intensi-
ty, personal magnetism, and sometime ten-
dency to brood.

Any composer would be lucky to have a
book like this to help flesh out his portrait for
posterity. It’s addictively readable. Again and
again, one encounters vivid glimpses of a man
whose passion for music and music-making
was immense, and who was gifted at convey-
ing that passion to colleagues and students.

Kirchner largely kept far from the day’s
fads, though his Lily (for soprano and orches-
tra) includes altered taped recordings of sung
and spoken passages, and Quartet 3 incorpo-
rates electronic music and aleatoric tech-
niques. His music is always intensely expres-
sive, and that’s why it remains vital a half-cen-
tury later.

The book is available at VerdantWorldPro-
ductions.com, phone 917-338-6057.

LOCKE

A History of Stringed Keyboard 

Instruments
Stewart Pollins
Cambridge University Press, 571 pp, $145

The title says it all. From the earliest medieval
examples of a key putting a string in vibration
to the current concert grands from Fazioli, we
are taken on a detailed, informative journey.
Stewart Pollins was the Museum of Modern
Art’s musical instrument director for over 30
years. He has built instruments and renovated
countless others. His knowledge on this sub-
ject is encyclopedic, as are the extensive foot-
notes, bibliography, and index. The book is a
superb reference for anyone interested in key-
board instruments.

While there are biographic elements in
each section and many references to perform-
ance practices, the main point here is the
instruments. For instance, we learn a bit about
Scarlatti’s life and abilities at the keyboard.
The detailed listing of the 15 keyboards owned
by Princess Maria Barbara of Portugal, later
Queen Consort of Spain, his patron, student,
and dedicatee of most of his works, is quite
illuminating. We get treated to the sets of
strings, the woods used inside and outside,
range, decoration, stand construction, and
tunings that would have been used. While no
instrument has the range to play all of Scarlat-
ti’s sonatas, no single sonata utilizes the com-
plete range either. Retuning for the work at
hand was common, especially in the keys at
each end of the keyboard.

The piano’s development was perhaps
greatest during Beethoven’s lifetime. Pollins
describes the early pianos in great detail. Most
had two strings per key and as many as five
pedals (damper, una corda, moderator, second
moderator and bassoon). The bassoon pedal
lowered strips of parchment against the low
register of strings to produce a buzzing sound.
The early hammers were covered by soft
leather, and the felt we all know today was not
used until the end of Beethoven’s life. The
same is true of the escapement mechanism
that allowed for rapid repetitions of the same
note. When we get to Liszt breaking strings
and hammers (not uncommon at the time),
we find that this was due primarily to weak
wire and lightweight action parts, not to men-
tion some pretty heavy playing. Again, details
about string material and size, along with the
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tension on the wooden frame are abundant. I
was surprised to learn that the string tension
in a modern grand piano with its heavy metal
frame is 10 times that of early pianos. 

This is probably not a book to read cover to
cover, but more one to pick up and delve into a
certain time period, instrument, composer, or
performer. You will be handsomely rewarded
with plenty of information.

HARRINGTON

Ralph Vaughan Williams and 

Adrian Boult
Nigel Simeone
Boydell Press, 307 pp, $55

Music writer Nigel Simeone here documents
the nearly half-century friendship between the
composer and the conductor. The two were a
symbiotic pair in the vein of Delius and
Beecham or Mahler and Bernstein. Boult led
more than 250 performances of Vaughan
Williams’s symphonies, plus over 170 total of
his ballet Job and Tallis Fantasia in addition to
recording nearly all his significant works.
Simeone lists all the dates and sites of the per-
formances and the dates of the recordings. 

He reproduces the composer’s added com-
ments on many scores as well as his disagree-
ments with his own tempo or metronome
markings. Like many composers, Vaughan
Williams often had second thoughts about the
latter. A significant example of the former is in
the opening fanfare of the Sea Symphony. He
decided to have it done by trumpets and trom-
bones, rather than horns and trumpets. David
Matthews’s new edition of the score will
include that change.

There are also glimpses of the composer’s
personality. He was always accommodating
about offering reduced scoring for his works,
on top of which nothing he wrote demands
outsized forces. But even he had his limits.
When the Oxford University Press quibbled
about the sax in Symphony 6, he railed “As
regards the Saxophone, it’s essential to the
work. I am tired of boiling down my work so
that it can be played by 2 banjos and a harmo-
nium.”

The appendixes include the composer’s
annotations on his working copies of scores, a
chronological list of all Boult’s performances, a
discography and bibliography. The book is
informative reading for anyone interested in
two of the best music makers of the 20th Cen-
tury.

O’CONNOR

Dear Mr Vroon:
I have subscribed to ARG for many years

and have enjoyed it, even though six times a
year it dents my bank account by revealing
things that I simply must listen to. 

I do have a couple of suggestions. First, I
would love to see ARG reviews have a bit more
meat on them, be a little more substantive.
Second, I’d love to see more reviews of histori-
cal recordings. You used to have a short sec-
tion for that, but then dropped it. Did you
think readers were not interested?

In addition, let me say that I have always
enjoyed your Critical Convictions on the state
of American politics and culture. Good to read
someone who doesn’t buy into the usual
groupthink. However, just this issue (Nov/Dec)
I find them nearing the line between criticism
and ranting, and it was becoming a little
unpleasant to read.

Your list of books I think is a list of time-
wasters. Whenever a book is titled something
like “How X is destroying Y”, no matter what X
and Y are (liberalism, MAGA; America, boys,
religion), it is generally not worth reading. It is
not going to be thoughtful.

I was surprised your list did not include
two serious books that might appeal to you:
Richard Weaver’s Ideas Have Consequences
and Allan Bloom’s Closing of the American
Mind. (I got to study Plato with Bloom at
Chicago and he was a brilliant reader of Plato,
which throws a profound though very indirect
light on contemporary society.)

And I must say, the idea that Marxism is
the nefarious force behind the death of Ameri-
can democracy (which I am sorry to say is in
its death throes) is...well, let’s say, passe. I am a
professor at a law school—in California, to
boot!—and no more liberal academic institu-
tion can be found. But there is not a Marxist in
sight. (Would that there were!) Political Cor-
rectness, yes. Blacks Lives Matter, same sex
marriage—everyone on board. No one, and I
mean no one, ever thinks about who owns the
means of production.

I know Sowell’s work and it is OK but an
exclusive diet of him...well. I would add at
least the great Robert Heilbronner’s Marx: For
and Against, and the great Polish intellectual
and scholar Leszek Kolakowski’s magisterial
Main Currents of Marxism, for a balanced
view.

In general, I was unhappy to see that for
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the very first time, the acceptance of your Con-
victions is beginning to depend on the reader’s
taking a certain position on the political spec-
trum. It is all liberals, but the men who have
done more today to destroy the very concept
of truth (Trump and MAGA), do not get a
mention. (Not that Trump is conservative, as
opposed to liberal; he styles himself a populist
but we know that the only people who have
benefitted from his 4 years were the rich and
corporations—and nihilists don’t really fit any-
where on the American political spectrum.)

PAUL J GUDEL

CALIFORNIA WESTERN SCHOOL OF LAW

SAN DIEGO

Dear Mr Gudel:
I didn’t write the latest editorial; Todd Gor-

man did. I edited it, partly to cut down on the
references to Marxism. He associates class
conflict with Marxism. I think it is true that the
result of much of this woke stuff is a sort of
class conflict, a wholesale grouping of people
into opposite camps. But just to label some-
thing “Marxist” or to show its similarity to
Marx’s ideas does not condemn it. Marx had
some good ideas.

Anyway, he approved the final version but
is now wishing I had cut less.

We discontinued “From the Archives”
because the writer, David Radcliffe, said every-
thing worthwhile had been reissued on CD.
Nothing was forthcoming from any legitimate
labels at the time. We are now getting a few big
boxes to review, but they are aimed at an obvi-
ous audience and would take many pages to
review in detail.

I have read the Weaver and Bloom books,
by the way. I will read the other two you men-
tioned.

I am a natural nonconformist and was
known even in high school for resisting what-
ever was popular and taken for granted. What-
ever my acquaintances and social peers gener-
ally accepted became a target of my argu-
ments. As an adult, my social peers are people
I know in music and in church. The world of
opera and symphony and the publicity for
them are very liberal, as is my church (Episco-
pal). I don’t know anyone who admires Don-
ald Trump, but I know hundreds of “woke”
people. The editorials are aimed at people I
know—at my own “in-group”—that is, people I
hear from in my work. We are bombarded with
woke groupthink. Even a few of our writers
seem to reflect it sometimes, though I think we
are almost all rather moderate. The academics

among us have to be more careful what they
say than I do (or Mr Gorman). You know what
that is like!

What triggered Mr Gorman’s editorial was
the usual “woke” statement that women were
discriminated against for centuries in our field.
Most of us had no way of knowing how mis-
leading that is. He wanted to set the record
straight, and I think he did.

DONALD VROON
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Word Police: Shall and Will

Past generations were taught that the simple
future must be “shall” in the first person and
“will” in second or third: I (we) shall, you will,
he (they) will, etc. We were also taught to re-
verse that in assuring someone or committing
oneself or giving a command. Follett’s usage
book (1966) illustrates the principle: “I shall
be in my office from 3 to 5” (simple future: the
speaker’s regular procedure, requiring no spe-
cial decision or thought), or “I will stay in the
office until 5:30” (willingness: his concession
to someone else’s convenience). “I shall
become a millionaire” is just a prediction. “I
will become a millionaire” is determination.

But already by 1949 HL Mencken could
write in The American Language that “the dis-
tinction may almost be said to have ceased to
exist”. Garner’s usage book from 2003 says that
with minor exceptions, “will” has taken over
completely. One such exception is interroga-
tives like “Shall we dance?”

The New Revised Standard Version of the
Bible (1989) uses “shall” too much. God,
speaking thru a prophet (Jeremiah 31, for
example), says “you shall rejoice” after “I will
restore you”—a reversal of what we expect. Is
he commanding them to rejoice (as is often
said of the last movement of the Shostakovich
5th)? Not according to the context.

In that same chapter of the NRSV is an ex-
ample of its substitution of “see” for “be-
hold”—terribly weak and neutral. “Behold”
means, “pay attention” and “consider this”; it’s
even stronger than “look”, but much stronger
than “see”. Fine distinctions are what make a
language useful. Our language continues to
weaken and degenerate, even in the Bible!

Another flaw in that Bible translation is the
refusal to use “men” for human beings. “Man”
and “men” and “mankind” are often inclusive
in English (and in Greek—anthropos). Now
children will grow up wondering what it
means when someone sings in Handel’s Mes-
siah “he was despised and rejected of men”
(from Isaiah).



ABDI: Hafez (Sirenko) Naxos 660426, M/A: Rey
ABEL: Double-bass Pieces (Boulanger) Alpha 783,

M/J: 120, Moore
ABLINGER: Against Nature (Various) Kair 15104,

M/J: new, Vroon
ABRAHAM: Ball at the Savoy (Barrese) Naxos

660503, J/F: Fisch
ADAM: Jolie Fille de Gand (Mogrella) Naxos 574342,

M/J: Hecht
ADAMS,JL: Houses of the Wind�ColdB 63, N/D:

Faro
ADLER: Sacred Choral (Gloriae Dei) GloD 66, S/O:

Grf
ADLER,S: Orch Pieces (Kim) Tocc 642, N/D: Locke
V Son 2-4; Qt 10 (Cassatt Qt) Tocc 624, N/D: Locke

AHO: Solo Instruments�BIS 2446, J/F: Kilp
ALBENIZ: Iberia (Goerner) Alpha 829, S/O: Repp
Piano Pieces [3CD] (Sanchez) Brill 92398, J/F:
Repp

ALBINONI: Pimpinone (Salieri Orchestra) Bong
2592, M/A: Rey

ALFVEN: Songs (Rombo) BIS 2575, S/O: Estep
ALKAN: Religious Pieces (Viner, p) Piano 10197,

N/D: Harr
AMELKINA-VERA: Guitar Pieces (Various) Frame 2,

S/O: Mcc
ANONYMOUS: 15th Century masses (Cut Circle)

MusW 2097, M/J: 141, Gatens
ARAUCO: Resonances (Abramovic; Ying Qt) Alb

1865, J/F: new, Vroon
ARENSKY: Egyptian Nights (Yablonsky) Naxos

573633, J/F: Vroon
Trio 1 (Trio Con Brio) Orch 181, M/J: see
SHOSTAKOVICH

ARIOSTI: Viola d�Amore Sonatas (Veneziano) DaVin
543, S/O: Magil

ARNESEN: Tuvayhun (Trondheim Soloists+) 2L 171,
N/D: Grf

ARNOLD: Gastronomic Concerto; Sym 9 (Gibbons)
Tocc 613, M/A: Estep

Violin Pieces (Fisher) Somm 640, M/A: Thomson
ATHANASSAKIS: Guitar Pieces (Gregoriadu) Artis 6,

S/O: Mcc
AUBER: Zanetta; Zerline�orch excerpts (Salvi)

Naxos 574335, M/J: Hecht
AUCOIN: Orphic Moments (Rose) BMOP 1084, M/J:

Faro
AUERBACH: Violin Preludes (Avita Suo) Hans

21059, M/J: Faro
AUMANN: Chamber Pieces (Ars Antiqua Austria)

Chall 72876, M/A: Gorman
AXIOTIS: Orchestral Pieces (Fidetsis) Naxos

574353, S/O: O�Connor
AZEVEDO: Hukvaldy Cycle (Ens Darkos) Naxos

579079, J/F: new, Vroon
Music for Strings (Camerata Atlantica) Naxos
579105, M/J: French

BACH: 2-Hpsi Concertos (Corti) Penta 5186966,
N/D: Lehman

Arr for organ & dulcimer (Gioia Armonica) Ramee
2101, S/O: Loewen

Arrangements (Pentaedre Winds) ATMA 2841, M/J:
Faro

Art of Fugue (Kohn, p) Hans 21049, M/A: Lehman
Art of Fugue (Gorini) Alpha 755, J/F: Lehman
Art of Fugue (Phillips, org) Regen 558, M/A: Gatens
Brandenburgs (Berlin Academy) HM 902686, M/A:
Gatens

Cantatas 32,82,108 (Dunedin Consort) Linn 672,
M/A: Gatens

Cantatas 35+169 (Davies, ct) Hyp 68375, M/J:
Gatens

Cantatas 4,71,106,131 (Koopman) Chall 72897,
M/A: Gatens

Cantatas 82+199 (Herreweghe) Prof 21024, M/J:
Gatens

Cantatas 84,170,199 (Cantata Collective) Cent
3930, M/J: Gatens

Cello Suites (Brinkmann) Arcan 19014, M/A: Moore
Cello Suites (Philippe) HM 902684, S/O: Hutton
Cello Suites (Tarasova) DivA 21238, S/O: Hutton
Cello Suites 4+5 (Peled) CTM 0, S/O: Hutton
Cello Suites plus (Kloeckner) Brill 96403, M/A: 159,
Moore

Christmas Oratorio (Homburg) MDG 9022183, J/F:
Gatens

Double-Bass, arranged suites (Boulanger) Alpha
783, M/J: see ABEL

Early Wind Sonatas (La Selva) DaVin 495, S/O: Gor-
man

Fr Suite; Eng Suite; Partita 2 (Blumina, p) MDG
9042232, M/A: Lehman

Gamba Sonatas (Smith) Reson 10278, J/F: Moore
Gamba Sonatas (Cunningham) Avie 2491, M/A:
Lehman

Gamba Sonatas (Istomin) Chall 72909, S/O: Moore
Goldberg Var (Minnaar, p) Chall 72859, J/F: Lehman
Goldberg Var (Tomasz, hpsi) MSR 1791, M/J:
Lehman

Goldberg Var (Richman, hpsi) Cent 3821, M/J:
Lehman

Goldberg Var (Du) Naive 7566, S/O: Lehman
Goldbergs, arr guitar duo (Synaphe) Naxos 551455,
S/O: Mcc

Guitar Transcriptions (Grgic) Micro 19, M/J: Mcc
Hpsi Con 3,4,6,7 (Suzuki) BIS 2481, N/D: Lehman
Hpsi Concertos (Musica Amphion) Brill 96070, N/D:
Lehman

Hpsi Concertos (Hanover Band) Sign 710, N/D:
Gatens

Hpsi Pieces (Hamada) Evid 74, M/A: Lehman
Hpsi Pieces (Gordis) Parat 1521280, S/O: Lehman
Hpsi Pieces (Jovanovic) Thor 2676, S/O: Lehman
Inventions & Sinfonias (Zamora) Delos 3568, S/O:
Haskins

Italian Concerto; French Overture (Artifoni) Dyn
7922, M/A: Lehman

Italian Concerto; French Overture (Esfahani) Hyp
68336, N/D: Haskins

Lute Pieces (Lindberg) BIS 2552, M/J: Lehman
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Lute Suite 2 (Haasch) Genui 22777, N/D: see
PONCE

Lute Suites (Sariel) Penta 5186985, N/D: see
SARIEL

Lute Suite (Scholl) Apart 263, J/A: see BROUWER
Maria Magdalena (Langeland+) LAWO 1228, M/J:
141, Loewen

Mass (Jacobs) HM 902676, S/O: Althouse
Motets (Chapelle Harmonique) Vers 67, N/D: Brewer
Orch Suites (Ensemble Masques) Alpha 832, N/D:
Loewen

Orchestral Suites (Concerto Copenhagen) CPO
555346, J/F: Brewer

Organ Pieces (Nielsen) Orch 197, N/D: see PART
Organ Pieces, w contemporaries (Schluter) Audit
97801, N/D: 126, Gatens

Orgelbuchlein (Nordstoga) LAWO 1211, M/A:
Gatens

Partitas (Bindman) Delos 3597, S/O: Haskins
Partita (Heissen) Hans 22048, N/D: see MAR-
CHAND

Partitas, all (Nosrati) Avi 8553491, M/A: Haskins
2PC (Anda) Audit 95650, J/A: see BARTOK
P Pieces, with 2nd Vienna School (Cartier-Bresson)
Apart 272, M/J: 130, Harr

Preludes & Fugues (Vollenweider, org) Tudor 7221,
S/O: Gatens

Solo Sonatas & Partitas (Vieaux, g) Azica 71347,
S/O: Mcc

Solo V Part & Sonatas (Colliard) Emec 60, J/F: Magil
Solo V Partitas & Sonatas (Biondi) Naive 7261, M/A:
Magil

Solo V Son & Part (Caraman) Strad 37196, M/A:
Magil

Solo V Son & Part (Fischer) Penta 5186994, M/J:
Thomson

Solo V Son & Part (Ehnes) Onyx 4228, S/O: Magil
Solo V Son & Partitas (Papavrami) Alpha 756, J/F:
Magil

St Matthew Passion (Pygmalion) HM 902691, S/O:
Gatens

St Matthew Passion (Vienna Boys Choir) Hans
22032, S/O: Gatens

Transcriptions (Sempe, hpsi) Phi 18, M/A: Lehman
Transcriptions (Molardi, org) Brill 96413, N/D:
Gatens

V Son 1-3 (Terakado) Chall 72866, M/J: Magil
V Sons (Rilling) Hans 20082, M/A: Magil
V Sons (Siranossian) Alpha 758, M/J: Loewen
V Sons (Goltz) Apart 276, S/O: Magil
Viola Suites (Libralon) Brill 96425, J/F: Magil
WTC I (Nosrati) Avi 8553509, N/D: Lehman
WTC II (Rangell) Stein 30176, S/O: Lehman

BACH FAMILY: Symphonies (Berlin Baroque) Hans
21029, M/J: Loewen

BACH,CPE: Cello Concerto (Brantelid) Naxos
574365, J/F: see HAYDN

Magnificat (Rademann) Accen 30563, J/A: see
BACH

PCs (Rische) Hans 22039, N/D: Althouse
Piano Sonatas & Rondos (Hamelin) Hyp 68381,
M/A: Estep

Quartets (Nevermind) Alpha 759, J/F: Brewer
Wurtemburg Sonatas (Murray, p) MSR 1716, M/J:
Repp

BANFIELD: Symphonies & Quartet (Various) Alb
1876, J/F: Faro

BANTOCK: Far West; Scottish Highlands (Bostock)
CPO 555395, M/A: see WILSON

Medea (Rose) BMOP 1079, M/J: French
Qt (Escher Qt) BIS 2360, J/F: Dutt
Songs, all (Various) Reson 10301, N/D: Moore,R

Sym 1; Essays; Knoxville (Measham) Alto 1463,
N/D: French

VC (Welde) LAWO 1222, M/J: French
BARGIEL: Trios (Leonore Trio) Hyp 68342, M/J:

French
BARIOLLA: Organ Ricercars (Manfre) Brill 96376,

N/D: Moore,C
BARMOTIN: P Pieces 2 (Williams) Grand 865, M/J:

Estep
BARON: Lute Pieces (Hofstotter) Brill 96080, N/D:

Loewen
BARRIOS: Guitar Pieces (Bardesio) Hans 21047,

J/A: see BACH
BARRY: Alice�s Adventures Underground (Irish

Opera) Sign 695, M/J: new, Vroon
BARTOK: Con for Orch; MSPC (Malkki SACD) BIS

2378, M/A: Hecht
Contrasts (Bartana, Barak) Hans 21017, J/F: see
STRAVINSKY

Mikrokosmos+ (Bach) Hans 21011, S/O: Wright
Out of Doors (Milstein) Mirar 548, J/F: see
PROKOFIEFF

P Pieces (Pasqualotto) Uran 14074, J/F: Estep
Piano Pieces 8 (Ranki) Naxos 574340, M/J: Estep
Qts, all (Lindsays) Decca 4843693, M/A: Dutt
V Sons (Pietsch) Odrad 419, M/J: Kell

BASTON: Chansons (Ratas del Viejo Mundo) Ramee
2103, N/D: Brewer

BEACH: Piano Duos (Genova & Dimitrov) CPO
555453, N/D: Harr

BEAL: Paper-Lined Shack; Things Unseen (Plit-
mann/Slatkin) Super 49, N/D: new, Kilp

BECK: Desert Isle (La Stagione) CPO 555336, M/J:
Rey

BEETHOVEN: Cello & Piano, all (Kloetzel) Avie
2450, M/J: Moore

Cello Pieces, all (DeMaine) Leaf 233, N/D: Hutton
Cello Son 1,2,3 (Cocset) Alpha 835, N/D: Hutton
Cello Sonatas (Weilerstein) Penta 5186884, N/D:
Hutton

Cello Sonatas 4+5 (Dieltiens) HM 902429, N/D: Hut-
ton

Diabelli Var (Phang) Cent 3882, J/F: Becker
Irish Songs (Ricercar Consort) Mirar 540, M/A:
Thomson

Octet (MIB Wind Ens) Chanl 44122, J/A: see
MOZART

P Qn (Romaniuk & Wolf) EvilP 38, M/A: see
MOZART

P Son 14,17,19,24,27 (Foreman) Cent 3886, J/F:
Becker

P Son 15,19,30,32 (Fischer) ICA 5165, S/O: Haskins
P Son 16=18 (Haefliger) BIS 2607, M/J: Repp
P Son 21+32; 32 Variations (Cartianu) AustG 27,
N/D: Repp

P Son 23,26,31 (Arrau 1959) Phoen 2103039, J/F:
Repp

P Son 30-32 (Winkelmann) Hans 21046, M/J: Faro
P Son 6,15,30 (Isaguirre) Gram 99242, J/F: Repp
P Son 8,9,10,13 (Heide) Avi 8553326, J/F: Becker
P Sons, all (Chemin) Odrad 361, N/D: Repp
PC 2+5 (Shybayeva, Qt) Naxos 551452, M/J: Alt-
house

PC 4; VC as PC (Cascioli) HM 902422, S/O: Hask-
ins

PC 5; Early PC (Giltburg) Naxos 574153, M/J: Vroon
Qt 1-3 (Chiauroscuro Qt SACD) BIS 2488, M/A:
French

Qt 7 (Eliot Qt) Genui 21752, J/F: see PROKOFIEFF
Qt 7-11 (Dover Qt) Ced 206, M/A: French
Qt 10+11 (Ehnes Qt) Onyx 4216, M/A: French
Qt 12+14 (Ehnes Qt) Onyx 4215, M/A: French
Qt 15+16 (Ehnes Qt) Onyx 4227, S/O: Thomson
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Quartets, all (Lindsays) Decca 4843069, M/A:
French

Septet; tenor arrangements (Ludwig Chamber Play-
ers) CPO 555355, M/J: French

Sym 2 (Harnoncourt) Prosp 20, J/F: see MOZART
Sym 5, arr Scharwenka (Uys & Schoeman, p) Somm
650, N/D: Harr

Sym 6 (Honeck) Ref 747, S/O: French
Sym 9 (Furtwangler 1951) BIS 9060, M/J: Althouse
V Son 4,9,10 (Wan) Anal 8796, M/J: Magil
V Son 6,7,8 (Tetzlaff) Ond 1392, M/A: Thomson
V Son 8-10 (Zimmermann) BIS 2537, J/F: Kell
V Sons, all (Hristov) BlueG 529, N/D: Magil
VCPC; Kakadu (Lobkowicz Trio) Rubic 1075, S/O:
French

BELLINI: Puritani (Brownlee/Orbelian) Delos 3537,
J/F: Altman

BEN-HAIM: Music for Strings (Bavarian Chamber
Philharmonic) Avi 8553497, N/D: Estep

BENDA: Piano Concertos (Shelley) Hyp 68361, J/F:
Althouse

BENDIX: Piano Pieces (Carlander) DACO 901, J/F:
Kang

BERG: P Son (Kromer) Gram 99253, KORNGOLD
Qt (Heath Qt) Sign 712, N/D: Thomson

BERGER: My Lai (Kronos Qt+) Folkw 40251, S/O:
Faro

BERIO: Songs (Richardot) HM 902647, J/F: Moore,R
BERKELEY: One-Act Operas (3) (BBC 1966-68) Lyrit

2144, M/A: Locke
BERNAOLA: La Celestina ballet (De Paz) IBS

202021, M/A: Faro
BERNERS: Carrosse du Saint-Sacremen (Cleobury)

Naxos 660510, S/O: O�Connor
Songs; P Pieces (Partridge) Naxos 554475, S/O:
Moore,R

Triumph of Neptune (Lloyd-Jones) Naxos 555222,
J/F: O�Connor

Wedding Bouquet; Luna Park (Alwyn) Naxos
555223, M/A: O�Connor

BERNSTEIN: Candide (Alsop) LSO 834, J/F: Fisch
Sym 1; West Side Story Dances; Candide s (Krager)
HDTT 5236, N/D: French

West Side Story Dances (Bernard) Recur 3139941,
J/F: see COPLAND

BERTINI: Nonet; Trio (Linos Ens) CPO 555363, M/A:
Kilp

BIDDINGTON: Wind Power (Saxcess) Navon 6404,
M/J: Hanudel

BINGE: British Light (Tomlinson) Naxos 555190, J/F:
Fisch

BIRCHALL: Bassett Clar C (Collins) BIS 2647, N/D:
see MOZART

BIZET: Carmen (Bohm 1942) Prof 16076, M/A: Hecht
BLACKFORD: Mirror of Perfection; Vision (Hill) Lyrit

406, N/D: Moore,R
BLOCH: Clarinet Pieces (Dokshansky) Herit 158,

M/A: Hanudel
BOCCHERINI: String Quintets (Northern Consort)

Aliud 116, J/F: Dutt
BOELLMANN: Sym in F; Sym Var (Demarquette)

FugaL 789, J/F: O�Connor
BOLCOM: Horn Trio; Solo V Suite (Gross, Ficsor)

Naxos 579102, M/J: Kilp
Rags, all (Hamelin) Hyp 68391, S/O: Wright

BOND: Piano Pieces (Barnes) Alb 1880, M/A: Sull
BONONCINI,G: Cantatas & Sonatas (Aurata Fonte)

Tact 670202, J/F: Brewer
BOTTESINI: Double-bass Pieces (Bocini) NBB 39,

M/A: Moore
Stg Qns (I Musicanti) Somm 645, M/J: Dutt

BOULNOIS: Organ Pieces (Filsell) Raven 175, S/O:
Delc

BOYER: Orch Pieces (Composer) Naxos 559915,
N/D: Faro

BRAGA SANTOS: Concerto for Strings (Camerata
Atlantica) Naxos 579105, M/J: see AZEVEDO

BRAHMS: Cello Sonatas (Bertrand) HM 902329, J/F:
Moore

Cello Sonatas (Meneses) Avie 2493, N/D: Hutton
Clar Sonatas (McGill) Ced 207, M/A: Hanudel
Clarinet Sonata 1 (Habershon) DivA 25226, S/O:
Hanudel

Clarinet Trio & Quintet (Langenbuch) Genui 22786,
S/O: Hanudel

Liebeslieder Waltzes (Nadan Duo) Brill 96166, N/D:
Harr

Liebeslieder Waltzes+ (Perez & Middleton) Reson
10286, M/A: Harr

P Pieces, opp 116-119 (Kaya) Ars 38586, J/F: Repp
P Pieces, opp 116-119 (Lewis) HM 902365, M/J:
Repp

P Qn; Stg Qn 2 (Haas Qt) Sup 4306, N/D: Thomson
P Son 3+ (Laloum) HM 902666, J/F: Estep
P Son 3; Ballades (Kantorow) BIS 2600, M/J: Repp
P Son 3; Handel Var (Fournel) Alpha 851, M/A:
Estep

PC 1; Tragic Overture (Melnikov) HM 902602, J/F:
Althouse

PC 2 (Napolitano) Odrad 413, N/D: Althouse
Piano 4 Hands (Le Sage & Fouchenneret) B 41,
N/D: Harr

Qts, all (Alexander Qt) Fogh 2022, M/A: Althouse
Requiem (Flemish Radio) EvilP 46, M/J: Vroon
Schone Magelone (Kolarczyk) Arcan 15003, M/A:
Althouse

Serenades (Linos Ens) Capr 5447, N/D: Vroon
Songs 1 (Pregardien) Naxos 574268, M/J: Moore,R
Sym 2 (Pieczonka/Shelley) Anal 8880, M/J: Althouse
Sym 3+4 (Blomstedt) Penta 5186852, S/O: Althouse
Sym 4 (Honeck SACD) Ref 744, J/F: French
Syms, all; Requiem (Norrington) SWR 19529, M/A:
Althouse

Trio 1 (Neave Trio) Chan 20167, S/O: 122, Dutt
VC; songs (Tjeknavorian) Berl 302073, M/A: Alt-
house

V Sons (Golfeld) Hans 20050, M/A: Kell
V Sons (Pritchin) Apart 237, M/A: Kell
Vocal Qts (Lucerne Vocal Soloists) Tudor 7503, J/A:
see SCHUBERT

BRAYSSING: Guitar Pieces (Rossignoli) Brill 96448,
N/D: Mcc

BRESCIANELLO: Concertos & Sinfonias (La
Serenissima) Sign 693, M/A: Brewer

BRIAN: Faust (Brabbins) Dutt 7385, M/A: O�Connor
In Memoriam; Sym 1 (Groves) Herit 172, M/A:
O�Connor

Sym 3+17 (Pope) Herit 163, M/J: O�Connor
BRIDGE: Oration (Schwabe) Naxos 574320, M/J:

see ELGAR
P Son (Pinkas) MSR 1679, J/F: Harr

BRIEGEL: Madrigals (Polyharmonique) CPO
555449, S/O: Loewen

BRITTEN: Ceremony of Carols (Queen�s College)
Sign 627, J/F: Grf

Ceremony of Carols; St Nicolas (Crouch End Cho-
rus) Sign 649, J/F: Grf

Ceremony of Carols; Te Deum; hymns (Clare Col-
lege Choir) HM 905329, J/F: Grf

Illuminations; Nocturne; Serenade (Staples,
Parkes/Harding) HM 902267, N/D: Althouse

Turn of the Screw (La Monnaie) Alpha 828, N/D:
Locke

Voice & Guitar (Nardis & Meucci) Brill 95737, M/A:
Moore,R
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BRIXI: Magnificat (Hipocondria) Sup 4293, J/F:
Gatens

BROSSE: Pieces (Composer) Antar 29, M/A: Gor-
man

BROUWER,M: Songs & Sonata (Beaty+) Naxos
559904, S/O: Faro

BROWN,R: Voices of the Night (Watkins) Navon
6425, S/O: Faro

BRUCH: Octet (Hague String Orchestra) Brill 96426,
J/A: see REINECKE

Piano Pieces (Keymer) CPO 555258, J/F: Becker
Songs (Fingerlos) CPO 555422, M/A: Moore,R
VC 1 (Welde) LAWO 1222, M/J: see BARBER
VC 2 (Pochekin) Hans 21058, M/J: see
MENDELSSOHN

BRUCKNER: Sym 0 (Poschner) Capr 8082, M/J:
Hecht

Sym 1 (Thielemann) Prof 18083, M/A: Hecht
Sym 3 (Dausgaard) BIS 2464, J/F: Althouse
Sym 4 (Poschner) Capr 8083, N/D: Althouse
Sym 4, arr organ (Albrecht) Oehms 480, N/D: Delc
Sym 6 (Poschner) Capr 8080, J/F: Hecht
Sym 7 (Haitink SACD) Chall 72895, J/F: Althouse

BRUHNS: Cantatas; Organ Pieces (Suzuki) BIS
2271, M/J: Gatens

BRUNI: Chamber Pieces (HyperKronos) Tact
970290, M/J: Faro

BUFFARDIN: Flute Sonatas (Petite Trianon) Ricer
428, J/F: Gorman

BURGGRABE: Human (German Chamber Orch)
NeueM 301404, J/F 22 new, Vroon

BUXTEHUDE: Trio Sonatas, op 2 (Arcangelo) Alpha
738, M/A: Loewen

Trio Sonatas, opp 1+2 (Koopman) Chall 72890, J/F:
Loewen

CAIX D’HERVELOIS: Viol Pieces (La Reveuse) HM
902352, M/A: Brewer

CALL: Flute & Guitar (Dreier & Maruri) Emec 40, J/F:
Gorman

Guitar Qts (Colliard+) Emec 33, J/F: French
CAMPBELL: Music (Orison ens) Innov 8, J/F: new,

Vroon
Piano Chamber Pieces (Campbell) Sign 660, J/F:
new, Vroon

CAMPION: Mass, Mary Magdalene (Cappella Praten-
sis) Chall 72879, S/O: Loewen

CAMPRA: Destin du Nouveau Siecle (La Tempesta)
Vers 61, S/O: Loewen

CANESTRARI: Dante Songs (Various) Tact 860302,
M/J: Vroon

CANTELOUBE: Songs of the Auvergne (Sampson
SACD) BIS 2513, M/A: Rey

CARR: Over the Ridge (Nameless Qt) Neuma 146,
J/F: new, Vroon

Piano Pieces 3CD (Johnson) Cent 3862, J/F: Becker
Trios (Benefic Trio) MSR 1761, N/D: Faro

CASTELNUOVO-TED: Guitar Chamber Pieces
(Meucci) Strad 37177, M/J: Mcc

Guitar pieces (Masi) DotG 2113, M/J: Mcc
CASTRUCCI: V Sons (Elias) Cent 3932, N/D:

Moore,C
CAVALLI: Hymns & Psalms (Gini) Dyn 7902, M/J:

Moore,C
CAVAZZONI: Organ Music (Del Sordo) Brill 96192,

M/A: Moore,C
CENTER: Qt 1-3 (Fejes Qt) Tocc 533, M/A: Thomson
CERHA: Cantata (Falk, Attensam Qt) Kairo 15107,

S/O: Fisch
CHARLES: Songs (Provenzale) Alb 1895, S/O:

Moore,R
CHELLERI: Hpsi Sonatas (Chiarizia) Brill 96308,

M/A: Lehman

CHERUBINI: Cracovian Album (Busswitz+) Thor
2673, N/D: Rey

CHILCOTT: Circlesong (Houston Chamber Choir)
Sign 703, M/J: Grf

CHOPIN: Ballades; P Son 3 (Cho) Orch 193, S/O:
Repp

Cello Sonata (Queyras) HM 902643, N/D: Moore
Cello Sonata & Pieces (Gastinel) Naive 5457, M/A:
Repp

Etudes, op 25; Scherzos (Rana) Warnr 764240,
M/A: Repp

Nocturnes (30) (Hough) Hyp 68351, J/F: Becker
P Pieces (Apostel-Pankratowsky) Genui 22558, N/D:
Becker

P Pieces (Fedorova) Chanl 43621, J/F: Becker
P Pieces (Feoktistova) MSR 1776, J/F: Vroon
P Pieces (Hill) Alb 1901, N/D: see RACHMANINOFF
P Pieces 7 (Lortie) Chan 20241, N/D: Repp
P Son 2; Ballades; Scherzos (Rinaldi) DaVin 521,
S/O: Repp

PCs (Despax) Sign 700, S/0: Althouse
Piano Pieces (Stefanska) NIFC 632, M/A: Kiepura
Polonaises (Schaaf) Schaa 104, S/O: Repp
Scherzos; ASGP; Polonaise Fantasy (Lisitsa) Naive
7700, S/O: Repp

Waltzes (Chaplin) Apart 270, M/J: Repp
CIMAROSA: Matrimonio Segreto (De Marchi) CPO

555295, J/F: Rey
CIURLIONIS: Harp Pieces (Daunyte) Naxos 579108,

M/J: Delc
CLARKE: Viola Pieces (Beranger) Apart 289, S/O:

Magil
CLEARFIELD: Romance (Freeman) Innov 989, M/A:

see PUTS
CLEMENTI: Piano Pieces (Leone) Naxos 574233,

M/J: Becker
Piano Sonatas (Kim) Naxos 574171, M/J: Becker

COATES: Springtime; 4 Ways; Marches (Penny)
Naxos 555194, M/J: O�Connor

COHEN: Choral Pieces (Oxford Camerata) Chron 17,
N/D: Gatens

COLEMAN: Umoja (NY Youth Orchestra) Avie 2503,
S/O: see PRICE

COLERIDGE-TAYLOR: P Qn; Nonet (Kaleidoscope)
Chan 20242, N/D: Dutt

Songs (Llewellyn) Orch 164, J/F: French
COLIN: Maitena (Silva) IBS 152021, M/A: Locke
CONTI: Violin Pieces (Cammarano) Tact 950301, J/F:

new, Vroon
COOMAN: Kaleidoscope; V Son (London Trio) Convi

67, M/A: see ROSNER
COOPER & BRADSH: Sunrise (Bradshaw) ColdB

62, J/F: new, Vroon
COPLAND: App Spring; Clar C (Bernard) Recur

3139941, J/F: French
Appalachian Spring (Vasteras Sinfonietta) DB 203,
N/D: French

COUPERIN: Concerts Royaux (Vinikour+) M&A 1302,
J/F: Lehman

Hpsi Pieces (Lee) Navon 6389, M/J: Lehman
Preludes (Imorde, p) Berl 2674, N/D: see MESSI-
AEN

COUPERIN,AL: Hpsi Pieces (Mahugo) Brill 95459,
J/F: Lehman

COWELL: Variations (Trevino) Ond 1396, M/A: see
LOEFFLER

CRAVEN: Piano Pieces 2 (Dullea) Met 28602, J/F:
new, Vroon

CRUMB: Metamorphoses I+II (Barone) Bridg 9551,
M/A: Faro

CZERNY: Romantic Fantasies on Sir Walter Scott
(Wang & Gingher) Naxos 579099, M/A: Harr
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DALL’ABACO: Caprices (Ellis, vc) Alb 1897, S/O:
Moore

DANDRIEU: Offertories (Robin) Vers 45, J/F: Gatens
DARKE: As the Leaves Fall (Guildford Cathedral)

Regen 563, M/J: see DURUFLE
DART: Songs & Chamber Pieces (Duck-Chong) Tocc

592, J/F: new, Vroon
DASHOW: Archimides�Neuma 121, M/J: new,

Vroon
DAUGHERTY: Bay of Pigs; Troyjam; Gee�s Bend

(Gittleman) Alb 1866, M/A: Faro
DAUNAIS: Songs (Woodley+) Centr 30122, N/D: Sull
DAVID: String Trios (David Trio) CPO 555412, M/A:

Thomson
DAVIS,O: Air (Bateman+) Sign 709, N/D: Rey
DE SILVA: Mysterium: Christmas�GIA 1085, J/F:

Delc
DEBUSSY: Damoiselle Elue+ (Bavarian Radio Cho-

rus) BR 900529, M/J: Grf
Damoiselle Elue; Nocturnes; St Sebastian (Franck)
Alpha 777, S/O: French

Images; Estampes (Handelsman) Sheva 234, J/F:
Harr

Pelleas & Melisande (Bordeaux/Dumoussaud) Alpha
752, M/A: Altman

Pelleas Suite (Nott) Penta 5186782, M/J: see
SCHOENBERG

Pelleas & Melisande (Roth) HM 905352, S/O: Alt-
man

Petite Suite; Toybox; Children�s Corner (Rophe) BIS
2622, M/J: Vroon

Preludes (Lee) ICSM 15, M/J: Harr
Preludes (Smith) ConBr 22132, J/F: Harr
Qt (Mandelring Qt) Audit 97710, M/A: Dutt
Transcriptions (Serra & Montanaro, p) Verm 40029,
M/A: Harr

DECRUCK: Trumpet, Harp, Sax Concertos (Aubin)
Clav 3046, N/D: Malvern

DEDIU: Violin Pieces (Muresanu) Met 28621, J/F:
new, Vroon

DELALANDE: Symphonies for the King�s Supper
(Poeme Harmonique) Vers 48, M/A: Brewer

DIAZ-JEREZ: Metaludios II (Composer) IBS 172021,
J/F: new, Vroon

DIMLER: Clarinet Concertos (Friedrich) CPO
555209, M/A: Hanudel

DOHNANYI: Cello C; Harp C; Nursery Var (Pitrenas)
Capr 5463, M/J: Moore

Cello Pieces (Danzi) Brill 96225, J/F: Moore
Suite; American Rhapsody (Paternostro) Capr 5380,
J/F: O�Connor

DONIZETTI: Belisario (Bergamo) Dyn 7907, M/J: Rey
Conte di Parigi, Assedio Calais, Diluvio (Various)
ORB 1, M/A: Altman

Don Sebastiano (Aachen Opera) Bong 2598, S/O:
Vroon

DORATI: The Chosen (Beethoven Academy Cracow)
Orfeo 220313, N/D: Locke

DOWLAND: Lute Pieces (Nordberg) BIS 2627, S/O:
Loewen

DOWNES: Organ Pieces (Walker) Regen 559, M/A:
Delc

DRAESEKE: Qt 3; 2-Violin Suite (Constanze Qt)
CPO 555350, M/A: O�Connor

DREYER: Sacred Pieces (Benedetti) Brill 96405,
S/O: Loewen

DRISCHNER: Organ Pieces (Flamme) CPO 555376,
M/A: Delc

DUCHNOWSKI: Phono Phantomatics (Klangforum
Vienna) Kairo 15109, M/J: new, Kilp

DURUFLE: Requiem (Guildford Cathedral) Regen
563, M/J: Grf

DUSSEK: Piano 4 Hands (Pleyel Duo) Linn 642, M/A:
Harr

DUTILLEUX: Le Loup, Sonata, Sonatine, Sarabande
(Wilson) Chan 5263, J/F: Sull

P Pieces (Armengaud) Grand 790, J/F: Estep
DVORAK: Qt 2+5; Terzet (Vogler Qt) CPO 555451,

M/J: Thomson
Serenade (Hentrich) Genui 22778, S/O: French
Stg Qn, op 97 (Parker Qt) ECM 2649, M/A: see
KURTAG

Trio 4 (Altstaedt+) Alpha 737, J/F: Kell
Trio 4 (Andris-Stern-Honigberg) Cent 3945, N/D: see
FAURE

Trio 4 (Delta Trio) Chall 72901, J/A: see MARTIN
EKMALIAN: P Pieces (Ayrapetyan) Grand 894, M/J:

Estep
ELGAR: Cello C (Schwabe) Naxos 574320, M/J:

Moore
Choral Pieces (Royal Hospital Chelsea) Somm 278,
N/D: Grf

Enigma; CC (Arlia) Brill 96039, M/A: Hecht
Qt & short pieces, arr strings (Woods) Lyrit 394, M/J:
Althouse

ELIASSON: Sym 3+4; Trombone Concerto (Oramo)
BIS 2368, M/J: Faro

ELLER: P Pieces 7 (Lassmann) Tocc 611, J/F: Estep
ENESCO: Cello Sonatas (Leopold) Palad 104, J/F:

Moore
PC; Sonata (Borac) Prof 21039, S/O: see GRIEG
Suite 2 (Krichel) Berl 302072, J/F: see MOUS-
SORGSKY

Trios (Tarara+) Naxos 573616, M/J: Dutt
ERMENEGILDO: 3-Cello Pieces (Minasi) Arcan 528,

N/D: Moore
FAGERLUND: Music (Meta4 SACD) BIS 2324, M/A:

Gimbel
FAHRBACH: Waltzes & Polkas (Simonis) CPO

555179, J/F: Fisch
FALLA: El Amor Brujo; Spanish Folk Songs

(Toledo/Silva) IBS 232021, M/J: Hecht
Spanish Folk Songs (Smith, vc) MSR 1780, J/A: see
BARBER

FARKAS: Flute & Oboe Pieces (Adorjan+) Tocc 440,
J/F: Gorman

FARRENC: Sym 1+3 (Equilbey) Erato 966985, M/J:
Hecht

Violin Pieces (Orlando) Brill 95922, M/A: Thomson
FARWELL: Qt; Wa-Wan (Dakota Qt+) Naxos

559900, M/J: Estep
FAURE: Songs, vol 4 (Various) Sign 681, J/F:

Moore,R
Trio (Andris-Stern-Honigberg) Cent 3945, N/D:
French

FERNAND: Qt (Mandelring Qt) Audit 97709, M/A: see
RAVEL

FERRARI: Harp & Piano (Perrucci) Dyn 7953, N/D:
Becker

FINK: Songs; P Pieces (Barwold,p) Hans 21037, M/J:
Moore,R

FINZI: Clarinet Bagatelles (Habershon) DivA 25226,
S/O: see BRAHMS

FIORINI: Chamber Pieces (Various) Grand 880, M/J:
Hanudel

FISCHER: Hpsi Suites (Booth) Sound 222, N/D:
Lehman

FISCHER,M: Piano Quartet; Sextet (Parnassus Acad-
emy) MDG 6032221, M/J: Dutt

FLURY: Helle Nacht (Mann) Tocc 580, M/J: Locke
Orchestral 2 (Mann) Tocc 601, J/F: O�Connor

FONTANA: Sonatas (Fritz, rec) Audit 97797, M/J:
Gatens

FORTSCH: Cantatas (Weser-Renaissance) CPO
777860, M/J: Gatens
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FRANCAIX: Flute C (Olech) Orch 169, J/F: see
NIELSEN

String Trio; Flute Divertimento+ (Various) Brill 96341,
M/A: Gorman

FRANCK: Choral Pieces (Namur) MusWa 2022, M/A:
Delc

Hulda (Freiburg Opera) Naxos 660480, M/A: Hecht
Orch Pieces, all (Liege Philharmonic 4CD) FugaL
791, S/O: Hecht

Sym Var; Les Djinns; Prelude, Chorale, F (Willien-
court) Mirar 598, S/O: Hecht

FRIML: Rose Marie (1981 Smithsonian) Smith 3801,
M/J: Fisch

FRISINA: Passion of Christ (Composer) IBS 72021,
J/F: Faro

FUCHS: Viola Sonata & Fantasy Pieces (Litton) BIS
2574, M/J: Magil

FUGA: Cello Sonatas (Aleandri) Tact 900601, M/A:
Moore

Piano Sonatas (Fuga) Naxos 579110, S/O: Repp
FULMER: Sky�s Acetylene (Milarsky) NewF 306, M/J:

new, Kilp
FURTWANGLER: Sym 1 (Haimor) CPO 555377, J/F:

Althouse
GABRIELI,A: Motets; Organ Pieces (Weser-Renais-

sance) CPO 555291, M/A: Gatens
GEMINIANI: Hpsi Pieces, all (Ravizza) Brill 95190,

N/D: Lehman
V Sons, op 1 (Ruhadze) Brill 96524, S/O: Magil

GERBER: Pieces for Strings (Woods) Nimb 6423,
M/J: French

GERSHWIN: American in Paris (Newkirk, p) BST
188, N/D: see STILL

I Got Rhythm (Vasteras Sinfonietta) DB 203, N/D:
see COPLAND

Songbook (Fagnoni) Piano 10228, J/F: Fisch
GESUALDO: Italian Lute (Zuljan) Ricer 434, N/D:

Moore,C
Madrigals (Collegium Vocale Gent) Phi 36, S/O:
Moore,C

Tenebrae Responsories (Gesualdo 6) Hyp 68348,
M/J: Gatens

GHEDINI: CC (Shugaev) Naxos 574393, S/O: see
MALIPIERO

Musica de Concerto; Concertante (Busoni Chamber
Orch) Brill 96117, N/D: Moore

GIESEKING: P Qn w Verhey (Hoppe) Arcan 15001,
M/A: see MOZART

GILARDINO: Guitar pieces (Masi) DotG 2113, M/J:
see CASTELNUOVO-TED

2-Guitar Concerto+ (VirtuosoDuo) Brill 96171, J/F:
Mcc

GIPPS: Clarinet Pieces (Cigleris) Somm 641, M/A:
Hanudel

GLAZOUNOV: P Son 2 (Biret) IBA 571340, M/A: see
MOUSSORGSKY

VC (Pochekin) Prof 21052, M/J: see TCHAIKOVSKY
GLINDEMANN: Trumpet Con; Trombone Con (Bye,

Holmsted) DaCap 6220665, M/A: Kilp
GOLDBERG: Instrumentsl Pieces (Ludus Instrumen-

talis) Ricer 426, J/F: Lehman
GOLIJOV: Nazareno (Rattle) LSO 836, S/O: Faro
GOLTERMANN: Cello Romances & Nocturnes

(Decker) MSR 1673, S/O: Hutton
GOODYEAR: Arrangements (Goodyear) BST 154,

J/F: see MOUSSORGSKY
GOSSEC: Christmas Oratorio; Requiem (Ex Tem-

pore) CPO 777869, J/F: Grf
GOUNOD: Reine de Saba (Odyssey Opera) Odys

1004, J/F: Locke
GRAEF: Woman�s Life & Love (Boover) Cent 3870,

N/D: Althouse

GRANDI: Psalms (Accademia Arcadia) Arcan 525,
N/D: Moore,C

GRAUPNER: Antiochus & Stratonica (Boston Early
Music) CPO 555369, M/A: Locke

Cantatas with bassoon (Azzolini) CPO 555353, J/F:
Loewen

GRAZIANI: Vespers (Festa Musicale) Arcan 19016,
J/F: Gatens

GRECHANINOFF: All-Night Vigil (Latvian Radio
Choir) Ond 1397, M/J: Grf

GREGSON: Quartets+ (Navarra Qt) Naxos 574223,
N/D: new, Kilp

GREIF: Danse des Morts (Dumoussaud) B 35, M/A:
Faro

GREVE: Music (Various) Navon 6381, N/D: new, Kilp
GRIEG: Lyric Pieces (Donohoe) Chan 20254, N/D:

Haskins
PC (Joselson) Sign 675, J/F: Estep
PC; Lyric Pieces (Borac) Prof 21039, S/O: French
V Son 3 (Shea) BlueG 593, M/J: 139, Thomson
V Sons arr flute (Chesnic) MSR 1743, M/J: Magil

GRILL: Songs (Rombach, Spanos) Gram 99254, M/J:
Faro

GRUNDMAN: PC; CC (Halffter) Sony 95019, M/J:
Faro

GUARNIERI: Choros (Tiberica) Naxos 574403, S/O:
French

GUERRA-PEIXA: Sym Suites (Thomson) Naxos
573925, N/D: Estep

GUNNING: Concertos for Flute, Clarinet, Guitar
(Composer) Sign 580, M/J: Gorman

HAGEN: Rapture & Regret; Vegetable Verselets
(Wyatt, Cowden) MSR 1713, J/F: Faro

HAHN: Latin Etudes (Bavarian Radio Chorus) BR
900529, M/J: see DEBUSSY

P Pieces (Kolesnikov) Hyp 68383, S/O: Harr
HAILSTORK: Songs of Love & Justice (Toppin) Alb

1878, M/J: Rey
HALLGRIMSSON: Solo Violin Pieces (Skaerved) Met

28616, J/F: new, Vroon
HAMAL: Motets (Scherzi Musicali) MusW 2098, M/J:

Brewer
HAMM: Piano Pieces (Boomsma) Chall 72811, J/F:

Kang
HANDEL: Caio Fabbricio (London Early Opera) Sign

713, N/D: Rey
Hpsi Suites (Cunningham) Sign 679, M/J: Lehman
Italian Cantatas (Fantazias) Brill 96478, N/D:
Loewen

Organ Concertos (Jarry) Vers 49, M/A: Gatens
Resurrection (English Concert) Linn 675, S/O:
Gatens

Unsung Heroes (Nuova Musica) Penta 5186892,
M/J: Loewen

HARBACH: Civil Civility; Visions of Hildgard
(Richards) MSR 1695, J/F: Faro

HARBISON: Diotima (Upshaw/Rose) BMOP 1083,
M/A: Estep

HARRISON,M: 7 Sacred Names (Roomful of Teeth)
Canta 21157, S/O: new, Kilp

HARTMANN,T: PC; Sym Poem 3 (Sicroff) Nimb
6429, N/D: Estep

HAUSER: Chamber Pieces (Trio Tastenwind) MDG
9032218, J/F: Gorman

HAYDN: Cello Concertos (Brantelid) Naxos 574365,
J/F: French

Creation (Mehta) Dyn 7909, M/A: Grf
Creation (Richter) Hans 20076, M/A: Grf
Horn Concertos (Klieser, Zemlinsky Qt) Berl 302346,
S/O: see MOZART

Isola Disabitata (Berlin Academy) Penta 5186275,
M/A: Rey

P Sons (Berman,B) Palai 25, J/A: see SCHUBERT
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P Son 20,34,51,52 (Lewis) HM 902372, J/F: Repp
P Sonatas (Solaun) IBS 252021, N/D: Haskins
Qts, op 74:1-3 (Leipzig Qt) MDG 3072224, M/A:
Thomson

Qts, op 77+103 (Prazak Qt) Praga 250420, M/A:
Thomson

Sym 49 (Concert de la Loge) Alpha 784, J/A: see
PERGOLESI

Sym 61,66,69 (Antonini) Alpha 690, N/D: Vroon
Symphonies�33 (Marriner) Decca 4843214, M/A:
Vroon

VC 1+4 (Philippens) Chanl 43921, J/F: see
STRAVINSKY

HAYDN,M: Endimione (Brunner) CPO 555288, M/A:
Locke

HAYM: Flute Pieces (Ciuffa & Strabioli) Brill 96167,
S/O: Gorman

HEINICHEN: Cantatas of the Sepulchre (Cologne
Academy) CPO 555507, N/D: Loewen

HELLER: Songs; P Pieces (Goldstein, Nemtsov)
Hans 22002, N/D: Repp

HENSEL: P Sons (Sokoli) Piano 10187, M/A: Becker
Songs (Pahn) Hans 20026, N/D: Moore,R
Songs & Cantata (Reiss/Grossman) Onyx 4231,
S/O: Moore,R

HENZE: Night Pieces & arias (Alsop) Naxos 574181,
M/J: Faro

The Sea Betrayed (Vienna Opera) Capr 5460, M/A:
Altman

HERTEL: Cello & Organ (Messerschmidt) CPO
555203, J/F: Moore

HIGDON: Concerto 4-3 (Zhang) DG 35748, N/D: see
PUTS

HILLER: P Qt; P Qn (Triendl, Minguet Qt) CPO
555312, N/D: Dutt

HINDEMITH: Clarinet Pieces (Kam) Orfeo 210041,
M/J: Hanudel

Concerto for Winds, Harp (Bohm 1964+70) Audit
95649, J/A: see BRUCKNER

Double-bass Sonata (Gilgenreiner, db) Gramo 26,
J/A: see BRAHMS

Mathis der Maler Symphony; St Susanna (Alsop)
Naxos 574283, M/J: Hecht

5 Pieces for Strings (Busoni Chamber Orch) Brill
96117, N/D: see GHEDINI

Sym Metamorphosis; Mainz Umzug (Baumer) CPO
555257, M/A: Hecht

Violin Sonata 1 (Moncado) Avi 8553492, S/O: Magil
HOFMEISTER: Clarinet Qts (Vanoosthuyse) Antar

32, J/F: Hanudel
HOLBROOKE: Nocturnes & Fantasy-Sonatas

(Callaghan, p) Lyrit 395, M/A: O�Connor
HOLMBOE: Qt 2,14,Sereno (Nightingale Qt) DaCap

6220717, N/D: Wright
HOLST: Perfect Fool (Groves 1967) Lyrit 1143, J/F:

Rey
HONEGGER: Songs (Falk) MDG 6132203, M/A:

Moore,R
HUGHES: South Downs Music (New Music Players)

Met 28623, S/O: new, Kilp
HUMMEL: Bassoon Concerto (Dervaux) Berl 302341,

J/A: see MOZART
P Qn (Libertalia) CPO 555383, J/F: Dutt

HUMPERDINCK: Songs & Chamber Pieces (Various)
Hans 21022, J/F: Moore,R

HUSA: Frescoes; Prague; Sym 2 (Brauner) Sup
4294, J/F: Gimbel

IANNOTTA: Moult+ (Klangforum Vienna) Kair 18004,
J/F: new, Vroon

IBERT: Chamber Pieces (Arabesques Ens) Farao
108105, J/F: Gorman

INDIA: Arias, Duets, Laments (Cappella Mediter-
ranea) Ricer 429, M/J: Moore,C

IRELAND: Downland Suite; Mai-Dun; London Over-
ture (Wilson) Chan 5293, N/D: O�Connor

IVES: Qt 1+2 (Escher Qt) BIS 2360, J/F: see BAR-
BER

JALBERT: String Theory+ (Maia Qt) Orch 177, M/A:
Faro

JANACEK: Our Father (Segerstam) Capr 5454, J/A:
see MARTIN

V Son (Shea) BlueG 593, M/J: see GRIEG
JANKE: Qt 2; Yaa; Bells (Various) Centr 29522, N/D:

new, Kilp
JARVLEPP: Quintets & Quartets (Sirius Qt+) Navon

6366, J/F: Sull
JENSEN: Flute Variations (Ceccone) DaVin 493, S/O:

see KELLER
P Pieces 2 (Eriksen) Tocc 274, J/F: Estep

JOFRE: Clarinet & Bandoneon (Lee & Jofre) MusS 0,
N/D: Hanudel

JOMELLI: Il Vologeso (Page) Sign 692, J/F: Rey
JONES,D: Piano Pieces (Jones,M) Lyrit 2396, N/D:

Becker
JONGEN: Organ Pieces (Castillo) MusW 2001, M/A:

Delc
JOPLIN: Songs & Rags (Downes) Risin 0, M/J: Vroon
JOSQUIN: Mass, Mater Patris (Cantus Modalis)

Carpe 16325, M/A: Loewen
Songs (Doulce Memoire) Ricer 436, S/O: Loewen

JUON: Viola Pieces (Vendryes) Tocc 389, N/D:
Thomson

KAPSBERGER: Lute Pieces (Bungarten) MDG
9042200, M/J: Lehman

Madrigals+ (Escadron Volant) HM 902645, M/A:
Loewen

KAPUSTIN: PC; PVC; Chamber Sym (Dupree) Capr
5437, M/A: Harr

Piano Pieces (Son) Onyx 4222, J/F: Harr
KARNAVICIUS: Qt 3+4 (Vilnius Qt) Ond 1387, M/A:

O�Connor
KELLER: Flute Divertimentos (Ceccone) DaVin 493,

S/O: Gorman
KENINS: Sym 5+8 (Poga) Ond 1388, M/J: Faro
KERLL: Organ Pieces (Soares) Brill 96412, J/A: see

FISCHER,JKF
KIEFFER: Ambassador�s Wife (Composer+) Navon

6365, J/F: new, Vroon
KIM: Caprices (Song) Navon 6387, M/A: Magil
KLEBANOV: Quartets (ARC Ens) Chan 20231, J/F:

Estep
KLEIBERG: VC 2; Viola C (Thorsen+) 2L 166, J/F:

Faro
KLINE: Orchard (Pianists) Neuma 144, M/J: new,

Vroon
KODALY: Duo (Altstaedt+) Alpha 737, J/F: see DVO-

RAK
KOHN: Flute Pieces (Rudich) Bridg 9566, N/D: Gor-

man
KORNAUTH: Viola Sonata (Litton) BIS 2574, M/J:

see FUCHS
KORNGOLD: P Qt; Qt 2 (Eusebius Qt) Somm 642,

M/A: Dutt
Quartets 2+3 (Alma Qt) Chall 72869, M/A: Dutt
Serenade (Wilson) Chan 5292, S/O: see STRAUSS

KOSENKO: Etudes (Gryshyn) Orch 176, J/F: Estep
KREBS: Hpsi Pieces (Devine) Reson 10287, J/F:

Lehman
KREZMA: Songs, Heine & Lenau (Antoniazzo) Antes

319313, J/F: Moore,R
KRUUSMA: As if a River were Singing (Mand) Odrad

432, S/O: see PUUR
KUBIK: Symphony Concertante (Rose) BMOP 1085,

M/J: Faro
KUHLAU: Flute Sonatas (Caturelli) Brill 96329, J/F:

Gorman
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KUHNAU: Sacred Pieces 6 (Opella Musica) CPO
555305, M/J: Loewen

KURTAG: Moments Musicaux; Officium Breve (Park-
er Qt) ECM 2649, M/A: Faro

LACHENMANN: Wiegenmusik (Winkelmann) Hans
21046, M/J: see BEETHOVEN

LACHNER: Sym 6 (Schmalfuss) CPO 555210, J/F:
Hecht

LAKS: Songs (Vegry) EDA 45, M/J: Estep
LALO: Sym Espagnole (Roussev/Kantorow) Arcan

16006, J/F: Kell
LANG: Monadologie (Oettl) Kairo 15094, J/F: Sull
LANGE: Requiem (Netherlands Chamber Choir) Brill

96106, M/A: Grf
LARRABEE: Preludes (Bullard, banjo) Bull 0, S/O:

Mcc
LASSEN: Songs (Van Mechelen) MusW 2099, M/J:

Moore,R
LATIMER: Antiarkie (Various) NMC 267, M/J: new,

Kilp
LECLAIR: V Sons (Butterfield) Naxos 574341, M/J:

Kell
LECOCQ: Fille de Mme Angot (Rouland) BruZ 1046,

M/A: Fisch
LEGRENZI: Bass Cantatas (Borgioni) Brill 96239,

S/O: Moore,C
Harmonia d�affetti Devoti (Nova Ars Cantandi) Naxos
579123, S/O: Moore,C

LEHAR: Operetta airs (Beczala, Schade) Prof 22004,
M/J: Fisch

LEKEU: V Son (Huang) FugaL 779, J/F: Thomson
LEVY: Trumpet Pieces (Gekker) Tonse 4, J/F: Kilp
LIADOV: Choral Songs (Nikiforchin) Tocc 614, M/A:

Grf
LIAPOUNOV: Etudes (Noack) LDV 90, M/J: Harr
LIATOSHINSKY: P Qn (Starodub) Naxos 579098,

M/J: 119, Dutt
LIEBERMANN: Frankenstein (SF Ballet) Ref 148,

M/A: Faro
LIGETI: Etudes (Krier) Avi 8553036, J/F: Faro
LISZT: Annees 1 (La Deur) M&A 1304, N/D: Estep
Annees 1; Benediction (Owen) Avie 2476, J/F: Beck-
er

PCs; P Son (Ullmann) Rubic 1057, N/D: Haskins
Piano Pieces (Nahkur) HN 0, N/D: Wright
P Son; Trans Etudes; Vallee (Dalberto) LDV 105,
S/O: Haskins

P Son (Hicks) DivA 25227, J/A: see IRELAND
P Son & Pieces (Kaykov) Odrad 428, N/D: Wright
P Son (Vanden Eynden) Vers 24, J/A: see SCHU-
MANN

Poetic & Religious Harmonies (Lin & Tendler) Stein
30189, M/A: Haskins

Schubert Transcriptions (Cheli, p) Naxos 574172,
M/J: Vroon

Song Transcriptions (Rozanova, p) Evid 84, S/O:
Becker

Songs (Krimmel) Avi 8553495, S/O: Moore,R
Transcendental Etudes (Stern) Mirar 596, S/O:
Haskins

Transcendental Etudes (Cini) Odrad 380, N/D: Hask-
ins

LOCATELLI: Concertos, op 7 (Marino Baroque Ens)
Tact 691203, M/J: Brewer

LOCKE: Flat Consort (Fretwork) Sign 696, M/J:
Gatens

LOEB: Guitar Pieces (Smith) Cent 3885, M/J: Mcc
Remembrances�chamber pieces (Various) Cent
3829, M/A: Gimbel

LOEFFLER: Mort de Tintagiles (Trevino) Ond 1396,
M/A: O�Connor

LOPES-GRACA: Divertimento; Sinfonietta; 5 Old
Romance (Borralhinho) Naxos 574373, N/D: Wright

Songs 2 (Gaspar) Naxos 579082, J/F: Moore,R
LULLY: Bourgeois Gentilhomme (Poeme Har-

monique) Vers 53, M/J: Brewer
LUNA-MEGA: Arrow of Time (Composer+) Other

1031, M/J: Faro
LUND: Piano Pieces (Alver) LAWO 1227, M/J: Vroon
LUPO: Fantasias (Fretwork) Sign 716, S/O: Loewen
LUTYENS: Organ Pieces (Winpenny) Tocc 639, S/O:

Delc
Piano Pieces (Jones) Reson 10291, M/J: Sull

LYNCH: Piano Pieces (Sanchez & Kim) DivA 25221,
J/F: new, Vroon

MACHOVER: Death & The Powers (Rose) BMOP
1082, M/A: Faro

MACMILLAN: Consecration (Cappella Nova) Linn
633, M/J: Grf

Larghetto (Honeck SACD) Ref 744, J/F 22 see
BRAHMS

MAHLER: Ruckert Songs (Muhlbacher, ct) Ars
38613, N/D: Moore,R

Sym 4 (Bychkov) Penta 5186972, N/D: Althouse
Sym 6 (Fischer,A) Avi 8553490, J/F: Hecht

MAIER: VC (Zilliacus) DB 202, M/J: M/J, O�Connor
MALIPIERO: CC (Shugaev) Naxos 574393, S/O:

Moore
VCs; Cavallleresca (Chiavacci) Naxos 573075, N/D:
Wright

MANEN: VC; Catalan Rhapsody (Sirenko) Tocc 10,
M/A: Estep

MARAIS: Suite d�un Gout Etranger (Pharo) Vers 46,
M/A: Brewer

Viols (Sakai & Martineau) Apart 264, M/A: Lehman
MARCELLO: Cantatas for Bass (Foresti) Chall

72894, M/A: Moore,R
Filetta & Spago (Salieri Orchestra) Bong 2592, M/A:
see ALBINONI

MARCHAND: P Pieces 1 (Heissen) Hans 22048,
N/D: Lehman

MARENZIO: Mass, Jubilate; Magnificats (Vercelli
Cathedral) Dyn 7958, N/D: Moore,C

MARIA: Between Worlds (Maria & Brown) Centr
3052, N/D: Moore

MARTINES: Dixit Dominus, Ps 110+115 (Salzburg
Court Music) CPO 777985, M/J: Gatens

MARTINU: Frescoes; Parables; Estampes (Netopil)
Sup 4295, M/J: Estep

MASCAGNI: Mass, Gloria (Cellegari) Bong 2591,
M/A: Rey

Si (Montepulciano) Bong 2050, N/D: Locke
MASSENET: Songs w orch (Niquet) BruZ 2004, N/D:

Rey
MAYER: F Son (Terragni) Cov 92208, J/F: see NET-

ZEL
Overtures & Syms (Rohde) MDG 9012239, S/O:
Hecht

Sym 3+6 (Niemann) Hans 22016, N/D: O�Connor
Trios (Hanover Trio) Genui 22790, N/D: Dutt

MCCLELLAND: Songs (Various) Naxos 559906,
N/D: Grf

MEHOCIC: PC; Orch Pieces (Various) Navon 6410,
S/O: Sull

MELLITS: Percussion Pieces (Philadelphia Percus-
sion) BCM 14170, J/F 22 new, Vroon

MENDELSSOHN: P Pieces, all (Markovina 12CD)
Hans 18043, M/J: Becker

Piano Pieces 6 (Shelly) Hyp 68368, M/A: Repp
Qts 3+4 (Minguet) CPO 555086, M/A: Dutt
Sym 1+3 (Dausgaard SACD) BIS 2469, M/J: Vroon
VC (Birringer) Rubic 1081, S/O: see SINDING
VC (Pochekin) Hans 21058, M/J: Kell
Violin Sonatas (Ibragimova) Hyp 68322, M/J: Magil

MENDELSSOHNS: Quartets (Takacs Qt) Hyp 68330,
J/F: Dutt
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MERULO: Book 1 (Tasini, org) Brill 96204, M/A:
Moore,C

MESSIAEN: 20 Regards (Gomez) Kairo 15081, J/F:
Harr

20 Regards (Chen) Aldil 15, J/F: Harr
Nativity of the Lord (Gillock) Raven 985, J/F: Delc
Preludes (Imorde, p) Berl 2674, N/D: Harr
Preludes; Etudes (Longobardi) Piano 10202, M/A:
Estep

Qt End of Time (Astrand, Teyssier+) OUR 6220679,
N/D: Sull

Transfiguration (Nagano) BR 900203, M/J: Estep
MEYERBEER: Etoile du Nord (Jurowsky) Naxos

660498, S/O: Locke
Songs (Various) Antes 149010, M/A: Moore,R

MIASKOVSKY: Songs (Barsukova & Pakhomova)
Tocc 355, M/A: Estep

MICO: PC; Folk Fantasy (Sirenko) Tocc 10, M/A: see
MANEN

MILAN: Vihuela Pieces (Chiaramonte) Brill 96217,
N/D: Brewer

MOLINO: Flute & Guitar Pieces (Alvarez) Cent 3850,
J/F: Gorman

MOMPOU: Musica Callada (Grigoryan, p) Orch 178,
M/A: Repp

Songs (Wagner) MDG 6132219, M/J: French
MONDONVILLE: Motets (Marguerite Louise Choir)

Vers 63, N/D: Brewer
MONTEVERDI: Madrigals & Songs (Alessandrini)

Naive 7366, M/J: Brewer
Orfeo (Alarcon) Alpha 720, J/F: Altman
Return of Ulysses (Les Epopees) Vers 69, N/D: Alt-
man

Vespers (Gusto Barocco) CPO 555314, M/J: Gatens
MONTGEROULT: Piano Sonatas, all (Horvath) Grand

885, M/J: Harr
MONZA: Quartets (Europa Galante) Naive 7541,

S/O: Dutt
MOORE: Organ Pieces (Farr) Reson 10284, M/A:

Delc
Songs (Various) Delos 3581, S/O: Grf

MOSER: String Orchestra Pieces (Gharabekyan)
Genui 22773, N/D: Wright

MOUSSORGSKY: Pictures (Krichel) Berl 302072,
J/F: Harr

Pictures (Goodyear) BST 154, J/F: Harr
Pictures (Biret) IBA 571340, M/A: Repp
Songs (Booth) Avie 2457, M/A: Altman

MOUTON: Mass, Faulte d�Argent (Brabant Ens) Hyp
68385, S/O: Brewer

MOZART: Clar C & Qn (Collins) BIS 2647, N/D:
Hanudel

Concert Arias (Oropesa) Penta 5186885, J/F:
French

Flute Qts (Slocum) Acis 98573, M/J: Gorman
Gran Partita (Harnoncourt) Prosp 20, J/F: Hanudel
Gran Partita; Wind Concertos (Martin) LSO 855,
M/A: Hanudel

Horn Qn (Klieser, Zemlinsky Qt) Berl 302346, S/O:
Malvern

Kegelstatt Trio; Duo; sonata (Kuijkens) Chall 72902,
N/D: Magil

Masses in C (Poppen) Naxos 574270, J/F: Gatens
PC 20; 2 Rondos (Kvitko) BlueG 597, M/A: Haskins
P Pieces (Petrauskaite) Avie 2454, J/F: Kang
P Pieces 1 (Colli) Chan 20233, S/O: Repp
P Qn (Romaniuk & Wolf) EvilP 38, M/A: Kilp
P Son 12; Fantasies (Rust) Navon 6403, M/J: Repp
P Sons�7 (Shaham) Canar 21, N/D: Repp
Piano & Winds (Becker, Maalot Qn) Avi 8553043,
M/A: Kilp

Piano Quintet (Hoppe) Arcan 15001, M/A: Kilp

Piano Sonatas 5,8,9 (Shichijo, fp) Bridg 9570, J/F:
Vroon

Qt 14,17,18 (Engegard Qt) LAWO 1219, J/F: Alt-
house

Qt 15,17,18 (Casals Qt) HM 902654, J/F: Althouse
Qt 3,5,10,11,13,15,16 (Armida Qt) Avi 8553496, N/D:
Thomson

Qt 4,6,7,19 (Armida Qt) Avi 8553205, M/J: Dutt
Sym 38 (Blomstedt) Acce 30574, N/D: see
VORISEK

Sym 38+39 (Manze) Penta 5186765, M/A: Hecht
Sym 38-41 (Blomstedt) MDG 6502222, J/F: Vroon
Sym 41; VC 3 (Chauvin) Alpha 770, J/F: Vroon
V Sons (Hanson) Reson 10281, J/F: Kell
V Sons, all (Smith) MSR 1800, S/O: Kell
VC 1+2 (Steinbacher) Penta 5186952, M/A: Kell
VC 1+3; Sym Conc (Oistrakh) Alto 1454, N/D: Kell
Variations (Chochieva) Naive 7542, S/O: 135, Harr

MUFFAT: Hpsi Suites (Akutagawa) Naxos 574098,
M/J: Lehman

MUHLY: Stranger; Impossible Things (Phan) Avie
2517, N/D: Faro

MULLER: Antillean Dances (Bessette) Anal 9845,
M/A: Vroon

Flute Concertos (Ruhland) CPO 555403, N/D: Gor-
man

MURCIA: Songs with Guitar (Kiehr) Brill 96205, J/F:
118, Mcc

MURRAY: Passages (Fulks, s) Navon 6427, S/O:
new, Kilp

NAOUMOFF: Piano Pieces (Martin) Tocc 603, M/A:
Sull

NARVAEZ: Vihuela Pieces (Chiaramonte) Brill
96217, N/D: see MILAN

NETZEL: Chamber Pieces (Various) DB 200, J/F:
Magil

NG: Etudes & Carillon Pieces (Ng) Innov 50, J/F:
new, Vroon

NIELSEN: Flute C (Olech) Orch 169, J/F 22 116,
Gorman

NOORDT: Organ Pieces (Tomadin) Brill 95895, M/J:
Gatens

NORDIN: Vicinities (Ekdahl,bn/Hsrding) Kairo 15101,
S/O: new, Kilp

NORGARD: Cello C (Kullberg) BIS 2602, J/F: Moore
NOVAK,J: PC; Oboe C (Opera Diversa) Tocc 551,

N/D: O�Connor
OFFENBACH: Voyage to the Moon (Montpellier)

BruZ 55716, N/D: Fisch
OLAFS: Solon Islandus (Various) Decca 35463, N/D:

Faro
ORDWAY: The Clearing and the Forest (Soli Ens)

Acis 50069, S/O: new, Kilp
OWENS: Last Songs (Reimer, s) Cent 3841, M/J:

Thomson
PACCIONE: Piano Pieces (Perron) Navon 6376, J/F:

new, Vroon
PADEREWSKI: Songs (Adamski & Schmidt) Naxos

579085, M/J: Vroon
V Son (Plawner) CPO 555324, M/A: Kell

PAER: Leonore (Innsbruch Festival) CPO 555411,
J/F: Locke

PAGANINI: Caprices (Ibragimova) Hyp 68366, N/D:
Kell

Caprices (Kurti) BlueG 587, J/F: Magil
Caprices (Caraman) Strad 37193, J/F: Thomson
Caprices (Malov) SoloM 382, M/A: Magil
Caprices; 4 new ones (Milas) DaVin 491, S/O: Kell
Guitar Quartets (Paganini Ens Vienna) Dyn 7912,
J/F: French

Qt 3+ (Pieranunzi+) CPO 555310, J/F: Dutt
Violin & Bassoon (Guzzo & Bressan) Chanl 44022,
N/D: Hanudel
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PALACIOS: Songs & Pieces (Vinuela+) Stone 81069,
M/J: Thomson

PALMGREN: P Pieces 4 (Somero) Grand 907, S/O:
Estep

PAPADIMITRIOU: PC 1; Miniatures Suite (Gouvelis)
MDG 9012229, S/O: Faro

PAPANDOPULO: Pieces for Strings w piano (Triendl)
CPO 555106, J/F: Moore

PARFENOV: Aachen Waltz; VC; Kasimir Malevich
(Ward) Naxos 551457, M/J: Faro

PARISH ALVARS: Piano Duos (Callaghan & Shana-
han) Lyrit 411, N/D: Harr

PART: Berlin Mass (Jansons) BR 900201, S/O: Grf
Organ Pieces (Nielsen) Orch 197, N/D: Delc
St John Passion (Helsinki Chamber Choir) BIS 2612,
M/A: Grf

Stabat Mater; Fratres (Bavarian Radio) BR 900335,
M/A: Grf

PARTCH: Music (Composer) Micro 20, S/O: books,
Sull

PATERSON: Quartets (Indianapolis Qt) AMR 1054,
N/D: new, Kilp

PEJACEVIC: PC; Sym (Oramo) Chan 5299, S/O:
O�Connor

Piano Pieces (Litvintseva) Piano 10226, M/A: Repp
PELLEGRINI: Hpsi Sonatas (Bissolo) Brill 96482,

J/A: see ARAJA
PERGOLESI: Stabat Mater (St Florian) Preis 1497,

S/O: Gatens
PERLE: Solos & Duos (Various) Bridg 9546, M/J:

Faro
PEROSI: P Qns; Stg Trio (Bevilacqua; Roma Tre)

Naxos 574375, S/O: Vroon
PERSICHETTI: Organ Pieces (Quinn) Naxos

559887, M/J: Delc
PESCIOLINI: Madrigals 3 (Tuscae Voices) Tact

531601, M/J: Moore,C
PETTERSSON: Songs, all (Mattei) BIS 2584, S/O:

Moore,R
PEVERNAGE: Songs, Motets, Madrigals (Utopia)

Ramee 2006, J/F: Gatens
PFITZNER: Songs 4+5 (Schenker-Primus) Naxos

573082+5, M/J: Moore,R
PIAZZOLLA: Flute & Guitar (Seo & Coves) Naxos

573571, M/A: Gorman
Tangos (Levy) Rubi 1080, J/F: Thomson

PIERNE: Ramuntcho; Cydalise & Chevre-pied (Ang)
Naxos 573609, M/J: O�Connor

PINTSCHER: Sounds (Ens Intercontemporain) Alpha
769, J/F: new, Vroon

PISTON: Concerto for Orch; Divertimento (Rose)
BMOP 1080, J/F: Sull

PLEYEL: Qts 10-12 (Pleyel Qt) CPO 777779, M/A:
Dutt

PLOG: Paradigms (Dalager) Tonsc 8, M/J: new,
Vroon

PONCE: P Pieces 3 (Cendoya) Grand 772, S/O:
Wright

Preludes, all (Haasch) Genui 22777, N/D: 122, Mcc
POPPER: Cello Pieces (Rummel) Palad 109, S/O:

Moore
PORPORA: Motets (Linde, ct) Ramee 2102, J/A: see

HASSE
POST: V Son; C Son; P Son (Various) Cent 3847,

J/F: new, Vroon
POTT: Christus (Winpenny, org) Naxos 574252, M/A:

Delc
POTTER: Sym 1; Rondo; Overture (Hunagci) CPO

555274, J/F: O�Connor
POULENC: Aubade; Bal Masque; Sextet (Koenig)

Reson 10276, J/F: Gorman
Cello Sonata (Buet) Alpha 762, J/A: see CHOPIN

V Son (Moncado) Avi 8553492, S/O: see HIN-
DEMITH

PRAETORIUS: Advent & Christmas (Dresden Cham-
ber Choir) Accen 30505, N/D: Gatens

In Dulce Jubilo: sacred pieces (Creed) SWR 19109,
J/F: Althouse

PRATTE: Harp Pieces (Constantin-Reznik) BIS 2570,
M/J: Delc

PRESTI: Guitar Pieces (Dalia) DotG 2111, J/F: Mcc
PRICE: Ethiopia�s Shadow; PC (NY Youth Orchestra)

Avie 2503, S/O: Althouse
Organ Pieces (Morrison) ACA 20132, M/J: Delc
Piano Pieces (Cullen) BlueG 615, S/O: Wright
Sym 3; Mississippi River (Jeter) Naxos 559897, M/A:
Vroon

PROKOFIEFF: P Son 1-4 (Jalbert) ATMA 2461, M/J:
Harr

P Son 1,3,5; Visions Fugitives (Melnikov) HM
902204, S/O: Harr

P Son 6,7,8 (Eckardstein) Avi 8553034, J/F: Harr
P Son 9 (Serebriakov) BlueG 569, J/F: see SCRI-
ABIN

Qt 2 (Eliot Qt) Genui 21752, J/F: Dutt
Romeo arr viola (Ridout) HM 916118, J/F: Magil
Solo V Son; 2-V Son (Levy) Rubi 1080, J/F: see
PIAZZOLLA

Sym 2 (Bronfman/Welser-Most) Cleve 3, M/A: Hecht
VCs; Solo Sonata (Yang) Naxos 574107, M/A: Estep
Visions Fug; Sarcasms (Gadjiev) Avi 8553494, N/D:
see TCHEREPNIN

Visions Fugitives (Milstein) Mirar 548, J/F: Harr
Visions Fugitives (Beville) DivA 25230, N/D: 128,
Harr

PUCCINI: Boheme (Irish Opera) Sign 702, S/O: Alt-
man

PURCELL: Fantasias & In Nomines (Chelys Consort)
BIS 2583, M/J: Moore

PUTS: Contact (Zhang) DG 35748, N/D: Faro
P Qn (Freeman) Innov 989, M/A: Gimbel

PUUR: VC (Mand) Odrad 432, S/O: Faro
RACHMANINOFF: Cello Son (Costanza) MSR 1520,

J/A: see BRAHMS
Cello Sonata (Queyras) HM 902643, N/D: see
CHOPIN

Cello Sonata, arr viola (Rodolfo) Penta 5186287,
M/A: 177, Thomson

Liturgy (Estonian Chamber Choir) BIS 2571, M/J:
Grf

Moments Musicaux; some preludes (Perez) Mirar
576, M/A: Vroon

PC 2 (Joselson) Sign 675, J/F: see GRIEG
PC 2; Pag Rhaps (Lewis-Griffith) Zent 77138, M/J:
Vroon

P Son 2; Preludes (Hill) Alb 1901, N/D: 130, Wright
2-Piano Suites (Shirinyan & Wizjan) Orch 191, N/D:
Harr

Preludes (Algarra) IBS 242021, J/A: see CHOPIN
Preludes, all (Azzuro) Rubic 1070, M/A: Haskins
Songs (Anisimov, b) Hans 19038, S/O: Moore,R
Songs on Piano (Soldano) DivA 25215, M/A: Harr
Sym 2 (Ticciati) Linn 653, J/F: Vroon

RAILLARD: Guitar Pieces (Ross) Navon 6426, N/D:
Mcc

RAMEAU: Concerts en Sextuor (Les Accents) Apart
254, S/O: Lehman

Motets (Jarry) Vers 52, M/J: Brewer
Opera Extracts (Sempey) Vers 62, N/D: Brewer

RATHAUS: Violin Pieces (Strzelecki) Palad 124, S/O:
Kell

RAUM: Tuba Pieces (McCaslin) Centr 29422, N/D:
Malvern

RAUTAVAARA: Violin & Orchestra (Lamsma/Trevino)
Ond 1405, S/O: Faro
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RAVEL: Cantatas (Rophe) BIS 2582, S/O: Grf
Orchestral Pieces (Deneve 5CD) SWR 19428, N/D:
Hecht

PC (Piemontesi) Penta 5186949, N/D: see
SCHOENBERG

PCs; songs (Les Siecles) HM 902612, S/O: French
P Pieces (Greenfield 2CD) Navon 6401, S/O: Harr
P Pieces (Lefebvre) Evid 83, M/J: Harr
Qt (Mandelring Qt) Audit 97709, M/A: Dutt
Tombeau; Valse+ (Oramo) BIS 2438, M/J: French
Trio (Neave Trio) Chan 20167, S/O: see BRAHMS
Trio (Sitkovetsky Trio) BIS 2219, J/F: Estep
V+VC Sonata (Altstaedt) Alpha 627, J/A: see SALO-
NEN

REEVES: Blue Sounds (Hicks) Met 28604, S/O:
Estep

REGER: Organ, vol 7 (Weinberger) CPO 555229,
M/A: Delc

Solo Viola Suites (Burton) Tonsc 9, M/J: Thomson
REGNART: Masses (Cinquecento) Hyp 68369, J/F:

Loewen
REICHELT: Tatort: Dreams (Kowalewicz) BR 900338,

M/J: new, Vroon
REINECKE: Trios (Hyperion Trio) CPO 555476, M/J:

Dutt
RESPIGHI: Piano Pieces (Gatto) Tocc 605, J/F: Repp
Pines; Brazilian; Belkis (Crudele) Linn 692, S/O:
Vroon

Songs (Bostridge) Penta 5186872, M/A: Moore,R
Songs (Fallon) BIS 2632, N/D: Moore,R

REVUELTAS: Redes (Gil-Ordonez) Naxos 574350,
J/A: see COPLAND

REYNOLDS: Piano Etudes (Huebner) Mode 329, J/F:
new, Vroon

Violin Pieces (Rose) BMOP 1086, S/O: Faro
RHEINBERGER: Chamber Pieces with Organ

(Tomadin) Brill 96470, S/O: Delc
RIES: Flute Sonatas (Trapani) Brill 96132, N/D: Gor-

man
Trio; Sextets (Nash Ensemble) Hyp 68380, S/O: Dutt

RIETI: Trio (Mythos Trio) Brill 96382, J/A: see MAR-
GOLA

RIVIER: Qts (Mandelring Qt) Audit 97710, M/A: see
DEBUSSY

ROBERT: Motets (Schneebeli) Vers 51, M/A: Brewer
ROCHBERG: Caprice Variations (Marillier) Alb 1883,

M/J: Magil
ROGL: Sym 1; Sym Miniatures; Music for Strings

(Various) Palad 111, N/D: new, Kilp
RONCALLI: Guitar Sonatas (Hofstotter) Brill 95856,

S/O: Mcc
RONTGEN: VC 2 (Zilliacus) DB 202, M/J: see MAIER
ROSAURO: Marimba Concerto (Hentrich) Genui

22778, S/O: see DVORAK
ROSENMULLER: Sacred Concertos (Meyer) CPO

555174, J/F: Gatens
ROSETTI: VCs (Neudauer) CPO 555381, M/J: Kell
ROSNER: Chronicle of 9: Queen Jane (Odyssey

Opera) BMOP 1081, J/F: Faro
P Qt; V Son; Qt 6 (London Trio) Convi 67, M/A: Faro

ROSSINI: Arias (Sempey, bar) Alpha 791, S/O: Rey
Bianca; Ermione; Donna del Lago�OpRar OBR2,
M/J: Altman

Overtures (Andreae) CPO 555385, J/F: Vroon
Piano Pieces [13CD] (Marangoni) Naxos 501306,
M/J: Vroon

Scala di Seta (Bad Wildbad Festival) Naxos 660512,
N/D: Locke

Stabat Mater (Gimeno) HM 905355, S/O: Grf
ROUSSEL: Concertos (Roussev/Kantorow) Arcan

16006, J/F: see LALO
RUEHR: Qt 7+8; Icarus; World�s Resolve (Delgani

Qt) Avie 2502, S/O: Faro

RUIZ=PIPO: Guitar Pieces (Dautaner) Emec 80, M/A:
Mcc

RUO: Duet in Time (Del Sol Qt) BST 158, J/F: new,
Vroon

RUOFF: Organ Pieces 3 (Lehtola) Tocc 610, N/D:
Delc

RUPPE: Christmas Cantata (Musica ad Rhenum) Brill
96108, J/F: Grf

SAARIAHO: Cello C (Kullberg) BIS 2602, J/F: see
NORGARD

SAINT-GEORGES: Quartets (Arabella Qt) Naxos
574360, N/D: Dutt

Symphonies Concertantes (Halasz) Naxos 574306,
J/F: French

SAINT-SAENS: Beethoven Variations (Uys & Schoe-
man, p) Somm 650, N/D: see BEETHOVEN

Henry VIII (Rose) Odys 1005, S/O: Locke
3 Pieces (Marcati, org & harm) Dyn 7924, J/A: see
VIERNE

PC 1+2; Wedding Cake; Africa; Auvergne (Kan-
torow) BIS 2400, S/O: Althouse

Piano 4-Hands (Solini & Barbatano) DaVin 492, S/O:
Harr

Princesse Jaune (Hussain) BruZ 1045, J/F: Locke
Sym 1; CC 1 (Shehata) Alpha 764, M/A: French
Sym 3; Urbs Roma (Kantorow) BIS 2470, J/F: Alt-
house

Trio 2 (Sitkovetsky Trio) BIS 2219, J/F: see RAVEL
Trio 2; settings of Rameau & Liszt (Zadig Trio)
FugaL 788, J/F: Vroon

Violin & orchestra (Cho) Naive 7422, M/A: Vroon
Violin Pieces (Clamagirand) Naxos 574314, J/F:
Vroon

Sym 3; PC 4 (Roth) HM 905348, M/J: Althouse
SAINTE-COLOMBE: 2 Viols (Biordi & Tamei) Dyn

7952, N/D: Magil
SAINZ DE LA MAYA: Guitar Pieces (Fortunato) Brill

95417, J/F: Mcc
SALERNI: People, Places, & Pets (Bowers Fader

Duo) Bridg 9559, J/F: new, Vroon
SALIERI: Armida (Rousset) Apart 244, N/D: Locke
SAMARAS: Mademoiselle de Belle-Isle (Sofia/Fidet-

zis) Naxos 660508, J/F: Rey
SANTILLAN: Sym 3; orch pieces (Polianichko) DaVin

513, S/O: Faro
SARIEL: Mandolin Partitas (Sariel) Penta 5186985,

N/D: Lehman
SATTERWHITE: Nazca Lines (Louisville Percussion)

Cent 3840, J/F: new, Vroon
SAULI: Mandolin Partitas (Ferella) Dyn 7914, M/J:

Mcc
SCARLATTI: Hpsi Sons (Knox) Leaf 248, M/A:

Lehman
Sonatas (Guembes-Buchanan) DelAg 56001, M/A:
Lehman

Sonatas (Korstick,p) CPO 555473, M/J: Lehman
Sonatas (Ullrich, p) Tacet 269, M/J: Lehman
Sonatas; Bulow anthology (Biddau) Apart 283, M/J:
Lehman

Stabat Mater (Caravanserail) HM 905340, S/O:
Gatens

SCARLATTI,A: Toccatas (Di Lisa, hpsi) CPO 555401,
S/O: Lehman

SCHARWENKA,L: Trios (Gustav Trio) Brill 96386,
N/D: Wright

SCHEIBLHUBER: Arden (Composer+) NeueM
301679, J/F: new, Vroon

SCHEIDT: Organ Pieces (Heurtematte) Raven 152,
M/A: see SWEELINCK

SCHELB: Chamber Pieces with winds (Rety, fl) Tocc
548, N/D: Dutt

Trio; P Qt; P Qn (Various) Hans 22015, S/O: Dutt
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SCHMITT: Piano Pieces (Urban) Grand 850, M/A:
Harr

SCHMITT,A: PCs (Shelley) Hyp 68389, S/O: French
SCHNITTKE: Film Music 5 (Strobel) Capr 5350, M/A:

Faro
PC (Bronfman/Welser-Most) Cleve 3, M/A: see
PROKOFIEFF

SCHOENBERG: PC (Piemontesi) Penta 5186949,
N/D: Wright

Pelleas & Melisande (Nott) Penta 5186782, M/J:
Hecht

Qt 1+3 (Gringolts Qt) BIS 2567, S/O: Thomson
Qt 2 (Heath Qt) Sign 712, N/D: see BERG
Songs (Law) Brill 96503, N/D: Rey
Transfigured Night (Appassionato) Naive 7423, M/A:
see STRAUSS

Transfigured Night (Kogan) Melya 87665, M/J: see
SZYMANOWSKI

SCHOENBERG,ADAM: Chamber Pieces (Blakemore
Trio+) BlueG 603, N/D: Faro

SCHUBERT: Arpeggione Sonata (Arenas) Odrad
425, N/D: see SCHUMANN

Arpeggione Sonata; Trio 2 (Rudin) Naxos 573884,
J/F: Thomson

Impromptus, all (Chamasyan) Herd 2, S/O: Becker
Octet (Wigmore Soloists SACD) BIS 2597, M/A: Kilp
Overtures (Schellenberger) SoloM 361, S/O: Alt-
house

Trout Qn (Libertalia) CPO 555383, J/F: see HUM-
MEL

P Son in A, 664; in C, 840 (Gaudet) Anal 9186, S/O:
Haskins

P Son in D, B-flat (McDermott) Bridg 9550, M/A:
Haskins

P Son in D; in C minor (Margolina) Ars 38331, S/O:
Repp

Piano pieces, short (Waleczek) Naxos 574135, M/A:
Becker

Qt 12+15 (Fitzwilliam Qt) Linn 673, M/J: French
Qt 14+15 (Aviv Qt) Apart 266, M/J: French
Schone Mullerin (Davies, ct) Sign 697, M/J: Moore,R
Schone Mullerin (Finley) Hyp 68377, S/O: Moore,R
Songs (Coote) Hyp 68169, S/O: Grf
Songs (Hasselhorn) HM 902689, S/O: Moore,R
Stg Qn; Schwanengesang (Pregardien, Tetzlaff)
Alpha 748, M/A: Althouse

Sym 4+5 (Jacobs) Penta 5186856, J/F: Vroon
Symphonies, all (Orfeo Baroque) CPO 555228, M/J:
Vroon

Trio 1; Nocturne (Gould Trio) Reson 10289, M/A:
Dutt

V Son & Fantasy (Mullova) Sign 706, S/O: Magil
V Sons (Martin) Avi 8553027, J/F: Thomson
V Sons (Valova) Brill 96423, M/A: Kell
Winterreise (Oboe, Bassoon, Piano) Hans 21023,
J/F: Vroon

Winterreise (Crossley-Mercer) Mirar 458, M/A:
Moore,R

Winterreise (Rutherford) BIS 2410, M/J: Moore,R
SCHUETT: Lute Pieces (Composer) Navon 6422,

S/O: new, Kilp
SCHULHOFF: PC; Burger als Edelman

(Rische/Albrecht) Hans 21042, S/O: Wright
SCHUMANN: Arabeske; Humoreske; Spring Songs

(Namoradze) Stein 30112, M/J: Repp
Carnaval; Davidsbund; Kinder; Forest (Sheng) Piano
10195, M/J: Repp

Cello Pieces (Poucke) Chall 72871, J/F: Moore
Cello Pieces (Arenas) Odrad 425, N/D: Hutton
Dichterliebe arr viola (Ridout) HM 916118, J/F: see
PROKOFIEFF

Frauenliebe (Porter) FHR 98, M/A: see SCHU-
MANN,C

Frauenliebe und Leben (Boover) Cent 3870, N/D: see
GRAEF

Kinderszenen (Flemish Radio) EvilP 46, M/J: see
BRAHMS

Liederkreisen (Robertsson) FugaL 787, M/A:
Moore,R

Organ Pieces (Christensen) OUR 6220675, J/F:
Delc

P Qts (Dvorak P Qt) Sup 4305, N/D: Dutt
Piano Pieces, misc (Principe) Piano 10248, S/O:
Becker

Songs (Historic recordings to 1951) Prof 21025,
M/A: Moore,R

Songs (Various 4CD) Prof 21014, M/J: Moore,R
Songs, misc (Melzer & Rode) Naxos 574261, S/O:
Moore,R

V Son; Romances (Wang) Avi 8553483, S/O: Thom-
son

SCHUMANN,C: Songs (Pahn) Hans 20026, N/D: see
HENSEL

Songs (Pieczonka/Shelley) Anal 8880, M/J: see
BRAHMS

Songs (Porter) FHR 98, M/A: Altman
SCHUMANN,CAM: Clarinet Sonatas (Beigelbeck)

CPO 555226, M/A: Hanudel
SCHUMANNS: Songs (Steffani, Kozena) Chall

72865, M/A: Moore,R
SCHURMANN: Cantatas (Weser-Renaissance) CPO

555374, M/A: Loewen
SCHURMER: Theremin Pieces (Blanc) Centr 29221,

N/D: new, Kilp
SCHWOB: Out of the Tunnel�Innov 64, S/O: new,

Kilp
SCRIABIN: Mazurkas (Gugnin) Hyp 68355, M/J: Harr
P Pieces, all (Sofronitski 12CD) Prof 22006, S/O:
Harr

P Son 5,7,9; Mazurkas (Ulasiuk) Cent 3912, M/J:
Estep

Preludes (Chochieva) Naive 7542, S/O: see
MOZART

Preludes (Gryshyn) Orch 176, J/F: see KOSENKO
Preludes, op 11 (Serebriakov) BlueG 569, J/F: Harr

SEIBER: V Son; Sinfonietta (Karmon) Hans 21043,
M/J: Sull

SEREBRIER: Chamber Music for Strings (Darvaro-
va+) Affet 2104, M/J: Faro

SGAMBATI: Piano Pieces 1 (Caporiccio) Piano
10216, S/O: Repp

SHAPORIN: Piano Pieces (Kozlovski) Tocc 621, N/D:
Repp

SHEEHAN: Vespers (St Tikhon Choir) CapRo 423,
M/A: Grf

SHENTON: Piano Pieces (Polk) Stein 30187, M/J:
new, Vroon

SHOSTAKOVICH: Blok Songs; Trio 1 (Kasper, s)
CPO 555367, S/O: Dutt

P Qn (Kern; Dali Qt) Delos 3587, J/A: see BRAHMS
P Son 2 (Pinkas) MSR 1679, J/F: see BRIDGE
Qt 3+8 (Novus Qt) Apart 271, M/J: Estep
Qt 3,5,7,8,9 (Nous Qt) Brill 96418, S/O: Estep
Sym 1; Michelangelo Suite (Didenko/Graf) HDTT
1809, N/D: Estep

Sym 5 (Shani) Warnr 547834, S/O: see WEILL
Sym 7 (Noseda) LSO 859, M/J: Estep
Trios (Trio Con Brio) Orch 181, M/J: French

SHREVE: Lavinia; Anna Komnene (Mercurio) MSR
1725, N/D: new, Kilp

SIBELIUS: Sym 1+ (Beecham) Somm 5013, M/A:
Vroon

Sym 2+7; VC; 4 Legends; Karelia (Jensen, 1952-62)
DACO 911, M/A: O�Connor

Sym 2,4,5 (Rosbaud) SWR 19105, M/A: Althouse
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Sym 7; King Christian; Pel & Mel (Collon) Ond 1404,
S/O: Vroon

VC (Dalene) BIS 2620, J/A: see NIELSEN
SILLESCU: Sym 1 (Frank) Genui 22788, S/O: Faro
SILVESTROV: P Qn (Starodub) Naxos 579098, M/J:

see LIATOSHINSKY
SINDING: VC (Birringer) Rubic 1081, S/O: Althouse
SINIGAGLIA: Piano Pieces (Turbil) DaVin 550, S/O:

Repp
SLATKIN: Pieces (Slatkin) Naxos 574352, M/J: Kilp
SMITH,C: Three (Smith, g) ColdB 61, J/F: new, Vroon
SOMMER: Songs (Kupfer) Naxos 574142, M/J:

Moore,R
SONDHEIM: Little Night Music Suite (Terwilliger)

Bridg 4010, M/A: Fisch
SOREY: Autoschediasms (Alarm will Sound) CA

21172, M/J: new, Kilp
SOTO: Laude Spirituali (Capilla Musical) Brill 96164,

N/D: Gatens
SOUSA: Fantasies (Brion) Naxos 559880, M/J: Kilp
SPERGER: Double-bass Concertos (Krigovsky) Chall

72915, S/O: Moore
Double-bass Concertos (Patkolo) CPO 555404,
M/A: Moore

SPETH: Organ Pieces (Minali) Brill 96097, N/D:
Gatens

STAMITZ,K: Symphonies (Cologne Academy) CPO
555344, M/A: Hecht

STIASTNY: Cello Duets (Rummel & Hutshoff) Palad
121, S/O: Moore

STIEFEL: Spirits (Composer) Panor 21, J/F: new,
Vroon

STILL: Africa Suite (Newkirk, p) BST 188, N/D: 130,
Wright

Summerland; American Suite; V Suite (Eisenberg)
Naxos 559867, N/D: French

STOHR: Suite for Strings; Concerto Old Style (Hob-
son) Tocc 468, S/O: O�Connor

STOJOWSKI: Sym; Orch Suite (Wit) Capr 5464, S/O:
Hecht

V Sons (Plawner) CPO 555324, M/A: see
PADEREWSKI

STOLZEL: Passion Oratorio (Max) CPO 555311,
M/A: Loewen

STRADELLA: Cantatas & Serenatas 2 (Stradella
Consort) Dyn 7894, M/J: Moore,C

Circe (Stradella Consort) Dyn 7910, J/F: Loewen
STRAUSS: Alpine Sym (Jurowski) Penta 5186802,

J/F: Hecht
Aus Italien; VC (Poschner) CPO 555126, M/J: Alt-
house

Don Quixote; Till; Cello Romance (Roth) HM
902370, J/F: O�Connor

Enoch Arden (Kent) Somm 651, N/D: Repp
Happy Workshop; Serenade (Carnegie Mellon
Winds) Ref 745, M/J: Hanudel

Heldenleben (Lehninger) Tonse 7, M/J: Hecht
Macbeth; Don Juan; Till (Welser-Most) Cleve 4, S/O:
Althouse

Metamorphosen (Appassionato) Naive 7423, M/A:
Hecht

Metamorphosen (Wilson) Chan 5292, S/O: Althouse
4 Last Songs; Songs (Muller) Penta 5186806, N/D:
Althouse

Songs (Muhlbacher, ct) Ars 38613, N/D: see
MAHLER

Songs (Wegener) Avi 8553041, M/J: Thomson
STRAUSS,J: Waldmeister (Sofia/Salvi) Naxos

660489, M/A: Fisch
STRAVINSKY: Divertimento (Philippens) Chanl

43921, J/F: Thomson
Ebony Concerto (Rattle) LSO 836, S/O: see GOLI-
JOV

Firebird, Petrouchka, Rite (Rattle) LSO 5096, J/F:
French

Histoire de Soldat (Bartana, Barak) Hans 21017, J/F:
113, Hanudel

P Pieces (Zuev) FugaL 777, S/O: Sull
Soldier�s Tale+ (Faust+) HM 992671, J/F: Thomson
Suite Italien, arr viola (Rodolfo) Penta 5186287, M/A:
see RACHMANINOFF

Sym of Psalms (Jansons) BR 900201, S/O: see
PART

STROZZI: Sacred Music (Aurata Fonte) Tact 611990,
J/F: Gatens

Solos (Dubinskaite) Brill 96436, J/F: Loewen
STUCKY: Silent Spring (Honeck) Ref 747, S/O: see

BEETHOVEN
SUBEN: Orch Pieces (Composer) Coel 888, S/O:

new, Kilp
SULLIVAN: Macbeth; King Arthur; Merry Wives

(Penny) Naxos 555210, M/J: O�Connor
Victoria & Merrie England (Penny) Naxos 555216,
M/J: O�Connor

SUPPE: Mozart (Salvi) Naxos 574383, N/D: Fisch
SWEELINCK: Organ Pieces (Heurtematte) Raven

152, M/A: Gatens
SZCZERBINSKI: P Pieces (Koukl) Grand 876, M/J:

Repp
SZECHENYI: Waltzes & Marches (Kassai & Lazar)

Naxos 574307, J/F: Becker
SZYMANOWSKI: Myths (Kogan) Melya 87665, M/J:

Magil
TAILLEFERRE: Piano Pieces (Horvath) Grand 891,

N/D: Harr
TAKACS: PC; Serenade; Rhaps (Triendl/Christ) Capr

5438, S/O: Estep
TAN DUN: 8 Memories; The Fire; Film Music Sonata

(Van Raat, p) Naxos 570621, N/D: Faro
TANEYEV: P Qt; String Trio (Spectrum Concerts)

Naxos 574367, N/D: Dutt
TANGUY: Clar C; VC 2 (Genisson) Ond 1390, M/A:

Hanudel
P Qn; Trio; chamber pieces (Diotima Qt+) Erato
635566, S/O: Faro

TARRODI: Tarot Garden; Symphony (Falletta) DB
204, N/D: Faro

TCHAIKOVSKY: Eugene Onegin excerpts (Stembol-
skaya) Piano 10247, J/A: see SAINT-SAENS

Overtures & Suites (Kitaenko) Oehms 1903, J/F:
O�Connor

Songs (Belkina) SoloM 381, J/A: see RACHMANI-
NOFF

Sym 1; Capriccio Italien (Jarvi,P) Alpha 838, S/O:
Vroon

Sym 3; Coronation March (Jarvi,P) Alpha 839, S/O:
Vroon

Sym 6; Romeo (Jarvi,P) Alpha 782, M/A: Hecht
VC; Serenade Mel; Souvenir (Fischer) Penta
5187005, N/D: French

VC; Souvenir (Lomeiko) Orch 195, S/O: Thomson
VC (Pochekin) Prof 21052, M/J: Althouse

TCHEREPNIN: 3 generations (Chamber group) Tocc
12, S/O: Estep

P Pieces (Gadjiev) Avi 8553494, N/D: Estep
TCHESNOKOV: Flute & Piano (Wierer) Brill 96216,

J/F: Estep
TEIRSTEIN: Restless Nation (Composer+) Navon

6397, S/O: new, Kilp
TELEMANN: Cantatas 7 (Bergen Baroque) Tocc 182,

M/J: Loewen
Cantatas for English Kings (Hamburg Baroque) CPO
555426, M/A: Gatens

Cantatas for soprano (Pahn) Hans 21008, M/J:
Loewen
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Cantatas, Wedding (La Stagione) CPO 555300, M/A:
Gatens

Cantatas, sacred (Hamburg Ratsmusik) CPO
555387, M/A: Gatens

Christmas Cantatas III (Cologne Academy) CPO
555396, J/F: Loewen

Easter Cantatas (Cologne Academy) CPO 555425,
M/A: Gatens

Fantasias (Bowes,v) Navon 6378, M/A: Magil
Fantasias for Gamba (Dornenburg) Cent 3892, M/A:
Moore

Flute Fantasias (Mogavero) DaVin 515, N/D: Gor-
man

Gamba Fantasies (Berger) Uran 14073, J/F: Moore
Solo Flute Fantasias (Dahl) LAWO 1212, M/J: Gor-
man

Solo V Fantasias (Cotik) Cent 3949, S/O: Kell
Solo V Fantasies (Gintova) Orch 171, J/F: Thomson
Trio Sonatas? (Heim, Shalev) PerfN 2201, S/O:
Loewen

VC, vol 7 (Wallfisch) CPO 777881, M/A: Magil
Viola Pieces (Tamestit) HM 902342, M/J: Magil

TELLEZ: P Qt; Qt (Take Five) Centr 28721, J/F: new,
Vroon

THALBERG: P Pieces (mmellato) Piano 10242, M/J:
Becker

Soirees de Pausilippe (Nicolosi, p) Naxos 555668,
N/D: Becker

THORVALDSDOTTIR: Enigma (Spektral Qt) SonoL
92250, J/F: new, Vroon

TOSTI: D�Annuncio Songs (Pertusi) Tact 842090,
N/D: Moore,R

TOWNER: Guitar Pieces & Variations (Sebastiani)
Brill 95823, J/F: Mcc

TSITSAROS: Piano Pieces 2CD (Composer) Cent
3889, J/F: new, Vroon

TUMA: Requiem (Valek) Sup 4300, M/A: Grf
ULLMANN: Kaiser von Atlantis (Munich Radio/Hahn)

BR 900339, S/O: Locke
VAINBERG: Chamber Sym 2+4 (Krimer) Naxos

574210, J/F: Estep
Jewish Songs; Trio (Kasper, s) CPO 555367, S/O:
see SHOSTAKOVICH

The Passenger (Graz Opera) Capr 5455, M/J: Locke
P Qn; Moldavian Rhaps; VC (Vainberg, Kogan+) Alto
1452, N/D: Thomson

Qt 1,7,11 (Arcadia Qt) Chan 20174, S/O: Dutt
Trio; 2-V Son (Roth+) EvilP 44, M/J: Thomson
Trumpet Concerto (Radutu, Ott, Vienna Radio)
Orfeo 220011, J/A: see SHOSTAKOVICH

VALE: Preludes (Alcantara, v) DaVin 501, S/O:
Thomson

VALLOTTI: Marion Antiphons (Cinciripi) DaVin 498,
S/O: Brewer

VANHAL: Syms 5 (Halasz) Naxos 574305, M/J: Alt-
house

VASKS: Oboe Concerto; Lauda (Poga) Ond 1355,
J/F: Faro

Piano Pieces (Zarins) Ond 1361, N/D: Estep
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Folk Song settings (Bevan,

Spence, Williams) Albio 44+45, M/J: Moore,R
Oxford Carols (Chelsea Royal Hospital) Albio 50,
J/F: Vroon

Pan�s Anniversary; Tallis Fant for choir (Vann) Albio
54, N/D: Grf

Sym 5+6 (Boult at Proms) ICA 5164, S/O: O�Connor
Sym 7+9; Lark; Norfolk (Elder) Halle 7558, N/D:
O�Connor

Violin Pieces (Komachi) MK 2, N/D: Magil
Wenlock Edge; House of Life; Hymns (Spence) Hyp
68378, M/J: Moore,R

VENEZIANI: Songs (Palumbo) Tact 872202, M/A:
Rey

VERDI: Aida (Nilsson, Corelli, Bumbry) Uran 121393,
J/F: Altman

Arias (Dyka) Delos 3586, J/A: see PUCCINI
Requiem (Segerstam) Orfeo 210232, J/F: Altman

VIERNE: Piano Pieces (Monteiro) Naxos 574296,
M/A: Delc

Songs (Pfrimmer) Cent 3929, S/O: Moore,R
VILLA-LOBOS: Bachianas 5 (Lehninger) Tonse 7,

M/J: see STRAUSS
Guitar Preludes+ (Herbig) Aldil 18, J/F: Mcc
Piano Pieces (Marchena) MSR 1764, S/O: Repp
Stg Trio; Quintet (Lazari+) Uran 14072, J/F: Dutt
V Sons (Baldini) Naxos 574310, J/F: Kell

VILLARREAL: Poe; On the Beckoning Air (Compos-
er) MFM 91028, J/F: Faro

VINE: Piano Sonatas (Liu) Dyn 7931, S/O: Sull
VIVALDI: Cantatas for Soprano (Venditelli) Naive

7257, M/A: Gatens
Concertos, op 3 w Bach arr (Alessandrini) Naive
7367, N/D: Loewen

Gloria+ (Agnew) HM 8905358, N/D: Gatens
Nisi Dominus (St Florian) Preis 1497, S/O: see PER-
GOLESI

Paris Concertos (Plewniak,v) Vers 65, S/O: Brewer
4 Seasons (Fullana) Avie 2485, J/F: Vroon
Senna Festeggiante (Fasolis) Vers 64, S/O: Locke
Stabat Mater; Nisi Dominus (Spanos) Gram 99244,
M/J: Brewer

2-Violin Sonatas (Archicembalo) Brill 96188, M/A:
Magil

VIVALDI,P: Mother Nature (Various) Aulic 55, J/F:
new, Vroon

VLADIGEROV: Orchestral Pieces, vol 3 (Composer
& son) Capr 8056, S/O: Hecht

P Pieces (Hirose) Mirar 600, M/J: Estep
Songs with Orchestra (Vladigerov) Capr 8070, M/A:
Estep

Variations; Impressions (Staneva,p) Chan 20251,
N/D: 131, Harr

VOGT: Light Shall Shine (Dahl, org) LAWO 1235,
S/O: Delc

VOLANS: Etudes (Richards) Diatr 36, S/O: Estep
VORISEK: Rondeau (Lobkowicz Trio) Rubic 1075,

S/O: see BEETHOVEN
Sym in D (Blomstedt) Acce 30574, N/D: Althouse

WAGENSEIL: Sonatas for String Trio (Cicchitti+)
Chall 72896, M/J: Dutt

WAGNER: Kundry & Brunnhilde (Modl) Prof 21055,
M/J: Rey

Siegfried (Ehrling) Sterl 1847, S/O: Altman
Walkure Act I; Gotterdammerung Act 3 (Thielemann)
Prof 22038, S/O: Altman

WALCKIERS: Stg Qns (Faberge Qn) Esdur 2084,
M/J: Dutt

WALKER: Piano Sonatas (Beck) Bridg 9554, M/J:
Becker

WALTON: Facade; Henry V (O�Neil) Somm 277, M/J:
O�Connor

WEBER: Duo Conc (McGill) Ced 207, M/A: see
BRAHMS

Freischutz (Freiburg/Jacobs) HM 902700, S/O:
Locke

WEBERN: PC (Napolitano) Odrad 413, N/D: see
BRAHMS

WEICHENBERGER: Lute Suites (Held) Hans 22017,
N/D: Lehman

WEILL: Sym 2 (Shani) Warnr 547834, S/O: Hecht
WEINER: Serenade (Paternostro) Capr 5380, J/F:

see DOHNANYI
WEISS: Guitar pieces (Rinehart) Ravel 8056, M/A:

Mcc
WHITE: Organ Pieces (Robinson) Acis 61020, M/A:

Delc
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WHITE,N: Songs of Innocence; The Raven (Raven
Consort) MSR 1739, N/D: Faro

WILBY: St Matthew Passion (Owens) Reson 10298,
S/O: Moore,R

WILBYE: Madrigals (Fagiolini) Coro 16190, S/O:
Gatens

WILLIAMS: VC 2; Film Themes (Mutter/Williams) DG
35442, N/D: French

WILMS: PCs (Brautigam) BIS 2504, N/D: French
WILSON: Suite for Strings (Bostock) CPO 555395,

M/A: O�Connor
WINTERBERG: P Pieces 2 (Helbig) Tocc 609, M/A:

Repp
Sym 1; PC 1; Rhythmophonie (Kalitzke) Capr 5476,
N/D: O�Connor

WOLF: Italian Songbook (Sampson, Clayton) BIS
2553, N/D: Moore,R

WOLF-FERRARI: Overtures (Haider) Naxos 573582,
M/A: O�Connor

WOLFL: Piano Concertos 2+3 (Veljkovic) CPO
555149, M/A: Estep

WOLOSOFF: Cello Pieces (Sant�Ambrogio) Avie
2492, S/O: Moore

WRIGHT,C: Sym; Horn Con (Andrews) Tocc 466,
S/O: Wright

YE: Sichuan Image; Concerto of Life (Serebrier) BIS
2303, N/D: Faro

Twilight in Tibet; Tianjin Suite; Episod (Various)
Naxos 579088, S/O: Faro

YIP: Quietude (Various) Alb 1873, J/F: new, Vroon
YSAYE: Sentimental Scenes; Etudes; VC G minor

(Lupu) DivA 25222, M/A: Magil
V Pieces (Huang) FugaL 779, J/F: see LEKEU
Solo V Son (Liebeck) Orch 179, M/A: Magil

YUN: V Pieces (Song) Navon 6387, M/A: see KIM
ZACARA: Works, all (La Fonte Musica) Alpha 640,

M/A: Brewer
ZEMLINSKY: Lyric Symphony (Gielen) Orfeo

210241, M/J: Hecht
ZEUTSCHNER: Christmas Story+ (Weser-Renais-

sance) CPO 555368, N/D: Gatens
ZYKAN: Songbook (Erod) Palad 122, S/O: Fisch

COLLECTIONS

ORCHESTRAL

Ballets Russes (22CD) Warnr 6477157, J/A: 107,
French

Canadian Soundscapes: Schafer, Raminsh, Schnei-
der (Okanagon Sym) Centr 29722, S/O: 80, Faro

Anthony Collins conducting [14CD] Decca 4841467,
M/A: 149, O�Connor

Furtwangler on Decca: Bruckner, Brahms, Schu-
mann, Franck�Decca 4828537, M/A: 150, Alt-
house

German Film Music from 1930 (Theis) BR 900333,
N/D: 149, Fisch

Kalevala Scenes: Sibelius, Klami, Madetoja (Slobode-
niouk SACD) BIS 2371, M/J: 116, O�Connor

Erich Kleiber 1926-29: DG 4842049, M/A: 151, Alt-
house

Knappertsbusch in opera: Beethoven, Wagner,
Strauss (19CD) Decca 4841800, J/A: 111, Hecht

Knappertsbusch orchestral (18CD) Decca 4841824,
J/A: 109, Althouse

Clemens Krauss 1947-54: Decca 4841704, M/A: 151,
Althouse

Labyrinths�16 Pieces (The Swan) Sign 694, M/J:
117, O�Connor

Light in Darkness: Haydn, VWms, Bach (Falletta)
BeauF 99857, M/J: 116, Althouse

Igor Markevitch on DG (21CD) DG 4841659, M/A:
154, Kilp

Igor Markevitch on Philips: Decca 4841744, M/A: 153,
Vroon

Norwegian Opera Overtures (Bergby) LAWO 1218,
J/F: 104, Hecht

Ormandy in Philadelphia (120 CD) Sony 57482, S/O:
115, Renfro

Paul Paray (23+22 CD) Merc 4842318+, N/D: 103,
Hecht

Philadelphia Rarities (Stokowski) Sign 2033, J/A: 114,
O�Connor

Portuguese Orchestras (Cassuto) Naxos 579130,
N/D: 109, French

Ready or Not�female composers: Bacewicz, Strossi,
Seymour (Palaver Strings) Azica 71342, J/A: 112,
Faro

Summer Concert: Grieg, Chopin, Baumgartner (Ger-
man String Phil) Gram 99259, S/O: 120, Althouse

Swedish Orchestral Pieces: Sterl 1129, J/F: 104,
French

Tango for Strings (Innlandet Orchestra) LAWO 1230,
M/J: 117, French

Transatlantic: Copland, Stravinsky, Dorman, Urquhart
(Berlin Academy) Onyx 4223, M/A: 156, Gorman

United Strings of Europe: Mendelssohn, Golijov,
Shaw�BIS 2549, J/A: 113, French

CHAMBER

Around Midnight: Schoenberg, Dutilleux, Marlin
(Ebene Qt) Erato 641909, M/A: 157, Thomson

Black Mass: Scriabin, Lourie, Staude (Asasello Qt)
Genui 22745, S/O: 120, Estep

Classical String Trio 3 (Vivaldi Project) MSR 1623,
J/F: 106, Althouse

Eclogue: British (London Chamber Ens) Somm 653,
S/O: 119, Vroon

English Theatre Music (Theater of Music) Ramee
2002, M/J: 143, Brewer

Ensemble Cythera: Kodaly, Bartok, Dvorak�Parat
140100, M/A: 183, Grf

Fin de Siecle: Mahler, Berg, Zemlinsky (Chimaera
Trio) MDG 9032225, M/J: 118, French

From Armenia with Love (Chamasyan Sisters) Herd
1, S/O: 120, Dutt

Lakeshore Rush (Moving Parts) Alb 1896, S/O: 121,
Hanudel

Moto Finale (Casals Trio) Navon 6388, S/O: new, Kilp
Polyphonia Ensemble Berlin: Dubois, D�Indy,

Caplet�Oehms 493, N/D: 112, Hanudel
Ravel Influences: Ravel, Rach, Falla (Trio SR9) Evid

86, J/A: 125, French
Revue Blanche�French Chamber Pieces: Antar 30,

J/F: 150, Gorman
Russian Roots (Gasparo Trio) Chan 20245, J/A: 146,

Estep
Ssens String Trio: Kvandal, Mortensen, Johansen�

LAWO 1238, S/O: 122, Thomson
Students of Boulanger (Boulanger Trio) Berl 301656,

J/F: 106, Fisch
Trio Amani: String trios fr Russia & Zurich�SoloM

353, M/A: 177, Kell
Une Priere: Bloch, Bruch, Ravel, Prok (Ensemble

Contraste) Alpha 763, N/D: 113, French

BRASS

Annapolis Brass Quintet: Crys 207, S/O: 123,
Malvern

Annapolis Brass Quintet 1970s: Crys 202, J/F: 107,
Kilp
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Blechklang�Klangspuren: Arcan 17007, J/F: 107,
Kilp

Brass Tacks (Janacek Phil Brass Qn) Navon 6428,
S/O: 123, Malvern

Christmas Celebration (Naples Brass) Mark 56293,
N/D: 153, Kilp

Hunting Horns (Usedom Querfeldein) Arcan 17009,
J/F: 108, Kilp

Mosaic Brass: Serebrier, Bartok, Tovey�Somm 638,
J/F: 107, Kilp

Music Hall (Vienna-Berlin Brass) Tudor 7204, J/F:
108, Kilp

Peaks and Valleys: Bassett, Frackenpohl, Bassett
(American Brass Trio) Fact 11629, N/D: 114,
Malvern

World Trombone Qt: Arcan 16004, J/F: 109, Kilp
1824: Rossini, Hummel, Schubert (Dangel) Prosp 16,

J/A: 116, Thomson C

CELLO

Armenian Cello (Asnavoorian Duo) Ced 209, S/O:
125, Hutton

Baroque Cello: Sammartini, Caldara, Bononcini
(Rosenberg) Orlan 47, J/F: 112, Moore

Baroque in Blue: Bach with many others (Runge) Berl
302006, N/D: 116, Moore

Bass on Fire (Bocini) NBB 37, M/A: 158, Moore
British Solo Cello (Isserlis) Hyp 68373, J/F: 111,

Moore
Casals: Philips recordings (7CD) Decca 4842348,

N/D: 115, Hutton
Cello & Orchestra: Haydn, Tchai, Melozzi (Shirvani)

Antes 319322, M/A: 161, French
Cello & Piano: Walker, Barber, Guarnieri (Sauer) Alb

1885, M/J: 121, Moore
Cello Fantasy on Bach (Topalovic) Hans 21007, M/J:

122, Moore
Cello Pieces: Poulenc, Wagner, Francaix (May)

SoloM 379, M/A: 159, Moore
Cello Preludes (Maclaine) Anal 8914, J/A: 117, Moore
Cello meets Harp (Johansen) CPO 555463, J/F: 111,

Moore
Matteo Cicchitti, gamba: Chall 72918, N/D: 115,

Moore
Kivie Cohn-Lipman�Sumna: NewF 325, N/D: 115,

Moore
Christoph Croise, solo cello: Avie 2466, J/F: 110,

Moore
Double Bass sonatas: Proto, Liebermann, Gubaiduli-

na (Romanowski) Dux 1746, J/F: 112, Moore
Early Italian Concertos: Leo, Vivaldi, Sammartini

(Frey) Anal 9163, S/O: 125, Moore
Francoise Groben [6CD] Hans 22021, S/O: 126, Hut-

ton
French Cello Concertos: S-S, Lalo, Honegger (Muller-

Schott) Orfeo 988211, J/F: 110, French
French Cello Concertos: Boellmann, S-Saens, Lalo,

Faure (Coppey) Audit 97802, J/A: 117, Vroon
Inspiration Populair (Revaz) SoloM 390, S/O: 127,

Hutton
Jonah Kim: Kodaly, Grieg, Abel�Delos 3585, J/F:

112, Moore
Nina Kotova: Brahms, Schumann, Reger�Warnr

504239, M/A: 159, Moore
Latin American Cello (Crawford) Orch 198, N/D: 116,

Moore
Thomas Mesa: Pugh, Holloway, Yee-Paulson�Navon

6373, M/A: 160, Moore
Music for Cellos: Piatti, Popper, Klengel (Brantelid+)

Naxos 574301, N/D: 114, Hutton
A Night in London: Handel, Geminiani++ (Piau) Apart

274, M/J: 120, Moore

Out of the Shadow: Schumann, Bonis, Boulanger,
Hensel (Swarts) Chall 72888, S/O: 128, Hutton

Kate Raitinen: Clynw, Rautavaara, Ullen�Arcan
19012, M/A: 161, Moore

Russian Cello (Kruithof) Ars 38310, M/A: 160, French
Laura Sewell: Schoenfield, Paulus, Thomas�Innov

33, N/D: 117, Moore
Solo Cello Sonatas: Bloch, Britten, Hindemith (Whit-

comb) MSR 1798, J/A: 118, Moore
Songs for Cello (Dikener) Cent 3905, J/A: 117, Moore
Emmanuel Tondus: Connesson, Janacek, Rachmani-

noff�Antar 28, J/F: 113, Moore
Trace of Lament (Sandvik) LAWO 1234, S/O: 128,

Hutton
Violin & Cello (Kopachinskaya & Gabetta) Alpha 757,

M/A: 158, Moore
Wonderful World (La Marca+) Naive 7362, M/A: 157,

Moore

CLARINET (Hanudel)

Alter Ego (Orlowski) Warnr 6307935, S/O: 130
Around the World�clarinet trios: Milhaud, Khacha-

turian, Schickele (Next Parallel) Herit 170, M/A: 162
Child�s Play: Brahms, Uhm, Ravel (Kim) MSR 1788,

N/D: 117
Joe Christophe: Genui 21721, M/A: 162
Clarinet Solo�Italian (Magri) DaVin 548, S/O: 129
Clarinet Sonatas: Poulenc, Bernstein, Prok, Vainberg

(Barfagan) Apart 287, M/J: 122
Clarinet Trios: Beet, Eberl, Sharlat (Trio Selene)

BlueG 591, M/J: 124
Clarinet arrangements of Russian Music (Scott) DivA

25223, J/F: 114
Coalescence (Tse, sax) Crys 783, J/F: 115
Germanic Fantasies: Schumann, Reinecke, Gade

(Marasca) DaVin 546, S/O: 130
Operatic Fantasies (Anzalone) DaVin 549, S/O: 129
Prayer for Peace: Decancq, Soenen (International

Clarinets) Aliud 121, N/D: 117
Project Fusion�sax qt: Maslanka, Glazounov,

Bozza�Bridg 9561, J/F: 114
Barnaby Robson: Reich, Howells, Poulenc�Orch

184, M/J: 123
Nicki Roman, sax: Bernstein, Grieg+�Ravel 8055,

J/F: 114
Saxophone plus: Dahl, Loeffler, Cohen, Roesgen-

Champion (Cohen) Ravel 8057, J/F: 140
Les Six (Pires) Avi 8553038, M/J: 123
Soprano Summit (Cohen, sax) Ravel 8062, M/J: 123
Swiss Chamber Pieces (Rothlisberger) MusS 7005,

M/J: 125

FLUTE (Gorman, except one)

20th Century Flute & Guitar (Jacobs & Kalisvaart)
Naxos 551453, J/A: 120

Bird of Life (Ramsl) Naxos 579111, J/A: 122
Brisk Recorder Quartet: Globe 5283, J/A: 119
Chamber Rediscoveries: Van Gilse, Blacher, Smit,

Vainberg (Snizek+) Cent 3874, J/A: 123
Ex Aequo: flute & guitar: Naxos 551454, N/D: 118
Flute & Guitar: Brouwer, C-T, Gnattali (Massimino &

Ramonda) DaVin 510, N/D: 118
Flute & Harp: Dancing dreams: French (Esposito &

Akyol) MSR 1790, J/A: 119
Flute & Organ (Hot Air Duo) Raven 173, J/A: 119
Flute Pieces�Andean (Cela) Alb 1890, N/D: 120
Folia Antiqua Nuova: Very old & new (Solomon) Cent

3901, J/A: 124
French Flute (Karr) Cent 3875, J/F: 115
French flute: Faure, Caplet, Bozza (Koga) Genui

22559, J/A: 122
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French Flute: Widor, Mouquet, Gaubert (Langevin)
Bridg 9555, J/F: 115

Hypnosis: Flute & Harp (Bailey & Brandenburg) Alb
1888, J/A: 119

Iranian Contemporary (Keshavarz) Petri 1005, J/A:
121

Leipzig 1723 Recorder Concertos (Temmingh) Acce
24375, M/A: 162, Loewen

Musical Pearls: Inglebrecht, Liebermann, Lutoslawski
(Conniveness London) Ars 38339, N/D: 120

Pan Flute (Rokyta) Sup 4311, N/D: 119
Prussian Trio Sonatas: Quantz, CPE, Grosse (Aretz)

Hans 22024, N/D: 118
Olga Reiser�Flute Tales: SoloM 375, J/F: 116
Romanian Flute (Kaczka) Hans 21060, J/A: 120
Thomascantors: Bach, Telemann, Fasch, Graupner

(Triesschijn, rec) Chall 72903, J/A: 124

GUITAR (McCutcheon)

Arada: Latin American (Budds) Sound 1132, S/O: 130
As She Sings (Tanenbaum) Reent 1, J/F: 120
Batucada: South America (Devine) Naxos 557337,

J/A: 125
Becoming a Landscape (Calderon & Lamprea) Cent

3872, M/A: 163
Bokyung Byun: Naxos 574433, N/D: 121
Cantiagas de Santiago (Russell) Azica 71335, M/A:

164
Cello & Guitar: Spanish (Jones & Maruri) Emec 75,

M/J: 125
Chinoiserie (Guitar & Gusheng) Navon 6417, N/D:

122
Drifting: Lullabies 3 (Larget-Caplan) Stone 81113, J/F:

119
Emigre & Exile (Berimbao) Panor 25, N/D: 124
From the Promised Land (Duo Mantar) Naxos

573962, J/F: 119
Giuliani & Castelnuovo Tedesco (Monaco) DaVin 499,

N/D: 123
Great Mandolin Concertos: Vivaldi, Paisiello, Haydn,

Hummel (La Ragione) Arcan 524, S/O: 132, French
Great Necks Guitar Trio: Spanish & Ravel�Navon

6430, N/D: 122
Homage to Gilardino (Porqueddu) Brill 96407, N/D:

123
Intimate Impressions (Cicchillitti & Cowan) Anal 8793,

J/F: 117
Italian Guitar Rarities (Buscemi) Naxos 574400, N/D:

120
Andy Jurik: Jurik 0, J/F: 118
Mexican Guitar: Oliva, Santos, Diego (Kacherski)

Frame 1, S/O: 131
New Concertos fr the Americas: Kernis, Sierra, Piaz-

zolla (Tanenbaum) Naxos 574298, J/F: 120
New Guitar Pieces (Maruri) Emec 84, M/A: 163
New Guitar Pieces 4CD (Porqueddu) Brill 96203, M/J:

126
Warren Nicholson: Lauro, Barrios+�CompC 63, J/F:

119
Nikcevic & Bulatovic Duo: Composers & guitarists�

Naxos 574389, N/D: 121
Opalescent (LA Guitar Qt) LAGQ 322, S/O: 132
Recuerdos (Grondona) Strad 37183, J/F: 117
Recuerdos de la Alhambra (Maruri) Emec 74, M/A:

164
Berta Rojas: Legado: Presti, Duarte, Anido�On 0,

N/D: 124
Sean Shibe: French & Spanish�Penta 5186870, M/J:

126
Mark Small: Small, Sting, Sibelius�Small 0, M/A: 164
Songs of Love & Despair (Cello & Guitar) SonoL

92255, N/D: 120

Spain (Halasz) BIS 2565, J/F: 117
Spanish Classics (DeRoche) Cent 3920, J/A: 125
Dario Vannini�Sweet Bream: DotG 2121, S/O: 133
Vienna 1840: Mertz, Schubert, Regondi (Valois) Anal

9197, S/O: 133
Weird�Wired (Conradi Duo) Antes 319323, J/A: 124

HARPSICHORD (Lehman)

Century of Ricercars (Booth) Sound 221, M/A: 165
German Baroque Hpsi II (Moulin) Ricer 433, M/A: 165
Grand Tour (Bernolet) Ramee 2009, J/F: 121
Hpsi of Louis XIII (De Pasquale) Vers 47, J/F: 121
Versailles-Westminster: French & English hpsi & org

1700 (Taillard) Vers 56, M/J: 126

HARP

5 Minutes for Earth (Kondonassis) Azica 71349, S/O:
new, Kilp

Harp Pieces (Constantin-Reznik) BIS 2570, M/J: Delc
Musings (Plank) Genui 22772, N/D: 124, Althouse

MISCELLANEOUS

Knights before Christmas: BST 159, J/F: 152, Fisch
Revoiced (Corvus Consort+) Chan 20260, N/D: 145,

Hanudel
Third Coast Percussion: Ced 210, N/D: new, Kilp
Within the Within (Jeremy Muller, perc) Alb 1877, J/F:

new, Vroon

OBOE & BASSOON

Bassoon Concertos: Bach, Mozart, Hertel (Stier)
Alpha 825, J/A: 115, Vroon

Bassoon Steppes: Russian (Descours) Orch 190,
S/O: 124, Estep

William Dietz: second look: Asia, Faith, Basler�
Sound 1131, S/O: 124, Estep

Alex Klein: Hind, Haas, Britten, Slavicky Ced 208,
J/A: 126, Hanudel

Oboe Romance: Schumann, Elgar, Wallner (Pidoux)
Alpha 789, J/A: 127, Hanudel

Susan Nigro, contrabassoon: Crys 980, M/J: 120,
Estep

Theo Plath, bassoon: French�Avi 8553037, J/F: 109,
Vroon

Watanabe, oboe: Prof 20042, M/A: 166, Gorman

ORGAN

Iveta Apkalna: Bach, Liszt, Vasks�Berl 302005, M/A:
166, Delc

Gail Archer: Cantius�Polish: Meyer 22051, S/O: 134,
Delcamp

Baroque Organ (Ludwig) MDG 9512227, M/J: 127,
Delc

Tom Bell Recital: Regen 540, J/F: 122, Delc
British organ & vocal since 1918 (Stove) ArsOr 4,

N/D: 126, Delc
Pierre Cochereau Edition [20CD]: Solst 365, J/F: 122,

Unger
Evocations (Von Blohm) Naxos 579122, N/D: 125,

Delc
French Organ Rarities, 1700s (Dollat) Vers 57, M/J:

127, Delc
Grace Cathedral, Topeka (Kraybill) ProOr 7289, J/F:

123, Delc
Eckhard Manz: MDG 9512226, J/F: 123, Gatens
The Monteverdi Organ (Koetsveld) Brill 96347, M/A:

167, Moore,C
Nordic Journey 11 (Hicks) ProOr 7297, J/A: 127, Delc
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Nordic Journey 12 (Hicks) ProOr 7299, N/D: 125,
Delc

St James Organ (Wilson) Goth 49330, J/F: 124, Delc
Sorcery (Trotter) Regen 566, M/J: 127, Delc
Russell Weismann: Raven 172, M/A: 167, Gatens

PIANO

4 Americans: Gottschalk, Gershwin, Beach, MacDow-
ell (Caruso) DaVin 539, S/O: 134, Estep

4 Elements: Earth: Schubert, Janacek, Chopin
(Kasuge) Orch 187, M/J: 132, Repp

Audrey Abela: Couperin, Rameau, Deb, Ravel�
Odrad 415, N/D: 127, Harr

African Pianism (Omordia) Somm 647, J/A: 131, Harr
Animal Universe: etudes (Bjorkoe) DaCap 8224733,

J/A: new, Kilp
Bach to Black: Bach, Coleridge-Taylor, Dett (Sennet)

Alb 1869, J/F: 129, Kang
Gina Bachauer (7CD) Merc 4844358, N/D: 127,

Becker
Bagatelles: Beet, Tcherepnin, Vine (Negrutiu) Cent

3883, J/F: 126, Estep
Beethoven Monument: Liszt, Chopin, Mend, Schum

(Levanon) Warnr 6425523, S/O: 138, Becker
Isil Bengi: Insol 1, M/J: 129, Harr
Black Female Composers (Corley) MSR 1744, J/A:

128, Harr
Brazilian Piano III (Moura Castro) Moura 0, J/F: 126,

Kang
British Concertos: Addison, Benjamin, Searle, Rubbra

(Callaghan) Lyrit 407, N/D: 102, O�Connor
Busoni plays his transcriptions: Tacet 244, M/J: 130,

Becker
Jenny Chai: Songs of Love: Schumann, Ives, Bach�

DivA 25228, J/A: 128, Becker
Chopin & Bolcom (Dank) Avie 2475, J/F: 125, Becker
Classical Settings of Hymns (Hernandez) Alb 1892,

N/D: 129, Harr
Colombian Piano (Esguerra) Tocc 15, J/A: new, Kilp
Echoes: Koh, Anderson, Chumbley (Thomas) ACA

20130, J/A: 132, Sull
Fantasias (Gintov) Navon 6379, M/A: 169, Harr
Female Composers (Various 10CD) Grand 897, J/A:

132, Becker
Forgotten: Mozart, CHopin, Liszt, Griffes (Liu) Cent

3925, N/D: 130, Becker
French 4 Hands: Chausson, Chaminade, Massenet

(McCallum & Helyard) Tocc 7, M/A: 173, Harr
French Piano Duo (Baron & Navarro) MSR 1732,

M/J: 128, Harr
From a Russian Dynasty: Liadov, Pomazansky

(Korostelyov & Solovieva) Grand 858, M/A: 171,
Harr

Alexander Gadjiev: Decca 4856488, M/A: 169, Harr
Ivan Gatic: Schubert, Brahms, Macek�Genui 22780,

N/D: 129, Becker
Andrei Gavrilov: Beet, Moz, Liszt, Rach�DaVin 505,

S/O: 136, Repp
Georgian Composers (Kandashvili) Thor 2677, S/O:

137, Harr
Homage to Berlioz (Propper) Forl 16900, S/O: 138,

Locke
Homage to Horowitz (Bernard) Penta 5186898, M/J:

130, Becker
Iberian Dances: Albeniz, Balakirev, Liapounov (Nieto)

IBS 262021, J/A: 129, Repp
Iberian Impressions: Albeniz, Blanco, Montsalvatge

(Oliveira) Odrad 429, N/D: 131, Repp
Im Wald: Schumann, Rihm, Lachenmann (Boccuzzi)

Dig 126, N/D: 129, Repp
In Search Of: Brahms, Tchai, Dvorak (Ensari-Schuch

Duo) Avi 8553214, M/J: 131, Harr

Invitation to the Dance: Short pieces (DiLiberto)
DaVin 542, S/O: 135, Wright

Journey for One (Demske, p) Navon 6370, M/J: 131,
Repp

Wilhelm Kempff 1927-36: APR 5638, J/A: 129, Repp
Wilhelm Kempff, 1949-58: Decca 4842267, S/O: 137,

Becker
Martin Kesuma: Vine, Ginastera, Granados�Cent

3636, J/F: 126, Kang
Yvonne Lefebure [5CD]: Prof 21041, M/A: 172, Beck-

er
London Nights: Tippett, Britten, Bridge (Lee) Capr

3010, M/J: 133, Becker
Marguerite Long 1930s: APR 6038, J/A: 130, Repp
Madame Bovary�s Music (Kadouch) Mirar 532, S/O:

136, Becker
Kristina Marinova: Rhapsodies: Dohnanyi, Liszt,

Gershwin�Navon 6371, M/A: 172, Becker
Miroirs: Ravel, Granados, Gershwin (Kim) Navon

6383, M/A: 171, Repp
Northscapes�new: Thoresen, Saariaho, Vasks+

(Jokubaviciute) SonoL 92251, J/F: new, Vroon
Old Meets New (Lifschitz) N/S 1068, M/J: new, Vroon
Piano 1910-20 (Belsky) Sher 11423, J/F: 125, Harr
Piano Duo: Debussy, Ravel, Barber, Borodin (Borgh-

ese & De Carlo) Aulic 57, M/A: 170, Harr
Piano Duos (Van Veens) Brill 96433, S/O: 139, Harr
Piano Spectrums�contemp (Kislitsyna) Navon 6413,

S/O: new, Kilp
Queen Elisabeth Competition 2021: QEC 2021, J/A:

134, Wright
Christina Quilico: Cowell, Gershwin, Monk�Navon

6361, J/F: 126, Estep
Gabiz Reichert: Haydn, Beet, Prok�Ars 38311, M/A:

174, Haskins
Reves d�Espagne: Ravel, Falla, Bonis (Billaut & Cop-

pola) Eloq 2158, M/A: 168, Harr
Richter in Haydn & Mozart: Strad 37189, J/F: 127,

Repp
Russian Piano: Liadov, Medtner, Prokofieff (Fialko)

DivA 20211, N/D: 129, Estep
Harold Samuel (Late 1920s) APR 6036, M/A: 174,

Becker
Burkard Schliessman: Schumann, Scriabin, Liszt�

DivA 21373, J/F: 121, Repp
Ruth Slenczynska�new: Decca 35175, J/A: 131,

Becker
Johnandrew Slonimsky: Mozart, Brahms, Bolcom�

Sound 1127, M/A: 174, Repp
Cyril Smith [3CD]: APR 7313, M/A: 175, Becker
Alexander Soares: Berg, Bridge, Ravel�Rubic 1068,

J/F: 129, Kang
Spanish Piano: Alb, Gran, Mompou (Stanley) Emec

85, J/F: 129, Repp
Traveler�s Suite (Barnatan) Penta 5186874, M/J: 128,

Estep
Fou Tsong [10CD]: Westm 4843712, M/A: 176, Beck-

er
Variations: Mozart, Beet, Brahms (Trpceski) Linn 682,

J/A: 132, Repp
Daniel Villanyi: Bach, Schubert, Liszt�AustG 24,

S/O: 140, Repp
Vintage Americana: Liebermann, Del Tredici, Rzewski

(Quilico) Navon 6384, M/A: 173, Sull
Orion Weiss: Arc 1: Granados, Janacek, Scriabin�

FHR 127, M/J: 133, Repp
Margery McDuffie Whatley: Haydn, Chopin, Liszt�

ACA 20128, M/J: 133, Estep
Cordelia Williams recital: Somm 639, M/A: 177, Repp
Without Borders: Bartok, Enesco, Saygun (Cakmur)

BIS 2630, S/O: 134, Wright
Year that Never Was (Varga) SonoL 92258, N/D: 132,

Wright
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TRUMPET & BRASS SOLOS

French Trumpet Concertos: Schmitt, Tomasi, Jolivet
(Hardenberger) BIS 2523, N/D: 132, Malvern

Horn Concertos: Forster, Graun, Quantz (Franssen)
Chall 72904, J/A: 135, Kilp

Horn Recital: Beethoven, Ries, Punto (Van der Zwart)
HM 905351, M/J: 134, Kilp

Intrada: 8 composers (Tomasoni) Chanl 44322, N/D:
133, Malvern

New Trumpet Pieces (Brum) Naxos 579118, J/A: 135,
Kilp

New horn pieces (Bonet) IBS 122021, J/F: 130, Kilp
Robert Reardon, horn: Brahms, Strauss+�RR 2022,

S/O: 141, Malvern
Trumpet in Movies (Leleu) HM 902600, M/J: 134, Kilp

VIOLIN & VIOLA

1919 Viola Sonatas: Bartok, Foote, Soulage (Hern-
don) MSR 1701, J/A: 137, Thomson

American Violin: Previn, Schemmer, Gay (Seme-
nenko) BIS 2545, M/J: 138, Thomson

American Violin: Copland, Beach, Villa-Lobos
(Anderegg) Prop 43451, M/J: 135, Magil

Baroque Violin Concertos: Leclair, Vivaldi, Locatelli
(De Swarte) HM 902649, J/A: 138, Magil

Marie Begin: Franck, Debussy, Szymanowski�ATMA
2850, J/F: 132, Kell

Consolations: Romantics (Magub, v) CRD 3540, S/O:
142, Thomson

Elmira Dardarova: Brahms, Franck, C Schumann�
SoloM 367, J/F: 132, Kell

Angele Dubeau: Hildegard, Shaw, Kats-Chernin�
Anal 8754, J/A: 135, Thomson

Early 20th Century Violin: Elgar, Tailleferre, Clarke
(Broman) DB 199, J/F: 131, Thomson

French String Trios (Black Oak) Ced 212, N/D: 111,
Thomson

French Violin (Shiganyan) BlueG 585, M/J: 139, Kell
French Violin (Tomita) Orch 194, J/A: 138, Kell
Jean Fournier, violin [10CD]: Prof 22003, J/A: 138,

Moore
Jennifer Francoli: Bach, Ysaye solo pieces�Franc 0,

J/A: 138, Magil
Lawrence Golan, solo: Bach, Ysaye, Golan�Cent

3880, J/F: 133, Kell
Ida Haendel 1953-67: SWR 19427, M/A: 178, Magil
Linda Hedlund: short pieces�Naxos 579095, J/F:

134, Kell
Heritage (Castro) DivA 25229, J/A: 135, Kell
Hungarian Violin & Viola: Bartok, Ligeti, Veress,

Eotvos (Stark) BIS 2416, N/D: 137, Magil
Judith Ingolfsson: Rathaus, Tiessen, Arma�Oehms

491, J/F: 134, Kell
Italian Baroque Violin (Alonso) IBS 182021, M/J: 135,

Moore,C
Ferenc Kiss: Mozart, Svendsen, Williams�Bella

312473, N/D: 134, Kell
Rene Kubelik Recital: Orlan 39, N/D: 135, Kell
La Folia: baroque violin (Bohren) Avie 2513, N/D:

133, Kell
Simon Luethy: Beet, Prok, Waxman�Genui 21754,

J/F: 136, Kell
Mosaic: viola (Kang) BlueG 609, N/D: 135, Thomson
Old Vienna: violin (Kogan,J) Emec 71, J/F: 135, Magil
Poems & Rhapsodies (Ivakhiv, v) Cent 3799, M/J:

136, Magil
Pupils of Tartini V Sons (Siskovic) Dyn 7939, S/O:

143, Magil
Ruggero Ricci on American Decca [9CD]: DG

4841988, M/J: 137, Kell

Ruggero Ricci on English Decca [20CD]: Decca
4842150, M/J: 137, Kell

Romantic Violin by Women: Bonis, Smyth, Andree
(Vogel) Tocc 13, J/F: 139, Thomson

Russian Viola 3CD (Masurenko) Prof 20045, J/F:
130, Thomson

Russian Viola Sonatas: Bunin, Glinka, Sokolov
(Vendryes) Tocc 14, M/J: 140, Thomson

Marc Sabbah, viola: Schumann, Falla, Bridge�Prosp
45, N/D: 136, Thomson

Shining Night (Meyers) Avie 2455, S/O: 141, Magil
Dmitry Smirnov: Bach, Bartok FHR 117, J/F: 137, Kell
Solo Viola: Bach, Reger, Biber, Ysaye (Hertenstein)

Hans 21038, M/J: 135, Thomson
Solo Violin: Bach, Ysaye, Albeniz (Fullana) Orch 165,

J/F: 133, Kell
Solo Violin: Hindemith, Rihm, Boulez (Koblyakov)

Orlan 44, J/F: 135, Thomson
Solo Violin Preludes+ (Nadeau-Tremblay) ATMA

2823, M/A: 178, Magil
Solo Violin in London 1650-1700 (Skaerved) Athen

23211, J/F: 137, Magil
Songs of Rain (Errera, va) Genui 22769, N/D: 134,

Magil
Josef Spacek: Janacek, Klein, Schulhoff, Martinu�

Sup 4304, N/D: 136, Magil
Pavel Sporel, solo violin: Prof 20069, M/A: 178,

Thomson
Theotime de Swarte: Faure, Hahn, Wagner�HM

902508, J/F: 138, Kell
Jacques Thibaud [6CD]: Prof 21031, J/F: 138, Magil
Viola School of Paris: Martinu, Tansman, Harsanyi

(Mei) Avi 8553028, N/D: 135, Thomson
Violin & Guitar: Pag, Burgmuller, Bartok, Faure (Duo

Marcanto) Hans 21018, J/F: 136, Kell
Violin & Orchestra: Ligeti, Lutoslawski, Varese (Baldi-

ni) Cent 3879, J/F: 134, Kell
Violin Caprices (Humphreys) Rubic 1074, S/O: 142,

Magil
Violin Odyssey: 20th Century (Zorman) FHR 119,

S/O: 144, Kell
Violin Pieces: Ysaye, Biber, Platini (Zorina) Oehms

492, J/F: 139, Thomson
Violin Sonatas: Elgar, Mend, De Raaff (Opdam) Chall

72893, J/A: 137, Magil
Violin Sonatas: Antheil, Feldman, Beethoven

(Kopatchinskaja) Alpha 797, S/O: 142, Kell

WINDS

Drama: Danzi, Taffanel, Verdi (Aceiga Wind Qn)
Genui 21748, M/A: 179, Gorman

French Wind Pieces: Gounod, Koechlin, Schmitt,
D�Indy (Oslo Chamber Academy) LAWO 1225, J/F:
141, Hanudel

Migration: A Schoenberg, Corigliano, Jolley (U of
Texas Wind Ens) Ref 150, N/D: 139, Malvern

Netherlands Wind Ensemble [17CD]: Decca
4840240, N/D: 138, Hanudel

Poeme: Gotkovsky, Maslanka+ (NAU Wind Sym)
Cent 3919, N/D: 137, Malvern

Wind Ens Pieces: Ellis, Roumain, Rubin (U Maryland
Baltimore) Alb 1891, N/D: new, Kilp

EARLY

17th Century Tenor Duets (I Gemelli) Gemel 1, J/A:
140, Loewen

17th Century Violin Sonatas (Lohmann) Globe 5279,
J/F: 143, Lehman

18th Century Spain & Mexico (La Guirlande) Vanit 16,
J/F: 145, Brewer
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30 Years of Choral Art: baroque (Various) Alpha 852,
J/A: 144, Gatens

Amor & Locura (Los Temperamentos) Arcan 17005,
M/A: 183, Brewer

Basevi Codex (Boreas Recorder Qt) Audit 97783,
M/A: 180, Loewen

Cancioneros, 1451-1595 (Savall) AliaV 9948, N/D:
144, Loewen

Chamber Vespers: Monteverdi & friends (Musica
Fiata) CPO 555317, M/J: 141, Gatens

Concerti All�Arrabbiata: Telemann. Vivaldi, Geminiani
(Freiburg Baroque) Apart 262, M/A: 182, Loewen

Dance Suites for Orchestra: Baroque to Mozart
(Goebel) Vers 55, J/A: 140, Brewer

Diego de Pantoja in China (Iliber Ensemble) IBS
142021, M/A: 181, Brewer

Dresden Baroque (Dresden Baroque Orchestra) CPO
777782, M/J: 144, Loewen

Early Moderns: Biber, Schmeltzer, Rosenmuller
(Quicksilver) Quick 1003, M/J: 144, Loewen

El Galeon 1600 (Los Temperamentos) Arcan 15002,
J/F: 142, Brewer

Elizabethan Christmas (Fretwork) Sign 680, J/F: 152,
Moore,C

Fiori Musicali�1600s Songs & Dances (Ens Mezzo)
Strad 37195, M/A: 180, Loewen

Laila Salome Fischer: Strossi, Monteverdi+ (Il
Giratempo) PN 2202, S/O: 148, Brewer

Florentine Renaissance (Orlando Consort) Hyp
68349, M/A: 179, Brewer

For the Dresden Orchestra 1: Heinichen, Zelenka,
Fasch (Kossenko) Apart 258, J/F: 144, Loewen

Gamba & Organ (Harmonice Mundi) Carpe 16326,
M/J: 121, Moore

Gioco della Cieca (Concerto di Margherita) Arcan
498, S/O: 144, Moore,C

Grande Ecurie (Syntagma Amici) Ricer 439, S/O:
145, Brewer

Grazia delle Donne: baroque women (La Cigale) Anal
9159, M/J: 144, Loewen

Guerra Manuscript vol 6 (Ars Atlantica) Naxos
574390, J/A: 139, Brewer

Hapsburg Garden of Eden (Arava Ens) Brill 96564,
N/D: 141, Brewer

Irish Baroque: Purcell, Cousser (Irish Baroque Orch)
Linn 685, N/D: 142, Gatens

Italian Baroque Christmas (Concerto Copenhagen)
Naxos 574264, J/F: 152, Brewer

Jerusalem (Apollo�s Fire) Avie 2501, J/A: 141, Gatens
Lamento�German Baroque (Fretwork) Sign 684, J/F:

144, Loewen
Lully�s Followers in Germany (Gran Teatro del

Mundo) Ambro 314, M/J: 145, Loewen
Lux Aeterna: sacred (Gesualdo 6) Hyp 68388, N/D:

143, Gatens
Masques & Fancies, 1600s (Concerto Scirocco)

Arcan 523, J/A: 141, Gatens
Medieval Songs (Concordian Dawn) MSR 1805, S/O:

144, Brewer
Medieval Songs & Dances (Reval�s Troubadours)

Emec 90, J/F: 141, Brewer
Mediterranean (Capella de Ministrers) CM 2152, M/J:

142, Brewer
Melancolia (Musica Temprana) Penta 5186294, J/F:

141, Brewer
Memento Mori (Klingzeug Ens SACD) BIS 2566, M/A:

182, Loewen
Mexican Christmas 17th Century (Newberry Consort)

Navon 6375, N/D: 151, Gatens
Minne (Holland Baroque; Bastard Penta 5187002,

S/O: 146, Loewen
Motets & Chansons (Gesualdo 6) Hyp 68379, J/F:

142, Loewen

Poetry of De la Suze (Mauillon) HM 902674, M/J:
143, Brewer

Pomerania (Ens Peregrina) Tacet 273, M/J: 140,
Loewen

Quid est Veritas?: Ferrari, Merula, Monteverdi (Alteza
musicians) IBS 212021, M/A: 181, Brewer

Recorder Pieces (John) Arcan 17010, J/F: 115, Brew-
er

Renaissance Gems & Reflections (Ora Singers) HM
905341, J/A: 143, Gatens

Renaissance Lute (Gondko) Ramee 2007, S/O: 131,
Mcc

Renaissance Lute Portraits (Shchenikov) Emec 142,
J/F: 143, Gatens

Royal Wedding of Louis XIV (Dumestre) Vers 66,
N/D: 140, Brewer

Shining Shore: Early American (Virginia Baroque)
3NR 0, S/O: 146, Delc

Spanish Renaissance (Chenall) Brill 96409, J/A: 138,
Brewer

Spanish Renaissance: Gallego, Torre, Guerrero (Pip-
ing Rock Singers) HDTT 6890, N/D: 145, Grf

Stylus Phantasticus: baroque violin (Cunningham)
Ref 742, J/F: 131, Magil

Tantalo (Amo) IBS 132021, M/J: 142, Brewer
Trionfo Romano (Ens Exit) Vers 71, N/D: 141, Brewer
Unsung Heroine: De Dia; Hildegard (The Telling) FHR

123, M/J: 140, Loewen

CHORAL

Advent & Christmas (St Catherine�s College) Reson
10268, J/F: 154, Delc

Advent 2 (St John�s College) Sign 661, J/F: 156, Delc
Advent at St Patrick, Dublin: Regen 556, J/F: 154,

Delc
Agnus Dei (The 16) Coro 16186, J/F: 146, Gatens
An Old Belief (The 16) Coro 16189, J/A: 142, Delc
Angele Dei: Palestrina, Busto, Gjello (Seraphour)

Serap 9928, M/A: 183, Loewen
Black Pierrot (U of Missouri Singers) Cent 3838, J/F:

145, Grf
Canticle of the Sun (Charles Wood Singers) Regen

567, N/D: 144, Grf
Carol of the Bells (The 16) Coro 16188, J/F: 156,

Delc
Christmas (SWR Vocal Ens) SWR 19094, J/F: 156,

Moore,R
Christmas Best (Tabernacle Choir) MTC 2142, N/D:

152, Gatens
Christmas Night (Cambridge Singers) Coll 526, J/F:

154, Grf
Christmas at Bath Abbey: Regen 555, J/F: 154, Del-

camp
Colourise: VWms, Warlock, Berkeley (London Chorus

Sinfonia) Orch 200, N/D: 110, Delc
Contemporary Christmas (Truro Cathedral) Regen

560, N/D: 152, Gatens
Covid 19 Sessions (Cantus) Sign 819, J/A: 142, Delc
E Carolina Univ Singers: Sacred Goth 49335, J/F:

145, Delc
Easter (King�s College Choir) Kings 65, J/A: 143, Delc
Icelandic Choral (Clare College) HM 905330, J/A:

142, Grf
King�s Singers Christmas: Sign 683, J/F: 155, Rey
Latvian Christmas: Alb 1851, J/F: 155, Grf
Little Christmas (St Florian) Ars 38602, N/D: 152,

Gatens
Love Enfolds Thee�Christmas (Tenet) OldeF 919,

J/F: 153, Moore,R
Meditation (The 16) Coro 16191, N/D: 146, Grf
Noel (Utah Chamber Artists) Goth 49334, N/D: 151,

Gatens
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Noel Eternel (Paris Children�s Choir) Alpha 422, J/F:
154, Vroon

O Heiland�Christmas (Hanover Capella) Arcan
18013, J/F: 155, Althouse

O Magnum Mysterium: Monteverdi, Verdi, Scarlatti
(Lucerne Vocal Soloists) Tudor 7504, S/O: 146,
Brewer

See the Word is Incarnate (Trinity Chapel, Cam-
bridge) Reson 10295, J/F: 153, Delc

Sweet and Merry Month (Magdalene College) OpArt
9049, S/O: 141, Grf

Univ of S Dakota Chamber Singers: Navon 6385,
M/A: 184, Grf

Westminster Abbey Choir: Dove, Weir, Martin�Hyp
68350, M/J: 145, Grf

Wexford Carols (O�Leary) Heres 26, N/D: 153,
Gatens

VOCAL

100 yrs British Song, vol 3 (Gilchrist) Somm 646, M/J:
145, Moore,R

A Summer�s Day: Songs & chamber (Andersson)
Stone 81144, M/J: 119, Thomson

Arias & Overtures: Strausses, Puccini, Lehar (Grabn-
er, Theophile Ens) Orlan 50, S/O: 149, Fisch

Baroque Arias (Semenzato) Alpha 830, S/O: 152,
Brewer

Carneriana: 50 Spanish Songs (Alegret, t) IBS
252021, J/A: 144, Moore,R

Castrato Competition (Marino, Mineccia, Sabadu)
Vers 50, M/A: 189, Brewer

Chosen Eyes: Nepomuceno, Grieg, Strauss
(Scharich) M&A 1305, N/D: 148, Rey

Croatian Art Song II (Antoniazzo) Antes 319325, N/D:
146, Moore,R

Desiderium: Barber, Griffes, Weill (Meyers) Avie
2512, S/O: 150, Moore,R

Emerald Ghost: Copland & Galante songs (De Butte)
Orlan 48, M/J: new, Vroon

English Songs: Manduell, Alwyn, Berkeley (Victoria
Qt+) DivA 25235, N/D: 147, Moore,R

Entre deux Mondes: 10 composers (Tandl) Oehms
496, N/D: 148, Moore,R

French Baroque Arias (Gens) Alpha 747, M/A: 185,
BrewerFrench Songs (Cherrier-Hoffmann) Apart
257, J/A: 145, Thomson

French Songs: Hahn, Chausson, Duparc, Deb
(Cargill) Linn 652, M/A: 185, Thomson

French Songs (Various) B 34, N/D: 150, Rey
Gypsy Songs (Bayrakdarian) Avie 2506, S/O: 147,

Thomson
Japanese Songs (Timpone) Sheva 273, N/D: 149,

Rey
Joys Abiding: songs by women (Zenobi) Navon 6409,

J/A: 150, Moore,R
Longing: Strauss, Berg, Schoenberg (Crowe) Linn

656, M/A: 185, Rey
Mexican Song Cycles: Ponce, Rolon, Halffter (Men-

doza) MSR 1772, J/F: 149, Moore,R
Next Generation of Singers (Various) Stone 81076,

J/F: 151, Moore,R
Norwegian Baroque Songs (Kielland) LAWO 1226,

J/A: 139, Brewer
Nostalgia: Brahms, Bartok, Mouss (Kozena) Penta

5186777, M/J: 146, Thomson
Ombres�songs by women (Grimaldi) BIS 2546, J/A:

145, Thomson
Origins: Purcell to new (Sjaella) FugaL 784, J/F: 151,

Vroon
Petite Mort: Berg, Faure, Barber, Poulenc (Labour-

dette) Genui 22782, N/D: 147, Moore,R

Respighi�s Circle (Haigh) MSR 1784, N/D: 147,
Moore,R

Rivals�from around 1800 (Piau & Gens) Alpha 824,
S/O: 149, Rey

Shall We Gather (Meachem) Rub 1071, J/F: 149,
Moore,R

Songs: Mahler, Strauss, Liszt, Korngold (Traubel)
Apart 288, S/O: 153, Thomson

Songs based on Dante (Palazzi) Uran 14086, S/O:
151, Moore,R

Songs by Black Composers: Price, etc (Mobley) Acis
20445, J/F: 150, Moore,R

Songs by Women: Schumann, Clarke, Boulanger
(Schultz) Alpha 799, S/O: 152, Thomson

Songs of Separation (Sampson) BIS 2623, S/O: 152,
Thomson

Soprano arias (Various) Naxos 578188, M/J: 147,
Rey

Swedish Songs (Chagnon) Mirar 608, S/O: 148,
Thomson

Swiss German Songs (Diethelm) Prosp 14, N/D: 146,
Rey

Tenor Arias (Various) Naxos 578190, M/J: 147, Alt-
man

Turkish Galante Arias (Valiquette & Scott) Vers 58,
J/A: 149, Fisch

Were I With Thee (Areyzaga) 4-Tay 4066, M/A: 184,
Fisch

Wild at Heart (Harris) SonoL 92253, S/O: 141, Thom-
son

VOCAL RECITALS

Franco Bordoni: Bong 1238, M/A: 184, Rey
Joyce DiDonato: Eden: Erato 646515, J/A: 145, Rey
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau 7CD: Prof 20074, J/F: 146,

Moore
French Arias: Gretry, Auber (Rowe) Cent 3881, M/A:

188, Rey
French countertenor airs (Mechelen) Alpha 753, M/A:

188, Brewer
George Gagnidze�arias: Orfeo 210221, J/F: 148,

Rey
Wolfgang Holzmair (13CD, inc Brahms Requiem)

Decca 4844474, J/A: 146, Moore
Philippe Jaroussky with guitar: Erato 500570, S/O:

149, Mcc
Andreas Kanabas, bass: Oehms 490, M/A: 186, Rey
Pedro Lavirgen: Emec 109, J/F: 148, Rey
Anna Netrebko arias: DG 34484, M/A: 186, Altman
Jakub Orlinski�motets: Erato 743900, M/A: 187,

Loewen
Orlinski�Polish Farewells: Erato 626971, S/O: 150,

Moore,R
Pene Pati, tenor�Warnr 634863, J/A: 147, Rey
Marie Podvalova: Czech composers�Sup 4307, N/D:

148, Rey
Stephen Powell: Why Do the Nations (Powell, p) Acis

51200, M/A: 187, Moore,R
Nadine Sierra: DG 35015, J/A: 147, Rey
Michael Spyres opera arias: Erato 515666, S/O: 153,

Rey
Joan Sutherland (6CD: 2+2+2) Decca 4844321+, J/A:

148, Rey
Azer Zada: Italian Tenor arias: Naxos 573499, M/A:

189, Rey

CONTEMPORARY

Berlin Freizeit: Cage, Reimann, Trojahn (Kuss Qt)
Rubi 1085, M/J: new, Vroon

Blow: wind quintets: Salonen, Donatoni, Lash (City of
Tomorrow) NewF 294, M/J: new, Kilp
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Chicago Trios: Okpebholo, Thomas, Ran (Lincoln
Trio) Ced 211, N/D: new, Kilp

Composer�s Voice: Kernis,Warshaw,Kennedy,Liptak
(Brown) Alb 1884, M/J: new, Kilp

Figments 3�chamber pieces: Navon 6419, S/O: new,
Kilp

Five by Five: ArtSh 0, J/A: 115, Haskins
Fleeting Realms: Boux, Zanter, Toutant (Various)

Navon 6348, J/F: 105, Vroon
Grand Journey: Marinescu, Brown, Simon (Casals

Trio) Navon 6367, J/F: new, Vroon
Last Song (Sveinbjarnerdottir) SonoL 92248, J/F:

new, Vroon
Legends & Light 2: orchestral�Navon 6399, M/J:

new, Kilp
Manifesto: Larsen, Warland (Cantus) Sign 685, J/F:

new, Vroon
Moonstruck: Higdon, Tate, Jalbert (Apollo Chamber

Players) Azica 71352, N/D: 111, Thomson
New Music for String Orchestra (Vass) Reson 10279,

J/A: new, Kilp
New Suns (Variant 6) OpenG 1, S/O: new, Kilp
Oberlin Concertos: Hartke, Ogonek, Jones (Bjerken,

p) Oberl 2103, J/F: new, Vroon
Pandemicity (Solaun, p) IBS 162021, J/F: new, Vroon
Pinnacle 2: Various�Navon 6368, J/F: new, Vroon
Poetry of Women Composers (Various) Capr 5431,

J/F: new, Vroon
Tomorrow�s Air (Various) Navon 6108, S/O: new, Kilp
Violin Sonatas: Auerbach, Beaudoin, Cage

(Kurganov) Orch 182, M/J: new, Vroon
Vivaldi Sleep (The Swan) Sign 839, M/J: new, Kilp
Voces8: Various composers�Decca 4851626, J/F:

new, Vroon
Woven in Time: Brown, Bliss, Druckman�Navon

6369, M/A: 156, Hanudel

VIDEOS

ABRAHAMSEN: Snow Queen (Bavarian Opera)
BavOp 96744, M/J: Rey

BEETHOVEN: Fidelio (Pappano) OpArt 1334, M/J:
Altman

BELLINI: Capulets & Montagues (La Fenice) Naxos
2110730, N/D: Altman

BOITO: Nerone (Kaftan) Cmaj 761208, S/O: Rey
BRAHMS: Symphony 4 (Blomstedt) see HONEG-

GER
CASABLANCAS: Enigma di Lea (Liceu/Pons) Naxos

2110712, M/J: Altman
CATALANI: La Wally (Matula/Orozco-Estrada) Cmaj

806308, N/D: Altman
DELIBES: La Source (Paris Opera Ballet) Naxos

2110724, S/O: Fisch
DONIZETTI: Convenienze (Lyon Opera) OpArt 1335,

J/F: Altman
Linda di Chamounix (Florence May Festival) Dyn
37911, M/J: Rey

Nozze in Villa (Bergamo) Dyn 57908, M/A: Altman
DVORAK: Rusalka (Madrid/Bolton) Cmaj 759508,

M/J: Rey
GIORDANO: Siberia (Florence May Festival) Dyn

37928, J/A: Altman
HAHN: Ciboulette (Toulon Opera) Naxos 2110697,

M/A: Fisch
HANDEL: Saul (Freiburg Baroque) Cmaj 805508,

J/A: Altman
HINDEMITH: Mathis der Maler (De Billy) Naxos

2110691, J/F: Altman
HOFMANNSTHAL: Jedermann (Salzburg 2020)

Cmaj 804684, J/F: Fisch
HONEGGER: Sym 3 (Blomstedt) Cmaj 806108, N/D:

Althouse

KORNGOLD: Tote Stadt (Bavarian Opera/Petrenko)
BaSO 96744, J/F: Rey

Tote Stadt (Finnish Opera) OpArt 9050, S/O: Altman
LEONCAVALLO: Zaza (Vienna Radio) Cmaj 805308,

M/J: Rey
LULLY: Atys (Christie) Naxos 132, J/F: Brewer
MASSENET: Thais (Vienna Radio/Hussain) Cmaj

805004, J/F: Rey
MINKUS: Don Quixote (Nureyev) OpArt 1350, M/J:

Fisch
MONIUSZKO: Halka (Austrian Radio) Cmaj 805708,

J/A: Hecht
MONDONVILLE: Titon & Aurore (Les Arts Floris-

sants) Naxos 2110693, M/J: Altman
MONTEVERDI: Coronation of Poppea (Gardiner)

OpArt 1346, N/D: Rey
Orfeo (Gardiner) OpArt 1347, S/O: Altman
Return of Ulysses (Accademia Bizantina) Dyn
37927, S/O: Altman

Return of Ulysses (Gardiner) Unit 1348, S/O: Altman
MOZART: Cosi Fan Tutte (Florence May Fest/Mehta)

Naxos 2110726, S/O: Altman
Don Giovanni (Ramey/Karajan) Cmaj 761404, N/D:
Altman

Don Giovanni (Royal Opera/Haenchen) OpArt 1344,
J/A: Altman

Idomeneo (Vienna Opera/Netopil) Cmaj 760208,
S/O: Altman

PROKOFIEFF: Fiery Angel (Austrian Radio) Cmaj
805908, J/A: Altman

PUCCINI: Boheme (Norwegian Opera) Naxos
2110728, N/D: Altman

Manon Lescaut (Te Kanawa, Domingo) OpArt 1342,
J/A: Rey

Tosca (Babajanyan/Armiliato) Cmaj 759204, M/A:
Rey

PURCELL: Dido & Aeneas (Les Arts Florissants)
Naxos 2110709, M/J: Altman

RAMEAU: Hippolyte & Aricie (Pygmalion) Naxos
2110707, M/J: Altman

Platee (Christie) Cmaj 804708, J/F: Altman
RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: Sadko (Bolshoi/Zangiev)

BelA 188, M/J: Altman
ROSSINI: Equivoco Stravagante (Mitas) Naxos

2110696, M/A: Altman
Occasione Fa il Ladro (Rossini in Wildbad) Naxos
2110706, M/J: Altman

SHOSTAKOVICH: Taming of the Shrew (Monte Carlo
ballet) OpArt 1339, J/F: Fisch

STRAUSS: Rosenkavalier (TeKanawa/Solti) OpArt
1341, M/A: Altman

VAINBERG: Die Passagierin (Graz Opera) Naxos
2110713, N/D: Rey

VERDI: Falstaff (Florence May Festival 2021) Dyn
37951, N/D: Altman

Forza del Destino (Florence May Festival) Dyn
37930, J/A: Rey

Rigoletto (Florence/Frizza) Dyn 37921, M/J: Rey
Traviata (Oropesa, Dresden/Oren) Penta 5186956,
S/O: Rey

WAGNER: About him�Naxos 2110708, J/A: Rey
Parsifal (Hubbard, Palermo) Cmaj 759308, S/O: Rey
Siegfried (Sofia) Dyn 37899, J/F: Altman
Tristan & Isolde (Schager, Kampe/Barenboim) BelA
165, S/O: Rey

Walkure (Sofia/Baleff) Dyn 37898, J/F: Altman
WEBER: Freischutz (Vienna/Netopil) Cmaj 760008,

M/J: Rey
ZANDONAI: Francesca da Rimini (German Opera

Berlin/Rizzi) Naxos 2110711, M/J: Rey
Zaza (Vienna Radio) Cmaj 805308, M/J: Rey

The Three Tenors: Cmaj 758804, J/F: Rey
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Word Police
abbreviations J/A 113
barbarous errors  M/A 139
between  N/D 145
changing  S/O 166
credential  S/O 62
current writing  J/F 156
functionality  J/A 72
gaslight  M/A  112
gobbledygook  J/A 40
meld  S/O 11
meme  J/A 53
moot  M/J 115
redacted  M/A 173
subject & verb  J/A 34, N/D 110
subjunctive  J/F 153
trial  M/A 192
what you can�t say  N/D 100
within  S/O 114
woke  J/F 161
festivals:  M/J 166; S/O 168, N/D 101

Critical Convictions
Fear  J/F
CD Versus Digital  S/O
Concert vs Record; Cruelty of Reviewing; Elitism  M/A
Minor Correction for a Major Problem (Gorman)  N/D

Relevance  M/J

Sound Art & Programming  S/O

Technology  S/O

Woke 2  M/J 166

Woke 3  J/A

Books
Afterthoughts of a Pianist (Isler)  J/A 163

Berlioz: Listener�s Guide  J/F 171

Gerald Finzi�s Letters  S/O 165

Golden Years of National Symphony  J/A 163

Instruments of the Middle Ages  J/F 171

Instruments of the Elizabethan Age  J/F 172

Harry Partch 1042  S/O 165

The Piano: a History (Jones)  J/F 173

Maestro Glorioso: Barbirolli  J/A 162

Musics Lost and Found  J/A 162

Music�s Nordic Breakthrough  M/J 163

Jose Serebrier portrait  J/A 164

Wagner�s Essays on Conducting  J/A 165

Annotated Ring: Walkure  J/A 165
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These “festivals” are recent examples of bloopers,
stupidities, and cliches that we have covered in
our “Word Police”.

I apologize for using the NY Times for exam-
ples. I’m sure other news sources are just as bad—
probably worse. I’m old enough to expect the
Times to have higher standards than most, so they
disappoint me more than the others. The Times
has become sloppy, trendy, and “cool”—and their
coverage is geared to popular culture and has
mostly abandoned high culture and thought. The
writing has become almost slang. A number of
ARG writers have given up on the Times.

The Times told us (maybe quoting a func-
tionary at the White House) that Mr Biden had
Covid but “he is experiencing mild symptoms”.
Plain English would be “He has a mild case” or
“His symptoms are mild”; but every idiot these
days has to use the word “experience”.

Facebook recently sent out this message to its
clients (addicts):

“Starting soon, the option to switch back to
the classic Pages experience will no longer be
available for your Page(s). Over the coming
months all Pages will be updated to the new Pages
experience and the classic Pages experience will
no longer be available.”

Another web site says, “All your existing fea-
tures and passwords are still available in this
exciting, new experience.” The generation that
buys these products and patronizes these sites
apparently seeks “exciting experiences”. Ugh.

The latest catalog from Upton Tea Company
has “tea experience” on every page. A new apart-
ment building opening in Cincinnati advertises “a
curated living experience”. Everything now
(including concerts, of course) has to be an “expe-
rience”! (And “curated” is also spreading like a
disease.) We are trying to banish this miserable
word from ARG. It’s vague as well as vogue.

The Times briefing tells us a new Broadway
show has “dropped”. They used to talk about pre-
mieres. The use of “drop” is very recent.

The Times advises us to get a “quality tree” for
Christmas. “Quality” is not an adjective. Usage
manuals call this a “vogue” usage and “casual”.
Well, that newspaper is now happy to be both. It’s
also vague: what on earth is a “quality tree”?

Actually the trendy usages are mainly
deplorable precisely because they are vague. They
are cases where one word is used to cover more
and more meanings—largely because it takes lit-
tle thought to grab an easily accessible approxi-
mation. “Pause” has become a verb and substitut-
ed for many more exact words—most recently for
“postponed”. “Ongoing” has been substituted for
“still” and “remaining” in addition to “continu-

ing”. The overused words just get used more and
more—it’s the nature of “the media” and all its fol-
lowers.

Have you noticed that the traditional “half an
hour” and “half a mile” have become “a half hour”
and “a half mile”? It’s not wrong, but it’s conform-
ity, because people say it the way they hear it or
read it. The Dnieper River has become Dnipro,
because everyone wants to favor the Ukrainians.
(But we have proper English-language names for
cities and rivers, and we are using them less and
less. But I can’t imagine that we will give up
“Munich” or “Florence”.) Who determines the cur-
rent way of saying things? Apparently it’s “the
media”—the press, TV, and Internet sources.

In a recent article about “global warming” the
Times estimated it would be “between 2 or 3
degrees”. “Between” takes “and”, not “or”.

The Times also tells us “the researchers
focused on issues...” How cliched! How unorigi-
nal! How utterly predictable and pitiful.

Cliches abound, though they are often irra-
tional. How often do you read “across the globe”?
Or even “every corner of the globe”. If it’s a globe,
it has to be “around”—and globes don’t have cor-
ners. And why not “around the world”? Why have
“globe” and “global” completely replaced “world”
and “worldwide”?

Nothing is just a threat; everything is now an
“existential threat”. Prices never just go up—they
“skyrocket”. News is exaggeration.

A news headline: “The housing slowdown is
speeding up.” What does that mean?

How often we read of a “prequel”, but there is
no such thing. It’s worse than “underwhelmed”.
We are told that something “premiered”, but “pre-
miere” is not a verb. And writers love to talk of a
“bucket list” place or activity. It’s another recent
fad term, and it seems to be the trendy way to say,
“here is something you have got to do or see”. How
often do you read “anytime soon” or “opt for” or
“going forward”? You can spot a bad writer
because he will use these trendy cliches.

“Refresh” is not a noun, but we increasingly
see it used that way. That is probably because of
computers. “Message” is not a verb; how can we
tell that to “cell phone” users?

An Australian scientist at a major university
said “If an omicron vaccine is going to be any
good to you and I...” “Myself and many other writ-
ers...” turns up fairly often. People use “myself”
instead of I or me—maybe because they don’t
know which to use.

In a book review in a major magazine we read,
“her insights are as insightful...as ever.”

Another redundancy we’ve seen recently is
“the cause of death was due to...”

Word Police Festival 
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Word Police Festival Continued

Economist magazine has started to use the
idiotic “doable”. (It is difficult but it is doable.)
What’s wrong with “possible” or “can be done”?
In November Economist talked about something
that would “wreck havoc” (should be “wreak”).

From the same magazine: “Government
bonds are the new meme stock.” What on earth
could that mean? What is a meme stock? Is it like
an “iconic” stock? I am glad that word seems to
be passing, but only to be replaced with “meme”?
That is the latest fad word, and much of the time
it even means “fad”. Current words of general
approval are mostly slang. It has been that way for
a long time: people automatically use the latest
word (remember “awesome”?). They want to
sound “with it”. Good writers don’t.

Also from Economist: “Captains of industry
have a history of striving for cordial relations with
whomever is in power.” Wrong. It has to be “who-
ever”, the subject of the clause. Economist head-
line in October: “The War on Drugs Don’t Work”.

A recent Times briefing referred to
“rowhomes” and “townhomes”. Have we given up
the distinction between a house and a home?
Another blow to the language. The Times also
uses the word “optics” to mean “how it looked” or
“appearances”. And one Times writer has fallen
into “indices” instead of “indexes”. (Usage books
call that “pretentious”.)

The US was described as having some quality
“more than every other country combined”. They
mean “all other countries” I guess. How can every
country be combined?

Another magazine used “disinterested” when
the intent was “uninterested”—extremely com-
mon. It also referred to “energy usage” instead of
“use”—also common now.

An opera critic called Violetta (in Traviata) “a
diverse role”. What could that mean? Current
writers go to desperate lengths to use these “buzz
words”.

Another magazine had a whole article about
the “legacy astronauts” who are still working for
NASA. Why the odd adjective? (Actually it’s
slightly insulting—Jan/Feb 2020: 239.)

“Age is one of the biggest risk factors for
dementia and it can’t always be prevented.”
(GoodRX website) Preventing age is simple: just
die.

The word “empathy” and the related “empa-
thetic” have become extremely common. They
are powerful words that careless use has weak-
ened into mere (often miserable) sentimentality
(M/A 2015 & S/O 2006).

A huge supermarket chain sent out in
November an advertising folder titled “Holiday
Hacks”. Whatever that may mean, there is no dic-
tionary definition that makes any sense of it (see
J/A 2019: 210). It is illiterate.

Language should not change so fast as it is
now. It’s democratic idealism and the sentimen-
tal assumption that anything anyone says must
be accepted and not criticized. Expecting intelli-
gent usage and decent grammar is now “elitist”
(maybe even “racist”). These anti-elitists are
degrading our language. In turn that degrades
thought and ideas—and, of course, education. It
is truer than ever that people with a lot of educa-
tion don’t necessarily have a lot of intelligence or
wisdom. Nor do they nowadays know how to
write or speak. (One would think that to be a min-
imum goal for an education.) These lists of stu-
pidities could easily be much longer.

Word Police Publicity Stupidities

When Lincoln Center announced the current
season they called attention to everything trendy,
cross-genre, and multicultural, pretty much
ignoring the classical elements.

San Francisco Opera announces (actual words)
Instigators...a Bold, New, Multidisciplinary
Initiative...designed to pioneer future directions
for San Francisco Opera and the art form....
[These 6 people] will take part in conversations,
rehearsals, performances, and immersive activi-
ties at SF Opera.

Miami Opera brags about their new “immersive
opera experiences”.

Publicity, like news, is always exaggerated. The
idea, apparently, is to make an impression. So
every musician, every concert, is “bold”, “ground-
breaking”, “immersive”, “stunning”. And every
publicity write-up begins with how “excited” and
“thrilled” the orchestra (or whatever) is to tell us
the news. I wonder if they really think an editor is
impressed by such adjectives. Do they think they
get more coverage by using such words? What
actually happens is that an editor makes a mental
list of the handful of publicity people that seem to
have some integrity (and sense of language) and
ends up ignoring the rest.
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